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Preface to ”Modelling, Monitoring, Control and

Optimization for Complex Industrial Processes”

Industrial automation systems are becoming more complex as well as expensive, leading

to higher requirements for operation performance, the quality of products, productiveness, and

reliability. Recent developments in modelling, monitoring, control, and optimisation techniques

have enhanced the understanding of systems dynamics and boosted the applications of monitoring,

control, and optimisation in complex industrial processes. This Special Issue, with papers ranging

from theoretical algorithms to the experimental implementation of complex industrial processes, has

highlighted advances in this field.
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Industrial automation systems, such as chemical processes, manufacturing processes,
power networks, transportation systems, sustainable energy systems, wireless sensor net-
works, robotic systems, and biomedical systems, are becoming more complex [1–3], but
more expensive, and have higher requirements for operation performance, quality of prod-
ucts, productiveness, and reliability. Stimulated by Industry 4.0, automation industries
are keen to improve the reliability and operational performance of complex industrial
processes using advanced modelling, monitoring, optimization, and control techniques. Re-
cently, artificial intelligence, data-driven techniques, cyber–physical systems, digital-twin,
and cloud computation have further stimulated research and applications of modelling,
monitoring, optimization, and control techniques [4–6].

This Special Issue on “Modelling, Monitoring, Control and Optimization for Com-
plex Industrial Processes” (https://www.mdpi.com/journal/processes/special_issues/
Complex_Industrial_Processes) aims to provide a forum for researchers and engineers to
report their recent results, exchange research ideas, and look over emerging research and
application directions in modelling, monitoring, optimization, and advanced control for
complex industrial processes. There are 22 papers included in this Special Issue, after a
rigorous review process, which are categorised and presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Categories of the paper included in the Special Issue.

Categories
Modelling and

Parameter
Identification

Monitoring,
Diagnosis, and

Resilience

Control
Applications

Optimisation
Applications

Papers [7–10] [11–14] [15–20] [21–28]

1. Modelling and Parameter Identification for Complex Industrial Processes

It is significant but challenging to identify system parameters of a mechanism system
under on-line working conditions as uncertainties exist due to the differences between de-
sign requirements and real-time environment. In the paper co-authored by Zhang et al. [7],
a reinforcement learning approach was applied to forging machines to attain real-time
model parameters, where raw data were used directly, and an online parameter identi-
fication algorithm was implemented in a period without the aid of labelled samples as
a training database. The addressed parameter identification technique proved to have a
powerful capability to adapt a new process without historical data. The effectiveness was
validated via a forging machine process.

It is difficult to model porous structures due to their irregular internal morphologies.
Conventional CAD modelling approaches fail to represent internal structures and con-
formations in models, although they can effectively describe the external geometric and
topological information of the models. In the work completed by Ren [8], an effective
modelling method for 3D irregular porous structures was presented based on a finite
element method and thermodynamic analysis, and the key idea was to solve isothermal
issues in the modelling of the porosity of porous units. It was shown from experiments
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that the proposed technique can achieve smooth and approximate porous structures from
arbitrary irregular 3D surfaces.

The discrete element method has a capability to analyse interactions among particles
themselves, and interconnections between particles and mechanical components, to reveal
the influencing factors and operating mechanism of the mechanical components. In the
work by Liu et al. [9], a discrete element method based modelling technique was used
to represent pill particle population which was employed to optimise the anti-corrosion
process of oil and gas wellbore casing annuli. A simulation model was built, and the
theoretical foundation was established for the further investigation of the pill discharging
process and the parameter optimisation of the pill discharging device.

Green growth is defined as a process for a manufacturing enterprise to grow stronger
with green strategies and green behaviours to achieve less consumption of resources and
energy, less pollution, and more environmentally friendly and healthy products. In the
article by Li et al. [10], a conceptual model of the factors influencing the green growth of
manufacturing enterprises was established and a method was addressed to further reveal
the relevant dynamic mechanisms and essential influencing factors, determined using a
decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory strategy. Six key influencing factors were
finally verified using a wooden flooring manufacturing company as a case study.

2. Monitoring, Diagnosis, and Resilience for Complex Industrial Processes

Fault diagnosis approaches are categorized into a model-based diagnosis approach,
signal-based diagnosis method, and knowledge-based diagnosis approach. A model-based
approach is widely used if a model is available to the designer. Continuous stirring tank
reactors are widely used in chemical production processes, where there is a nonlinear
dynamic process disrupted by time delays and uncertainties. In the article contributed by
Wang et al. [11], continuous stirring tank reactors were represented by a T-S fuzzy model
with state delays and disturbances. A fuzzy fault detection filter was addressed to detect
faults and the design gains were obtained to solve the convex optimization of linear matrix
inequalities. The effectiveness of the proposed diagnosis method was demonstrated by
simulation studies.

Knowledge-based approaches are based on data driven and machine-learning tech-
niques. Therefore, quantitative knowledge-based approaches are also called data-driven ap-
proaches. In the paper co-authored by Zhang et al. [12], a novel fault–diagnosis–classification
optimization method was proposed by fusing a sine cosine algorithm, support vector
machine, and transfer learning. Intensive simulation studies were carried out, and the
proposed algorithm outperformed five existing diagnosis algorithms with higher precision
and a faster response time. In addition, the proposed algorithm can run effectively using
transfer learning with less failure data.

Multi-agent systems have received attention where multiple agents communicate
through a premeditated protocol to operate collectively. A fault in an agent may deteriorate
the performance of its neighbouring agents and even the entire network. As a result, it
is important to detect an agent fault as early as possible. In the paper co-authored by
Lu et al. [13], a fault diagnosis problem was investigated for multi-agent systems, where a
neural-network-based state prediction model was built via offline historical data training,
and the residuals between the actual outputs and predicted outputs were checked to
detect potential faults. The effectiveness of the presented diagnosis algorithm was finally
demonstrated via a real experiment on a leader–follower inverted pendulum.

Networked dynamic systems would suffer potential security threats caused by ma-
licious attacks, which would destabilize networked dynamic systems and disturb com-
munications between networked systems. As a result, there is a motivation to discuss the
resilience issue in networked systems subjected to cyber-attacks. In the article contributed
by Tan et al. [14], a resilient control issue for networked nonlinear dynamic systems with
dynamic trigger mechanisms and malicious aperiodic denial-of-service attacks was exam-
ined. A resilient dynamically triggering controller was designed to alleviate the effects of
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cyber-attacks and reduce the usage of communication resources. The proposed approaches
were validated by using the well-known nonlinear Chua circuit.

3. Control Applications for Complex Industrial Systems

Chaos is a complex nonlinear phenomenon in nature and chaotic systems have been
widely applied to a variety of practical systems, such as secure communications, industrial
processes, and ecosystems, etc. Some chaotic behaviours are harmful, which should be
supressed. In the article contributed by Liang et al. [15], a tracking controller was designed
for hyperchaotic complex systems, and the feasibility of the proposed design was verified
from two perspectives, via both mathematical proofs and simulation experiments.

H8 transformer-less inverter can be used to eliminate an earth leakage current, and
model predictive control has been a popular control technique in industrial applications.
In the paper contributed by Zaid et al. [16], a model predictive control method was used
to improve the performance of H8 transformer-less inverters supplied by a photovoltaic
energy source. The Hardware-in-the-Loop was implemented using a DSP target Launch-
PadXLTMS320F28379D kit to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Temperature control has been widely used in the control of dividing-wall distillation
columns, which has an advantage in dynamic characteristics, but cannot track the steady
values well due to its limited accuracy in estimating controlled product purities. Motived
by the above, in the paper contributed by Yuan et al. [17], an improved temperature control
approach was addressed with the aid of product quality estimation and a genetic algorithm.
It was demonstrated by the simulated studies that the proposed control scheme can reduce
steady-state deviations in the maintained product purities as well as have better dynamic
characteristics, which proved to be a useful tool for the temperature inferential control for
dividing-wall distillation columns.

A permanent magnet synchronous motor has a wide industrial application. It is
noticed that it is usually challenging to establish an accurate mathematical model for a
permanent magnet synchronous motor, and an application of a complex algorithm may
pose a challenge for embedded code development. Motived by the above, in the paper
co-authored by Jiang et al. [18], a characteristic model for a permanent magnet synchronous
motor was built, and a speed control scheme was proposed by integrating a linear golden-
section adaptive control and integral compensation. It was shown by the simulation and
experimental results that the speed control accuracy using the proposed control algorithm
for a permanent magnet synchronous motor was improved by 3.8 times compared with
traditional proportional-integral-derivative control algorithms.

Electric vehicles are green modes of transportation, which will replace fossil-fuelled
vehicles soon. However, charging stations for electric vehicle batteries may impose a high
energy demand on the utility grid. As a result, it is of interest to investigate standalone
charging stations for electric vehicles using photovoltaic power sources to support the
utility grid. In the paper contributed by Atawi. [19], an isolated electric vehicle charging
station model based on a photovoltaic energy source was built, which was composed of
a photovoltaic panel, boost converter, energy storage system batteries, DC/DC charging
converters, and an electric vehicle battery. The control system was composed of a maxi-
mum power tracking controller, electric vehicle charging controller, and storage converter
controller, which were, in essence, PI controllers, as well as a single-chip PIC18F4550 micro-
controller utilized for control implementation. It was demonstrated by the simulations and
experiments that the used controllers can provide good response speeds and satisfactory
tracking abilities to their references.

Steam generators are critical devices in nuclear power plants, and their control perfor-
mances are paramount to maintain normal operations. It is of interest to develop optimal
control in a steam generator level process. In the article by Kong et al. [20], a systemic
data-driven optimization methodology was proposed, which was used to optimise control
system parameters by using control performance measurements directly. The effectiveness
of the addressed method was demonstrated via simulations, concluding that the addressed

3
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simplex search method was effective in controller parameter optimization to improve
control system performance in steam generator level processes.

4. Optimization Applications for Complex Systems

Wind energy plays a leading role in renewable energy industries. To reduce workloads,
improve efficiency, and provide better evaluation and judgment, inspection robots have
been introduced into wind farms for inspection. It is a prerequisite to produce a path
planning for intelligent inspection using robots. In the article by Chen et al. [21], a new
path-planning algorithm was proposed based on a chaotic neural network and genetic
algorithm. The proposed algorithm was verified via a path planned for patrol robot using
the actual locations of 30 wind farms, showing the addressed algorithm can generate a
shorter inspection path compared with some existing algorithms.

It is of significance to boost material removal rate and waste reuse rate in a rough
processing stage of a three-dimensional stone product with an unusual shape. In the
paper contributed by Shao et al. [22], circular saw disc cutting was inspected to cut a
convex polyhedron out of a blank box, with reference to a targeted product. It is evident
that this problem can be better solved by geometrical methods rather than mathematical
methods. An automatic block cutting strategy was proposed by using a series of geometrical
optimization approaches. The effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated via
simulated studies using both MATLAB and the Vericut platform.

It is of importance to have precise process planning to produce an open-die-forged
part with a desired final geometry as well as economic production. In the paper contributed
by Reinisch et al. [23], a multi-objective optimization-based schedule design was addressed
by combining fast process models with a double deep Q-learning algorithm. The produced
pass schedules lead to a desired ingot geometry with a minimal number of passes. The
addressed methods were validated via a forging experiment, showing the ability of the
addressed double deep Q-learning algorithm to achieve an optimal pass schedule in real
open-die forging processes.

New opportunities are provided to companies to gain competitiveness with a transfor-
mation to Supply Chain 4.0 with the aid of the lean value stream mapping tool. In the work
by Kihel et al. [24], a new process design was presented by integrating 4.0 technologies,
taking multinational supply chains in Automotive Wiring Equipment Morocco as case
study. Using the lean value stream mapping 4.0 tool, all products and information flow in
a value chain from suppliers to customers were optimized so that economic, social, and
environmental performance were improved.

Real-time optimization is a strategy to maximize a cost function with constraints so that
operation can be kept at its optimum point even under conditions subjected to nonlinear
behaviours and disturbances. In the work by Delou et al. [25], a small-scale real-time
optimisation was investigated for a real industrial case, that is, the Natural Gas Processing
Unit. A novel approach was addressed for improving efficiency using a sequential-modular
simulator within an optimization framework. It was shown, using the addressed method,
that an improvement in stability and an increase in profit were achieved.

Process optimization aims to optimize a set of parameters with constraints to achieve
an optimal processing time and production. In the article by Chen et al. [26], the process
optimization for an automated yogurt and flavour-filling machine was discussed under two
scenarios: multi-filling points (Case I) to filling point (Case II). Mathematical models under
different cases were developed by considering optimisation objectives. The models were
tested with real data, and it was revealed that Case II was faster than Case I in processing a
set of customer orders.

Inter-channel advertising and service cooperation are important research areas in
channel convergence, which is an important issue in the online to offline supply chain. In
the paper co-authored by Zhang et al. [27], the impacts of time delay and bidirectional free
riding on inter-channel service and advertising cooperation strategies were discussed. A
differential game model between brands and retailers was established by encompassing
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delay effect and bidirectional free-riding occurrence. Differential game theory was used to
seek the optimal advertising and service decisions of the brand owners and retailers. It was
shown that the service strategy, advertising strategy, and brand goodwill of the online to
offline supply chain members were optimal under a centralized decision-making system.

Artificial-intelligence-based music generation has attracted much attention. In the
work by Min et al. [28], a novel approach was proposed to develop a competitive music
generation algorithm by blending a transformer deep-learning model with generative
adversarial networks. It is shown that the model based on transformer and generative
adversarial networks can reveal the relationship in the notes of long-sequence music sam-
ples, and the rules of music composition can be learned well. An optimized transformer
and generative adversarial-networks-based model can improve the accuracy of the gener-
ated notes.
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Abstract: It is a challenge to identify the parameters of a mechanism model under real-time operating
conditions disrupted by uncertain disturbances due to the deviation between the design requirement
and the operational environment. In this paper, a novel approach based on reinforcement learning is
proposed for forging machines to achieve the optimal model parameters by applying the raw data
directly instead of observation window. This approach is an online parameter identification algorithm
in one period without the need of the labelled samples as training database. It has an excellent ability
against unknown distributed disturbances in a dynamic process, especially capable of adapting
to a new process without historical data. The effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated and
validated by a simulation of acquiring the parameter values of a forging machine.

Keywords: parameter acquisition; mechanism model; reinforcement learning; forging machine

1. Introduction

Complex engineering systems are with a high requirement for system reliability and
control and production performance. A variety of technologies are developed to support
the monitoring, optimization, and control for complex industrial processes such as chemical
processes, manufacturing systems, power, and energy systems [1–3]. The forging process
that enhances the mechanical properties by compressing the microstructure of parts [4] is
widely applied in the fields of mining equipment, thermal hydro wind power generation
equipment, nuclear power equipment, petroleum, and so on. As the key equipment,
a forging machine should provide a precise pressing speed with a huge force to achieve
the technological requirements of forging pieces. Therefore, the control of the forging
machine is the guarantee of high forging quality. The control algorithms have made great
progress from conventional PID-based algorithms [5] to advanced model-based control
algorithms, including sliding mode control [6,7], back-stepping control [8], and feedback
linearization [9], in order to obtain higher performance. However, the effects of these
control algorithms strongly depend on the accuracy of the mechanism model. In [10,11],
fuzzy-based control was proposed by using fuzzy rules instead of the mechanism model,
but it cannot achieve the requirement of high precision. It is worthy to point out that
the equivalent models, including regression models [12], neural networks [13], support
vector machines [14], and so on [15], are alternatives of the mechanism model. These
equivalent models overcome the difficulty of mechanical analysis, but at the cost of the
model’s extension and physical meanings. Up to now, the mechanism model is still feasible
for precision control of the forging machine.

The mechanism knowledge of the forging machine has been mastered based on
the related principles such as fluid mechanics, dynamics, and machinery technology.
For example, the dynamic behaviors of the forging machine were analyzed according
to the mechanism model [16]. A focus of the mechanism model with known structure
is to determine the parameters, which is often by the way of offline identification and
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online correction. Especially for a forging machine, most parameters come from the design
handbook of forging machine [17] in which the values of parameters are recorded under the
pre-set environment. The others are estimated based on the states of the forging machine by
kinds of sensors. A number of offline identification methods such as least square method,
maximum likelihood, Bayesian estimation, posteriori estimates, and minimizing maximum
entropy were shown in reviews [18–20]. Reference [21] proposed to minimize the entropy
of a kernel estimation, constructed from the residuals to deal with the case of not using
the maximum likelihood estimation. In reference [22], a system parameter estimation
method based on deconvolution of the system output process and explicit Levenberg
optimization method was presented. Reference [23] presented a new derivative-free search
method for finding models of acceptable data fit in a multidimensional parameter space
and made use of the geometrical constructs known as Voronoi cells to derive the search
in the parameter space. Reference [24] described a method for estimating the Nakagami
distribution parameters by the moment method in which the distribution moments were
replaced by their estimates. In order to trace the varying working parameters, the online
estimated techniques were developed to improve the accuracy of model. The recursive
parameter estimations were introduced to the linear model [25], the bilinear system [26],
and the ARMA system [27]. In [28], an estimated noise transfer function was used to filter
the input–output data of the Hammerstein system. By combining the key-term separation
principle and the filtering theory, a recursive least squares algorithm and a filtering-based
recursive least squares algorithm were addressed. Reference [29] proposed a parameter
estimation algorithm using the simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA)
to modify parameters with only two measurements of an evaluation function regardless
of the dimension of the parameter. Reference [30] collected time-series data from an
experimental paradigm involving repeated training and investigated the effect of various
clustering methods on the parameter estimation. Reference [31] provided a servo press
force by employing a novel dual-particle filter-based algorithm, achieving a maximum
relative error in the force estimation of 3.6%.

As a foundation, a lot of effective historical data are necessary for parameter iden-
tification. Unfortunately, a forging machine is often working on batch processes whose
parameters are different in each batch, and are even impossible to be known for new
forging pieces. This means the parameters of the mechanism model for a forging machine
will need to be determined from as few data as possible. From the perspective of data
effectiveness, the classical parameter identification methods, whether offline estimation
or online correction, are based on the least squares concept with the assumption of data
following a normal distribution. It needs an appropriate window to observe the data
because the statistical characteristics hide in the collected data. However, the difference
of forging material quality and the variable pressure caused by pipe diameter change
and flow rate change will lead to some disturbances that cause the data noise to be in an
unknown distribution. So it is a challenge to determine the parameters of a model for a
forging machine online to meet the needs of a complex environment.

Reinforcement learning (RL), motivated by psychology, statistics, neuroscience, and computer
science, is about learning from interaction how to behave in order to achieve a design
goal [32–34]. It will get rid of the limitation of training samples by learning directly from
the raw data online. Through the learning process, an optimal action will be achieved to
respond to the states. By sensing the current states, the RL does not need the assumption
of prior distribution of noise. By episodes training, the action will overcome the overfitting
difficulty and become robust due to eliminating the disturbance gradually. If the parameters
were taken as the actions, they would be determined by reinforcement learning without
thinking about the assumptions and disadvantages of the methods. In the case of a forging
machine, it is a feasible approach to find the optimal values of the model parameters in a
new condition under disturbances. There are some mature algorithms in the RL family,
such as Q-learning [35], actor–critic [36], and deep reinforcement learning [37]. In this
study, the Q-learning algorithm is proposed to determine the model parameters under the
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working condition due to its simplicity. The contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:

(1) The parameters are identified only based on the information of one period, which is
promising for online control.

(2) The values of parameters are determined directly by raw data without any assump-
tions of noisy characteristics.

(3) The parameters have strong stability through a number of training episodes, which
resists the bad influence of disturbance of unknown law.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the model of pressing-
down in forging machine that shows the state variables and the parameters. Section 3
describes the RL’s procedure and releases the proposed approach. In Section 4, the model
parameters are elaborated by the proposed approach and comparisons are made with two
classical methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. The Model of the Pressing-Down in Forging Machine

A semisolid metallic confectioning constant-speed isothermal forging is an important
forging technique especially for light-weight alloy confectioning in the aerospace industry.
The typical structure of the forging machine is illustrated in Figure 1, and the model has
been built in our previous work [38]. It is repeated here for integrity.

–

scribes the RL’s procedure and 

M

YAC

YAD

Figure 1. Typical structure of forging machine [38].

The function of the forging machine in pressing-down phase is affected by the oil
pipe-line, the proportional servo valve, and the hydraulic cylinder with abandoning the
auxiliary attachments.

2.1. The Oil Pipe-Line

The pressing speed in the pressing-down phase is always slow to meet the craft
needs, so the oil works in the state of filament flow. Taking a pipe oil column as an object,
the pressure balance equation is in the form of Formula (1).

ρS1l
d(q1/S1)

dt
= (p1 − ps)S1 −

128µl

πd2 q1S1 (1)
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Let R = 32µ
ρ , so Formula (1) becomes

1
S1

dq1

dt
=

p1 − ps

ρl
+

R

S1
q1 (2)

The difference between input volume and output volume is equal to the sum volume
of oil compress and pipe swelling. So the oil continuity equation is

q2 − q1 =
S1l

K

d(p1 − ps)

dt
(3)

where q1 and q2 are the oil flow in pipe and the output oil flow of proportional servo valve,
p1 and ps are the input pressure of proportional servo valve and the pressure of a constant
rate pump output, S1 and l are the sectional area of pipe and the length of oil pipe, and K
is the young’s modulus of oil equal volume.

2.2. Proportional Servo Valve

The proportional servo valve performs between the servo valve and the proportional
valve. It eliminates the dead band by the way of fluid forerunner. The proportional servo
valve is widely applied in the ultra-low-speed hydraulic machine to control the oil flow to
the hydraulic cylinder. The proportional servo valve is described as

1
ω2

n

d2q2

dt2 +
2ξ

ωn

dq2

dt
+ q2 = Kq A (4)

where ξ amd ωn are the damping rate and the inherent frequency of propositional servo

valve, respectively, Kq = Kn

√
p1−p2

∆pn
is used to compensate the error between the practical

pressure and criterion pressure, and A is the opening of proportional servo valve.

2.3. The Hydraulic Cylinder

The pipe-line between proportional servo valve and the hydraulic cylinder is omitted
due to its short distance. The oil continuity equation of hydraulic cylinder is the form of

q2 = S2v + λc p2 +
Vc

K

dp2

dt
(5)

where S2 is the plunger’s sectional area of exporting cavity of hydraulic cylinder, v is the
moving speed of plunger, λc is the leak coefficient of hydraulic cylinder, p2 is the output
pressure of proportional servo valve, and Vc is the oil volume of upper cavity of hydraulic
cylinder, Vc = V0 + vS.

The dynamic equation of plunger is obtained according to the force analysis with the
form of

p2S2 + mg = m
dv

dt
+ Bv + F + p3S2 (6)

where m is the mass of slider block, g is the acceleration of gravity, B is the viscous damping
coefficient, F is the load resistance, and p3 is the holding pressure of slide block. According
to the design of forging machine, the holding power of slide block is equal to the gravity of
slide block:

p3S2 = mg (7)

The Formula (6) is simplified to Formula (8) by substituting Formula (7) for Formula (6):

p2S2 = m
dv

dt
+ Bv + F (8)
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2.4. The Model of the System as a Whole

Let x1 = q1, x2 = p1 − ps, x3 = dq2
dt , x4 = q2, x5 = p2, and x6 = v. By integrating the

subsystems together, the global forging machine model can be described in the state–space
form

.
x = f (x) + g(x)u (9)

where x = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6]
T , u = A,

f (x) =


R
S1

S1
ρl 0 0 0 0

− K
S1l 0 0 K

S1l 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −2ξωn −ωn

2 0 0
0 0 0 K

Vc
−Kλc

Vc
−KS2

Vc

0 0 0 0 S2
m − B

m







x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6




,

g = [0, 0, 0, ωn
2Kn

√
x2−x5+Ps

∆pn
, 0,− F

B ]
T

Remark 1. In the model, most parameters such as the length, the sectional area of oil pipe, the mass
of slider block, and the rated flow gain can be valued according to the design. The values of parameters
that are influenced by the surrounding or working conditions will result in the inaccuracy of model.

3. The Proposed Method

3.1. Reinforcement Learning

The basic frame of reinforcement learning is shown in Figure 2. At each time step k,
the agent makes observations x(k) ∈ X and takes action u(k) ∈ U, and receives reward
R(x(k + 1), x(k), u(k)) ∈ R.

𝑝2𝑆2 = 𝑚 𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑡 + 𝐵𝑣 + 𝐹
𝑥1 = 𝑞1, 𝑥2 = 𝑝1 − 𝑝𝑠 , 𝑥3 = 𝑑𝑞2𝑑𝑡 , 𝑥4 = 𝑞2, 𝑥5 = 𝑝2, and 𝑥6 = 𝑣.

–

�̇� = 𝑓(𝑥) + 𝑔(𝑥)𝑢𝑥 = [𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4, 𝑥5, 𝑥6]𝑇 𝑢 = 𝐴𝑓(𝑥) =

[  
   
   

𝑅𝑆1 𝑆1𝜌𝑙 0 0 0 0− 𝐾𝑆1𝑙 0 0 𝐾𝑆1𝑙 0 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 −2𝜉𝜔𝑛 −𝜔𝑛2 0 00 0 0 𝐾𝑉𝑐 − 𝐾𝜆𝑐𝑉𝑐 − 𝐾𝑆2𝑉𝑐0 0 0 0 𝑆2𝑚 − 𝐵𝑚 ]  
   
   
[  
   
𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3𝑥4𝑥5𝑥6]  

   

𝑔 = [0,0,0, 𝜔𝑛2𝐾𝑛√𝑥2 − 𝑥5 + 𝑃𝑠∆𝑝𝑛 , 0, − 𝐹𝐵]𝑇

𝑥(𝑘) ∈ 𝑋 𝑢(𝑘) ∈ 𝑈𝑅(𝑥(𝑘 + 1), 𝑥(𝑘), 𝑢(𝑘)) ∈ ℝ

Agent Environment

Action  u(k)State x(k)

  Reward  R(x(k+1),u(k))

State x(k+1)

Episode

–V(𝑥, 𝑢) 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈𝑥 ∈ 𝛸 𝜋Vπ(𝑥(𝑘), 𝑢(𝑘)) 𝑘
Figure 2. The basic frame of reinforcement learning.

The expected return that is received in the long run is described using the state–action
value function V(x, u), under the condition of first taking an arbitrary action u ∈ U from a
certain state x ∈ X and subsequently acting according to a certain control series π. So the
value function Vπ(x(k), u(k)) at time k is defined as

Vπ(x(k), u(k)) =
∞

∑
t=k

γR(x(k + 1), x(t), u(t)) (10)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor.
The value function Vπ(x(k + 1), u(k)) at time k + 1 is defined as

Vπ(x(k + 1), u(k)) =
∞

∑
t=k+1

γR(x(t + 1), x(t), u(t)) (11)
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According to the theory of dynamic programming

Vπ(x(k), u(k)) = R(x(k + 1), x(k), u(k)) + Vπ(x(k + 1), u(k)) (12)

Unfortunately, the value function Vπ(x(k), u(k)) and Vπ(x(k + 1), u(k)) is not ob-
tained because no one knows the rewards after time k + 1. To remove this obstacle, the Q-
function is designed with Q(x(k), u(k)) and Q(x(k + 1), u(k)) replacing Vπ(x(k), u(k))
and Vπ(x(k + 1), u(k)), respectively

Let

δ = R(x(k + 1), x(k), u(k)) + γQ(x(k + 1), u(k))−Q(x(k), u(k)) (13)

The u(k) will be optimized by a process of seeking δ approach to zero.
As an important member of reinforcement learning family, the basic step of Q-

algorithm is carried out as Procedure 1 [30].

Procedure 1.

Initialize Q(x(k), u(k)) arbitrarily
Repeat (for each episode)
Initialize x(k)
Repeat (for each step of episode)
Choose u(k) from x(k) using policy derived from Q (e.g., ε− greedy)
Take action u(k), observe R(k), x(k + 1)

Q(x(k), u(k))← Q(x(k), u(k)) + α
[

R(k) + γmaxu(k+1)Q(x(k + 1), u(k + 1))−Q(x(k), u(k))
]

x(k)← x(k + 1)
until x(k) is terminal.

Remark 2. There is only state information in Procedure 1. One can obtain the optimal action online
by using two states, x(k) and x(k + 1), in the process of maximizing the value function. By this
way, it makes an online control become possible because this approach gives up the requirement of
sliding window length.

3.2. The Proposed Approach

The scheme of proposed approach is shown in Figure 3.

Forging 

machine
Z

-1

Controller

Model
X(k+1)=f(x(k),u(k),p)

xp(k) xp(k+1)
reference

u(k)

x(k)

p

Z
-1

Q(x(k+1),u(k+1))

Q(x(k),u(k))

R(k)

x(k+1)

𝑝 𝑝 ∈ 𝑅𝑚 𝑥(𝑘)𝑥(𝑘 + 1) 𝑘 𝑘 + 1, z−1𝑝  𝑝 𝑥(𝑘)𝑥(𝑘 + 1) 𝑝∗

𝑝
’s velocity is designated a constant pressing speed or a given R(𝑘) 𝑘 𝑘 + 1R(𝑘) = 1||𝑣(𝑘) − 𝑣𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑘)| − |𝑣(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑣𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑘 + 1)||𝑣(𝑘) 𝑣𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑘) 𝑘𝑣(𝑘 + 1) 𝑣𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑘 + 1) 𝑘 + 1𝑣 𝑥6 𝑥𝑠 = [𝑥;  𝑢] V(𝑠(𝑘), 𝑝(𝑘)) V(𝑠(𝑘 + 1), 𝑝(𝑘 + 1))𝑘 𝑘 + 1

V(𝑠(𝑘), 𝑝(𝑘)) = ∑ R(𝑖)∞
𝑖=𝑘

V(𝑠(𝑘 + 1), 𝑝(𝑘 + 1)) = ∑ R(𝑖)∞
𝑖=𝑘+1

V(𝑠(𝑘), 𝑝(𝑘)) V(𝑠(𝑘 + 1), 𝑝(𝑘 + 1))

Figure 3. The scheme of proposed approach.

A model that consists of undetermined parameter p (p ∈ Rm) is paralleled to the
forging machine under the controller. The state variables of model are recorded as x(k)
and x(k + 1) at sampling k and k + 1, which are connected by a delay link z−1. The unde-
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termined parameter p is regarded as the action of Q-algorithm. Therefore, the Q-algorithm
following Procedure 1 is applied to determine the parameter p based on x(k) and x(k + 1)
and finally, the optimal parameter p∗ will be obtained when it is convergent.

To explicate Q-algorithm for the acquisition of model parameters, the key concepts of
the proposed Q-algorithm are illustrated as follows.

(i). Action space, reward, and value function

The action space is made up of the undetermined parameter p. The values of param-
eter are usually inconsistent with the working condition, which will disturb with model
accuracy. A goal is to determine their values responding to the surroundings.

The forging machine’s velocity is designated a constant pressing speed or a given
curve of speed during a certain temperature range according to the properties of forging
materials, so the reward R(k) is selected as the reciprocal of change for absolution error
between the measured speed and the set speed at adjacent sampling times k and k + 1

R(k) =
1

||v(k)− vset(k)| − |v(k + 1)− vset(k + 1)|| (14)

where v(k) and vset(k) are the measured speed and the preset speed at sample k; v(k + 1)
and vset(k + 1) are the measured speed and the preset speed at sample k + 1. Here, using
v instead of x6 that is the sixth component of state vector x is only to stress the physics
meaning.

Let s = [x; u] so the value functions V(s(k), p(k)) and V(s(k + 1), p(k + 1)) from
samples k and k + 1 are defined by Formulas (15) and (16)

V(s(k), p(k)) =
∞

∑
i=k

R(i) (15)

V(s(k + 1), p(k + 1)) =
∞

∑
i=k+1

R(i) (16)

(ii). Q-function

The value functions V(s(k), p(k)) and V(s(k + 1), p(k + 1)) are replaced by Q-function
according to the Q-algorithm because the value functions are not obtained due to the
unknown rewards after sample k. The early Q-function that is applied for the discrete
space is presented as a look-up table of states row and actions column. When the states
or actions are continuous, their discretization will lead to the curse of dimensionality by
generating an exponentially increasing complexity of algorithm and insufficient storage.
Therefore, the parameterized function is proposed to fit the Q-function with the form

Q(s(k), p(k)) = f (s(k), p(k), θ) (17)

where f and θ are a parameterized mapping and the parameters, respectively. Let s = [s; p],
an approximator is used to substitute for the unknown parameterized mapping, and there
is

Q̂(s) =
n

∑
i=1

φi(s)θi (18)

where φi(s, a) is usually selected as Gauss radial kernel function due to its simplicity, whose
form is

φi(s) = e
− ‖s−si‖2

2σ2
i (19)

in which si is the central coordinates of i-th radial kernel function and σi is the width of i-th
radial kernel function.
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(iii). Exploitation and exploration

There are two ways to determine the action in RL. The exploitation is used to get the
best action from the Q-function that is based on the reward received. The exploration is
used to escape the local optimization of exploitation by randomly giving the action. As a
compromise of exploitation and exploration, the ε− greedy algorithm is proposed to evolve
the action. The agent selects the action that maximizes the Q-value function according to
the probability ε that is usually a large probability event. In addition, it selects the action
randomly according to the probability of 1− ε from the action space, which makes sure the
action exploration is within the unknown area. The form of ε− greedy algorithm is

p(k + 1) =





argmax
p(k)

Q(s(k), p(k), θ), Pr < ε

rand(U), Pr ≤ 1− ε
(20)

where p(k) and p(k + 1) are the acquisition parameter at k and k + 1, respectively, Pr is the
probability of select action, and U is the action set.

(iv). The Process of Method

The proposed algorithm is summarized as Procedure 2. In this procedure, the input
states are x(k), u(k) and x(k + 1), whose physical meanings are shown in Section 2, and the
output parameter is p.

Procedure 2.

Step 1: Give a state x(k) and the control u(k) and then construct s according to s = [x; u ]
Step 2: Select parameters p(k) randomly.
Step 3: Observe the next state x(k + 1)
Step 4: Receive immediate reward R(k) according to Formula (14)
Step 5: select p(k + 1) according to Formula (20)
Setp6: Compute Q(s(k), p(k), θ) and Q(s(k + 1), p(k + 1), θ) according to the Formulas

(18) based on the model of Formula (9)
Step7: Compute the time series error δ(k) according to

δ = R(k) + γQ(s(k + 1), p(k + 1), θ)−Q(s(k), p(k), θ)
Step 8: Update Q(s(k), p(k), θ) according to

Q(s(k), p(k), θ)← Q(s(k), p(k), θ) + αδ
Step9: x(k)← x(k + 1), u(k)← u(k + 1) and p(k)← p(k + 1)
Step 10: Repeat steps 3 to 9 until it is convergent. The output p is the convergent p(k) in

which p(k) = p(k + 1) = p.

(v). Convergence

The convergence of Q-algorithm can be found in [35,36].

4. Case Studies

The forging machine usually keeps a good state at the early life stage. In this stage,
the values of parameters after a fine machine debugging always coincide with the design
condition, except for the viscous damping coefficient B because it is prone to be influenced
by the temperature and working condition. With time elapsing, the leakage becomes the
main uncertainty of the forging machine. A little leakage is permitted for the forging
machine if the leakage does not affect the work process. Nevertheless, the forging machine
needs to be repaired if there appears much leakage. Therefore, we chose the viscous
damping coefficient B and leakage coefficient λc as the identification parameters. These
two parameters are unmeasurable, which make their values unverifiable in practice. As a
result, we conducted a simulation to verify the proposed method.

4.1. Data Source

The state space model of (9) was used to simulate a forging machine. The values of
model parameters are shown in Table 1 according to the design condition.
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Table 1. The parameters values under the design condition.

ξ ωn R S1 ρ l m K S2 V0 Kn Ps ∆pn

m2 kg/m3 m kg m2 m2 Mpa pa

0.7 70 0.0064 0.0138 870 7 1 × 104 1 × 1010 0.02463 4.9 × 10−3 2 × 10−4 12 3.5 × 106

A controller is necessary for a forging machine to guarantee the quality of pressing
process, therefore, a PID controller was used to simulate this situation. We chose a PID
controller because here we focus on verifying our proposed method rather than discussing
the control method. The PID controller is enough to provide the states and control for
the proposed approach. The data series were generated by solving the model (9) with
ODE45 that applies the fourth-order Runge Kutta algorithm to provide the candidate
solution and the fifth-order Runge Kutta algorithm to control errors. These continuous
sequences provided the data source by adding two kinds of noise with uniform distribution
or Gaussian distribution as a simulation of real data. The set speed was changed from
0.02 to 0.08 that is consistent with the requirement of a typical pressing process. A typical
control process that includes a transition process and a stable process is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. A typical control process (the set speed = 0.05).

The subsequent simulation was carried out at the platform of MatlabR2011b with the
computer of Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU E7300 @2.66GHz 2.67GHz.

4.2. Acquisition of the Viscous Damping Coefficient

According to experiments, the viscous damping coefficient B is usually during 10–
30 for this model. As a result, the value of 15 was chosen as the predetermined value
and targeted by the proposed approach according to Procedure 2. The episodes training
process is shown in Figure 5, where the subgraph above is with the noises of the uniform
distributions and the subgraph below is with the noises of the Gaussian distributions.
It is generally believed that the training time is related to the nature of the object and the
computer performance. In order to avoid the time difference caused by different computer
performance, we used the number of the episodes as an index of training time.
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Figure 5. The episode training process of viscous damping coefficient (B was predetermined as 15).

Figure 5 shows there is a trial process at the beginning of training because there is no
priori information on B. After a trial of about 3000 episodes, the best historical value of
B that indicates 20 for the above subgraph and 15.0626 for the below subgraph appears
during the process of seeking the best reward. After about 10,000 episodes, a better value
of 14.5000 occurs for the above subgraph. In contrast, a value of 15.0626 for the below
subgraph is unchanged until the episodes terminate.

The viscous damping coefficient B was changed from 15 to 20 to test the proposed
method. The episodes training process is shown under a uniform distribution (the above
subgraph) and under a Gaussian distribution (the below subgraph). Figure 6 shows the
training episodes process similar to Figure 5. It is also seen that the trial process of Figure 6
lasts about 3000 episodes.
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Figure 6. The episode training process of viscous damping coefficient (B was predetermined as 20).

In order to show the accuracy of parameter acquisition, the relative error δ between
the estimated value B̂ and the predetermined value Br is defined as a form of

δ =
(

B̂− Br

)
/Br (21)
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and the results are shown in Table 2

Table 2. The results of viscous damping coefficient without leakage.

Predetermined Value Noise Distribution Acquisition Relative Error

15 Uniform 15.0626 0.4%
15 Gaussian 14.5000 3.33%
20 Uniform 19.0000 5%
20 Gaussian 19.0000 5%

It is seen from Figures 5 and 6 that the excellent results with relative errors no greater
than 5% were obtained in the cases of noises with different distributions.

Further tests under the condition of oil leakage were done to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. For a forging machine, the leakage is prone to go into saturation
and is limited to a small value, so the leakage coefficients λc were assumed as a constant
0.01 and 0.02. The episodes training processes are shown in Figures 7–10. Figures 7 and 8
present the training processes of acquiring the viscous damping coefficient with a goal of
15 and of 20, respectively, under the leakage coefficient of 0.01. Figures 9 and 10 present
the training processes of acquiring the viscous damping coefficient with a goal of 15 and
of 20, respectively, under the leakage coefficient of 0.02. These figures show the proposed
approach will be convergent after episodes training processes, and the final results are listed
in Table 3. Table 3 shows the viscous damping coefficient will approach the predetermined
value Br under different coefficients or different noise distributions, showing a maximal
relative error less than 2%. For training time, there are some differences for different
parameters, such as about 6000 episodes in Figure 7, about 4000 episodes in Figure 9,
and about 3000 episodes in Figure 10. Sometimes the different distributions also have an
effect on the training speed, which is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. The episode training process with leakage of 0.01 (Br = 15).
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Figure 8. The episode training process with leakage of 0.01 (Br = 20).
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Figure 9. The episode training process with leakage of 0.02 (Br = 15).
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Figure 10. The episode training process with leakage of 0.02 (Br = 20).
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Table 3. The results of viscous damping coefficient under leakage.

Leakage Coefficient λc
Noise

Distribution
Acquisition B

Predetermined
Value B

Relative
Error

0.01 Uniform 15.0000 15 0%
0.01 Gaussian 15.2500 15 1.67%
0.01 Uniform 20.0000 20 0%
0.01 Gaussian 20.0000 20 0%
0.02 Uniform 15.0000 15 0%
0.02 Gaussian 15.0000 15 0%
0.02 Uniform 20.0000 20 0%
0.02 Gaussian 19.9375 20 0.31%

4.3. Acquisition of the Leakage Coefficient

The leakage that is marked with leakage coefficient λc in the model will become the
main uncertainty along with the lapsing time of forging machine. The leakage coefficient
was predetermined as a constant 0.01 and 0.02. The learning processes with uniform
distribution and with Gaussian distribution are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
As for training time, it is affected by different distributions in Figure 11 and about 5000
episodes in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. The learning process of leakage coefficient (λc was predetermined as 0.01).
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Figure 12. The episode training process of leakage coefficient (λc was predetermined as 0.02).
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The values of leakage coefficient λ̂c are acquired when the curve becomes stable. Here,
the absolute error E with the definition of

E =
∣∣λc − λ̂c

∣∣ (22)

was used to replace the former relative error because the value of leakage coefficient is too
small as the denominator of Formula (22), which is prone to an inappropriate relative error.
The results are listed in Table 4. Table 4 shows the absolute errors are not more than 0.0015
in the cases of noisy with different distributions.

Table 4. The results of leakage coefficient.

Predetermined Value Noise Distribution Acquisition Absolute Error

0.01 Uniform 0.0114 0.0014
0.01 Gaussian 0.0075 0.0015
0.02 Uniform 0.0200 0
0.02 Gaussian 0.0187 0.0013

4.4. Acquisition of the Viscous Damping Coefficient and the Leakage Coefficient

In order to test higher dimensionality of parameters, an experiment on acquiring con-
currently the viscous damping coefficient and the leakage coefficient was done. The param-
eters of B and λc were predetermined as 18 and 0.01, respectively. The learning processes
with uniform distribution and with Gaussian distribution are shown in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively, and the results are shown in Table 5, which shows both parameters can reach
a good estimation concurrently in the cases of noisy conditions. Here, all the training times
are less than 5000 episodes.
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Figure 13. The episode training process of viscous damping coefficient and leakage coefficient subject
to noise of uniform distribution.
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Figure 14. The episode training process of viscous damping coefficient and leakage coefficient subject
to noise of Gaussian distribution.

Table 5. The results of the viscous damping coefficient and the leakage coefficient concurrently.

Noise Distribution Parameters Predetermined Value Acquisition

Uniform
Viscous damping coefficient B 18 18.0488

Leakage coefficient λc 0.01 0.0102

Gaussian
Viscous damping coefficient B 18 18.4141

Leakage coefficient λc 0.01 0.0098

4.5. Comparison with Other Methods

A famous BP network approach and the sliding window correlation methods were
chosen as a comparison of the proposed approach. The data series with 160 samples
that was produced by the model with a controller was considered as the data source to
determine the parameters. This data series includes a transient process of 50 and a stable
process of 110 based on the viscous damping coefficient B of 15.

As we know, the BP network has a strong nonlinear approximation ability and an
excellent estimation of recursion problem, which needs the length of input time series to
match the order of the system. Here, we focused on identifying the parameter of viscous
damping coefficient B just in one period. After several attempts, the BP network was
chosen as a 7-20-1 structure with an input of seven variables (six states and one control in
the model of Section 2) and an output of the viscous damping coefficient B. It was trained
by the back propagation algorithm based on a train set of 2000 data from different cases in
which the set speed was changed from 0.02 to 0.08. The learning rate was 0.001. The well-
trained BP network was used to estimate the values of viscous damping coefficient, and the
results are shown in Figure 15.

The values of viscous damping coefficient from sampling 1 to sampling 160 that were
estimated by the BP network and the proposed approach are shown with the black curve
and the red curve. It is seen that the BP network will approach to the viscous damping
coefficient in the stable process, but it is bad in the transient process. The proposed
approach shows an excellent performance that achieves the 15.0625 approaching to the
goal of 15.0000 throughout the whole process.
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Figure 15. The comparison between BP network and the proposed approach.

The sliding window correlation method, as a kind of conventional parameters iden-
tification method for data series, was applied to estimate the values of viscous damping
coefficient by an optimization of minimizing the sums of squared errors during each ob-
servation window. Considering the sliding window is influenced with the disturbance,
it is prone to change the statistical properties of the observation window. The numbers of
2, 5, 10 and 50 were chosen as the length of sliding window, and the results are seen in
Figure 16.
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Figure 16. The comparison between the slide window and the proposed approach.

It is seen from Figure 16 that the sliding window correlation method and the proposed
approach have a similar accuracy throughout the process from sampling 1 to sampling 160.
However, there are some fluctuations for the sliding window correlation method according
to different window length. The shorter the length of the slide window, the more sensitive
the result, and vice versa. In contrast, the proposed approach shows a fine stability owing
to its episodes training.

The advantages and disadvantages of three methods are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6. The comparisons of three methods.

Advantage Disadvantage

The BP networks Learning algorithm,
high accuracy in steady state Worse in transient state

The sliding window
correlation method

Optimization algorithm,
high accuracy in steady state and

transient state

Related to the length of the
window and affected by

disturbance

The proposed approach
high accuracy in steady state and

transient state, only using the
data during a period

Long training time

The proposed approach has the ability to obtain a high accuracy of viscous damping
coefficient in steady state and transient state during only a period. To our best knowledge,
there are no other approaches to implement the identification of model parameters with so
little information, which is beneficial to the online control. However, it is limited to a slow
process of the forging machine due to a long training time, though some improvements
have been made, such as eligibility traces and heuristic search. A hardware implementation
of this proposed approach is an attractive request for broader industrial processes.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, reinforcement learning has been addressed to identify optimal parame-
ters values online by directly using raw data in one period. Compared with the BP network
approach, the proposed technique has a good accuracy throughout the whole process.
Compared with the sliding window correlation method, the proposed method has a similar
accuracy but has a better ability to resist the influence of noise. As a result, the proposed
approach has been demonstrated to be effective for online parameter identification in a
simulation of real-time process of a forging machine.
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Nomenclature
Symbol Meanings

ρ Density of oil
µ Dynamic viscosity
λc Leak coefficient of hydraulic cylinder
ξ Damping rate of propositional servo valve
ωn Inherent frequency of propositional servo valve
B Viscous damping coefficient
d Diameter of pipe
Fl Load resistance
K Young’s modulus of oil equal volume
Kn Rated flow gain
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Symbol Meanings

Kq Flow gain of propositional servo valve
l Length of oil pipe
m Mass of slider block
p1 Input pressure of proportional servo valve
p2 Output pressure of proportional servo valve
Ps Pressure of a constant rate pump output
∆pn Valve port pressure drop
q1 Oil flow in pipe
q2 Output oil flow of proportional servo valve
R Intermediate coefficient
S1 Sectional area of pipe
S2 Plunger’s sectional area of exporting cavity of hydraulic cylinder
u Control voltage of proportional servo valve
v Moving speed of plunger
V0 Initial oil volume of upper cavity of hydraulic cylinder
Vc Current oil volume of upper cavity of hydraulic cylinder
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Abstract: Porous structures are kinds of structures with excellent physical properties and mechanical
characteristics through components and internal structure. However, the irregular internal mor-
phology of porous structures poses new challenges to product modeling techniques. Traditional
computer-aided design (CAD) modeling methods can only represent the external geometric and
topological information of models, lacking the description of the internal structure and conformation,
which limits the development of new porous products. In this paper, a new simple and effective
modeling method for 3D irregular porous structures is proposed, which improves the controllability
of pore shape and porosity, thus overcoming the limitations of existing methods in 3D and concave
structures. The key idea is to solve isothermal for modeling the porosity of porous units. Experimental
results show that the method can easily obtain smooth and approximate porous structures from
arbitrary irregular 3D surfaces.

Keywords: porous structure; finite element analysis; CAD; centroidal Voronoi diagram

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of aviation, mechatronics, biology, and medical technolo-
gies, many fields have put forward requirements for structures with special properties
including light weight and strong rigidity, which regular structures cannot satisfy. Mechan-
ical products are evolving from a single structure to products with more complex internal
components [1]. Porous objects are structures with special physical properties and mechan-
ical characteristics through components and conformations [2]. Porous structures have
stronger scalability in physical and mechanical properties and have solved the problems
of light-weighting, explosion-proof, and tribology in engineering [3,4]. By changing the
topology of these primitive cells and the proportion of each unit, various composite mate-
rials with extreme properties can be designed, such as low thermal expansion coefficient
materials with planar fine structure, negative Poisson’s ratio materials, high-performance
piezoelectric ceramic materials [5]. However, due to the irregularity and intricacy in cells
and internal components, porous structures pose a new challenge to traditional CAD and
manufacturing techniques [6].

In recent years, the rapid development of additive manufacturing (AM) has solved
the problem of manufacturing products with complex internal components such as porous
and porous structures [7,8]. AM (also known as 3D printing) is a technology that uses a
gradual accumulation of materials to manufacture solid parts. Compared with traditional
subtractive and isotactic manufacturing technologies such as cutting, casting, and stamp-
ing, AM does not require tooling fixtures and complex machining processes [9]. It can
rapidly produce intricate internal structures, enabling the free manufacturing of parts and
solving the manufacturing problem of complex structures like porous structures [10]. More
and more artificial porous structures such as truss, honeycomb, and foam structures are
prepared with AM [11].
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The modeling of porous structures is a challenging task due to the highly irregularity
and complexity in geometries [12,13]. The 3D model of a product is the basis for manu-
facturing [14,15], which determines the structure and performance of the product. Using
trial-and-error methods to determine the fine structure is often time-consuming and tedious
and does not guarantee an optimal design [16,17]. Although porous structures exist in
nature and have been prepared by experimental and reconstructed methods, there are
currently no effective CAD methods and tools [18,19].

The modeling methods for products can be divided into two categories: forward mod-
eling and reverse modeling [20]. Reverse modeling is known as a technique of obtaining
a 3D digital model of an object through scanning or measuring the physical model. This
method can effectively shorten the product design and development cycle and reduce the
cost and risk of new product development. However, these advantages are based on the
existing physical prototype, which does not facilitate the exploration of new porous struc-
tures. The forward modeling, including constructive solid geometry (CSG) and boundary
representation (Brep), is a process from scratch, which has more design freedom and is
more conducive to exploiting the performance advantages of porous structures. However,
existing CAD modeling methods are advantageous in representing simple and regular
homogeneous structures and lack effectiveness in modeling porous structural entities with
irregular structures or varying material distribution. The lack of porous structure design
methods has become an urgent problem in the process of new product development.

To deal with above problems, we propose a novel CAD method called Modeling Com-
plex Porous Objects using the Finite Element Method (MPFEM) for modeling 3D irregular
porous structures. MPFEM first tessellates an original surface with 3D centroidal Voronoi
diagrams, then generates porous structures with varying components and morphologies
by extracting isothermal surfaces of each cell. The main idea behind MPFEM is to convert
the design of porous structures into the extraction of isothermal surfaces. Compared with
existing methods, our method provides higher design freedom and estimates the stress
concentration in irregular 3D porous structures.

The main contributions of this paper are:

(i) We propose a novel modeling method for irregular 3D porous structures based on the
FEM and thermodynamic analysis.

(ii) We build up 3D porous structures for both intricate convex and concave structures by
combining adjacent Voronoi cells.

(iii) We implementat a prototype system which performs kinds of modeling experiments
and shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews back-
ground work about modeling methods for porous and heterogeneous objects. Then, Section 3
combines the existing results in the Voronoi tessellation and finite element analysis (FEA) to
build up 3D irregular porous structures. Section 4 gives case studies to show the effectiveness
of the proposed method. At last, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. Related Work

The research of CAD and objects modeling has evolved from single and homogeneous
productions to composite and heterogeneous objects [6,7,21]. Through the combination
of basic parameters, the performance of macroscopic objects consisting of fine structures
can be fabricated to meet versatile engineering requirements. These parameters can be the
physical properties like stiffness, coefficient of thermal expansion of material particles in
fine material cells, or the geometric parameters including distribution of materials, shape,
volume fraction [22]. To improve the overall performance of the product, it is necessary to
combine the mechanical, physical, and biological advantages of components through the
interaction of external form and internal components.

Several theories have been developed for the design and optimization of porous struc-
tures. Kim et al. [4] obtained super-strength, low-density, and large-ductility composites
by adjusting the dispersion and morphology of the face-center cubic matrix to alleviate
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the harmful effect on the ductility of the alloy, which is even stronger than the known
titanium alloys with the highest strength. Gan et al. [23] developed a new data-driven
approach to derive an ideal microstructure and mechanical properties, which combines the
thermal-fluid dynamics model, physical-based models, and experimental measurements.
Homogenization theory is a common approach in the optimal design of porous structures,
which discretizes the structure into periodic pore microstructures. After reviewing the
application cases of topological optimization methods based on homogenization theory
in metamaterial modeling, Sigmund et al. [5] gave a structural optimization method with
periodic fine structure using FEA to model metamaterials, and the optimization criterion
method to find the lightest microstructure that satisfies the prescribed properties.

For the design of porous objects, Wang et al. [16] used skin and internal rigid frames
to represent the printable 3D model. The exterior of the model is a skin with a certain
thickness and the interior is an optimized truss structure. To minimize the volume of
truss structures, the authors propose an iterative algorithm by optimizing the rod radius,
node position, and the number of truss structures. Lu et al. [24] adopted a honeycomb
as the internal structure of the product model to ensure the strength of the model while
reducing material loss. The generated 3D porous cells are similar to those obtained with our
methods, but it has limitations for modeling concave porous cells. Xu et al. [25] combined
the traditional numerical analysis method with model stress distribution and allowable
stress information of the material to present a topology optimization algorithm for the
force transfer path of the product. To accelerate optimization, the authors introduce a
multi-resolution technology from the coarse tetrahedral meshes to fine meshes. Inspired by
the random colloid aggregation model, Kou et al. [26] used Voronoi tessellation and cell
merging to generate irregular convex and concave pores. However, this design method is
mainly aimed at 2D porous structures.

For the fabrication of porous objects, Liu et al. [27] designed a cost-effective method for
cellular tissue culture by fused deposition molding, demonstrating the ability of 3D printing
technology to rapidly fabricate a variety of different tubular scaffolds. Compton et al. [22]
proposed a 3D printing technology to fabricate honeycomb composites in nanoclay sheets
doped with epoxy resin filler, which can recover their original shape after external forces
are released.

3. A Simple and Effective Modeling Method for 3D Irregular Structures

3.1. Problems of Existing Methods

It is a challenging task to establish the rich solid model of a product and give full play
to the advantages of physical and mechanical properties [28]. A regular porous structure
can be formed by linear or array combination of simple and primitive cells, while it is
difficult to model the sizes and distributions of irregular 3D pores. Reverse modeling can
only reconstruct the existing model, which is limited by stimuli and constraints and lacks
flexibility. Although there are some methods for modeling 3D irregular porous structures,
two significant drawbacks remain.

Figure 1 shows the problems of existing modeling methods for 3D porous objects and
our improvements. Conventional methods obtain smooth pores from a convex surface
including the Catmull-Clark subdivision based on triangular meshes and loop subdivision
based on quadrilateral meshes [26,29]. A surface subdivision is a refinement scheme to
recursively produce underlying inner mesh from a coarser polygonal mesh. It generates
a new set of control vertices including face points, edge points, and vertices from the
original control grid, and new points form the new control grid. This iteration will result
in a more rounding surface. However, as shown in the red box on the porous structure
Figure 1b which is generated from Figure 1a using the recursive subdivision algorithm,
the Catmull-Clark subdivision may converge to its limit surface, which can lead to stress
concentration. While our method can generate a smoother porous surface as shown in
Figure 1c.
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Original surface model Existing methods Our method 

 

  

(a) (b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 1. Problems of current 3D porous structure modeling methods and our improvements. (a) is a
3D surface model; (b) is the generated pore with the subdivision surface algorithm from the convex
model (a) which leads to stress concentration phenomena; (c) is the generated pore from (a) with our
proposed method; (d) is an extrusion surface model; (e) is the cross-scaling surface from the concave
model (d); (f) is generated isothermal surfaces from (d) with our method. The different colors in (f)
represent different isothermal surfaces, and the same color means that the geometric units in them
have the same temperature.

To model porous structures, we need to build not only convex but also concave pores.
We can obtain concave structures by simply merging convex polyhedrons. It needs to
scale the original concave polyhedron to obtain concave pores with different porosities. As
shown in Figure 1c, the scaled polyhedron may exceed the boundary of the original model.
Therefore, the simple scaling approach is not feasible. While as shown in Figure 1f, the 3D
polyhedrons generated by our method not only have a smoother surface but are all inside
the original model.

Algorithm 1 shows the flow of our proposed porous structure modeling method. The
whole flow consists of three procedures: Voronoi tessellation, concave porous structures
generation, and isosurface extraction. In the next sections, we will detail our improvements.
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Algorithm 1: Porous Structure Modeling Method.

Data: A 3D solid model M
Result: 3D Porous Structures{P1, P2 . . . , Pn}
Distribute n sites randomly inside S

Tessellate with CVT and generate n Voronoi Units (Vi, i ≤ n)
for each Vi do

for each Vj do

if Vi and Vj are a pair then
Vi← Solid− UnionSi and Sj

Delete Vj

end

end

end

for each Vi do
C ← thecentroidsofVi

Extract the surface of M →S
Me ← DiscretizeMwitha3Dfiniteelementmeshgenerator

Define the EBC and assign Th meshes inside S, Tl to meshes inside C,
respectively

Solve the poisson equation to generate the post-processing model P
Viin ← Aiso− surfaceextractedfromthepredefinedtemperaturefromP
Pi ← Solid−DiffierencebetweenSandViin

end

3.2. Voronoi Tessellation

The core of CAD for porous structures lies in the geometric representation of pore
units (meta-structures). To generate porous structure from a single surface model, it needs
to tessellate original models. We can find a variety of subdivision schemes for geometric
design and graphics applications, where Voronoi tessellation is most widely used [18]. A
Voronoi diagram is a tessellation where each polygon (also called Voronoi cell) represents
the set of points closest to a central site. In the engineering field, the Voronoi diagram
can simulate the foaming process of porous materials to study the various mechanical
properties of porous materials. Voronoi diagrams can partition the space into compartments
according to the location of the original points (also called sites). Let S = {si} be a set of
distinct sites in a connected compact region Ω. The Voronoi region/cell of Ωi of si can be
defined as:

Ωi =
{

x ∈ Ω|‖x− si‖ ≤ ‖x− sj‖, ∀i 6= j
}

(1)

If the region is restricted to a finite domain like a square, then all of these divisions
are closed regions. However, the Voronoi facets obtained are irregular with a large gap
between the shape and area of each facet, and the corresponding triangulation is not good.

To optimize the position of sites for getting a Voronoi facet with more consistent and
better triangulation, we use the Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation (CVT) [30] and Lloyd’s
relaxation algorithm to make the shape and volume of the dissected polyhedron converge,
that is:

si = ci =

∫
Ωi

p(x)xdσ
∫

Ωi
p(x)dσ

(2)

where p(x) is a density function greater than 0, and dσ is the area differential on Ωi. This
process can be simply understood as updating the sites by recalculating the midpoint of
each facepiece, which repeatedly finds the centroid of each set in the partition and then
re-partitions the input according to which of these centroids is closest. In this setting, the
mean operation is an integral over a region of space, and the nearest centroid operation
results. Lloyd relaxation redraws these polygons after moving the seed of each cell to the
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centroid of that cell. The iteration of this process causes the seeds to space out evenly and
settle into a stable state. Finally, each site is moved to the centroid of its Voronoi cell.

3.3. Isosurface Extraction

After obtaining the cells, we need to subdivide the polyhedron to obtain smoother
surfaces. As discussed in Section 3.1, Voronoi cells differ from natural objects and suffer
from stress concentrations at the vertices and edges of surfaces. If we can get the isothermal
surface information inside the Voronoi cell, we can use it as a boundary to get a smoother
pore without introducing discontinuities along prescribed boundaries.

To extract the isosurface, we adopt the finite element method (FEM) [31]. FEM is a
numerical method for solving partial differential equations (PDEs) based on the mathe-
matical theory of the weak solution of PDEs. To solve a system of a PDE and compute a
temperature distribution, we express the resulting weak form for Poisson’s problem to find
the unknown function T ∈ V(Ω) for any test function s such that:





∫
Ω

c∇s · ∇t = 0, ∀ s /∈ (∂Ω ∪ C)
T(t) = Th, ∀t ∈ ∂Ωout

T(t) = Tl , ∀t ∈ ∂Ωin

(3)

where Ω ∈ Rn is the solution domain with the boundary ∂Ω = ∂Ωout ∪ ∂Ωin. ∂Ω are also
called essential boundary conditions (EBC), ∂Ωin is the defined cell’s centroids which can be
either a single point or a sequence of points. ∂Ωout is the surface of the model. s should be
zero on domains ∂Ω. c is the material constant which does not influence the solution for our
simulation. The boundary conditions place restrictions on the finite element formulation
and result in a unique solution to the problem. We specify that a temperature of 100 is
applied to the Th and 0 to the Tl .

After defining the boundary conditions, we use the available finite element tools to
perform meshing and finite element analysis. Finally, in the post-processing process, we
extract all the meshes on the specified temperature values and stitch them together to make
the boundary of a pore. since the polyhedron we use is closed, the final generated pore is
also closed. We perform finer meshing to obtain smoother pores. Meanwhile, due to the
smoothness of the isothermal surface, the constructed porous structure model eliminates
the stress concentration phenomenon.

We can obtain a more adaptive isosurface by defining a more complex temperature
distribution. When solving a Poisson equation of temperature diffusion, the temperature
field is linear. If the isothermal surface is extracted directly from the temperature values,
the porosity of the generated pore model is not linear. To address this issue, we extract the
isothermal surface using the following transformation:





isot = isomin + (pv)
1/3 × (isomax − isomin)

isomin = Tl + α× (Th − Tl)
isomax = Th

(4)

where pv is the porosity prescribed by users and isot is the corresponding temperature
value. Note that the temperature values obtained do not strictly correspond to pv. We
can also iterate one by one on the isothermal surface to invert the exact temperature value
corresponding to the porosity exactly. However, modeling the exact internal geometric
and topological structure of pore objects is often not necessary and this method requires
iterations for each pore model, which will increase the computational afford. In contrast,
the above equation provides a general approximation to extract isosurface from Tl . We
truncate the lowest temperature value since the temperature field generated by the FEM
solver is concentrated near the centroid sites, which will gradually thin out at the outer
boundary because the volume is a cubic function. to remove the small isothermal surface
near sites, we require the porosity of porous structures to be greater than 0.5, and we set
α = 0.8. We can also change the truncation threshold according to different requirements.
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3.4. Concave Porous Structures

Voronoi tessellation can only produce convex polyhedrons [30]. Although concave
polyhedrons can be obtained by merging multiple Voronoi cells, we still need to solve
the problem of centroids of the merge concave pores. The proposed method allows users
to specify the pairing relationship of neighboring Voronoi cells. If two or more adjacent
Voronoi cells are specified as a pair, we treat them as one whole-cell and merge the paired
convex structures by a Boolean-Union operation. In this case, if Th is simply applied to
the merged outer surface and Tl is applied to the separate center of the merged concave
cell, the generated isothermal surface will be clustered near the center and deviate from
the outer original non-adjacent surface because of the concave shape property, which will
also create a stress concentration problem. As shown in Figure 2a, if we use the centroids
of original cells directly, although the boundary is concave, the distribution of internal
isothermal surfaces still obeys the convex cell, which does not meet our requirement of
generating concave isothermal surfaces.

 

= , = {1,2}

Figure 2. The construction of constraints for concave polyhedron. (a) is the concave surface and
separate isothermal surfaces; (b) is generated centroids of a concave polyhedron from origin centroids
and the common face; (c) is extracted isothermal surfaces using the EBC from (b).

When adjusting the porosity, the scaled concave polygon may exceed the original
boundary and overlap with other concave pores. It is necessary to adjust the scaled concave
polygon boundary to confine it inside the original surface and ensure that each pore does
not overlap. To improve the design freedom of pores and better simulate the porous
structure, the outsourced polyhedron of the concave pore structure can be obtained by
combining multiple neighboring cells. We extract the boundary of each paired Voronoi
diagram and remove the duplicated faces to obtain the concave pore contour after Voronoi
tessellation. To make the generated isothermal surface fit better with the outer surface,
we calculate the center C0 of the paired adjacent face, and then generate the line segment
C1C0 and C2C0, where C1 and C2 are original centroids of paired Voronoi cells, respectively.
As shown in Figure 2b, we sample the two-line segments to generate multiple centers
Cl = tCiC0, i = {1, 2}. In the finite element analysis stage, we apply Tl to the all mesh
containing Cl . As shown in Figure 2c, the generated isothermal surface is closer to the
outsourcing profile. We can generate more realistic pores by simply resampling sites.

4. Modeling Experiments

In this section, we will perform several kinds of modeling experiments to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed method. The proposed method benefits from the mature and
widely used methods including Voronoi tessellation and FEM, which makes our method
easy to implement with existing software and tools. During the solid model construction
and Voronoi tessellation, we utilize the Grasshopper [32] tool, which is a graphical algorithm
editor plugin for Rhino. For meshing, we use the Gmsh [33] tool. Gmsh is an open-source
3D finite element mesh generator whose fast and lightweight parametric features facilitate
high-quality network delineation. We use the Python finite element library sfepy [34] to
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compute the thermal map. sfepy is a flexible Python finite element analysis toolkit for
the rapid implementation and testing of finite element models in research. These tools
support secondary development based on Python, so the whole modeling process of
porous structures can be automated using the Python language, thus improving modeling
efficiency. Note that although thermodynamic diffusion is a time-series problem, we do not
need to define a time-stepping solver in sfepy, because the isothermal problem is stationary
and the default solver can solve it once.

As shown in Figure 3a, the isosurfaces generated by FEM are consistent with the
scaled sphere. It infers the accuracy of the proposed method. The different color surfaces of
Figure 3b,c represent the isosurfaces of polyhedrons, where we sample fewer isosurfaces to
see the extracted isothermal surface more clearly. Figure 3d shows the isosurfaces from a
concave polyhedron. Figure 3e,f are the resulting pore structures with different porosities.
By extracting isothermal surfaces at different temperatures such as 99 and 95, we can obtain
pore structures with the required porosity. For convex and concave structures, the closer to
the center, the more spherical the isosurface tends to be. At the boundary, the isosurface is
the fusion of polyhedron and enveloping sphere.

 

Figure 3. Isosurfaces generated by convex polyhedrons. (a) sphere; (b) polyhedron; (c) section
polyhedron; (d) concave polyhedron; (e) is a pore generated from the 99 isothermal surfaces. (f) is a
pore generated from the 95 isothermal surfaces. The different color represents different isosurfaces
(isothermals).

Figure 4 shows the process of generating porous structures from cuboid and more
complex kitten models. The blue, light green, and dark yellow colors in Figure 4g represent
the corresponding 99.9, 99, and 98 isothermals, respectively. Although the kitten model has
a complex surface, the generated pores are still smooth and natural as shown in Figure 4d,f.
From the modeling experiments above, we can conclude that we can obtain both smooth
and approximate porous structures from any irregular 3D structures with the method
proposed in this paper.
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Figure 4. Porous structures generated from cuboid and kitten surfaces. (a) is a tessellated cuboid
Voronoi cells; (b) a tessellated cat Voronoi cells; (c) is generated pores from (a) with 98 isothermals;
(d) is generated pores from (b) with 98 isothermals; (e) is generated pores from (a) with 99 isother-
mals; (f) is generated pores from (b) with 99 isothermals; (g) are resulting porous structures for (a);
(h) are resulting porous structures for (b).

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Recently, porous structures have become widely used in the fields of aviation, mecha-
tronics, biology, and mechanics. The ability to design new products relies on the represen-
tations of models. However, intricate inner components, which enable excellent physical
properties and mechanical characteristics in porous structures, pose new challenges for
traditional CAD methods. In this paper, we combine the Voronoi tessellation and FEA
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methods to propose a novel modeling method called MPFEM to generate irregular and
smooth 3D pores from polyhedrons. Different from previous modeling methods aimed at
2D geometric representation of convex structures, our method can process both 3D and
complex concave structures. MPFEM can generate convave porous structures which are
combined adjacent Voronoi cells and smooth surfaces which estimate a stress concentration.
A series of convex, concave, and complex polyhedron modeling experiments show that
this proposed method is easy and feasible, and the results show good performance in terms
of smoothness and fitness of geometric representation.

As future work, first, although the purpose of this paper is modeling solids of porous
structures, we can extend it to other fields such as the current popular functionally graded
material (FGM). Since the generated isothermal surfaces are smoother, the problem of
mismatching material interface properties can be further eliminated. By distributing
different materials on different isothermal surfaces, the proposed method can also provide
a new idea for the modeling of FGM. Second, through an evolutionary or neural network
(NN) [35] algorithms to obtain the distribution, combination, and porosity of porous
structures under specific load and boundary constraints, we can realize function designs
like the lightweight. Since the optimization goal becomes site locations and porosities,
which eliminates model meshing in traditional FEA, our method will significantly improve
design efficiency. Last but not least, we will utilize the AM including direct light processing
(DLP) to fabricate generating 3D porous models.
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Abstract: This study uses a self-developed anti-corrosion pill particle as the research object and
develops the pill particle population modelling method in order to optimize the anti-corrosion
process of oil and gas wellbore casing annuli. The shape of the pill particle is similar to a cylinder,
according to the test and analysis of geometrical characteristics, and can be simplified into three types
based on height, namely pill particles A (5.4 mm), B (5.8 mm), and C (6.2 mm). The multi-sphere
approach is then used to create models of three different types of pill particles with varying degrees
of precision. The feasibility and effectiveness of the modelling method for pill particle populations
are proven by comparing the simulation results of the bulk density test and the angle of repose test.
The results show that the 12-sphere models of pill particles A, B, and C are accurate representations
of genuine pill particle morphologies and are adequate for simulating particle mechanics and flow
processes. The applicability and practical use of the modelling method are then demonstrated
using an example of a self-designed pill particle discharging mechanism. The results show that
the modelling method can accurately simulate the pill discharging process and provide an accurate
simulation model and theoretical basis for the optimization of the structural parameters, dimension
parameters, and operating parameters of the discharging device.

Keywords: discrete element method; particle modelling; multi-sphere method; simulation analysis;
anti-corrosion pill particle

1. Introduction

The anti-corrosion of oil and gas field wellbore casing annuli is a critical link in the in-
tegrity management of oil and gas field wellbores. Traditional anti-corrosion fluid perfusion
is harmed by the tiny area and buildup of oil sludge, and it has a number of disadvan-
tages, including difficulties in lowering the pipeline and restricted anti-corrosion fluid
perfusion. Our organization has created a solid slow-release anti-corrosion pill particle
for this purpose. However, due to the complexity of the working conditions, such as a
single route for pill discharging and a small inner diameter space for the casing, optimizing
the pill discharging device to minimize clogging and fragmentation of the pill discharging
process and to increase its stability and uniformity has become a critical technical bottleneck
to overcome [1–3]. The discrete element method (DEM) [4], based on particle dynamics,
is capable of analyzing the interaction between particles and between particles and me-
chanical components from a microscopic perspective, obtaining microscopic data such
as particle displacement, velocity, acceleration, and so on, and revealing the influencing
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factors and working mechanism of mechanical components. Thus, DEM has developed into
a potent tool for optimizing mechanism design and overcoming technological constraints
in industrial and agricultural output [5–10].

Particle modelling, being the central issue in DEM, is a critical aspect in determining
the accuracy of simulation results. Currently, the polyhedron method [11], super-quadric
equation method [12], and multi-sphere method [13–15] are the most frequently utilized
particle modelling methods. The multi-sphere approach is more extensively utilized
in industrial and agricultural production due to the simplicity of the contact detection
algorithm. For example, Danesh et al. [16] used a multi-sphere method to create ballast
particle shapes to investigate the macroscopic and microscopic mechanics shear behavior
of railroad ballast and demonstrated that the particle shape has an effect on the formation
of shear bands via the microscopic mechanics response. Tekeste et al. [17] modeled the soil
particles using a multi-sphere approach and developed a proportionate connection between
the soil response force and the bulldozer blade length. Horabik et al. [18] constructed one-
, three-, four-, and six-sphere models for wheat kernels using a multi-sphere method
and demonstrated that the four-sphere model could better reproduce the transmission
of particle–particle forces from the vertical to the lateral directions through loading and
unloading cyclic compression tests. Zeng et al. [19] used the multi-sphere approach to
construct a 16-sphere model of rice kernels and disclosed the rice crushing mechanism
by the simulated study of the rice milling process. Due to the manufacturing process,
the size of the pill particle generated by our organization varies. Thus, how to examine
the shape and size characteristics of pill particles through testing, taking into account the
unpredictability of their scale distribution, and establish a technique for modelling the pill
particle population must be thoroughly investigated.

On the other hand, validation of the modelling method is a critical problem that must
be addressed. At the moment, the majority of modelling approaches are verified by simu-
lating static and dynamic experimental processes [20–22]. For example, Zhang et al. [23]
utilized the multi-sphere technique to create four different kinds of soil particle models
and then analyzed the operation of a deep loosening machine working on the soil us-
ing a combined DEM–MBD simulation, demonstrating the modelling method’s utility.
Tao et al. [24] employed a multi-sphere technique to construct three representations of
ellipsoidal particles, and the modelling method’s practicality was shown by moving bed
experiments. Zhou et al. [25] used a multi-sphere method to model four different shapes of
maize seed particles, including the horse-tooth shape, the truncated triangular pyramid
shape, the ellipsoid cone shape, and the spheroid shape, and validated the proposed mod-
elling method for maize seeds using the bulk density, the angle of repose, and self-flow
screening. Sun et al. [26] used the multi-sphere method to construct a double-ellipsoidal
13-, 17-, 25-, and 33-sphere model for wheat seeds, as well as a single-ellipsoidal 5-, 9-, 13-,
17-, and 21-sphere model for wheat seeds. They validated the wheat seed particle model
proposed in this paper by comparing experimental data to simulation results using the
static angle of repose, self-flow screening, and dynamic angle of repose tests The proposed
pill particle population modelling method requires an in-depth study of how to select
an appropriate validation method to reveal the effect of the number of filled spheres on
the particle population accumulation process and flow behavior, as well as to verify the
modelling method’s feasibility, validity, and applicability.

In order to address the aforementioned issues, this work uses self-developed anti-
corrosion pill particles as the research object, measuring and analyzing their geometric
form and dimension characteristics. On this premise, the multi-sphere approach was used
to build particle models of three different forms of pill particles. The bulk density and angle
of repose simulation results were compared to actual data to determine the feasibility and
usefulness of the suggested approach for modelling the pill particle population in this work.
Finally, the modelling method’s applicability and practical use are shown using the self-
designed pill discharge device as an example. The work presented in this article establishes
an accurate simulation model and theoretical foundation for the future investigation of
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the pill discharging process and optimization of the pill discharging device’s structural
characteristics, dimensional parameters, and operating parameters.

2. Materials and Modelling

2.1. Shape and Size Analysis

The self-developed annular air anti-corrosion pill particle is used as the research object,
with 200 pill particles randomly chosen. The geometric forms and size characteristics of
pill particles were determined, as well as the mass ratio of various shapes of pill particles.
The findings indicated that the pill particle was approximately cylindrical in shape, as
shown in Figure 1a, with a constant diameter (D) and a nearly uniform height (H) dispersed
according to three scales. In the particle population, the mass ratios of pill particles A, B,
and C are 35%, 35%, and 30%, respectively. Three scales of pill particles are modeled in
this article using DEM and distributed according to their mass ratio in order to build a
technique for modelling pill particle populations.

Figure 1. The form and coordinate system of pill particles: (a) Three different forms of pill particles
and their associated size characteristics; (b) The pill particle’s coordinate system.

2.2. Modelling Methods of Pill Particles

The pill particles are modeled in this article using a multi-sphere technique. Single-
layer, double-layer, and triple-layer particles are used to characterize the pill particle form
in order to analyze the influence of the number of filled spheres on the modeling accuracy
and flow properties of the pill particles. The coordinate system of the pill particles is shown
in Figure 1b, where the coordinate origin is the mass center of the particle, the x- and z-axis
are the diameter and height directions of the particle, respectively, and the y-axis is defined
by the right-hand rule.

2.2.1. Modelling Methods for Pill Particle A and B

Because the particle diameter is smaller than the height for particles A and B, a 4-sphere
model is generated using the particle diameter as the filling sphere’s diameter. Based on
the tangency and overlap of the particles, a 12-sphere double layer model and a 20-sphere
triple layer model are created. Each layer of the triple layer model fills 6 spheres, with
2 more filled spheres in the centre of the top and bottom layers. The detailed modelling
method is described below.

The point (D/2−H/2, 0) in the xoz coordinate plane is filled by a sphere O1 of radius
H/2 and tangent to the cylindrical surface to the x axis, while spheres O2 to O4 are generated
by an array of spheres O1 arranged at a 90◦ angle around the z axis in the oxyz coordinate
system, as shown in Figure 2a.

To minimize inaccuracy, the pill particle model was constructed in the z-axis direction
using a double-layer filled sphere. At the point (D/2H/3, H/6) in the xoz coordinate plane,
a sphere O1 with radius H/3 and tangent to the cylindrical surface to the x axis fills the
space; spheres O2 to O6 are formed by an array of spheres O1 arranged at a 60◦ angle
around the z axis in the oxyz coordinate system. The spheres O7 to O12 are filled with the
mirror image of the spheres O1 to O6, forming the 12-sphere model of the pill particle A
depicted in Figure 2b.
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Figure 2. Diagram illustrating the procedure of filling a pill particle A: (a) A 4-sphere model;
(b) A 12-sphere model; and (c) A 20-sphere model.

To further decrease inaccuracy, three layers of filled spheres were used to simulate the
pill particles in the z-axis direction. At the point (D/2−H/4, H/4) in the xoz coordinate
plane, a sphere O1 with radius H/4 and tangent to the cylindrical surface to the x axis fills
the space; spheres O2 to O6 are formed by an array of spheres O1 arranged at a 60◦ angle
around the z axis in the oxyz coordinate system. A sphere O7 of radius H/4 and tangent to
the cylindrical surface to the z axis is filled at the position (0, H/4) in the xoz coordinate
plane. The spheres O8 to O14 are filled with the mirror image of the spheres O1 to O7 in
the xoy coordinate plane. The point (D/2−H/4, 0) in the xoz coordinate plane is filled by
a sphere O15 with radius H/4 and tangent to the cylindrical surface to the x axis, while
spheres O16 to O20 are generated by an array of spheres O15 arranged at a 60◦ angle around
the z axis in the oxyz coordinate system, as shown in Figure 2c.

As seen in Figure 3, the same filling procedure was employed to model the pill particles B.

Figure 3. Diagram illustrating the procedure of filling a pill particle B: (a) A 4-sphere model;
(b) A 12-sphere model; and (c) A 20-sphere model.

2.2.2. Modelling Methods for Pill Particle C

Because the particle diameter is greater than the height for particle C, a 2-sphere model
with the particle height as the filled ball’s diameter is developed. The tangency and overlap
of the particles are the foundations of the 12-sphere double layer and 18-sphere triple
layer models.

At the point (0, H/2−D/2) in the xoz coordinate plane, a sphere O1 with radius D/2
and tangent to the cylindrical surface parallel to the z axis is filled; spheres O2 are filled
with the mirror image of spheres O1 in the xoy coordinate plane, thereby constructing the
two-sphere model of the pill particle C shown in Figure 4a.

At the point (D/2−H/3, H/6) in the xoz coordinate plane, a sphere O1 with radius
H/3 and tangent to the cylindrical surface to the x axis is filled; spheres O2 to O6 are
formed by an array of spheres O1 arranged around the z axis at an angle of 60◦ in the oxyz
coordinate system. As illustrated in Figure 4b, the 12-sphere model of the pill particle C is
constructed by filling spheres O7 to O12 with the mirror image of spheres O1 to O6 with
respect to the xoy coordinate plane.
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Figure 4. Diagram illustrating the procedure of filling a pill particle c: (a) A 2-sphere model;
(b) A 12-sphere model; and (c) A 18-sphere model.

To further decrease inaccuracy, three layers of filled spheres were used to simulate the
pill particles in the z-axis direction. At the point (D/2−H/4, H/4) in the xoz coordinate
plane, a sphere O1 with radius H/4 and tangent to the cylindrical surface to the x axis
fills the space; spheres O2 to O6 are formed by an array of spheres O1 arranged at a 60◦

angle around the z axis in the oxyz coordinate system. The spheres O7 to O12 are filled
with the mirror image of the spheres O1 to O6 in the xoy coordinate plane. The point
(D/2−H/4, 0) in the xoz coordinate plane is filled by a sphere O13 with radius H/4 and
tangent to the cylindrical surface to the x axis, and spheres O14 to O18 are generated by
an array of spheres O13 arranged at a 60◦ angle around the z axis in the oxyz coordinate
system, thereby generating the 18-sphere model of the pill particle C shown in Figure 4c.

Figure 5 illustrates the 4-, 12-, and 20-sphere particle models of the pill particles A and
B, the pill particle C’s 2-, 12-, and 18-sphere particle models.

Figure 5. Three pill particle numerical models.

3. Experimental Verification and Simulation Analysis

The feasibility and effectiveness of the pill particle population modelling approach are
shown in this study by a comparison of simulation findings for the bulk density and angle
of repose tests to experiment data.

3.1. Simulation Model

In this paper, the Hertz–Mindlin contact model is used to simulate the bulk density
test and the angle of repose test based on the material and physical properties of the pill
particle. This contact model is one of DEM’s most fundamental and well-known models,
and it is commonly used to study the contact and mechanical behavior of non-viscous
particles [27–30]. The motion of a particle is solved by the basic theories adopted by DEM,
such as Newton’s second law, Euler’s equation, and dynamic relaxation method [30–33],
given by

mi
dvi

dt
= ∑

j

(Fn
ij + Fs

ij) + mig (1)
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and
Ii

dωi

dt
= ∑

j
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ij − µrRi
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ij

∣∣∣
^
ωi) (2)

where vi, ωi and Ii are the translational and angular velocities, and moment of inertia of
particle i, respectively. Ri is a vector running from the centre of the particle to the contact
point with its magnitude equal to particle radius Ri. µr is the coefficient of rolling friction.
Fn

ij and Fs
ij are the normal contact force and tangential contact force between particle i and j,

given by
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where the equivalent Young’s Modulus E∗ and the equivalent radius R∗ are defined as

E∗ =
[(

1− υ2
i

)
/Ei +

(
1− υ2

j

)
/Ej

]−1
and R∗ =

[
1/Ri + 1/Rj

]−1 with Ei, υi, Ri and Ej, υj,
Rj, being the Young’s Modulus, Poisson ratio, and Radius of particles i and j, respectively;
δn is the normal overlap; the damping factor β, the normal stiffness Sn and the equivalent
mass m∗ are given by β = − ln e/

√
ln2 e + π2, Sn = 2E∗

√
R∗δn and m∗ =

[
1/mi + 1/mj

]−1

with e, mi, and mj being the coefficient of restitution and the mass of each particle in contact;

vij is the relative velocity between particle i and j; the unit vector
^
nij is calculated as

^
nij =

(
Ri −Rj

)
/
∣∣Ri −Rj

∣∣; the tangential stiffness St is given by St = 8G∗
√

R∗δn with G∗

being the equivalent shear modulus; δt is the tangential overlap; µs is the coefficient of

static friction;
^
sij is the unit tangent vector.

3.2. Measurement and Calibration of Physical and Mechanical Parameters

The determination of simulation parameters has a significant impact on the stability
and accuracy of the simulation calculation, according to the literature and preliminary
research [34,35]. Hence, to verify the correctness of the simulation test findings, it is
necessary to correctly test the physical and mechanical characteristics of the pill particles.
The ASAE standard specified the Poisson’s ratio of the pill particles [36]. The density of the
pill particles was determined using the hydrometer technique [37]. The elastic modulus of
the pill particles was determined using a compression test on an electronic universal testing
equipment [38]. The coefficients of static friction between the pill particles and between
the pill particles and the wall surface were determined using the slope technique [39] (ABS
plastic, organic glass, and galvanized steel plate). The restitution coefficients between
pill particles and between pill particles and the wall surface were determined using a
high-speed camera and a drop test and a single pendulum test, respectively [40].

Due to the non-sphere surface solid nature of the pill particles, it is impossible to
directly quantify the coefficients of rolling friction between the pill particles and between
the pill particle and the wall surface. This research calibrates the simulation parameters
using an angle of repose test and simulation in order to get them closer to their actual
values. The findings indicate that the angle of repose is unaffected by the coefficient of
rolling friction between the pill particle and the wall surface. As a result, the paper’s first
selection of the coefficient of rolling friction is between pill particle and ABS plastic, organic
glass, and galvanized steel plate. The coefficient of rolling friction between the pill particles
was then established by comparing the angle of repose test results to those obtained from
the simulation. Table 1 contains the simulation parameters.
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Table 1. Parameter selection for simulation.

Parameters Pill Particle ABS Plastic Organic Glass Galvanized Steel

Density ρ, kg/m3 1380 1050 1800 7865
Poisson’s ratio υ 0.350 0.394 0.350 0.300

Elastic modulus E, Pa 1.100 × 108 3.189 × 109 1.300 × 109 7.900 × 1010

Restitution coefficient e 0.201 0.299 0.279 0.305
Coefficient of static friction µs 0.466 0.577 0.533 0.511
Coefficient of rolling friction µr 0.080 0.120 0.050 0.070

3.3. Bulk Density Test and Simulation

3.3.1. Bulk Density Test Setup

Bulk density is a critical statistic for evaluating the physical characteristics of granular
materials, since it is directly connected to the shape and size of the particles. As a result,
this paper employs the bulk density test to confirm the approach of pill particle modelling.
The bulk density of the pill particles was determined in this research using a cylindrical
measuring cylinder (organic glass) with a volume of 0.26 L. The procedure is as follows:
first, the pill particles are released above the measuring cylinder and fall naturally; second,
when the pill particles exceed the cylinder’s height, the excess particles are scraped off with
an organic glass scraper; and finally, the mass of the remaining particles in the cylinder is
calculated, and the bulk density is calculated using the mass of the pill particles divided
by the volume of the cylinder. As seen in Figure 6a, each set of tests was performed
three times.

Figure 6. Bulk density test procedure and simulation analysis: (a) Bulk density test procedure;
(b) Bulk density test simulation analysis of three pill particles.

3.3.2. Bulk Density Simulation Setup

The bulk density simulations of pill A (4-, 12-, and 20-sphere), pill B (4-, 12-, and
20-sphere), and pill C (2-, 12-, and 18-sphere) are performed using EDEM 2018 software
with the Hertz–Mindlin (no-slip) contact model and the parameters listed in Table 1. The
measuring cylinders used in the experiment are identical. When the simulation starts,
a cylindrical region with a diameter of 20 mm and a height of 20 mm is placed as the
particle factory 5 mm above the top of the measuring cylinder. Second, the pill particles are
formed in the particle factory and gradually accumulate in the cylinder until they reach the
cylinder’s maximum height. When the pill particles have stabilized, the scraper is used
to remove any remaining particles. Finally, the mass of the particles left in the measuring
cylinder is determined. Each series of tests was done three times; the bulk density test
simulation analysis is given in Figure 6b.

3.4. Angle of Repose Test and Simulation

3.4.1. Angle of Repose Test Setup

The angle of repose is also a critical parameter for assessing the physical and mechani-
cal characteristics of granular materials, as it is directly connected to the form, size, and
friction coefficient of the particles. As a result, the angle of repose test is utilized to confirm
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the approach of pill particle modelling. The lifting technique is utilized in this article to
examine the pill particle stacking process. The following are the test steps: To begin, a
lifting cylinder (ABS plastic) with a diameter of 65.7 mm and a height of 150 mm is inserted
into the center of a flat plate (galvanized steel) with a side length of 500 mm, and 0.5 kg of
pill particles are poured into the cylinder, maintaining a flat surface on the particles; second,
the cylinder is lifted upwards at a speed of 200 mm/min, causing the pill particles to flow
out of the cylinder and make contact with the galvanized steel plate; finally, the particles
are stabilized, forming a conical pile, and the angle of repose is determined using an image
processing method. As seen in Figure 7a, each set of tests was performed three times.

Figure 7. Angle of repose test procedure and simulation analysis: (a) Angle of repose test procedure
and image processing method; (b) Angle of repose test simulation analysis.

3.4.2. Angle of Repose Simulation Setup

Angle of repose simulations of various pill particle models are carried out using EDEM
2018 software with the Hertz–Mindlin (no-slip) contact model and the parameters listed in
Table 1. The test devices are identical to those used throughout the experiment. When the
simulation starts, a cylindrical region with a diameter of 60 mm and a height of 20 mm is set
up as the particle factory, 5 mm above the cylinder’s top. Second, 0.5 kg of nearly 3000 pill
particles are formed in the particle factory and gradually accumulate in the cylinder until
they reach the cylinder’s maximum height. Once the pill particles are stable, the cylinder
is elevated at a 200 mm/min pace. Finally, after the pill particles have ceased to flow, a
conical particle heap is produced, and the angle of repose on both sides is determined using
an image processing technique. Each pair of tests is done three times; the angle of repose
test simulation analysis is displayed in Figure 7b.

4. Results Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Results Analysis and Discussion of Bulk Density Test

4.1.1. Bulk Density Test Results Analysis

Figure 8 illustrates the fluctuation in the bulk density test simulation results with the
number of filled spheres for various pill particle models, and the green region in the figure
depicts the bulk density test results and standard deviation.

The change in the bulk density of the pill particles A as a function of the number of
filled spheres is seen in Figure 8a. As the number of filled spheres grows from 4 to 20,
the particle bulk density simulation results first increase and then decline, which is more
consistent with the experiment data. Further research reveals that the relative errors of
the simulation and experiment data are 1.11%, 0.06 percent, and 2.93%, respectively, for
the number of filled spheres of 4, 12, and 20. As can be seen, the pill particle model’s bulk
density is affected by the number of filled spheres.

The change in the bulk density of the pill particles B as a function of the number of
filled spheres is seen in Figure 8b. As seen in the image, the results of the discrete bulk
density simulation grow and then decline as the number of filled spheres increases. The
relative errors between simulation and experiment data were 2.10%, 1.28%, and 3.89%,
respectively, for the number of filled spheres of 4, 12, and 20.
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Figure 8. The findings of a simulation of the bulk density test of a pill particle model with varying
numbers of filled spheres: (a) Results of the simulation for pill particle A; (b) Results of the simulation
for pill particle B; and (c) Results of the simulation for pill particle C.

The fluctuation in the bulk density of the pill particles C as a function of the number
of filled spheres is seen in Figure 8c. When shown in the figure, as the number of filled
spheres increases, the particle bulk density simulation results initially rise and then decline,
eventually approaching the experimental data, which is compatible with the changing
trend of pill particles A and B. The relative errors between the simulation and experiment
data were 2.20%, 1.88%, and 4.14%, respectively, for the number of filled spheres of 2, 12,
and 18.

4.1.2. Bulk Density Test Discussion

According to the bulk density simulation and test results, when the number of filled
spheres is 4 or 2, the space around the model is more defective than the actual pill particles,
but the simulation results are closer to the test data due to the particles’ reduced self-locking
and increased sliding and rolling. The particle model becomes more accurate as the number
of filled spheres increases, and the simulation results progressively converge to the test
findings. When the number of filled spheres is 20 or 18, the filled spheres in the center of
the particles increase their frictional impact, which has an influence on their movement
and reduces the simulation results. The simulation findings validate the model suggested
in this paper’s accuracy for varied pill particle populations.

Furthermore, because the bulk density test is relatively simple, the simulation process
takes less time, with different models taking less than 1 h to simulate. In conclusion, based
on the simulation findings of the pill particle bulk density test, other modelling techniques,
with the exception of the pill particle A and B 20-sphere models and the pill particle C
18-sphere model, have a poor correlation with the experiment results.

4.2. Results Analysis and Discussion of Angle of Repose

4.2.1. Angle of Repose Test Results Analysis

Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between the angle of repose test simulation results
and the number of filled spheres for various pill particle models, while the green region in
the figure depicts the angle of repose experiment findings and standard deviation.

Figure 9a illustrates the relationship between the angle of repose of pill particle A and
the number of filled spheres in the simulation. As seen in the image, the particle angle
of repose simulation results steadily rise as the number of filled spheres grows from four
to twenty. The simulation findings for the four-sphere model are insignificant and do
not match the experiment data. The angle of repose simulation findings for the 12- and
20-sphere models are within the standard deviation of the experiment data and near to
the mean, however the change in the number of filled spheres in the pill particles model
resulted in considerable angle of repose variations.
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Figure 9. Angle of repose test results for the pill particle model as a function of the number of filled
spheres: (a) Results of the simulation for pill particle A; (b) Results of the simulation for pill particle
B; and (c) Results of the simulation for pill particle C.

Figure 9b illustrates the relationship between the angle of repose of pill particle B and
the number of filled spheres in the simulation. As seen in the image, the particle angle
of repose simulation results steadily rise as the number of filled spheres increases. The
simulation findings for 12 and 20 filled spheres are within the standard deviation of the
experiment data.

The angle of repose of the pill particle C is shown in Figure 9c as a function of the
number of filled spheres. As shown in the image, the particle angle of repose simulation
results steadily increases as the number of filled spheres increases, which is similar with
the pattern seen for pill particles A and B. When the number of filled spheres is 12, the
smallest relative error between the simulation and experiment data is 1.59%.

4.2.2. Angle of Repose Test Discussion

The test and simulation findings demonstrate that the intricacy of the pill’s particle
form results in the particles self-locking throughout the piling process. The number of
particle-filled spheres has a significant influence on the geometry of the particle model,
which in turn has an effect on the angle of repose simulation results. When the number of
particle-filled spheres is small, the sphericity of the particles rises and the roughness and
self-locking of the particles decrease, increasing the particles’ sliding and rolling. As the
number of filled spheres rises, the particle form eventually converges to that of genuine pill
particles, increasing both the particles’ self-locking behavior and the pile’s angle of repose.
The simulation findings further demonstrate the correctness of the approach for modelling
pill particle populations suggested in this work.

Moreover, since the angle of repose test is slightly more complex than the bulk density
test, the simulation time increases as the number of filling spheres increases, but the total
simulation time for all models is less than 5 h. To summarize, based on the computational
efficiency and the analysis of the simulation results for the angle of repose test of the pill
particles, the simulation results for the 12- and 20-sphere models of pill particle A and B,
as well as the 12-sphere model of pill particle C, are within the standard deviation of the
experiment results. According to a comprehensive analysis of the bulk density and angle of
repose test simulation results, the 12-sphere models of pill particles A, B, and C are close to
the actual pill particle shapes, and the simulation results have small errors in comparison
to the experimental data, making them suitable for simulating the mechanics behavior of
particles and their flow processes during the actual pill discharging process.

5. Example Applications

On the basis of the preceding work, the applicability of the suggested modelling
technique for pill particle population and its practical use are shown by simulation results
of the pill particle discharge process.
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5.1. Pill Discharging Process Device

The research is based on a self-designed pill discharge mechanism, which includes the
primary functioning components depicted in Figure 10a, including the material box, the
pill wheel, and the frame. The material box is stamped from a galvanized steel plate, and
its conical top half-angle shape is inspired by the friction properties of pill particles. The
pill wheel is made of ABS technical plastic alloy and has eight identical medication feeding
grids, each measuring 100 mm in length.

Figure 10. Test device and simulation analysis of the pill discharge process: (a) Test device for the
pill discharge process; (b) DEM model of the pill discharge device and simulation analysis of the pill
discharge process.

5.2. Simulation Setup of Pill Discharging Process

The pill particle discharge processes are simulated using EDEM 2018 software with
the Hertz–Mindlin (no-slip) contact model and the parameters listed in Table 1. The particle
models of 12-sphere pills A, B, and C are utilized in proportions of 35%, 35%, and 30%,
respectively. Figure 10b depicts the DEM model of a pill particle discharge device. When
the simulation starts, a box area with a length of 400 mm and a width of 150 mm is placed as
the particle factory 5 mm above the top of the work bin. Second, 10 kg of nearly 60,000 pill
particles are produced in the particle factory and gradually accumulate in the hopper.
When the pill particles reached a state of stability, the pill wheel started to spin (i.e., 10, 15,
and 30 rpm). Finally, the mass of particles ejected by the pill wheel spinning one grid every
10 s is determined. Thus, the discharge capacity and variation coefficient of pill particles
are determined. Each pair of tests is done three times; Figure 10b depicts a simulation study
of the pill particle discharge process.

5.3. Results Analysis and Discussion of Discharge Process

The mass of the pills discharged and its variation coefficient at various rotating speeds
throughout the pill release process are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11a illustrates the simulation findings for the time-dependent change in pill
particle discharging at various rotation speeds. As seen in the figure, the mass of discharg-
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ing pill particles grows almost linearly with the simulation duration at various rotating
speeds. The pill wheel’s speed was raised from 10 to 30 rpm, and the amount of pills
discharged steadily rose, while the filling mass of the medication feeding grid was reduced
from 0.25 to 0.23 kg.

Figure 11. The simulation results for pill particle discharging mass and its variation coefficient at
various rotation speeds during the pill discharging process: (a) Simulation results for pill particle
discharging mass; (b) Simulation results for pill particle discharging mass variation coefficient.

Figure 11b illustrates the simulation findings for the change in the discharge efficiency
of pill particles as a function of the pill wheel’s rotation speed. When seen in the figure, the
mass variation coefficient drops from 0.03 to 0.02 as the rotation speed of the pill wheel
increases from 10 to 15 revolutions per minute. When the rotation speed is increased to
30 rpm, the variation coefficient of the pill discharge mass rises from 0.02 to 0.04. As can
be observed, the variation coefficient of the pill wheel’s rotation speed has a substantial
influence on the mass of pill particles discharged and their stability.

As a result of the simulation findings, it is clear that the rotation speed of the pill wheel
is the most critical operating parameter of the pill discharging device, as it has a significant
effect on the mass and stability of the pills discharged. When the rotation speed is low, it has
a negligible influence on the filling of the pill discharging grid, while increasing the rotation
speed marginally enhances the discharging capability. When the rotation speed exceeds
a particular threshold, it has an influence on the filling mass of the pill discharging grid,
which in turn has an effect on the discharging stability, with the effect steadily rising as the
rotation speed increases. The simulation findings in this work are compatible with those
in the literature on fertilizer discharge processes [5,41], demonstrating the applicability of
the pill particle population modelling approach presented in this paper and its practical
use. For further in-depth investigations of the pill discharging process, it offers an accurate
simulation model and theoretical foundation for optimizing the structural parameters,
dimensions parameters, and operating parameters of the pill discharging device.

6. Conclusions

This paper uses self-developed anticorrosive pill particles as the research object, pro-
poses a pill particle population modelling method based on DEM by testing and analyzing
the pill particles’ shape and size parameters, and verifies the modelling method’s feasibility,
efficacy, and applicability via experimental research and simulation analysis. The following
are the study’s major conclusions:

(1) The particle shape and size parameters were evaluated and analyzed to approximate
the cylindrical shape of the pill particles, and the particle population was classified
into pill particles A (5.4 mm), B (5.8 mm), and C (6.2 mm) based on their height, with
the mass ratio of particles accounting for 35%, 35%, and 30%, respectively.
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(2) This work proposes a population modelling approach for pill particles based on DEM.
Multi-sphere particle models were created for pill particle A (4, 12, and 20 spheres),
pill particle B (4, 12, and 20 spheres), and pill particle C (2, 12, and 18 spheres). It
serves as a guide for modeling cylindrical and irregular particles.

(3) Using the bulk density and angle of repose tests as examples, the pill particle pop-
ulation modelling approach was utilized to deduce the mechanism by which the
number of pill particle-filled spheres affects the particle accumulation process and
flow behavior. By comparing the simulation findings to the test data, the feasibility
and efficacy of the pill particle population modelling approach were established.

(4) Using the independently built pill discharging device as an example, the 12-sphere
model of pill particles A, B, and C was utilized to deduce the process by which
the wheel’s rotation speed affects the pill discharging performance. The method’s
applicability and practical use were shown by assessing the simulation results of the
pill discharging process and establishing the groundwork for future improvements of
the pill discharging device.
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Abstract: It is significant to scientifically identify what factors influence the green growth of manufac-
turing enterprises and analyze the relationship among these factors, thus promoting green growth.
Firstly, the corresponding conceptual model is designed; then, the DEMATEL method and steps
used to identify the influencing factors are introduced; finally, the DEMATEL method is adopted to
empirically analyze wooden flooring manufacturing companies so as to identify influencing factors
of their green growth. According to the results, there are six reason factors, namely environmental
standard constraints, green market demand, market competition, green technology advancement,
upstream and downstream synergy of green industrial chain, and policy support, which provide the
most important external support to enterprises’ green growth and main driving power to wooden
flooring manufacturing ones.

Keywords: green growth; influencing factor; factor identification; DEMATEL method; manufactur-
ing enterprises

1. Introduction

Crucial to the industrial economy, manufacturing is a typical and fundamental sym-
bol of comprehensive national strength and international status. Over the past 40 years
since the reform and opening-up of China, China’s manufacturing industry has made
great progress, now with more than 30% of the world’s total manufacturing output, a
comprehensive industrial system with all sectors, and a complete industrial chain [1],
However, despite the huge volume, China is still not a manufacturing powerhouse [2]
subject to scale expansion [3]; therefore, transformation is urgent to upgrade China’s
manufacturing industry.

To pursue a higher quality of industrial development, green growth has become an
important symbol [4]. In 2015, the Chinese government officially put forward the “Made in
China 2025” Initiative, in which green growth was a guideline for strategic implementation,
emphasizing that sustainable economic development should be coordinated with the
natural environment towards fully green manufacturing [5]. In particular, manufacturing
enterprises are required to shift from a traditional development model that was at the
expense of the environment to foster green transformation and upgrading to realize green
growth [6,7].

“Green growth” refers to the process that manufacturing enterprises grow stronger
through green strategies and green behaviors, fewer pollutant residues, less consumption
of resources and energy, and more environmentally friendly, safe, and healthy products,
together with ever-increasing green competitiveness. In particular, the leading concept is
green development throughout the production and management practices of manufactur-
ing enterprises relying on relevant technological and management innovations, featured by
less environmental pollution and higher resource efficiency [8,9].
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It is clear that green growth essentially emphasizes sustainable development to realize
both economic growth and environmental protection [10]. Enterprise behaviors should
follow the basic green premise and corresponding requirements under green constraints,
which is necessary for their survival and development.

Such green growth of manufacturing enterprises is a “systematic project” with a wide
range, rich contents, and many influencing factors [11]. As a result, it is pragmatic to
identify and refine these key factors.

This paper aims to effectively identify the influencing factors of manufacturing enter-
prises’ green growth, then further define and utilize key ones to promote green growth.
Major contributions made in this paper include a conceptual model of the factors influ-
encing the green growth of manufacturing enterprises and a method to further explore
the relevant dynamic mechanisms and key influencing factors identified through the DE-
MATEL method and verify the effectiveness of the DEMATEL method. Finally, this paper
concludes with six verified key influencing factors. In particular, the introduction of the
“industrial chain” factor and the proposed “collaboration within the industrial chain” factor
have improved comprehensiveness in analyzing green growth dynamics and provided
more perspectives apart from previous individual enterprises.

2. The Research Objectives and Method

2.1. Setting up a Conceptual Model of Influencing Factors

Enterprise management pursues more values and shareholders’ maximum benefits.
That is, green behaviors cannot sustain without more business values or better financial per-
formance [12]; therefore, based on rational human assumption, manufacturing enterprises
driven by their interests (including short-term and long-term gains) will be more willing
to adopt green behaviors with various “green motivation” factors that add values. In this
sense, effective identification of external factors that can improve such “green behavior
willingness” [13] is necessary; thus, a conceptual model of influencing factors is designed
as shown in Figure 1.

“ ”

terprises’

“ ” “ ”

’ 

“ ”
“

”

“
→ →

→ → → ”

Figure 1. Conceptual model of the main factors influencing green growth.

The model logic is that due to external influencing factors, manufacturing enterprises
have a stronger willingness to green behaviors driven by their interests. Then these green
behaviors realize green benefits and green growth in different ways. That is, “external
influencing factors→manufacturing enterprises→ stronger willingness to green behaviors
→ green behaviors→more revenues→ green growth.”

Here are definitions of several relevant concepts in Figure 1.
(1) Green behavior willingness, with manufacturing enterprises as the subject. It refers

to enterprises’ subjective readiness for green behaviors under comprehensive influencing
factors, which is crucial to connect external and internal factors.

(2) Green input, mainly including capital input and technical staff input. The former
one reflects emphasis and implementation of environmental protection, while the latter is
key to ensuring deliveries and green competitive advantages.
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(3) Green behaviors, namely a series of environmentally friendly actions. There are
mainly four categories: Firstly, green product development, that is, relying on green
technologies to develop new green products with less resource or energy consumption,
emissions, and pollution. Secondly, green process improvement, including clean pro-
duction and end-of-pipe management, that is, better new technologies, processes, and
equipment are adopted to save energy and control pollution. Next is the research and
development of green technologies so as to improve green competitiveness in pollution
prevention and control. Finally, stronger green management. Through building up green
corporate culture, staff training, and a green management system, employees can have
and implement this concept with stronger green awareness and consciously fulfill their
environmental responsibilities.

(4) Green benefits, namely, more environmental and economic benefits as a result of
green behaviors. Specifically, environmental benefits are obvious in saving energy and
reducing consumption, and further enhancing green image indirectly. However, economic
benefits refer to revenue and profit increases, along with fewer costs and expenses.

2.2. Methods and Steps to Identify Influencing Factors

This paper adopts the widely recognized DEMATEL method to identify influencing
factors of manufacturing enterprises’ green growth. Compared to methods such as struc-
tural equations, linear regression analysis, and system dynamics, the DEMATEL method
can not only analyze the influence relationship between individual factors, but also show
corresponding specific influence levels [14]. Simply, this method is powerful in simplify-
ing intricate relationships. Firstly, the direct impact matrix is established by judging the
logical relationships between factors in the system with the help of professional expertise
and rich experience. The influence level of each factor on other factors and the degree of
being influenced are analyzed using this matrix, thus calculating the centrality and the
reason degree of each factor [15]. This helps to identify key influencing factors for system
optimization decisions.

The major steps are as follows:
Firstly, selecting out influencing factors of green growth. As numerous relevant factors

constrain and interact with each other, it is neither practical nor necessary to examine them
one by one. Instead, “literature reference+ expert consultation” is more feasible to conduct
preliminary screening and form the “alternative sets” { f1, f2, ··· , fn}, so as to have more
sensible analysis and decisions from theoretical or practical perspectives.

Next is to determine the relationship between these factors through comparisons
between each other. A panel of experts was invited to score each group from 0 and 4
according to “influence level”.

Corresponding figures are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Judgment basis of impact degree.

Influence Level No influence Little Influence Moderate Influence Stronger Influence Huge Influence

Score 0 1 2 3 4

Thirdly, direct impact matrix. Based on scores, direct impact matrix A of these influ-
encing factors can be set up as A =

[
aij

]
n×n

, aij representing the influence level of factor fi

on factor f j.
The fourth step is to normalize the direct impact matrix so as to obtain the normalized

influence matrix B: B =
[
bij

]
n×n

.

bij= aij ×
1

max
1≤i≤n

(
∑

n
j=1 aij

) (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) (1)
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Then, the next step is to calculate the comprehensive impact matrix T according to the
formula T = B(I − B)−1, where I is the unit matrix. That is, T = B(I − B)−1 = [tij]nn

, tij

indicates the level of direct and indirect influence of factor fi on factor f j.
The sixth step is to calculate corresponding levels of influence and being influenced.

According to the comprehensive impact matrix T, the relationship between each influencing
factor is determined, specifically the influencing level Di and the level being influenced Fi.
The calculation formula is:

Di = ∑
n

j=1 tij(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (2)

Fi = ∑
n

i=1 tij(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (3)

Di is a row-wise sum of the elements in T, which represents the comprehensive value
of the influence level of Xi on other factors.

Fi is a column sum of the elements in T, which represents the comprehensive value of
how much Xi is influenced by other factors.

Finally, the centrality and reason degree of each factor are calculated. The formulas for
the centrality Hi and the reason degree Ji are as follows:

Hi = Di + Fi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (4)

Ji = Di − Fi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (5)

The centrality Hi is the total sum of Di and Fi, which indicates the position of the factor
Xi in the system. A larger Hi indicates that Xi has a higher position in the system and Xi

plays a larger role [16].
The reason degree Ji is the difference between Di and Fi. It indicates how the influence

is realized among influencing factors, literally whether a factor is to influence or to be
influenced. If Ji > 0, it is called a reason factor, indicating that factor Xi has a strong
influence on other factors; but if Ji < 0, it is called a result factor, indicating that factor Xi is
strongly influenced by other factors [17].

In summary, the DEMATEL method not only helps to identify key influencing factors,
but also provides a preliminary analysis of the interaction mechanism among these factors
according to centrality and reason degree, thus providing a reference for exploring the
green growth mechanism of manufacturing enterprises.

3. Empirical Analysis of Wooden Flooring Manufacturing Enterprises as a Case

Wooden flooring manufacturing is a typical traditional type. This industry in China
grew rapidly from the 1980s, with an average production scale of 400 million m2 for
many years and an annual output value of nearly 100 billion RMB, making China the
world’s largest producer and consumer of wooden flooring [18]; however, along with rapid
expansion, this industry also faces some environmental problems that cannot be ignored
or yet to be fundamentally solved, especially low resource utilization, high unit energy
consumption, harmful emissions, free formaldehyde residues [19]. The environmental
pressure and utilization chain are shown in Figure 2.

Concerning increasing pressure on resources and the environment, the consumer
demand for green wooden flooring products is growing. Faced with both challenges and
opportunities brought by “greenness”, enterprises urgently need to identify and grasp key
influencing factors of green growth so as to empower their sustainable growth [20].

3.1. The Main Factors Influencing Green Growth of Wooden Flooring Manufacturing Enterprises

Berry and Rondinelli [21] held that government, customer, employee, and competitor
pressure are driving enterprises’ shift to proactive environmental management. Bansal
and Roth [22] proposed competitiveness, legitimacy, and ecological responsibility as three
main elements leading to the ecological responsiveness of enterprises. Zhu [23] identified
through factor analysis that corporate awareness of laws and regulations, environmental
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strategies, supply chain pressure, market demand, and the cost of green activities are the
major factors of pressure/motivation and practice of green supply chain management in
companies, also pointed out that green supply chain management had become an effective
means for companies to improve their competitiveness. Hao et al. [24] used the “entropy
decision model” to investigate 30 enterprises and concluded that expected benefits, environ-
mental regulations, ecological environment, cluster network characteristics, and corporate
social responsibility are key factors affecting green behavior decisions of enterprises in
resource-based industrial clusters. Jiang [25] found through an empirical study that de-
mand pressure, competitive pressure, policy opportunities, demand opportunities, and
competitive opportunities all contribute to green performance. Furthermore, Zeng [18]
also found through an empirical study that command-and-control policy instruments in
environmental regulation, international market pull in demand-pull factors, and ISO14001-
certified firms in supply-side factors are all key factors influencing enterprises to engage in
green innovations.

 

“ ”

’

“
”

’

Figure 2. Environmental pressure from manufacturing to consumption.

Based on relevant literature and characteristics, together with many rounds of dis-
cussions by the CGE, a prepared set of factors influencing the green growth of wooden
flooring manufacturing enterprises was formed as follows.

(1) Policies, basically government policy support and environmental standard con-
straints. The former mainly promotes enterprises to adopt green behaviors and implement
green growth through favorable, subsidy, and incentive policies; the latter sets relevant
environmental standards to constrain and regulate enterprises’ behaviors [26].

(2) Industry, such as green market demand, market competition, green technology
advancement, and local support. Among them, green market demand is a necessary pre-
condition for green growth, which is mainly reflected comprehensively by population,
purchasing power, and purchasing desire. Moreover, market competition mainly focuses
on the status of competition between various industrial chains, with wooden flooring
manufacturing enterprises as the core. Green technology advancement is crucial to support
green innovations and a decisive factor for quality “greenness” [27]. In terms of local
support, namely industrial support and other “hardware and software” in the area where
an enterprise is located, it provides protection to enterprises’ green growth. Specifically,
such support includes public service facilities, production factors’ trading market, logis-
tics’ supporting network, local economy, and government–industry–university–research
cooperation and innovation, along with industrial information environment.
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(3) Industrial chain. This mainly refers to the green synergy of enterprises in the
industry chain, which is represented by their cooperation level, the “green requirements”
for wooden flooring manufacturing enterprises, and response levels of upstream and
downstream enterprises.

(4) Green behavior willingness. It demonstrates how strong enterprises’ readiness are
to adopt green behaviors, which is the key link to transforming the “external factors” of
green growth into “internal ones”.

(5) Green input. This shows the quantity and quality of input resources and generates
economic and environmental benefits through the process of “green input—green output”,
which is mainly reflected by the green input intensity (such as upgrading green products,
manufacturing processes, production equipment, end-of-pipe pollution control, etc.) and
the number of technicians.

(6) Green management level. Led by the sustainable development idea, environmental
protection is integrated into the whole process of enterprise production and operation so as
to control pollution, save resources, shape the green image, and finally achieve sustainable
growth of enterprises embodied in “green” comprehensive management capacity. To define
such a level, symbol factors mainly refer to green strategies and their implementation,
higher green quality of products, and enterprises’ green images.

(7) Green output. This refers to outcomes of enterprises’ green governance and green
R&D through green inputs; for example, the number of patent applications, especially in-
vention patents that can reflect the comprehensive strength of enterprise scientific research,
which can be used as an important indicator reflecting green outputs.

Building a Direct Impact Matrix.Firstly, the major influencing factors of wooden
flooring manufacturing enterprises’ green growth are named and listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The main factors impacting the green growth of wooden flooring manufacturing companies.

Dimensionality Impact Factors

Policy Government Policy Support f1, Environmental Standard Constraints f2

Industrial environment Green Market Demand f3, Market Competition f4,
Green Technology Advancement f5, Local Support f6

Industry Chain Green Synergy Between Industry Upstream and Downstream f7

Green Behavior Willingness Green Behavior Willingness f8

Green Input Green Input Intensity f9, Number of Technical Staff f10

Green Management Level Green Strategy Formulation and Implementation f11, Product Green Quality f12,
Corporate Green Image f13

Green Output Number of Patent Applications f14

Next, a panel of nine professionals in business growth and green development was
established, including four university professors, two researchers from research institutions,
two senior consultants from consulting organizations, and one top executive from a wooden
flooring manufacturing enterprise. They were invited to evaluate the above 14 influencing
factors and score them according to Table 1, thus forming the quantitative relationship
values between these factors. Each set of quantified influence relationship values indicates
the direct effect of an influencing factor on another.

Finally, the experts’ scores are averaged and rounded to form a direct impact matrix
A′. Then A′ is sent back to experts for confirmation and correction so as to gain direct
impact matrix A, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. The direct impact matrix A.

f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10 f11 f12 f13 f14

Government Policy Support f1 0 0 1 2 1 2 2 4 3 1 3 3 3 2
Environmental Standard Constraints f2 0 0 2 3 4 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 3 3

Green Market Demand f3 2 2 0 4 3 2 3 4 4 2 4 4 4 3
Market Competition f4 1 3 0 0 3 2 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 3

Green Technology Advancement f5 0 4 2 2 0 2 1 4 4 3 3 3 2 3
Local Support f6 1 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Green Synergy Between Industry Upstream and
Downstream f7

2 3 2 2 1 1 0 4 3 1 4 4 3 2

Green Behavior Willingness f8 1 1 0 2 1 1 3 0 4 4 4 4 4 3
Green Input Intensity f9 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 3 0 4 2 3 3 4

Number of Technical Staff f10 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 3 2 3
Green Strategy Formulation and Implementation f11 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 3 4 3 0 4 3 2

Product Green Quality f12 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 3 3 2 3 0 4 2
Corporate Green Image f13 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 3 2 3 2 0 2

Number of Patent Applications f14 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 2 2 2 2 4 4 0

3.2. Calculations and Results

3.2.1. The Comprehensive Influence Matrix

Based on matrix A, the normalized influence matrix B is calculated according to
Equation (1). Then, according to T = B(I − B)−1 = [tij]nn

, the comprehensive influence
matrix T is obtained, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The comprehensive influence matrix T.

f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10 f11 f12 f13 f14

f1 0.0215 0.0363 0.0444 0.1165 0.0840 0.0712 0.1085 0.2058 0.1918 0.1264 0.1838 0.1976 0.1926 0.1485
f2 0.0288 0.0559 0.0782 0.1694 0.1814 0.0832 0.1320 0.2533 0.2655 0.1916 0.2526 0.2730 0.2415 0.2144
f3 0.0788 0.1068 0.0347 0.2019 0.1670 0.0882 0.1647 0.2719 0.2834 0.2039 0.2707 0.2919 0.2822 0.2282
f4 0.0499 0.1204 0.0326 0.0976 0.1556 0.0808 0.1513 0.2507 0.2623 0.2107 0.2505 0.2707 0.2608 0.2122
f5 0.0247 0.1376 0.0746 0.1376 0.0838 0.0793 0.0996 0.2337 0.2455 0.1979 0.2128 0.2322 0.2009 0.1999
f6 0.0345 0.0212 0.0589 0.0604 0.0794 0.0151 0.0310 0.0810 0.0848 0.0734 0.0800 0.0874 0.0612 0.0748
f7 0.0724 0.1140 0.0738 0.1361 0.1022 0.0564 0.0789 0.2358 0.2237 0.1498 0.2355 0.2521 0.2235 0.1734
f8 0.0448 0.0619 0.0233 0.1240 0.0919 0.0477 0.1343 0.1291 0.2285 0.2059 0.2193 0.2374 0.2307 0.1854
f9 0.0148 0.0309 0.0155 0.1051 0.0983 0.0187 0.0726 0.1642 0.1051 0.1804 0.1443 0.1810 0.1767 0.1805
f10 0.0084 0.0174 0.0092 0.0607 0.0567 0.0103 0.0315 0.0846 0.1121 0.0566 0.1065 0.1386 0.1153 0.1247
f11 0.0395 0.0534 0.0183 0.0875 0.0778 0.0201 0.1002 0.1723 0.2019 0.1628 0.1045 0.2084 0.1828 0.1418
f12 0.0179 0.0323 0.0386 0.1059 0.0747 0.0196 0.0987 0.1675 0.1755 0.1364 0.1683 0.1127 0.1986 0.1361
f13 0.0121 0.0203 0.0098 0.0662 0.0379 0.0120 0.0611 0.1380 0.1452 0.1134 0.1393 0.1288 0.0794 0.1120
f14 0.0124 0.0290 0.0150 0.0988 0.1137 0.0175 0.0468 0.1347 0.1424 0.1274 0.1346 0.1887 0.1865 0.0800

3.2.2. The Levels of Influence, Being Influenced, the Reason Degree, and Centrality

According to Equations (2)–(5), the levels of influence, being influenced, reason degree,
and centrality of each factor are calculated, respectively [18], as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Di, Fi, Hi, Ji of each index.

Factor Di Fi Ji Hi

Government Policy Support f1 1.7289 0.4607 1.2682 2.1896
Environmental Standard Constraints f2 2.4207 0.8374 1.5833 3.2581

Green Market Demand f3 2.6743 0.5270 2.1473 3.2014
Market Competition f4 2.4061 1.5676 0.8385 3.9736

Green Technology Advancement f5 2.1600 1.4044 0.7556 3.5644
Local Support f6 0.8432 0.6202 0.2230 1.4634

Green Synergy Between Industry Upstream and Downstream f7 2.1277 1.3112 0.8165 3.4389
Green Behavior Willingness f8 1.9642 2.5225 −0.5584 4.4867

Green Input Intensity f9 1.4881 2.6678 −1.1797 4.1558
Number of Technical Staff f10 0.9325 2.1365 −1.2040 3.0690

Green Strategy Formulation and Implementation f11 1.5714 2.5027 −0.9313 4.0740
Product Green Quality f12 1.4828 2.8004 −1.3176 4.2832
Corporate Green Image f13 1.0754 2.6327 −1.5573 3.7080

Number of Patent Applications f14 1.3277 2.2120 −0.8843 3.5397

Based on Table 5, factors’ positions in the plane coordinate system were marked
to form a diagram of their integrated influence relationship. In this figure, centrality is
the horizontal coordinate, reason degree is the vertical coordinate, the intersection of the
horizontal and vertical coordinates is [k,0], and the distances from k to the maximum and
minimum values of centrality are equal—see Figure 3.

−

−

−

Table 5, factors’ positions

—

 

’
−

−  

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of comprehensive impacting factors.

3.3. Analysis of Results

By calculating factors in comprehensive influence matrix T, the levels of influence,
being influenced, reason degree, and centrality of each factor are derived. Through further
analysis of the results, the following conclusions were obtained.
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(1) In terms of reason degree, each factor has positive and negative values, which
indicates that how each factor influences wooden flooring manufacturing enterprises’ green
growth is complicated. Among them, f1− f7 are positive or reason factors and f8− f14 are
negative or result factors.

Reason factors (reason level greater than 0) are Green Market Demand f3 > Environ-
mental Standard Constraints f2 > Government Policy Support f1, Market Competition
f4 > Upstream and Downstream Green Synergy f7 > Green Technology Advancement
f5 > Local Support f6 according to importance.

Result factors (reason level lower than 0) can contribute to green growth through the
influence exerted by reason factors.

(2) Concerning centrality, Green Behavior Willingness f8 demonstrates the largest
value. Other influencing factors with a centrality level greater than 4 are Product Green
Quality f12, Green Input Intensity f9, and Green Strategy Formulation and Implementation
f11, which should be the focus of corporate management.

(3) According to Figure 3, Environmental Standard Constraints f2, Green Market
Demand f3, Market Competition f4, Green Technology Advancement f5, Upstream and
Downstream Green Synergy f7 in the first quadrant and are Driving Factors, with the
greatest influence and most critical role in promoting the green growth of wooden flooring
manufacturing enterprises [28–30].

Government Policy Support f1 and Local Support f6 in the second quadrant are called
Voluntariness, which plays a supportive role in the model. Specifically, Local Support
f6 has the lowest centrality value, indicating that this factor has little influence on wooden
flooring manufacturing enterprises’ green growth, which is the same as its reason level. As
result, this factor can be excluded from the analysis. The reason level of Government Policy
Support f1 is higher with a certain centrality level, which will promote green growth.

Located in the fourth quadrant, Green Behavior Willingness f8, Green Input Intensity
f9, Number of Technical Staff f10, Green Strategy Formulation and Implementation f11,
Product Green Quality f12, Corporate Green Image f13, and Number of Patent Applications
f14 are called Core Problems. They are key elements vulnerable to other factors’ influence,
which are involved in different ways in enterprise production and operation to promote
green growth. Among them, Green Behavior Willingness f8 is crucial to connect enter-
prises’ external motivating factors and internal influencing factors by transforming external
motivation into internal actions.

To sum up, six factors, namely environmental standard constraints, green market
demand, market competition, green technology advancement, upstream and downstream
green synergy, and government policy support, work together to enhance enterprises’
willingness to conduct green behaviors, then generating green benefits to promote green
growth of wooden flooring manufacturing enterprises. Therefore, driven by the ultimate
goal of profit maximization, the above six factors provide the most important external
support for the green growth of enterprises, especially the key driving force for wooden
flooring manufacturing ones.

4. Conclusions

The green growth of manufacturing enterprises is certainly affected by interactions
and joint influence of multiple factors, which is very complex and challenging to analyze
the corresponding relationship.

This study uses the DEMATEL method to identify factors influencing the green growth
of wooden flooring manufacturing enterprises, concluding with six factors, namely environ-
mental standard constraints, green market demand, market competition, green technology
advancement, upstream and downstream green synergy, together with government policy
support as reason factors. They are the most important external support for enterprises’
green growth, particularly major driving factors for wooden flooring manufacturing ones.

The DEMATEL method is relatively easy to operate and can generate clear and straight-
forward outcomes; however, there are also limitations, such as the subjective part of experts’
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scores and relatively few samples. In future studies, a larger scope and more samples can
be utilized to obtain more reliable data. Apart from the DEMATEL method, fuzzy sets
theory and the interpretative structural modeling method (ISM) can also be used to further
analyze factors influencing the green growth of manufacturing enterprises [31].
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Abstract: Continuous stirring tank reactors are widely used in the chemical production process, which
is always accompanied by nonlinearity, time delay, and uncertainty. Considering the characteristic of
the actual reaction of the continuous stirring tank reactors, the fault detection problem is studied in
terms of the T-S fuzzy model. Through a fault detection filter performance analysis, the sufficient
condition for the filtering error dynamics is obtained, which meets the exponential stability in the
mean square sense and the given performance requirements. The design of the fault detection filter is
transformed into one that settles the convex optimization issue of linear matrix inequality. Numerical
analysis shows the effectiveness of this scheme.

Keywords: continuous stirring reactors; fault detection; T-S fuzzy model; channel fading

1. Introduction

Continuous stirring tank reactors (CSTR) are the most widely used chemical reactors
in chemical production [1]. The CSTR reaction process is an important chemical production
process, and the complexity and risk of its operation are determined by the nonlinearity,
time delay, and uncertainty of the reaction process. With the development of chemical
equipment being geared towards integration and larger scales, the importance of fault
detection (FD) for the reaction process has increased and the technology used in its per-
formance is continuously being improved [2]. The nonlinear dynamic equation of CSTR
can be established according to the equilibrium formula of reaction materials. However,
in the actual production process, most of the systems are uncertain nonlinear systems,
and the uncertainty is represented by model error, parameter perturbation, and unknown
disturbance, which increases the complexity and difficulty of FD.

As is well known, the task of FD is to check whether there is a fault in the system
and to determine the time of the fault occurrence [3]. During the past several decades, the
technology for detecting faults has already been widely adopted in industrial processes
and has gradually become a significant method of enhancing both system security and
reliability [4–11]. For linear systems, the FD issue has been discussed since the 1970s, and
several applicable FD methods have been developed [12–16]. Nevertheless, numerous
industrial systems exhibit inherent nonlinearity. Nonlinearity is known to be a primary
factor that impacts system performance. The existence of nonlinearity raises the system
complexity, which simultaneously brings significant challenges to the issue of system
analysis and synthesis. Note that these problems can no longer be solved by using the
former FD approaches for linear systems. So far, the problem of FD for nonlinear systems
has not been discussed enough [17–19].
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On the other hand, the fuzzy set theory has been proven to be a powerful method
in dealing with nonlinear systems, and a considerable number of reports have been pub-
lished on it [20,21]. More particularly, a substantial amount of attention has been paid
to the Takagi–Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model for the reason that it can approach any smooth
nonlinear system reaching an arbitrarily designated accuracy inside any compact set. This
approach has been employed in numerous fields, e.g., electrical controlling, quantitative
modeling, signal processing and pattern recognition, intelligent decision-making, and
robot investigation [22,23]. Compared with the extensive research on controller and filter
design problems with regard to the T-S fuzzy system, the corresponding FD problem has
not been investigated thoroughly [24].

The channel fading phenomenon unavoidably occurs in systems linked through
wireless and shared connections. As is known, the fading effect is one of the major
features of wireless transmission. Diffraction, reflection, and scattering seriously affect
signal power, which results in fading or attenuation. Some scholars have paid attention
to the problem of channel fading, and some works have emerged. For instance, [25]
studied the filtering problem of linear systems subject to channel fading. An event-based
state-feedback controller is designed in [26] for interval type-2 fuzzy systems over fading
channels. Nevertheless, despite the large number of research findings about filtering and
control issues in the case of channel fading [27], the FD problem still has not received
enough attention.

Inspired by the aforementioned statements, this paper is devoted to dealing with
the FD issue in CSTR with regard to parameter uncertainty and channel fading within a
networked environment and in terms of the T-S fuzzy model. We are to realize the FD
by carrying out the fuzzy FD filtering, which presents a residual signal in order to obtain
the estimate of the fault signal. The primary principle is to decrease the error between the
residual and the fault to the minimum. Distinct from other published results in previous
papers, the highlights of this paper are as follows: (1) the issue discussed is novel in view
of the fact that this paper represents the first of a few endeavors to settle the H∞ fault
detection issue against parameter uncertainties, channel fading, and delays for the CSTR
reaction process; (2) the considered system is comprehensive and reflects the reality of
the CSTR reaction process, which involves the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model, parameter
uncertainties, time delay, and channel fading; and (3) a specific fault detection scheme
is proposed, which ensures that CSTR fuzzy systems achieve exponential stability in the
mean square and H∞ performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The T-S fuzzy model of CSTR is
established in Section 2. The performance of an FD dynamic system is analyzed in Section 3.
A fuzzy FD filter is designed in Section 4. Section 5 presents a numerical example. A
conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Model of CSTR

The material enters CSTR at a certain concentration and temperature for exothermic
reaction. The operational goal is to continuously adjust the coolant temperature to make
the product concentration and reactor temperature meet the production requirements, as
shown in Figure 1. Based on the law of energy conservation and the principle of chemical
dynamics, the dimensionless mechanism model of the CSTR system is as follows [1]:

.
x1(t) = Dα[1− x1(t)] exp

[
x2(t)

1 + x2(t)/γ0

]
− 1

λ
x1(t) +

(
1
λ
− 1
)

x1(t− d(t))

.
x2(t) = HDα[1− x1(t)] exp

[
x2(t)

1+x2(t)/γ0

]
− ( 1

λ + β)x2(t) +
(

1
λ − 1

)
x2(t− d(t)) + ζw(t)

+δ f (t)

where x1(t) = C0−Ca(t)
C0

and x2(t) = γ0(Ta(t)−T0)
T0

represent the dimensionless product
concentration and reactor temperature, respectively.
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Figure 1. Schematic of CSTR.

The symbols in the formula are explained as follows: λ, Dα, γ0, H, β, T0 are dimen-
sionless system parameters, ζ is the disturbance coefficient, w(t) is the external disturbance,
d(t) is the term of variable time delay. In this paper, the T-S fuzzy model is adopted in order
to approach the mechanism model. The reactor temperature, which is easier to measure
online, is chosen as the precursor variable, and the linear processing is carried out near
each steady-state equilibrium point. Then, considering the parameter uncertainty, the T-S
fuzzy model is obtained, which is expressed as follows:

Plant Rule i: IF θ1(k) is Mi1, θ2(k) is Mi2, . . . . . . θp(k) is Mip, then





x(k + 1) = (Ai + ∆Ai)x(k) + (Adi + ∆Adi)x(k− d(k)) + D1iw(k) + Gi f (k)
y(k) = Cix(k) + D2iw(k)

x(k) = ψ(k), ∀k ∈
[
−d, 0

] (1)

where r is the IF-THEN rule number; Mij is the fuzzy set; θ(k) = [θ1(k), θ2(k), · · · , θp(k)] is
the premise variable vector; x(k) ∈ Rn is the state vector; y(k) ∈ Rm is the measurement
output; w(k) ∈ Rq is the disturbance input; f (k) ∈ Rl is the fault signal; w(k) and f (k)
belong to l2[0, ∞); 0 ≤ d(k) ≤ d represents time delay; system matrices Ai, Ci, D1i, D2i,
and Gi are given real-valued matrices with appropriate dimensions; ψ(k), k ∈

[
−d, 0

]
is

the given initial state and satisfies supk∈[−d,0]E
{
‖ψ(i)‖2

}
< ∞; ∆Ai and ∆Adi represent

norm-bounded parameter uncertainties, which satisfy the following formula:
[

∆Ai ∆Adi

]
= HiF(k)

[
Ea Ed

]
(2)

where F(k) is the unknown matrix that satisfies FT(k)F(k) ≤ I, and Hi, Ea, Ed stand for
known matrices with appropriate dimensions.

For the T-S fuzzy system (1), the defuzzified output is denoted as follows:




x(k + 1) =
r

∑
i=1

hi(θ(k))[(Ai + ∆Ai)x(k) + (Adi + ∆Adi)x(k− d(k))

+D1iw(k) + Gi f (k)]

y(k) =
r

∑
i=1

hi(θ(k))[Cix(k) + D2iw(k)]

x(k) = ψ(k), ∀k ∈ Z−

(3)

where the fuzzy basis functions are described as

hi(θ(k)) =
ϑi(θ(k))

r

∑
i=1

ϑi(θ(k))
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with ϑi(θ(k)) =
p

∏
j=1

Mij(θj(k)), ϑi(θ(k)) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , r,
r

∑
i=1

ϑi(θ(k)) > 0, Mij(θj(k))

denoting the membership of θj(k) in Mij, understandably.

hi(θ(k)) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , r,
r

∑
i=1

hi(θ(k)) = 1

For simplicity, we denote hi = hi(θ(k)).
Considering that the fading phenomenon occurs in the transmission process of the

measurement signal from the sensor to the FD filter, based on the Lth-order rice fading
model, the measurement signal obtained by the fault detection filter is expressed in the
following form:

y f (k) =
ℓ

∑
s=0

βs(k)y(k− s) + Eyξ(k) (4)

where ℓ is a given positive scalar and βs
k(s = 0, 1, · · · , ℓ) represent the channel coefficients,

and they are mutually independent. Moreover, βs
k own the probability density function over

the interval [0, 1], which has the expectation βs and variance β̃∗s . ξk ∈ l2([0, ∞);Rm) stands
for external noise and Ey denotes a given real-valued matrix with a proper dimension.

Remark 1. In this paper, channel fadings are characterized via the improved Lth-order Rice model.
Such a model has been extensively utilized in fields of signal processing and remote control due to
its capacity to describe both channel fadings and random time-delays at the same time. Differing
from the conventional model of channel fadings, in model (4), the channel coefficients are described
by random variables obeying an arbitrary probabilistic distribution over the interval [0, 1]. Note
that the consideration of channel fadings increases the complexity of acquiring the FD filter.

Taking into account the physical object described by (1) and (2), an FD filter is con-
structed with the following expression:

Filter Rule i: IF θ1(k) is Mi1, θ2(k) is Mi2, . . . . . . θp(k) is Mip, then

{
x̂(k + 1) = A f i x̂(k) + B f iy f (k)
r(k) = C f i x̂(k) + D f iy f (k)

(5)

where x̂(k) ∈ Rn denotes the state vector of the filter, r(k) ∈ Rl represents the residual
signal being compatible with the fault signal f (k), A f i, B f i, C f i, and D f i are appropriately
dimensioned filter gains to be decided. Therefore, the whole fuzzy fault detection filter is
constructed in the following formulation:





x̂(k + 1) =
r

∑
i=1

hi[A f i x̂(k) + B f iy f (k)]

r(k) =
r

∑
i=1

hi[C f i x̂(k) + D f iy f (k)].
(6)

In what follows, we denote

r

∑
a1,a2,··· ,as=1

ha1 ha2 · · · has =
r

∑
a1=1

ha1

r

∑
a2=1

ha2 · · ·
r

∑
as=1

has , ∀s ≥ 1

η(k) = [xT(k) x̂T(k)]
T

, v(k) = [wT(k) ξT(k) f T(k)]
T

, r(k) = r(k)− f (k),

η∗(k) = [ηT(k− 1) ηT(k− 2) · · · ηT(k− ℓ)]
T

, v̂(k) =
[

vT(k) v∗T(k)
]T

v∗(k) = [vT(k− 1) vT(k− 2) · · · vT(k− ℓ)]
T

.
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By (3) and (6), the following FD dynamic system can be obtained:




η(k + 1) =
r

∑
i,j=1

hihj

[
(Aij + ∆Aij + β̃0(k)Âij)η(k) + (Adi + ∆Adi)η(k− d(k))

+(Λl A
∗
ij + Λ̃l(k)A∗ij)η

∗(k) + (Bij + β̃0(k)B̂ij)v(k)

+(Λl B
∗
ij + Λ̃l(k)B∗ij)v

∗ (k)]

r(k) =
r

∑
i,j=1

hihj[(Cij + β̃0(k)Ĉij)η(k) + (ΛlC
∗
ij + Λ̃l(k)C

∗
ij)η
∗(k)

+(Dij + β̃0(k)D̂ij)v(k) + (Λl D
∗
ij + Λ̃l(k)D∗ij)v

∗ (k)]

(7)

where

Aij =

[
Ai 0

B f jCi A f j

]
, ∆Ai =

[
∆Ai 0
0i 0

]
, Âij =

[
0 0

B f jCi 0

]
, Bij =

[
D1i 0 Gi

β0B f jD2i B f jEy 0

]
,

B̂ij =

[
0 0 0

B f jD2i 0 0

]
, Adi =

[
Adi 0
0 0

]
, ∆Adi =

[
∆Adi 0

0 0

]
, Cij =

[
β0D f jCi C f j

]
,

Ĉij =
[

D f jCi 0
]
, Dij =

[
β0D f jD2i Ey −I

]
, D̂ij =

[
D f jD2i 0 0

]
,

A∗ij = diag{Âij, · · · , Âij︸ ︷︷ ︸
}

ℓ

, B∗ij = diag{B̂ij, · · · , B̂ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
}

ℓ

, Λl = [β1 I, · · · , βl I],

Λ̃l(k) = [β̃1 I, · · · , β̃l I], C∗ij = diag{Ĉij, · · · , Ĉij︸ ︷︷ ︸
}

ℓ

, D∗ij = diag{D̂ij, · · · , D̂ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
}

ℓ

,

α̃m(k) = αm(k)− αm, E{α̃m(k)} = 0, E
{

α̃2
m(k)

}
= αm(1− αm),

E

{
β̃2

s(k)
}
= β̃∗s , β̃s(k) = βs(k)− βs(s = 0, 1, . . . , l).

Definition 1. With the FD dynamic system (7) and each initial condition ψ, in the situation of
v̂(k) = 0, system (7) is said to be exponentially mean-square stable if there are constants δ > 0 and
0 < κ < 1, which achieve the following [28].

E

{
‖η(k)‖2

}
≤ δκk sup

i∈Z−
E

{
‖ψ(i)‖2

}
, ∀k ≥ 0.

Thus, the ideal FD filter is designed via the following steps:
Step (1) Introduce a residual signal. With system (2), a fuzzy FD filter expressed as (5) is

designed to produce a residual signal r(k). Then, the filter is devised to guarantee that the whole
FD system (6) achieves exponential stability in the mean square and the following H∞ performance
under the zero-initial condition:

∞

∑
k=0

E

{
‖r(k)‖2

}
≤ γ2

∞

∑
k=0
‖v̂(k)‖2 (8)

where v̂(k) 6= 0 and γ > 0 are made as small as possible in the feasibility of (8).
Step (2) Establish a residual evaluation stage containing an evaluation function J(k) and a

threshold Jth as follows [29]:

J(k) =

{
k=s

∑
k=s−L

rT(k)r(k)

} 1
2

, Jth = sup
w∈l2, f=0

E{J(k)} (9)

where L is the length of the finite evaluating time horizon. Based on (9), whether a fault occurs is
detected according to the rule below:

J(k) > Jth → fault occurs and alarm
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J(k) ≤ Jth → no fault occurs.

3. Performance Analysis of an FD Dynamic System

In this part, we are concerned with the performance analysis of the FD filter for the T-S
fuzzy system, as stated previously. Before proceeding, we present several useful lemmas:

Lemma 1. (Schur Complement) Given constant matrices X =

[
X11 X12
X21 X22

]
, where X11 is r× r,

the following three conditions are equivalent:

(i) X < 0;
(ii) X11 < 0, X22 − XT

12X−1
11 X12 < 0;

(iii) X22 < 0, X11 − X12X−1
22 XT

12 < 0.

Lemma 2. (S-procedure) Given matrix E = ET , M and N are real matrices with suitable
dimensions, and F satisfies FT F ≤ I, then the sufficient condition for E + MFN + NT FT MT < 0
is that there is a positive number, so that

E + µMMT + µ−1NT N < 0 or Π =




E

µMT

N

µM
−µI
0

NT

0
−µI


 < 0.

Lemma 3. For any real matrices Xij, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , r and Λ > 0 with proper dimensions, one
has [30].

r

∑
i=1

r

∑
j=1

r

∑
k=1

r

∑
l=1

hihjhkhlX
T
ij ΛXkl ≤

r

∑
i=1

r

∑
j=1

hihjX
T
ij ΛXij (10)

The following analysis outcome provides a theoretical basis for the subsequent discussion.

Theorem 1. For the fuzzy CSTR system (2) with known filter parameters and a specified H∞

performance γ > 0. The fuzzy FD system (6) becomes exponentially stable in the mean square with
a disturbance attenuation level γ if there are positive definite matrices P > 0 and Q > 0 satisfying

ΠT
ii P̃Πii + Π̃T

ii ṔΠ̃ii + Pii < 0 (11)

2(Pii + Pjj) + (Πij + Πji)
T P̃(Πij + Πji) + (Π̃ij + Π̃ji)

T
Ṕ(Π̃ij + Π̃ji) < 0 (12)

where

Πij =

[
Aij + ∆A Adi + ∆Adi Λl A

∗
ij Bij Λl B

∗
ij

Cij 0 ΛlC
∗
ij Dij Λl D

∗
ij

]
,

Π̃ij =
[

Π̃T
1ij Π̃T

2ij Π̃T
3ij Π̃T

4ij

]T
,

Π̃1ij =
[

β̌Âij 0 0 β̌B̂ij 0
]
, Π̃2ij =

[
0 0 β̌l A

∗
ij 0 β̌l B

∗
ij

]
,

Π̃3ij =
[

β̌Ĉij 0 0 β̌D̂ij 0
]
, Π̃4ij =

[
0 0 β̌lC

∗
ij 0 β̌l D

∗
ij

]
,

Ṕ = diag{P, Pℓ, I, I},R = Iℓ+2 ⊗ P, Pis = diag
{

Q,−Q,−γ2 I
}

,

Q = −P + (d + 1)Q +
ℓ

∑
l=1

Rl ,

P̃ = diag{P, I},Rl = diag{R1, · · · , Rℓ}, β̌ =
√

β̃∗0 I, β̌l = diag
{√

β̃∗1 I, · · · ,
√

β̃∗
ℓ
I

}
,

Λ̃∗l = diag
{

β̃∗1, · · · , β̃∗l
}

,β̃∗l = E
{

β̃2
l (k)

}
,

E
{

Λ̃T
l (k)PΛ̃l(k)

}
= diag

{
β̃∗1P, · · · , β̃∗l P

}
, Λ̃∗l ⊗ P.
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Proof. For simplicity, denote η̂(k) =
[

ηT(k) ηT(k− d(k)) η∗T(k) vT(k) v∗T(k)
]T .

With the dynamic system (7), define the following Lyapunov function:

V(k) =
4

∑
i=1

Vi(k) (13)

where

V1(k) = ηT(k)Pη(k), V2(k) =
k−1
∑

i=k−d(k)
ηT(i)Qη(i),

V3(k) =
0
∑

n=−d+1

k−1
∑

i=k+n
ηT(i)Qη(i), V4(k) =

ℓ

∑
l=1

k−1
∑

i=k−l
ηT(i)Rlη(i)

where P > 0 and Q > 0 denote unknown matrices yet to be decided. By (7), one has

E{∆V1(k)} = E
{

ηT(k + 1)Pη(k + 1)− ηT(k)Pη(k)
}

= E{
r

∑
i,j,s,t=1

hihjhsht[ηT(k)((Aij + ∆Ai)
T

P(Ast + ∆As) + β̃∗0 ÂT
ij PÂst − P)η(k)

+2ηT(k)(Aij + ∆Ai)
T

PΛl A
∗
stη
∗(k) + 2ηT(k)(Aij + ∆Ai)

T
PBstv(k)

+2β̃∗0ηT(k)ÂT
ij PB̂stv(k) + 2ηT(k)(Aij + ∆Ai)

T
PΛl B

∗
stv
∗(k)

+2ηT(k)(Aij + ∆Ai)
T

P(Ads + ∆Ads)η(k− d(k))

+η∗T(k)A∗Tij Λ
T
l PΛl A

∗
stη
∗(k) + η∗T(k)A∗Tij (Λ̃∗l ⊗ P)A∗stη

∗(k)

+2η∗T(k)A∗Tij Λ
T
l PBstv(k) + 2η∗T(k)A∗Tij Λ

T
l PΛl B

∗
stv
∗(k)

+2η∗T(k)A∗Tij (Λ̃∗l ⊗ P)B∗stv
∗(k) + 2η∗T(k)A∗Tij Λ

T
l P(Ads + ∆Ads)η(k− d(k))

+vT(k)B
T
ij PBstv(k) + β̃∗0vT(k)B̂T

ij PB̂stv(k) + 2vT(k)B
T
ij PΛl B

∗
stv
∗(k),

+2vT(k)B
T
ij P(Ads + ∆Ads)η(k− d(k)) + v∗T(k)B∗Tij Λ

T
l PΛl B

∗
stv
∗(k)

+v∗T(k)B∗Tij (Λ̃∗l ⊗ P)B∗stv
∗(k) + 2v∗T(k)B∗Tij Λ

T
l P(Ads + ∆Ads)η(k− d(k))

+ηT(k− d(k)(Adi + ∆Adi)P(Ads + ∆Ads)η(k− d(k))],

(14)

E{∆V2(k)} = E{V2(k + 1)−V2(k)}
≤ [ηT(k)Qη(k)− ηT(k− d(k))Qη(k− d(k)) +

k

∑
i=k−d+1

ηT(i)Qη(i)], (15)

E{∆V3(k)} = E{V3(k + 1)−V3(k)}

≤ E

[
dηT(k)Qη(k)−

k

∑
i=k−d+1

ηT(i)Qη(i)

]
,

(16)

E{∆V4(k)} = E{V4(k + 1)−V4(k)}

=
ℓ

∑
l=1

{
k

∑
i=k+1−l

ηT(i)Rlη(i)−
k−1
∑

i=k−l
ηT(i)Rlη(i)

}

=
ℓ

∑
l=1

{
ηT(k)Rlη(k)− ηT(k− l)Rlη(k− l)

}
.

(17)

In the next stage, firstly, we are to verify the exponential stability of the FD dynamic
system (7) with v̂(k) = 0. By (14)–(17) and Lemma 1, we acquire the following:
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E{∆V1(k)|v̂(k) = 0}
≤ E

r

∑
i,j,s,t=1

hihjhsht[ηT(k)((Aij + ∆Ai)
T

P(Ast + ∆As) + β̃∗0 ÂT
ij PÂst − P)η(k)

+2ηT(k)(Aij + ∆Ai)
T

PΛl A
∗
stη
∗(k) + 2ηT(k)(Aij + ∆Ai)

T
PΛl B

∗
stv
∗(k)

+2ηT(k)(Aij + ∆Ai)
T

P(Ads + ∆Ads)η(k− d(k)) + η∗T(k)A∗Tij Λ
T
l PΛl A

∗
stη
∗(k)

+η∗T(k)A∗Tij (Λ̃∗l ⊗ P)A∗stη
∗(k) + 2η∗T(k)A∗Tij Λ

T
l P(Ads + ∆Ads)η(k− d(k))

+ηT(k− d(k)(Adi + ∆Adi)P(Ads + ∆Ads)η(k− d(k))].

(18)

Denote Aij = [Aij + ∆AAdi + ∆AdiΛl A
∗
ij], Ãij = diag

{
β̌Âij, 0, β̌l A

∗
ij

}
, then

E{∆V(k)|v̂(k) = 0}
≤ E{

r

∑
i,j,s,t=1

hihjhshtη̂
T(k)(Aij

T PAst + Ã
T
ijPÃst + P̂is)η̂(k)}

≤
r

∑
i,j=1

hihjη̂
T(k)Ai

T PAij + Ã
T
ij PÃij + P̂ii)η̂(k)

≤
r

∑
i=1

hij
2η̂T(k)Aii

T PAii + Ã
T
ii PÃii + P̂ii)η̂(k)

+ 1
2

r

∑
i,j=1,i<j

hihjη̂
T(k)[(Aij = Aji)

T P(Aij = Aji)

+(Ãij = Ãji)
T

R(Ãij = Ãji) + 2(P̂ii + P̂jj)]η̂(k)

(19)

where P̂is = diag{Q,−Q,−Rl}, Q = −P + (d + 1)Q +
ℓ

∑
l=1

Rl .

By Theorem 1, we have Ω < 0. Furthermore, according to the method used in the
proof in reference [31], it is observed that system (7) reaches exponential stability. Next, the
H∞ performance of fuzzy dynamic system (7) is analyzed. Suppose zero initial conditions
and construct the exponential function as follows:

J(n) = E
n

∑
k=0

[rT(k)r(k)− γ2v̂T(k)v̂(k)]

≤ E
n

∑
k=0

[rT(k)r(k)− γ2vT(k)v(k)− γ2v∗T(k)v∗(k) + ∆V(k)].
(20)

It can be deduced from (7) that

rT(k)r(k) =
r

∑
i,j,s,t=1

hihjhsht[ηT(k)(C
T
ijCst + β̃∗0ĈT

ij Ĉst)η(k)

+2ηT(k)(C
T
ijΛlC

∗
st)η

∗(k) + 2ηT(k)(C
T
ij Dst + β̃∗0ĈT

ij D̂st)v(k)

+2ηT(k)(C
T
ijΛl D

∗
st)v

∗(k) + η∗T(k)(C∗Tij Λ
T
l ΛlC

∗
st + Λ̃∗l C∗Tij C∗st)η

∗(k)

+2η∗T(k)((ΛlC
∗
ij)

T
Dst)v(k) + 2η∗T(k)(C∗Tij Λ

T
l Λl D

∗
st + Λ̃∗l C∗Tij D∗st)v

∗(k)

+vT(k)(D
T
ij Dst + β̃∗0D̂T

ij D̂st)v(k) + 2vT(k)(D
T
ijΛl D

∗
st)v

∗(k)

+v∗T(k)(D∗Tij Λ
T
l Λl D

∗
st + Λ̃∗l D∗Tij D∗st)v

∗(k)].

(21)

Denote

η̂(k) =
[

ηT(k) ηT(k− d(k)) η∗T(k)
]T , η̃(k) =

[
η̂T(k) vT(k) v∗T(k)

]T .
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By (19) and (20) and Lemma 1, we have

J(n) ≤ E

{
n

∑
k=0

r

∑
i,j,s,t=1

hihjhshtη̃
T(k)(ΠT

ij P̃Πst + Π̃T
ij ṔΠ̃ij + Pis)η̃(k)

}

≤
r

∑
i,j=1

hihjη̃
T(k)(ΠT

ij P̃Πij + Π̃T
ij ṔΠ̃ij + Pii)η̃(k)

≤
r

∑
i=1

h2
i η̃T(k)(ΠT

ii P̃Πii + Π̃T
ii ṔΠ̃ii + Pii)η̃(k)

+ 1
2

r

∑
i,j=1,i<j

hihjη̃
T(k)[(Πij + Πji)

T P̃(Πij + Πji)

+(Π̃ij + Π̃ji)
T

Ṕ(Π̃ij + Π̃ji) + 2(Pii + Pjj)]η̃(k).

(22)

With Theorem 1, J(n) ≤ 0, then (8) is obtained, and the proof is complete. �

4. Fuzzy FD Filter Design

In this section, on the basis of the previous analysis, the fuzzy FD filter design problem
will be settled by the subsequent theorem.

Theorem 2. Consider the fuzzy dynamic system (7) and make γ > 0 a known scalar. If there are
matrices P > 0, Q > 0, Xand K satisfying the following linear matrix inequality (LMI):




Γ1 ∗ ∗
MT

i −εI ∗
εN 0 −εI


 < 0 (23)




Γ2 ∗ ∗
MT

i + MT
j −εI ∗

εN 0 −εI


 < 0 (24)

then the FD filter in the form of (6) exists with the following:

Γ1 =

[
Pii ∗
Z1ii −P

]
, Γ2 =

[
2(Pii + Pjj) ∗
Z1ij + Z1ji −P

]
,

Z1ij =




PÂ0i + XjR̂1i PAdi Λl ⊗ (XjR̂2i) PB̂0i + XjR̂3i Λl ⊗ (XjR̂4i)

KjR̂1i 0 Λl ⊗ (KjR̂2i) D0 + KjR̂3i Λl ⊗ (KjR̂4i)

β̌XjR̂2i 0 0 β̌XjR̂4i 0
0 0 β̌l ⊗ (XjR̂2i) 0 β̌l ⊗ (XjR̂4i)

β̌KjR̂2i 0 0 β̌KjR̂4i 0
0 0 β̌l ⊗ (KjR̂2i) 0 β̌l ⊗ (KjR̂4i)




,

Mi =
[

0 0 0 0 0 H
T
i P 0 0 0 0 0

]T
,

N =
[

Ea Ed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
]
,

Ê = [ 0 I ]
T , D0 =

[
0 −I

]
,Â0i =

[
Ai 0
0 0

]
,

B̂0i =

[
D1i Gi

0 0

]
, R̂1i =

[
0 I
Ci 0

]
, R̂2i =

[
0 0

D2i 0

]

If P, Q, Xj and Kj are feasible solutions to (23) and (24), then the FD filter gains of (5) are computed
via the following formula:

[A f j B f j] = (ÊT PÊ)
−1

ÊTXj, [C f j D f j] = Kj.
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Proof. For the purpose of avoiding splitting the matrix P, Qm, and Rl , the parameters in
Theorem 1 are rewritten as follows:

Aij = Â0i + ÊLjR̂1i, Bij = B̂0i + ÊLjR̂2i, Cij = KjR̂1i, Dij = D0 + KjR̂2i

where Lj = [A f j B f j], Kj = [C f j D f j].
Then, according to Lemma 1, (11) and (12) are rewritten as follows:

[
Pii ∗
Z̃ii −P

−1

]
< 0 (25)

[
2(Pii + Pjj) ∗

Z̃ij + Z̃ji −P
−1

]
< 0 (26)

where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r (i, j ∈ R).

Z̃ij =




Â0i + ÊLjR̂1i + ∆Ai Adi + ∆Adi Λl ⊗ (XjR̂2i) B̂0i + ÊLjR̂3i Λl ⊗ (ÊLjR̂4i)

KjR̂1i 0 Λl ⊗ (KjR̂2i) D0 + KjR̂3i Λl ⊗ (KjR̂4i)

β̌ÊLjR̂2i 0 0 β̌ÊLjR̂4i 0

0 0 β̌l ⊗ (ÊLjR̂2i) 0 β̌l ⊗ (ÊLjR̂4i)

β̌KjR̂2i 0 0 β̌KjR̂4i 0
0 0 β̌l ⊗ (KjR̂2i) 0 β̌l ⊗ (KjR̂4i)




Pre- and post-multiply inequalities (25) and (26) by diag
{

I, P
}

, respectively, and
denote Xj = PÊLj, one acquires the following:

Γ1 =

[
Pii ∗
Zii −P

]
< 0 (27)

Γ2 =

[
2(Pii + Pjj) ∗

Zij + Zji −P

]
< 0 (28)

where

Zij =




PÂ0i + XjR̂1i + P∆Ai PAdi + P∆Adi Λl ⊗ (XjR̂2i) PB̂0i + XjR̂3i Λl ⊗ (XjR̂4i)

KjR̂1i 0 Λl ⊗ (KjR̂2i) D0 + KjR̂3i Λl ⊗ (KjR̂4i)

β̌XjR̂2i 0 0 β̌XjR̂4i 0

0 0 β̌l ⊗ (XjR̂2i) 0 β̌l ⊗ (XjR̂4i)

β̌KjR̂2i 0 0 β̌KjR̂4i 0

0 0 β̌l ⊗ (KjR̂2i) 0 β̌l ⊗ (KjR̂4i)




According to the expression of the uncertainty parameters, we have

∆Ai = HiF(k)Ea, ∆Adi = HiF(k)Ed, Hi =
[

HT
i 0

]T , Ea =
[

Ea 0
]
, Ed =

[
Ed 0

]
.

Equations (27) and (28) can be rewritten as follows:

Γ1 + MF(k)N + NT FT(k)MT
i < 0 (29)

Γ2 + (Mi + Mj)F(k)N + NT FT(k)(Mi + Mj)
T
< 0 (30)

where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r (i, j ∈ R); the parameters therein are defined in Theorem 2. In
accordance with the S-procedure in Lemma 2, (23) and (24) are obtained, and the proof is
now complete. �
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Remark 2. Until now, the H∞ fault detection filter design has been accomplished for the CSTR
reaction process subject to parameter uncertainties, channel fadings, and delays. The main results of
this paper are thus highlighted as follows. In Section 3, Lemmas 1–3 lay a necessary foundation for
later analysis and design, and Theorem 1 realizes the performance analysis (exponential stability in
the mean square of the error dynamics of the fault detection filter and the H∞ disturbance rejection
level of the residual filtering error against external disturbances). In Section 4, the fault detection
filter design is fulfilled in Theorem 2, the gain expression of the desired fault detection filter is
acquired by virtue of the feasible solution to certain LMIs. More specifically, Theorem 2 contains
all the system parameters such as delay bound, parameters in the parameter uncertainties, and
statistical characteristics of the channel coefficient.

Remark 3. The main work of this paper is further emphasized as follows: (1) constructing a fuzzy
T-S model to reflect the CSTR reaction process on the basis of the dimensionless mechanism model;
(2) the channel fading phenomenon is considered in the transmission process of CSTR measurement
signal from the sensor to the FD filter, which is characterized by the improved Lth-order Rice fading
model by reflecting the actual situation of signal transmission more accurately; and (3) a reinforced
stochastic analysis technique is implemented in order to conform to the H∞ performance of the fault
detection filter concerning the CSTR fuzzy systems, except for the constraint of exponential stability
in the mean square.

5. Numerical Example

The chosen CSTR system parameters are the following: γ0 = 20, H = 8, β = 1,
Dα = 0.072, and λ = 0.8. Let d = 5, D11 = D12 = D13 =

[
0 1

]T . In the reaction, the

CSTR system has three equilibrium points: x̂01 =
[

0.1440 0.8862
]T ,

x̂02 =
[

0.4472 2.7520
]T , x̂03 =

[
0.7646 4.7052

]T , the following T-S fuzzy rules
are then employed to expand near the three equilibrium points.

Rule 1: If x2(k) is small (x2(k) is about 0.8862), then

x(k + 1) = (A1 + ∆A1)x(k) + (Ad1 + ∆Ad1)x(k− d(k)) + D11w(k) + G1 f (k);

Rule 2: If x2(k) is medium (x2(k) is about 2.7520), then

x(k + 1) = (A2 + ∆A2)x(k) + (Ad2 + ∆Ad2)x(k− d(k)) + D12w(k) + G2 f (k);

Rule 3: If x2(k) is large (x2(k) is about 4.7052), then

x(k + 1) = (A3 + ∆A3)x(k) + (Ad3 + ∆Ad3)x(k− d(k)) + D13w(k) + G3 f (k).

Here, x(k) and x(k− d(k)) are the set of differences between the temperature state
value and the corresponding equilibrium point temperature value. According to the
selected parameters, there are

A1 =

[
0.0418 0.0132
0.0346 −0.0194

]
, A2 =

[
0.0590 0.0346
−0.0472 0.0515

]
, A3 =

[
0.0498 −0.0167
0.0983 0.0758

]
,

Ad1 = Ad2 = Ad3 = diag{0.25, 0.25}, F(k) = sin(0.6k), C2 =
[
−0.79 0.65

]
,

H1 = H2 = H3 =

[
0.2

0.01

]
, Ea =

[
0 0.15

]
, Ed =

[
0 0.2

]
, G1 =

[
0.21
−0.14

]
, C3 =

[
−0.81 0.65

]
,

G2 =

[
0.20
−0.12

]
, G3 =

[
0.19
−0.15

]
, D21 = D22 = D23 = 0.02, C1 =

[
−0.8 0.65

]
.

The membership functions are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Membership function.

The order of the fading model is ℓ = 2, the probability quality function of the channel
coefficient is as follows:

f (β0) = 0.0005(e9.89β0 − 1), 0 ≤ β0 ≤ 1

f (β1) =

{
10β1, 0 ≤ β1 ≤ 0.20
−2.50(β1 − 1), 0.20 < β1 ≤ 1

f (β2) = 8.5017e−8.5β2 , 0 ≤ β2 ≤ 1

The mathematical expectations βs(s = 0, 1, 2) are acquired as 0.8991, 0.4000, and

0.1174, the variance (β̃s)
2

are 0.0133, 0.0467, and 0.01364, respectively. In terms of the above
parameters and using the LMI toolbox in the Matlab software, the gains of the FD filter
can be calculated by solving the feasible solution to matrix inequalities (23) and (24). The
obtained gains of the fault detection filter (5) are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The computed gains of the fault detection filter.

Afi Bfi Cfi Dfi

i = 1
[
−0.8972 0.7112
−0.4820 0.4996

] [
0.0145
0.0017

] [
0.0893 −0.4515

]
2.4358

i = 2
[

0.4122 −0.3698
−0.6324 0.5753

] [
−0.0166
0.0139

] [
0.4414 −0.3681

]
−5.2732

i = 3
[

0.0014 −0.0012
0.0002 −0.0002

] [
−0.0489
−0.0214

] [
0.1356 −0.0628

]
−7.4592

The initial state is taken as x(0) =
[

0.9 0.9
]T , noise

w(k) =

{
0.2rand(1, 1), 30 ≤ k ≤ 130
0, else

, and the fault signal f (k) is chosen as follows:

f (k) =

{
1, 50 ≤ k ≤ 100
0, else

Figure 3 plots measurement curves, in which the dashed line denotes the ideal mea-
surement output, and the solid line represents the signal actually received by the fault
detection filter. It can be seen that the amplitude change of the received signal is more
intense than that of the ideal measurement, which validates that channel fadings may
lead to the signal distortion (signal missing and delays). Additionally, the occurrence and
existence of faults cause the abnormal values of the measurement signals. Figures 4 and 5
describe the residual signal curves with and without noise, respectively. We notice that the
residual signal curve without noise is smoother than the one with noise, and the influence
of both faults and channel fadings on the residual signal is obvious, which is in accordance
with Equation (5). In terms of Equation (9), Figures 6 and 7 reflect the evolution of the
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residual evaluation function curves with and without noise, respectively. It is shown that
there are more fluctuations in the residual evaluation function with noise than those with-
out noise. In Figure 6 (or Figure 7), the dashed line and the solid line depict the residual
evaluation function with and without faults, respectively. It is also illustrated that the value
of the residual evaluation function increases due to the existence of faults, which lay a basis
for the fault detection.
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Assuming the threshold Jth = sup f=0

√
200
∑

h=0
rT(h)r(h), after 200 fault-free simulation

runs, the average threshold is then Jth = 0.2622. It can be recognized from Figure 6 that
2.519 = J(59) < Jth < J(60) = 2.772, i.e., the fault is detected in step 10, after it occurs. It
can be concluded that the residual can not only reflect the fault in time, but also detect the
fault in the case of disturbance.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the FD issue for CSTR with respect to time delay, uncertainty parameters,
and channel fadings was investigated in terms of the T-S fuzzy model. Norm-bounded
uncertainties were adopted to describe parameter imprecision caused by modelling errors.
The phenomenon of channel fadings was considered while the measurement output signal
was transmitted from the sensor to the FD filter, which was then reflected with an improved
L-th Rice fadings model. The performance constraints to be met by the constructed fault
detection filter were both the exponential stability in the mean square of the filtering error
system and the H∞ disturbance rejection level of the residual filtering error in resistance
to external disturbances. With the help of the Lyapunov stability theory and reinforced
stochastic analysis techniques, the analysis of the performance and the design of the fault
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detection filter were carried out for the CSTR. As a result, a sufficient condition was
put forward, ensuring the existence of a satisfactory FD filter. Simultaneously, a direct
expression was acquired from the FD filter in accordance with the feasible solution to a
specified LMI, which is solved conveniently via the standard Matlab software. Lastly, a
simulation example demonstrated that faults can be reflected and detected in time under
circumstances of disturbance by choosing the thresholds appropriately, which validates the
effectiveness and the correctness of the developed FD strategy for CSTR in this paper. For
subsequent research topics, we would like to deal with fault estimation, fault prognosis,
and related issues therein [32].
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Abstract: In fault-diagnosis classification, a pressing issue is the lack of target-fault samples. Obtain-
ing fault data requires a great amount of time, energy and financial resources. These factors affect
the accuracy of diagnosis. To address this problem, a novel fault-diagnosis-classification optimiza-
tion method, namely TLSCA-SVM, which combines the sine cosine algorithm and support vector
machine (SCA-SVM) with transfer learning, is proposed here. Considering the availability of fault
data, this thesis uses the data generated by analog circuits from different faults for analysis. Firstly,
the data signal is collected from different faults of the analog circuit, and then the characteristic
data are extracted from the data signals by the wavelet packets. Secondly, to employ the principal
component analysis (PCA) reduces the feature-value dimension. Lastly, as an auxiliary condition,
the error-penalty item is added to the objective function of the SCA-SVM classifier to construct an
innovative fault-diagnosis model namely TLSCA-SVM. Among them, the Sallen–Key bandpass filter
circuit and the CSTV filter circuit are used to provide the data for horizontal- and vertical-contrast
classification results. Comparing the SCA with the five optimization algorithms, it is concluded
that the performance of SCA optimization parameters has certain advantages in the classification
accuracy and speed. Additionally, to prove the superiority of the SCA-SVM classification algorithm,
the five classification algorithms are compared with the SCA-SVM algorithm. Simulation results
showed that the SCA-SVM classification has higher precision and a faster response time compared
to the others. After adding the error penalty term to SCA-SVM, TLSCA-SVM requires fewer fault
samples to process fault diagnosis. Ultimately, the method which is proposed could not only perform
fault diagnosis effectively and quickly, but also could run effectively to achieve the effect of transfer
learning in the case of less failure data.

Keywords: TLSCA-SVM; optimization method; fault diagnosis; transfer learning

1. Introduction

In terms of practical application, fault diagnosis is primarily used in industrial failure.
Among such incidents, 80% of industrial failures come from analog circuits. Therefore, ana-
log circuit fault diagnosis is the research focus of industrial fault diagnosis. Compared with
digital circuits, analog circuits are more complicated and have more stringent requirements
for fault diagnosis. Training using analog circuits for diagnostic models in fault diagnosis
is more valuable. With the continuous refinement of various data-analysis methods, the
troubleshooting technology for analog circuits is also improving; common troubleshooting
techniques, including PCA [1], Search Grid [2], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [3],
ant colony algorithm (ACA) [4], simulated annealing (SA) [5], genetic algorithm (GA) [6],
Back Propagation Neural Network (BP) [6], Self-organizing Maps (SOM) [7], Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM) [8], decision tree [9], random forest [10] and SVM [11] all have
good classification results to some extent [12].
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For the fault diagnosis of analog circuits [13], the following operations are required.
Firstly, an analog circuit model is built, the fault is set in the analog circuit and the failure
data is collected. Secondly, the fault data is processed, using methods such as feature-value
extraction, dimensionality reduction, linearization, etc. Finally, the processed data is used
in the modelling of fault diagnosis to judge the performance of the model [14]. In this
article, the data of Sallen–Key circuit is used for model comparison and the more complex
CSTV circuit is used for validation to determine the versatility of the model. Here, the data
of both analog circuits are used for horizontal and vertical comparison experiments of the
algorithm in order to obtain more practical conclusions. When there are fewer fault samples,
the auxiliary condition, namely the error penalty item, is added to the objective function of
the SCA-SVM [15] classifier to construct a new fault diagnosis model, which is TLSCA-SVM.
The model not only has the advantages of the SCA-SVM fault diagnosis model, i.e., the
fault classification speed is fast, the accuracy is higher, but also the transfer-learning [16]
ability is better.

As a new concept of machine learning [17], transfer learning brings new research direc-
tions to machine learning. This paper uses the data from different faults in the analog circuit
for fault diagnosis [18], performs a series of data processing, combines the SCA optimization
method with SVM to obtain the classifier SCA-SVM and adds an error penalty item to build
a new fault diagnosis model, namely the TLSCA- SVM model. This method imports the
data processed by the wavelet packet and PCA into the improved SCA-SVM classifier for
training and prediction, thereby improving the speed and accuracy of diagnosis [19].

The controversy about the SCA algorithm [20] concerns the local search of the op-
timization algorithm. It is not difficult to understand that the optimal solution can be
guaranteed using global search [21]. However, it is inevitable that the local optimal solution
may appear in the local search, performance at a certain point is best, and the farther away
from the point, the worse the performance. In response to this debate, this paper effectively
avoids the occurrence of the problem. In this paper, the parameters of SVM are optimized
by using the same characteristics of local search and global search probability of the SCA
algorithm in optimizing parameters. The SCA-SVM classifier and a good classification
effect are obtained.

As machine learning continues to innovate, the concept of transfer learning has been in-
troduced through research. Traditional machine learning uses the continuous autonomous
acquisition of knowledge from the data. This mechanism requires a lot of data and itera-
tions to achieve data-driven effects. In machine learning, when a trained model is applied
to a new field, the effect is often poor. Transfer learning, as an important branch of machine
learning, focuses on applying knowledge that has already been learned to new problems, so
that the knowledge transfer can allow trained models to be applied to new areas. Transfer
learning includes zero-shot learning [22], one-shot learning [23] and few-shot learning [24].
Since the zero-shot learning is too ideal to exist in actual data processing, the limit of
few-shot learning is zero-shot learning. Therefore, in this paper about analog circuits fault
diagnosis, few-shot learning is used for fault diagnosis [25], as well as transfer learning, in
order to achieve the effect of fault prediction [26].

Transfer learning refers to the transfer of knowledge from one field to another, and
it is common to apply the experience gained from learning to new learning, which is the
influence of one learning state on another. The earliest application of transfer learning
was in educational psychology, which put forward that the implementation of transfer
learning must combine old with new knowledge. In terms of machine learning, transfer-
learning development has a better development prospect. Since 1995, NIPS launched
a “Learning to Learn” professional seminar in the field of machine learning [27], and
since then transfer-learning research has entered a period of rapid development. Transfer
learning is to apply the knowledge extracted from the source task [28] to the target task.
Compared with multitasking, the most important thing in transfer learning is the target
task [29], rather than extracting knowledge of all source tasks at the same time. Of course,
in educational psychology, the implementation object of transfer learning is human, while
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the implementation object in machine learning is the corresponding algorithm model. In
this regard, humans have excellent transfer-learning capabilities. For example, in human
childhood, when young children are provided with oral descriptions by their parents, the
children can find the corresponding objects. Even in the learning process, as long as the
solution is mastered, similar problems can be solved. However, the application of transfer
learning in machine learning is not particularly easy. This is because, unlike humans,
machines cannot achieve the so-called independent thinking and can only achieve the
desired results through continuous data optimization. It is worth mentioning that in the
face of massive data analysis, the introduction of migration learning can reduce a lot of the
unnecessary workload, which has certain research significance.

At present, there are many scholars focused on transfer learning research and most
people research the algorithm related to transfer learning. They use different technologies
to achieve the requirement of transfer learning. Many transfer-learning ideas are applied to
image recognition [30], such as image features being extracted to a training set, the knowl-
edge of the source task is transferred to the target task, and finally the image recognition in
the test set can be realized.

This article uses transfer learning for the purpose of fault diagnosis. Obtaining fault
data in industrial fault diagnosis requires a lot of manpower and material resources. The
fault of actual industrial equipment is a kind of damage. Therefore, the application of
fault-diagnosis methods in transfer learning is typical. The use of normal data and a some
fault data can effectively diagnose faults and achieve predictive effects. This method can
maintain equipment safety and ensure the normal operation of actual industrial equipment.
Considering the availability of fault data, this paper uses the data generated by analog
circuits from different faults for analysis. An error penalty is added to the SCA-SVM
classifier to build an innovative fault-diagnosis model, which is TLSCA-SVM. By comparing
the experiments, it is concluded that the model can diagnose the fault with less fault data,
achieve the effect of transfer learning, and finally realize the prediction of failure.

2. SCA-SVM Algorithm

The SCA optimization parameter algorithm is a novel random optimization method
based on population. The SCA was proposed by Australian scholar Mirjalili in 2016 [31],
the essence of which is to optimize the parameter by using random probability. SCA
creates randomly generating multiple initial candidate solutions, and uses sine and cosine
functions to make these initial candidate solutions have the same probability of moving
either in the direction of the optimal solution or reverse. This method not only guarantees
the accuracy of global search optimization parameters, but also ensures the speed of local
search optimization parameters, so that the optimal parameters can be found quickly and
accurately in the model. Because the essence of the SCA optimization algorithm is the
population optimization algorithm, it also meets the general law of the two stages of the
population optimization algorithm, which is exploration and utilization. When the algo-
rithm is in the exploration stage, the algorithm randomly searches with a large probability
gradient to ensure sufficient search space. When the algorithm is in the utilization stage,
the random probability gradient decreases gradually, ensuring that the optimal solution
can be found accurately. In SCA [32], the optimization process is divided into global search
and local search. These two parts promote and restrain each other, as global search is used
to quickly locate the optimal solution of the range, and local search is used to find the
optimal solution. These two parts reach a dynamic balance can find the global optimal
solution. If there is only a global search, the optimization speed is slow and the equipment
configuration is high. If there is only a local search, it is easy to obtain a local optimal
solution. The SCA optimization parameter algorithm is determined by the different value
situation of the sine function global search and local search.

The two important parameters of SVM are kernel function [33] and the penalty fac-
tor [34]. These two parameters directly affect the performance of SVM [35], so finding
the optimal parameters of SVM becomes the core problem of constructing a classification
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model. How to find the optimal parameters quickly and effectively becomes the key to the
optimization algorithm. This article introduces SCA to optimize the SVM parameters. SCA
randomly creates multiple initial candidate solutions and uses sine and cosine functions [36]
to determine the search method. This method ensures that the initial candidate solution
moves toward or away from the optimal solution with the same probability. This way of
finding the optimal solution not only ensures the accuracy of the global search optimization
parameters, but also ensures the speed of the local search optimization parameters, so that
the optimal parameters can be found quickly and accurately in the model [37].

2.1. Principles of SCA Optimization Parameters

In this essay, the SCA optimization parameter algorithm can be used to optimize
two important parameters in SVM. The essence of the SCA algorithm is to use the unique
characteristics of the trigonometric function to make the probability of each optimization
the same, so that the optimization effect meets the accuracy of the global search and the
speed of the local search. The specific operation is that the value of the sine and cosine
function is used to determine whether to perform a global search. For example, when the
distance between the value of the sine and cosine function and the abscissa exceeds 0.5, that
is the function value is distributed between 0.5 and 1 or −0.5 and −1, the optimization of
the global search method is achieved. When the distance from the sine and cosine function
value to the horizontal coordinates is less than 0.5, which is the function value is distributed
between −0.5 and 0.5, the SCA algorithm conducts a local search. SCA randomly creates
multiple initial-candidate solutions and uses sine and cosine functions to move these initial
candidates in the same probability of moving or reversing in the direction of the best
solution, which not only ensures the accuracy of the global-search optimization parameters,
but also ensures the speed of the local search [11].

In the SCA optimization algorithm, the trigonometric function determines the position
of the next iteration point and is iterate according to the following formula:

Xt+1
i = Xt

i + θ1 + sin θ2 +
∣∣θ3Pt

i − Xt
i

∣∣ (1)

Xt+1
i = Xt

i + θ1 + cos θ2 +
∣∣θ3Pt

i − Xt
i

∣∣ (2)

In the equation, Xt
i is the position of the current iteration, θ1θ2 and θ3 are random

numbers of random values in iteration that decide the trigonometric function, Pt
i is the

best selected scenario. In the actual optimization process, the above positions are selected
appropriately and the equation can be updated with the sine cosine function:

{
Xt+1

i =Xt
i+θ1+sin θ2+|θ3Pt

i−Xt
i |, θ4<0.5

Xt+1
i =Xt

i+θ1+cos θ2+|θ3Pt
i−Xt

i |, θ4≥0.5
(3)

In the equation, θ4 is a number randomly selected each time in the range of 0 and 1,
ensuring that the probability is the same when optimizing.

In the above formula, according to parameter θ1, the algorithm can determine the
direction of the next iteration. The operation occurs when the distance from the parameter
value to the abscissa exceeds 0.5, that is, the value is distributed between 0.5 and 1 or
between −0.5 and −1, in the outer ring area shown in Figure 1. When the distance between
the parameter value and the abscissa is less than 0.5, that is, the function value is distributed
between −0.5 and 0.5, the search is performed in the circle area shown in Figure 1. The
parameter is a number randomly selected between 0 and π each time. Parameter θ3 is used
to determine the random allocation of the enhanced or weakened relationship, and a size
comparison with 1 has been used to determine whether the relationship is enhanced or
weakened. As can be seen from the Formula (3), the parameter value of θ4 can select the
type of the sine and cosine function, when θ4 < 0.5, the equation containing only the sine
function is selected for the next iteration. When θ4 ≥ 0.5, the equation containing only
the cosine function is selected for the next iteration. Through the above iteration, it can be
guaranteed that the algorithm has the same probability in global search and local search,
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so that the algorithm itself can combine the benefits of both search modes itself to achieve
better results.
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Figure 1. SCA optimization algorithm iterative schematic.

In order to satisfy the global search and the local search with the same probability
conditions, and make the optimization solution converge, the SCA optimization algorithm
self-adjusts using Formula (4):

θ1 = a− t
a
T

(4)

2.2. The Classification Principle of SVM

SVM was originally used to deal with dichotomous problems. In order to meet more
classification problems, slack variables and maximum separation hyperplane theory were
continuously introduced and applied to classify nonlinear problems. Due to the special
theoretical concept, the SVM classifier effect can be applied to transfer learning, so this
paper used the SVM for fault diagnosis based on transfer learning.

The most important problem of SVM is the mapping of kernel functions. It is a
nonlinear indistinguishable problem. It is classified by hyperplane and mapped to a simple
linear problem, where the largest hyperplane satisfies the following conditions:

{
minφ(ω)= 1

2 ‖ω‖
2

s.t.yi(ω
Tx+b)≥1,i=1,2,3,...,n (5)

ω is the general vector of the maximum hyperplane, and b is the offset of the maximum
hyperplane, parameter ξ (ξ > 0) determines the boundaries.

yi[ω · φ(xi) + b] + ξi ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (6)

The penalty factor C is applied to alter the proportion of relaxation variable ξi, and
Formula (5) is altered to: 




min(ω)= 1
2 ‖ω‖

2+C
n
∑

i=1
ξi

yi [ω·φ(xi)+b]+ξi≥1,i=1,2,...,n (7)

By introducing Lagrange multiplier α, the maximum hyperplane problem as a pair
problem is reflected as follows:





maxL(α)=
n
∑

i=1
αi+

1
2

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
αiαjyiyjK(xi ·xj)

s.t.
n
∑

i=1
αiyi=0,0≤αi≤C,i=1,2,...,n

(8)
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Solving the upper class, the decision function of the SVM is shown below:

f (x) = sgn

[
n

∑
i=1

αiyiK(xi · xj) + b

]
(9)

In this paper, the important parameters penalty factor C and kernel parameter in
SVM were perfected by SCA optimization parameters, and a fault classifier with excellent
classification performance is obtained.

3. Fault Diagnosis Model of TLSCA-SVM Algorithm

3.1. Principles of Transfer Learning

Transfer learning is the novel branch of machine learning, which has a critical influence
on the data processing of artificial intelligence. In 1995, the NIPS professional seminar
“Learning to Learn” was launched in the field of machine learning 26. Since then, transfer-
learning research has entered a period of rapid development. The main principle of transfer
learning is to apply the knowledge of the source task to the target task. Compared with
multi-task learning, the most important thing in transfer learning is the target task, rather
than learning the source task that applies to the target task.

Transfer learning mainly includes the following two concepts: domain D and task H.
The two parts of D are composed of two parts: the feature space E and the edge probability
distribution P(e), where {e1, . . . , en} ∈ E, for a given domain, H also consists of two parts.

Ds is given a labeled source domain data, Hs is the corresponding source task. Dt is a
target domain with very few tags, Ht is the corresponding learning task. The purpose is to
transfer the knowledge of Ds and Hs to Dt, so as to perfect the performance of the target
function (Ds 6= Dt, Hs 6= Ht).

3.2. TLSCA-SVM Algorithm

The SCA optimization algorithm uses the equality constraints to optimize the pa-
rameters of the SVM classifier. This method transforms the solution of the optimiza-
tion problem into the solution of a set of linear equations. For a set of input samples
{(di, gi)}, i = 1, . . . , n, di ∈ Rn. SVM maps the nonlinear inseparable problem to a high-
dimensional space into a linearly separable problem through kernel function mapping,
where the function discriminant is:

f (d) = uT ϕ(d) + q (10)

To propose the migration algorithm of the auxiliary data set, the auxiliary data sets
are similar to the target set to enhance the accuracy of the classification model. Given that
{(di, gi)}n

i=1 is the target sample data, {(di, gi)}n
i=n+1 is similar sample data. On the basis

of the original SCA-SVM optimization problem, the TLSCA-SVM method adds auxiliary
data that is an error penalty term, to the target formula to realize the transfer of knowledge.
The improved objective function can be expressed as:





minJ(u,λ)= 1
2 uTu+

βt
2

n
∑

i=1
λ2+

βs
2

n+m
∑

i=n+1
λ2

i

s.t.gi(uT ϕ(di)+q)+1−λi ,i=1,2,...,n,...,n+m
(11)

In the formula, βt and βs are the penalty parameters of the target domain and source
domain data sets, respectively, λi is the prediction error.

When the Lagrange multiplier is introduced, the dual equation of Equation (10) is
derived, multiply each equation constraint with the Lagrange multiplier αi, Then, the
Lagrange function is established by adding the objective function:

L(u, q, λi, αi) = J(u, λ)−
n+1

∑
i=1

αi

[
gi(u

T ϕ(di) + q)− 1 + λi

]
(12)
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The necessary condition for taking the extreme value is to find the partial derivative
of each variable and set it to zero to obtain the Formula (13).





∂L
∂u = 0⇒ u =

n+m

∑
i=1

αigi ϕ(di)

∂L
∂λi

= 0⇒ αi =

{
βtλi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

βsλi, i = n + 1, . . . , n + m

∂L
∂q = 0⇒

n

∑
i=1

αigi = 0

∂L
∂αi

= 0⇒ gi(u
T ϕ(di) + q)− 1 + λi = 0

(13)

Eliminate variables u and λi to get the matrix equation:
[

Ω + 1
β G

GT 0

][
α
q

]
=

[
e
0

]
(14)

In the formula, Ω = gigjk(di, dj), k(di, dj) = ϕ(di)
T ϕ(dj) is the kernel function.

G = [g1, . . . , gn+m]
T and e = [1, . . . , 1]T are n + m dimensional column vectors, β =

diag[βt, . . . , βt, βs, . . . , βs].
The expression of TLSCA-SVM decision function is obtained by Formula (14).

G(d) = sgn

[
l

∑
i=1

αigi ϕ(di)
T ϕ(di) + q

]
(15)

The Gaussian kernel function has an excellent anti-interference ability to the noise of
the data. In this paper, the Gaussian kernel is used as the kernel function of TLSCA-SVM.
The expression is:

k(d, di) = exp

(
−‖d− di‖2

2δ2

)
(16)

where δ is the parameter of the Gaussian kernel width.
Finally, combined with the previous SCA-SVM algorithm, the decision function of the

TLSCA-SVM classifier is obtained by the improved algorithm.

3.3. Fault Diagnosis Process of TLSCA-SVM Algorithm

In this paper, the TLSCA-SVM algorithm is applied to an analog circuit fault anal-
ysis, which is accomplished via the following main four steps (shown from step 1–step
4): building analog circuit model, setting and collecting fault data, using wavelets for
data feature extraction, using PCA dimension reduction, using TLSCA-SVM classifier for
troubleshooting, and comparing the actual fault data with the fault diagnosis results to
arrive at the fault diagnosis rate.

The programming in this article is based on the mutual control of multiple modules.
The data processing uses a five-layer wavelet packet and PCA technology. The classifier part
uses SCA to perfect the parameters in the SVM to achieve fast and accurate classification
results. When the classification algorithm adds auxiliary conditions, the algorithm has the
ability of transfer learning. The specific fault handling process is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. TLSCA-SVM fault diagnosis specific operation flowchart.

In this paper, the steps of fault diagnosis are shown below. The entire diagnostic
process is not changed when comparing algorithms, but the comparison is made with the
classifier and the optimized parameters of the classifier. This ensures that when comparing
algorithms, the external conditions are consistent, and only the diagnostic effect of the
classifier itself is considered. In order to ensure the consistency of the external conditions
of the comparison algorithm, the same failure training set data is the same when using
different classifiers for troubleshooting.

Step 1. The circuit model is established to collect and process data from different faults
in the analog circuit. Input variables are obtained and the input data undergoes a series of
data processing steps such as wavelet packet extraction, feature-value processing and PCA
dimensionality reduction.

Step 2. After the above data processing is completed, the data is put into the pre-built
classification model to achieve the effect of classifying the fault data. In this paper, the
function of SVM is realized by LIBSVM. The penalty factor and kernel parameter in SVM
are perfected by the SCA optimization method. In the SCA optimization method, multiple
initial candidate solutions are randomly created. These initial candidates are used with the
same probability of moving or reversing in the direction of the best solution. When looking
for a relatively good solution, this method chooses to keep and proceed to the next iteration.

Step 3. An auxiliary condition is added to the objective function of the already de-
bugged SCA-SVM classifier that is an error penalty term. An innovative fault diagnosis
model, namely TLSCA-SVM, is constructed. The knowledge of the source domain is trans-
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ferred to train the target domain, and the TLSCA-SVM classifier performs fault diagnosis.
Fewer fault data is used as a training set and put into the classifier for fault diagnosis

Step 4. The trained TLSCA-SVM classifier model is used to classify faults on the test
set, output the diagnosis results and judge the accuracy of the fault diagnosis results.

In this article, it is worth mentioning that the problem of a single-fault diagnosis
in analog circuits is considered. Single fault refers to changing the parameters of only
one component in the circuit while the parameters of other components in the circuit
remain unchanged. The situation in which multiple component parameters are changed
at the same time is referred to as a multiple-fault diagnosis problem. The data processing
method of multi-fault diagnosis is similar to that of single-fault diagnosis. Multiple faults
are changing the parameters of only two or more components while the parameters of
other circuit components remain unchanged. Single fault is the basis of fault diagnosis in
analog circuit fault diagnoses. In the actual analog circuit fault, the occurrence probability
of a single fault is more than 80%, and the occurrence probability of multiple faults is
relatively low. Additionally, a multi-fault diagnosis can be regarded as multiple single-fault
problems occurring at the same time. That is, a multi-fault problem can be decomposed into
multiple single-fault problems. Single-fault diagnosis and multi-fault diagnosis have many
similarities in analog circuit fault diagnosis and multi-fault problems with less probability
can be decomposed into single-fault for processing. Considering all of these aspects, this
paper does not analyze the multi-fault diagnosis.

4. Acquisition and Process Fault Samples of Analog Circuits

This article takes the Sallen–Key circuit [38] and CSTV circuit [39] as diagnostic ex-
amples. Sallen–Key circuits and CSTV circuits are typical circuits that are often used to
analog-circuit fault diagnosis. In the simulation experiment, considering the selectivity of
the simulated circuit data, for more rigorous consideration, the faults of the Sallen–Key
circuit and the CSTV circuit were set according to the literature [40–42].

At the same time, the Sallen–Key circuit is used because it is relatively simple as a
second-order circuit and can use a public dataset. The Sallen–Key circuit is widely used
in the fault diagnosis of analog circuits, so the Sallen–Key circuit was used to verify the
validity of the algorithm. The CSTV circuit is a fourth-order circuit, which is more complex
than the Sallen–Key circuit. The application of this circuit can show that the algorithm itself
has universal applicability

4.1. Data Processing of Sallen-Key Band-Pass Filter Circuit with Injected Fault

In this essay, the data were studied by extracting the data in different modes of the
Sallen–Key circuit. Circuit structure, individual component types and values are shown in
Figure 3. Here, the parameter value is set to deviate from the original value by 50%, the
capacity is set to deviate from the original value by 10%, and the resistance is set to deviate
from the original value by 5%.
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Figure 3. Sallen-Key band-pass filter circuit.
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The excitation-signal parameters of the analog circuit are shown in Figure 3. After
sensitivity analysis, R2, R3, C1, and C2 are selected as faulty components. The fault type
and parameter list are shown in Table 1. The data of Sallen−Key circuit contains eight
failure modes, which includes R2+, R2−, R3+, R3−, C1+, C1−, C2+ and C2−. The symbols
− and + denote additional or little data and normal state (no failure, NF).

Table 1. Fault type and encoding of Sallen-Key band-pass filter circuit.

Malfunction Coding Failure Mode Nominal Value Fault Value

F0 NF - -
F1 R2+ 3 KΩ 4.5 KΩ

F2 R2− 3 KΩ 1.5 KΩ

F3 R3+ 2 KΩ 3 KΩ

F4 R3− 2 KΩ 1 KΩ

F5 C1+ 5 nF 7.5 nF
F6 C1− 5 nF 2.5 nF
F7 C2+ 5 nF 7.5 nF
F8 C2− 5 nF 2.5 nF

In this paper, the data of the analog circuit output signal waveform is collected, and
the nine modes are set, which are the signal data of the normal state and the signal data of
the eight fault states. Each mode collects 100 sample points, so there are a total of 900 state
sample points, which are randomly selected. A total of 600 sample points were used as the
training set, and the remaining 300 sample points were used as the test set.

4.2. Data Processing of the CSTV Filter Circuit Injected into the Fault

To reflect the generality of the SCA-SVM classifier to fault diagnosis, a relatively
complex circuit, CSTV filter, was selected as the verification analog circuit. The circuit
element name and value are shown in Figure 4, and the status type is shown in Table 2.
A total of 1800 samples, 900 of which were collected as the training set, and the other
900 samples were used as the test set.
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Figure 4. CSTV filter circuit.

The specific operation is to compare the classification algorithm and optimize the
parameter method. The common second-order filter Sallen-Key circuit is applied for
comparison experiments. To verify the versatility of the comparison algorithm conclusions,
the multi-stage filter, which is a CSTV filter, is used. As verification, a more general result
can be obtained.

Because the experimental simulation environment and experimental data are different,
the experimental results will also be different. Therefore, when simulating the soft fault of
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the circuit, a more general experimental environment and data set were selected. According
to the above parameter settings, each of the nine modes are analyzed using 100 MC, the
start frequency is set to 100 Hz, and the cutoff frequency is set to 10k Hz. A voltage probe
is set at the output node of the circuit to collect the output voltage. This ensures that the
experimental results studied in this paper are more extensive and reliable.

Table 2. Fault type and encoding of CSTV filter circuit.

Malfunction Coding Failure Mode Nominal Value Fault Value

F0 NF - -
F1 R1+ 10 KΩ 15 KΩ

F2 R1− 10 KΩ 5 KΩ

F3 R2+ 10 KΩ 15 KΩ

F4 R2− 10 KΩ 5 KΩ

F5 C1+ 20 nF 30 nF
F6 C1− 20 nF 10 nF
F7 C2+ 20 nF 30 nF
F8 C2− 20 nF 10 nF

4.3. Feature Processing of Analog Circuit Fault Data

In this paper, the processing of analog circuit fault data is divided into the three steps,
which includes the extraction of fault signals, wavelet packet extraction of data features
and PCA dimensionality reduction.

4.3.1. Extract Fault Signal

Multiple fault control groups were established, the original data set was simulated, a
voltage probe was set on the output node of the circuit, the output was processed by Monte
Carlo and the output voltage was collected. The output voltage of each mode was used as
the original data set. To visually compare the characteristics of circuit failures in different
modes, the simulation results of the above two circuits were selected, and the signal data of
the eight failure modes and the normal mode were displayed. Figures 5 and 6 present the
results of circuit simulation of different fault modes in the Sallen–Key circuit and CSTV
circuit. As can be seen from the figure, there are differences in the output signal of the
circuit in different fault modes.
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Figure 5. The output signal of Sallen-Key band-pass filter circuit.
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                 Figure 6. The output signal of CSTV filter circuit.

Figures 5 and 6 reflect the states of different faulty circuit signals. Since the analog
circuit fault data is set by changing the values of different elements of the circuit. Therefore,
the circuit signals corresponding to each fault have a certain similarity. In each subplot
in Figures 5 and 6, each image is similar, but each subplot is slightly different due to the
different values of the components.

4.3.2. Feature Extraction and Dimensionality Reduction of Fault Signals

In this paper, the wavelet packet was used for feature extraction. The feature extraction
is representative data extracted from a large amount of data, so the original signal is similar
but not identical to the signal after feature extraction. In Figure 7, it can be seen that
Figure 7a is similar but not the same as Figure 7d. The main function in the step of
extracting features is to obtain highly representative data in the overall data, that is to
remove redundant data. In Figure 7, it can be seen that Figure 7c contrasts Figure 7b with
the redundant signal data removed.

After the analog circuit is built, the relevant parameters are set. All failure modes
are analyzed by 100 MC, the start frequency is set to 100 Hz, and the cutoff frequency
is set to 10 kHz. At the output node of the circuit, a voltage probe is used to collect the
output voltage. The output voltage is used as the original data set, the wavelet packet is
used to extract the features, and the PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality. Finally,
the feature-processed analog circuit fault data is obtained, which can be used in the fault
diagnosis classifier.

When the fault signal is extracted, the output voltage in each mode is obtained as
the original data set, and the features are extracted by wavelet packet, and then the PCA
dimension reduction is performed. Finally, the fault data of the analog circuit after feature
processing is obtained, which is used in the fault-diagnosis classifier. Among them, the
wavelet packet is mainly used to extract the eigenvalues, and the wavelet packet comes
from the wavelet, which is a more perfect decomposition method based on the wavelet
decomposition. Compared with the wavelet transformation, the wavelet packet trans-
formation can analyze the signal in all directions, can further decompose the wavelet
transform without subdividing, and evenly distribute the corresponding two frequency
bands according to the same spacing in the high frequency part in the range. This article
uses a five-layer wavelet packet, which can effectively decompose the input signal to extract
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the characteristic value. Figure 7 shows the changes before and after the signal when the
wavelet packet is used in this article to extract the characteristic value.
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Figure 7. Comparison before and after extraction of eigenvalue signal by wavelet packet, where
(a) original signal; (b) reconstruction of original signal; (c) extract the reconstructed signal; (d) the
signal after extracting the feature.

Regarding the PCA technique, the main purpose of this essay is to use PCA to perform
dimensionality reduction operations. The number of selected Principal components is
five, as shown in Figure 8, which reflects the changes in the data before and after the PCA
analysis. When using PCA to reduce the dimensionality, the threshold is set to 85%. When
the cumulative contribution rate reaches 85%, the pivot is no longer selected. After all the
original variables are processed by dimensionality reduction, the pivot can be obtained.
The pivot is the linearity of the original variable combination.
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Figure 8. Data comparison before and after principal component analysis.
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5. Algorithm Horizontal and Vertical Comparison Experiment Results

5.1. SCA Optimization Parameter Comparison

5.1.1. Comparison of Optimized Parameters under Sallen-Key Band-Pass Filter Circuit

The fault-diagnosis method in this article is based on SVM. There are two important
parameters in SVM, namely the penalty factor C and the parameter coefficient g of the
kernel function. The two parameters determine the classification performance of the
SVM, and a way to quickly and effectively obtain the optimal parameter value becomes
the key consideration of the optimization algorithm. This paper compares optimization
parameter algorithms such as Grid Search, GA, PSO, ACA, SA and SCA, by comparing
the results, and the SCA method is considered to be the best way to optimize parameters.
The main operation is to compare Grid Search-SVM, GA-SVM, PSO-SVM, ACA-SVM,
SA-SVM and SCA-SVM. The classifiers of different optimization algorithms are used in the
fault diagnosis of the Sallen-Key circuit, and there are certain advantages in determining
the SCA-optimization parameters. The experimental results are shown in Table 3, which
compares the results of fault diagnosis with different optimization algorithms. It can be
concluded that the SCA-optimization parameter algorithm can enhance the optimization
speed and reduce the optimization time under the premise of meeting the parameter
optimization requirements, so that the performance of the entire model not only has the
rapidity of classification, but also has the accuracy of classification.

Table 3. Sallen-Key bandpass filter circuit optimization parameter algorithm comparison.

Optimization Parameter Algorithm Accuracy Rating/% Elapsed Time/s

Grid Search 100 62.37
GA 87.04 31.35
PSO 99.67 19.87
ACA 98.13 30.52
SA 89.65 17.54

SCA 100 10.85

Fitness curves are introduced to reflect the performance of different optimization
algorithms. In Figures 9–14, the fitness curves of different optimization algorithms applied
to the SVM parameter optimization of the Sallen-Key circuit fault data are detailed.

The optimization parameter comparison experiment in this article aimed to perfect the
parameters of the classification algorithm under the premise of SVM, in which no changes
are made to the various modules of the fault classification, and only the optimization-
parameter module is compared to ensure that the external conditions are consistent. The
experimental performance is compared below, and the comparison results are shown in
Table 3.

The experimental results can be deduced by comparing optimization-parameter algo-
rithms such as Grid Search, GA, PSO, ACA and SA. The performance of SCA-optimization
parameters is superior than other algorithms in terms of accuracy and classification speed.
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Figure 9. Grid Search-SVM fitness curve from Sallen-Key band-pass filter.

–

Figure 10. GA-SVM fitness curve from Sallen-Key band-pass filter.
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Figure 11. PSO-SVM fitness curve from Sallen-Key band-pass filter.

Figure 12. ACA-SVM fitness curve from Sallen-Key band-pass filter.
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Figure 13. SA-SVM fitness curve from Sallen-Key band-pass filter.

Figure 14. SCA-SVM fitness curve from Sallen-Key band-pass filter.

5.1.2. Comparison of Optimized Parameters under CSTV Filter Circuit

In the method of comparing and optimizing parameters, the common Sallen-Key filter
is used for comparison experiments. To verify the generality of the comparison method
conclusions, the multi-stage filter, which is a CSTV circuit, is used for verification. Grid
Search-SVM, GA-SVM, PSO-SVM, ACA-SVM, SA-SVM and SCA-SVM are compared, and
the fault classifier is used with the CSTV filter-circuit data to ensure that the fault-diagnosis
classifier has universal applicability. In Table 4, comparison results of optimized parameter
algorithms by the CSTV filter circuit are presented.
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Table 4. CSTV filter circuit optimization parameter algorithm comparison.

Optimization Parameter Algorithm Accuracy Rating/% Elapsed Time/s

Grid Search 99.85 73.07
GA 81.54 34.08
PSO 97.08 27.15
ACA 95.38 39.87
SA 83.66 26.31

SCA 99.89 18.49

Fitness curves are introduced to reflect the performance of different optimization
algorithms. As shown in Figures 15–20, the fitness curves of different optimization algo-
rithms applied to the SVM parameter optimization of the Sallen–Key circuit fault data are
shown in detail. When comparing the algorithms for optimizing parameters, the number
of iteration steps is uniformly set to 200.

Finally, in order to draw a more general conclusion, the CSTV filter circuit is used as
verification. It can be concluded that the performance of the SCA-optimization parameters
has certain advantages, when considering the classification accuracy and classification
speed. SCA not only meets the requirements of parameter optimization, but also improves
the optimization speed and reduces the optimization time, so that the performance of the
entire algorithm has both the rapidity of classification and the accuracy of classification.

Figure 15. Grid Search-SVM fitness curve from CSTV filter.
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Figure 16. GA-SVM fitness curve from CSTV filter.

 

Figure 17. PSO-SVM fitness curve from CSTV filter.
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Figure 18. ACA-SVM fitness curve from CSTV filter.

 

Figure 19. SA-SVM fitness curve from CSTV filter.
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Figure 20. SCA-SVM fitness curve from CSTV filter.

5.2. Comparison of SCA-SVM Classification Algorithms

5.2.1. Comparison of Classification Algorithms under Sallen-Key Bandpass Filter Circuit

According to the fault data of the Sallen-Key circuit, different classification algorithms
are used, such as BP, SOM, ELM, decision tree, random forest and SCA-SVM. Through
comparative experiments, it is concluded that the SCA-SVM classification algorithm is
superior to other classification algorithms in fault diagnosis. As shown in Figures 21–26, the
classification effect of the Sallen-Key circuit fault data by different classification algorithms
is shown in detail.

–

 

Figure 21. Classification effect of BP algorithm from Sallen-Key bandpass filter.
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–

Figure 22. Classification effect of SOM algorithm from Sallen-Key bandpass filter.

Figure 23. Classification effect of ELM algorithm from Sallen-Key bandpass filter.
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Figure 24. Classification effect of decision tree algorithm from Sallen-Key bandpass filter.

 

Figure 25. Classification effect of random forest algorithm from Sallen-Key bandpass filter.

It is worth mentioning that when comparing the classification algorithms, the neural
networks [43] used for comparison include BP, RBF, GRNN, PNN, competitive neural
network, and SOM. The characteristics of the experimental data are combined. The BP and
the SOM have the best comprehensive classification performance. After comprehensive
consideration, it was decided to use the BP neural network and the SOM neural network as
representative of the neural network-classification algorithm for comparison.
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Figure 26. Classification effect of SCA-SVM algorithm from Sallen-Key bandpass filter.

In terms of the classification effect, the accuracy of the SCA-SVM classification algo-
rithm is superior to other algorithms. Table 5 is obtained by digitizing the experimental
statements. As presented in Table 5, by comparing other classification algorithms such as
BP, SOM, ELM, decision trees, random forests, etc., the conclusion is obtained. It draws a
conclusion that when considering classification accuracy, the performance of SCA-SVM is
better than that other algorithms. SCA is very effective for optimizing SVM parameters
fo4 fault diagnosis, and the classification effect of the Sallen–Key circuit fault data can
reach 100%.

Table 5. Comparison of Sallen-Key bandpass filter circuit classification algorithms.

Classification Algorithm Accuracy Rating/% Elapsed Time/s

BP 99.25 31.57
SOM 82.76 7.20
ELM 94.70 1.43

Decision Tree 93.07 4.26
Random Forest 97.88 9.75

SCA-SVM 100 10.85

5.2.2. Comparison of Classification Algorithms under CSTV Filter Circuit

In the comparison classification algorithm, the common second-order filter, which
is the Sallen–Key circuit, is used for comparison experiments. To verify the versatility
of the conclusions of the comparison method, a multi-stage filter, which is a CSTV filter
circuit, is used for verification. Since the CSTV filter circuit is more complex and there
are more aspects to consider in the fault diagnosis, the data of the CSTV filter circuit is
added for a better analysis. So, for the CSTV filter circuit, a total of 1800 samples were
collected, of which 900 samples constitute the training data set, and the remaining 900
samples constitute the test data set. In Figures 27–32, the classification effect of CSTV filter
circuit fault data with different classification algorithms is shown in detail.
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Figure 27. Classification effect of BP algorithm from CSTV filter.

Figure 28. Classification effect of SOM algorithm from CSTV filter.
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Figure 29. Classification effect of ELM algorithm from CSTV filter.

Figure 30. Classification effect of decision tree algorithm from CSTV filter.
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Figure 31. Classification effect of random forest algorithm from CSTV filter.

 
Figure 32. Classification effect of SCA-SVM algorithm from CSTV filter.

It can be seen from Table 6 that by comparing other classification algorithms such as
BP, SOM, ELM, decision trees, random forests, etc., when considering accuracy, the perfor-
mance of SCA-SVM is better than other algorithms. SCA is very effective for optimizing
SVM parameters for fault diagnosis, and the classification effect of the CSTV filter circuit
fault data can reach 99.89%.
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Table 6. Comparison of CSTV filter circuit classification algorithms.

Classification Algorithm Accuracy Rating/% Elapsed Time/s

BP 96.89 40.69
SOM 74.15 17.49
ELM 91.85 9.12

Decision Tree 89.45 19.99
Random Forest 95.12 10.90

SCA-SVM 99.89 18.49

In order to draw a more general comparison algorithm conclusion, the multi-stage
filter, that is, the CSTV filter circuit, is used as a verification object and a more general
conclusion can be drawn. When the target is analog circuit-fault diagnosis, SCA-SVM is
considered to have certain advantages at the level of classification accuracy.

5.3. TLSCA-SVM Comparative Test Results

The aforementioned SCA-SVM fault classifier can be effectively applied to fault di-
agnosis, but when there are too few fault samples or only normal samples, there will be a
problem of inaccurate fault diagnosis. Therefore, this paper introduces the TLSCA-SVM
algorithm. An auxiliary condition, that is, an error penalty term, is added to the objective
function of the SCA-SVM classifier to construct a new fault-diagnosis model so that the
fault diagnosis satisfies the ability to effectively classify faults when the fault samples are
not complete. It combines the advantages of the SCA-SVM classifier in fault diagnosis with
high accuracy, fast diagnosis speed and good stability.

According to the type of training samples, transfer learning can be divided into zero-
shot learning and few-shot learning. This paper changes the proportion of faulty data in the
training set by changing the database to reduce the proportion of faulty data in the training
set. Faulty data and normal data are kept in the test set to perform transfer learning. It is
worth mentioning here that the limit of few-shot learning in transfer learning is zero-shot
learning. Zero-shot learning can be achieved under an extremely idealized model, but
zero-shot learning is unrealizable in real data processing, so the transfer learning of this
algorithm is embodied in the fault classification of few-shot learning. This paper compares
the SCA-SVM classifier used in traditional machine learning with the TLSCA-SVM classifier,
based on the transfer-learning theory by constantly changing the proportion of the failure
samples in the training set. Figure 33 is obtained. There is a point to note here. Since
the transfer learning ability of the comparison algorithm requires the use of a lot of data
and a relatively simple circuit form, in the comparison experiment, a simple Sallen-Key
band-pass filter circuit with more circuit data was used.

The conclusion can be drawn from Figure 33 that when the training sample is relatively
small, the traditional SCA-SVM classification algorithm cannot effectively perform fault
diagnosis. The classifier trained by the non-transfer learning model is not effective in
the fault diagnosis of few-shot learning. Classifiers with transfer ability have certain
advantages in few-shot learning. As the proportion of fault samples increases, the effect
of transfer learning becomes weaker. When the proportion of fault samples reaches 50%,
the effect of transfer learning and non-transfer-learning fault diagnosis is the same. When
the proportion of faulty samples does not reach 50%, the classifier with transfer learning
ability shows better classification performance in fault diagnosis. This article classifies the
performance of the TLSCA-SVM classification algorithm in fault diagnosis as better than
SCA-SVM fault samples when the proportion of faults does not reach 50%.
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Figure 33. Comparison of transfer learning and non-transfer learning.

6. Conclusions

This article uses SCA to optimize SVM parameters, and proposes a classification-
diagnosis method using SCA-SVM. Finally, it is proposed that the TLSCA-SVM classifica-
tion algorithm can be used in the case of fewer fault samples in the training set. The data of
the Sallen–Key circuit is used as experimental data, the data of the CSTV circuit is used to
verify the versatility of the method, and a more general conclusion is drawn as follows:

(a) By comparing optimization parameter algorithms such as Grid Search, GA, PSO,
ACA, SA, etc., the SCA is proposed. The SCA optimization-parameter algorithm can
improve the optimization speed and shorten the optimization time on the premise
of meeting the parameter-optimization requirements. The entire algorithm has both
high classification accuracy and fast classification performance.

(b) The SCA-SVM fault-classification method has superior performance in the fault
diagnosis. A complex CSTV circuit is used to verify the versatility of the method.
Several comparison experiments show that the method is not only superior, but also
universal in performance to other algorithms. Different classification algorithms are
used, such as BP, SOM, ELM, decision tree, random forest and SCA-SVM to compare.
It can be concluded that the accuracy of the SCA-SVM classification algorithm is
superior to other comparison algorithms in terms of the classification effect.

(c) With regard to the problems of most optimization algorithms, this paper reasonably
avoids them. The classification algorithm of this paper is analyzed. This paper uses
the SVM classifier as the main body for fault diagnosis. The SVM classifier itself has
a good classification effect, and the difference between the important parameter’s
penalty factor C and kernel parameter will affect the classification effect of the SVM.
The objective of the SCA algorithm is to obtain appropriate parameters. The search
method is randomly determined each time an optimal solution is found. That is to
say, in the next search, both the local search and the global search are random, i.e.,
the probability is the same. Each time the optimal solution is approximated, the
approximation method is randomly determined. Such an optimization method can
avoid local optimal solutions and shorten the optimization time. The classifier formed
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after finding suitable parameters has a good classification effect in fault classification,
and the classification efficiency improved.

(d) Various optimization algorithms were compared, such as Gray Wolf Optimization
(GWO), Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA), competitive swarm optimizer (CSO),
etc. The advantages and disadvantages of different optimization algorithms were
discovered. Most of the shortcomings focus on non-global search. When the opti-
mization algorithm performs a non-global search, local optimal solutions may appear.
After continuous exploration, some algorithms were optimized by combining the
characteristics of multiple algorithms. For example, the GWO was combined with
SCA to optimize parameters. These issues deserve to be studied in future.

(e) When the training data is deficient, the TLSCA-SVM classification algorithm can
effectively diagnose the fault. Because the TL-SCASV algorithm adds an auxiliary
condition to the objective function of the SCA-SVM classifier, that is, an error penalty
term to construct a new fault diagnosis model, the fault diagnosis is satisfactory.
When the fault samples are not complete, it can still effectively classify the faults. It
combines the advantages of the SCA-SVM classifier with high accuracy, fast diagnosis
speed and good stability in fault diagnosis. The algorithm not only achieves high
fault-diagnosis accuracy, but can also operate effectively in the case of a lack of fault
samples, and can effectively perform fault classification in multiple circuits.

To sum up, the TLSCA-SVM classifier was constructed. When there are more fault sam-
ples, the fault classification effect of the classifier was found to be better by a cross-sectional
comparison. The classifier was also effective in diagnosis when there were fewer fault
samples. It has certain versatility in fault-data diagnosis and broad application prospects.
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Abstract: When a multi-agent system is subjected to faults, it is necessary to detect and classify the
faults in time. This paper is motivated to propose a data-driven state prediction and sensor fault
classification technique. Firstly, neural network-based state prediction model is trained through
historical input and output data of the system. Then, the trained model is implemented to the real-
time system to predict the system state and output in absence of fault. By comparing the predicted
healthy output and the measured output, which can be abnormal in case of sensor faults, a residual
signal can be generated. When a sensor fault occurs, the residual signal exceeds the threshold, a
fault classification technique is triggered to distinguish fault types. Finally, the designed data-driven
state prediction and fault classification algorithms are verified through a twin rotational inverted
pendulum system with leader-follower mechanism.

Keywords: data-driven; state prediction; fault classification; multi-agent system

1. Introduction

Monitoring the condition of complex systems in real-time can save valuable time and
cost to maintain the system. Fault diagnosis can detect process anomalies and classify
the types of anomalies, and has hence drawn enormous attention (e.g., [1–3]). In survey
papers [4,5], the methods of fault diagnosis are divided into model-based, signal-based,
knowledge-based, and hybrid/active methods. Knowledge-based method is also named
data-driven method, where a fault diagnosis model is built through historical data rather
than precise mathematical model. Therefore, a data-driven method is suitable for complex
systems that are difficult to obtain an accurate model or whose signal is unknown. Data-
driven fault diagnosis has been applied to real systems such as wind turbine system [6],
high-speed trains [7], and induction motor drive system [8], etc.

On the other hand, many modern engineering systems are modeled as multi-agent
systems (MASs), where two or more agents are communicated through a designed protocol
to work cooperatively [9,10]. Due to the communication, a fault in one agent can degrade
performance of its neighbors, and even the whole network. Therefore, an effective fault
diagnosis technique is crucial for MAS. Furthermore, a fault alarm from one agent can be
induced by its neighboring agents, hence, fault diagnosis for multi-agent system is more
challenging compared with single agent system. A variety of fault diagnosis approaches
have been developed for MAS recently [11,12]. Most existing work of MAS is based on
a precise state-space model of each agent as well as their communication, e.g., [13–15].
However, the communication between agents can be unknown. Thus, it is difficult to
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establish an accurate mathematical model. As a result, data-driven fault diagnosis plays an
important role in complex MAS.

Among various data driven fault diagnosis methods [16–20], the neural network can
convert fault diagnosis into a multi-label classification problem, and automatically learn
the features of the original data. However, storing and leaning a large amount of data
in real-time is challenging for the computation and communication device/software. In
order to deal with the limited capability of the device/software, event-triggered mecha-
nize [21,22] and distributed methods [23] have been hot topics in recent years. Specifically,
event-triggered fault diagnosis methods have been developed in [21,22], where the math-
ematical model of the system is assumed to be known. Nevertheless, when model and
communication of MAS are not available, the above event-triggered methodologies are not
applicable. Therefore, it is motivated to develop event-triggered data driven fault diagnosis
for MAS with unknown mathematical model and unknown communication.

In this paper, a residual-triggered fault diagnosis technique is proposed for MAS.
Specifically, a neural network-based state prediction model is established through training
historical data offline. Then, online comparison of real state/output and the predicted
state/output can generate a residual signal, which indicates whether there is a fault. If the
residual exceeds the threshold, it triggers a fault classification training process to identify
and locate the fault. This residual-triggered fault diagnosis method does not depend on a
mathematical model and communication information. Moreover, online identification of
a fault is implemented only in case of fault, hence the data transmission and calculation
are reduced. A real experiment on leader-follower inverted pendulum demonstrates the
effectiveness of the developed algorithm. The contribution includes: 1. Residual-triggered
data-driven fault diagnosis for MAS is a novel topic, where data calculation can be reduced;
2. The designed fault classifiers are distributed, where a fault in one agent can be identified
by fault classifier of its neighbor; 3. The communication among agents are internal in the
agents but unknown (not available) in state prediction and fault classification, which im-
plies that the designed state prediction and fault diagnosis techniques are fully distributed.
It should be mentioned that many existing estimation/prediction models of MAS rely on
communication information among agents, such as the adjacency matrix [13–15], neverthe-
less, the adjacency matrix consists of the overall communication information, which makes
the developed methods centralized rather than distributed. In this article, only input and
output data is required in the developed state prediction and fault classification method,
and communication is not used.

The organization of the paper is as follows. After the introduction section, the data-
driven state prediction algorithm is introduced in Section 2. Based on the prediction
model, a residual-triggered fault classification technique is proposed in Section 3. Section 4
presents the experimental results in a twin rotational inverted pendulum system with
leader-follower mechanism. The paper is ended by Section 5 with the conclusion and
future researches.

2. Data-Driven State Prediction for Multi-Agent System

In this section, we introduce the establishment of a neural network model to pre-
dict the state of a multi-agent system with unknown communication. To be precise, the
controller of each agent and communication protocol among the agents are pre-designed
to guarantee the performance of a multi-agent system (i.e., consensus and robustness)
in a fault-free case, and the design of the controller and communication is not of con-
cern in this paper. The physical models of the agents are unknown or highly nonlinear.
Moreover, the communication protocol is internal to the system, but not available for the
prediction model.

The diagram of the prediction model for the multi-agent system is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Prediction model for the multi-agent system.

In Figure 1, Xr and Ur represent state and control input of agent r, r = 1, 2, . . . N, and
N is the number of agents; K represents the time of KT, where T is the sampling time;
K − 1 and K − 2 represent the time of (K− 1)T and (K− 2)T, respectively, X̂r(K) is the
prediction of Xr(K). Firstly, the state of each Agent r is recorded in the corresponding
Register r at the past two sampling times, namely Xr(K− 1) and Xr(K− 2) are obtained.
Then, Xr(K− 1), Xr(K− 2) and control input of Agent r at current time Ur(K) are used to
train the Prediction Model r. The output of the prediction model is the predicted state at
the current time X̂r(K). By comparing the real state Xr(K) and the predicted state X̂r(K)
Residual r = X̂r(K)− Xr(K) can be generated. The residual values are sent into Enable
Controller, which is responsible for deciding whether the residual exceeds the threshold. To
be precise, when it exceeds the threshold, it is recognized that there is a fault in the system.
At this time, the enable signal stops the prediction model and triggers fault diagnosis
algorithms, which will be presented in Section 3.

The enable control algorithm is described as follows:

if Residual 1 > β1 or Residual 2 > β2 or . . . Residual N > βNenable = 1
else

enable = 0

where, βr represents the residual threshold of Agent r, enable is the output of Enable Controller.

Remark 1. It should be mentioned that communication among agents is not used in the
prediction model. The “unknown communication” in this paper means the communication
is internal to the MAS, but cannot be used in the prediction/fault diagnosis. Moreover, the
controllers are predesigned for the MAS, which is not under concern in this paper.

The network structure used to build the prediction model is the back propagation (BP)
neural network, which is known as a multilayer feedforward neural network trained by
error back propagation algorithm. It can learn and store a large number of input–output
pattern mapping relations without concrete mathematical functions. A neural network
is composed of a number of neurons, and the BP neural network of a single neuron for
predicting the concerned model is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of single neuron.

In the diagram, W
[P]
ij and B

[P]
i represent the weight parameter and bias parameter

between hidden layers, respectively; P represents the number of current layers; i and j
represent the number of current nodes in the current layer and the number of current nodes
in the upper layer, respectively. Z represents the input of the neuron and the output of the
weighted multiplication summation. A represent the input or output of the neuron. Where:

Z[P] = W [P]·A[P−1] + B[P]. (1)

The hidden layer takes the Tansig function as the excitation function g1(x), where:

g1(x) =
2

1 + e−2x
− 1. (2)

The reason for using the Tansig function is that the training data changes periodically
in [−1, 1]. Using Tansig can accelerate the decline of training gradient.

The output of the neural network is the predicted value of system state X̂r(K) in a
fault-free scenario. Therefore, the output layer uses the Purelin function as the activation
function, which is defined as g2(x), and

g2(x) = x. (3)

The predicted state X̂r(K) is compared with the actual system state Xr (K) and the
network topology structures and training parameter should be designed to make X̂r(K)
closed to Xr (K).

In the healthy state, the residual between X̂r(K) and Xr (K) is convergent. However,
when the system is in the fault state, the residual will exceed the threshold. At this time, it
is deemed to be in the fault state and start fault diagnosis.

Root mean square error (RMSE) between the predicted value and the actual value
is used as the evaluation standard of the prediction accuracy. In BP neural network, the
gradient descent is used to update the W

[P]
ij and B

[P]
i until the RMSE between X̂r(K) and

Xr (K) is locally minimum. As a result, the optimal weight and bias parameters of the
neural network are calculated.

There are a variety of network structures and learning rates. In order to obtain opti-
mized performance of the state prediction, RMSEs of different hierarchical structures under
the same training parameters and the same training time are generated and compared. Gen-
erally speaking, smaller the RMSE value indicates better training performance, however,
the generalization capability should also be considered to avoid over fitting. Accordingly,
the network structure can be determined. Subsequently, learning rates are determined by
comparing their accuracy with the selected network structure.

Then, the developed state prediction model can be implemented to a real-time system
to predict the state in absence of fault. By comparing real state and the predicted health
state, a residual signal can be generated. This residual signal can indicate whether a fault
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occurs, and if the residual signal excesses a threshold, it triggers a fault classification
mechanism, which is designed in Section 3.

3. Sensor Fault Classification

The fault of one sensor may lead to the fault of the whole system [23]. Therefore, it is
very important to diagnose the fault of the sensor.

In this section, a data-driven sensor fault detection and classification technique is
presented. Three typical sensor faults are under consideration: zero-output fault, drift fault,
and deviation fault. Figures 3–5 are schematic diagrams of the three types of sensor faults.
Moreover, the three types of faults can exist in different sensors and different agents. The
objective of this section is to use a neural network classifier to identify and locate different
types of faults.

𝑓 (𝑡) = 0, 𝑡 < 𝑡  −𝑦(𝑡), 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑓 (𝑡) 𝑡  𝑦(𝑡)
𝑓 (𝑡) = 0, 𝑡 < 𝑡  𝑑, 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑓 (𝑡) 𝑑

𝑓 (𝑡) = 0, 𝑡 < 𝑡  𝑛(𝑡), 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑓 (𝑡) 𝑛(𝑡)

Real value Measured value

sensor failure

 

sensor deviation fault

Real value Measured value

Figure 3. Zero-output sensor fault diagram.
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𝑓 (𝑡) = 0, 𝑡 < 𝑡  𝑑, 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑓 (𝑡) 𝑑

𝑓 (𝑡) = 0, 𝑡 < 𝑡  𝑛(𝑡), 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑓 (𝑡) 𝑛(𝑡)
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Figure 4. Sensor deviation fault diagram.
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Figure 5. Sensor drift fault diagram.

Specifically, the zero-output sensor fault [24] is molded as:

fs(t) =

{
0, t < t0
−y(t), t ≥ t0

(4)
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where fs(t) represents sensor fault, t0 denotes the time that a sensor fault occurs, y(t) is the
real system output. In engineering, it is easy to occur when the signal is open circuited. A
deviation fault is molded as:

fde(t) =

{
0, t < t0
d, t ≥ t0

(5)

where fde(t) represents deviation fault and d is a bounded constant. The deviation fault is
easy to appear in the current or voltage sensor [25]. A drift fault is molded as:

fdr(t) =

{
0, t < t0

n(t), t ≥ t0
(6)

where fdr(t) represents drift fault and n(t) is an irregular bounded disturbance signal,
which is a sensor noise (due to the influence of external environment and internal factors
of the sensor) [26].

The data used to train the classifier is Xr(K). The procedure to select an appropriate
network structure and learning rate is the same with state prediction. The output of the
classifier is the probability of each fault category, therefore, the last output layer activation
function is replaced by the Softmax function. Through non-maximum suppression, the
original network output is fuzzed, and the fault type and location with the highest proba-
bility can be determined. The network structure diagram of a fault classification model can
be found in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Network structure diagram of fault classification model.

In the fault classification model, the amount of network input data can be large. Identi-
fication of such an amount of data in real-time brings a challenge to the computation ability.
As a result, a triggering mechanism is designed to active the identification. Specifically,
the prediction model introduced in Section 2 is implemented in the system to predict the
system state and output in absence of fault. By comparing the predicted healthy output and
the measured output, which can be abnormal in the case of sensor faults, a residual signal
can be generated. When a sensor fault occurs, the residual signal exceeds the threshold,
and the fault diagnosis model of the neural network is triggered to identify and locate the
fault types. The state prediction triggered fault classification mechanism is illustrated in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. State prediction triggered fault classification.

When the residual in Figure 1 is greater than the set threshold, Enable Controller
sends an enable signal to the register of fault classifier in Figure 7, and the register starts to
record the abnormal state data of the agent for 4 s. The stored data is then sent to the fault
diagnosis network. The fault diagnosis network is obtained by labeling historical fault data
and off-line supervised learning. The diagnosis model can classify the faults in agent r and
its neighbor through the output of agent r. Moreover, communication is not utilized in the
fault classifier.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. System and Fault Description

In this section, the designed data-driven state prediction and the sensor fault classifi-
cation techniques are implemented to the collaborative system to verify the effectiveness.
We use two Quanser Servo 2 rotating inverted pendulum hardwares to build a multi-agent
system with internal communication. The communication protocol is a leader-follower
mechanism. The inverted pendulums transfer sensor data to Matlab Simulink in real-time
through USB, and the control protocol is pre-designed in Simulink. The specific hardware-
in-the-loop control diagram is shown in Figure 8. There are four states of each agent, which
are introduced in Table 1.

𝑟 𝑟

 

θ

α


α

Figure 8. Leader-follower system control diagram.

Table 1. Parament and meaning.

Parameter Representative Meaning

θ Horizontal displacement of inverted pendulum
α Vertical displacement of inverted pendulum
.
θ Horizontal velocity of inverted pendulum
.
α Vertical velocity of inverted pendulum

It is assumed that the faults occur in the horizontal displacement sensor, and seven
scenarios of faults are under investigation: fault-free, leader’s zero-output sensor fault,
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leader’s sensor deviation fault, leader’s sensor drift fault, follower’s zero-output sensor
fault, follower’s sensor deviation fault, and follower’s sensor drift fault.

Remark 2. The equipment is working in a real laboratory environment. Thus, the data
collected is subjected to noises/disturbances due to equipment noises, environment noises,
data conversion uncertainties, etc. On the other hand, drift fault can also be regarded as
disturbances with relatively big amplitude. In order to avoid alarm by acceptable noises
in the data, we select the threshold parameters for the enable control as β1 = β5 = 0.5;
β2 = β6 = 0.006; β3 = β7 = 0.3; β4 = β8 = 0.25.

4.2. Data Acquisition and Data Expansion

The data acquisition of the system is carried out through Simulink, then a hardware-
in-the-loop experiment can be implemented. The data sampling is carried out according
to the sampling time of 0.005 s. Due to the limited storage capacity of MATLAB, 29 s of
effective data can be collected in each experiment.

In order to further improve the generalization ability of the model, a large number of
data is needed to train the neural network. Nevertheless, it is often impossible to collect
sufficient data in reality. Therefore, this paper is motivated to employ sliding window
data sampling to complete data amplification. As shown in Figure 9, if the length of the
sampling window is f, the moving step of the sampling window is S, and the total length
of the data is L, the number of data n can be obtained as:

n=[
L−f

S
] (7)

𝛽 = 𝛽 =0.5; 𝛽 = 𝛽 = 0.006; 𝛽 = 𝛽 = 0.3; 𝛽 = 𝛽 = 0.25

𝒇 𝑺𝑳 𝒏 𝒏 = 𝑳 − 𝒇𝑺
𝐿 = 5800𝑓 = 800𝑆 = 1 𝑛 = 5000

Step S
Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

Sample 5

Sampling window length f

Sample length L

Sample 1

Figure 9. Data expansion diagram.

The original data is collected from each fault during 29 s, and the sampling time is
0.005 s. The total length of the signal is 5800 sampling points (L = 5800). By selecting
800 sampling points ( f = 800) with the length of the sampling window and one sampling
point in step (S = 1), 5000 groups of data (n = 5000) in each fault state can be obtained,
and a total of 35,000 groups of 7 kinds of fault scenarios can be obtained. Compared with
the original method with 40 sampling window length, the amount of data is increased by
114.28 times.

4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.3.1. Neural Network-Based State Prediction

The historical healthy and stable operation data are selected as the network training
input of state estimation. The training process is offline. The process of recognition is to
connect the offline trained model into the system to complete online prediction.

Neural network models with different hidden layer nodes, learning rate and momen-
tum factor, and the training effect of the final network are compared in Table 2, where the
performance of state prediction is evaluated by measuring RMSE.
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Table 2. Performance comparison of neural networks with different parameter structures.

Number of Hidden Layer Nodes Learning Rate Momentum Factor RMSE

8/4

0.001 0.99 0.0623
0.001 0.95 0.0652
0.010 0.99 0.0641
0.010 0.95 0.0627

15/4

0.001 0.99 0.0598
0.001 0.95 0.0592
0.010 0.99 0.0604
0.010 0.95 0.0597

15/8/4

0.001 0.99 0.0579
0.001 0.95 0.0553
0.010 0.99 0.0517
0.010 0.95 0.0571

The basic structure of the BP shallow neural network for predicting the concerned
model is shown in the Figure 10.
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Input 
layer

Hidden 
layer

Output 
layer  

Figure 10. Neural network structure diagram.

From Table 2, we can notice that the most accurate state prediction model is the three-
layer neural network with RMSE equal to 0.0517. The structure of the network is 15/8/4
from input to output in turn. However, the neural network will appear over the fitting
phenomenon when the model is too accurate, which can cause the divergence of the system
when processing the data that does not appear in the training set. To be precise, the data
that does not appear in the training set refers to the data that appear in normal operation
but that is not in the training set. Identifying these data requires the network to have a
certain generalization ability. As a result, this paper selects a two-layer neural network
with the middle accuracy. Its parameters are: a learning rate of 0.001, momentum factor of
0.95, and layer series from input to output of 15 and 4.

Figures 11–14 compare actual states and predicted states. As shown in the results, the
neural network can accurately predict the full states of an inverted pendulum, which can
be used as a healthy signal and compared with the actual output to monitor whether the
system is under fault-free case or not. In case of sensor faults, the residual signal can be
generated immediately to trigger the fault identification and classification process.
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4.3.2. Fault Classification

Through the method introduced in Section 3, we can build the neural network for
fault classification. The training data is divided into two parts: 70% and 30%. Seventy
percent of the data is used to train the network, update the model weight parameters, and
the remaining 30% is used to evaluate the model performance. According to the fault
detection of the horizontal displacement sensor of the leader-follower system, the faults
can be divided into seven types.

We stipulate that all collection time of data is 29 s and the sampling time is 0.005 s.
Thus, 5800 sampling points can be collected within 29 s. The cycle time of inverted
pendulum motion is 7 s, and 1400 sampling points need to be collected when we use a
sampling time of 0.005 s. If there are m sensors in the system, there are m× 1400 neural
network inputs, which require a lot of operation for training. However, the calculation
ability of software is limited. In order to reduce data calculation, we expend the sampling
time of the sliding window after data expansion to 0.1 s. The length of the sliding window
is 4 s (40 sampling points), which is more than half a cycle of the system. According to
Formula (7), the number of total data is 5000. Because the data acquisition is carried out
just when the fault occurs, the data of the first 40 minimum sampling points (0.2 s) are
filtered as the signal delay. All subsequent data segments contain the fault characteristic
information, except that the fault characteristics of some faults only last for a few seconds.
In this scenario, the whole data acquisition time cannot be filled, and the edges of the data
need to be filtered to retain the parts with fault characteristics. For the fault requiring edge
screening, several groups of fault data shall be collected to supplement 4960 groups of data.
The parameter is provided in Table 3:

Table 3. The type of faults and category label.

Sample Type Sample Length Number of Sample Category Label

leader and follower work normally 40 4960 1
leader’s zero-output sensor fault 40 4960 2

leader’s sensor deviation fault 40 4960 3
leader’s sensor drift fault 40 4960 4

follower’s zero-output sensor fault 40 4960 5
follower’s sensor deviation fault 40 4960 6

follower’s sensor drift fault 40 4960 7

In order to enhance the result, we did experiments with different number of nodes
in different hidden layers, and the fault classification performances are compared in
Tables 4 and 5. To be precise, Table 4 records the average accuracy and standard deviation
of the training set of the network model under the same learning rate but with different
random initialization conditions and different number of nodes. Accordingly, the average
value accuracy and standard deviation of test set are shown in Table 5. Through the above
experiments, we can find a network structure with the highest accuracy, which is achieved
when the number of the hidden layers is 80-25, As a result, we chose the 80-25 hidden
layer structure.

Table 4. The train set result of different bp model (%).

Run No. BP-25-12 BP-50-25 BP-50-12 BP-80-50 BP-80-25 BP-80-12

1 98.50 98.15 98.65 97.32 98.71 99.49
2 97.96 98.85 98.37 98.69 97.96 97.73
3 96.49 97.32 96.75 99.09 99.01 98.00
4 99.35 97.98 98.25 99.06 99.06 98.35
5 98.53 96.50 95.43 97.32 98.42 99.11

Mean 98.16 97.76 97.49 98.30 98.63 98.54
Std 1.0603 0.8902 1.3683 0.9048 0.4552 0.7435
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Table 5. The test set result of different bp model (%).

Run No. BP-25-12 BP-50-25 BP-50-12 BP-80-50 BP-80-25 BP-80-12

1 84.72 81.40 85.58 79.91 82.51 71.92
2 77.13 84.12 81.31 79.11 88.78 79.54
3 79.56 80.97 83.83 84.72 87.29 70.26
4 76.50 84.12 91.53 83.17 87.46 81.14
5 89.44 75.33 81.74 79.91 90.87 80.37

Mean 81.47 81.19 84.80 81.36 87.38 76.65
Std 5.5061 3.5917 4.1348 2.4410 3.0770 5.1370

After the network structure is determined, the accuracy of the model can be further
enhanced by selecting the appropriate learning rate. Figure 15 records the number of
iterations and loss function values corresponding to different learning rates, and the
accuracy is compared in Table 6. From Figure 15 and Table 6, the gradient decreases
the fastest when the learning rate is 0.001. However, the corresponding test accuracy is
only 88.38%. This is due to the overfitting phenomenon in deep learning. From overall
consideration, the learning rate is determined as 0.0001, where the gradient descent speed
is the second fastest, and the test accuracy is the highest.

 

 𝛂
Figure 15. The train cost of different learning rate.

Table 6. The result of different learning rate (%).

Learning Rate α 0.01 0.001 0.0001

Train accuracy 98.42 100 99.56
Test accuracy 90.87 88.38 91.81

Until now, the network structure and learning parameters are determined. Then, the
test set of different fault scenarios is input to the determined neuro-network-based fault
classifier, and the results are illustrated in Table 7. It can be seen that the classifier can
achieve 100% recognition rate for types 2 and 5, and more than 90% recognition rate for
types 1, 3, 4, and 6. The recognition rate of type 7 is only 58.72%, which is not ideal. In
order to show the performance of BP neural network algorithm on sensor fault diagnosis
of leader-follower fault system, the fault misclassification matrix is drawn in Figure 16.

Table 7. The result of different fault type (%).

Label 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Accuracy 97.2 100 96.8 98.4 100 91.6 58.72
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Figure 16. Fault misclassification matrix.

In Figure 16, the coordinate values from 1 to 7 are the label numbers in Table 3,
representing different fault types of the leader-follower system. The number in the shadow
is the number of actual sample tags that match the predicted sample tags. It shows that
the probability of misclassifying most types of faults is not big. However, the error rate
of type 7 is significant, and it cannot be distinguished from type 4. The occurrence of
misclassification is due to the similar characteristics between the corresponding types. For
example, types 4 and 7 have no significant difference in amplitude characteristics, but their
frequency characteristics are different. Moreover, the amplitude is small, namely, drift fault
is like disturbance, which is challenging for classification.

4.4. Discussions

4.4.1. Delay of Fault Diagnosis

The developed state prediction is implemented in real-time, and there is nearly no
delay. When the state varies fast, tracking errors exist, and this phenomenon is general
in many estimation/prediction problems. The tracking errors in the experiments is small
and acceptable. When we label fault types, the faults occur for a period of time, hence, a
complete fault feature is recorded in data sequence during this period. When the residual
triggers the fault classifier, there is a period of delay such that complete data of the fault
can be stored in the register. It generally takes 2–3 s for complete fault features to appear.
The fault diagnosis module can identify the corresponding fault only after a complete fault
feature is recorded in the register. Therefore, the delay is also acceptable.

4.4.2. A Limitation of Performance and Further Research

Through the above, we can find that the BP network model is more accurate for ampli-
tude type feature recognition, but not ideal for frequency type feature recognition. Because
there are different amplitude characteristics and frequency characteristics in the seven
types of faults. Under limited calculation ability of the software, amplitude features can be
effectively preserved, however, the frequency characteristics will be partially lost with the
increase of the sampling interval. Therefore, faults with similar amplitude but different
frequencies, namely drift faults, are difficult to be identified. This leads to a decrease in
recognition accuracy. In future research, an alternative network will be investigated to
classify faults with the same and small amplitude but a different frequency.

It can be noticed that the developed state prediction and fault classification techniques
are distributed, namely the techniques are potential to be generalized in many MASs
where the number of agents can be large. In addition, the mathematical model is not
required, and only input and output data is utilized in the methods. Therefore, the
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methods are extendable for many other MASs where the type of agents can be diverse, such
as cooperative manipulators (4–6 freedoms), cooperative unmanned aerial vehicles, etc.

5. Conclusions

This research presents a data-driven state prediction and fault classification method by
the BP neural network model. The main contribution is to establish a state prediction model
for a multi-agent system with unknown communication, and a residual-triggered fault
classifier for sensor faults. The developed techniques are implemented in a real physical
system. Specifically, for the leader-follower system with communication coupling, the fault
diagnosis of the leader can be achieved by observing the follower. RMSE can reach 0.0592
for the state estimation of a leader-follower system. In terms of fault diagnosis, observing
the follower to realize the fault diagnosis of the leader is an innovation. Investigation
of data-driven state prediction and residual-triggered fault classification of multi-agent
systems with unknown communication is a new topic; identification of fault in one agent
only through data of its neighbors is a contribution to the distributed fault problem. In
the future, more fault types will be considered, such as actuator faults or communication
faults. Moreover, improving the fault recognition rate is also in our further research.
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Abstract: Networked nonlinear systems (NNSs) have great potential security threats because of
malicious attacks. These attacks will destabilize the networked systems and disrupt the communi-
cation to the networked systems, which will affect the stability and performance of the networked
control systems. Therefore, this paper aims to deal with the resilient control problem for NNSs
with dynamically triggering mechanisms (DTMs) and malicious aperiodic denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks. To mitigate the impact from DoS attacks and economize communication resources, a resilient
dynamically triggering controller (RDTC) is designed with DTMs evolving an adaptive adjustment
auxiliary variable. Thus, the resulting closed-loop system is exponentially stable by employing the
piecewise Lyapunov function technique. In addition, according to the minimum inter-event time,
the Zeno behavior can be excluded. Finally, the merits of the proposed controllers and theory are
corroborated using the well-known nonlinear Chua circuit.

Keywords: resilient dynamically triggering controller (DTRC); dynamically triggering mecha-
nisms (DTMs); denial-of-service (DoS); networked nonlinear systems (NNSs); resilient dynamically
event-triggering (RDET)

1. Introduction

Recently, due to the irreplaceable position of communication in the network, many
scholars have devoted their attention to the study of networked control systems. More
specifically, they are focusing on the data transmission of networked control systems be-
cause of the advantages of the information interaction based on the interconnection of
the different systems. Naturally, communication-based issues of control and optimization
are emerging and developing rapidly [1–3]. Although the advantages of communication
technology have brought seismic shocks to academia and industry, there exists a problem.
The limitations of the periodic sampling technique subject to guaranteeing desired system
performance by reducing the sampling period create a large amount of redundant sam-
pled data, resulting in network congestion and executing control tasks periodically after
the system is stabilized, which results in wasting network bandwidth and computation
resources. To tackle these limitations, an event-triggering technique has emerged at this
historical moment and developed rapidly based on supervising the controller’s update [4,5].
Herein, it is worth noting that the event triggering techniques not only ensure the desired
performance from control tasks but also decrease the update frequency of the controller,
resulting in energy saving in system communication. In the past decades, different types
of the event triggering techniques have been proposed, such as the static event-triggering
technique [6–8], dynamic event-triggering technique [9–11], stochastic event-triggering
technique [12–14], and switched event-triggering technique [15,16].

In addition, unreliable communication channels cause much concern in the discussion
of the stability and performance maintenance for networked control systems. In this regard,
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there exist some innovative works [17–19]. In particular, security-based networked control
systems resisting malicious attacks have been given attention in the past years [20,21].
Herein, it is worth noting that on the premise of ensuring system stability and desired
performance, the so-called security is the elasticity of resisting malicious cyber attacks.
Although there exist a few innovative and groundbreaking results for networked control
systems with co-design of the event triggering techniques and DoS attacks [22–24], the
co-design with dynamically triggering techniques and DoS attacks for NNSs is still a
challenging problem.

Up to now, although many innovative and groundbreaking results have sprung up
for the control and optimization in the framework of co-design of dynamically trigger-
ing techniques and DoS attacks [25–27], they primarily focus on linear systems. More-
over, some research results of nonlinear systems with DTMs and DoS attacks appear
sporadically [28–31], the existing DTMs have shown certain limitations in theorem research
and industrial practice. Inspired by the aforementioned discussion, this paper deals with
the resilient control problem for NNSs with DTMs and DoS attacks. More specifically, a
DTRC is designed with DTMs with an adaptive adjustment auxiliary variable, which can
result in the closed-loop system being exponentially stable by employing the piecewise
Lyapunov function technique. Meanwhile, a minimal inter-event time is obtained to ensure
it is Zeno-free under aperiodic DoS attacks. In addition, the innovations of this paper are
as follows:

• Different from the static trigger strategy in [22–24], a novel dynamically triggering
strategy is proposed for NNSs with aperiodic DoS attacks. Because of the longer trigger
intervals compared with the static trigger intervals, this strategy further reduces the
sampling data transmission rate and improves the usage of network resources.

• Compared with the trigger strategy in [23], the dynamically triggering resilient control
strategy is introduced into nonlinear systems to obtund the influence of aperiodic DoS
attacks. In addition, the sampled data cannot be transmitted even if condition (7) is
satisfied since aperiodic DoS attacks will result in the loss of control input during the
DoS attacks range.

• Compared with [23], a new piecewise Lyapunov function is designed to ensure the
exponential stability of the networked control system under DoS attacks. In particular,
the minimum inter-event time excludes Zeno behavior in the resilient controller.
Moreover, the proposed method not only releases Assumption 4 in [23] but also
reduces the conservative of the system.

The structure of this article is as follows. First, NNSs and problem statements are
presented in Section 2. Then, the conditions for the stability of NNSs under DoS attacks
are driven in Sections 3. Furthermore, the satisfactory and better performance of the RDET
controller designed than the existing ones is provided in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion
is shown in Section 5.

Notations: R+ and Z+ represent the set of the positive real numbers and the set of the
positive integer numbers, respectively. Rn and Rn×m indicate the space of real n-vectors
and n×m matrices. x−1 is the inverse of x (function or matrix). ‖ · ‖means the 2-norm.

2. Problem Formulation

Figure 1 shows wireless NNSs under aperiodic DoS attacks. First, aperiodic DoS
attack scenarios are typically depicted by the sleeping intervals and DoS attack intervals
in Figure 2. Then, the dynamically triggering resilient control strategy and switching
controller are designed for NNSs, respectively. Next, based on these descriptions, we give
out the problem statement.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of dynamic event-triggered control for nonlinear systems under
DoS attacks.

Figure 2. Situation of aperiodic DoS attacks. (a) presents the current instant in the sleeping interval,
and (b) presents the current instant in the DoS attack interval.

2.1. Networked Nonlinear Systems

Consider the following class of NNSs
{

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t))
x(0) = x0

(1)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the system state; u(t) ∈ Rm represents the control input; x0 denotes the
initial condition; the Lipschitz continuous function f : Rn ×Rm → Rn satisfies f (0, 0) = 0
for all t ∈ R+.

For the sake of later analysis, we provide the following definitions and assumptions.

Definition 1 ([32]).

1. A function α : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) is called a class of K if it is continuous, strictly increasing
and α(0) = 0. If α ∈ K and also α(s) → [0, ∞) as s → [0, ∞), then it is said to be of
class K∞.

2. A function β : [0, ∞)× [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) is called a class of KL if the function β(·, t) ∈ K
for all fixed t > 0 and the function β(s, ·) is decreasing and β(s, t) → 0 as t → ∞ for all
fixed s ∈ R+.

Definition 2 ([32]). System (1) is said to be globally weakly exponentially stable (GWES) if
there exist functions α1, α2 ∈ K∞ and constants δ > 0, M ≥ 1 such that for any initial value
x(0), the solution x(t) satisfies α1(‖x(t)‖) ≤ Me−δtα2(‖x(0)‖), ∀t ≥ 0. In particular, when
α1(‖x‖) = α2(‖x‖) = ‖x‖m, m ∈ Z+, it is said to be globally exponentially stable (GES).

Definition 3 ([32]). A function V : Rn → R≥0 is an ISS-Lyapunov function if there exist some
K∞ functions α1, α2, and γ that satisfy

α1(‖x‖) ≤ V(x) ≤ α2(‖x‖)
∇V(x) f (x, u) ≤ −cV(x) + γ(‖u‖)

where c ∈ R+.
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Definition 4 ([32]). Given a local Lipschitz function V : Rn → R+, the upper left-hand Dini
derivative of V along system (1) is defined by

D−V[ f ] = lim
h→0−

sup
1
h
{V(x + h f )−V(x)}.

2.2. Aperiodic DoS Attacks

In this section, for the convenience of analysis and design, we assume that the DoS
attacks only occur on the measurement channel and that no packet loss or no delay occurs
during the sleeping intervals. As shown in Figure 2, {tm}(t0 ≥ 0) and {∆m}m∈N0(∆m ≥ 0)
represent the sequence of DoS on/off transitions times and the duration of the mth sleep
status, respectively. Correspondingly, for simplicity, letHm and Dm present the sleeping
interval and the attack interval, respectively.

{
Hm = [tm, tm + ∆m)
Dm = [tm + ∆m, tm+1)

(2)

In addition, let Ξs(0, t) and Ξa(0, t) represent, respectively, all single sleeping ranges
and all single attack ranges

{
Ξs(0, t) = {tm}

⋃Hm
⋂
[0, t)

Ξa(0, t) =
⋃Dm

⋂
[0, t).

(3)

To characterize the constraints of limited energy on DoS attacks, it is necessary to give
the following two assumptions for the frequency and the duration of DoS attacks, respectively.

Assumption 1 (DoS Duration [22]). There exist T0 ∈ R≥0 and T ∈ R>1 for all t ∈ R≥0, which
makes the following inequality hold

|Ξa(0, t)| ≤ T0 +
t

T
. (4)

Assumption 2 (DoS Frequency [22]). There exist m(t), TD0 ∈ R≥0 and TD ∈ R>0 for all
t ∈ R≥0, which makes the following inequality hold

m(0, t) ≤ TD0 +
t

TD
. (5)

Remark 1. The intent of the DoS attack is not generally sporadic and periodic, but aperiodic
(stochastic). Therefore, the periodic DoS attack is not realistic in theoretical research and practical
industrial production. To tackle this issue, this paper focuses on the more realistic aperiodic DoS
attacks in the following part. In addition, Assumption 1 excludes the situation of continuous DOS
attacks, which makes the considered system open-loop and uncontrollable.

In this subsection, we will illustrate the proposed procedures for a resilient dynamically
triggering strategy in favor of the aperiodic DoS attacks. To achieve this goal, denote e the
difference between the last successfully transmission state x(ti) and the current state x(t)

e = x(ti)− x(t), ∀t ∈ [ti, ti+1), i ∈ Z, t0 = 0 (6)

where ti is determined by the upcoming DTM (7).

ti+1 = inf{t > ti, t ∈ R|g(e) ≤ 0}. (7)
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Herein, similar to [9], using the trigger function g(e) = η + θ(ρ(1− c1)α(x)− γ(‖e‖)), θ ∈ R+.
Additionally, the internal dynamic variable η is to be defined before a new dynamic
triggering strategy sprung up, which is

η̇ = −λη + ρ(1− c1)α(‖x‖)− γ(‖e(t)‖), η(0) = 0 (8)

where η is a locally Lipschitz continuous K∞ function. Intuitively, η may be regarded as
a filtered value of α(1− c1)α(‖x‖)− γ(‖e(t)‖) (refers to [5]). In particular, the filter (8) is
possibly nonlinear if the η is nonlinear. The dynamic event-triggered strategy (7) reduces
to event-triggered strategy in [29] when θ goes to +∞ (detailed analysis refers to [9]).

Based on the discussion before, the following lemma is needed to guarantee η ≥ 0.

Lemma 1. The variable η defined in (8) is always non-negative.

Proof. According to (8), which corresponds to the following inequality:

η + θ(ρ(1− c1)α(‖x‖)− γ(‖e(t)‖)) ≥ 0. (9)

First, if θ = 0, then η ≥ 0 is true.
Second, if θ 6= 0, by combing (8) and (9), one has

η̇ + λη = ρ(1− c1)α(‖x‖)− γ(‖e(t)‖) ≥ −η

θ
, η(0) ≥ 0. (10)

Then, solve (10) for t ∈ [0,+∞), one has

η(t) ≥ η(0)e−(λ+
1
θ )t

which means that η is lower bound by a positive exponential signal, so one can obtain
η ≥ 0.

In addition, taking DoS attacks into consideration, as we all know, the measurement
data will be lost even if the condition (7) is satisfied. To alleviate the effects of DoS attacks,
a resilient strategy will be presented in the following. In particular, combining with (7), one
defines a novel RDET communication strategy as follows:

ti+1 = {ti+1 satisfies g(e) ≤ 0|ti+1 ∈ Hn} ∪ {tm}. (11)

Remark 2. With the opening of network control system communication, the system is more
vulnerable to all kinds of malicious attacks. In order to eliminate the adverse effects of the attack
and ensure better performance of the system, the elastic control technology based on dynamic event
triggering plays an important role. This is especially true in many industrial controls, such as power
systems [27], Chua circuits [30], and vehicle systems [31].

Next, we use the following DoS attacks as follows:

W(t) =

{
0, t ∈ [tm, tm + ∆m)
1, t ∈ [tm + ∆m, tm+1).

(12)

In this paper, the state-dependent control input u(t) = k(x(t)) under DoS attacks can
be represented as

u(t) = (1−W(t))k(x(t)). (13)
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Based on the above analysis, in what follows, combining (1), (12), and (13), the
switched version of system (1) can be represented as

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), (1−W(t))k(x(t))), (14)

In the following sections, the conditions for the exponential stability of system (14)
with DoS attacks will be provided.

3. Main Result

This section aims to develop a piecewise Lyapunov function for NNS under DoS
attacks. The resilient analysis of nonlinear switched system (14) is discussed, and the
related parameters are obtained. Theorem 1 is presented to guarantee the RDET control for
NNS under DoS attacks. In addition, it is worth noting that the Zeno behavior is excluded
in Theorem 2.

Theorem 1. Consider the NNSs (1) under DoS attacks satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2, under the
switched controller (13) with dynamic event-triggered condition (7). If some K∞ functions α1, α2
and γ hold, then the switched Lyapunov function Vj, j = 1, 2 of (14) satisfies the following inequality

α1(‖x‖) ≤ Vj(x) ≤ α2(‖x‖) (15)

∇V1(x) · f (x, k(x + e)) ≤ −ω1V(x) + γ(‖e‖), (16)

t ∈ Ξs(0, t)

∇V2(x) · f (x, 0) ≤ ω2V2(x), t ∈ Ξa(0, t) (17)

V1(x) ≤ µ1V2(x−), V2(x) ≤ µ2V1(x−) (18)

where µ1, µ2 ≥ 1, ω1 > 0, ω2 > 0 and the parameters TD in (6) and T in (4) satisfy

ln(µ1µ2)

TD
+

(ω1 + ω2)

T
≤ ω1. (19)

Then, system (14) is GWES. In particular

‖x(t)‖ ≤ α−1
1

(
Me−β1tα2(‖x(0)‖)

)
. (20)

Proof. To show the complete theoretical analysis of the above theorem, we will deal with it
in two steps.

Case 1: Assume there are no DoS attacks.
For t ∈ Hm, according to (16) and DTM (11), the derivative of V1(x(t)) is subject to

V̇1(x(t)) ≤ −c1V1(x(t)) + γ(‖e‖) + η̇

≤ −ρc1V1(x(t))− c1(1− ρ)V1(x(t)) + γ(‖e‖)
− λη + c1(1− ρ)V1(x(t))− γ(‖e‖)
≤ −ρc1V1(x(t))− λη

≤ −ω1V1(x(t)) (21)

where ρ ∈ (0, 1) and ω1 = c1ρ.
Case 2: Assume there are DoS attacks.
For t ∈ Dm, based on (17), it is easy to obtain the derivative of V2(x(t)) as follows

V̇2(x(t)) ≤ ω2V2(x(t)). (22)
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Hence, combing (21) with (22) gives a piecewise Lyapunov functional, t ∈ Hm and
t ∈ Dm, respectively, can be found as below

V(x(t)) =





e−ω1(t−tm)V(x(tm)), t ∈ Hm

eω2(t−tm−1−∆m−1)V(x(tm−1 + ∆m−1)),
t ∈ Dm.

First, assume t ∈ Ξs(0, t), according to definition 4, one has

V1(x(t)) ≤e−ω1(t−tm)V1(x(tm))

≤µ1e−ω1(t−tm)V2(x−(tm))

≤µ1e−ω1(t−tm)eω2(tm−tm−1−∆m−1)

V2(x(tm−1 + ∆m−1))

≤µ1µ2e−ω1(t−tm)eω2(tm−tm−1−∆m−1)

V1(x−(tm−1 + ∆m−1))

...

≤(µ1µ2)
m(0,t)e−ω1(t−tm+∆m−1+···+∆0)

eω2(tm−∆m−1−···−∆0)V(x(0))

≤(µ1µ2)
TD0+

t
TD e(ω1+ω2)T0

e(ω1+ω2)
t
T−ω1tV(x(0))

=M1e
[

ln(µ1µ2)
TD

+
(ω1+ω2)

T −ω1]tV(x(0)) (23)

where M1 = (µ1µ2)
TD0 e(ω1+ω2)T0 .

Then, assume t ∈ Ξa(0, t), according to definition 4 again, one has

V2(x(t)) ≤eω2(t−tm−1−∆m−1)V2(x(tm−1 + ∆m−1))

≤µ2eω2(t−tm−1−∆m−1)V1(x−(tm−1 + ∆m−1))

≤µ2eω2(t−tm−1−∆m−1)e−ω1∆m−1 V1(x(tm−1))

≤µ1µ2eω2(t−tm−1−∆m−1)e−ω1∆m−1 V2(x−(tm−1))

...

≤µ
m(0,t)−1
1 µ

m(0,t)
2 e−ω1(∆m−1+···+∆0)

e−ω2(t−∆m−1−···−∆0)V(x(0))

≤µ
m(0,t)−1
1 µ

m(0,t)
2 e−ω1(t−Ξa)e−ω2Ξa V(x(0))

=M2e
[

ln(µ1µ2)
TD

+
(ω1+ω2)

T −ω1]tV(x(0)) (24)

where M2 = µ−1
1 (µ1µ2)

TD0 e(ω1+ω2)T0 .
Finally, combining (23) and (24), one has

V(x(t)) ≤ Me
−[ω1−

ln(µ1µ2)
TD

− (ω1+ω2)
T ]t

V(x(0)) (25)

where M = max{M1, M2}.
In what follows, using (15), the above inequality (25) can be modified as
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α1(‖x(t)‖) ≤V(x(t)) ≤ Me−β1tV(x(0))

≤Me−β1tα2(‖x(0)‖) (26)

where β1 = ω1 − ln(µ1µ2)
TD

− (ω1+ω2)
T . Based on (26), if DoS attacks satisfy ln(µ1µ2)

TD
+

(ω1+ω2)
T ≤ ω1, then, system (1) with control input (11) under DoS attacks is GWES. Further,

one has

‖x(t)‖ ≤ α−1
1 (Me−β1tα2(‖x(0)‖)).

The proof is completed.

Remark 3. This theorem characterizes the system’s resilience issue. Moreover,
ln(µ1µ2)

TD
+ (ω1+ω2)

T ≤ ω1
shows that the stability of NNSs can be guaranteed in the event they suffer from more DoS attacks
that satisfy some constraints of attack interval and attack frequency.

Remark 4. It is worth pointing out that the inequality constraint on α1 and γ in Assumption 4
in [23] is unnecessary in our work. More specifically, in this article, with the aid of introducing a
piecewise Lyapunov function, Assumption 4 in [23] is removed, which reduces the conservatism of
the system.

Next, we will give the conditions that void the Zeno behavior. Before continuing the
discussion, we impose an assumption.

Assumption 3 ([5]). Because of the Lipschitz continuity of the function f (x, u), there exists a
constant L1 which satisfies the following inequality

‖ f (x, u‖ = ‖ f (x + k(x + ei)‖
≤ L1(‖x‖+ ‖ei‖) (27)

where u(t) = k(x(ti)), t ∈ [ti, ti+1).

Theorem 2. For the NNSs (1) under the event-triggered strategy (11) and the controller (13), there
exists a minimal inter-event time τ ensures that Zeno behavior does not exist, where τ is given by

τ ≥ 1
2L1

ln(
(2γ−1(η/θ + ρ(1− c1)α(x))

‖x(ti)‖
+ 1).

Proof. First, we define the inter-execution time τ = ti+1 − ti. According to the ZOH
scheme, there is ėi = 0 when t = ti. Meanwhile, with the inequality (27), one has

‖ẋ‖ = ‖ f (x, u(x + ei)‖
≤ L1(‖x‖+ ‖ei‖). (28)

Furthermore, for ∀ t ∈ [ti, ti+1), it is easy to get the following equation

ẋ = −ėi. (29)

Next, combining (6), (28), and (29), one has

‖ėi‖ ≤ L1(‖x(ti)− ei‖+ ‖ei‖).
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Herein, using the comparison lemma, we have

‖ei‖ ≤
‖x(ti)‖(e2L1(t−ti) − 1)

2
. (30)

With (11) associated with

η + θ(ρ(1− c1)α(x)− γ(‖ei‖)) ≤ 0,

from this inequality (31), we get

‖ei‖ ≥ γ−1(η/θ + ρ(1− c1)α(x)). (31)

Finally, combining with (30), (31), and t− ti ≤ τ, t ∈ [ti, ti+1), one has

τ ≥ 1
2L1

ln(
(2γ−1(η/θ + ρ(1− c1)α(x))

‖x(ti)‖
+ 1),

where η > 0, θ > 0. The proof is completed.

4. Simulation

In this section, the practical merits of the proposed controllers and theory are corrobo-
rated using the well-known nonlinear Chua circuit, as shown in Figure 3. Considering the
control input u = (u1; u2; u3), its dynamics are generated as





v̇1 =
v2 − v1

RC1
− f (v1)

C1
+ u1,

v̇2 =
v1 − v2

RC2
+

v3

C2
+ u2,

i̇3 = −v2

L
− R0v3

L
+ u3

(32)

where v1 and v2 are voltages across C1 and C2, respectively. i3 is current through the
inductance. f (v1) = g1v1 + g2v3

1 is characteristic of the nonlinear resistance RN .
Next, let x1 = v1, x2 = v2, x3 = i3, and x = (x1; x2; x3). Then, (32) can be transferred

into the following as





ẋ1 =
x2 − x1

RC1
− g1x1 + g2x3

1
C1

+ u1,

ẋ2 =
x1 − x2

RC2
+

x3

C2
+ u2,

ẋ3 = − x2

L
− R0x3

L
+ u3

(33)

According to [33], there exists a chaotic attractor (see Figure 4) when some parameters
are fixed at C1 = 0.7; C2 = 7.8; L = 1.897; R0 = 0.01499; g1 = −0.59; g2 = 0.02; R = 2.1;
u = 0. Meanwhile, system (33) is rewritten as





ẋ1 = 0.1626x1 + 0.6803x2 − 0.0286x3
1 + u1,

ẋ2 = 0.0611x1 − 0.0611x2 + 0.1282x3 + u2,

ẋ3 = −0.5271x2 − 0.079x3 + u3.

(34)

Set the initial state x0 = (−0.6061;−0.3483; 0.6013). System (34) is unstable without
the control input u. Then, set θ = 0.1; η = 0.1; λ = 0.5; ρ = 0.01; simulation time [0, 200s]
with sampling period h = 0.05s.

Case 1: According to Theorem 1, one can design a controller u = [−0.01x1; 0;−0.1x3]
under the RDET strategy (11) to stabilize system (34) without aperiodic DoS attacks. The
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state response of system (34) is shown in Figure 5. Moreover, the number of triggered
packets to be transmitted is 82 times. The event interval time of the event generator is
depicted in Figure 6. In particular, one can design another controller u = [−0.1x1; 0;−0.1x3]
under event-triggered communication scheme (7) to stabilize system (34) without DoS
attacks. Meanwhile, a stable periodic solution will be presented in Figure 7. The event
intervals of the event generator are depicted in Figure 8.

Case 2: In the sequence, under the same circumstances, once system (34) suffers
from malicious aperiodic attacks, the system is unstable in Figure 9, where the gray areas
represent the DoS attack time intervals. In addition, release time intervals are depicted in
Figure 10 with 756 triggered packets to be successfully transmitted to the controller under
the event-triggered communication scheme (7).

Case 3: The system is not GAS with u = 0. The stabilizing control law is u =
[−2x1;−2x2; − x3]. We select V1(x) = 1

2‖x‖2 as a Lyapunov function when t ∈ Hm, so
that the V1(x) > 0 holds true if ‖x‖ 6= 0. Notice that

∇V1(x) f (x, u) =x1 · ẋ1 + x2 · ẋ2 + x3 · ẋ3

=− 1.8374x2
1 + 0.7414x1x2 − 2.0611x2

2

− 1.079x2
3 − 0.3989x2x3 − 0.0286x4

1

− 2x1e1 − 2x2e2 − x3e3

≤− 0.4667x2
1 − 0.4909x2

2 − 0.8795x2
3

+ e2
1 + e2

2 + e2
3

≤− 0.403V1(x) + ‖e‖2. (35)

Next, We select V2(x) = 1
2 (x2

1 + x2
2 + 2x2

3) as Lyapunov function when t ∈ Dm, so that
the V2(x) > 0 holds true if ‖x‖ 6= 0. Notice that

∇V2(x) f (x, 0) =x1 · ẋ1 + x2 · ẋ2 + 2x3 · ẋ3

≤0.5333x2
1 + 0.7726x2

2 + 0.3050x2
3

≤0.0314V2(x). (36)

According to the aforementioned analysis, there exist α1(·) = x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 and

α2(·) = 2x2
1 + 2x2

2 + 2x2
3, which satisfy (15) in Theorem 1. Meanwhile, (35) and (36) al-

low ω1 = 0.403, ω2 = 0.0314 to satisfy (16) and (17) in Theorem 1, respectively. In addition,
set β1 = 0.1165, µ1 = 1 and µ2 = 2, which satisfy (18) in Theorem 1. Let T0 = 0.1, T = 2,
TD0 = 0.1, and TD = 10, one has ln 2

10 + (0.403+ 0.0314)
2 = 0.2865 < 0.403 and ‖x(t)‖ ≤

α−1
1 (Me−β1tα2(‖x(0)‖)) satisfy (19) and (20), respectively. Moreover, m ≤ 0.1 + 200

10 = 20.1
and ‖x(t)‖ ≤ 0.1204e−0.233t.

Herein, Figure 11 depicts the state responses of system (34) under DoS attacks, and
which shows that system (34) is stable. The release instants are depicted in Figure 12,
and there are 716 sampled packets transmitted successfully Under the supervision of the
DTM (11). Figure 13 presents the aperiodic DoS attack sequence. Next, Table 1 presents a
comparison of the different triggering strategies.

First, before analyzing Table 1, we give out design formulas on a triggering rate, which
is expressed as eventnumber

samplenumber
. Second, from Table 1, it is obvious that once the system suffers

from aperiodic DoS attacks, the number of triggering events and the triggering rate will
add the same parameters designed before to the framework. On contrary, the average
interval will become small to add the number of triggering events and compensate for lost
packets due to DoS attacks.
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Figure 3. Diagram of a nonlinear Chua circuit.

Figure 4. The chaotic attractor for the Chua circuit.
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Figure 5. State responses of triggering control systems without aperiodic DoS attacks.
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Figure 6. The triggered intervals of control systems without aperiodic DoS attacks.
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Figure 7. Stable periodic solution of triggering control systems without aperiodic DoS attacks.
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Figure 10. Period of triggering control systems under aperiodic DoS attacks.
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Figure 11. The stable state trajectories under aperiodic DoS attacks.
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Figure 13. Aperiodic DoS attacks.

Remark 5. In the simulation, the modeling and generation of DoS attacks is similar to [22]. Since
the attacks are affected by energy constraints, they are intermittent non-periodic attacks, and only
focus on the single communication channels (sensor-to-controller).

Remark 6. Figures 6 and 12 display the triggered intervals of the four strategies. Figure 6 indicates
RDET strategy can generate a bigger average interval than the ET strategy without aperiodic DoS
attacks. Moreover, a similar result is presented in Figure 12, namely, the RDET strategy can
generate a bigger average interval than the RET strategy suffering aperiodic DoS attacks. This
result is consistent with Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparing different control schemes.

Strategies Trigger Average Interval Triggering Rate

ET in [5] 120 1.67 3%

DET in [9] 82 2.44 2.05%

RET in [22] 960 0.21 24%

DTRC in this work 716 0.28 17.9%

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have designed a DRTC to stabilize NNSs under malicious aperiodic
DoS attacks. Furthermore, the stability criterion is obtained under malicious aperiodic DoS
attacks based on Lyapunov theory. In addition, the minimal inter-event time τ excludes
Zeno behavior for the controller (13) with dynamically triggering strategy (11). Finally,
the merits of the proposed controllers and theory are corroborated using the well-known
nonlinear Chua circuit. Based on our current work, in the future, we will consider security-
based event-triggered learning control for NNSs subject to stochastic attacks.
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Abstract: Hyperchaotic complex behaviors often occur in nature. Some chaotic behaviors are harmful,
while others are beneficial. As for harmful behaviors, we hope to transform them into expected
behaviors. For beneficial behaviors, we want to enhance their chaotic characteristics. Aiming at the
harmful hyperchaotic complex system, a tracking controller was designed to produce the hyperchaotic
complex system track common expectation system. We selected sine function, constant, and complex
Lorenz chaotic system as target systems and verified the effectiveness by mathematical proof and
simulation experiments. Aiming at the beneficial hyperchaotic complex phenomenon, this paper
extended the hyperchaotic complex system to the fractional order because the fractional order has
more complex dynamic characteristics. The influences order change and parameter change on the
evolution process of the system were analyzed and observed by MATLAB simulation.

Keywords: hyperchaotic complex system; tracking control; fractional order

1. Introduction

Chaos is a complex nonlinear phenomenon in nature. The chaotic system has extensive
applications in the fields of secure communication [1], industrial process [2], ecosystem [3],
and so on. With the application of chaos theory in increasingly more fields, there are
increasingly more requirements for chaotic systems. For example, people expect higher
dimensional and more complex chaotic systems to describe industrial processes. Therefore,
following this, scholars put forward the hyperchaotic system, complex chaotic system, and
hyperchaotic complex system [4–6]. The hyperchaotic complex system in particular has
higher dimensions and more controllable parameters [7,8] that can more accurately describe
some chaotic phenomena in the industrial process. The chaotic system will experience four
states: stable point, period, chaos, and divergence. When the system is in the periodic or
period doubling state, the phase plane will form a closed trajectory, that is, the limit cycle.
Generally speaking, the chaotic system will evolve from a periodic state to a chaotic state,
and the corresponding phase diagram will evolve from limit cycle to chaotic attractor [9].

However, some chaotic behaviors are harmful, while some are beneficial. As for
harmful behaviors, we hope to transform them into expected behaviors. For example,
permanent magnet motor under some parameters can produce chaotic behaviors and
disturb the normal operation of the motor. Therefore, it is necessary to add a controller
to make it track the desired motion trajectory [10,11]. This means the tracking control for
chaos, which can be used to obtain the desired output and improve the performance of the
system [12,13]. The research on the tracking control of hyperchaotic complex systems is of
great value.
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At present, most of the research focuses on the tracking control of real chaotic sys-
tems [14–17], and few scholars have studied the tracking control of hyperchaotic complex
systems. Gao proposed a novel tracking control method for Lorenz systems by using
single-state feedback [18]. Loria addressed the problem of controlled synchronization of a
class of uncertain chaotic systems [19]. Zhang presented the tracking control method and
the parameter identification procedure, aiming at CVCSs with complex parameters [20].
Chaudhary et al. investigated a hybrid projective combination–combination synchroniza-
tion scheme (HPCCSS) in four different hyperchaotic (HC) systems via active control
technique (ACT) [21]. Abbasi proposed a robust resilient design methodology for stabi-
lization and tracking control for a class of chaotic dynamical systems [22]. Zhao realized
tracking control and synchronization of the fractional hyper chaotic Lorenz system [23].
Nagy et al. investigated the combination synchronization phenomena of various fractional-
order systems using the scaling matrix [24]. In this paper, the tracking control of complex
hyperchaotic system was realized.

As for beneficial chaotic behavior, we hope to enhance its chaotic characteristics.
For example, more complex chaotic behaviors can make the stirring more sufficient in
industrial process. Moreover, in secure communication, complex chaotic signal can increase
the confidentiality of transmitted signal.

In order to obtain more complicated chaotic behaviors, we can extend the integer-order
hyperchaotic complex systems to fractional order, because fractional order can increase the
degree of freedom of the chaotic system and make its dynamic behaviors more complicated.
As an extension of the integer-order complex hyperchaos system, the fractional- order
complex hyperchaos system also has higher accuracy in describing processes in many
fields and can more accurately describe various irregular physical phenomena. Therefore,
many scholars have carried out a large amount of research on the fractional order. Ma
investigated a new 4D incommensurate fractional-order chaotic system [25]. Jahanshahi
investigated a multi-stable fractional-order chaotic system [26]. Rahman presented a new
three-dimensional fractional-order complex chaotic system [27].

However, the above references fractional-order extension of real chaotic systems, but
few scholars have studied the fractional-order hyperchaotic complex systems. In this paper,
the complex hyperchaotic system was extended to fractional order.

On the basis of the above discussion, the main innovations of this paper are as follows:

(1) The tracking controller for the hyperchaotic complex system is designed. Three state
variables of the hyperchaotic complex system track the sine function, constant, and
complex Lorenz chaotic system individually, which realize the control of harmful
chaotic behaviors. The stability and feasibility of the controller were verified by
mathematical proof and simulation experiments.

(2) The hyperchaotic complex system is extended to fractional order, which enhances the
beneficial chaotic behaviors. The effects of initial value, order, and parameters on the
fractional hyperchaotic complex system are discussed.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the model of
hyperchaotic complex system. In Section 3, we designed a controller to realize the tracking
control of the hyperchaotic complex system and verified its feasibility from two aspects of
a mathematical proof and simulation experiment. In Section 4, we extended the complex
hyperchaotic system to fractional order and analyzed its initial value sensitivity and the
system evolution process of the fractional complex hyperchaotic system with order and
parameters. In the last section, we conclude the paper.
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2. The Model of the Hyperchaotic Complex System

In 2021, Li et al. constructed a new hyperchaotic complex system by adding feedback
term and introducing complex variables [7]. The mathematical model is as follows:





.
x1 = a(x2 − x1) + x2x3 + x4.
x2 = cx1 − x2 − x1x3 + x4.
x3 = 1/2(x1x2 + x1x2)− bx3.
x4 = 1/2(x1x2 + x1x2)− dx4

(1)

where
.
x1 = u1 + ju2,

.
x2 = u3 + ju4 is a complex variable and

.
x3 = u5,

.
x4 = u6 is a real

variable. We separated the real part and imaginary part of the variable to obtain the
equivalent mathematical model, as shown in system (2):





.
u1 = a(u3 − u1) + u3u5 + u6.
u2 = a(u4 − u2) + u4u5.
u3 = cu2 − u3 − u1u5 + u6.
u4 = cu2 − u4 − u2u5.
u5 = u1u3 + u2u4 − bu5.
u6 = u1u3 + u2u4 − du6

(2)

When a = 10, b = 8/3, c = 20, d = 15 and the initial value is (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), the system
shows obvious chaotic characteristics. The Lyapunov exponents of system (2) is as follows:
LE1 = 1.7555, LE2 = 0.1175, LE3 = 0, LE4 = −11.6914, LE5 = −14.8827, LE6 = −22.3471,
which is (+, +, 0, −, −, −), so the system is in a hyperchaotic state. The attractor phase
diagram of system (2) is shown in Figure 1.

= − + +
 = − − +
 = + −
 = + −

= + = + = =

= − + +
 = − +
 = − − +
 = − −
 = + −


= + −𝑎 = 10, 𝑏 = 8/3, 𝑐 = 20, 𝑑 = 15𝐿𝐸1 = 1.7555, 𝐿𝐸2 = 0.1175, 𝐿𝐸3 = 0, 𝐿𝐸4 = −11.6914, 𝐿𝐸5 = −14.8827, 𝐿𝐸6 =−22.3471 − − −

 

(a) (b) 𝑢1 − 𝑢5 𝑢3 −𝑢6Figure 1. Attractor phase diagram of system (2). (a) u1 − u5 phase diagram of system (2); (b) u3 − u6

phase diagram of system (2).

3. Tracking Control

In this section, the controller is designed so that the three state variables of the
system (2) can track the sine function, constant 5, and the fourth dimension of the complex
Lorenz chaotic system individually.

The system model of complex Lorenz chaotic system is as follows:




.
x1 = a1(x2 − x1).
x2 = a2x1 − x1x3 − a3x2.
x3 = −a4x3 + 1/2(x1x2 − x1x2)

(3)
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Separating the real part and imaginary part of the complex Lorenz chaotic system, the
following equivalent mathematical model can be obtained:





.
x

r
1 = a1(xr

2 − xr
1)

.
x

i
1 = a1(xi

2 − xi
1).

x
r
2 = a2xr

1 − xr
1x3 − a3xr

2
.
x

i
2 = a2xi

1 − xi
1x3 − a3xi

2.
x3 = −a4x3 + (xr

1xr
2 + xi

1xi
2)

(4)

We add the controller to system (2) and obtain system (5)





.
u1 = a(u3 − u1) + u3u5 + u6 + v1.
u2 = a(u4 − u2) + u4u5 + v2.
u3 = cu2 − u3 − u1u5 + u6 + v3.
u4 = cu2 − u4 − u2u5 + v4.
u5 = u1u3 + u2u4 − bu5 + v5.
u6 = u1u3 + u2u4 − du6 + v6

(5)

where V = (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6)
T is the designed controller vector. We obtain the following

Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. As for system (5), if we design the controller as system (6),





v1 =
.
r1 + r1 + (a− 1)u1 − au3 − u3u5 − u6

v2 =
.
r1 + r1 + (a− 1)u2 − au4 − u4u5

v3 =
.
r2 + r2 − cu2 + u1u5 − u6

v4 =
.
r3 + r3 − cu2 + u2u5

v5 =
.
r2 + r2 − u1u3 − u2u4 + (b− 1)u5

v6 =
.
r2 + r2 − u1u3 − u2u4 + (d− 1)u6

(6)

then the state variable u1 can track sine function, the state variable u2 can track constant 5, and the
state variable can track xi

2 of the complex Lorenz chaotic system.

Proof: Set the error as e1, e2, e3, then

e1 = u1 − r1, e2 = u3 − r2, e3 = u4 − r3 (7)

The expected goals are expressed as follows,





r1 = sin t
r2 = 5
r3 = xi

2

⇒





.
r1 = cos t
.
r2 = 0
.
r3 = a2xi

1 − a3xi
2 − xi

1x3

(8)

Select Lyapunov function V = 1
2 (e1 + e2 + e3)

2
> 0. Substituting (5)–(8) into Lya-

punov function V, we can obtain

.
V = e1

.
e1 + e2

.
e2 + e3

.
e3

= (u1 − r1)(u1 − r1)
′ + (u3 − r2)(u3 − r2)

′ + (u4 − r3)(u4 − r3)
′

= (u1 − sin t)(sin t− u1) + (u3 − r2)(5− u3)
+
(
u4 − xi

2
)(

cu2 − u4 − u2u5 + v4 − a2xi
1 + a3xi

2 + xi
1x3
)

= (u1 − sin t)(sin t− u1) + (u3 − 5)(5− u3) +
(
u4 − xi

2
)(

xi
2 − u4

)

= −(u1 − sin t)2 − (u3 − 5)2 −
(
u4 − xi

2
)2

< 0

According to the Lyapunov stability theorem, the error of tracking control approaches
0, and the proof is completed. �
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The tracking results are shown in Figures 2–4.
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Figure 2. Tracking sine function.
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Figure 3. Tracking constant 5.
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Figure 4. Tracking the fourth dimension of the complex Lorenz chaotic system.

The simulation results are consistent with the theoretical analysis, and the effectiveness
of the controller is verified from two aspects of simulation and mathematical analysis.

4. Fractional-Order Generalization

In order to make the beneficial chaotic behavior in industrial process more complicated,
this paper extended the hyperchaotic complex system to fractional order, which is a useful
and simple method to enhance the beneficial chaotic behaviors.

4.1. Mathematical Background

Fractional order refers to any order of calculus. In a sense, fractional calculus is a
generalized form of integer calculus. For fractional calculus, there are three main defini-
tions: Grunwald Letnikov definition, Riemanu Liouville definition, and Caputo definition.
Since Caputo definition includes initial conditions and initial values, Caputo calculus is
considered in engineering calculations. In this paper, we chose the Caputo definition.
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Definition 1. Caputo fractional differential form is as follows:

C
0 Dα

t f (t) =
dm

dtm
Jm−α =





1
Γ(m−α)

∫ t
0

f (m)(τ)

(t−τ)α−m+1 dτ, m− 1 < α < m

dm

dtm f (t), α = m
(9)

where α = [m]+1, [m] is the integer part of m, Γ(∗) is the gamma function, and Dα
t is the gamma

function α order differential operator. In this paper, Dα
∗ is used to represent C

0 Dα
∗ , and we mainly

consider the case of 0 < α < 1.

4.2. Fractional-Order System Model

In this section, the hyperchaotic complex system is extended to fractional order, and
the following fractional-order new hyperchaotic complex system is constructed.





Dα1∗ x1 = a(x2 − x1) + x2x3 + x4
Dα2∗ x2 = cx1 − x2 − x1x3 + x4
Dα3∗ x3 = 1/2(x1x2 + x1x2)− bx3
Dα4∗ x4 = 1/2(x1x2 + x1x2)− dx4

(10)

where D
αl∗ is the Caputo operation of order αl , and αl is the order of relevant variables of

xl(l = 1, 2, 3, 4). According to fractional linear operation, we can obtain
Dα1∗ x1 = Dα1∗ (u1 + ju2) = Dα1∗ u1 + jDα1∗ u2, Dα2∗ x2 = Dα2∗ (u3 + ju4) = Dα2∗ u3 + jDα2∗ u4
Dα3∗ x3 = Dα3∗ u5, Dα4∗ x4 = Dα4∗ u6.

The above system can be transformed into the following forms:





Dα1∗ u1 = a(u3 − u1) + u3u5 + u6
Dα1∗ u2 = a(u4 − u2) + u4u5
Dα2∗ u3 = cu1 − u3 − u1u5 + u6
Dα2∗ u4 = cu2 − u4 − u2u5
Dα3∗ u5 = u1u3 + u2u4 − bu5
Dα4∗ u6 = u1u3 + u2u4 − du6

(11)

4.3. Fractional-Order Attractor

We select the initial value of system (11) as (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), a = 10, b = 8/3, c = 30, d = 12,
and fractional-order αl = 0.95(l = 1, 2, 3, 4). On the basis of the definition of Caputo, the
system (11) is simulated by MATLAB, and the attractor phase diagram of system (11) is obtained
as shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the attractor of the system presents obvious chaotic
characteristics. Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 1, the interval and shape of the attractor are
found to be different.

𝑎 = 10, 𝑏 = 8/3, 𝑐 =30, 𝑑 = 12 𝛼𝑙 = 0.95(𝑙 = 1,2,3,4)

 

(a) (b) 𝑢1 − 𝑢5 𝑢3 −𝑢6
“0 1 test”

“0 1”test.

Figure 5. Attractor phase diagram of system (11). (a) u1− u5 phase diagram of system (11); (b) u3− u6

phase diagram of system (11).
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4.4. 0-1 Test

Gottwald and Melbourne proposed a reliable and effective binary test method to
test whether the system is chaotic, which is called the “0-1 test” [28]. The basic idea is
to establish a stochastic dynamic process for data and then study how the scale of the
stochastic process changes with time. Next, we used this method to test and analyze the
chaotic characteristics of system (11), as shown in Figure 6.

𝑎 = 10, 𝑏 = 8/3, 𝑐 =30, 𝑑 = 12 𝛼𝑙 = 0.95(𝑙 = 1,2,3,4)

𝑢1 − 𝑢5 𝑢3 −𝑢6
“0 1 test”

“0 1”test.Figure 6. The “0-1”test.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the new hyperchaotic complex system shows obvious
unbounded motion, similar to Brownian motion. Therefore, it is chaotic.

4.5. Order α Impact on System Status

In this section, we all took u1 − u5 to observe the evolution of the attractor of the
system (11).

When α < 0.82, the system is in a divergent state.
When α ∈ (0.82, 0.94), the system converges to a stable point.
When α = 0.95, the system changes from stable point to chaotic state, and at this time,

it presents obvious butterfly attractor shape.
When α = 0.99, the system is still in chaos, but under the same number of cycles, the

shape of the attractor is fuller.
When α = 1.01, the order of the system is a fractional order greater than 1. At this

time, the system is still in a chaotic state, but the attractor forms are different and sparse.
When α = 1.03, the system is in a chaotic state, and the attractor shape becomes fuller

with the increase in order.
When α = 1.05, the system is in period doubling limit cycle state.
When α > 1.07, system divergence occurs.
The detailed evolution process is shown in Figure 7. Through observation, it is found

that the fractional complex hyperchaotic system shows a more complex system evolution
process with the change of order, such as the position and shape of the attractor having
changed to some extent.
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Order α Impact on 𝑢1 − 𝑢5 α < 0.82α ∈ (0.82,0.94)α = 0.95α = 0.99α = 1.01α = 1.03α = 1.05α > 1.07

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

 

(e) (f) 

 

(g) (h) 𝛼l(l=1,2,3,4) = 0.82 𝛼l(l=1,2,3,4) =0.94  𝛼l(l=1,2,3,4) = 0.95  𝛼l(l=1,2,3,4) = 0.99  𝛼l(l=1,2,3,4) = 1.01  𝛼l(l=1,2,3,4) = 1.03 𝛼l(l=1,2,3,4) = 1.05  𝛼l(l=1,2,3,4) = 1.07
𝛼 = 0.95 𝛼 = 0.95

𝑢1 − 𝑢5

Figure 7. The evolution process of system (11) with order. (a) αl(l=1,2,3,4) = 0.82; (b) αl(l=1,2,3,4) = 0.94;
(c) αl(l=1,2,3,4) = 0.95; (d) αl(l=1,2,3,4) = 0.99; (e) αl(l=1,2,3,4) = 1.01; (f) αl(l=1,2,3,4) = 1.03;
(g) αl(l=1,2,3,4) = 1.05; (h) αl(l=1,2,3,4) = 1.07.

4.6. Influence of Parameter Change on System Attractor

It can be seen from Section 4.4 that when order α = 0.95, the system attractor presents
an obvious chaotic attractor form. In this section, we selected order α = 0.95 and changed
the values of system parameters a, b, c, and d individually to observe the influence of
parameters on the system state and system attractor. In this section, we all took the phase
diagram of u1 − u5 to observe the evolution of the attractor of the system.
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4.6.1. Parameter a Change

We kept parameters b, c, and d unchanged; changed the value of parameter a; and
selected the same initial value as the integer order to observe the evolution process of the
system with parameter a, as shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the system entered the
chaotic state from the limit cycle state and continued to evolve in the chaotic state. The
attractor changed from sparse to full and then to sparse, and then returned to the limit
cycle state and finally diverged.

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

 

(e) (f) 

Figure 8. The evolution process of system (11) with parameter a. (a) a = 6, limit cycle; (b) a = 8, chaos;
(c) a = 10, chaos; (d) a = 20, chaos; (e) a = 23, chaos; (f) a = 28, limit cycle.
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4.6.2. Parameter b Change

We kept the parameters a, c, and d unchanged; changed the value of parameter b; and
selected the same initial value as the integer order to observe the evolution process of the
system with the change of parameter b, as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the system
entered the chaotic state from the limit cycle state and continued to evolve in the chaotic
state. The attractor changed from sparse to full, then returned to the limit cycle state and
finally diverged.

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

 

(e) (f) 

Figure 9. The evolution process of system (11) with parameter b. (a) b = 0.2, limit cycle; (b) b = 0.5,
chaos; (c) b = 1.5, chaos; (d) b = 8/3, chaos; (e) b = 3, chaos; (f) b = 4, limit cycle.
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4.6.3. Parameter c Change

We kept parameters a, b, and d unchanged; changed the value of parameter c; and
selected the same initial value as the integer order to observe the evolution process of the
system with the change of parameter c, as shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the system
entered the chaotic state from the limit cycle state, evolved continuously in the chaotic state,
and finally returned to the limit cycle state and diverged.

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

 

(e) (f) 

Figure 10. The evolution process of system (11) with parameter c. (a) c = 22, limit cycle; (b) c = 23,
chaos; (c) c = 30, chaos; (d) c = 40, chaos; (e) c = 44, chaos; (f) c = 44.8, limit cycle.
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4.6.4. Parameter d Change

We kept parameters a, b, and c unchanged; changed the value of parameter d; and
selected the same initial value as the integer order to observe the evolution process of the
system with parameter d, as shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that the system entered the
chaotic state from the limit cycle state and evolved continuously in the chaotic state. It can
be seen that when the system was in the chaotic state, compared with parameters a, b, c,
parameter d had the largest value range, and finally the system returned to the limit cycle
state and finally diverged.

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

 

(e) (f) 

Figure 11. The evolution process of system (11) with parameter d. (a) d = 6, limit cycle; (b) d = 9,
chaos; (c) d = 10, chaos; (d) d = 60, chaos; (e) d = 100, chaos; (f) d = 151.6, limit cycle.
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It was found that the fractional hyperchaotic complex system showed a more complex
system evolution process with the change of parameters, such as the position and shape of
the attractor having changed to some extent.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, aiming at the harmful hyperchaotic complex behavior in industrial
process, a tracking controller was designed for the hyperchaotic complex system so that
the three state variables of the hyperchaotic complex system can track the controller of sine
function, constant 5, and complex Lorenz chaotic system individually, and its stability was
proven to realize the tracking control of the system. In order to make the intentional chaotic
behavior in the industrial process more complex, we extended the hyperchaotic complex
system to fractional order. The effects of initial value, order, and parameter changes on the
fractional hyperchaotic complex system were discussed and studied. When the order and
parameters changed, the detailed evolution process of the system state was given. It was
found that there were no coexistence attractors and parameter attractors in the system.

In this paper, the application of the hyperchaotic complex system was studied. For the
harmful chaotic system, the controller was designed to convert it into the desired system;
for the beneficial chaotic system, this paper extended it to fractional order, which made its
chaotic behavior more complex.

There are several prospects for the study of chaos theory: (1) research on the physical
background of the chaotic system, or it can show more abundant dynamic behavior;
(2) chaos theory can be applied to some complex systems, such as weather forecasting
and industrial processes; (3) on the basis of chaotic systems, new chaotic cryptographic
algorithms or chaotic neural networks can be formed and applied in various fields.
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Abstract: There is increasing utilization of photovoltaic (PV) grid-connected systems in modern
power networks. Currently, PV grid-connected systems utilize transformerless inverters that have
the advantages of being low cost, low weight, a small size, and highly efficient. Unfortunately,
these inverters have an earth leakage current problem due to the absence of galvanic isolation.
This phenomenon represents safety and electrical problems for those systems. Recently, the H8
transformerless inverter was introduced to eliminate the earth leakage current. The present study
proposes improving the performance of an H8 transformerless inverter using model predictive
control (MPC). The inverter was supplied by PV energy and attached to the grid through an LCL filter.
During system modeling, the grid weakness was identified. The discrete model of the overall system,
including the PV panel, the boost converter, the H8 transformerless inverter, and the controllers, was
derived. Then, the introduced H8 transformerless inverter system was simulated and analyzed by
the Matlab/Simulink program. The proposed system response using MPC was tested under step
disturbances in the PV insolation level. Moreover, the effect of the weak and strong grid operations
was considered. The simulation results indicate that the MPC controller has better performance and
high-quality injected power. Despite the excellent performance of the strong grid, the nearly weak
grid performance is acceptable. Moreover, the Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) of the proposed system
was implemented using the DSP target LaunchPadXLTMS320F28379D kit to validate the simulation
results. Finally, the system performance under the parameter variations showed good robustness.

Keywords: photovoltaic; leakage current; common-mode voltage; model predictive control;
transformerless inverter; H8; weak grid

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) energy has become one of the most important energy resources in
the world. For most countries, solar energy is available in large amounts without being
exhausted. Moreover, it has many merits, such as being noise-free, reliable, a long-life,
maintenance-free, and it is clean energy [1]. In recent years, the cost of PV systems has
decreased to a level that enables their spread worldwide. In addition, rapid advancements
in the power electronics field have aided in the development of grid-tied PV systems, which
have the advantages of no storage units, good efficiency, and better cost [2].

Grid-tied PV systems have two categories: transformer or transformerless systems.
Nevertheless, transformerless grid-connected PV systems are preferred due to their small
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size, low cost, and high efficiency [3–5]. Usually, transformerless grid-tied PV systems have
an inverter type called a transformerless inverter. These inverters have different topologies
and modulation techniques [6]. However, this type of inverter has some problems, such
as lack of galvanic isolation with the grid and the earth leakage current not matching the
limitation recommended by the standards [7]. The presence of the leakage capacitance of
the PV array and the absence of the galvanic isolation with the grid are the general causes
of the earth leakage current. For any transformerless inverter topology, the earth leakage
current origin is the inverter’s Common-Mode Voltage (CMV) variations [8]. The problem-
solving direction is to reduce the CMV variations or ideally make them constant [9]. This
target can be achieved in two ways: either by modifying the inverter topology or by
introducing a modulation scheme that limits the CMV variations.

Many topologies and modulation techniques have been introduced for single-phase
transformerless inverters [10]. On the other hand, the three-phase transformerless inverters
have a higher leakage current and power rating. Hence, fewer attempts have been made
to modulate three-phase transformerless inverters [11]. The first attempts were made by
references [12,13], where they introduced many modulation schemes for the conventional
three-phase topology. However, they concluded that the modulation techniques were not
sufficient to reduce the earth leakage current. Hence, introducing new topologies is an
important issue in order to eliminate the earth leakage current.

In the literature review, many topologies of the transformerless inverter have been
proposed to reduce the earth leakage current [14–28]. A simple topology that incorporates
4-arms instead of 3-arms was introduced and tested with some modulation schemes [14,15].
Nevertheless, the supplied power quality and the current total harmonic distortion (THD)
were low. Moreover, the control system was complicated. The topologies of the multilevel
inverters have been adapted to work in transformerless mode with some modifications
and modulation techniques [16,17]. However, the number of switches is high, and the
overall system efficiency is low. According to references [18–20], the H7 topology is the
three-phase version of the single-phase H5 transformerless inverter. There were many
modulation schemes suitable for the H7 topology. However, the reduction in the earth’s
leakage current was limited. A more recent topology named H8 was introduced [21–26]. It
consists of the traditional 3-arm transformerless inverter connected to the DC bus via two
series power transistors. It may be regarded as the three-phase image of the famous 1-ϕ
H6 transformerless inverter topology. The first proposed H8 inverter topology was created
to reduce the Common Mode Voltage (CMV) for electrical drives [21,22]. Then, the idea
was used for transformerless PV grid-connected systems. In reference [23], the proposed
topology combined the merits of both the AC bypass circuit and DC bypass structures. The
results showed a low leakage current and a small THD of the grid current. However, the
modulation used was the traditional scheme, and the controller utilized had a low response.
The performance of the conventional B6-type voltage source inverter was compared to
the H8 topology in [24]. Nevertheless, the efficiency was low, and the system had a poor
dynamic response. Reference [25] modified the H8 to obtain zero CMV variations. The
technique depended on entering and leaving the zero-voltage vector using a modified
configuration and the control scheme. The results of [26] indicated that the H8 topology
had better performance than the H7 due to the 50% reduction in CMV amplitude. Hence,
the leakage current attenuation improved with the H8 topology. Another version of the
H8 inverter called oH8 was proposed [26]. It has been shown that for a given CMV, the
parasitic capacitor voltage of oH8, the clamped DC bus version of H8, is higher than that of
H8. Hence, the leakage current of oH8 would be higher than for the H8 topology.

Another common problem for grid-connected inverters is the restriction of the grid’s
weakness. It is recommended in the standards of the distributed generation system that
the grid-connected inverters should be tied to power systems that have Short-Circuit Ratio
(SCR) >20, which corresponds to a grid impedance of 5% [27,28]. The grid-tied inverters act
stably with the power system when the SCR is kept within the previous range. However,
the spread of distributed renewable energy resources with long transmission lines causes
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the utility grid to possess weak grid performance. The power system is considered to be
weak if SCR < 3 [29]. Moreover, the voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) should
be kept at a low harmonic content to avoid voltage distortion problems at the PCC. Hence,
the grid-tied inverter should be designed to supply current with a high harmonic rejection
and satisfy the standard limitations on the injected grid current [30].

Recently, a major focus has been given to the promising control technique, Model
Predictive Control (MPC). It has been adapted for the control of the grid tide inverters [31].
Perfect response and simple implementation are the great merits of the MPC controller. It
has been applied to control 3-level transformerless inverters to minimize the earth leakage
current [32]. However, the proposed system is complex. The MPC control technique has
been adapted for neutral point clamped inverters [33]. Though the earth leakage current is
reduced, the proposed system efficiency is lower.

In this research paper, a PV energized H8 transformerless inverter that utilizes the MPC
scheme as a controller is introduced. A boost converter was attached to the PV terminals
to ensure the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) operation. The output of the boost
converter was the DC bus of the power system. It must be controlled to be constant at a
certain designed value to achieve whole system stability and ensure power balance. The H8
transformerless inverter was supplied by the DC bus and tied to the grid using an LCL filter
to minimize the injected harmonics. As the MPC algorithm relies mainly on the system
discrete model, the whole system model was derived. The LCL filter and the grid weakness
characteristics were represented by the grid internal impedance determined by the model.
Hence, the MPC control scheme was applied to the H8 transformerless inverter. Then, the
introduced system was simulated and analyzed using the Matlab/Simulink platform. The
proposed system response using the MPC was tested under step disturbances in the PV
insolation level. Moreover, the effects of the nearly weak and strong grid operations were
considered. The simulation results indicate that the MPC controller has better performance
and high-quality injected power. Despite the excellent performance of the strong grid, the
nearly weak grid performance is also acceptable. The objectives of this research are to:

• Apply the MPC algorithm to the H8 transformerless inverter.
• Investigate the system discrete model including the LCL filter.
• Discuss the effects of the grid weakness on the system response.
• Study the system response, under the disturbances in the insolation level.
• Test the robustness of the system performance against the parameter variations.
• Implement the proposed system using the HIL validation technique.

The arrangement of the paper is as follows: Section 2 explains the topology and
operation of the H8 Transformerless Inverter. Section 3 demonstrates the MPC of the H8
Transformerless Inverter. The system controllers are described in Section 4. Section 5
introduces the weak grid operation of the H8 transformerless inverter. The simulation
results are discussed in Section 6, while the paper’s conclusions are provided in Section 7.

2. H8 Transformerless Inverter Structure and Operation

Figure 1 presents the power circuit of the introduced system. It was a PV-powered
grid-connected H8 transformerless inverter. The PV array represented the power generator
for the system. The output of the array was attached to a boost converter. It was used
to implement the MPPT conditions for the PV array. The output of the boost converter
was the system DC bus that feeds the H8 transformerless inverter. The H8 transformerless
inverter may be considered as the 3-ϕ version of the 1-ϕ H6 transformerless inverter. Its
power circuit had eight switches, as shown in Figure 1. It was introduced to reduce the
earth leakage current in the grid-connected systems. The topology of the H8 inverter was
formed by adding two additional switches, (Q7 and Q8). Their function was to decouple
the inverter from the PV during the freewheeling periods of the inverter. Hence, there
was no path for an earth leakage current. The H8 transformerless inverter acted as a 3-ϕ
two-level inverter. Therefore, it had eight switching states or voltage vectors (V0, V1, V2,
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V3, V4, V5, V6, and V7). The inverter operating voltage vector depended on the controller
objectives. The decoupling switches (Q7 and Q8) were on together for all active voltage
vectors. Nevertheless, during the null voltage vectors, the decoupling switches (Q7 and Q8)
were modulated according to the following switching functions [25]:

Q7 = Q8 = AB + BC + CA, (1)

where (A, B, and C) were the logic states of the inverter upper switches.

φV V V VV V V V
𝑄 = 𝑄 = 𝐴𝐵 + 𝐵�̅� + 𝐶�̅�

Figure 1. The power circuit of the proposed system.

The configurations of the H8 transformerless inverter for different switching states of
the inverter are shown in Figure 2.

φV V V VV V V V
𝑄 = 𝑄 = 𝐴𝐵 + 𝐵�̅� + 𝐶�̅�

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. The configurations of the H8 inverter for (a) the active states and (b,c) the zero states.
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2.1. CMV Model of the H8 Transformerless Inverter

In this section, the CMV of the H8 inverter is analyzed. The CMV variations of the grid-
connected inverters must be minimized or ideally constant. The H8 inverter CMV depends
on its terminal voltages (VuN, VvN, and VwN,); they can be calculated as follows [20]:

VCMV =
VuN + VvN + VwN

3
→ VCMV =

VuM + VvM + VwM

3
+ VMN . (2)

However, the H8 inverter terminal voltages and the voltage VMN depend on the
operating voltage vector or switching state. Based on the switching state, the corresponding
CMV value can be determined as shown in Table 1. This can be summarized as follows:

Table 1. The H8 transformerless inverter CMVs.

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V0 V7

Switching state (1001) (0101) (0011) (1101) (0111) (1011) (0000) (1110)

VuM/Vdc 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
VvM/Vdc 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
VwM/Vdc 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

VCMV/Vdc 1/3 2/3 1/3 2/3 1/3 2/3 1/3 2/3

• For the active voltage vectors (V1, V3, and V5), the switches Q7 and Q8 are on. Hence,
the voltage VMN is zero. Hence, the CMV is Vdc/3.

• For the active voltage vectors (V2, V4, and V6), the switches Q7 and Q8 are on. Hence,
the voltage VMN is zero. Hence, the CMV is 2Vdc/3.

• For the zero voltage vectors (V0, and V7), the switches Q7 and Q8 are off. Hence, the
voltage VMN is not zero and can be determined for each case. Finally, the CMV equals
2Vdc/3 for V7 and it equals Vdc/3 for V0.

Therefore, the levels of the CMV of the H8 inverter were limited to ( 1
3 Vdc and 2

3 Vdc).
However, the CMV was limited to ( 1

3 Vdc, 2
3 Vdc, and Vdc) for the recent inverter H7 [20].

Consequently, the peak variations of the CMV were reduced, which decreased the leakage
current. The idea behind this improvement is the disconnection of the PV from the grid
during the freewheeling periods using the switches Q7 and Q8.

2.2. Earth Leakage Current Path of the H8 Transformerless Inverter

Figure 3 shows the earth leakage current path the of H8 transformerless inverter with
the PV panel [20]. The circuit indicates that the CMV source should be alternating for the
earth leakage current to flow. Hence, if the CMV variations remain limited, the serious
leakage current will be greatly reduced. The instantaneous CMV is conditional on the
switching modulation of the H8 transformerless inverter. Consequently, introducing a
new modulation strategy that can reduce the CMV will aid the leakage current reduction.
Moreover, the H8 transformerless inverter control technique affects the inverter modulation,
which will reduce the leakage current reduction.

The H8 transformerless inverter controller may be either a one-shot controller or a
modulator-based controller. In the one-shot controller, the inverter switching states are
produced directly from the control algorithm, such as the MPC. However, the modulator-
based controller must have a modulator to generate the inverter switching states. Hence, the
modulation technique must be selected from the commonly known (SPWM, SVPWM, etc.).
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⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡𝐿 ( ̅ )𝐿 ( ̅ )𝐶 ( ) ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ = 𝑉 𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝐼 ̅ 𝐼 ̅ 𝐿 = 𝐿 + 𝐿
𝐼 ̅ , 𝑉 𝑉𝐼 ̅ 𝑉

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ ̅

̅
⎦⎥⎥
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0 𝑉 + 00 𝑉
= 𝛼𝑌 + 𝛽𝑉 + 𝛾𝑉𝑌 α β γ

𝑌 = 𝐼̅𝐼�̅� 𝛼 = ⎣⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡ ( ) 00 0 ⎦⎥⎥⎥

⎥⎤ 𝛽 = 0
0 𝛾 = 00

Figure 3. The CMV model of the H8 transformerless inverter.

3. Model Predictive Control of the H8 Transformerless Inverter

The basic structure of the MPC controller for a certain system is based on the system’s
discrete-model. Hence, the starting point in planning the MPC controller is the investigation
of the discrete model of the system. Applying Kirchhoff lows to the inverter output filter
shown in Figure 1, we have:




Lg f (
dIg

dt )

L f (
dIinv

dt )

C f (
dVC

dt )


 =




Vc −Vg

Vinv −Vc

I f − Ig


, Lg f = Lg + L f , (3)

where (Ig, Vg) are the grid current and voltage space vectors, (V f ) is the filter capacitor
space voltage vector, (Iinv) is the inverter current space vector, (Vinv) is the inverter space
vector voltage, (Rg, Lg) is the grid impedance, (rf, Lf) are the filter inductor parameters, and
(Cf) is the filter capacitance.

The state-space form of Equation (3) is:




dIg

dt

dIinv
dt

dV f

dt


 =




−(Rg+r f )
Lg f

0 1
Lg f

0
−r f

L f

−1
L f

−1
C f

1
C f

0







Ig

Iinv

V f


+




0
1

L f

0


Vinv +




−1
Lg

0
0


Vg. (4)

This may be simplified as:

dY

dt
= αY + βVinv + γVg, (5)

where the state vector (Y) and the constant matrices (α, β, and γ) are defined as:

Y =




Ig

Iinv

V f


, α =




−(Rg+r f )
Lg f

0 1
Lg f

0
−r f

L f

−1
L f

−1
C f

1
C f

0




, β =




0
1

L f

0


, γ =




−1
Lg

0
0


. (6)

We assumed that the sampling period was (T). The model input was the inverter
space voltage vector, and the DC link voltage was considered the disturbance. Hence, the
continuous state-space model of Equation (5) can be transformed into the discrete-time
state-space model using the backward Euler technique [34]. Although the forward Euler
method requires an extra computation at each iteration, the backward Euler method has
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great stability properties, and its local truncation error is much smaller than using the
forward Euler method [35]. Therefore:

Y(k + 1) = eαTY(k) +
∫ T

0
eατ βdτVinv +

∫ T

0
eατγdτVg. (7)

Hence, the discrete model of the H8 transformerless inverter was obtained using
Equation (7). The algorithm of the MPC utilizes the discrete model to predict the controlled
quantities at the next sample. For all possible switching states, a cost function was built
and calculated to select the voltage vector that gives the minimum error. The introduced
cost function (g) is:

g =
(

igα − i∗gα

)2
+ (igβ − i∗gβ)

2, (8)

where (igα, igβ) are the α-β compositions of the grid current, and (i*gα, i*gβ) are the reference
α-β compositions of the grid current.

4. System Controllers

A single-line diagram of the proposed system incorporating the system controllers is
shown in Figure 4. It had two main controllers namely the power and the H8 transformer-
less inverter controllers. The power controller included two controllers called the MPPT
and the DC-link voltage controllers. As the set point of the DC link controller was constant,
the PID controller would be the best choice due to its high stability and good performance
for constant set point systems [36]. However, the set point of the H8 transformerless in-
verter controller was sinusoidal. Hence, the PI was not suitable, and the MPC controller
was adapted. To ensure stability, the MPC response, the controller of the inner loop, should
be faster than the DC link controller (PID). These controllers are discussed in detail in the
next paragraphs. The whole control system is demonstrated in the following subsections.

𝑌(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑒 𝑌(𝑘) + 𝑒 𝛽𝑑𝜏 𝑉 + 𝑒 𝛾𝑑𝜏 𝑉

𝑔 = (𝑖 𝑖∗ ) + (𝑖 𝑖∗ )
α β α β α β

α β

 

Figure 4. The single line diagram of the proposed system incorporates the system controllers.

4.1. Power Controller

The system incorporated two controllers, the MPPT controller and the DC-link voltage
controller. The MPPT controller was utilized to take out the peak power from the PV
panel. Therefore, it improved the system utilization. The idea was to control the boost
converter input current by regulating the converter duty cycle. The controller type was
bang-bang with a ±5% band. The reference current was generated by the MPPT algorithm
unit, the incremental conductance [16]. That unit measured the instantaneous PV current
and voltage and output the reference current for the MPPT controller.
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The DC-link voltage controller forced the Vdc to track its reference. This controller
regulated the power transfer from the PV to the grid. Its reference voltage value was
recommended by the system design values, 650 V for the proposed system [20]. The
controller output the reference current for the H8 transformerless inverter. A simple
Proportion Integral Derivative (PID) controller was employed. Its output (AG) and action
are represented for discrete operation using:

AG(z) =

[
kP + kI

Tz

z− 1
+ kD

z− 1
Tz

]
e(z), (9)

where e(z) is the error signal, and (kP, kI , and kD) are the PID controller gains. Those gains
are tuned using the Ziegler-Nichols technique. This tuning algorithm may be implemented
using the next sequence [37]:

• Let the integral part be zero and decrease the proportional part to a very small value.
• Increase the proportional part until the output oscillates.
• Measure the period of oscillation (Ts) and the corresponding proportional gain (Kcp).

Hence, the PI controller gains are calculated using:

KP = 0.35 Kcp and KI = 0.8 KP/Ts (10)

4.2. H8 Transformerless Inverter Controller

The H8 transformerless inverter is a current-controlled voltage source inverter. It has
a controller that regulates its output current Ig to be AC, which is compatible with the grid
voltage and frequency. Moreover, the output current should be supplied at the unity power
factor. This controller utilized the MPC scheme to achieve its goals. The MPC controller
output was the optimum switching state for the H8 transformerless inverter. Finally, it
produced the H8 inverter switches’ pulses. The algorithm of the MPC technique was
essentially a discrete control. At startup, the system variables were measured. Then, with
the help of the system model, the system variables for the next samples were predicted to
optimize the system response. The optimization process for the H8 transformerless inverter
was to select the switching state that forced the errors in the controlled variables as close as
possible to zero. To accomplish the switching state optimization, an optimization function,
sometimes called the cost function, was calculated for each switching state. The switching
state that provided the minimum value of the cost function was considered the optimal
state and was sent to the converter switches in the following sample. The cost function was
adapted to minimize the error in the grid current, which was a 3-ϕ of zero phase shift with
the grid voltage reference generated by a Phase Locked Loop (PLL). The most commonly
used PLL for weak grid systems is the Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) PLL. A block
diagram of the SRF PLL is shown in Figure 5a. The PLL measures the grid voltage at the
PCC, which may be distorted due to the grid’s internal impedance [30]. It generates 3-ϕ
signals (Ug) synchronized to the ideal grid voltages with unity amplitude. The reference
currents ( Ig

∣∣
re f

) for the MPC controller were generated by multiplying the PLL output
signal with the reference amplitude (AG) produced by the DC-link controller output.

Ig

∣∣
re f

(k) = AGUg(k), (11)

where (k) is the order of the sample. A flowchart for the MPC algorithm is presented in
Figure 5b.
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Figure 5. (a) The SRF PLL Block diagram. (b) The flowchart of the MPC algorithm for the
proposed system.

5. Weak Grid Operation of the H8 Transformerless Inverter

Grid-connected inverters are greatly affected by grid characteristics. The main property
that decides its characteristics is the SCR of the grid. Consequently, electrical grids may be
classified as strong and weak grids, according to the value of their SCR [30]. Weak grids are
characterized by SCR < 3. Grid-connected inverters are recommended to operate stably for
grids that have SCR > 20. Many problems have been recorded for the inverters tied to grids
that have low SCR values. Instability, the PLL operation disturbed, low power quality, and
high distortion at the PCC are some of those problems. To improve the performance of
the H8 transformerless inverter when connected to a low SCR grid, a modified PLL was
utilized for the proposed system. It has a band-pass filter to assess harmonic attenuation.
Moreover, the MPC controller supported the improvement.

6. Simulation Results

Matlab simulations of the proposed grid-connected H8 transformerless inverter sup-
plied by PV were implemented. The system rating and simulation parameters are listed in
Table 2. The system photovoltaic array was formed of 6 × 960 cells. Figure 6 shows the
response of the proposed system to step variations in the insolation level for the strong
grid. These step variations were (100%, 75%, 50%, 30%, and 75%) at the times (0, 0.2 s, 0.4 s,
0.6 s, and 0.8 s). Figure 6a shows the response of Vpcc, Ig, Vdc, and IL. Vpcc was sinusoidal
with constant amplitude and equaled the grid rated values irrespective of the grid current
value or the insolation level. This issue is essential for a strong grid. The grid current Ig

is also shown. It was also sinusoidal with a unity power factor. However, its amplitude
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varied according to the MPPT power extracted from the PV. Moreover, the figure showed
the Vdc response. It had a good response as the maximum overshoot was limited to 1.5%.
Finally, the earth leakage current (IL) response is presented in the figure. It was limited to
small values except for some spikes at the disturbance times. However, its maximum RMS
value was 100 mA, which is much lower than the standard value [7].

Table 2. Simulation Parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

(ISC,VOC) of the PV 24.53 A, 633 V Vdc 650 V
Power 11 KW DC-link capacitor 2000 µF
CLeakage 400 nF Utility voltage 230 V
Cf 2 µF Utility frequency 50 Hz
Lfmmm 3 mH Sampling period 33 µs
Weak grid (Rg, Lg) 74.8 mΩ, 238 µH SCR 5

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 

Figure 6. The response of the proposed system to step variations in the isolation level, @ strong-grid,
(a) Vpcc, Ig, Vdc, and IL, (b) Ipv, VAB, VCM, and the output power.
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Figure 6b shows the response of Ipv, VAB, VCM, and the output power. The Ipv tracked
well the reference recommended by the MPPT controller. The H8 inverter output voltage
VAB is also demonstrated in the figure. As the conventional 3-ϕ inverter, its instantaneous
value was limited to ±Vdc. Further, the levels of the CMV of the H8 inverter were limited
to ( 1

3 Vdc and 2
3 Vdc). However, the output power of the H8 transformerless inverter tracked

the MPPT power of the PV with some electrical losses.
Figure 7 shows the response of the proposed system when supplying a weak grid. It

was disturbed by the same step variations in the insolation level as that of the strong grid.
Figure 7a shows the response of Vpcc, Ig, Vdc, and IL. Vpcc was sinusoidal with a constant
amplitude, slightly higher than the grid rated voltage value to allow the power flow to the
grid. The grid current, Ig, is also shown. It was also sinusoidal with a unity power factor.
However, its amplitude varied according to the MPPT power extracted from the PV. The
Vdc response had a better response than the strong grid counterpart. Here, the maximum
overshoot was limited to (0.75%). The response of IL is also presented in the figure. It had a
slightly higher instantaneous value than that of the strong. However, its maximum RMS
value was 150 mA, which was also within the standard limits.

Ω

φ𝑉  and 𝑉

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. The response of the proposed system to step variations in the isolation level, @ weak-grid,
(a) Vpcc, Ig, Vdc, and IL, (b) Ipv, VAB, VCM, and the output power.
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Figure 7b shows the response of Ipv, VAB, VCM, and the output power. The Ipv tracked
well with the reference recommended by the MPPT controller. The responses of the VAB,
CMV, and grid power had a similar figure to that for the strong grid.

The fast Fourier transform analysis of the supplied grid current for the two cases,
strong-grid and weak-grid, is presented in Figure 8a,b, respectively. Nevertheless, the
harmonics in the case of the weak-grid were higher than in the strong-grid case. The lower-
order harmonics were presented with a weak grid. Moreover, the fundamental component
of the grid current was slightly higher in the case of the strong grid. The THD of the grid
current was 1.36% for the strong grid case, which was better than the corresponding weak
grid value, which was 2.06%. Figure 8c shows the Bode plot of the LCL filter based on the
simulation parameters.
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Figure 8. The spectrum of Ig for (a) a strong-grid, (b) a weak-grid (@100%insolation), and (c) the LCL
filter frequency response.

The effect of varying insolation levels and grid SCR on the RMS of the leakage current
is shown in Figure 9a. The leakage current decreased with the insolation level. However,
it was roughly reduced with the increase in the SCR of the grid. Moreover, the effect of
varying insolation levels and grid SCR on the THD of the Ig is shown in Figure 9b. The
THD value improved with the increase in both the SCR and the insolation level.

The Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulator was used to validate the proposed con-
troller of the MPC for the H8 inverter as shown in Figure 10. The power circuit was
modelled as a MATLAB model in the host personal computer (Host-PC), while the DSP
target executed the proposed MPC after receiving the required signals from the Host-PC.
The interface between the Host-PC and the controller board was installed using the virtual
serial COM port. The data exchange was triggered at each sampling interval. The results of
the HIL simulation in the case of the weak grid are provided in Figure 11. It is clear that
the grid current was corresponding to the insolation levels, and the DC-link voltage was
maintained constant at around 650 V.
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Figure 9. The effect of varying insolation levels and grid SCR on: (a) the RMS of the leakage current
and (b) the THD of Ig.  

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of the HIL simulation based on the DSP target Launch-
PadXLTMS320F28379D kit.
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Figure 11. The response of the proposed system to step variations in the isolation level with the HIL
simulation, @ weak grid.

In order to test the robustness of the proposed system against system parameter varia-
tions, some of the system parameter were forced to change, increasing the PV temperature
and series resistance by 10%. Moreover, the grid impedance was decreased by 10%. The
simulation results shown in Figure 12 indicate that the grid current and the DC link voltage,
for example, had a stable and robust response against parameter variations.

 

Figure 12. The response of the proposed system under parameters uncertainty, @ weak grid.

7. Conclusions

This research introduced the application of the MPC control algorithm to an H8
transformerless inverter. The inverter was grid-tied and supplied by a PV panel. The
MPPT condition of the PV was achieved using a boost converter, and an LCL filter was
used to connect the H8 inverter with the grid. The dynamic discrete models of the H8
transformerless inverter, including the filter and the grid weakness, were derived. Hence,
the MPC control algorithm was developed for the system. The results of the simulation,
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using Matlab/Simulink platform, indicated a large reduction in the earth leakage current
of the proposed system with the MPC controller. The maximum measured RMS value of
the earth leakage currents were 100 mA and 150 mA for the strong and weak grid cases,
respectively. These values were much lower than the limiting standard values. At the same
time, the injected grid currents were perfect AC with pure active power. These currents
had high quality with a THD less than 5% with insolation levels greater than 50%, for the
strong and weak grid cases. The effects of varying the solar insolation level and grid SCR
on the RMS of the leakage current and the injected current THD were studied. However,
the performance was better for high insolation levels than for lower levels. The proposed
system stability against model parameters uncertainties was tested by increasing the PV
temperature and series resistance by ten percent, and the grid impedance was decreased
by ten percent. Despite the modeling errors, the system performance was stable with high
accuracy. Moreover, the results from the hardware HIL implementation of the system
validated the simulation results.
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Abstract: Temperature control is widely perceived to be superior to direct composition control
for the control of dividing-wall distillation columns (DWDCs) due to its advantages in dynamic
characteristics. However, because of the limited estimation accuracy to the controlled product purities,
the former cannot eliminate the steady-state errors in the maintained product purities as completely as
the latter. In order to reduce the steady-state deviations in the maintained product purities, an effective
temperature control method is proposed in the current article by means of a kind of simple but
effective product quality estimator (PQE). For the proposed PQE, temperatures of three stages located
in the controlled column section (TI1, TI2, and TI3) are employed as inputs, and a linear sum of these
three inputted stage temperatures (α× TI1 + β× TI2 + γ× TI3) is given as output. A genetic algorithm
with an elitist preservation strategy is used to optimize the locations of the three stage temperatures
and the values of α, β, and γ to ensure the estimation accuracy of the PQE. Concerning the controls
of two DWDCs, i.e., one Petlyuk DWDC separating an ethanol/propanol/butanol ternary mixture
and one Kaibel DWDC separating a methanol/ethanol/propanol/butanol quaternary mixture, the
effectiveness of the PQE is assessed through comparing the performance of the temperature inferential
control scheme using the PQE and the double temperature difference control scheme. According
to the dynamic simulation results obtained, the former control scheme displays not only smaller
steady-state deviations in the maintained product purities, but also better dynamic characteristics as
compared with the latter control scheme. This result fully demonstrates that the proposed PQE can
be a useful tool for the temperature inferential control of the DWDC.

Keywords: dividing-wall distillation column; genetic algorithm; temperature inferential control;
temperature difference; quality estimator

1. Introduction

As a typical complex industrial process [1,2], the dividing-wall distillation column
(DWDC) is famous for its excellent energy-saving and investment-reducing capacities [3–5].
However, it is very hard to achieve its stable operation and strict product quality control
due to its characteristics of high nonlinearity and large time delay. This control problem
constrains greatly the application of the DWDC in chemical industries [6] and reminds us
of the importance of studying the control of the DWDC.

Focusing on the control of the DWDC, a wide range of control methods have been stud-
ied, including but not limited to direct composition control [7–10], composition-temperature
cascade control [11,12], and temperature inferential control [13–16]. Among them, tempera-
ture inferential control has the largest application potential in the chemical industry because
of its obvious superiorities in dynamic characteristics and equipment investment. The
only pity is that temperature inferential control schemes may give rise to large steady-state
deviations in the product purities to be maintained due to unpredictable pressure variations
within the DWDC. For the purpose of reducing the steady-state deviations in the product
purities to be maintained substantially, many studies have been conducted in recent years
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to give various effective temperature inferential control schemes. For instance, Ling and
Luyben gave a temperature difference control (TDC) scheme that involves four tempera-
ture difference control loops for controlling the Petlyuk DWDC [17]. Because the effects
of pressure variations on the two stage temperatures that form the temperature difference
are similar and can offset each other to a certain degree, the estimation accuracy of the
temperature difference is less influenced by pressure variations. Therefore, the TDC scheme
could achieve stricter product quality control than the conventional temperature control
scheme. Wu et al. proposed a double temperature difference control (DTDC) scheme for the
control of the Petlyuk DWDC by employing a double temperature difference to estimate
the maintained product purity in each control loop [18]. Because the effects of pressure
variations on the two temperature differences that form the double temperature difference
are similar and can be offset each other, the performance of the DTDC scheme was further
improved as compared with the TDC scheme. Not only were the steady-state errors in the
maintained product purities obviously reduced, but also the capability of rejecting feed
disturbances was improved. Subsequently, Yuan et al. found that it is possible to further
increase the estimation accuracy of the double temperature difference to the maintained
product purity by carefully coordinating the relationship between the two temperature
differences that form the double temperature difference, and developed a new derivation
method of the DTDC scheme [19]. According to their dynamic simulation results, the
DTDC scheme derived by the new method could result in smaller steady-state errors in
the product purities to be maintained as compared with the DTDC scheme derived by
the conventional method. Furthermore, Pan et al. developed a pressure-compensated
temperature control loop to enhance the control of the lower sidestream product for a
Kaibel DWDC [20]. For this pressure-compensated temperature control loop, pressure and
temperature of a stage, including primarily binary mixture, were first measured, and the
composition of this stage was then inferred to be used as the controlled variable, relying
on an equation describing the relationship among the temperature, the pressure, and com-
position. Although this pressure-compensated temperature control loop is effective, its
principle is too complicated to be popular.

Based on the above analysis, we can clearly find that the key to improving the steady-
state performance of the temperature inferential control scheme lies in employing appropri-
ate pressure compensation methods. In the current work, we will propose a kind of novel
product quality estimator (PQE). It can suppress the adverse effect of pressure variations
and provide a more accurate estimation of the product purity to be maintained according
to the stage temperatures measured. In the remainder of this article, the structure of the
proposed PQE and its design method are firstly elaborated in Section 2. In terms of two
DWDCs, including one Petlyuk DWDC separating an ethanol (E)/propanol (P)/butanol
(B) ternary mixture (EPB Petlyuk DWDC) and one Kaibel DWDC separating methanol
(M)/E/P/B quaternary mixture (MEPB Kaibel DWDC), comparisons between the DTDC
scheme derived by the new method (its steady-state and dynamic performances are more
excellent than those of the other temperature difference control schemes, and thus it is
employed here as a comparison) and the temperature inferential control scheme using the
PQE (TC-PQE) are conducted to assess the effectiveness of the PQE in Sections 3 and 4. An
objective evaluation of the proposed PQE is provided in Section 5. Some conclusions are
briefly given in Section 6.

2. Structure and Design Method of the Proposed PQE

2.1. Structure of the PQE

Figure 1 gives the schematic of the PQE proposed for the control of the DWDC. Its
inputs are temperatures of three stages located in the controlled column section (TI1, TI2,
and TI3), and its output is equal to a linear sum of these three inputted stage temperatures
(α× TI1 + β× TI2 + γ× TI3). The temperature difference [16,17] and the double temperature
difference [18,19] have demonstrated that detecting multiple stage temperatures is an
effective method to overcome the adverse effect of pressure variations. This is the main
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reason why three stage temperatures are measured and inputted in the PQE. Further,
someone might ask why the number of the inputted stage temperatures is determined
to be three, not two, or a number greater than three. There are mainly the following two
reasons: one is that at least three stage temperatures are required if someone wants to
clearly and rapidly detect the temperature variations of one column section; the other is
that using more temperatures cannot obtain an obvious improvement in detection quality
but increases the complexity and equipment cost of the PQE.

 

the three inputted stage temperatures and the values of α, β, and γ

   

TI1

TI2

TI3

TCα×TI1 + β×TI2 + γ×TI3   

Product Quality Estimator

Figure 1. Schematic of the PQE proposed for controlling the DWDC.

2.2. Design Method of the PQE

To ensure the PQE can not only give an accurate inference to the maintained product
purity but also has satisfying dynamic characteristics, its six design variables, i.e., the
locations of the three inputted stage temperatures and the values of α, β, and γ, must be
specially optimized according to the characteristics of the controlled column section before
it is used in a certain control loop. To quantitatively evaluate the dynamic characteristics
and the estimation accuracy of the PQE, the static gain between the output of the PQE
and the manipulated variable and the AAVM of the output of the PQE are employed,
respectively. The static gain between the output of the PQE and the manipulated variable
can be calculated according to the following procedure. Firstly, a very small variation (0.5%)
is given to the manipulated variable; secondly, the steady-state model is run and a new
steady state is obtained; finally, the absolute variation in the output of the PQE divided by
the absolute variation in the manipulated variable gives the static gain. The bigger static
gain means that the PQE has better dynamic characteristics. The AAVM of the output of
the PQE indicates the averaged absolute variation magnitude of the output of the PQE for
all kinds of disturbances in feed component composition, with the prerequisite of strictly
maintaining all controlled product purities to their specifications. The detailed calculation
method of the AAVM can be found in our previous article [19] and is no longer given
here due to limited space. The smaller AAVM means that the PQE has higher estimation
accuracy for the maintained product purity.

A genetic algorithm with an elitist preservation strategy (as shown in Figure 2) is
employed to optimize the six design variables of the PQE. Real coding is adopted, and
the values of the six design variables of the PQE are determined as the genes of the
individual. Thus, every individual can represent a kind of PQE design. To make sure
that the PQE obtained finally has satisfied dynamic characteristics, a constraint condition
is given to the PQE. Namely, the static gain between the output of the PQE and the
manipulated variable must be greater than a pre-set lower limit. If an individual represents
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a PQE that does not satisfy this constraint condition, it is illegal and should be abandoned
during the optimization process. The reciprocal of the AAVM of the output of the PQE is
selected as a fitness function to increase the estimation accuracy of the PQE to the greatest
degree. In addition, the genetic algorithm employed here differs from the conventional
genetic algorithm in that it involves only three steps of selection, crossover, and mutation.
An additional elitist preservation strategy is used to improve global searching ability
and efficiency. The elitist is defined as the individual that has the biggest fitness in the
population, and the fitness of the elitist of the Nth-generation population can be marked
FitN. After the Nth-evolution round, if the fitness of the elitist of the current generation
population (FitN) is smaller than that of the last generation population (FitN−1), the bottom
10% of individuals according to the fitness of the current generation population should be
replaced by the elitist of the last generation population.

−

 

Yes

Start

Given the initial population (evolutionary generation N = 0)

Calculate the fitness of individuals of the initial population

Select out the elitist of the initial population

(The fitness of the elitist of  the Nth-generation population is marked FitN)

N = N + 1

Select

Crossover

Mutation

Calculate the fitness of individuals of the Nth-generation population

Select out the elitist of the Nth-generation population

FitN 1 < FitN?

N   Nmax?

Reserve the elitist of the N 1th-

generation population

Obtain the convergence result

End

Yes

No

No

Figure 2. Overview of the genetic algorithm with elitist preservation strategy.
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3. Example I: Operation of an EPB Petlyuk DWDC

3.1. Process Design of the EPB Petlyuk DWDC

Figure 3a,b display, respectively, the steady-state design of the EPB Petlyuk DWDC
and its temperature profile. The mole ratio between the feed components of E, P, and B
is 1:1:1. The specifications for the top, sidestream, and bottom products are all 99 mol%.
Throughout the work, Aspen Plus and Aspen Dynamics are respectively employed to build
steady-state and dynamic models, and the characteristics of the feed are described with
the UNIFAC thermodynamic model. Because there is not an available Petlyuk or Kaibel
DWDC module in Aspen Plus, we have to use a combination of four Redfrac modules to
simulate them. Stage efficiency is set to the default value of Aspen Plus, i.e., 100%. The
diameters of the stages are determined by the “Tray Sizing” function of Aspen Plus, and
the sizes of the reflux drum and the column bases are calculated to allow for 5 min of liquid
holdup when the vessel is 50% full.

“ ”

 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 3. Example of the EPB Petlyuk DWDC: (a) steady-state design; (b) temperature profile.

3.2. Derivation of the DTDC Scheme

For the DTDC scheme, four double temperature difference control loops with distil-
lation flow rate D, sidestream flow rate S, reboiler heat duty Qreb, and liquid split ratio
RL as manipulated variables are employed to maintain the purities of the top, sidestream,
bottom, and prefractionator’s top products (liquid composition of component B in the top
of the prefractionator), respectively. Figure 4 gives the results of sensitivity analysis and
AAVM analysis for the four double temperature difference control loops. With reference to
these results, the locations of the sensitive and reference stages of each double temperature
difference control loop can be determined, and the resultant DTDC scheme is shown in
Figure 5a. As for the detailed method of how to derive the DTDC scheme in terms of the
results of sensitivity analysis and AAVM analysis, it can be found in our previous article
about the effective derivation of the DTDC scheme [19].
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3.3. Derivation of the TC-PQE Scheme

For the sake of fairness, the number of control loops used in the TC-PQE scheme
should be the same as that in the DTDC scheme. Therefore, four control loops with D,
S, Qreb, and RL as manipulated variables are employed in the TC-PQE scheme, and four
specially designed PQE are used in these four control loops to infer the qualities of the top,
sidestream, bottom, and prefractionator’s top products, respectively. The design variables
of the four PQE are optimized according to the genetic algorithm introduced in Section 2.
Here, population size is equal to 2000; evolution generation is equal to 50; crossover and
mutation probabilities are respectively equal to between 0.7 and 0.3. For the optimization
of the PQE employed in the top, sidestream, bottom, and prefractionator control loops, the
locations of the inputted stage temperatures are respectively allowed to be selected from
the public rectifying section, the right section of the dividing wall, the public stripping
section, and the prefractionator, and the lower limits of the static gains are respectively
equal to 1.7027, 1.283, 0.521, and 0.4235 (here, for each control loop, the lower limit is set to
be two times the static gain between the sensitive stage temperature and the manipulated
variable). Figure 6 displays the optimization processes of the PQE employed in the four
control loops using a genetic algorithm. According to the optimization results, four optimal
PQE can be obtained, and their detailed parameters are listed in Table 1. Figure 5b displays
the resultant TC-PQE scheme.
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Figure 6. Optimization of the PQE employed in the four control loops of the TC-PQE scheme
(Example I): (a) top control loop; (b) sidestream control loop; (c) bottom control loop; (d) prefraction-
ator control loop.

Table 1. Optimization results of the PQE employed in the four control loops of the TC-PQE Scheme
(Examples I and II).

System Control Loop TI1 TI2 TI3 α β γ

Example I

Top T2 T8 T12 2.5436 −3.5962 1.7618
Sidestream T14 T24 T34 2.1465 4.1458 −3.7670

Bottom T53 T58 T63 −1.3321 3.5541 −1.5087
Prefractionator TP14 TP21 TP26 −1.5082 3.5383 −1.9755

Example II

Top T8 T13 T18 −2.9537 −1.2432 2.2666
Upper sidestream T21 T22 T40 −4.9737 −4.9668 2.0480
Lower sidestream T49 T61 T64 −0.6192 −2.2745 3.2625

Prefractionator TP33 TP40 TP45 −4.0334 3.7216 −2.9252

3.4. Comparison between the DTDC and TC-PQE Schemes

Table 2 tabulates the AAVM of the controlled variable and the static gain between
the controlled variable and manipulated variable for each control loop of the DTDC and
TC-PQE schemes. It can be clearly found that the control loop of the TC-PQE scheme
shows smaller AAVM and bigger static gain than the control loop of the DTDC scheme
that maintains the same product purity. This implies that the control loops of the TC-PQE
scheme can give not only more accurate estimations of the controlled product purities but
also more sensitive responses to the manipulated variables as compared with those of the
DTDC scheme.
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Table 2. AAVM and static gains for the four control loops of the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes
(Examples I and II).

System Scheme Control Loop AAVM Static Gain

Example I

TC-PQE

Top 0.0264 1.7027
Sidestream 0.1600 1.2830

Bottom 0.0262 0.5210
Prefractionator 0.0142 0.4235

DTDC

Top 0.0412 1.0155
Sidestream 0.2633 0.9806

Bottom 0.0387 0.2620
Prefractionator 0.0757 0.2832

Example II

TC-PQE

Top 0.0014 1.8430
Upper sidestream 0.3435 9.5064
Lower sidestream 0.0119 2.3020

Prefractionator 0.8165 7.8350

DTDC

Top 0.0218 0.6165
Upper sidestream 0.7426 8.7710
Lower sidestream 0.0529 0.7140

Prefractionator 1.5454 7.4735

For the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes, all temperature measurements are assumed to
have a one-minute deadtime, and PI controllers are used in all temperature inferential
control loops. The Tyreus-Luyben tuning rule embedded in Aspen Dynamics is used to
tune these PI controllers [21,22]. The bottom control loop is tuned first because it affects all
other control loops. Then, with the bottom control loop on automatic, the top control loop
is tuned. Next, with the bottom and top control loop on automatic, the sidestream control
loop is tuned. Finally, with the bottom, top, and sidestream control loops on automatic,
the prefractionator control loop is tuned. Three rounds of tuning are carried out at least
to ensure the quality of the parameters obtained. The resultant controller parameters
for the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes are listed in Table 3. Figure 7 shows the variations
of the product purities as the EPB Petlyuk DWDC controlled under the DTDC and TC-
PQE schemes for ±20% variations in feed compositions. It can be seen that, as compared
with the DTDC scheme, the TC-PQE scheme has smaller overshoots in the controlled
product purities for all six kinds of feed composition disturbances and shorter setting
times for the feed composition disturbances in components P and B. Table 4 tabulates the
steady-state deviations in the controlled product purities from the initial 99 mol% product
specifications. In most scenarios, the TC-PQE scheme shows smaller steady-state deviations
than the DTDC scheme. As for the maximum deviation of the controlled product purities
(highlighted using bold type and underlining in Table 4), the TC-PQE scheme is also smaller
than the DTDC scheme.

Table 3. Controller parameters of the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes (Examples I and II).

System Scheme Controller KC TI (min)

Example I

TC-PQE

TC1 5.30 38.28
TC2 14.88 27.72
TC3 2.78 9.24
TC4 1.28 18.48

DTDC

TC1 0.91 36.96
TC2 0.75 23.76
TC3 0.36 10.56
TC4 0.31 30.36

Example II

TC-PQE

TC1 3.27 15.84
TC2 31.31 13.20
TC3 8.35 25.08
TC4 7.92 22.44

DTDC

TC1 0.27 15.84
TC2 0.30 13.20
TC3 2.45 30.36
TC4 0.34 18.48
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Figure 7. Variations of the product purities as maintained with the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes for
±20% variations in feed compositions (Example I): (a) E; (b) P; (c) B. (Black line: positive disturbance;
grey line: negative disturbance).

Furthermore, robustness tests are carried out on the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes
to make a deeper performance assessment of the proposed PQE. The magnitude of the
concerned feed composition disturbance is gradually increased with a step of 2% until
the control system fails. In the current article, the following situations will be identified
as control system failures: (1). The controlled product purities do not converge; (2). The
steady-state deviations in the controlled product purities are greater than 0.5 mol%; (3). Any
controller fails. Table 5 tabulates the maximum feed composition disturbances handled by
the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes for the EPB Petlyuk DWDC. It can be easily found that the
TC-PQE scheme has better robustness as compared to the DTDC scheme since the dynamic
characteristic of the PQE is well guaranteed during the optimization process.
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Table 4. Steady-state deviations for ±20% variations in feed compositions of E, P, and B (Example I).

Scenario Product Purity
Steady-State Deviation (mol%)

TC-PQE DTDC

+20% ZE

XD, E 2.32 × 10−4 8.76 × 10−4

XS, P −2.26 × 10−4 −10.89 × 10−4

XB, B 0.44 × 10−4 0.57 × 10−4

XP, B 0.14 × 10−4 −13.32 × 10−4

−20% ZE

XD, E 3.08 × 10−4 −2.54 × 10−4

XS, P −3.35 × 10−4 −3.51 × 10−4

XB, B 0.03 × 10−4 −1.05 × 10−4

XP, B −0.39 × 10−4 12.35 × 10−4

+20% ZP

XD, E 1.80 × 10−4 −2.29 × 10−4

XS, P −4.75 × 10−4 −7.46 × 10−4

XB, B 0.45 × 10−4 3.24 × 10−4

XP, B −3.29 × 10−4 10.80 × 10−4

−20% ZP

XD, E 0.99 × 10−4 9.35 × 10−4

XS, P −7.56 × 10−4 −6.85 × 10−4

XB, B 2.10 × 10−4 −1.36 × 10−4

XP, B −3.36 × 10−4 −18.21 × 10−4

+20% ZB

XD, E 0.41 × 10−4 0.91 × 10−4

XS, P 3.72 × 10−4 7.88 × 10−4

XB, B 3.50 × 10−4 1.41 × 10−4

XP, B −4.08 × 10−4 −6.87 × 10−4

−20% ZB

XD, E 0.29 × 10−4 1.27 × 10−4

XS, P 3.02 × 10−4 1.41 × 10−4

XB, B 2.09 × 10−4 6.79 × 10−4

XP, B −3.93 × 10−4 −5.02 × 10−4

Table 5. Maximum feed composition disturbances handled by the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes
(Examples I and II).

Example I Example II

TC-PQE DTDC TC-PQE DTDC

+ZM – – 40% 38%
−ZM – – −40% −40%
+ZE 22% 20% 28% 28%
−ZE −44% −32% −58% −30%
+ZP 30% 28% 26% 20%
−ZP −28% −26% −50% −40%
+ZB 36% 32% 42% 40%
−ZB −40% −34% −30% −42%

4. Example II: Operation of a MEPB Kaibel DWDC

4.1. Process Design of the MEPB Kaibel DWDC

Figure 8a,b give, respectively, the steady-state design of the MEPB Kaibel DWDC and
its temperature profile. The mole ratio between feed components M, E, P, and B is 1:1:1:1.
The specifications for the top, upper sidestream, lower sidestream, and bottom products
are all 99 mol%.

4.2. Derivation of the DTDC Scheme

For the DTDC scheme, four double temperature difference control loops with D, upper
sidestream flow rate S1, lower sidestream flow rate S2, and RL as manipulated variables
are employed to maintain the purities of the top, upper sidestream, lower sidestream,
and prefractionator’s top products (liquid composition of component P in the top of the
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prefractionator), respectively. Figure 9 gives the results of sensitivity analysis and AAVM
analysis for the four double temperature difference control loops. According to these
results, the locations of the sensitive and reference stages of the four double temperature
difference control loops can be determined, and the resultant DTDC scheme is shown in
Figure 10a.
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Figure 8. Example of the MEPB Kaibel DWDC: (a) steady-state design; (b) temperature profile.
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4.3. Derivation of the TC-PQE Scheme

The TC-PQE scheme includes four control loops. Four specially designed PQE are
respectively employed in the four control loops to infer the purities of the top, upper
sidestream, lower sidestream, and prefractionator’s top products. The settings of popu-
lation size, evolution generation, crossover probability, and mutation probability are the
same as those in Example I. For the optimization of the PQE employed in the top, upper
sidestream, lower sidestream, and prefractionator control loops, the locations of the in-
putted stage temperatures are respectively allowed to be selected from the public rectifying
section, the section from stage 21 to stage 40, the section from stage 41 to stage 69, and the
prefractionator, and the lower limits of the static gains are respectively equal to 1.843, 9.505,
2.302, and 7.835. Figure 11 displays the optimization processes of the PQE designed for the
four control loops using a genetic algorithm. According to the optimization results, four
optimal PQE can be obtained, and their detailed parameters are listed in Table 1. Figure 10b
displays the resultant TC-PQE scheme.
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Figure 11. Optimization of the PQE employed in the four control loops of the TC-PQE scheme
(Example II): (a) top control loop; (b) upper sidestream control loop; (c) lower sidestream control
loop; (d) prefractionator control loop.

4.4. Comparison between the DTDC and TC-PQE Schemes

As shown in Table 2, the AAVM of the controlled variable and the static gain between
the controlled variable and manipulated variable for each control loop of the DTDC and
TC-PQE schemes are given. It is similar to the comparison results obtained in Example I in
that the control loop of the TC-PQE scheme shows smaller AAVM and bigger static gain
than the control loop of the DTDC scheme that maintains the same product purity.

The four control loops of the TC-PQE and DTDC schemes are tuned in the following
order: the top control loop, the upper sidestream control loop, the lower sidestream control
loop, and the prefractionator control loop. The controller parameters for the DTDC and
TC-PQE schemes are tabulated in Table 3. Figure 12 shows the variations of the product
purities as the MEPB Kaibel DWDC controlled under the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes for
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±20% variations in feed compositions. For the top, upper sidestream, and lower sidestream
products, the dynamic performance of the TC-PQE scheme is obviously better than that of
the DTDC scheme, with smaller overshoots and shorter settling times. For the bottom and
prefractionator’s products, the dynamic performance of the TC-PQE scheme is comparable
with that of the DTDC scheme. Table 6 tabulates the steady-state deviations in the controlled
product purities from the initial 99 mol% product specifications. As compared with the
DTDC scheme, the TC-PQE scheme not only shows smaller steady-state deviations in most
scenarios but also has a smaller maximum deviation. Table 5 tabulates the maximum feed
composition disturbances handled by the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes for the MEPB Kaibel
DWDC. It is the same as the results obtained in Example I that the TC-PQE scheme has
better robustness as compared with the DTDC scheme.

tom and prefractionator’s products, the dynamic performance of the TC
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Figure 12. Variations of the product purities as maintained with the DTDC and TC-PQE schemes
for ±20% variations in feed compositions (Example II): (a) M; (b) E; (c) P; (d) B. (Black line: positive
disturbance; grey line: negative disturbance).
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Table 6. Steady-state deviations for ±20% variations in feed compositions of M, E, P, and B
(Example II).

Scenario
Product
Purity

Steady-State Deviation (mol%)
Scenario

Product
Purity

Steady-State Deviation (mol%)

TC-PQE DTDC TC-PQE DTDC

+20% ZM

XD, M 0.74 × 10−4 −5.81 × 10−4

+20% ZP

XD, M 0.10 × 10−4 2.18 × 10−4

XS1, E −3.99 × 10−4 −10.29× 10−4 XS1, E 7.80 × 10−4 11.71 × 10−4

XS2, P 15.21 × 10−4 15.76 × 10−4 XS2, P −35.73 × 10−4 −49.46 × 10−4

XB, B 0.51 × 10−4 −2.42 × 10−4 XB, B −0.18 × 10−4 10.58 × 10−4

XP, B −0.08 × 10−4 −0.21 × 10−4 XP, B −2.63 × 10−4 −2.80 × 10−4

−20% ZM

XD, M 0.63 × 10−4 6.66 × 10−4

−20% ZP

XD, M 0.04 × 10−4 −2.04 × 10−4

XS1, E −1.66 × 10−4 10.87 × 10−4 XS1, E −12.08 × 10−4 −15.06 × 10−4

XS2, P −21.02 × 10−4 −20.42 × 10−4 XS2, P 23.90 × 10−4 29.45 × 10−4

XB, B −0.53 × 10−4 3.60 × 10−4 XB, B 0.44 × 10−4 −10.87 × 10−4

XP, B 0.17 × 10−4 0.34 × 10−4 XP, B 4.08 × 10−4 4.25 × 10−4

+20% ZE

XD, M 0.06 × 10−4 2.36 × 10−4

+20% ZB

XD, M 0.14 × 10−4 2.05 × 10−4

XS1, E −19.76 × 10−4 −21.36 × 10−4 XS1, E 7.74 × 10−4 12.14 × 10−4

XS2, P −18.27 × 10−4 22.55 × 10−4 XS2, P 7.14 × 10−4 −4.99 × 10−4

XB, B −1.31 × 10−4 −2.25 × 10−4 XB, B 0.74 × 10−4 −4.80 × 10−4

XP, B 14.94 × 10−4 20.05 × 10−4 XP, B −3.81 × 10−4 −4.04 × 10−4

−20% ZE

XD, M 0.06 × 10−4 −2.20 × 10−4

−20% ZB

XD, M 0.02 × 10−4 −1.96 × 10−4

XS1, E 15.34 × 10−4 13.96 × 10−4 XS1, E −11.39 × 10−4 −16.51 × 10−4

XS2, P −6.99 × 10−4 −29.64 × 10−4 XS2, P −19.80 × 10−4 7.50 × 10−4

XB, B 0.40 × 10−4 3.30 × 10−4 XB, B −0.28 × 10−4 5.16 × 10−4

XP, B −5.29 × 10−4 −5.55 × 10−4 XP, B 7.78 × 10−4 10.40 × 10−4

5. Discussion

Based on the two DWDC systems studied, the TC-PQE scheme has been demonstrated
to be superior to the DTDC scheme. Although they employ the same number of temperature
measurements, the former can lead to not only greatly reduced steady-state deviations
in the controlled product purities but also substantially improved dynamic responses
and robustness capability. The superiority of the TC-PQE schemes can undoubtedly stem
from the fact that the PQE employed in its control loops not only provides very accurate
estimations of the product purities to be maintained but also has sensitive responses to the
manipulated variables. Admittedly, more calculating efforts are needed to optimize the
PQE than to derive the double temperature difference. However, because the performance
of the temperature inferential control system can be significantly improved by only paying
more computation efforts without increasing additional investment costs, the proposed
PQE still has a high performance-price ratio.

In addition, due to the fact that the structure of the PQE is general and the principle of
optimizing the PQE is simple, the possible application of the proposed PQE is obviously not
only limited to the operation of the Petlyuk and Kaibel DWDCs studied in the current work,
but also to the operation of the other types of distillation columns, such as the conventional
binary distillation column, the reactive distillation column, and the extractive distillation
column et al. Namely, the proposed PQE can be a general tool for the control of various
distillation columns. All of the above-mentioned advantages lead to the proposed PQE to
be a useful tool in the field of process control.

6. Conclusion

In the current article, a kind of simple but effective PQE is proposed to estimate the
controlled product purities for the control of the DWDC. It takes three stage temperatures
(TI1, TI2, and TI3) as inputs and uses a linear sum of these three inputted stage temperatures
(α × TI1 + β × TI2 + γ × TI3) as output. By means of a genetic algorithm using an
elitist preservation strategy, the locations of the three inputted stage temperatures and
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the values of α, β, and γ are carefully determined so that the resultant PQE can have not
only high estimation accuracy to the maintained product purity but also satisfy dynamic
characteristics. With reference to two DWDCs, i.e., one EPB Petlyuk DWDC and one
MEPB Kaibel DWDC, the effectiveness of the proposed PQE is assessed by comparing the
performance of the TC-PQE and DTDC scheme. According to the dynamic simulation
results obtained, the former is better than the latter because of not only the improved
dynamic performances but also the greatly reduced steady-state deviations in the controlled
product purities. This fully demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed PQE.
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Abstract: Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) is a multi-variable, strongly coupled,
nonlinear complex system. It is usually difficult to establish an accurate mathematical model,
and the introduction of new complex algorithms will increase the difficulty of embedded code
development. In order to solve this problem, we establish the characteristic model of permanent
magnet synchronous motor in this paper, and the speed control scheme of the linear golden-section
adaptive control and integral compensation, which is adopted. Finally, using the model-based design
(MBD) method, how to build the simulink embedded code automatic generation model is introduced
in detail, and then we complete the PMSM speed control physical verification experiment. Simulation
and experimental results show that compared with traditional proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) control, the speed control accuracy of PMSM is improved about 3.8 times. Meanwhile, the
development method based on the model design can increase the PMSM control system physical
verification, and then improve the development efficiency.

Keywords: permanent magnet synchronous motor; characteristic model; linear golden-section
adaptive control; model-based design

1. Introduction

Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) has been widely used in automotive,
aerospace, and other fields in recent years due to its small size, light weight, and high
power density [1]. Because PMSM is a nonlinear, multi-variable, strongly coupled system,
coupled with factors such as the parameter changes during operation, it is difficult to
establish an accurate mathematical model. Therefore, in recent years the control of PMSM
has also become a hot research topic.

Direct torque control (DTC) and field-oriented control (FOC) are the most common ba-
sic methods at present for PMSM. The vector control system adopts traditional proportional-
integral (PI) control, which has a simple model and is easy to implement. Currently, it
is widely used in PMSM. However, traditional PI control cannot solve the contradiction
between overshoot and rapidity, and it is easily affected by parameter changes [2,3]. In
response to this problem, based on the vector control, there are a series of modern control
methods of PMSM. For example, the sliding-model variable structure control using the
sliding mode control is insensitive to parameters and has a fast response speed. These
two advantages improve the dynamic characteristics of the PMSM [4,5] but the control
accuracy is not too high due to the existence of chattering interval. Compared with the
traditional PI control, the proportional resonance control eliminates the coupling between
the d and q axis components, and the system implementation is more simple [6], but it still
cannot solve the contradiction between overshoot and rapidity. Fuzzy control does not
require an accurate mathematical model and has strong robustness [7,8], but it relies more
on control experience and expert knowledge. Although model predictive control and active
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disturbance rejection control can improve the speed control accuracy and dynamic perfor-
mance of the system [9–12], the algorithms are complex and not easy to implement quickly.
In [13], a backstepping sliding mode control based on a recurrent radial basis function
network (RBFN) for a PMSM is presented, with a novel combination of the backstepping
method and sliding mode control, eliminating the chattering effectively without losing the
precision. In [14], an online PID parameter adjustment control, combining model predictive
control and on-line fuzzy rule adjustment, is proposed. DTC is another common control
method for PMSM, but it has its drawbacks with the problem of large torque pulsation
particularly evident. In [15], a new DB-DTFC algorithm to solve the stator reference voltage
in a stator-flux-oriented coordinate system is proposed. In [16], an analytical motor model
taking the spatial harmonics and magnetic saturation characteristics of PMSM into account
by reconstructing the numerical solution of magnetic co-energy (MCE) from finite element
analysis (FEA) is proposed. In [17], a hybrid decision control strategy based on DNN
and DTC (direct torque control) is proposed. In [18], an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
algorithm was proposed to adjust the PID controller gains of the DTC control.

In the application of the characteristic model for PMSM, Literature [19] used the
golden-section of permanent magnet synchronous motor and maintained tracking control
of the integrated control method, but this paper did not consider the characteristic model
and the sensitivity of the golden-section control of the step signal problems, in the initial
stage. The result is that the initial stage has a larger amount of overshoot, and it is not
conducive to the stability of the system. Literature [20] used the nonlinear golden-section
method, and the introduction of the initial phase transition process gives the system obvious
improvement, but it does not spell out the coefficient values of the transition process and
the specific influence on the system, and using the nonlinear golden control method also
increases the complexity of the system. It is not conducive to the realization of the ascension
of the response speed and the actual system.

Based on these studies, this paper starts from the perspective of control accuracy and
engineering application. Firstly, characteristic modeling of the PMSM speed control system
is carried out, and then the parameters of the characteristic model are identified online
by the gradient method. Only linear golden-section controller and integral controller are
used to achieve stable tracking. The first-order inertial filter is introduced in the linear
golden-section controller as the starting method, and the influence of the filter coefficient on
the system is discussed. Finally, the paper introduces the model-based design method in the
controller, gives a detailed modeling method, and uses the DSP controller and servo driver
to carry out a physical verification test. Experimental results show that the method used in
this paper has a high control accuracy, and based on the model design method, can greatly
shorten the system verification development cycle, and can be applied to industrial control.

The main contributions to the paper are as follows:

• Based on the characteristic model theory, the rotational speed control characteristic
model of PMSM is built.

• Based on the characteristic model theory, a linear golden section and integral compen-
sation PMSM rotational speed adaptive model is built.

• Based on the model design method, the specific modeling method and the verification
process of the controller proposed in this paper are proposed.

• The simulation and experiment results show that the proposed method has good
performance and is suitable for practical applications.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, the introduction of the control method
of PMSM is given. In Section 2, the establishment process of the mathematical model and
characteristic model of the PMSM is described. In Section 3, the design of the speed adaptive
controller is described. In Section 4, the method of model-based design is described. In
Section 5, the simulation and experimental results are given. In Section 6, the detailed
conclusions and suggestions for further work are given.
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2. Modeling of PMSM

2.1. Mathematical Model of PMSM

Considering the complex relationship between different variables and the complex
motion law of permanent magnet synchronous motor, its dynamic mathematical model is
nonlinear and multivariate. Therefore, when considering the mathematical model of the
three-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor, the following conditions are assumed.

1. Ignore magnetic saturation and hysteresis loss, etc.;
2. Assuming the rotor adopts no damping winding, the external conditions change, and

the physical properties of the stator do not change;
3. The conductivity of the rotor permanent magnets and the internal rotor permeability

are assumed to be 0;
4. It is assumed that the induced potential in the three-phase winding is a standard sine

wave during steady-state operation;
5. Ignore all spatial harmonics in the magnetic field;
6. The windings are distributed symmetrically, the windings turn’s number is the same,

and the displacement electrical angles between the axes are the same.

Based on the above conditions, the stator flux Equation of permanent magnet syn-
chronous motor in the two-phase rotating coordinate system is molded as:

{
ψd = Ldid + ψ f

ψq = Lqiq
(1)

The voltage Equation is molded as:

{
ud = Rsid + Ld

did
dt −ωψq

uq = Rsiq + Lq
diq
dt + ωψd

(2)

where, ψ, i and u represent flux linkage, current, and voltage respectively, ψf is permanent
magnet flux, Rs is stator phase resistance, Ld and Lq are synchronous inductors of axis d
and q respectively, and ω is angular velocity.

When the motor is running stably, assuming that the steady-state voltage and current
of d-axis and q-axis are respectively, and ignore the resistance voltage’s drop, the torque
Equation in the dq-reference frame is:

τem = 1.5pn

[
ψ f iq +

(
Ld − Lq

)
idiq

]
(3)

The Equation of motion is:

τem = τL +
1
pn

Bω +
1
pn

J
dω

dt
(4)

where, J is the moment of inertia, ω is the angular velocity, τem is the electromagnetic torque,
τL is the load torque, pn is the polar logarithm, B and is the viscous friction coefficient.

In the vector control system, the more application is id = 0, at this point, the stator
current vector on direct axis component to 0, all the current is used for torque control.
The rotor magnetic field space vector is perpendicular to the magnetomotive stator force
space vector, the electromagnetic torque and the current stator form a first-order linear
function relationship, the counter electromotive force, and the same direction, the motor is
to achieve the highest efficiency. The size of torque can be controlled through control. In
this paper, surface mount PMSM is taken as the control object. For surface mount PMSM,
define Lq = Ld = L the mathematical model under id = 0 control mode is approximately
as follows: { diq

dt = − Rs
L iq − pnωid −

pnψ f

J ω− 1
L uq

dω
dt =

3pnψ f

2J iq − Bω
J −

τL
J

(5)
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According to Equation (5), the speed loop of the surface mount PMSM vector control
system has a linear relationship between the output speed and the q-axis current, the motor
speed can be controlled by control iq. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the FOC
vector control system.
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Figure 1. Diagram of FOC vector control system.

2.2. Characteristic Model of PMSM

According to Equation (5), PMSM can be seen as a time-varying linear time-invariant
system, let

dω

dt
≈ ω(k + 1)−ω(k)

T
(6)

This is,

ω(k + 1)+(
B

J
− 1)ω(k) =

3Tpnψ f

2J
iq(k)−

TτL

J
+ ∆k (7)

In Equation (7), T is the sampling period, ∆k is the discretization error. According to
the characteristic model theory, for a linear time-invariant system, under a certain sampling
period, the characteristic model can be described by a second-order time-varying difference
Equation for position holding or tracking control [21] as Equation (8):

y(k + 1) = f1(k)y(k) + f2(k)y(k− 1) + g0(k)u(k) + g1(k)u(k− 1) (8)

where, f1(k), f2(k), g0(k) and g1(k) are the system parameters to be identified, y(k + n) is
the output of the system, and u(k + n) is the input of the system. For the convenience of
control, the g1(k)u(k− 1) term is discarded within the allowable error range, we can get
the characteristic model of PMSM by Equation (8) as Equation (9):

ω(k) = f1(k)ω(k− 1) + f2(k)ω(k− 2) + g0(k)iq(k− 1) (9)

In Equation (9), f1(k), f2(k) and g0(k) are the system parameters to be identified, ω(k)
is the speed output value of the system at the moment of k, ω(k− n) are the speed output
value of the system at the moment of k − n and iq(k− n) are the shaft current feedback
value of the system at the moment of k − n.

When the sampling time is small enough, the range of characteristic parameters is
f1(k) ∈ (1, 2], f2(k) ∈ [−1, 0)g0(k)≪ 1 for Equation (9), online identification of characteris-
tic parameters can be carried out according to the input and output values. In this paper,
the gradient method is adopted for identification.

φ(k) = [ω(k)ω(k− 1)ω(k− 2)]T

θ(k) = [ f1(k) f2(k)g0(k)]
T (10)
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Then the identification Equation is [22]:

θ(k) = θ(k− 1) +
λ1φ(k)

φT(k)φ(k) + λ2
×
[
ω(k)− φT(k)θ(k− 1)

]
(11)

where, λ1 and λ2 is determined by the amount of interference and the speed of convergence.
In general, 0 < λ1 < 1 0 < λ2 < 4.

3. Speed Adaptive Control Scheme

Based on the characteristic model, the first by the gradient method parameter online
identification characteristics, and then on the basis of the theory of the all-coefficient
adaptive into linear golden-section controller, to guarantee the stability of the output can
track the reference signal, the integral compensation controller, among them, the reference
signal using first-order low-pass filter processing. Meanwhile, the total output is limited to
prevent output saturation [23]. Figure 2 shows the overall speed adaptive control system
structure [24].
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Figure 2. Golden-section speed adaptive system structure diagram.

3.1. Input Signal Processing

For step-type speed signal, due to the large initial error, the output adjustment will be
too large, which will cause system oscillation and overshoot, and will also lead to motor
torque oscillation, which is not conducive to the stable operation of the motor and will
cause adverse effects on the life of the motor. In order to reduce overshoot and oscillation,
a first-order low-pass filter is introduced to smooth the step signal of the reference input.
The discretized first-order low-pass filtering Equation is:

ωro(k) = αωri(k) + (1− α)ωro(k− 1) (12)

where, α is the filtering coefficient, ωro(k) is the filtered output value at the moment of
k, ωro(k − 1) is the filtered output value at the moment of k−1, and ωri(k) is the input
sampling value at the moment of k.

The first-order low-pass filtering method uses this sampling value and the last filtering
output value to be weighted to obtain an effective filtering value so that the output has a
feedback effect on the input. Among them, the smaller the filtering coefficient, the smoother
the filtering result, but the sensitivity will be reduced; the larger the filtering coefficient, the
higher the sensitivity, but the filtering result will be unstable.

3.2. Linear Golden-Section Speed Adaptive Controller

Introducing the golden-section ratio into the control system constitutes the golden-
section control. In the characteristic model adaptive control theory, the identification
parameters are combined with the golden ratio, and the model parameters of the system are
identified online by observing the input and output data. According to Formula (9), a linear
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golden-section adaptive controller of the PMSM speed control system can be designed, and
the formula is:

UL(k) =
−l1 f̂1(k)e(k)− l2 f̂2(k)e(k− 1)

ĝ0(k) + kL
(13)

In Equation (13), l1 = 0.382, l2 = 0.618 is the golden-section coefficient, and f̂1(k),
f̂2(k), ĝ0(k) are the characteristic model coefficients identified online, e(k) is the speed error
at time k, e(k − 1) is the speed error at time k−1, kL is the adjustable parameter, which
determines the stability and immunity of the system, and 0 ≤ kL < 1.

Based on Equation (13), the voltage control quantity of an axis q can be obtained, and a
relatively stable speed control system can be achieved through adjustment kL. However, the
system cannot reach the expected tracking value at this time. There is a certain steady-state
error, therefore, a compensator needs to be introduced.

3.3. Integral Compensator

The characteristic model and golden-section adaptive control system have a simple
structure and are easy to realize. Integral compensation also has the same characteristics
and is widely used. Therefore, this paper uses integral compensator as the voltage control
quantity of the second q-axis [25,26], denoted as the compensation Equation:

UI(k) = UI(k− 1) + kIe(k) (14)

In Equation (14), UI(k) is integral compensation output value the time of k, UI(k− 1)
is integral compensation output value the time of k−1, kI is the integral coefficient, and, the
total axis voltage control quantity is:

Uq(k) = UL(k) + UI(k) (15)

The whole control system has only two adjustable parameters, and the adjustment
range is determined, the overall structure is simple, and easy to achieve engineering.

4. PMSM Control System Based on Model Design

4.1. General Process of Model-Based Design

The traditional design is divided into four stages: requirement, design, implementa-
tion, and testing [27,28]. It has the disadvantages of low efficiency, high difficulty, and high
requirements, which is not conducive to verifying new algorithms. Therefore, model-based
design is introduced in this paper.

Compared with traditional design, model-based design connects the four stages and
synchronously promotes modeling and verification testing on a unified test platform,
which can reduce the migration process and enable engineers to focus on the research of
algorithms, greatly shorten the development cycle and reduce the development cost. The
general flow of model-based design is shown in Figure 3:

Demand
analysis

System design

Simulation and
analysis

Model
discretization

Hardware platform
model

Model
validation

Model
optimization

System
integration

Figure 3. The general process of model-based design.
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4.2. DSP Peripheral Configuration Based on Model Design

MATLAB provides many hardware support packages, including TI C2000 processor
series, for the basic FOC system, which generally need ePWM module, ADC module, eQEP
module and interrupt system [29].

The ePWM module is used to generate three complementary PWM waves. The
configurable parameters include period, duty cycle, dead time, input polarity and external
trigger events, etc. Set the duty cycle as an external input, and calculate the duty cycle, and
then it can be linked to the ePWM input pin of the hardware. The external trigger event
sets to start ADC conversion, which means that when the bridge arm turns on, the current
value at this moment is collected.

The ADC module is used to configure the ADC value represented by the acquisition
current, select the corresponding channel, and set it to ePWMxA to trigger the conversion.
The data output type is set to uint16. Finally, the conversion completion interrupt needs to
be enabled, and the core program of the algorithm needs to be executed in the interrupt.

The eQEP module is used to configure and collect the encoder signal, and then obtain
the rotor position, direction, and speed information. For the quadrature photoelectric
encoder, the counting mode can be directly set to quadrature counting, which is equivalent
to 4 times the counting frequency of QEP, and then improves speed calculation accuracy.
In addition, the module also provides a flag pulse QEP_index, the flag bit will generate a
pulse for speed calculation every time the motor rotates one revolution.

4.3. Build PMSM Golden-Section Adaptive Code Generation Model

In this paper, the model-based design method is used to model and verify the golden-
section speed adaptive system. First, the characteristic model algorithm is simulated and
analyzed in simulink, and then the model is discretized and converted into an embedded
code model for modular testing. Finally, the system integration is carried out, and the
generated board file is directly downloaded to the corresponding DSP hardware to verify
the correctness and efficiency of the model algorithm.

In order to increase the program processing speed, it is necessary to perform fixed-
point processing on the core model, mainly processing the data collected by the ADC
and eQEP modules and some mathematical calculation modules. In order to acceler-
ate the processing speed of the program, fixed-point processing is needed for the core
model, mainly for the data collected by ADC, eQEP module, and part of the mathematical
calculation module.

For the acquisition of phase current, it is only necessary to collect AB two-phase
current. Since the ADC of C2000 series is unipolar, it cannot collect negative voltage signals.
Bipolar signals need to be biased, and the bias voltage is set to 1.65 V. The current signal
can be converted into a 0~3.3 V voltage signal that can be processed by the embedded
hardware, and then the collected data is shifted to the left by 6 bits to form a normalized
Q17 format, and the output data is set to fixdt (1,32,17). The current acquisition and data
conversion model is shown in Figure 4:
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Figure 4. Current acquisition model.

For obtaining rotor position and speed, it is divided into electrical Angle calculation
and speed calculation modules. The calculation formula of electrical Angle is:

{
NPU = NQEP − ( f ix(

NQEP

NPP×R )× pn × R)

ETheta = NPU×pn
R

(16)
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In Equation (16), NPU is the number of counting pulses, NQEP is the number of encoder
pulses, pn is the number of motor poles, R is the number of encoder lines, ETheta is the
electrical Angle. Since the encoder has a correction angle when the motor is delivered,
which is the deviation between the center line of the rotor magnetic field and the zero point
of the encoder, the software correction is also required. The electrical Angle model after
adding correction and processing Q17 data format is shown in Figure 5:
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Figure 5. Electrical Angle calculation model.

The rotor speed is calculated by M-method, and the expression is:

ωe(k) =
θe(k)− θe(k− 1)

fb × T
(17)

In Equation (17), θe is the electrical Angle of the rotor position, fb is the reference
frequency, and T is the sampling period. The speed calculation model is shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6. Rotational speed calculation model.

Combining the phase current acquisition and rotor information acquisition models, the
FOC model of embedded automatic code generation is built as shown in Figure 7. On this
basis, the PI controller of the q-axis is replaced by the discrete model of the golden-section
adaptive method described in the paper, which constitutes the automatic code generation
model of the golden-section-based rotational speed adaptive control system as shown
in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. DSP automatic code generation model for FOC system.
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5. Simulation and Experimental Research

The control chip used in this paper is TMS320F28335, with a floating point processing
unit, and the motor is a surface mount low-voltage permanent magnet synchronous motor,
whose specific parameters are shown in Table 1. The actual hardware of the overall system
is shown in Figure 9. the speed sensor is an incremental photoelectric encoder, its model
is H40-6-0500VL, 500 pulses per circle, and maximum support speed is 8000 rpm. This
platform is used as the verification system to verify the PMSM’s linear golden-section
rotational speed adaptive control system.

Table 1. PMSM parameters.

Parameter Value

Rated voltage (V) 36
Rated current (A) 4.6

Pole pairs 4
Phase resistance (Ω) 0.38

Phase inductance (mH) 1
Coefficient of viscous friction (N·m·s) 0.0001

Moment of inertia (kg·cm2) 0.0588
Magnetic flux amplitude (Wb) 0.11867

Rated torque (N) 0.318

Phase resistance (Ω)

2

 

α

Figure 9. PMSM hardware diagram.

5.1. Simulation Analysis

5.1.1. Influence of Filter Coefficient on the System

The golden-section speed adaptive control scheme is sensitive to step signals, so
first-order low-pass filtering is used to process the input reference signals. The filtering
coefficient has different influences on the system results. The reference speed is set at
1000 RPM and the simulation time is 0.1 s and Figures 10–13 show the speed response
curves under different values.

As can be seen from Figures 10–13, the larger α is, the shorter its adjustment time.
Meanwhile, the initial error is large, and the system oscillates. The smaller α is, the more
stable its speed tracking, and the smaller the error, but it will increase the system adjustment
time and reduce the adjustment sensitivity. Considering the stability and rapidity of the
system comprehensively, filter coefficient α = 0.002 is selected, and the speed error curve is
shown in Figure 14.
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5.1.2. Parameter Identification Results and Analysis

When the sampling time is small enough, the range of characteristic parameters
f1(k) ∈ (1, 2] f2(k) ∈ [−1, 0)g0(k) ≪ 1, generally, takes the initial value of parameter
identification f1(k) = 2 f2(k) = −1g0(k) = 0.001. Set the simulation time to 0.1 s, the
reference speed to 1000 rpm, and the filter coefficient α = 0.002. Figures 15–17 show the
online parameter identification results of the second-order characteristic model. It can be
seen from the figure that the identification parameters have little change after steady-state
operation, which further indicates that the speed adaptive system has strong stability.
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Figure 15. Characteristic parameter identification curve of f1(k).
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Figure 17. Characteristic parameter identification curve of g0(k).

5.1.3. Load Performance Analysis

In order to verify the anti-disturbance of the proposed method, a loading simulation
experiment was carried out on the system. The rated torque of the motor used was
0.318 N·m, the sudden load was set at 0.1 s, and the loading value was 0.1 N·m. Figure 18
shows the speed response curve, and Figure 19 shows the curve of torque. It can be seen
from the figure that in the process of steady-state operation, the impact of sudden load
on the system speed can be ignored, indicating that the proposed method has a high
anti-disturbance ability.
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5.2. Actual Product to Verify

Physical verification is the key link of model-based design, which determines the
feasibility of the proposed method. After the correct simulation verification, the core
algorithm needs to be discretized, and then the system motor in the simulation is replaced
by the actual motor feedback value which is combined with the hardware.

In this paper, the recursive parameter identification model, the golden-section model,
and the integral model are firstly discretized, and then the data is converted into per-unit
values. The reference value selects the rated value of the motor. The generated FOC
framework interface is connected, and finally, the model is compiled and downloaded to
the hardware core unit and optimized to complete the physical verification process. In
order to illustrate the performance superiority of the method proposed in this paper, the
golden-section controller with integral compensation based on the characteristic model is
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compared with the traditional PID, and the PMSM in Table 1 and the hardware system in
Figure 9 are used for verification, and the speed reference value is set to 1000 rpm. Figure 20
is the actual operation effect of the traditional PID and the method proposed in this paper.
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Figure 20. Actual operation effect of traditional PID and proposed method.

Figure 20 shows that the performance of the proposed method is significantly better
than that of traditional PID control. However, it is limited by hardware, such as encoder
accuracy, current sampling accuracy, etc. The error of actual operation is larger than that of
simulation, which can be improved by improving hardware performance.

In order to highlight the actual performance of the proposed method, settling time
and average volatility are introduced, where, average volatility is defined as the ratio of the
absolute value of the steady-state error to the reference value. Table 2 shows the running
results of the proposed method about linear golden-section control (LGSC), nonlinear
golden-section control (NGSC), and PID control. They were all carried out on the same
experimental platform with reference speed set to 1000 rpm and the frequency of the control
system was set to 20 KHz.

Table 2. Performance analysis of different control methods.

Method Settling Time/ms Average Volatility/%

LGSC 14 0.23
NGSC 35 0.43

PID 260 1.10

As can be seen from Table 2, our method has better performance than the results
of nonlinear golden-section control and traditional PID control. The proposed method
does not contain high-order terms, so it has fast regulation speed, which makes it superior
to NGSC and PID in rapidity. In terms of average volatility, for the same experimental
platform, after the motor enters steady-state operation, the average speed error of the
proposed method is 2.3 rpm, the average speed error of NGSC is 4.3 rpm, while the
traditional PID is as high as 11 rpm, which shows that the characteristic model and golden-
section control have advantages in control accuracy. In conclusion, the proposed method
has advantages in rapidity and accuracy.
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6. Conclusions

In view of the difficulty of establishing an accurate mathematical model for PMSM, and
the introduction of new algorithms increasing the difficulty of embedded code development,
this paper adopts the model-based design method on the basis of the characteristic model,
and introduces the linear golden-section and integral compensation controller. The speed
adaptive control of PMSM is carried out, and the simulation and physical verification tests
are carried out. In addition, the first-order low-pass filter is used to process the reference
signal, and the influence of different filter coefficients on the result is discussed. Finally, a
more suitable coefficient value is selected, which gives the system rapidity but also solves
the overshoot problem. Meanwhile, the model-based design method is used to verify the
proposed control scheme, and the performance comparison with traditional PID control
and nonlinear golden-section control is given. The experiment shows that compared with
traditional PID control, the speed control accuracy of PMSM is improved about 3.8 times.
In the future, we plan to reduce the order of the characteristic model and use the first-order
characteristic model to reduce the identification parameters and further improve the system
response speed under the premise of ensuring accuracy.
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Abstract: Nowadays, there is a great development in electric vehicle production and utilization. It
has no pollution, high efficiency, low noise, and low maintenance. However, the charging stations,
required to charge the electric vehicle batteries, impose high energy demand on the utility grid.
One way to overcome the stress on the grid is the utilization of renewable energy sources such as
photovoltaic energy. The utilization of standalone charging stations represents good support to
the utility grid. Nevertheless, the electrical design of these systems has different techniques and is
sometimes complex. This paper introduces a new simple analysis and design of a standalone charging
station powered by photovoltaic energy. Simple closed-form design equations are derived, for all the
system components. Case-study design calculations are presented for the proposed charging station.
Then, the system is modeled and simulated using Matlab/Simulink platform. Furthermore, an
experimental setup is built to verify the system physically. The experimental and simulation results
of the proposed system are matched with the design calculations. The results show that the charging
process of the electric vehicle battery is precisely steady for all the PV insolation disturbances. In
addition, the charging/discharging of the energy storage battery responds perfectly to store and
compensate for PV energy variations.

Keywords: electric vehicle; charging station; photovoltaic; maximum power point tracking

1. Introduction

Nowadays, classical internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles are being replaced by
electric vehicles (EVs) [1,2]. In fact, the ICEs have many drawbacks that can be mitigated
by EVs. The EVs have negligible pollution, higher energy efficiency, lower noise, and lower
maintenance compared to the ICE. However, the charging process of the EV battery still
has many obstacles such as the charging time, the charging station’s infrastructure, and the
effect of these stations on the present electrical power system. The charging time can be
greatly reduced to minutes by utilizing fast charging techniques [3–5]. These techniques
represent large electrical loads on the utility grid and affect it adversely. Especially, when
there is a high number of charging stations connected simultaneously to the utility grid,
many problems would be generated such as excessive overload, voltage instability, and
voltage variation [6–8]. One of the solutions to these problems is the upgrading of the
power system but this will lead to high costs. Another better solution is the use of an
energy storage system (ESS) that can act as a buffer between the EV charging station (EVCS)
and the utility [9–12]. Nevertheless, the use of ESS will reduce slightly the stress on the
utility grid but the expected large number of EVCSs in the future is still a challenge.

The idea that the EV is an environmentally friendly vehicle could not be accepted if the
charging stations rely mainly on the grid power that is usually generated from fossil fuels.
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Hence, renewable energy sources must be utilized in EV charging stations to emphasize the
environmental impacts of the EV. Usually, renewable energy sources are not continuous, it
is intermittent. Hence, there is another use for the ESSs in resolving the discontinuity in
these sources.

The common renewable energy sources used for the EV charging stations are pho-
tovoltaic (PV), biogas, and wind systems [13,14]. The PV energy systems are simple and
have higher efficiency than the wind energy systems. Hence, PV energy is more attractive
for EV charging stations. Several research papers have been introduced for the PV-based
charging stations [15,16]. Ref. [17] has been proposed a high-power EV charging station
utilizing PV powered bidirectional charger. Nevertheless, the proposed system could not
permit AC charging. Ref. [18], has suggested an integrated PV panel using a multiport con-
verter for the EV charging station. However, the grid current is greatly distorted. Ref. [19]
has introduced a PV-powered grid-tied EV charger via a z-source converter. Though the
charger gave better performance, it is not suitable for standalone operation. Therefore, it
cannot provide EV charging in absence of a grid. A hybrid optimized management for the
ESS of a PV-powered EV station is discussed in [20]. Ref. [21] provides an optimization
study on the physical scheduling of the EV charging stations. Ref. [22] has presented a
PV-based charging station with an ESS to support the system during peak load. In Ref. [23],
a new energy management procedure was introduced for use with small EVs in urban en-
vironments. Another strategy, in [24], for the EV charging station power management was
proposed to reduce the power consumption from utility grid. Furthermore, the strategy
serves to store PV energy when the EV is not online with the utility grid. In Ref. [25], a 20
kW charging station for the EVs was designed and introduced using biogas.

In this paper, a new simple analysis and design of a standalone charging station
powered by photovoltaic energy. Based on the assumptions, new closed-form equations
are derived for the design purpose. The idea of the analysis and the assumptions are new.
Modeling, simulation, and experimental verification are carried out to justify the analysis
and the design procedure. Simple energy management is tested practically and simulated.
The proposed system includes PV panels, a lithium-ion battery representing the electric
vehicle EV, and a lead-acid battery representing the energy storage system. A bidirectional
converter is employed for charging/discharging the lead-acid battery and a unidirectional
converter is utilized for charging the electric vehicle. A new and simple analysis technique
is proposed. In addition, simple design equations are generated from the analysis. The
proposed system has been implemented physically and simulated using Matlab/Simulink
platform. A single-chip PIC18F4550 microcontroller is utilized to realize the operation of
the system. The system is tested successfully for 120 W level and it can be extended for a
higher power. Besides, it can be applied in urban and remote areas as well. The objectives
of this research are:

• Introducing a novel and simple analysis of the energy and power relations of the
charging station powered by photovoltaic energy. The analyses produce closed-form
equations for the power and energy of the different system components. In addition,
relations for the battery state of charge (SOC) and maximum stored energy of the ESS
are derived.

• Designing the charging station components with the help of the derived equations in
the analysis part. The design includes the power electronic converters used. Further,
case study design calculations are provided.

• Simulating and practically implementing the proposed system. Hence, the system
performances are studied indicating the effect of solar energy variations on the
system response.

The paper structure is as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed system architecture.
Analysis and design of the charging station have been described in Section 3. Section 4
presents the charging converters modelling and design. The proposed control system
is shown in Section 5. Section 6 presents the proposed system design. The simulation
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and experimental results have been discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 comes with
the conclusions.

2. The Proposed Charging Station Description

The architecture of the proposed EVCS system is shown in Figure 1. The EVCS system
is an off-grid type that is powered by solar energy. It is collected by a PV array that
generates electrical energy to the EVCS. The PV panel represents the main source of energy
for the charging station. However, the generated energy is not steady. It varies according to
the solar insolation level and other environmental issues. Hence, ESS batteries are usually
used to compensate for the problem of energy intermittence. The output terminals of
the PV are connected to a boost converter. Its function is to match the PV voltage level
to that of the DC bus and helps in utilizing the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
condition of the PV panel. Two charging converters are connected to the DC bus namely
the EV charger and the energy storage converter. These converters are generally DC/DC
converters. However, the EV charger is a one quadrant buck converter that is used to
charge the EV battery (lithium-ion). It serves in regulating the charging process of the
EV battery. However, the energy storage converter is a two-quadrant DC/DC converter.
It is used to control the charge/discharge process of the storage battery (lead-acid). In
addition, it participates in regulating the DC bus voltage against the variations of the EV
load and insolation level. The modelling and theory of operation of these converters will
be explained in the next paragraphs.

 

 

Figure 1. The proposed PV-powered EVCS with the battery storage system.

3. Analysis and Design of the Charging Station

The electrical design of the EVSC means designing all electrical parts of the station such
as the PV array, the system converters, the DC bus voltage level, all passive components,
and the storage battery. Many aspects must be considered in designing the EVSC:

• The available solar energy on the site and the maximum permissible area for the
PV panels.
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• The station power is related to the number of EVs to be charged simultaneously. The
charging rate is an important issue that affects the charging time. For fast charging,
the station should be capable of charging rates of 3 C to 5 C [26].

• The size of the ESS depends on the available PV power and the demand load of
the EV.

As a first step for the design process, the relation among the input solar energy, the
output charging power to the EV, and the stored energy in the ESS must be studied. The
system power and energy relations will be studied in the next subsection.

3.1. Power and Energy Analysis of the System

In this section, the energy and power relations of the system are derived to help in the
design process. The assumptions used in this regard are:

• The storage battery’s initial energy is “Ei” in Wh.
• The output power of the EV station “PEV” is constant.
• The solar power “Ppv” of the PV panel changes with time according to:

Ppv =
Pmax

36

(
36− t2

)
(1)

where; “Pmax” is the PV maximum power and “t” is the time in hours. The relation is
sketched in Figure 2. The time axis origin is set at noon where the insolation level is
maximum. The period of solar energy is assumed to be 12 H starting at 6:00 a.m.

 

 

 
 
 𝑃 = 𝑃36 (36 − 𝑡 )

 

Figure 2. The PV array power distribution for one day.

From the power balance principle and refer to the system power flow diagram shown
in Figure 3.

PEV = Ppv − Pbat (2)

 

 

 
 
 𝑃 = 𝑃36 (36 − 𝑡 )

 

Figure 3. The system power flow diagram.
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Hence,

Pbat =

{
Pmax

36
(
36− t2)− PEV − 6 ≤ t ≤ 6
−PEV 6 ≤ t ≤ 18

(3)

where; “Pbat” is the instantaneous storage battery power. The average power of the storage
battery is assumed to be zero along one day period (T = 24 h).

Hence,
T∫

0

Pbatdt = 0 (4)

Hence,
6∫

−6

[
Pmax

36

(
36− t2

)
− PEV ]dt−

18∫

6

PEVdt = 0 (5)

Pmax = 3PEV (6)

Battery state of charge and maximum stored energy

The battery energy-stored can be calculated through:

Ebat = C +
∫

Pbatdt (7)

where; “C” is a constant.
The region (−6 ≤ t ≤ 6)
Substitute Equation (3) into Equation (7) and integrate:

Ebat = C + PEV

(
2t− t3

36

)
(8)

To get the constant “C”, we have that at t = −6→ Ebat = Ei. Using Equation (8):

C = Ei + 6PEV (9)

The instantaneous battery energy is given by:

Ebat = Ei + PEV

[
6 + 2t− t3

36

]
(10)

The final value of the energy at this region (t = 6):

Ebat|t=6 = Ei + 12PEV (11)

This value is the initial value for the next region.
The region (6 ≤ t ≤ 18)
From Equations (7) and (3):

Ebat = C1 − PEV t (12)

where; “C1” is constant. From Equations (11) and (12):

C1 = Ei + 18PEV (13)

Hence,
Ebat = Ei + 18PEV − PEV t (14)
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The maximum stored energy occurs at t = x as shown in Figure 3. It can be shown that
the maximum stored energy is given by:

Ebat|max = Ei + 2PEV [3 +
2
√

24
3

] (15)

From this analysis, if the EV power PEV is known, then using Equations (1), (6) and
(15) the PV power rating and the ESS size can be determined. Hence, the PV array area can
be calculated.

4. Charging Converters Modelling and Design

The proposed system has two charging converters. The EV charging converter is a
simple buck converter (first-quadrant converter). However, the energy storage battery is a
buck-boost converter (two-quadrant converter). The circuit diagrams of the converters are
shown in Figure 4. The operation, modeling, and analysis of the two-quadrant converter
include that of the first-quadrant converter. The continuous mode is assumed for the
converter operation. The converter comprised two IGBT’s (S1, S2), two antiparallel diodes,
and an LC filter. The converter terminals are connected to the DC bus and the storage
battery. The battery’s internal voltage and resistance are represented by (Eb, rb). The
filter inductance is assumed to be large enough to preserve sufficient energy to charge or
discharge the battery. Hence, the discontinuous conduction operation mode is neglected.
The converter has two modes namely the buck mode and boost mode. The bidirectional
converter serves in the boost mode, when the switch S2 is active and the switch S1 acts as
a diode, for discharging the battery. However, it serves in the buck mode, when switch
S1 is active and the switch S2 acts as a diode, resulting in the battery charge mode. The
converter dynamic model in the state-space form is described as:

During buck operation:

x =

[
il

vc

]
(16)

[ .
x1.
x2

]
=

[
0 −1

L
1
C

−1
Crb

][
x1
x2

]
+

[ Vdc
L
0

]
u1 +

[
0
Eb

Crb

]
(17)

where; (il, vc) are the inductor current and the capacitor voltage, u1 represents the switch
S1 action with PWM taking values from the set of {0:1}, (L, C) are inductance and the
capacitance of the filter, Vdc is the DC bus voltage.

𝐸 | = 𝐸 + 2𝑃 [3 + √ ]

𝒙 = 𝑖𝑣
𝑥𝑥 = ⎣⎢⎢

⎡0 −1𝐿1𝐶 −1𝐶𝑟 ⎦⎥⎥
⎤ 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑉𝐿0 𝑢 + 0𝐸𝐶𝑟

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. The system converters circuit diagram: (a) bidirectional converter, (b) buck converter.

During boost operation:

[ .
x1.
x2

]
=

[
0 −1

L
1
C

−1
Crb

][
x1
x2

]
+

[ −Vdc
L
0

]
u2 +

[
Vdc
L
Eb

Crb

]
(18)
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where; u2 represents the switch S2 action with PWM taking values from the set of {0:1}.
The filter inductor and capacitor design equations are [27]:

(1− dmin)Rli

2 f
≥ L ≤ Eb

f ∆Imin
× dmax (19)

Irms =

√

Ib|max +
(∆Imax)

2

3
(20)

C ≥ (1− dmin)

8 rmin L f 2 (21)

where; (dmin, dmax) is the minimum and maximum duty cycle, Rli is the approximate
equivalent resistance of Li-ion battery, f is the switching frequency, (∆Imin, ∆Imax) is the
minimum and maximum ripple currents, r is the minimum voltage ripple factor, and Ib|max
is the maximum battery current.

The DC bus voltage level is selected according to the charging state of the system as
the system converters operate in the buck mode. In this case, the DC bus voltage must
be greater than the converter output average voltage. On the other hand, the minimum
duty cycle and battery voltage variations affect the value of Vdc. These constraints can be
written as:

Vb−max

dmin
≥ Vdc ≥

Vb−min

dn
(22)

where; (Vb−min, Vb−max) is the battery minimum and maximum terminal voltage, and dn is
the nominal modulation index. The value of the DC capacitance affects greatly the DC bus
stability. Basically, the DC bus capacitor must support a certain voltage and power ripple
factor. The DC bus capacitance Cdc can be calculated from [28]:

Cdc =
2Prated·∆x

∆r·V2
dc· f

(23)

where; (∆x, ∆r) is the percentage ripple power and voltage; and Prated is the rated power.

5. Control System

The controllers of the proposed system, shown in Figure 5, are the MPPT, the EV
charger, and the storage converter controller. The function of the MPPT controller is to
keep absorbing the peak power from the PV panel. It outputs the suitable duty ratio to the
boost converter that maintains the MPPT. However, the EV converter controller regulates
the charging of the EV. Finally, the battery storage converter controller is used to control
the DC bus voltage and ESS charge/discharge process.

𝑥𝑥 = ⎣⎢⎢
⎡0 −1𝐿1𝐶 −1𝐶𝑟 ⎦⎥⎥

⎤ 𝑥𝑥 + −𝑉𝐿0 𝑢 + ⎣⎢⎢
⎡𝑉𝐿𝐸𝐶𝑟 ⎦⎥⎥

⎤

(1 − 𝑑 )𝑅2𝑓 L ≤   𝐸𝑓∆𝐼   𝑑
𝐼 =  𝐼 | + (∆𝐼 )3

𝐶  (1 − 𝑑 )8 𝑟  L 𝑓 𝑅 ∆𝐼 ∆𝐼𝐼 |

𝑉𝑑  𝑉  𝑉 𝑑  𝑉 , 𝑉
𝐶 =  2P  ∙ ∆𝑥∆𝑟 ∙ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑓∆𝑥, ∆𝑟

(a) 

PWM 

Generator + S3 

VB2-ref 𝑲𝒑𝟑 + 𝑲𝑰𝟑𝑺  

VB2 

𝑲𝒑𝟒 + 𝑲𝑰𝟒𝑺  
+

IB2-ref 

IB2 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(b) 

(c) 

PWM 

Generator + S1 & S2 

Vdc-ref 𝑲𝒑𝟏 +𝑲𝑰𝟏𝑺  

Vdc 

𝑲𝒑𝟐 +𝑲𝑰𝟐𝑺  
+

IB1-ref 

IB1 

PWM Generator 

Boost conv. Switch 

Pulses 

Vpv MPPT 

Controller 

Ipv 

Figure 5. The proposed system controllers: (a) MPPT controller, (b) EV charge controller, and (c)
storage battery converter controller.

5.1. MPPT Controller

The MPPT controller is necessary to improve the PV system utilization. The algorithm
of the MPPT has been implemented using many approaches [29–32]. For simplicity, the
common technique called “perturb and observe” is utilized here. In this technique, a
perturb of the boost converter duty ratio is made and the PV voltage and current are
measured. After then, the power change is calculated then checked according to the flow
chart of Figure 6 [33]. The controller is adapted to generate the necessary duty ratio for the
boost converter switch to achieve MPPT conditions.

 

𝑲𝒑𝟏 +𝑲𝑰𝟏𝑺 𝑲𝒑𝟐 +𝑲𝑰𝟐𝑺

Figure 6. Perturb and Observe MPPT algorithm flowchart.

5.2. EV Converter Controller

The target of this controller is to regulate the charging process of the EV. There are
various control techniques such as pulse, constant voltage (CV), constant current (CC), and
constant current/constant voltage (CC/CV) techniques. Commonly, the (CC and CC/CV)
techniques are preferred for their low charging time. In our system, the (CC/CV) technique
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is utilized. A simple PI controller is adapted for this technique. The proportion and integral
gains of the PI controller are tuned using the Ziegler–Nichols method.

The experimental Ziegler–Nichols tuning algorithm can simply be summarized as the
following. First, the PI controller is reduced to only the proportional part with very low
proportional gain. Hence, remove the integral actions from the controller by setting it to
zero. The proportional gain is then increased until continuous oscillations in the output
signal are observed. Note that, when the oscillations occur, the controller should not be
hitting limits. After each gain increase, you may need to make a disturbance b changing
the setpoint to see if the loop oscillates. The oscillations occur at a critical proportional
gain (Kpc) with an oscillation period (Tosc). By measuring the parameters Kpc and Tosc, the
proportional and integral gains (Kp, Ki) for the PI controller are adjusted as:

Kp = 0.35 Kpc (24)

Ki = 0.8 Kp/Tosc (25)

5.3. Battery Storage Converter Controller

The objective of this controller is to regulate the DC bus voltage at a constant reference
value. Consequently, charging and discharging the storage battery are adapted to serve
this function. In addition, the PI controller is adapted for this converter. In case that the
batteries are fully charged, the converter stops charging except for a small trickle current.

6. The Proposed System Design Calculations

According to the previous analysis, the system parameters can be calculated. Assume
that the proposed system data and parameters are listed in Table 1. The design calculations
are carried out as follows:

• Design calculations for ESS

As the available PV panel is 120 W, the EV power can be determined from Equation (6).
Hence, using Equation (15) the ESS energy can be calculated. The charge capacity of the
ESS is 39 Ah. However, the nearest available standard is 65 Ah. Normally, the range of the
SOC of the ESS is from 20% to 95% [34].

• Design calculations for EV converter filter

Let that ∆Imin = 0.3 A, Vdc = 25 V, and rmin = 0.02. Hence, substituting in Equation
(19), gives the range of inductance as 325 µH and 9375 µH. The standard inductance value
of 560 µH is chosen. Then, substituting in Equation (21), gives C ≥ 363 µF. The standard
inductance value of 1000 µF is chosen.

• Design calculations for Storage battery converter filter

Let that ∆Imin = 1.3 A and applying the same procedure to the converter of storage
battery giving the range of inductance as 74 µH and 1329 µH. The standard inductance
value of 560 µH is chosen. Then, substituting in Equation (21), gives C ≥ 446 µF. The
standard inductance value of 1000 µF is chosen.

Table 1. System Parameters.

Item Parameter Value

PV
SC current Isc 8.82 A

OC voltage Voc 19.2 V
MPPT power PMPPT 7.5 × 16 W

ESS Battery
Type Lead Acid

Rating 65 Ah, 12 V
Max. charging current 13 A
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Table 1. Cont.

Item Parameter Value

EV Battery

Type Lithium-ion
Rating 6.5 Ah, 3.7 V

Max. charging current 3 A
Max. discharging current 5 A

L 560 µH
C 1000 µF

Cdc 2200 µF
PWM carrier frequency 4 kHz

7. Simulation and Experimental Results

The proposed system, shown in Figure 1, is simulated and implemented physically
to verify the paper idea. The parameters in Table 1 are used for both the simulation
and the experimental setup. The PV panel is the Copex module of model P120. It is a
polycrystalline type and has the specifications listed below. The EV battery is formed by
four Li-ion batteries connected in series. Its nominal voltage is 14.8 V, the fully charged
voltage is 17 V and its cut-off voltage is 12 V. The results are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

7.1. Simulation Results

The proposed system is simulated using Matlab/Simulink platform. The system
performances according to step changes in the solar irradiation of the PV panel are shown
in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7a shows the irradiation level of solar energy. The DC bus voltage
tracks well the reference voltage (25 V), as shown in Figure 7b. The state of charge of the
lead-acid battery bank B2 is shown in Figure 7c. At the first four seconds, the insolation is
≥60%. Therefore, the generated PV power is enough to charge the EV battery and store
the reserve in the B2. However, the insolation at the remaining period is ≤60% which
is not enough to supply the energy to the EV. Hence, the storage battery discharges to
compensate for the drop in solar energy. The current of the battery tracks its reference
value generated by the DC bus voltage controller, as shown in Figure 7d. In addition,
the charging and discharging processes track and compensate for the irradiation level.
Figure 7e shows the voltage of the B2 battery. Its voltage increases with charging and
decreases with discharging. The PV current is shown in Figure 7f. The current level is the
same as the MPPT conditions.

Figure 8a shows the irradiation level of solar energy. The EV current tracks well the
reference current generated by the charge controller, as shown in Figure 8b. Figure 8c
shows the voltage of the B1 battery. It is continuously charging. The state of charge of
the EV battery is shown in Figure 8d. Figure 8e,f show the PV power, the power of the
B2 battery, and the EV battery power. At the first four seconds, the irradiation is ≥60%.
Therefore, the generated PV power is enough to charge the EV battery and store the reserve
in the B2. However, the insolation at the remaining period is ≤60% which is not enough
to supply the energy to the EV. Hence, the storage battery discharges to compensate for
the drop in solar energy. In addition, the charging and discharging processes track and
compensate for the irradiation level. Its voltage increases with charging and decreases with
discharging. The EV power is constant at all conditions, shown in Figure 8f.
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Figure 7. (a) PV irradiation level, (b) DC bus voltage, (c) state of charge of the lead-acid battery bank, (d) the lead-acid
battery current and reference current, (e) the lead-acid battery voltage (f) the PV current.

≥

≤

 

 

Figure 8. (a) PV irradiation level, (b) the EV battery bank current and reference current, (c) the EV battery voltage, (d) state
of charge of the EV battery, (e) the PV and lead-acid battery power (f) the EV charging power.

7.2. Experimental Results

An experimental prototype is built, as shown in Figure 9, to verify the simulation
results of the proposed system. The prototype has the same parameters listed in Table 1.
A single-chip PIC18F4550 microcontroller, with a 16 MHz oscillator, is utilized to achieve
simultaneously five controllers. The five controllers utilize three timers of the microcon-
troller (T0, T1, and T2) and the PWM module of the microcontroller. The microcontroller
generates the control signals for the switches S1, S2, S3, and S4. The switching frequency
is suitable for the converters and gives very good results. All the controllers are included
in a single chip microcontroller and all control signals are generated from this microcon-
troller. Therefore, the execution time of different sections in the codes forces the switching
frequency to be not so high. A drive circuit for each control signal is used to raise its level
voltage to a suitable level. However, the drive circuits invert the generated control signals,
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and this inversion is considered in the written code of all controllers. The five controllers
are described as follows:

• The boost converter controller

A perturb and observe maximum power point tracker is applied to achieve maxi-
mum power extraction of the PV panel. The microcontroller receives the PV voltage and
current, performs the perturb-observe algorithm, then generates the control signal to the
boost converter switch. This controller uses T2 and CCP modules are operating in the
PWM mode.

• The DC bus voltage controller

The voltage of the DC bus is maintained constant during charging both batteries
in the sunshine day hours and during night hours (discharging lead-acid battery). The
controller gives the required lead-acid current in both modes of operation of the lead-acid
battery considering the maximum charging current and maximum discharging current of
the lead-acid battery.

• The lead-acid battery voltage controller

During the constant voltage stage of charging the lead-acid battery, its voltage is
maintained at a slight value below the gassing voltage of the battery (14.4 V). During
discharging mode of the battery, its voltage starts to decrease. The battery voltage is
monitored so that the cut-off voltage should not be reached. This controller utilizes the
reference battery voltage which is generated by the previous controller and generates the
control signals to S1 and S2. This controller employs T1 and the interrupt module to achieve
its target.

• The lithium-ion voltage and current controllers

The lithium-ion battery pack is charged using the constant current—constant voltage
charging method. The maximum allowable charging voltage and current of the lithium-ion
battery pack are controlled using the two controllers. The outer loop (voltage controller)
controls the battery voltage and generates the suitable battery current taking into consider-
ation the maximum charging current (6.5 A). The inner loop (current controller) generates
the control signal to S3. This controller employs T0 and the interrupt module to realize
its target.

 

 

Figure 9. The experimental setup.
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The step response of the charge controller of the lithium-ion battery is illustrated in
Figure 10. The reference current is stepped at values of 3 A, 2 A, and 1 A. The voltage
controller of the battery at the same time keeps the battery voltage at the suitable level
corresponding to each current level. The corresponding control signal to S3 is shown. It is
noticed that the duty cycle of S3 decreases as the reference current decreases. On the other
side, the DC bus voltage is maintained constant.

 

Figure 10. The experimental response of the EV controller: Ch1: Control signal of S3 (5 V/div)
Ch2: Li-ion battery voltage (5 V/div.) Ch3: Li-ion battery current (4 A/div), Ch4: DC bus voltage
(5 V/div).

Figure 11 shows the effects of disconnecting the PV panel. The figure presents DC bus
voltage, lead-acid battery voltage, lithium-ion battery voltage, and current. The lead-acid
battery current changes its direction at the instant of disconnection. The controller keeps
the DC bus voltage constant after the instant of disconnecting the PV panel where the
lead-acid battery operates in the boost mode in which it starts discharging and its voltage
slightly decreases. The charge controller of the lithium-ion battery keeps its level voltage
and current at the same values before disconnecting the PV panels.

 

Figure 11. The system response upon disconnecting the PV: Ch1: lead acid battery current (6 A/div)
Ch2: Li-ion battery voltage (5 V/div) Ch3: lead acid battery voltage (5 V/div), Ch4: Li-ion battery
current (4 A/div).
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Disconnecting and reconnecting the PV panel is illustrated in Figure 12a,b. The figures
give the DC bus voltage, lead-acid battery, and lithium-ion battery voltage. In Figure 12a,
the PV panel is disconnected and the lead-acid battery lonely charges the lithium-ion
battery. The DC bus voltage and lithium-ion battery voltage are kept at the original levels
while the slightly decreases. Figure 12b shows the reconnection of the PV panel in which
the two batteries are being charged and the lead-acid battery voltage slightly increases.

  
(a) (b) 

 

 

Figure 12. The system response upon: (a) connecting and (b) disconnecting the PV. Ch1: lead–acid battery voltage (5 V/div)
Ch2: DC bus voltage (5 V/div) Ch3: Li-ion battery voltage (5 V/div).

Figure 13a,b present the control signals of the switches S1 through S4 during connecting
and disconnecting the PV, respectively. The experimental results are summarized in Table 2.

  
(a) (b) 

 

 

Figure 13. Control signals from the microcontroller for the switches: (a) PV panel is connected, and the two batteries are
being charged, (b) PV panel is disconnected. S4 (CH1)—S1 (CH2)—S2 (CH3)—S3 (CH4).
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Table 2. The experimental results summary.

Variable Parameter Connecting the PV Disconnecting the PV

DC bus Voltage Overshoot (%) 20 40
Setling time (s) 0.2 0.5

ESS Battery Voltage Overshoot (%) 67 0
Setling time (s) 0.2 0

EV Battery Voltage Overshoot (%) 0 40
Setling time (s) 0 0.1

8. Conclusions

An isolated EV charging station based on a PV energy source is proposed. The system
consists of PV panel, boost converter, ESS batteries, two DC/DC charging converters,
and an EV battery. The control system consists of three controllers named the MPPT,
the EV charger, and the storage converter controller. PI voltage and current controllers
are adapted to control charging/discharging of the ESS system and the EV charger as
well. The system is simulated and implemented physically. A single-chip PIC18F4550
microcontroller is utilized to realize the system controllers. New simple energy and power
analyses procedure has been introduced. Hence, closed-form equations have been derived
to help in the design phase. Complete design of the system, including the ESS size, the PV
rating, and the filter components, has been proposed. Simulation and experimental results
are very close and verify the effectiveness of the proposed system. At different insolation
levels, the results show that the charging process of the EV battery is steady without any
disturbance. However, the charging/discharging of the ESS battery responds perfectly
to store and compensate for PV energy variations. The current and voltage controllers of
the converters give good responses and track their references well. In addition, the MPPT
controller tracks the peak conditions of the PV precisely.
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Abstract: A Steam generator is a crucial device of a nuclear power plant. Control performance of the
steam generator level control system is key to its normal operation. To improve its performance, the
control system parameters should be optimized by utilizing a proper optimization method. Further-
more, the method’s efficiency is critical for its operability in the actual plant. However, the steam
generator level process is a complex process, with high nonlinearity and time-varying properties.
Traditional parameters tuning methods are experience-based, cumbersome, and time-consuming.
To address the challenge, a systemic data-driven optimization methodology based on the model-
free optimization with a revised simplex search method was proposed. Rather than the traditional
controller parameter tuning method, this method optimizes the control system directly by using
control performance measurements. To strengthen its efficiency, two critical modifications were
incorporated into the traditional simplex search method to form a knowledge-informed simplex
search based on historical gradient approximations. Firstly, with the help of the historical gradient
approximations, the revised method could sense the optimization direction more accurately and
accomplish the iteration step size tuning adaptively, significantly reducing the optimization cost.
Secondly, a revised iteration termination control strategy was developed and integrated to monitor
the optimization progress, which can promptly terminate the progress to avoid unnecessary itera-
tion costs. The effectiveness and the efficiency of the revised method were demonstrated through
simulation experiments.

Keywords: performance optimization; steam generator level control; knowledge-informed simplex
search method; historical iteration information; iteration termination control

1. Introduction

The steam generator (SG) is a critical component of the nuclear steam supply system
in the nuclear island, which transfers heat from the primary loop to the secondary loop to
produce steam [1]. Keeping the water level around preset programmed setpoints during
the plant operation is of great importance. The water level requirement violation may
jeopardize the plant’s availability and safety. It was reported that about 25% of emergency
shutdowns in the nuclear power plants were caused by poor control of the SG water level [2].
Hence, the performance of the steam generator level control is vital for plant safety, stability,
and economical operation. Meanwhile, achieving the expected performance consists of
a series of commissioning tests. The cost for a single test is high; thus, the efficiency of
the performance optimization is of great concern. The number of the commissioning
tests in optimization should be minimized. However, SG is a highly complex, nonlinear,
time-varying system with inverse dynamics [3,4]. One of the dynamic features of the SG is
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the “shrink and swell” phenomenon. With this phenomenon, the water level may react
temporarily in a reverse manner to water mass inventory changes. This complication
may be accentuated during the plant start-up or low turbine load [5]. As a result, the
performance optimization of the SG level control is challenging to accomplish.

For a nuclear power plant (NPP), the performance of the steam generator level con-
trol was greatly determined by several factors in different levels, including the process
characteristics, the control system structure, and the controller parameters. To a particular
steam generator, the process characteristics were relatively fixed. Once the structure of the
control system is determined, the controller parameters are the only vital factors left. In this
situation, the control system’s performance usually has a close but underlying relationship
with them. It is necessary to improve the performance by selecting the optimal settings effi-
ciently. However, as their relationship is difficult to be obtained, searching for the optimal
settings is usually experience-based, cumbersome, and time-consuming. There have been
increasing demands to develop advanced methods to enhance the optimization efficiency.

Different kinds of methodologies used to search for the optimal controller settings can
be summarized as below:

(1) Experience-based method
This type of method relies heavily on the engineers’ experience. It does not rely on

the controller performance model that it tries to search for the optimal settings directly
in a model-free way. It can be called “Primitive model-free methods”. These methods
may include trial and error, the design of experiments (DOE), and the expert system-
based control et al. They have the advantage of easy implementation. However, their
disadvantages are apparent: they rely heavily on the experience of operators or experts,
and they are usually cumbersome and time-consuming; moreover, they are challenging to
obtain the real optimal settings, only suboptimal settings can be achieved.

(2) Model-based optimization
As a mainstream way for system optimization, model-based optimization relies on a

performance model that relates the controller parameters and the control system perfor-
mance. However, for the control parameters optimization, the relationship was too difficult
to obtain, such that no accurate model could be built [6,7]. Nevertheless, the Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) parameters tuning methods, such as the Ziegler–Nichols tuning
method, could be treated as an approximate model-based method in essence [8–10]. For
this method, the engineers should first obtain an accurate process model. Then a certain
tuning formula can be developed based on the model. Finally, the parameters can be chosen
according to the model coefficients and the formula. Hence, it can only provide relatively
poor settings. The reason lies in the following: firstly, building an accurate model is often
challenging; secondly, the formula is usually experience-dependent; thirdly, the parameter
settings obtained are usually suboptimal [11].

(3) Intelligent optimization without model
With the development of artificial intelligence technology, intelligent optimization

has gradually attracted more attention. For example, Wu et al. proposed to use a particle
swarm optimization algorithm for the controller parameters optimization of an Advanced
Passive pressurized water reactor-1000 (AP1000) plant [1]. The experimental results based
on the AP1000 SG model indicated that the algorithm could achieve better control perfor-
mance [1,12]. However, this algorithm needs a lot of batch experiments, which makes it
impossible for the online optimization at the actual NPP plant.

(4) Data-driven control methods
As the industrial processes become more and more complex, data-driven control has

emerged. The main approaches include iterative feedback tuning (IFT) [13,14], virtual
reference feedback tuning (VRFT) [15], and model-free adaptive control (MFAC) [16–18].
However, these methods mainly focus on the control strategy itself, and only covered
limited parameters. As a complex process, in the actual NPP plant commissioning, there
are various different kinds of parameters to be tuned, such as control logic parameters and
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time constants of the filters. Therefore, more general optimization methods in the upper
level for system optimization that could cover more types of parameters are still needed.

All the above methods have their disadvantages or limitations, which lead to the inef-
ficiency of the control performance optimization. A question emerged: is there a different
way to promote the efficiency of the control performance optimization, considering that, by
integrating the advantages of the above methods and avoiding their disadvantages, the
efficiency may be promoted? Data-driven methods are powerful techniques for complex
industrial automation processes [19]. Meanwhile, data-driven techniques have further stim-
ulated research and applications of monitoring, optimization, and control. The data-driven
method, integrating efficient optimization algorithms, becomes an attractive way [20–22].
Hence, an analogous philosophy, integrating feasible data-based optimization algorithms
without a prior model to formulate a data-driven optimization framework, is proposed to
address the optimization of complex systems.

Kong had proposed a systematic and efficient simultaneous perturbation stochastic
approximation (SPSA)-based optimization method for the steam generator level control
and the injection molding quality control [23–26]. However, as a model-free method, the
efficiency of the SPSA-based method still needs to be improved. Another selection was
the simplex search-based model-free optimization (MFO), which usually behaves better
than the SPSA at the low dimension circumstances. To improve the efficiency of the
simplex search method (SS) on the medium-voltage insulator quality control, a revised
simplex search method, knowledge-informed simplex search based on historical gradient
approximations (GK-SS), has been proposed [27]. Similar to the idea of knowledge-based
fault detection and diagnosis [28] and utilization of prior information [29], historical data
generated during the data-driven optimization will be mined and utilized. In order to
adapt to the characteristics of the control performance optimization problem and beef up
the optimization efficiency, two critical modifications were formulated to the SS. Firstly,
the historical-gradient approximations were utilized for the optimization search direction
compensation. Secondly, an improved iteration termination control strategy, which uses the
historical iteration information, was integrated to monitor the progress of the optimization.
The two modifications are integrated to form a revised simplex search-based data-driven
optimization methodology.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the per-
formance optimization problem for the SG level control system. Section 3 presents an
overview of the knowledge-informed optimization strategy, followed by the elementary
procedure of the revised GK-SS method. The modifications on the search mechanism and
the revised iteration termination control strategy are detailed. In Section 4, the simulation
platform of the steam generator is demonstrated. In Section 5, the revised GK-SS method is
applied to the performance optimization problem of the SG level control system. Based on
the experimental simulation results, a comprehensive discussion was carried out. Finally,
the conclusions are summarized.

2. Performance Optimization of the Steam Generator Level Control System

The general structure of the SG level control system in a pressurized water reactor
(PWR) can be summarized as shown in Figure 1. According to the PWR commissioning
practice, the main goal of the steam generator level control is to maintain the steam
generator water level around a preset setpoint with the least power plant commissioning
cost. To achieve the goal, the tuning process of the control system should be optimized.
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Figure 1. General structure of the steam generator (SG) level control system.

For a PWR plant, once the manufacturing of the steam generator and the control
structure of the level controller have been fixed, the control performance of the SG level
control system will mainly depend on the controller parameters. There is a close relationship
between the control performance and the controller parameters. Without loss of generality,
the mathematical relationship between the level control performance and the corresponding
controller parameters could be expressed abstractly as below:

Per f = f (X) + e, X = [x1, · · · xn]
T (1)

where Perf represents the performance index to be optimized, X is an n-dimensional vector
representing the SG controller parameters, and xi (i = 1, · · · , n) is the ith element of X, n is
the dimension of the parameters, e represents the overall process performance uncertainty,
f (x) is the theoretical function between the performance and the controller parameters.
However, due to the high complexity and nonlinearity of the SG level process, the above
function is unable to obtain theoretically.

The performance optimization of the steam generator level control is, therefore, con-
verted to tune the controller parameters and search for the optimal settings. The mathemat-
ical formula of the optimization problem can be expressed as below:

max
X

Per f

s.t. X ∈ Ω
(2)

where Ω is the feasible region of the controller parameters. The schematic of the closed-loop
optimization process based on data-driven optimization can be summarized in Figure 2.

To construct the closed-loop optimization scheme, it is necessary to find a suitable
way to evaluate the control performance of the steam generator level control system. For a
control system, the regulation performance is often expressed by the control error obtained
under certain disturbances. Typical step load change can be chosen as the test scenario.
Typical control evaluation index can be expressed as below:

I =
∫ Tts

0
tn|e(t)|mdt (3)

where the error is defined as e = ysp − y(t), ysp is the target and y(t) is the actual level
response. Tts is a preset time zone for the evaluation of transient performance of the
system. n and m are the index parameters, respectively. In this study, the Integral of Time
multiply by Absolute Error (ITAE) index was chosen. The ITAE is an index widely used
in control performance evaluation with n = 1, m = 1 in Equation (3). As the magnitude of
the ITAE is huge, the logarithm of the ITAE was used to represent the control performance.
According to the characteristics of the ITAE, the smaller the ITAE index, the better the
control performance.
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Figure 2. Schematics of the data-driven optimization for the SG level control.

With the above evaluation index, the controller performance optimization problem
can be expressed as below:

min
X
− Per f ≈ I =

∫ Tts

0 t|e(t)|dt

s.t. X ∈ Ω
(4)

The performance is approximately represented by the evaluation index.
Furthermore, in the PWR commissioning practice, the efficiency of the above opti-

mization is a critical concern. The tuning process should be done as quickly as possible to
reduce the commissioning cost and reduce its adverse effects on the plant. A new efficiency
index, Optimization Efficiency index (OE), is defined. As a comprehensive efficiency in-
dex, it may integrate many aspects, such as experimental cost, time cost, labor cost and
performance control deviation et al. Based on the OE index, the performance optimization
may be reconstructed as a bi-level optimization problem. The mathematical formulation is
as below:

max
OptMethods

OE

s.t.

{
min

X
− Per f ≈ I =

∫ Tts

0 t|e(t)|dt

s.t. X ∈ Ω

}

OptMethods

(5)

where OptMethods is the available data-driven methods set, which satisfies the optimization
framework in Figure 2. The key in this study is to search for a suitable method with high
efficiency. Considering the plant commissioning practice, only the experimental cost was
included in the OE. A revised simplex search-based model-free optimization method was
thus proposed.

3. Revised Simplex Search-Based Data-Driven Optimization

3.1. Performance Optimization via Data-Driven Optimization

According to the characteristics of the optimization problem in Equation (2), the model-
free optimization methods could be incorporated for the optimization. The schematics of
the model-free optimization are shown in Figure 3. These methods usually achieve their
goal by pure historical iterative data. In the framework of the model-free optimization, the
data-driven optimization mechanism will iteratively adjust the parameters of the control
system to change the performance of the SG liquid level control system dynamically. The
optimization iteration process is a batch-by-batch process. The efficiency of the tuning
process will mainly depend on the optimization methods. This study adopts the simplex
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search method as the base method for its high efficiency in nonlinear system optimization.
It is a direct search method without explicit gradient information.

Figure 3. Framework of the model-free optimization (MFO).

However, the optimization cost is critical for a PWR plant’s commissioning, and
the simplex search method’s efficiency should be further improved. Hence, the feasible
directions for the performance efficiency promotion were analyzed as below. Figure 4
demonstrates a typical optimization trajectory under the traditional simplex search method.
To promote the performance efficiency of the optimization method, the possibilities for the
promotion were decomposed into two dimensions. For the first dimension, the optimization
could be improved to achieve a rapid descent in the first stage of the optimization. If
the optimization algorithms could be revised to accelerate its descent rate, the efficiency
would be improved. For the second dimension, as a data-driven optimization method, the
method usually cannot appropriately stop the optimization progress immediately. Thus,
the optimization often costs more on iterations with only a minor achievement. The minor
achievement is intolerable for the vast cost due to the additional iterations. Hence, if the
method could terminate timely and intelligently when the optimization progress traps into
the stagnation stage, the costs on the optimization could be reduced, and the efficiency thus
could be promoted.

Figure 4. Decomposition of the directions for the performance efficiency promotion.

This study investigated both research dimensions for the simplex search-based model-
free optimization. Generally, as shown in Figure 5, the knowledge-guided mechanisms
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consist of two dimensions and three aspects. In Dimension I, considering that in the
iterative process of performance optimization, the optimization process will generate a
series of historical iterative process information containing specific process knowledge, in
the traditional MFO methods, this kind of information is not fully utilized. In this study,
the revised simplex search method may adopt the historical iteration points generated
during optimization to adjust the search descent rate. Two aspects were concerned. The
first aspect is the search direction of the optimization, with the second aspect being the
step size of the search operation. The detailed mechanisms will be demonstrated in the
following subsection. In Dimension II, the information of historical iteration points will
be incorporated to form a historical sequence, and the optimization progress will be
monitored and evaluated based on the sequence. Hence, the optimization progress could
be interrupted timely when the method detects itself falling into the stagnation stage.

Figure 5. Historical information-guided mechanisms for the data-driven optimization.

From the idea of knowledge-informed optimization fused by iterative knowledge
during the optimization, a revised simplex search-based model-free optimization based on
the historical iteration information was formulated, and a feasible implementation scheme
was put forward.

3.2. Revised Simplex Search Strategy

The simplex search method is a gradient-free method that relies only on the function
evaluations [30]. Our team firstly proposed the initial revised simplex search method
(GK-SS) to promote the efficiency of the quality control of the medium voltage insula-
tor [27]. In this study, this method was transferred and revised further to adapt to the
new optimization occasion of the controller parameters optimization. Furthermore, the
GK-SS was reorganized based on the above ideas. The modifications for the traditional
simplex search were reorganized into two parts, representing different mechanisms on
efficiency promotion.

3.2.1. Procedure of the Traditional Simplex Search Method

The revised GK-SS was built based on the traditional Nelder–Mead method. The
procedure of the method is as follows (More detailed procedure may refer to [27]):

Step 1: Methodology initialization.
The coefficients of the methodology, {α, β, γ, δ}, and the initial conditions X1, are

determined in this stage. The initial conditions will be scaled into a normalized range and
represented as X1.

Step 2: Initial simplex construction.
The initial simplex is constructed obeying the following rule:

{
Xk+1 = X1 + τek, X1, k ≤ 50
Xk+1 = X1 − τek, X1, k > 50

, Vs
k+1 = Xk+1, k = 1, · · · , n (6)

where ek is a special column vector with 1 in the kth element and zeros in the other elements,
Xk+1 is the (k + 1)th iteration point, and τ represents the perturbation coefficient. With the
construction, n successive iteration points are generated based on the initial point, and the
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initial simplex is formed as Vs =
{

Vs
1 , Vs

2 , · · · , Vs
n+1
}

based on the n + 1 points. s is the
simplex iteration number with its initial value set to 0. The corresponding performance
response ITAE vector Fs =

{
Fs

1 , Fs
2 , · · · Fs

n+1
}

is garnered by a series of experiments.
Step 3: Simplex Sorting.
The current simplex will be sorted according to their corresponding performance

index Fs. The sorted simplex will be denoted as Vs∗ with the following relation:

Fs∗
1 ≤ Fs∗

2 ≤ · · · Fs∗
n ≤ Fs∗

n+1 (7)

Thus, Vs∗
1 is the vertex with the best response (with the smallest ITAE quality), Vs∗

n is
the vertex with the next-to-the-worst response, Vs∗

n+1 is the vertex with the worst response.
The simplex iteration number will be updated by s = s + 1.

Step 4: Reflection.
The reflection point Vs

re f will be generated as below:

Vs
re f = (1 + α)Vs

c − αVs∗
n+1 (8)

The centroid of all the vertices except Vs∗
n+1 is expressed as:

Vs
c =

(
n

∑
i=1

Vs∗
i

)
/n (9)

Conduct the experiments to evaluate the ITAE performance index Fs
re f at the reflection

point. If Fs
re f < Fs∗

1 , the expansion operation should be executed; thus, the procedure goes
to Step 5. If Fs∗

1 ≤ Fs
re f ≤ Fs∗

n , the procedure goes to Step 8. If Fs
re f > Fs∗

n , the contraction
operation should be conducted, the procedure goes to Step 6.

Step 5: Expansion.
The expansion point Vs

exp is generated with the following expansion rule:

Vs
exp = (1− γ)Vs

c + γVs
re f (10)

The experiment will be conducted and the ITAE performance index Fs
exp would be

evaluated. If Fs
exp ≤ Fs

re f , the expansion is successful, Vs∗
n+1 would be replaced by Vs

exp.
Otherwise, the worst vertex with the highest ITAE would be substituted by the reflection
point. At last, the procedure goes to Step 8.

Step 6: Contraction.
The contraction point Vs

ct could be calculated as below:

Vs
ct = (1− β)Vs

c + βVs
max/re f (11)

where Vs
max/re f is the reference point for the contraction. The contraction operation consists

of two modes: (i) inside contraction, (ii) outside contraction. The choice of the reference
Vs

max/re f depends on the contraction mode.
Case 1: Inside contraction.
When Fs

re f ≥ Fk∗
n+1, let Vs

max/re f = Vs∗
n+1, Fs

max/re f = Fs∗
n+1; conduct the experiments to

evaluate the ITAE index Fs
ct. If Fs

ct ≤ Fs∗
n+1, the contraction is accepted.

Case 2: Outside contraction.
When Fk∗

n ≤ Yre f ≤ Fk∗
n+1, let Vs

max/re f = Vs
re f , Fs

max/re f = Fs
re f ; conduct the experiments

to evaluate the ITAE index Fs
ct. If Fs

ct ≤ Fs
re f , the contraction is accepted.

If the contraction is accepted, replace Vs∗
n+1 with Vs

ct and go to Step 8. Otherwise, if the
contraction is refused, go to Step 7 for a shrink operation.

Step 7: Shrink.
The shrink operation is generated as below:

Vs∗
i = (1− δ)Vs∗

1 + δVs∗
i , i = 2, · · · , n + 1 (12)
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The best vertex will be retained. All the vertices, except the best one, are updated
according to Equation (12). The ITAE performance indices of the updated vertices will be
measured and updated.

Step 8: Termination.
The termination module will judge the termination rule based on the revised iteration

termination control strategy.
The traditional simplex-search method was revised according to the knowledge-

informed idea in this study. A data-driven method, the GK-SS, was reformulated. The
GK-SS deals with the act of optimization as an entirety. The two key modifications are
detailed in the following subsections, respectively.

3.2.2. Search Mechanism Modification

The search mechanism was redesigned from the idea of Dimension I of the efficiency
promotion. The revised mechanism was conducive to the rapid descent of the optimization
process. To build a more efficient knowledge-informed mechanism, the traditional SS was
reviewed. The essence of the SS’s principle was further revealed and strengthened. The SS is
reshaped to construct a new quantity-quasi-gradient estimation from the above perspective.
With this new quantity, the quasi-historical gradient estimation information can be recorded
and utilized to improve the accuracy of the quasi-gradient estimations for the simplex
search method. Once the accuracy of the gradient estimations improved, the simplex-search
method’s efficiency would be enhanced accordingly. Figure 6. demonstrates the schematic
diagram of the quasi-gradient estimation compensation mechanism of the GK-SS. It can be
seen from the figure that the compensated search direction will approach the theoretical
steepest search direction with the help of the historical quasi-gradient estimations.

*
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Figure 6. Sketch of the compensation mechanism [27].

Hence, a specific simplex search mechanism was proposed, which incorporates the
historical quasi gradient estimations to facilitate the optimization. The quasi-gradient
estimation is expressed as follows:

G̃s
c = Vs∗

n+1 −Vs
c (13)

where G̃s
c is the estimated quasi-gradient for current simplex (EGCS) at the sth simplex.

The iteration strategy of the simplex search method is represented as below:

Vs
vertex_new = Vs

c − ξG̃s
c (14)

where ξ is the estimated step size of the method, which is determined by the status of the
current simplex.

To integrate the historical knowledge to compensate the gradient estimation accuracy
at the current simplex, the compensated composite gradient for the current simplex (CCG)
is defined as follows:

Ĝs
c = ρsĜs−1

c + (1− ρs)G̃
s
c , Ĝ1

c = G̃1
c (15)

where Ĝs
c is the CCG at the sth simplex, Ĝs−1

c is the CCG at the (s − 1)th simplex, Ĝ1
c is the

CCG at the 1st simplex. ρs is the gradient compensation coefficient at the sth simplex.
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The gradient compensation coefficient updating rule is as below:

ρs = ρF −
∆ρinit

sτ
(16)

where ρF is an upper limit that a CCG approached, which is set to 0.5 by default, ∆ρinit is
the initial deviation between ρF and its lower limit, which is set to 0.2 by default, and τ is
an exponential coefficient.

The original reflection operation, Equation (8), should be substituted as follows:

V
s
re f = Vs

c − αĜs
c (17)

The expansion operation would be revised as below:

V
s
exp = (1− γ)Vs

c + γV
s
re f = Vs

c − αγĜs
c (18)

The outside contraction is as follows:

V
s
oct = (1− β)Vs

c + βV
s
re f = Vs

c − αβĜs
c (19)

The inside contraction is as below:

V
s
ict = (1− β)Vs

c + βV
s
n+1 = Vs

c + βĜs
c (20)

The quasi-gradient information is incorporated with the above modification, and
the revised mechanism is formulated. The different search mechanisms of the traditional
simplex-search and the revised method are illustrated and compared in Figure 7. The
revised GK-SS method is a typical knowledge-informed optimization strategy that utilizes
the historical quasi-gradient estimations to compensate for the search direction at each
simplex iteration. In a statistical sense, this strategy could significantly accelerate the search
rate of the optimization.

1
ˆ(1 )

 

min

Figure 7. Optimization mechanisms of the knowledge-informed simplex search based on historical
gradient approximations (GK-SS) illustrated in a two-dimensional occasion [27].

3.2.3. Iteration Termination Control Modification

Data-driven optimization relies on commissioning experiments. Hence, from Dimen-
sion II, the efficiency may be promoted through timely termination of the optimization
progress. Usually, when the optimization progress goes into the stagnation zone, the im-
provement in the optimization becomes significantly slight. Too many experiments may
only lead to trivial promotion. To reduce the commissioning costs, proper termination crite-
ria should be developed. If the optimization progress could be monitored, the optimization
method may construct a proper termination rule to timely terminate the optimization. In
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this study, iteration termination control strategy was designed to take advantage of the
achievement estimation of the optimization process to discover the proper time to terminate
the optimization progress [23].

Figure 8 shows the framework of the revised iteration termination strategy. The
procedure can be divided into seven steps as follows:



 

Figure 8. Framework of the Iteration Termination Control.

Step 1: Historic iteration function sequence updating.
Historic iteration function sequence, SH, is a self-increasing sequence storing the

function evaluations of all the historic iteration points. When a new iteration point is
generated, and the corresponding experiment is conducted, the evaluation of the ITAE
index will be recorded. Then, the Sequence SH will grow with the new evaluation.

Step 2: Relative optimality sequence updating.
In this stage, the historic iteration function sequence will be sorted according to the

magnitude of the control performance index. The best index is gained and recorded
iteratively, and a relative optimality sequence, SRO, is updated sequentially with the current
best index.

SRO(i) = min(SH) (21)

where i is the current count number of the iterations.
Step 3: Smoothing tendency sequence updating.
The relative optimality sequence is further smoothed by a moving average method.

Then, the tendency sequence SST is obtained as below:

SST(i) =





1
i

i

∑
k=1

SRO(k), i ∈ [1, ˘(n + 1));

1
˘(n+1)

i

∑
k=i−λ(n+1)−1

SRO(k), i ∈ [λ(n + 1), +∞).
(22)

where n is the parameters dimension, λ is the smoothing coefficient.
Step 4: Smoothing termination sequence updating.
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To obtain a more meaningful sequence, another smooth action is conducted further.
The termination sequence STM, to be utilized for the termination control, is generated. It is
a monotonically decreasing sequence. Its formulation rule is defined as below:

STM(i) =





1
i

i

∑
k=1

SST(k), i ∈ [1, η(n + 1));

1
η(n+1)

i−η(n+1)+1
∑

k=i
SST(k) , i ∈ [η(n + 1), +∞).

(23)

Step 5: Differential control sequence updating.
The differential control sequence ∆STM is formulated as below:

∆STM(i) =

{
1, i ∈ [1, η(n + 1)]
STM(i)− STM(i− η(n + 1) + 1), i ∈ [η(n + 1),+∞]

(24)

Step 6: Iteration termination factor calculation & normalization.
To evaluate the relative progress of the optimization, the termination factor ξ(i) is defined:

ξ(i) =

{
0,
∆STM(i)
STM(i)

. (25)

It indicates the ratio of the control performance improvement at the current point.
However, the numerical range of this factor is too broad, which is highly related to

the specific problems and the optimization process at different times, so it may appear at
different scales when used to judge the status of the optimization process. In fact, in the
actual operation of the SG level control performance optimization, the termination factor
may vary quite sharply. It may deteriorate the function of the iteration termination control.
Hence, a further normalization mechanism was invented to cope with this challenge.

Considering the consistency of the judgment factor, the factors should be reformulated.
Each calculated factor is added to form a sequence; thus, a termination factor sequence Sξ

is generated.
A new normalized sequence is defined as below:

ς(k) =
ξ(k)−min

(
Sξ

)

max
(
Sξ

)
−min

(
Sξ

) , k = 1, · · · , i. (26)

At each iteration, every element of the entire sequence will be recalculated, and the
sequence is scrolled.

Step 7: Termination criteria judgment.
When the current judgment factor is small enough, i.e., ς(i) < ςT (ςT is the tolerance),

the progress at the current iteration is so slight that the termination criteria may be satis-
fied. However, to avoid the prematurity of optimization, further verification should be
conducted. The iteration terminate rule is defined as:

(ς(i) < ςT) ∩ (κ = κF) (27)

where κF is the repeating coefficient set by the engineers, κ is a counter representing the
number of successive iterations that satisfies the former tolerance.

When Equation (27) is satisfied, the controller parameters optimization process will be
terminated. The optimal settings will be set on the controller for the SG level control.

The anatomy of the GK-SS, including the two modifications, is illustrated in Figure 9.
The primary mechanism of the GK-SS uses knowledge of historical quasi-gradient infor-
mation generated during the iteration of the simplices to predict more accurate search
directions and uses the historical iteration function evaluations to monitor the optimization
progress. The revised method leverages synergies across different mechanisms within
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the data-driven optimization strategy. With these two modifications, the efficiency of the
optimization would be enhanced.

31 2
2 2 1 2

2 1 1

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 4 2

τ τ

τ τ

Figure 9. Anatomy of the revised GK-SS.

4. Simulation Experimental Setup

Considering the feasibility of verifying the proposed methodology’s effectiveness
and efficiency, a simulation platform for the SG level control system was established. The
platform consists of the process model of the steam generator, the control scheme, and the
controller parameters.

The general structure of a steam generator is illustrated in Figure 10. A highly complex
and nonlinear system should adopt a suitable simplified model for the controller design. A
widely used simplified steam generator level model was proposed by Irving et al. [2] and
was adopted as the process model. The model captures the essential dynamics of the steam
generator and is widely used for the simulation and control of the steam generator level
process. The transfer function of the model is as follows:

Y(s) =
G1

s
(Qe(s)−Qv(s))−

G2

1 + τ2s
(Qe(s)−Qv(s)) +

G3(s)

τ−2
1 + 4πT−2 + 2τ−1

1 s + s2
Qe(s) (28)

where Y (s) is the output of the model, which represents the narrow range water level of
the steam generator. Qe (s) and Qv (s) are the inputs to the steam generator, where Qe (s)
represents the feed water rate and Qv (s) is the steam rate.
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τ
τ

Figure 10. Structure of the U-type steam generator.

In Equation (28), the output is comprised of three terms. The first term represents the
water level due to the total mass inventory in the steam generator. The second term repre-
sents the negative thermal effect of the “swell and shrinks” phenomenon. It produces an
unstable zero, which accounts for the non-minimum phase behavior of the steam generator.
The third term represents the mechanical oscillations caused by the feed water rate [31].

G1, G2, G3, τ1, τ2, and T are the parameters of the steam generator model. G1 is the
magnitude of the mass capacity effects, G2 is the magnitude of the “swell and shrinks”
phenomenon, and G3 is the magnitude of the mechanical oscillation. τ1, τ2 are the damping
time constants. T is the period of the mechanical oscillation. All these parameters are highly
related to the turbine load of the nuclear power plant. When the power level P (% Full
Power, % FP) varies, the parameters should be changed. To represent the SG with the full
power range, the model parameters at different power levels have been identified from
experimental data by Irving, E., and the identified parameters are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the simplified steam generator model.

P (% FP) 5 15 30 50 100

G1 0.058 0.058 0.058 0.058 0.058
G2 9.63 4.46 1.83 1.05 0.47
G3 0.181 0.226 0.310 0.215 0.105
τ1 41.9 26.3 43.4 34.8 28.6
τ2 48.4 21.5 4.5 3.6 3.4
T 119.6 60.5 17.7 14.2 11.7

Qv (s) (kg/s) 57.4 180.8 381.7 660 1435

A three-element control system with a cascade PID control scheme was adopted to
achieve a suitable control target. The diagram of the control system is demonstrated
in Figure 11.
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τ
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Figure 11. Cascade Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)-based control scheme for the SG level control.

This three-element scheme takes the feedwater flow as the internal disturbance, treats
its signal as the second controlled variable, and regulates it through the vice-loop controller.
Meanwhile, the scheme takes the steam flow as the external disturbance and adds it to the
vice-loop controller in a feedforward way. With this architecture, the negative feedback of
feedwater flow disturbance reduces the system’s dynamics, while the feedforward of the
steam flow weakens the phenomenon of “swell and shrinks” effects; thus, the stability and
rapidity of the system operation could be improved.

However, the controller parameters of the cascade PID controller still have a significant
impact on the performance of the steam generator control system. To further promote
the performance of the steam generator control system, the controller parameters need to
be improved.

The cascade PID scheme consists of two independent PID controllers: the principal
regulator and the auxiliary regulator. Each PID controller has the control scheme as follows:

G(s) = kP +
kI

s
+ kDs (29)

where kP represents the proportion gain, kI represents the integral gain, kD represents the
derivative gain.

As the process and the architecture of the control system have been determined,
the system’s performance will be mainly affected by the parameters of the two PID con-
trollers. The PID parameters of the control system to be optimized can be defined as
X = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6]T. As a particular industrial process, the NPP should be kept stable
during the PID parameters tuning process in the plant commission. Hence, the feasible
region of the PID parameters, determined by the recommendation of the plant design
specification and the engineers’ experience, guarantee the system’s stability. As a result,
the performance optimization of the NPP control system is an optimization process on the
premise of the stability of the control system. Therefore, the stability of the control system,
as an implicit assumption, does not need to be further discussed in this paper. The feasible
region of the PID parameters in this study is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Feasible regions of the cascade Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control system.

Variable No. Description Low Limits Upper Limits

x1 kP of the principal regulator 0.077 0.3
x2 kI of the principal regulator 2.3 × 10−4 2.3 × 10−3

x3 kD of the principal regulator −0.6 2.65
x4 kP of the auxiliary regulator 1 1.5
x5 kI of the auxiliary regulator 0.3 0.8
x6 kD of the auxiliary regulator 0 0.5
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The above platform was built based on Simulink® v2021a. To search for the opti-
mal PID parameters, the proposed method was formulated and verified based on the
simulation platform.

A typical transient condition was adopted to verify the method at the same conditions.
For each simulation experiment, the nuclear power plant is firstly operated at the initial
condition for 100 s; then, the transient is actuated. After the actuation of the transient, the
nuclear power plant model will run for 1100 s to ensure the plant return to a new steady
state. The steam generator level response is recorded during the process, and the ITAE
index is calculated after each simulation. The results can be analyzed in the next section.

5. Results and Discussion

The revised simplex search-based MFO (GK-SS-based MFO) was conducted on the
above simulation platform. To verify the effectiveness of the improved method and its
efficiency relative to the traditional method, two groups of tests, including the effectiveness
test and the efficiency test, are designed, respectively, for the verification.

5.1. Effectiveness Test

Firstly, without loss of generality, a randomly initial point x1 = [0.077, 0.0003, 0.2,
1, 0.5, 0]T was selected. The steam generator model was operated at 100%FP. The same
test condition was implemented on each iteration experiment in this test. The GK-SS
was conducted, and the optimization results were recorded. The optimization trajectory
represented by ITAE is demonstrated in Figure 12. It can be observed that the param-
eters tuning with a significant performance improvement had finished in a relatively
limited iteration number. With the GK-SS’s optimization process, the ITAE index con-
tinued to decline. The controller parameters were perturbed dynamically during the
tuning process, iteration by iteration. The trajectories of the controller parameters can
be seen in Figure 13. Finally, the optimized point achieved by the GK-SS-based MFO
is xopt = [0.26, 0.0023, −0.4331, 1.4883, 0.8, 0.3047]T. To show the performance differences
between the initial guess x1 and the optimized point xopt, the level responses under the
two different settings are shown in Figure 14. From the figures, it can be seen clearly that a
significant improvement was obtained from x1 to xopt with the help of the GK-SS.

−

Figure 12. Iteration points trajectory of the revised simplex-search-based MFO.

The effectiveness of the iteration termination control was verified further. Another
initial point was selected. The termination factor was recorded and plotted. The trajectory
of the termination factor is demonstrated in Figure 15. It can be seen that the termination
factor firstly went up with the optimization descending process, then the factor went down
as it gradually entered the stagnation zone. The termination factor tolerance was set to
0.2. The optimization progress stopped in four successive iterations as the termination
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factor successively became smaller than the tolerance. A total of 24 iterations was spent on
this test.

−

Figure 13. Trajectories of the controller parameters during the optimization.

Figure 14. Level trajectories before and after the optimization.

Figure 15. Trajectory of the termination factor.

To show the effectiveness from different initial points, three different initial points
were chosen randomly. The optimization trajectories are demonstrated in Figure 16. All the
optimization runs behaved similarly in the optimization tendency, in that the method was
effective from different initial points.
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Figure 16. Optimization trajectories from different initial points.

To show the effectiveness of the GK-SS on different operation conditions, two operation
scenarios under different power levels were selected—one case from the 100% FP, another
one from the 50% FP. The optimization trajectories are shown in Figure 17. It can be seen
clearly that the GK-SS behaved well under both scenarios.

Figure 17. Level trajectories at the start and the end of the optimization.

According to the above tests, the effectiveness of the revised simplex-search-based
MFO was clearly demonstrated.

5.2. Efficiency Test

From the above tests, the revised method, GK-SS, was showcased to be effective on
the performance optimization of the SG level control system. However, the efficiency
improvement of the GK-SS relative to the traditional simplex search method should be
tested further. The same optimization test framework, a sequential Latin Hypercube
Sampling (LHS) strategy, proposed in [17], was incorporated. In the test framework, for
a single batch, the regular LHS is adopted, generating a sample of randomly distributed
initial points. Then, to investigate the method’s tendency with the enhancement of the
sample, the same LHS operation is repeated sequentially. A repeated number of LHS tests
were conducted to form a series of LHS sample tests to monitor the tendency. This kind
of design of experiments (DOE) may cover enough initial points that it will provide a
statistical result to show the relative efficiency of the GK-SS method.

In the test, the dimension of the process conditions was 6. Considering adopting a
reasonable level for the controller parameters, each parameter was equally divided into
ten levels. For a single LHS, ten independent sampling points were generated randomly.
To evaluate the performance of an optimization run objectively, the iteration number of
the transient process on performance optimization was selected as a critical index to show
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the efficiency of the method. The average iteration number was calculated to reflect the
relative performance of the two methods on each batch. In this test, the batch number of the
sequential design was set to 100, that is, 100 LHS batches with a total of 1000 optimization
runs. This quantity of the randomly selected initial points could provide enough samples
for the statistical analysis of the method’s performance.

For comparison, both the GK-SS and the SS were implemented, respectively. All the
experiments were carried out under identical test conditions, with only the difference in
the initial points. The results of every LHS batch were recorded and observed. The dot
diagram of the averaged iteration number for each LHS batch is shown in Figure 18a.
It can be seen from the figure that the average iteration number per LHS batch varied
considerably for both methods. However, it was observed that the iteration number of the
SS was significantly greater than the GK-SS. From the perspective of statistical view, the
accumulated averaged iteration number of the GK-SS is illustrated in Figure 18b. It can
be seen from the figure that the accumulated average iteration number of the GK-SS was
significantly decreased relative to the SS. The sequential LHS design provided an angle of
view to observe the trend of the performance indices with the increase of independent initial
points. Figure 18b showed the accumulated average iteration number trajectories of the GK-
SS and the SS. In the initial LHS batches, due to the limited coverage of the total samples,
it was shown that there were minor fluctuations in the trajectory. With the proceeding
of LHS batches, the number of samples covered increases gradually. Correspondingly,
the cumulative performance indices converged to a stable value gradually. The average
performance in the feasible region could exhibit convergence characteristics under the
cumulative effect, and the variability in the performance of the methods is thus eliminated.
This could reveal the relative performance between the two methods.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 18. Average iteration number distribution in the test: (a) dot diagram of the average iteration
numbers; (b) Accumulated averaged iteration number.

Although the GK-SS behaved better in the optimization efficiency, the optimization
results obtained by it may not be improved. Figure 19a shows the average optimal ITAE
index obtained of each batch for the SS and the GK-SS, and Figure 19b shows their accu-
mulated average optimal ITAE index. The trajectories indicated that the GK-SS behaved a
little worse than the SS on the final optimal outputs. However, the deficiency was so minor
that it still can be concluded that the two methods could obtain similar optimal results.
The deficiency phenomenon was reasonable, because the principle of the GK-SS lies in the
efficiency promotion to enhance the economy index on the iteration number, not in the
promotion of the optimal results. Considering that a little sacrifice of the optimality can be
exchanged for the improvement of the economy index, GK-SS is still an efficient method.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 19. Average optimal ITAE index distribution in the test: (a) dot diagram of the average optimal
ITAE index; (b) Accumulated averaged optimal ITAE index.

To sum up, the performance efficiency indices are demonstrated in Figure 20. Figure 20a
illustrates the average iteration number of the two methods. Downward trends in iteration
number statistics of the GK-SS relative to the traditional simplex search method suggested
that the revised method is relatively more efficient. It can be observed that the average
iteration number diminished significantly, with a reduction of 22.9%.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 20. Performance evaluation of GK-SS vs. traditional simplex search method (SS) by statistics.
(a) Averaged iteration number. (b) Superiority ratio by direct performance comparison.

Figure 20b demonstrates the performance statistics of the GK-SS relative to the tradi-
tional method. It can be seen that the GK-SS behaved better than the traditional method
in almost 63% of cases. Accordingly, the results showed that the revised method had
an appreciable effect on efficiency promotion. Hence, it was indicated that the GK-SS is
efficient for the performance optimization of the steam generator level control.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a revised simplex search method, GK-SS, was proposed to optimize the
performance of the steam generator level control system. With the data-driven optimization
scheme that we proposed, the GK-SS deals with the act of data-driven optimization entirely.
Hence, there are two critical modifications with the GK-SS-based data-driven method,
covering all the dimensions on the efficiency promotion of the data-driven method. With
the two modification mechanisms, the historical information generated in the optimization
progress was fully utilized to guide the search direction and monitor the optimization
progress. The simulation experiment indicated that the revised method could quickly
converge to the optimal parameter settings. Further, the deliberately designed statistical
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experiments also showcased that the revised method significantly fortified the efficiency of
the data-driven optimization method. Thus, it can be concluded that the revised simplex
search method was effective and efficient in controller parameters optimization of the SG
level control system. This method can be applied to other similar controller parameters
optimization problems in the process control of all kinds of nuclear power plants.
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Abbreviations

CCG compensated composite gradient for the current simplex
DOE design of experiments
EGCS estimated quasi-gradient for current simplex
FP full power
GK-SS knowledge-informed simplex search based on historical gradient approximations
ITAE integral of time multiply by absolute error
LHS Latin hypercube sampling
MFO model-free optimization
NPP nuclear power plant
OE optimization efficiency index
PID Proportional-Integral-Derivative
PWR pressurized water reactor
SG steam generator
SS simplex search method
SPSA simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation
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Abstract: Globally, wind power plays a leading role in the renewable energy industry. In order to
ensure the normal operation of a wind farm, the staff will regularly check the equipment of the wind
farm. However, manual inspection has some disadvantages, such as heavy workload, low efficiency
and easy misjudgment. In order to realize automation, intelligence and high efficiency of inspection
work, inspection robots are introduced into wind farms to replace manual inspections. Path planning
is the prerequisite for an intelligent inspection robot to complete inspection tasks. In order to ensure
that the robot can take the shortest path in the inspection process and avoid the detected obstacles at
the same time, a new path-planning algorithm is proposed. The path-planning algorithm is based on
the chaotic neural network and genetic algorithm. First, the chaotic neural network is used for the first
step of path planning. The planning results are encoded into chromosomes to replace the individuals
with the worst fitness in the genetic algorithm population. Then, according to the principle of survival
of the fittest, the population is selected, hybridized, varied and guided to cyclic evolution to obtain
the new path. The shortest path obtained by the algorithm can be used for the robot inspection of
the wind farms in remote areas. The results show that the proposed new algorithm can generate a
shorter inspection path than other algorithms.

Keywords: wind farms; inspection; path planning; chaotic neural network; genetic algorithm

1. Introduction

In recent years, power enterprises have been paying more attention to wind power
generation, developing new energy power generation and promoting the sustainable
development of the power generation industry [1,2]. Yet at the same time, the equipment
used by wind farms is prone to malfunction when large-scale wind farms are affected by
extreme operating environments, such as extremely high or low temperature, corrosion,
and strong high pressure. Equipment failure causes a huge economic loss. Patrol inspection
and maintenance of wind farms can reduce the probability of equipment failure, thereby
avoiding some economic losses.

With the development of intelligent technology, inspection robots have been widely
used at wind farms to complete inspection work. At present, wind farms have begun
to reduce their number of inspection personnel. By using inspection robots to carry out
intelligent inspections on the wind farm, inspection efficiency is improved and the safe
operation of the wind farm is guaranteed. Global path planning is a prerequisite for an
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intelligent inspection robot to complete inspection tasks. Therefore, it is of great significance
to study the global path planning of robot wind farm inspections.

Many scholars have discussed the path planning of wind farms for patrol robots and
proposed a variety of algorithms. Path planning is essentially a traveling salesman problem.
Generally, these algorithms can be divided into biology-based metaheuristic algorithms, physics-
based metaheuristic algorithms, group-based metaheuristic algorithms and so on. In addition,
there are hybrid algorithms that combine these methods [3,4], which are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of literature review on path planning.

Whether It Is a Hybrid
Optimization Algorithm

Time Main Research Work Algorithm cATEGORY

No 2019

Liu et al. [5] used an ant colony algorithm to find the
optimal path for inspection robots. Through

simulation analysis, the ant colony algorithm reduces
the time of shortest path searching, and increases the

success rate of finding the optimal path.

Metaheuristic methods based
on swarm

No 2021

Dong et al. [6] proposed a path planning method for
an ultra-high voltage substation based on an ant

colony optimization algorithm. Experimental results
show that the algorithm could significantly improve

the number of iterations.

Metaheuristic methods based
on swarm

No 2022

In 2022, based on the improved biologically inspired
neural network algorithm, Chen et al. [7] proposed a
method of multi-mobile robot cooperative full-area
coverage inspection. Simulation experiments verify

the feasibility of the proposed multi-robot cooperative
inspection scheme.

Metaheuristic methods based
on biology

Yes 2018

He et al. [8] proposed an improved genetic simulated
annealing algorithm. Compared with the optimization

results of other path optimization algorithms, the
proposed algorithm can obtain better travel path.

Metaheuristic methods based
on biology and metaheuristic

methods based on physics

Yes 2019

Yuan et al. [9] proposed a robot path-planning method
based on simulated an annealing ant colony algorithm.
Simulation results show that the algorithm can quickly

plan the shortest and optimal inspection path.

Metaheuristic methods based
on swarm and metaheuristic

methods based on physics

For small-scale path-planning problems, a single algorithm [5–7] can quickly obtain
the optimal solution. However, it is difficult to cope with large-scale and complicated
structures. Therefore, the scholars proposed some hybrid algorithms. These algorithms
can find high-quality approximate solutions to solve road-planning problems, such as
hybrid algorithms based on genetic algorithms, analog annealing algorithms and other
algorithms [10].

For reference [8], high quality initial solutions of genetic algorithms can improve
problem-solving speed and even improve the quality of final solutions. For reference [9],
the ant colony algorithm has strong robustness. The ant colony algorithm has fewer
parameters and is easy to set up, so it is easy to apply to other combinatorial optimization
problems. The algorithms proposed in [8,9] all involve the simulated annealing algorithm.
However, the chaotic annealing mechanism of transient chaotic neural network (TCNN) is
better than the traditional analog annealing algorithm in regard to global search capabilities
and learning rates [11,12].

Based on the above discussions, we combine the advantages of genetic algorithms and
TCNN, propose a hybrid optimization algorithm, and apply it to the path planning of a
patrol robot. This algorithm can obtain a higher-quality path solution, thereby reducing the
costs of wind farm operation and maintenance. The main contributions are as follows:
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In order to optimize the patrol path of the wind farm in the remote area, a new
hybrid optimization algorithm based on the chaotic neural network and genetic algorithm
is proposed. To verify its effectiveness, the proposed algorithm is firstly applied to the
traveling salesman problem, then compared with other algorithms. The simulation results
show that the algorithm has better path search capabilities and can be extended to other
related engineering fields, such as path planning for wind farms.

In path planning for wind farms, if there are some obstacles between any two adjacent
wind farms that can be detoured around, the original distance is replaced with the detour
length. The proposed algorithm can obtain a shorter patrol path than other algorithms. In
this case, it is still an unconstrained problem.

In path planning for wind farms, if we consider the obstacles such as mountains and
rivers that cannot be detoured around, or other constrained conditions, such as the inability
of the patrol robot to move from one wind farm to the special wind farm, the model of path
planning is established, and the proposed algorithm also obtains a shorter patrol path than
other algorithms. In this case, it is, in essence, one constrained problem.

The content of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces the patrol path
model of wind farms. Section 3 introduces a new hybrid optimization algorithm and
introduces the simulation experiment of the traveling salesman problem to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we apply the proposed algorithm
to the path planning for the patrol robot in remote areas. Section 5 summarizes the main
work of this paper.

2. The Model of Path Planning

2.1. Path Planning

A redundant inspection path will cause the problems of heavy workload and low
efficiency [13]. The location coordinates of each wind farm are known. A reasonable routing
planning scheme must meet the following conditions:

Condition (1): Path length problem. The patrol robot visits each wind farm at a fixed
position once, then returns to the original wind farm after the entire visit. Based on ensuring
the effective completion of the inspection task, the patrol robot selects the optimal forward
path to reduce the operation and maintenance cost of the wind farms.

Condition (2): If there is a barrier between the two wind farms, the robot can detour
around the barrier from the current wind farm to the next wind farm.

Condition (3): If there are obstacles that cannot be detoured around between the two
wind farms, the patrol robot will find other wind farms to ensure that the patrol task can
be completed.

2.2. Objective Function

2.2.1. Constraints

The function corresponding to condition (1) is as follows:

C1 =
W2

2
{

N

∑
i=1

(
N

∑
j=1

xij − 1)2 +
N

∑
j=1

(
N

∑
i=1

xij − 1)2} (1)

where xi0 = xin, xin + 1 = xi1, W2 is the coupling coefficient corresponding to the constrained
cost function. Condition (3) discussed in this paper is embodied in the form of algorithms.
For example,

p =




0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0




where p is the matrix that measures the obstacle between two points. pij stands for path
condition from city i to city j, where 1 indicates that there is an obstacle, and 0 indicates that
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there is no obstacle. When the solution matrix dot multiplied by matrix p is 0, the scheme
satisfies condition (3). The case for condition (2) is described in Section 4.1.

2.2.2. Objective Function

The essence of the wind farms inspection problem is the path-planning problem. The
goal is to minimize the length of the patrol path. Assuming that the output xij is the order j
of accessing the city i, the value of the output xij is initialized randomly. xij means that city
i is visited on the jth order. For example,

x =




0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1




where 1 indicates the arrival to the city, and 0 indicates no access to the city. x12 means city
1 is visited at the second time.

Then, the objective function corresponding to the problem is as follows:

E1 =
W1

2

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

N

∑
k=1

(xk,j+1 + xk,j−1)xijdik +
W2

2
{

N

∑
i=1

(
N

∑
j=1

xij − 1)2 +
N

∑
j=1

(
N

∑
i=1

xij − 1)2} (2)

where W1 is the coupling coefficient corresponding to the cost function of the path length,
and dij is the distance between city i and city j, xi0 = xin, xin + 1 = xi1, W2 is the coupling
coefficient corresponding to the constrained cost function.

3. The Proposed Hybrid Optimization Algorithm

3.1. Transient Chaotic Neural Network

Based on a Hopfield neural network, the self-feedback term with simulated annealing
mechanism is added, which is called the transient chaotic neural network (TCNN). The
dynamic equation is as follows:

yi(t + 1) = kyi(t) + α[
N

∑
j=1,j 6=i

wijxj(t) + Ii]− zi(t)g(xi(t)− I0)

xi(t) = S1(yi(t)) = 1/[1 + exp(−yi(t)/ε)]
zi(t + 1) = (1− β)zi(t)

(3)

where yi (t) is the internal state of neurons, xi (t) is the output of neurons, k is the damping
factor of the neural diaphragm (0 ≤ k ≤ 1), α is a positive proportion parameter. It
represents the effect of energy function on chaotic dynamics, α ∈ [0, ∞), ε is the steepness
parameter of the activation function (ε > 0), I0 is the positive parameter, zi (t) is the
self-feedback connection weight, β is the annealing attenuation factor of zi (t).

A positive Lyapunov exponent indicates that the model has chaotic characteristics, and
the larger the Lyapunov exponent, the stronger the degree of chaos. Lyapunov exponent is
defined as follows:

λ = lim
n→∞

1
n

n−1

∑
i=0

log
∣∣∣∣
dy(t + 1)

dy(t)

∣∣∣∣ (4)

Therefore, for the TCNN chaotic neuron model:

dy(t + 1)
dy(t)

= k− z(t)
dx(t)

dy(t)
= k− z(t)

dS1(y(t))

dy(t)
(5)

where
dS1(y(t))

dy(t)
=

1
ε

S1(y(t))(1− S1(y(t))) (6)
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Set parameters: k = 1, β = 0.02, I0 = 0.65, z (0) = 0.8, α = 0.07, ε = 0.05. The inverse
bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent time evolution diagram of the TCNN are
shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 1. Inverted bifurcation diagram.
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Figure 2. Lyapunov exponent diagram.

It can be seen from Figures 1 and 2 that in the early stage of the evolution of the
TCNN model, zi (t) takes a larger initial value, and the model is chaotic. Since zi (t) decays
continuously with time until it is 0, the model undergoes an inverse bifurcation transition
and degenerates to a Hopfield neural network (HNN) with gradient convergent. The model
finally converges to the stable point to obtain the optimal solution [14].

The mechanism of the TCNN is to map the objective function of the problem into
the energy function of the network and then evolve the dynamics of the network into
the process of the objective function. When the network converges to the stable point,
the corresponding neuron output is the optimal/suboptimal solution to the problem.
According to the following principles of TCNN:

dyi

dt
= − ∂E

∂xi
(7)

Kwok and Smith [15] proposed a modified energy function as follows:

E(t) = EHop + H = − 1
2

N

∑
i=1,i 6=j

N

∑
j=1,j 6=i

wijxi(t)xj(t)−
N

∑
i=1

Iixi(t) +
1
τi

N

∑
i=1

∫ xi(t)
0 f−1(ξ)dξ

+H(xi, wij, Ii)

(8)

where i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N, N is the number of neurons, xi (t) is the output of the ith neuron at
time t, Ii is the threshold of the ith neuron, and Wij is the connection weight between neuron
i and neuron j, τi is the time constant of the ith neuron, f−1(•) is the inverse function of
the activation function, and H is the additional energy term. H represents the energy value
of the self-feedback term, and its selection form determines the variation characteristics of
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chaotic dynamics. The variation characteristics of different chaotic dynamics will obtain
different CNN models.

3.2. Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm (GA) is a population intelligent meta-heuristic algorithm, which
is similar to evolution theory. The process of the genetic algorithm is as follows: firstly, a
population is initialized to determine the individual size of the population and the chro-
mosome of each individual in the population; secondly, the learning model is established
according to the learning object, and the iteration times of the algorithm are determined;
thirdly, the chromosome information of all individuals in the population is changed through
selection, crossover, variation and changes in the information of all individual chromo-
somes in the population. Among them, we use the roulette method to select individuals to
enter the next generation; Finally, when the number of iterations of the algorithm reaches
designated number of iterations, the solution with the highest fitness function value is the
global solution [16,17].

3.3. New Hybrid Optimization Algorithm

Genetic algorithms have strong path-planning ability, and they are extensively used
in practical engineering. However, they have some shortcomings, such as partial search
capability and poor convergence performance. These shortcomings hinder the promotion
and application of genetic algorithms.

The transient chaotic neural network has ergodicity and pseudo-randomness of chaos.
It can improve the problem of HNN falling into local minimum value. Therefore, the
optimization result obtained by transient chaotic neural network is better than that obtained
by HNN [18]. However, no matter how slow the annealing speed of TCNN may be, it may
not converge to the global optimum [19].

With the continuous increase of complexity, a single algorithm has exhibited limitations
in its convergence and solving speed. Therefore, the mixing learning strategy used in
combination with multiple algorithms has gradually become a new research hotspot [20,21].
The algorithm proposed in this paper is a hybrid optimization algorithm for combining
transient chaotic neural networks with a genetic algorithm. The algorithm flow is as follows:

Step 1: The appropriate TCNN parameters and the maximum number of iterations are
selected. Set parameters of TCNN: memory constant k = 1, positive proportion parameter
α = 0.07, positive parameter I0 = 0.65, initial annealing value z (0) = 0.8, annealing attenua-
tion factor β = 0.008, Sigmoid steepness parameter ε = 0.05. The initial state of a network is
randomly selected.

Step 2: Run the TCNN dynamics Equation (1).
Step 3: Judge whether the discrete output of the network is an effective solution. The

judging rules are as follows.
Every row and every column of a valid solution has only one 1. The valid solution is a

binary square matrix. This rule indicates that each city traversed is visited once.
If the discrete output of the network is not an effective solution, turn to Step 2. If the

discrete output of the network is an effective solution, calculate the value of the energy
function corresponding to the discrete output. If the energy function value does not change
for a number of iterations, turn to Step 4, otherwise, turn to Step 2.

Step 4: The fitness of the effective solution obtained by Step 3 is compared to the fitness
of the worst individual in the genetic algorithm. If the fitness of the effective solution is
better, encode and express the obtained effective solution as a chromosome, and replace
the least adaptable individuals in the genetic algorithm’s initial population.

Step 5: Evaluate the fitness of the individual corresponding to each chromosome.
Step 6: According to the principle that the higher the fitness is, the greater the selection

probability is, select two individuals from the population as the parents, apply a crossover
operation on the chromosomes of the parents to produce the offspring. Repeat Step 5 and
Step 6 until the optimal solution is obtained.
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The flow chart of the optimization algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Algorithm flow chart.

3.4. The Simulation of Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)

In this section, the simulation experiment of the travelling salesman problem is used
to verify whether the proposed hybrid algorithm has better route-planning ability. The
travelling salesman problem (TSP) is a typical NP problem, and it is often used to test the
optimization performance of an algorithm. If the algorithm has a better search capability, it
can be extended to the actual industrial scene.

It is assumed that there are N cities with known locations and mutual distance. A
closed path is sought. Each city in the closed path is visited once. After accessing all cities,
the traveler goes back to the starting city; thus, a closed path is formed. Among all closed
paths, we adopt the proposed hybrid optimization algorithm to search for the closed path
with the shortest distance.

3.4.1. TSP of 75 Cities

Select 75 cities to normalize the coordinates. See Appendix A for normalized coordi-
nates. In many references, the ideal shortest path for this instance is 5.434474 [22].
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It is assumed that the output xij of neurons is the order j of visiting city i. The value of
the neuron output xij is randomly initialized. The objective function of TSP is Equation (1).
From Equation (3), the internal state dynamics equation of TCNN neurons describing the
model is as follows:

yij(t + 1) = kyij(t)− z(t)(xij(t)− I0) + α{−W1[
N

∑
k 6=i

dik(xk,j+1(t) + xk,j−1(t))]

−W2[
N

∑
l 6=j

xil(t) +
N

∑
k 6=i

xkj(t)] + W2}
(9)

The selection parameters are as follows: k = 1, α = 0.07, β = 0.08, I0 = 0.65, z (0) = 0.8,
ε = 0.05, W1 = 1, W2 = 1, Pc = 0.8, Pm = 0.07. The sum of distances in this problem is used as
the fitness function to measure whether the solution is optimized. The optimized path is
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Optimal path of 75 cities (Note: yellow five-pointed star 65 indicates the starting city, green
five-pointed star 63 indicates the second city).

The parameters in Equation (9) determine the number of legal paths of the algorithm.
The more legal paths the algorithm obtains, the more efficient it is to obtain the optimal
path. The number of legal paths varies with parameters as shown in Tables 2–8. The
parameter corresponding to the maximum number of valid paths is selected.

Table 2. The number of legal paths varies with α.

The Value of α Number of Valid Paths n

0 < α ≤ 0.03 0 < n ≤ 25
0.03 < α ≤ 0.05 30 < n ≤ 60
0.06 < α ≤ 0.08 80 < n < 100
0.09 < α ≤ 0.1 30 < n ≤ 50

0.11 < α ≤ 0.13 0 < n ≤ 10
α > 0.13 n = 0
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Table 3. The number of legal paths varies with β.

The Value of β Number of Valid Paths n

0.001 < β ≤ 0.004 0 < n ≤ 15
0.005 < β ≤ 0.007 30 < n ≤ 70
0.008 < β ≤ 0.009 80 < n < 100

0.01 < β ≤ 0.02 30 < n ≤ 50
0.025 < β ≤ 0.04 0 < n ≤ 10

0.4 < β < 1 n = 0

Table 4. The number of legal paths varies with I0.

The Value of I0 Number of Valid Paths n

0 < I0 ≤ 0.1 0 < n ≤ 15
0.1 < I0 ≤ 0.45 30 < n ≤ 75

0.45 < I0 ≤ 0.65 80 < n < 100
0.65 < I0 ≤ 0.75 30 < n ≤ 40
0.75 < I0 ≤ 0.8 0 < n ≤ 10

0.8 < I0 < 1 n = 0

Table 5. The number of legal paths varies with z (0).

The Value of z (0) Number of Valid Paths n

0 < z (0) ≤ 0.3 0 < n ≤ 20
0.3 < z (0) ≤ 0.6 30 < n ≤ 50
0.6 < z (0) ≤ 0.8 80 < n < 100
0.8 < z (0) ≤ 0.9 45 < n ≤ 60
0.9 < z (0) ≤ 1 10 < n ≤ 30

z (0) > 1 n = 0

Table 6. The number of legal paths varies with ε.

The Value of ε Number of Valid Paths n

0 < ε ≤ 0.02 0 < n ≤ 30
0.02 < ε ≤ 0.04 40 < n ≤ 60
0.04 < ε ≤ 0.1 80 < n < 100
0.1 < ε ≤ 0.3 20 < n ≤ 30
0.3 < ε ≤ 0.5 10 < n ≤ 30

ε > 0.5 n = 0

Table 7. The number of legal paths varies with Pc.

The Value of Pc Algorithm Optimization Performance

Pc < 0.4 The speed of producing new individuals is slow
0.4 ≤ Pc ≤ 0.99 Obtain the optimal solution

Pc > 0.99 The excellent pattern of population is easily destroyed

Tables 7 and 8 give the influence of parameters in genetic algorithm on the optimization
effect [23]. In different simulation experiments, different values of Pc and Pm have different
effects on the optimization performance of the algorithm. Therefore, the parameters
corresponding to the best optimal result of the algorithm are selected.
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Table 8. The number of legal paths varies with Pm.

The Value of Pm Algorithm Optimization Performance

Pm < 0.01
The ability to generate new individuals and inhibit

premature phenomenon will be poor, which will affect the
optimization performance of the algorithm.

0.01 ≤ Pm ≤ 0.1 Obtain the optimal solution

Pm > 0.1
More new individuals can be generated, and many good
patterns may be destroyed. The performance of the genetic
algorithm is similar to that of a random search algorithm.

In order to reflect the fairness of experimental simulation, we added the element of
optimization rate. The lower the optimization rate, the closer the path-planning scheme
calculated by the algorithm is to the ideal scheme. The formula of optimization rate is [22]

Optimization rate =
real solution− optimal solution

optimal solution

In the simulation experiment, 100 independent experiments are set and each indepen-
dent experiment is iterated 3000 times. In our proposed method, the first 3000 iterations are
the path-planning process of the TCNN, and the last 300 iterations are the path-planning
process of the genetic algorithm. The simulation results are shown in Table 9. As can be seen
from Table 9, there is a 0.000026 difference between the TSP shortest path result obtained by
our proposed algorithm and the known optimal TSP path result. Under the condition that
each city is visited once, the average operation time of our proposed algorithm is relatively
shorter and the path optimization result is better.

Table 9. Comparison of TSP City Travel Business Problem (75 cities).

Algorithm

Operation Results
Best Results Worst Result Average Time

Average
Optimization

Rate

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 9.5523 15.0516 56.619 s 75.77%
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 7.1349 7.0772 159.6186 s 31.29%

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 5.6281 6.5804 107.784 s 3.56%
Genetic algorithm (GA) 6.0926 6.9553 77.56 s 12.11%

TCNN 6.124 8.9322 26.545 s 12.69%
proposed algorithm 5.4345 6.2969 33.94 s ≈0

Note: k = 1, α = 0.07, β = 0.08, I0 = 0.65, z (0) = 0.8, ε = 0.05, W1 = 1, W2 = 1, Pc = 0.8, Pm = 0.07.

3.4.2. TSP of Other Cities

In order to further test the optimization ability of the model for medium–large scale
problems, TSP of 50,100 and 1000 cities are selected.

Select 50 cities to normalize the coordinates. See Appendix B for normalized co-
ordinates. The ideal shortest path for these 50 cities’ TSP is 5.4604.

In the simulation experiment, 150 independent experiments are set and each indepen-
dent experiment is iterated 2500 times. In our proposed method, the first 2500 iterations are
the path-planning process of the TCNN, and the last 500 iterations are the path-planning
process of the genetic algorithm. The simulation results are shown in Table 10.

As can be seen from Table 10, there is a 0.1196 difference between the TSP shortest path
result obtained by our proposed algorithm and the known optimal TSP path result. Under
the condition that each city is visited once, the average operation time of our proposed
algorithm is relatively shorter and the path optimization result is better.

Select 100 cities to normalize the coordinates. See Appendix C for normalized co-
ordinates. The ideal shortest path for these 100 cities’ TSP is 7.9782.
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Table 10. Comparison of TSP City Travel Business Problem (50 cities).

Algorithm

Operation Results
Best Results Worst Result Average Time

Average
Optimization

Rate

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 7.4258 8.4002 34.87 s 35.99%
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 7.30 11.38 120.1204 s 33.69%

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 5.58 7.204 90.435 s 2.19%
Genetic algorithm (GA) 5.7495 7.6771 64.608 s 5.29%

TCNN 6.3398 7.153 21.7 s 16.11%
proposed algorithm 5.5551 6.6146 28.94 s 1.73%

Note: k = 1, α = 0.06, β = 0.08, I0 = 0.5, z (0) = 0.8, ε = 0.04, W1 = 1, W2 = 1, Pc = 0.65, Pm = 0.06.

In the simulation experiment, 150 independent experiments are set and each indepen-
dent experiment is iterated 3000 times. In our proposed method, the first 3000 iterations are
the path-planning process of the TCNN, and the last 300 iterations are the path-planning
process of the genetic algorithm. The simulation results are shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Comparison of TSP City Travel Business Problem (100 cities).

Algorithm

Operation Results
Best Results Worst Result Average Time

Average
Optimization

Rate

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 17.6394 20.1142 76.809 s 94.45%
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 14.65 27.03 2905.2109 s 58.56%

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 8.1728 16.0399 115.314 s 2.44%
Genetic algorithm (GA) 8.6926 13.4465 99.79 s 8.96%

TCNN 16.7864 19.0772 58.545 s 72.8%
proposed algorithm 8.0345 10.2969 66.94 s 0.71%

Note: k = 1, α = 0.08, β = 0.09, I0 = 0.65, z (0) = 0.8, ε = 0.08, W1 = 1, W2 = 1, Pc = 0.85, Pm = 0.09.

As can be seen from Table 11, there is a 0.0563 difference between the TSP shortest path
result obtained by our proposed algorithm and the known optimal TSP path result. Under
the condition that each city is visited once, the average operation time of our proposed
algorithm is relatively shorter and the path optimization result is better.

Select 1000 cities to normalize the coordinates. See Appendix D for normalized coordinates.
In the simulation experiment, 150 independent experiments are set and each indepen-

dent experiment is iterated 3500 times. In our proposed method, the first 3500 iterations are
the path-planning process of the TCNN, and the last 500 iterations are the path-planning
process of the genetic algorithm. The simulation results are shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Comparison of TSP City Travel Business Problem (1000 cities).

Algorithm

Operation Results
Best Results Worst Result Average Time

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 421.7637 482.7657 690.728 s
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 328.65 437.03 11,322.9213 s

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 265.5747 328.1901 915.314 s
Genetic algorithm (GA) 287.3142 326.639 444.598 s

TCNN 331.8651 349.1945 271.265 s
proposed algorithm 251.0795 279.5731 300.807 s

Note: k = 1, α = 0.08, β = 0.09, I0 = 0.65, z (0) = 0.8, ε = 0.1, W1 = 1, W2 = 1, Pc = 0.95, Pm = 0.1.

Under the condition that each city is visited once, the average operation time of our
proposed algorithm is relatively shorter and the path optimization result is better.

It can be seen from Tables 9–12 that the algorithm in this paper has the best path-
planning effect and a short operation time. Although the operation time of the TCNN
is shorter than that of our proposed algorithm, its patrol path is much longer than that
of our proposed algorithm. The actual operation and maintenance cost of the TCNN
will be higher than that of our proposed algorithm. This will reduce the efficiency of
wind farm inspection planning. Compared with the TCNN and the genetic algorithm,
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the experimental results of our algorithm are significantly improved. This shows that
the hybrid optimization algorithm improves the ability to jump out of local minima. The
initial population quality generated by the hybrid algorithm is significantly better than
that generated by the completely random population. From Tables 9–12, it can be seen that
the path scheme obtained by our proposed algorithm is closer to the best solution. The
proposed algorithm is feasible and effective.

By setting the number of iterations, we can obtain the scheme that is closest to the
optimized path, as shown in Tables 9–12. In addition, in the simulation experiments of trav-
eling salesman problem in different cities, we added two groups of instances respectively.
To further make the algorithms comparable, each algorithm is run for the same amount
of time to compare the metric “% Improvement”. The experimental results are shown
in Tables 13–15. The Improvement can reflect the effect of the optimization algorithm.
The higher the value of improvement is, the better the optimization performance is. The
formula of Improvement is defined as:

Improvement =
Initial path length−Optimize path length

Initial path length

Table 13. “Improvement” of different instances for 75 cities (The running time is 110s).

Algorithm

% Improvement
Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 52.696% 54.47% 57.64%
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 17.42% 18.74% 18.97%

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 18.41% 18.92% 19.62%
Genetic algorithm (GA) 76.79% 79.67% 79.51%

TCNN 45.24% 47.31% 48.54%
proposed algorithm 79.65% 80.99% 82.35%

Table 14. “Improvement” of different instances for 50 cities (The running time is 100s).

Algorithm

% Improvement
Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 55.40% 57.89% 47.71%
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 20.20% 21.38% 19.42%

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 16.74% 17.66% 12.91%
Genetic algorithm (GA) 70.26% 77.34% 69.22%

TCNN 49.10% 53.47% 47.81%
proposed algorithm 77.09% 79.03% 76.45%

Table 15. “Improvement” of different instances for 100 cities (The running time is 150 s).

Algorithm

% Improvement
Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 54.63% 52.31% 53.36%
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 19.58% 16.52% 17.34%

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 20.16% 17.99% 18.67%
Genetic algorithm (GA) 81.48% 78.75% 79.26%

TCNN 53.45% 50.78% 51.48%
proposed algorithm 84.52% 81.96% 82.49%

It can be seen from Tables 13–15 that compared to other algorithms, our proposed
algorithm has a higher improvement value. It shows that our algorithm has the best
optimization performance.

3.4.3. Friedman Test

The Friedman test was introduced to further verify the best results of the algorithms.
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D1, D2, D3 and D4 are used to represent the datasets corresponding to the traveling
salesman problem for 50 cities, 75 cities, 100 cities and 1000 cities, respectively. According
to the previous experiments, the test results of each algorithm on each dataset are ranked
from best to worst. If the test performance of the algorithm is the same, the sequence value
is bisected. The obtained algorithm comparison sequence values are shown in Table 16.

Table 16. The obtained algorithm comparison sequence values.

Data Set Proposed Algorithm TCNN GA ACA FA GWO

D1 1 4 3 2 5 6

D2 1 4 3 2 5 6

D3 1 5 3 2 4 6

D4 1 5 3 2 4 6

The average sequence value 1 4.5 3 2 4.5 6

The Friedman test is used to determine whether these algorithms all perform equally.
Let ri denote the average sequence value of the ith algorithm. The variable τx2 is as follows:

τx2 =
k− 1

k
· 12N

k2 − 1

k

∑
i=1

(ri −
k + 1

2
)

2
=

12N

k(k + 1)
(

k

∑
i=1

r2
i −

k(k + 1)2

4
) (10)

The variable τF is as follows:

τF =
(N − 1)τx2

N(k− 1)− τx2
(11)

where τF follows the F distribution with degrees of freedom (k − 1) and (k − 1)(N − 1).
Table 17 shows some commonly used critical values of τF.

Table 17. Commonly used critical values for F-test.

α = 0.1

Number of Data
Sets N

Number of Algorithms k

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 5538 3.463 2.813 2.480 2.273 2.130 2.023 1.940 1.874
5 4.545 3.113 2.606 2.333 2.158 2.035 1.943 1.870 1.811
8 3.589 2.726 2.365 2.157 2.019 1.919 1.843 1.782 1.733

10 3.360 2.624 2.299 2.108 1.980 1.886 1.814 1.757 1.710
15 3.102 2.503 2.219 2.048 1.931 1.845 1.779 1.726 1.682
20 2.990 2.448 2.182 2.020 1.909 1.826 1.762 1.711 1.668

If the performance of the algorithms is significantly different, a “follow-up test” should
be carried out to further distinguish the performance of each algorithm. The Nemenyi test
is commonly used.

The Nemenyi test calculates the critical range of the difference in mean serial values.
The critical range is defined as follows.

CD = qα

√
k(k + 1)

6N
(12)

Table 18 shows the qα values commonly used for α = 0.1. If the difference between
the average sequence values of the two algorithms exceeds the critical range CD, the
assumption that the performance of the two algorithms is the same is denied with corre-
sponding confidence.
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Table 18. qα values commonly used in Nemenyi test.

α
Number of Algorithms k

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0.1 1.645 2.052 2.291 2.459 2.589 2.693 2.780 2.855 2.920

According to Equations (11) and (12), we calculated τF = 102.26. According to Table 17,
when τF is greater than α = 0.1, the critical value of F-test is 2.273. Therefore, the assumption
that all algorithms perform equally is rejected. Using the Nemenyi test, we found in Table 18
that q0.05 = 2.589 when k = 6, and the critical range CD = 3.42096 was calculated according
to Equation (13).

The above test comparison can be visually shown with the Friedman test figure.
According to the sequence value results in Table 17, Figure 5 can be drawn. In the figure,
the vertical axis shows each algorithm, and the horizontal axis is the average sequence. For
each algorithm, a dot displays its average sequence value. The horizontal line with the dot
as the center indicates the size of the critical range. According to Figure 5, if the horizontal
lines of the two algorithms overlap, it means that there is no significant difference between
the two algorithms; otherwise, there is a significant difference between the two algorithms.

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

GWO

FA

ACA

GA

TCNN

Proposed algorithm

6 7 98  

Figure 5. Friedman test figure.

From Figure 5, it can be easily seen that the proposed algorithm significantly outper-
forms the TCNN algorithm, FA algorithm and GWO algorithm, because their horizontal
line segments have no overlapping regions.

4. The Application of Path Planning for Patrol Robot

Select the actual locations of the 30 wind farms in remote areas to normalize the coor-
dinates, and the values are: (0.41,0.94), (0.37, 0.84), (0.54, 0.67), (0.25, 0.62), (0.07, 0.64), (0.02,
0.99), (0.68, 0.58), (0.71, 0.44), (0.54, 0.62), (0.83, 0.69), (0.64, 0.60), (0.18, 0.54), (0.22, 0.60),
(0.83, 0.46), (0.91, 0.38), (0.25, 0.38), (0.24, 0.42), (0.58, 0.69), (0.71, 0.71), (0.74, 0.78), (0.87,
0.76), (0.18, 0.40), (0.13, 0.40), (0.82, 0.07), (0.62, 0.32), (0.58, 0.35), (0.45, 0.21), (0.41, 0.26),
(0.44, 0.35), (0.04, 0.50). In this section, simulation experiments are conducted for conditions
(2) and (3) to verify the performance of the hybrid optimization algorithm proposed.

The path-planning diagram is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The path-planning diagram.

The experimental computer is configured with Inter Intel (R) Core (TM) I5-8300H CPU
@ 2.30GHz and NVIDIA GTX 1050Ti 4G video memory (Beijing, China). The simulation
calculation is carried out on MATLAB 2017 platform. The robot obtains the planned path
offline from the wind farm inspection auxiliary intelligent system. The system uses the
algorithm proposed in this paper to formulate the optimal path scheme for wind farm
inspection and eliminate the scheme with non-detour obstacles. From the starting point of
the planned path, the robot moves along the planned offline path for inspection.

The wind farm belongs to a time-varying environment to some extent, and there may
be detour obstacles on the planned path in a certain period of time. Even for the optimal
offline path planning, it is difficult to fully consider all obstacles in the robot path plan.
Therefore, sensor technology is also needed to track the obstacles in the path of the robot in
real time.

Sensing technology is applied to path planning, which can effectively make up for the
unavoidable obstacles in offline path planning. Through position sensors and speed sensors,
the robot can obtain its own trajectory and information about surrounding obstacles, and
calculate the ideal path to avoid encountering obstacles. The robot only needs to offset the
shortest distance without touching the obstacle. When the robot bypasses an obstacle, it
returns to the planned path offline and resumes the original inspection path.

When there are devious obstacles, the system adopts the grid method to adjust the
forward direction. The concrete principle of the grid method is as follows.

Since the environment is known, the number of obstacles and the location of obstacles
are known. The workspace of the robot is set as a two-dimensional plane, denoted as SG.
The upper left corner of SG is the two-dimensional plane coordinate origin. The horizontal
direction of the origin to the right is the positive direction of the X-axis of the coordinate
plane, and the vertical direction of the origin is the positive direction of the Y-axis of the
coordinate plane. The maximum range that the mobile robot can move in the horizontal
direction X and vertical direction Y are denoted as XMax and YMax, respectively. The
environment model obtained through MATLAB programming is shown in Figure 7, where
obstacle grids are represented in black and free grids are represented in white.

In this paper, the grid is represented by serial number method. In the constructed raster
map, each raster is numbered separately from left to right and from top to bottom, where “0”
represents the start point of the robot path and “63” represents the end point of the path. The
serial number of the raster model was coded by MATLAB, as shown in Figure 8.
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“ ” “ ”

Figure 7. Environmental model represented by raster method.
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Figure 8. The correspondence between raster coordinates and serial numbers.

In Figure 7, coordinates corresponding to grids and serial numbers corresponding
to grids are mapped one by one. The cartesian coordinates of serial number P(i,j) can be
expressed as follows: {

X(i, j) = mod(P(i, j), 8) + 0.5
Y(i, j) = floor( P(i,j)

8 ) + 0.5
(13)

where mod denotes the remainder operation and floor denotes the rounding down opera-
tion. When calculating the fitness of each path individual, the serial number is transformed
into cartesian coordinates.

As shown in Figure 9, a feasible path of the mobile robot is taken as an individual and
represented by cartesian coordinates. The robot inspects from point 0 to point 63. These
coordinates are {(0.5,0.5), (1.5,1.5), (1.5,2.5), (1.5,3.5), (1.5,4.5), (2.5,5.5), (3.5,5.5), (4.5,5.5),
(5.5,5.5), (6.5,6.5), (7.5,7.5)}. If the raster number method is used, the path can be expressed
as [0 9 10 11 12 21 29 37 45 54 63].
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Figure 9. Path diagram.

4.1. Condition (2): Obstacles That Can Be Detoured

In order to improve the complexity of the actual environment and make the algorithm
more practical, the simulation test environment is modified based on the existing grid
graph. Here, we consider condition (2) in Section 2.1.

When there are some detour obstacles between two wind farms, the straight-line
distance can be replaced by the detour distance during robot inspection. The constrained
problem is transformed into an unconstrained problem.

The path-planning simulation environment is an 8 × 8 grid environment. Figure 10
shows the path of robot inspection when there are obstacles between wind farms 8 and 9. The
yellow point is the starting point, the blue point is the target point, and the path is the red line.
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Figure 10. The path image generated by the proposed algorithm.

If we set up one barrier between wind farm 8 and wind farm 9, one barrier between
wind farm 25 and wind farm 26, one barrier between wind farm 1 and wind farm 6, and one
barrier between wind farm 3 and wind farm 9, the comparison of the hybrid optimization
algorithm, heuristic algorithm, and TCNN algorithm in the routing results of wind farms
in 30 remote areas is shown in Table 19.

Table 19. Comparison of wind farm path inspection results with detour obstacles.

Algorithm

Operation Results

Best Results Worst Result Average Time

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 7.1136 9.8808 18.219 s
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 5.2821 7.6176 86.3244 s

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 4.7551 6.7835 30.939 s
Genetic algorithm (GA) 4.8965 5.0656 46.053 s

TCNN 4.9696 5.8965 23.354 s
proposed algorithm 4.5366 4.7446 22.09 s

Note: k = 1, α = 0.07, β = 0.08, I0 = 0.6, z (0) = 0.8, ε = 0.06, W1 = 1, W2 = 1, Pc = 0.85, Pm = 0.07.

In the simulation experiment, 200 independent experiments are set and each indepen-
dent experiment is iterated 2000 times. In our proposed method, the first 2000 iterations are
the path-planning process of the TCNN, and the last 200 iterations are the path-planning
process of the genetic algorithm. The simulation results are shown in Table 19. From
Table 19, the optimization algorithm in this paper is better than meta-heuristic algorithms
such as the genetic algorithm and the TCNN. Therefore, it has better global search ability.

4.2. Condition (3): Obstacles That Cannot Be Detoured

Considering the actual route of remote wind farms, for example, the two wind farms
are separated by the Yangtze River, the patrol path cannot only consider the straight-line
distance. It is assumed that there are some mountains between the 8th wind farm and
the 9th wind farm, there are some rivers between the 25th wind farm and the 26th wind
farm, there are some rivers between the 1st wind farm and the 6th wind farm, and there
are some mountains between the 3rd wind farm and the 9th wind farm. This means that
inspection robots cannot directly move from one wind farm to the next special wind farm.
The positions of wind farms are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Location of remote wind farms. The green line represents mountains and the blue line
represents rivers.

The energy function of the problem is Equation (3).
From Equation (3), the internal state dynamics equation of TCNN neurons describing

the model is Equation (9).

(1) The first step of feasible path is obtained by Equation (14), and the selected parameters
are as follows: k = 1, α = 0.07, β = 0.008, I0 = 0.65, z (0) = 0.8, ε = 0.05, W1 = 1, W2 = 1.

(2) In a genetic algorithm, the crossover probability is 0.5, the variation probability is 0.05,
and the fitness function takes the reciprocal of the path length.

200 independent experiments were conducted to optimize the patrol path of wind
farms in remote areas by using the new algorithm and each independent experiment is
iterated 2200 times. The path length of the TCNN, the genetic algorithm and our proposed
method changes with the number of iterations, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Solution of path planning.

In our proposed method, the first 2000 iterations are the path-planning process of the
TCNN, and the last 200 iterations are the path-planning process of the genetic algorithm.
As can be seen from Figure 12, our hybrid optimization algorithm has better optimization
ability than a single algorithm.

The results of the path planning are shown in Figure 13. The yellow five-pointed star
in Figure 8 represents the starting point.The shortest path length of the proposed hybrid
optimization algorithm for patrol inspection is 4.5755.
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Figure 13. The results of path planning (Note: The yellow star represents the starting point).

Since the patrol path from 15 is the shortest, this can be set as their starting point.
The comparison of the hybrid optimization algorithm, genetic algorithm and TCNN

algorithm in the path planning of 30 wind farms in remote areas is shown in Table 20. From
Table 20, our proposed algorithm is better than other algorithms.

Table 20. Comparison of wind farm path inspection results with non-detour obstacles.

Algorithm

Operation Results

Best Results Worst Result Average Time

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 7.1525 8.9197 10.42 s
Firefly Algorithm (FA) 5.0085 7.6565 65.2261 s

Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) 4.793 6.8224 22.939 s
Genetic algorithm (GA) 4.9354 5.1454 39.77 s

TCNN 5.321 6.4954 17.616 s
proposed algorithm 4.5755 4.7835 21.768 s

Note: k = 1, α = 0.07, β = 0.08, I0 = 0.55, z (0) = 0.8, ε = 0.06, W1 = 1, W2 = 1, Pc = 0.8, Pm = 0.07.

It can be seen from Tables 19 and 20 that the algorithm in this paper has the best
path-panning effect and a short operation time. Although the operation time of the TCNN
is shorter than that of our proposed algorithm, its patrol path is much longer than that of
our proposed algorithm. The actual operation and maintenance cost of the TCNN will be
higher than that of our proposed algorithm. Compared with the TCNN and the genetic
algorithm, the experimental results of our algorithm are significantly improved. This shows
that the initial population quality generated by the hybrid algorithm is significantly better
than that generated by the completely random population. Therefore, the path scheme
obtained by our proposed algorithm is closer to the best solution. The proposed algorithm
is feasible and effective.

5. Conclusions

Global path planning is a prerequisite for robot inspection of wind farms. The design
and implementation of global path planning is beneficial to the development, application
and commercial promotion of wind farm inspection robots. In order to reduce the inspection
cost of wind farms in remote areas, a hybrid optimization algorithm is proposed based on
a chaotic neural network algorithm and a traditional genetic algorithm. The algorithm is
applied to the path planning of wind farms for patrol robots. This algorithm has better
search performance and shorter running time than a heuristic algorithm based on TSP and
TCNN, and thus, has higher application value.

However, there are still some shortcomings that can be further studied.

(1) The hybrid algorithms proposed in this paper are based on theoretical analysis and
simulation. We could consider more possible influencing factors for modeling and
apply our hybrid algorithm to the actual project.
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(2) This paper refers to the patrol path planning of a single robot. We could deeply study
the collaborative scheduling of multiple robots to improve the efficiency of wind
farm inspection.
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Appendix A

Select the actual locations of the 75 cities in remote areas to normalize the coordinates,
and the values are: (0.48,0.21), (0.52,0.26), (0.55,0.50), (0.50,0.50), (0.41,0.46), (0.51,0.42),
(0.55,0.45), (0.38,0.33), (0.33,0.34), (0.45,0.35), (0.40,0.37), (0.50,0.30), (0.55,0.34), (0.54,0.38),
(0.26,0.13), (0.15,0.05), (0.21,0.48), (0.29,0.39), (0.33,0.44), (0.15,0.14), (0.16,0.19), (0.12,0.17),
(0.50,0.40), (0.22,0.53), (0.21,0.36), (0.20,0.30), (0.26,0.29), (0.40,0.20), (0.36,0.26), (0.62,0.48),
(0.67,0.41), (0.62,0.35), (0.65,0.27), (0.62,0.24), (0.55,0.20), (0.35,0.51), (0.30,0.50), (0.45,0.42),
(0.21,0.45), (0.36,0.06), (0.06,0.25), (0.11,0.28), (0.26,0.59), (0.30,0.60), (0.22,0.22), (0.27,0.24),
(0.30,0.20), (0.35,0.16), (0.54,0.10), (0.50,0.15), (0.44,0.13), (0.35,0.60), (0.40,0.60), (0.40,0.66),
(0.31,0.76), (0.47,0.66), (0.50,0.70), (0.57,0.72), (0.55,0.65), (0.02,0.38), (0.07,0.43), (0.09,0.56),
(0.15,0.56), (0.10,0.70), (0.17,0.64), (0.55,0.57), (0.62,0.57), (0.70,0.64), (0.64,0.04), (0.59,0.05),
(0.50,0.04), (0.60,0.15), (0.66,0.14), (0.66,0.08), (0.43,0.26).

Two additional sets of normalized coordinates for 75 cities will be uploaded as attach-
ments for spatial reasons.

Appendix B

Select the actual locations of the 50 cities in remote areas to normalize the coordinates,
and the values are: (0.41,0.94), (0.37,0.84), (0.54,0.67), (0.25,0.62), (0.07,0.64), (0.02,0.99),
(0.68,0.58), (0.71,0.44), (0.54,0.62), (0.83,0.69), (0.64,0.60), (0.18,0.54), (0.22,0.60), (0.83,0.46),
(0.91,0.38), (0.25,0.38), (0.24,0.42), (0.58,0.69), (0.71,0.71), (0.74,0.78), (0.87,0.76), (0.18,0.40),
(0.13,0.40), (0.82,0.07), (0.62,0.32) (0.58,0.35), (0.45,0.21), (0.41,0.26), (0.44,0.35), (0.04,0.50),
(0.48,0.21), (0.52,0.26), (0.55,0.50), (0.50,0.50), (0.41,0.46), (0.51,0.42), (0.55,0.45), (0.38,0.33),
(0.33,0.34), (0.45,0.35),(0.40,0.37), (0.50,0.30), (0.55,0.34), (0.54,0.38), (0.26,0.13), (0.15,0.05),
(0.21,0.48), (0.29,0.39), (0.33,0.44), (0.15,0.14).

Two additional sets of normalized coordinates for 50 cities will be uploaded as attach-
ments for spatial reasons.

Appendix C

Select the actual locations of the 100 cities in remote areas to normalize the coordinates,
and the values are: (0.48, 0.21), (0.52, 0.26), (0.55, 0.50), (0.50, 0.50), (0.41, 0.46), (0.51,
0.42), (0.55, 0.45), (0.38, 0.33), (0.33, 0.34), (0.45, 0.35), (0.40, 0.37), (0.50, 0.30), (0.55, 0.34),
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(0.54, 0.38), (0.26, 0.13), (0.15, 0.05), (0.21, 0.48). (0.29, 0.39), (0.33, 0.44), (0.15, 0.14), (0.16,
0.19), (0.12, 0.17), (0.50, 0.40), (0.22, 0.53), (0.21, 0.36), (0.20, 0.30). (0.26, 0.29), (0.40, 0.20),
(0.36, 0.26), (0.62, 0.48), (0.67, 0.41), (0.62, 0.35), (0.65, 0.27), (0.62, 0.24), (0.55, 0.20). (0.35,
0.51), (0.30, 0.50), (0.45, 0.42), (0.21, 0.45), (0.36, 0.06), (0.06, 0.25), (0.11, 0.28), (0.26, 0.59),
(0.30, 0.60). (0.22, 0.22), (0.27, 0.24), (0.30, 0.20), (0.35, 0.16), (0.54, 0.10), (0.50, 0.15), (0.44,
0.13), (0.35, 0.60), (0.40, 0.60). (0.40, 0.66), (0.31, 0.76), (0.47, 0.66), (0.50, 0.70), (0.57, 0.72),
(0.55, 0.65), (0.02, 0.38), (0.07, 0.43), (0.09, 0.56), (0.15, 0.56), (0.10, 0.70), (0.17, 0.64), (0.55,
0.57), (0.62, 0.57), (0.70, 0.64), (0.64, 0.04), (0.59, 0.05), (0.50, 0.04). (0.60, 0.15), (0.66, 0.14),
(0.66, 0.08), (0.43, 0.26), (0.10,0.10), (0.90,0.50), (0.90,0.10), (0.45,0.90), (0.90,0.80), (0.70,0.90),
(0.10,0.45), (0.45,0.10), (0.40,0.44), (0.24,0.15), (0.17,0.23), (0.23,0.71), (0.51,0.94), (0.87,0.65),
(0.68,0.52), (0.84,0.36), (0.66,0.25), (0.61,0.26), (0.91,0.45), (0.83,0.72), (0.16,0.82), (0.66,0.10),
(0.79,0.79), (0.82,0.70), (0.22,0.98).

Two additional sets of normalized coordinates for 100 cities will be uploaded as
attachments for spatial reasons.

Appendix D

Select the actual locations of the 1000 cities in remote areas to normalize the coordinates.
Due to space reasons, the coordinates will be uploaded as an attachment.
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Abstract: During the material removal stage in stone rough processing, milling type has been widely
explored, which, however, may cause time and material consumption, as well as substantial stress
for the environment. To improve the material removal rate and waste reuse rate in the rough
processing stage for three-dimensional stone products with a special shape, in this paper, circular
saw disc cutting is explored to cut a convex polyhedron out of a blank box, which approaches a
target product. Unlike milling optimization, this problem cannot be well solved by mathematical
methods, which have to be solved by geometrical methods instead. An automatic block cutting
strategy is proposed intuitively by considering a series of geometrical optimization approaches
for the first time. To obtain a big removal block, constructing cutting planes based on convex
vertices is uniquely proposed. Specifically, the removal vertices (the maximum thickness of material
removal) are searched based on the octree algorithm, and the cutting plane is constructed based
on this thickness to guarantee a relatively big removal block. Moreover, to minimize the cutting
time, the geometrical characteristics of the intersecting convex polygon of the cutting plane with the
convex polyhedron are analyzed, accompanied by the constraints of the guillotine cutting mode. The
optimization algorithm determining the cutting path is presented with a feed direction accompanied
by the shortest cutting stroke, which confirms the shortest cutting time. From the big removal block
and shortest cutting time, the suboptimal solution of the average material removal rate (the ratio of
material removal volume to cutting time) is generated. Finally, the simulation is carried out on a
blank box to approach a bounding sphere both on MATLAB and the Vericut platform. In this case
study, for the removal of 85% of material with 19 cuts, the proposed cutting strategy achieves five
times higher the average material removal rate than that of one higher milling capacity case.

Keywords: block cutting; data reconstruction; convex polyhedron (CPH); convex polygon (CPG);
path optimization; average material removal rate (AMRR)

1. Introduction

The stone processing industry has adverse effects on the environment, economy and
sustainability. Stone processing causes heavy pollution from dust and CO2 emissions, and
high water and energy consumption, which brings tremendous pressure and threats to
the ecological environment, especially in natural stone mining areas [1]. On the other
hand, with the development of modern civilized society, the stone industry is indispensable
and has become increasingly important. Moreover, the demands and varieties of stone
products are increasing day by day. Therefore, the demand for the stone industry puts
forward higher requirements for stone processing, especially in the rough processing stage.
Building a green manufacturing system and process scheme, developing energy-saving
and emission reduction optimization technologies and improving the processing efficiency
of the stone industry have attracted more and more attention recently [1,2].
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In the machining process of special-shaped stone products, the traditional rough
processing adopts diamond wire sawing or circular sawing for simple tasks [2,3], or con-
ventional milling for simple tasks [4], or automatic milling for complex tasks [5] with
a diamond grinding wheel, etc., but such processing modes cannot realize automation
completely, or are accompanied by low waste utilization, a large processing time, high
consumption and serious tool wear even for straight cuts. Although the milling process
has reflected automation to some extent, a large amount of dust will be generated in the
machining process. The above mentioned processes can often not meet the needs of green
manufacturing and high-efficiency machining in the rough machining stage.

For a material removal optimization strategy, the analysis methods of different ma-
chining tools are completely different. Owning to the distinct advantages of having a big
cutting depth and high cutting linear velocity, the diamond circular saw blade is widely
used in the stone cutting process, which provides a possible way to achieve efficient green
processing [1,6]. It is noted that circular saws are known to likely be the cheapest and
fastest motorized saw available [7,8]. With the development of the multi axis linkage
technology of machining machinery, the applications of 5–6 axis NC machine tools and
robots, some interesting results have been reported in recent years on the material removal
method during the rough machining process using circular saw blades. In [1], an energy
consumption prediction model of the stone sawing process of a circular saw was proposed.
By predicting the power and energy consumption in the whole sawing process, the optimal
scheme considering the variable material removal rate (MRR) could be discussed for stone
processing to achieve energy saving and emission reduction. In [8], a technique to cut
freeform curves with a flexible circular saw was addressed by setting the width of the
cutting edge larger than the width of the saw body to ensure there was no friction between
the machined surface and the saw body while cutting. Moreover, cutting any polygon
down to an inner complex nonconvex shape was achieved by a sequence of straight cuts
with linear-time algorithms in [9], where the cuttability of a small saw and large saw was
analyzed attentively. Ref. [10] studied the algorithm for cutting polyhedral shapes with
a hot wire cutter, utilizing computational geometry techniques to solve the problems of
lines and segments in the cutting process. Particularly used in recent years when fabri-
cating freeform geometries, in order to find collision-free tangential cutting directions, a
conservative algorithm for line cutting with a wire cutter was presented by [11], which
provided advanced techniques to remove large amounts of material. Exploring the material
cutting of 2D or 3D geometric shapes, in [12], an approximation algorithm for cutting
out convex polygons was presented, which can cut convex polygons from the plane at a
minimum cost by designing an optimal cutting sequence. Their algorithm can achieve
a constant approximation ratio of the paper diameter to the polygon diameter. On the
basis of [12], in [13], an approximate algorithm for cutting out a convex polyhedron from
a sphere was surveyed, in which several approximate algorithms were discussed to find
the plane sequence with the minimum cutting cost. Ref. [14] proposed a method of 3D
curved block cutting analysis by utilizing the advantages of topology and computational
geometry in geological solid modeling, where 3D curved blocks were formed with less
calculation and memory. These studies not only provide feasibility for a stone cutting plan
with a diamond circular saw, but also provide a geometrical analysis method for solving
the geometrical characteristics of block cutting optimization strategies to some extent.

Despite some of the new algorithms and analysis methods being investigated in [11,14],
to the best of our knowledge, the theoretical research available on the optimization strategies
of block sawing with a circular saw blade for special-shaped stone in the rough machining
stage is currently sparse. This is due to the need to touch upon the convex polyhedron
(CPH) reconstruction techniques of computational geometry and computer graphics, and
the constraints of cutter head feeding along a straight line in the cutting process. The
geometric challenges have also been stated for multi axis machining including the material
properties, tools shapes, accessibility, collision detection, etc. [11]. Although line cutting [11]
was an available new and flexible style for automatic block cutting, the cutting technique
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was completely different from saw disc cutting. Consequently, these studies have motivated
us to find out more about block cutting optimization. According to the characteristics of the
stone rough machining stage, making full use of the advantages of the diamond circular saw
and taking into account the average material removal rate (AMRR) as the cost, we propose a
cutting optimization strategy for special-shaped stone blocks with a large material removal
amount and a short cutting time, so as to automatically realize removing materials with
high efficiency while ensuring energy saving and emission reduction.

The main contributions in this study can be summarized as follows: (i) In order to
automatically obtain a set of relatively optimal cutting planes to ensure a big removal block
for each cutting, the method of constructing a cutting plane (CP), in turn, is proposed
according to the geometrical characteristic of the CPH in space and with the data recon-
struction of the CPH, where the octree algorithm is used to search for the removal vertices
of the CPH for each cutting to reduce the amount of calculation. (ii) Except for the cutting
of a big block, another key point is to reduce the cutting time, whose optimization model is
thus established. The convex polygon (CPG) generated by the intersection of the CP with
the parent CPH is analyzed, where the optimization objective and optimization algorithm
for determining the feed direction and starting point of the cutting path are addressed to
produce the shortest cutting time. From (i) and (ii), the suboptimal solution of the AMRR
for block cutting is obtained.

Cutting strategies with a circular saw will play a particularly important role not only in
3D stone processing but also in wood, metal and harder diamond 3D processing. This strategy
may be not very satisfactory, nevertheless, which leads us to explore more feasible geometric
techniques for efficient 3D cutting, whether for convex or nonconvex polyhedrons.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, preliminary information
regarding the block cutting mechanism is described. Section 3 addresses the reconstruction
description of the CPH with vertex–face information. Section 4 investigates the scheme to
design cuttable big blocks by constructing the CP. In Section 5, the cutting time optimization
method is presented by considering the geometrical analysis of the cutting path. Before the
conclusion in Section 7, validation studies are addressed in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries: Block Cutting Mechanism

The definitions of the symbols and units used are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Nomenclature.

Symbols Quantity Unit Symbols Quantity Unit

Q0
Blank box

(Blank workpiece) / Pcsi
Vertex set of

intersetion CPG /

Qi−1 Parent CPH / Si The ith intersection CPG /

Qi Child CPH / T
Homogeneous

transformation matrix /

QM Final CPH / R Radius of sawblade mm

Qri
Removal block by the

ith cutting / v f Feeding speed mm/min

π Cutting plane / Vri
The ith material
removal volume mm3

πi The ith CP / Ti The ith cutting time min
Pi−1 Vertex set of Qi−1 / W Width of CPG mm

Pri
Removal vertex set of

the ith cutting / Li Cutting path mm/min

In the rough machining process of removing materials, due to the significant differ-
ences in shape between the original blank and the final product, rapidly removing most
of the extra materials on the original blank to form a rough blank has become one of the
most important processes. For any 3D special-shaped product, in the rough machining
stage of removing materials, it can be representatively wrapped as a compact bounding
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sphere (BS) or bounding ellipsoid (BE) to perform further cutting exploration. A BS or BE is
selected depending on the 3D shape of the special-shaped product. If the product is a thin,
long shape we would choose the corresponding blank box and a BE as a target to perform
the rough cutting, conversely, for a short, round shape we would choose a BS. We would
hope not to have any unnecessary material consumption. For instance, in Figure 1, the 3D
symmetrical penguin and its BS are shown simultaneously.

D

n

A

B

D

A

B



P
ππ

Z

– – –

–

–

Figure 1. 3D penguin and its BS.

Hence, when confirming the machining allowance, this paper considers the compact
BS to be a typical target shape for the rough cutting of a blank CPH (a blank box), Q0, which
reflects the oriented bounding box (OBB) of the BS This guarantees the efficient removal
of the extra materials without overcutting and excessive material consumption. In the
blank CPH cutting, we need to design the optimal cutting strategy to cut out the final CPH,
QM, from Q0 to approximate the target BS, as shown in the cutting schematic diagram
in Figure 2, thus satisfying the characteristics of the circular saw processing. To solve
this problem, the cutting process should be analyzed and monitored, not only combining
the theory from computational geometry and computer graphics, but also taking into
account the technique of the processing plan and design, which may bring complexity
and challenges to the design and implementation of the cutting strategy. If πi denotes the
ith CP, the cutting optimization process reflects a series of optimization processes of πi

intersections with the CPH and the optimization process of each cutting path. The problem
of the material removal following cutting can be described as follows:

• Reconstruction description of the CPH: During a continuous block cutting process,
it is inevitable to be confronted with the problem of the CPH reconstruction and
intersection calculation between a plane and the CPH combining with computational
geometry. Therefore, it is important but challenging to update the CPH information
including removal vertices, intersection vertices, intersection faces and updated faces
using an appropriate, available data structure. We hope these can be efficiently imple-
mented to carry out dynamic data storage so that any queries about the workpiece
during the cutting process can be answered with the need for less data and calculation.
Meanwhile, the visual image of the live cutting can be displayed to demonstrate the
reconstruction of the CPH after each cutting.

• Design cuttable big blocks: For block cutting, aiming for the highest efficiency for the
removal of materials, it is better when removal blocks are designed larger, and as far
as possible, with the minimum number of cutting times. The difficult question is how
to construct the CP so as to determine the angle of the circular saw, which is related to
the vertices of the blank CPH and the BS surface.

• Optimize cutting time: The cutting time under the condition with a constant feed
speed can be confirmed by investigating the cutting path. Therefore, in order to obtain
the shortest cutting time, it is necessary to analyze the geometrical characteristics of
the CPG generated by the intersection of the CP with the CPH, so as to calculate the
cutting feed direction and cutting point of the shortest path under constraints.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of block cutting.

In the real machining process, it is necessary to comprehensively consider the ma-
chining efficiency and machining allowance alongside the capacity of the machine tools
or robots. Therefore, the optimization strategy of 3D block cutting discussed in the paper
makes the following assumptions: (1) The BS of the special-shaped product is regarded
as the shape of the target object; (2) the convex polyhedral block is cuttable by a circular
saw when its angle satisfies the geometrical constraints of the mechanism of the machine
tools or robots and it is set up properly. (3) In the cutting process, there is no interference
between the cutter and the stone. Moreover there are no obstacles around.

3. Reconstruction Description of the CPH

The essence of the removal of material when block cutting is found in the process of
the intersection of the CP with the parent CPH to produce the child CPH. The vertices,
edges and faces of the CPH will be updated dynamically in the cutting process, which
is a complex process with tremendous and heavy computation and data storage [14,15].
In order to realize continuous cutting and the dynamic visual effect automatically, the
updating of information with a relatively simple data structure is introduced to reconstruct
the CPH in the updating process.

3.1. Data Structure of CPH

In the cutting process, updating the polyhedron experiences tedious and algorith-
mically complex updates of the data structure, which is used to describe the significant
geometrical features of the convex polyhedron and bounding sphere [14]. As the cutting
is completed, the cut edge causes changes in the number of faces, edges and vertices on
the child polyhedron. In the literature, some data structures for a polyhedron in 3D space
have been proposed, such as single level, 2 or 3 levels or half-edge data structures [15,16],
which are for a face list, vertex–face list, vertex–edge–face list or doubly connected edge
list. In order to realize the dynamic storage, querying and management of polyhedron data
efficiently, a double level data structure for the vertex–face list is established, as shown in
Figure 3, to describe the geometrical characteristics of the polyhedron, which retains the
vertex–face information to guarantee that the volume of the CPH can be calculated and
the cutting calculation can be implemented dynamically with a relatively small calculation
and amount of storage. Here, every vertex and face of a polyhedron are indexed separately
and the array data of each face lists the allocated vertices of each face so that they meet in a
counter clockwise (CCW) order. Namely, the vertices are listed in a CCW order and the
array of face lists is filled with the index of the vertex list.
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Figure 3. Vertex–face data structure.

3.2. CPH Model Reconstruction

Based on the vertex–face data structure, the reconstruction process of the CPH is
as follows: Let i = 1, 2, . . . , M denote the number of cuts. Given (i − 1)th vertex set
Pi−1 =

{
Pi−1,1, Pi−1,2, . . . Pi−1,k . . .

}
of the parent polyhedron Qi−1 and the ith CP πi in 3D

space, where k denotes k-th vertex. It is then possible to compute renewed vertex and
face lists of the cutting process when the removal vertices and intersection face of Qi−1
are confirmed; in this way, we complete the dynamic data management of the continuous
cutting process and the quantitative evaluation of the cutting algorithm. The updating
process follows three steps:

Step1: Judge removal vertices
In order to yield the update vertices in the cutting process, the first thing is to judge

the vertices to cut off. Intuitively, from the schematic diagram of block cutting as shown in
Figure 2, πi for each cutting divides the whole space into two half spaces [15,17]. According
to binary space partition algorithm (BSP), the positive and negative half space can be
defined by the normal vector of πi as the boundary. The half space pointed by the normal
vector is the positive half space, which is the half space to be removed, and vice versa, the
negative half space is the reserved CPH part, which is the child CPH. Aiming at vertex
set Pi−1 =

{
Pi−1,1, Pi−1,2, . . . Pi−1,k . . .

}
of the parent CPH, the vertex partition equation is

established as follows




πi = KAi · x + KBi · y + KCi · z + KDi

πik > 0, Pi−1,k ∈ Pri

πik ≤ 0, Pi−1,k /∈ Pri

(1)

where KAi, KBi, KCi, KDi represent the equation coefficients of πi; πik are the solutions of the
plane equation for each vertex of Qi−1; hence, the removal vertex set Pri = {Pri1, Pri2, · · · , Prin}
by the ith cutting can be obtained, and n is the number of vertices to be cut off.

Step2: Calculate intersection vertices (CPG)
If one knows the vertices that should be removed, the edges that should be cut can

be deduced. This means that the CP can be calculated based on some of that information.
For each cutting, one CP intersects with one CPH, then an intersection CPG is generated.
Calculating CPG vertices need to judge the edges of the CP intersecting with the parent
CPH and find its intersection. As can be seen from Section 3.1, the data structure stores the
vertex–face list, ignoring the storage of the edge list. However, the face list is composed of
vertices allocated by the right-hand rule. Therefore, we can connect two adjacent vertices
in the face list to determine the edges. To judge whether the edge of the parent CPH
intersects with πi, Equation (1) can be used. If the two vertices of the edge are located on
the positive and negative half space of the CP separately, the edge is intersected by the CP.
Otherwise, there is no intersection. In addition, by vector parallel condition, the equation
of the intersection edges of the CPH can be written as follows

(
x− xiq

)

miq
=

(y− yiq)

niq
=

(z− ziq)

piq
(2)

where (xiq, yiq, ziq) is any vertex on the intersection edge Eiq of the parent CPH,
−→
siq = (miq, niq, piq) is the direction vector of Eiq by calculating two adjacent vertices,
and q = 1, 2, . . . , h represents the number of the intersection edges of ith cutting.
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For the intersection edges of the parent CPH and the CP, the intersection point can
be solved by synthesizing Equations (1) and (2). The vertex set of the intersection CPG is
expressed as Pcsi = {Pcsi1, Pcsi2, · · · , Pcsih}. It is worth noting that since each edge of the
CPH is shared by two faces, they intersect with the CP to obtain the intersection point.
After yielding the intersection point, we first store and query the intersection calculation in
the temporary list before obtaining all intersection points in one cutting, then update the
vertex list to avoid redundant and incorrect calculations.

Step3: Update faces of child CPH
Based on steps 1 and 2, the faces of the child CPH can be constructed. As can be seen

from Figure 2, the vertices in the negative half space of πi and the intersection points in
the parent CPH constitute the vertex list of the child CPH. Hence, one can see that the
faces in the child CPH can also be divided into two categories: one is the original face
(remained face, e.g., A′D′DA in Figure 2) or a part of the original face (renewed face,
e.g., A′ABPcs23Pcs22 in Figure 2) of the parent CPH, and the other is the new face of the
intersection CPG, e.g., Pcs21Pcs22Pcs23Pcs24 in Figure 2. To construct the first type face, we
need to delete the vertices of the parent CPH on the basis of steps 1 and 2, and reserve or add
the vertices that do not belong to the data set Pri to the child CPH. If the adjacent vertices lie
on both sides of the CP, the indices of the intersection point Pcsi = {Pcsi1, Pcsi2, · · · , Pcsih} are
added to the face list of the child CPH replacing data information of all Pri and replenishing
renewed vertex indices in the corresponding face list.

To construct the second type face, since a disordered vertices set of the intersection
CPG has been obtained in step 2, and the data structure follows CCW order rule, it is
necessary to reorder the CPG vertices obtained in step 2. It is difficult to sort a random
point with a feature in 3D space even if they are in one plane. Therefore, utilizing a uniform
linear coordinate transformation method, we hope that the 3D data description of the
CPG vertices can be converted into a 2D data description in a plane to analyze where the
centroid (xc, yc, zc) of the transformed CPG coincides with the coordinate origin. If the
normal vector Ni of the CPG, as shown in Figure 4, which is calculated from the vertices of
CPG, is not perpendicular to any plane of XOY, YOZ and XOZ in frame O of CPH, it is
possible to express the coordinate transformation between the frames O and O′. Let the
centroid O′ be the origin of the frame of the CPG, and the normal vector Ni be a coordinate
axis. Referring to Figure 4, frame O′ is obtained from the frame O by translating it along
X, Y and Z axes by xc, yc and zc, respectively, followed by two times rotation of β about
Z and γ about X with respect to the current frames. Therefore, the 4× 4 homogeneous
transformation matrix can be written as T = TPc · Rβ · Rγ where

Rβ =




cos β sin β 0 0
− sin β cos β 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


, Rγ =




1 0 0 0
0 cos γ sin γ 0
0 − sin γ cos γ 0
0 0 0 1


, TPc

=




1 0 0 xc

0 1 0 yc

0 0 1 zc

0 0 0 1




′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
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Figure 4. Coordinate description.

Rβ, Ry and TPc denote the rotation and translation transformation matrices separately.
Completing the transformation to reach frame O′ from frame O, the vertices of CPG lie in
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plane X′O′Y′, Y′O′Z′ or X′O′Z′ of the coordinate system with the centroid origin, so that its
vertices can be sorted simply according to the angle between the vector of the origin to the
corresponding vertex and the Z′, X′ or Y′ axis. Otherwise, the vertices of the CPG can be
sorted directly based on the axes of the CPH without coordinate transformation. At this
point, the vertex list of the second type face has been updated completely.

The dynamic updating algorithm of the CPH, i.e., the CPH list updating, can be
summarized as follows (Algorithm 1):

Algorithm 1 CPH List Updating.

Input: Vertex-Face List of Qi−1, πi

Output: Vertex-Face List of Qi

1: function ConstructCPHList(Vertex-Face List of Qi−1 ,πi )
2: // Construct the Vertex-Face List of the first type face of Qi

3: for all F in Face List of Qi−1 do

4: for all vertexi−1,j in Fm do

5: vertexi−1,j ←Vertex of Qi−1[Fm [j]] //Index the corresponding vertex
6: vertexi−1,j+1 ←Vertex of Qi−1[Fm [j + 1]]
7: if πi (vertexi−1,j ) ≤ 0 ∧ πi (vertexi−1,j+1) ≤ 0 then//Two vertices are in negative half-space
8: Vertex List of Qi ←vertexi−1,j , vertexi−1,j+1
9: Face List of Qi ←indexes of vertexi−1,j and vertexi−1,j+1
10: else if πi (vertexi−1,j ) ≤ 0 ∧ πi (vertexi−1,j+1 ) > 0 then//Two vertices lie on either side of πi

11: Ei−1,j ←line(vertexi−1,j, vertexi−1,j+1 )
12: Pcsij ←Ei−1,j ∩ πi //Find the intersection of Ei−1,j and πi

13: if Pcsij /∈ T empList then

14: T empList←Pcsij //T empList is used to store the Pcsij

15: Vertex List of Qi ←Pcsij

16: end if

17: Face List of Qi ←index of Pcsij

18: end if

19: end for

20: end for

21: // Construct the Vertex-Face List of the second type face of Qi

22: [Ni ]←ComputeNormalVector(Pcsi)
23: [Pcsi ]←3DCoordinateTransformation(Ni, Pcsi) //3D Coordinate transformation for vertex sorting
24: Face List of Qi ←index of Pcsi

25: return Vertex-Face List of Qi

26: end function

4. Design Cuttable Big Blocks

In order to realize a high efficiency of cutting, we propose a strategy including a set of
reasonable cutting schemes to ensure a large amount of cutting materials with a shorter
cutting time. The cost of one cut is the MRR (i.e., the ratio of removal block volume to
cutting time) originated by the saw disc intersecting with Qi−1. Our objective is to find a
series of cuts whose total cost–AMRR is relatively large. First, in order to obtain a large
material removal amount, according to the geometrical characteristics of the symmetric
convex bounding box and the BS, the removal vertices of the CPH are searched whose
distance from the surface of the BS is at maximum. The direction is regarded as the normal
vector of the CP for each cut. After that, the CP is constructed based on the extracted
normal vector at the corresponding tangent point on the surface of the BS. It is noted that,
in this process, to ensure a small machining allowance and no overcut at the same time, the
data amount of the BS saved in the triangular mesh format with a certain accuracy is not
optimistic. In particular, due to the increase in the convex vertices after being cut again and
again, the search process causes a problem by requiring a large amount of calculation, thus
increasing the burden of searching. The octree decomposition of the 3D model to reduce
the computational complexity has been considered in many applications [18–20], such as
image processing, collision detection algorithms, mesh generation procedures, and so on,
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which allows the search time to be easily reduced. For this reason, for each cutting, the
algorithm of the octree partition is introduced to divide the OBB and BS into subdivisions at
the same time, in order to search for the vertices of the CPH that are to be removed, which
will reduce the load of the calculation and increase the speed and the search efficiency.

4.1. Octree Space Partition

To build an octree for the given set of 3D mesh points in the geometric space, firstly,
it is necessary to decide the root node, which can be defined as an OBB. Then, we can
subdivide it into multi-level equally sized cubes, called octants as shown in Figure 5, where
each cube region in the space is a node of the octree [18,21]. Different from the binary tree,
in which each node has two branches, each node of the octree has eight branches. The
octree representation of 3D objects recursively subdivides the root cubic data into eight
sub-cube arrays.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of space partition.

Based on the above description, we need to build a compact OBB wrapping the BS
with a reasonable machining allowance. Generally, the size of the blank workpiece is
selected as the size of the OBB. From this point, a compact CPH QM, bounding the target
BS, can be cut out from the blank workpiece (box). Therefore, we obtain the root node
of the octree, which contains a data set PΣ consisting of all points of the blank workpiece
and spherical shell of the BS. Then, we calculate the geometrical centroid (xbc, ybc, zbc)
of the blank workpiece, which overlaps the center of the BS. Based on this, PΣ can be
generally decomposed. The subdivision nodes of the octree are recursively divided along
the three coordinate axes according to the octree depth, which are determined according
to the labeled sub-cube, while any point P(xs, ys, zs) of the data set are subdivided into a
different sub-cube according to the coordinate location. When the number of the octree
level increases, the cost of the octree storage occupation and node query time consumption
will also increase. Comprehensively considering the factors of the search efficiencyand
node query time in this paper, an octree with a depth of two levels and eight subspaces
is established, which subdivides all the data in the data set into eight groups, assigning
the node cubes Go(o = 1, 2, . . . , 8) of the subdivision depending on the coordinate range,
respectively, as in Equation (3). Since each octree node has eight branches, it is convenient
to number a child node using an appropriate index ranging from one to eight. This index
denotes the subregion covered by each child. An example of the space partition of a BB
and BS is shown in Figure 6, which is used to reduce the calculation amount for searching
in the subdivision region. The data points in each sub-cube are shown in a different color.
For complex cases of octrees with many levels, we can divide subdivision by discussing
solid angles distributed in a corresponding space region.
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G1 : {P ∈ PΣ : xs < xbc ∧ ys < ybc ∧ zs > zbc}
G2 : {P ∈ PΣ : xs < xbc ∧ ys > ybc ∧ zs > zbc}
G3 : {P ∈ PΣ : xs > xbc ∧ ys > ybc ∧ zs > zbc}
G4 : {P ∈ PΣ : xs > xbc ∧ ys < ybc ∧ zs > zbc}
G5 : {P ∈ PΣ : xs < xbc ∧ ys > ybc ∧ zs < zbc}
G6 : {P ∈ PΣ : xs > xbc ∧ ys > ybc ∧ zs < zbc}
G7 : {P ∈ PΣ : xs < xbc ∧ ys < ybc ∧ zs < zbc}
G8 : {P ∈ PΣ : xs > xbc ∧ ys < ybc ∧ zs < zbc}

(3)
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Figure 6. Space partition of the BB and BS.

4.2. Construct Cutting Plane

To achieve a short total cutting time, under the principle of “cutting big blocks as few
times as possible” in the cutting process, we construct a series of CPs to ensure that the
material amount is removed as much as possible. The idea is to intuitively remove the most
convex vertex of the convex blocks from a practical point of view. Firstly, the maximum
distance dimax from the vertex of the parent CPH Qi−1 to the surface of the BS can be found.
On the basis of Section 4.1, we can subdivide the vertices of Qi−1 into the sub-cube region
Go by the octree algorithm. Then, each do in the sub-cube Go can be further calculated,
where do is defined as the distance of a normal vector on the BS to the vertex of Qi−1 in
the Go. As shown in Figure 7, from the schematic diagram of cutting, we can see a data
point on the surface of the BS is represented as Pti, and a corresponding vertex of Qi−1 is

represented as Pvi, where the normal vector of the tangent plane at Pti is
−−−→
PtiPvi and the

distance |PtiPvi| is do in Go. Choosing the maximum value of {do} as the cutting thickness
dimax of the removal block, in that way the tangent plane of the BS at the corresponding Pti

is selected as the CP πi.
−−−→
PtiPvi indicates Ni(Ai, Bi, Ci) also.
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Figure 7. Diagram of constructing CP.

The coefficient of πi in Equation (1) can be calculated based on the point Pvi or Pti

and normal vector Ni(Ai, Bi, Ci). For instance, a CP πi is shown in Figure 7 constructed in
the sub-cube region G4. The cutting along πi will produce a big block removal effect by
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adjusting the orientation of the disc saw. Accordingly, using the CPH-updating algorithm
of Section 3, the child CPH Qi can be obtained.

4.3. Calculate Material Removal Volume (MRV)

Some methods have been proposed to calculate the volume of the CPH [16,22,23]. Com-
bining these, we introduce a volume calculation method using vertex coordinates and face
information. As above mentioned, the vertices of the removal block are
Pri = {Pri1, Pri2, · · · , Prin} and Pcsi = {Pcsi1, Pcsi2, · · · , Pcsih}; nevertheless, for the con-
venience of describing the calculation of the volume of the block to be removed, Qri, we
assume it has nl polygonal faces Sr1, Sr2, · · · , Srl , · · · each with a different amount of nq

vertices Pr1, Pr2, · · · , Prq, · · · . The simplest contour of Qri is a pyramid feature. If Qri is
not a pyramid, we can decompose the polyhedron Qri into multiple pyramids Qril with
a common tip Op in a geometrical centroid of Qri as shown in Figure 8. After that, to
obtain the volume of the pyramid, if Srl is not a triangle, we can take the polygon Srl

and decompose it into triangles from any vertex as a common vertex Pr1. The vertices
Pr1, Pr,q−1, Pr,q of each triangle are kept in a CCW order to the triangles with respect to their
outward direction. Moreover, the triangle arrays are stored in the vertex order of CPG.
Eventually, a pyramid Qril is decomposed into multiple tetrahedrons Op − Pr1Pr,q−1Prq

with a common pyramid tip. When Op is assigned at the origin, one-sixth of the mixed

product of
−−−→
OpPr1,

−−−−−→
OpPr,q−1,

−−−→
OpPr,q, namely, one-sixth of the dot product between the normal

vector of each triangle ∆
(

Pr1, Pr,q−1, Pr,q
)

and any vector of
−−−→
OpPr1,

−−−−−→
OpPr,q−1,

−−−→
OpPr,q, can be

denoted as the determinant

1
6

D
(

Pr1Pr,q−1Pr,q
)
=

1
6

∣∣∣∣∣∣

xr1 xr,q−1 xr,q
yr1 yr,q−1 yr,q
zr1 zr,q−1 zr,q

∣∣∣∣∣∣

which is the volume of Op − Pr1Pr,q−1Prq. Thus, by the vector method the following volume
equation of the pyramid Qril for the face Srl can be derived

VSrl
=

nq

∑
q=2

V
(
OpPr1Pr,q−1Prq

)
=

nq

∑
q=2

1
6

D
(

Pr1Pr,q−1Pr,q
)

(4)
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Figure 8. CPH decomposition and face decomposition.

Obviously, the volume equation of the polyhedron Qri is

Vci =
nl

∑
l=1

VSrl
=

nl

∑
l=1

nq

∑
q=2

1
6

D
(

Pr1Pr,q−1Pr,q
)

(5)

From the above, we can see that it is easier to calculate the CPH volume from the face
index and all vertex information on the faces with less calculation. Of course, one can also
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finally calculate the total removal volume directly from the remaining block. Here, in order
to observe each cutting, we choose to analyze the removal block each time.

5. Optimize Cutting Time

When the material removal volume is constant, the shorter the cutting time is and
the greater the MMR is. In order to minimize the cutting time, we summarize the cutting
process into the second problem finding the shortest path. By analyzing the geometrical
characteristics of the CPG, a path optimization algorithm to determine the feed direction
and cutting point is proposed.

5.1. Time Optimization Model

By cutting with a guillotine style accompanying the aforementioned strategy, the CPH
is completely separated into two convex blocks: one is the removal block Qri and the other
is the child CPH Qi−1. To sum each Vci of Qri, we can obtain the total MRV. Due to the
cutting block being relatively big, we establish the objective function with minimum cutting
time as follows

min
M

∑
i=1

(Ti), Ti =
Li
v f

s.t. πi = KAi · xi + KBi · yi + KCi · zi + KDi

Q0 =
z∩

m=1
F0m

{Si, Qi} = Qi−1 ∩ πi

Li = W(Si)
Li < R

(6)

where M is the aforementioned number of cuts, generated automatically according to the
required material removal percentage (MRP). Ti is the time consumed at ith cutting. Li is the
feed stroke along each cutting path. v f is the feed speed, which is normally set as a constant.
R is the radius of the circular saw blade. F0m represents a face of the Q0, and m is the face
number of the initial blank box, selected as six here. Si is the intersection CPG generated by
the ith cut. The width W of Si needs to be calculated by the optimization algorithm.

Assuming the time consumption of the motion in space is ignored, the cutting time is
only related to the feed stroke along the intersection with the CPG, which is decided by the
geometrical characteristics of the CPG satisfying the shape constraint of the circular saw at
the same time.

5.2. Intersection CPG Analysis

It can be seen from Section 5.1 that in order to obtain the shortest cutting time, it is
necessary to seek out the shortest cutting path on the CPG. Through analysis, it can be found
that here the path is generally characterized by the span of the CPG along a certain direction.
Therefore, confirming the shortest cutting path can be worked out using the minimum
span (i.e., width) of the CPG [24]. In recent years, the width calculation of the CPG has
been widely used in collision detection and other calculations [19], but few researches and
applications have explored its use in the field of machining. For the intersection CPG Si,
its width is defined as the minimum distance between the supporting parallel lines of Si,
decided by the vertex–edge (V–E) pairs here, in which the relative edge is formed by the
intersection of two faces. The vertices set of the CPG is Pcsi =

{
Pcsij

}
, j = 1 · · · h. The

width calculation is as follows. Utilizing the supporting parallel lines, the V–E pairs can
be scanned to obtain the maximum distance Dj = max

{
Dj,j+1

}
between any vertices of

Pcsi and one edge or extended edge Ej,j+1 in O(h) time for each edge, which is the span of
one edge. Once the scan is completed, we can compare each of these pairs

{
Dj

}
and note

the smallest span distances, min
{

Dj

}
. As a result, that distance is the width W(Si), whose

direction decides an initial feed direction. Here, the corresponding vertex is represented by
Pdj, and the corresponded edge is Ew. For instance, in Figure 9, for the intersection CPG
Pcs1Pcs2Pcs3Pcs4, the width is D4,3(W).
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Figure 9. The width of intersection CPG.

5.3. Cutting Path Optimization

According to the analysis of the CPG in Section 5.2, if the width direction of the CPG
is used as the cutting feed direction, and the relative vertex and the perpendicular point
on the edge are chosen as the starting point and ending point of the cutting, respectively,
then sometimes, the cutting requirements are unable to be met. In other words, the cutting
range of the circular saw is not able to cover the whole CPG area without a guillotine
cut; an example as shown in Figure 10a. Therefore, a bounding rectangle method of the
CPG is proposed to determine the feed direction and starting point for the cut, as shown
in Figure 10b, where the black dash line is the bounding rectangle of the CPG, and the
red dash line demonstrates the feed direction. From the length Ew and width W of the
bounding rectangle, we can calculate its centroid Or. Along Or, the vertical line to Ew can
be drawn, intersecting Ew with point Ps, and intersecting the opposite edge with point Pe.
Ps and Pe are chosen as the starting point and the ending point of the cut respectively. The
vector direction from Ps to Pe is the optimal feeding direction here. If the cutting with Pe

fails to cut through the block, a certain cut depth compensation should be considered to
recalculate Pe, which can be found by calculating the intersection chord length between the
edge PePdj and the circular saw, achieved by using the bottom vertices of the polygon.
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Figure 10. Feed direction of cutting. (a) Feed direction along W; (b) feed direction along
→

PsPe.

6. Simulation Results and Analysis

6.1. Simulation Verification

A minimum BS of a three-dimensional penguin is used as the target for the block
cutting simulation. The triangular mesh model of the BS with a radius 200 mm is generated
by using CAD/CAM software, which is stored in STL format. All of the data is loaded on to
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the MATLAB platform, which is used to verify the proposed strategy, thus benefiting from
the powerful computing and drawing ability of MATLAB. In order to avoid any impact on
the finished machined product due to the brittle fracturing of materials in the machining
process, and ensuring a certain machining allowance, we select a 400 × 400 × 400 mm3

blank box, considering that polyhedron is able to be cut by a large enough circular saw. To
verify the proposed strategy for the general cutting condition, the sawing parameters are
given as follows: a rotation speed of the saw blade is 1400 r/min; the radius of the circular
saw blade is 400 mm; the feed speed is set to 180 mm/min. When the MRP reaches 85% of
the total materials that should be removed, the cutting search stops. Importing the data set
of the BS, the data of the spatial region is subdivided according to the octree algorithm in
Section 4.1. For contrast, the simulation experiments are carried out with and without the
octree partition. The search time after data partition is reduced by 31.64% compared with
that without data partition. Some effect graphs of the workpiece’s dynamic reconstruction
during cutting are shown in Figure 11, resulting in a total of 19 cuts. It can be seen from
Figure 11c that the contour of the CPH after cutting is closer to the target BS. Through the
visualization analysis, it can be seen that there is no overcutting phenomenon in the sawing
process, and the proposed methods are feasible. Figure 12 shows the cutting time after
optimization, which is less than or equal to that before optimization. Moreover, we can
find that the total cutting time after path optimization is about 21.3 min, which is about
11.33% less than that without optimization. In Figure 13, the MRV based on the maximum
removal thickness and MRR are shown, where, in order to show these clearly, the blue
solid line and red dash line have been employed to illustrate them with different labels
on the left and right longitudinal axes, respectively. One can see that after nine cuts, more
than 70% of MRP has been reached. After this the increase in MRP becomes slower with
the increase in cutting time, i.e., the removal volume of each cut becomes smaller. This is
an inevitable result of block cutting, in which each cut leads to the rough blank moving
closer and closer to the target BS. By balancing the cutting times and the removal volume,
in this study, we targeted 85% of the total MRP according to some engineering experience
in the milling process [5] and the characteristics of the saw disc. After 19 cuts, the MRV
reaches 2.6× 107mm3, accounting for about 85.34% of the total blank materials that should
be removed. Accordingly, there is no need to set a higher desired MRP for rough cutting.
Through the further analysis of Figure 13 (the 12th–14th cuts bring an increase in MRV),
it can be seen that the cutting algorithm based on the maximum thickness of the removal
block cannot completely ensure the complete removal of the material for each cutting, but
it is nearly at maximum, which is why we also call this process the relatively big block
cutting method. The reason that this phenomenon arises is because the contour of the
removal block becomes more and more irregular with the increase in the number of cuts.
Therefore, the maximum thickness of the removed block materials only reflects a relatively
big block not the maximum removal amount.

  

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 11. Dynamic reconstruction effect of CPH. (a) 1st cutting; (b) 8th cutting; (c) 19th cutting.
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Figure 12. Cutting time.

 

Figure 13. MRV and MRP.

Additionally, an accurate simulation model of the NC (numerical control) machine
tool is established with a 5-axis cutting characteristic and circular saw blade as a simulation
platform in a Vericut environment. Given the same cutting parameters as above mentioned,
the cutting simulations are performed by a generated G code on the NC cutting machine
model to verify the proposed cutting strategy. Some cutting results are shown in Figure 14.
The cutting time displayed in the Vericut environment is about 23.4 min. Ignoring the
travel time in space, it is almost the same as the cutting time in the MATLAB platform.
Moreover, compared with the reconstructed CPH of each cut in the MATLAB platform, the
features of each CPH processed by the 5-axis NC machine tool in the Vericut platform are
roughly the same in shape and size, which further verifies the effectiveness and feasibility
of the cutting strategy for removing blocks proposed in the paper.

   
(a) (b) (c) 





 



–

Figure 14. Cutting effect in Vericut platform. (a) 1st cutting; (b) 8th cutting; (c) 19th cutting.
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6.2. Comparison of Sawing and Milling

For the removal of materials during stone rough machining, a milling mode is often
employed in the newest automatic level. In order to verify the effectiveness of the block
cutting strategy proposed in the paper, the milling mode with a high capacity during
stone rough machining is chosen as a comparison. The milling parameters are given as
follows [5]: a rotation speed of 6000 r/min; a milling depth of ap = 2 mm; a milling width
of aw = 30 mm, which is the tool diameter of a diamond grinding wheel; a feed speed of
v f = 4000 mm/min. For the same MRV 2.6× 107 mm3, the milling time is 108.4 min and
the AMRR is 2.4× 105 mm3/min. In this case, compared with the cutting results, it can
be seen that the AMRR of the cutting strategy is more than five times that of the milling.
The main reason of the difference is that milling is limited by its processing mode and
milling depth. For the case of removing the materials of a big block, layered milling must
be adopted, which consumes a lot of time and produces dust. However, the block sawing
method with a saw blade can directly carry out the cutting operation with a large feed
stroke and a large block thickness; thereby, the efficiency can be significantly improved. For
special shapes, if a higher cutting performance saw blade [25] is employed, AMRR will be
improved further. More tool cases with different machining capacities in the simulation
will be performed in the future.

7. Conclusions and Future Scope

To address block cutting with a saw disc in the 3D space usually needs with a lot of
hard labor and time. This article has addressed a series of works concerned with analyzing
the geometrical characteristics of convex polyhedrons and convex polygons in order to
complete block cutting automatically and rapidly. This has made efficient and continuous
block cutting available. The optimization strategy for cutting a convex polyhedron out of a
blank box has been presented by combining computational geometric theory and computer
graphics knowledge. Dynamic cutting data management has been implemented with
the vertex–face polyhedron data structure, which means the convex polyhedron model
reconstruction is completed in the updating process. A range of cutting planes with the
maximum thickness of the removal block have been constructed, and the space partition
with the octree algorithm has been used in the process of searching for the vertices to be
removed, which can reduce the search time. The geometrical characteristics of the convex
polygon cutting plane generated by the cutting intersection have also been analyzed, and
the method for an optimized cutting time has been presented. Finally, the suboptimal
solution of the average material removal rate at the rough machining stage has been
quantitatively analyzed. Simulation and comparison results in MATLAB and the Vericut
platform have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy. In
particular, the Vericut platform is able to reflect the real processing environment. We have
investigated a block cutting strategy with a practicable automatic strategy for the first time.
Realistically, it is necessary to utilize multi axis machine tools or robots with good capacity.

In this work, our discussion concentrated on the problem of cutting a symmetric
convex polyhedron with a bounding sphere target. However, there are some directions
that can be extended further: (i) While we constructed cutting planes, we selected the
suboptimal solutions with relatively big blocks and high efficiency. This leads us to think
deeply about the optimal methods for constructing a cuttable maximum block for each
cutting; (ii) as well as typical bounding sphere targets, we can explore the changing factors
that affect the AMRR when cutting the symmetric convex polyhedron with bounding
ellipsoid targets; (iii) as only one high capacity milling comparison has been completed,
some different saw disc parameters and milling modes can be analyzed to obtain a more
general conclusion of the higher MRR with block cutting under a similar mechanical
level; (iv) instead of the bounding sphere and the bounding ellipsoid, we can explore
cutting strategies according to the target polyhedrons of the compact bounding convex or
nonconvex contours of special-shaped products.

Finally, we hope this work can stimulate research and applications in this field.
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Abstract: In order to not only produce an open-die forged part with the desired final geometry
but to also maintain economic production, precise process planning is necessary. However, due
to the incremental forming of the billet, often with several hundred strokes, the process design is
arbitrarily complicated and, even today, often only based on experience or simple mathematical
models describing the geometry development. Hence, in this paper, fast process models were merged
with a double deep Q-learning algorithm to enable a pass schedule design including multi-objective
optimization. The presented implementation of a double deep Q-learning algorithm was successfully
trained on an industrial-scale forging process and converged stably against high reward values. The
generated pass schedules reliably produced the desired final ingot geometry, utilized the available
press force well without exceeding plant limits, and, at the same time, minimized the number of
passes. Finally, a forging experiment was performed at the institute of metal forming to validate the
generated results. Overall, a proof of concept for the pass schedule design in open-die forging via
double deep Q-learning was achieved which opens various starting points for future work.

Keywords: open-die forging; reinforcement learning; double deep Q-learning; process design;
process optimization

1. Introduction

1.1. Process Design in Open-Die Forging

Open-die forging is an incremental forming process to produce predominantly longi-
tudinally oriented components such as turbine shafts. Despite its long history, the open-die
forging process has not lost any of its importance to this day. Open-die forging is char-
acterized by the fact that not only a defined final geometry is generated, but excellent
mechanical properties are also produced. Due to the incremental forming of the workpiece
by commonly hundreds of strokes, the high flexibility and, at the same time, the high
complexity of the process design in open-die forging arises.

In order to ensure consistent quality in industrial production, forging processes are
usually designed in advance. Important process parameters, such as height reductions and
bite ratios, are summed up in a so-called “pass schedule” that serves as a template for the
forming process and can also be used directly to pilot the forging plant. Even today, the
design of pass schedules is often based on the experience of long-standing employees or
on simple mathematical models, e.g., based on volume constancy and the Tomlinson and
Stringer [1] spread formulas. Although, processes designed through this approach achieve
the final geometry accurately, they do not consider the expected component quality and
the efficient utilization of the machine’s limits.

Pass schedule calculation programs can improve on this by including not only the
geometry development but also other workpiece and process parameters, such as tem-
perature, deformation resistance, or press force, in the pass schedule design. In this way,
the generated pass schedules lead to components with the desired final geometry and, at
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the same time, comply with restrictions such as a maximum press force or a permissible
temperature range. In addition, the consideration of higher-level objectives, such as an
efficient production process by minimizing the process time, is possible. Subsequently,
some typical approaches for pass schedule design in open-die forging are listed.

In 1978, Mannesmann presented the pass schedule calculation program
“MD-Dataforge” [2] without publishing the underlying calculation equations. The program
is able to determine the workpiece dimensions depending on the material, the temperature
as well as height reduction and manipulator feed. In addition, it is checked whether the
forming forces exceed the maximum press force.

Bombač et al. [3] presented the pass schedule calculation program “HFS” that uses
the spread equation according to Tomlinson and Stringer (cf. Equations (1)–(3)) and a
temperature calculation that is not specified in detail. The comparison of an ad hoc forging
of a very experienced press operator and the pass schedule calculation program HFS shows
that the pass schedules made by HFS are of at least as good quality.

Kakimoto et al. [4] integrated empirically determined results for the workpiece spread
into the “Forging Guidance System (FGS)”, which allows pass schedule calculations from
square to octagon and from octagon to round. After the development of an alternative
spread equation and the implementation into the pass schedule calculation, the geometry
model achieved an accuracy of 2% [5].

The program “ForgeBase®” [6] from SMS group GmbH resulted from the programs
MD-Dataforge [2] and “ComForge” [7] and allows for the design of pass schedules under
consideration of plant and material restrictions such as a permissible maximum press speed
or a maximum height reduction. The user can select between different block cross-sections
and forging strategies and defines the boundary conditions to be observed. In addition,
pass schedules calculated with ForgeBase can be used directly to control the open-die
forging plant during the process, whereby the press operator can select freely between
either fully automatic, semi-automatic, or manual mode. Furthermore, previous versions
of ForgeBase offered the option to optimize the generated pass schedules regarding, for
example, a maximum throughput [8].

Using Tomlinson and Stringer’s expansion equation (cf. Equations (1)–(3)), Yan et al. [9]
calculated pass schedules whereby the intermediate geometries for each stroke were sim-
plified as rectangles. The simple functionality of the program implemented in MathWorks
MATLAB was expanded by the informative graphical representation of individual strokes.

1.2. Machine Learning for Process Planning and Optimization in Metal Forming

Quality requirements for dimensional accuracy and material properties of forged
components are continuously increasing and, therefore, the tools for process design and
monitoring need to evolve accordingly. Because methods of artificial intelligence and, in
particular, artificial neural networks are able to map highly non-linear interrelations well,
in recent years, they have been applied progressively in the field of process design in metal
forming technology. For example, Sauer et al. [10] developed deep neural networks that
are able to locally predict properties such as the true strain of sheet-bulk metal parts. This
locally resolved workpiece information is then integrated into the proprietary program
environment SLASSY (self-learning assistance system) that supports product developers
in the creation of sheet-bulk metal parts [11]. Addona et al. trained neural networks on
the basis of data sets from FE simulations to generate meta models for wear-determining
parameters of tools in closed-die forging [12]. These meta models then replace the compu-
tationally intensive FE simulations in a sequential optimization of the process design of the
closed-die forging process.

Methods of artificial intelligence are also applied in sheet metal forming. Guo et al.
as well as Dornheim et al. coupled a deep reinforcement learning algorithm to an FE
simulation of a deep drawing process and trained it to regulate the blankholder force
during the process. Hereby, the algorithm was trained to control the blankholder force in
such a way that the finished deep-drawn part exhibited as little internal stress as possible
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as well as a sufficient thickness everywhere, while the manufacturing process was as
material-efficient as possible [13–15]. Furthermore, Störkle et al. used a reinforcement
learning algorithm to control the springback of the material in incremental sheet metal
forming processes. The algorithm does not directly calculate the tool path but creates a
modified geometry from the desired geometry that is then fed into a path planning software.
The path generated in this way does not create the modified geometry but rather the desired
initial geometry due to the springback [16].

Kim et al. [17] trained separate functional link neural networks (FNNs) with a single
layer of neurons each to predict the resistance to forming, the spread, and the forming
speed in open-die hammer forging depending on the current ingot height and width, the
temperature, the height reduction, and the bite length. The training data was gathered
during industrial forging processes, though no information about the individual processes
and the quantity of the data was given. Furthermore, besides the results of the spread
prediction using an FNN, no training results or validations were presented. Finally, an
algorithm for a pass schedule calculation was described that used the FNNs to design
forging processes with the greatest possible height reduction while maintaining the given
force limit. This algorithm has not been validated though.

In 2018, Meyes et al. [18] described the successful use of reinforcement learning
algorithms for pass schedule design in hot rolling. The database used for the training,
consisting of information about the workpiece and its changes within a pass, was generated
by fast process models developed at the Institute of Metal Forming (IBF). The trained
algorithm can design pass schedules for rolling processes that generate a workpiece with
the desired final height using as few passes as possible and, at the same time, sets a
predefined grain size.

1.3. Reinforcement Learning for Pass Schedule Design in Open-Die Forging

The fast process models for open-die forging presented in Section 2.1 open the pos-
sibility to predict the process and workpiece properties that result from a pass schedule
quickly and, thus, to include the workpiece properties directly in the pass schedule design.
In this paper, this was solved by coupling the fast models with a double deep Q-learning
(DDQL) algorithm. During the training phase, the algorithm learned how to design pass
schedules that, on the one hand, maintained a maximum process force and, on the other
hand, led to the desired geometry as efficiently as possible. After completion of the training
process, the user should be able to select any ingot geometry within the selected process
window and quickly receive an optimized pass schedule. Here, the optimization goals are
closely aligned to the possibilities offered by existing software for the pass schedule design
mentioned above, so that comparability is ensured and, furthermore, a successfully trained
DDQL algorithm can serve as a proof of concept for optimized pass schedule design in
open-die forging using reinforcement learning.

For the here presented implementation of an optimized pass schedule design in
open-die forging using a reinforcement learning algorithm, a rather short and simple
process with approximately six passes and rectangular ingot cross-sections were selected.
This enabled a broad analysis of the complex correlations between the algorithm’s behavior
and its effects on the forging process, while the training durations of the required multiple
training processes remain acceptable.

In future work, the presented concept will be applied on more complex forging pro-
cesses featuring for example, octagonal ingot cross-sections or longer processes.
Furthermore, this reinforcement learning algorithm can be extended to include, for ex-
ample, the microstructure evolution into the optimization. At the same time, optimized
pass schedules can be calculated very quickly so that further development of the DDQL
algorithm towards a process parallel control system regarding the microstructure evolution
seems possible.
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2. Process, Materials, and Methods

2.1. Fast Process Modeling of Geometry, Temperature, and Equivalent Strain

The ad hoc production of any workpiece geometry with good mechanical properties
requires a forging press operator to have great experience gained through a high number of
trial-and-error forgings over the course of his work life. For this reason, various possibilities
for process design have been established to describe the forging process in advance with
regard to its main target variables: geometry, strain, and temperature. A central position
is taken by finite element modeling (FEM), which, on the one hand, can calculate these
parameters without restrictions for each point in the component. On the other hand, FEM
requires a long calculation time, which motivates the development of faster calculation
models for open-die forging. These models usually derive their high speed from the fact
that compared to other calculation methods simplifying assumptions have been made
which are permissible for the examined process and the examined target variables.

2.1.1. Geometry

Due to the use of geometrically simple tools and free workpiece surfaces (cf. Figure 1)
the material flow in open-die forging is not predetermined but depends, among other
things, on the shape and dimensions of the contact area between the ingot and the tools,
the decrease in height, and on the material [19]. As shown in Figure 1, this contact area
is defined by the bite length, sB0, which corresponds to the manipulator feed, and on the
ingot width, b0, before the forging stroke was performed. Over the course of a stroke, the
initial ingot height, h0, is reduced to h1, while the initial ingot width, b0, increases to b1 due
to the spread. Here, the forging press applies the force, F, that is required to perform the
forging stroke.

Figure 1. Outline sketch of an open-die forging process (left) including the most important geometric parameters (right) [20].

To calculate intermediate and final geometries during process design and taking the free
material flow in open-die forging into account, various approaches to geometry calculation
based on, for example, empirical equations or the upper bound method were established.

Tomlinson and Stringer [1,21] presented simple formulae to calculate the spread
and elongation of rectangular blocks, which are nowadays among the most widely used
approaches mainly because of their simplicity. Forgings of steel 1.0402 (C22) were carried
out by varying temperature, pressed area (initial bite width/initial width ratio sB0/b0),
specific height reduction εh, and initial width/start height ratio b0/h0. Afterwards, the
measured change in length can be used to determine the mean width, b1, of the block
from Equation (1). The coefficient of expansion, s, is determined according to Equation (2).
Due to the small influence of the height decrease, it can be neglected, see Equation (3).

b1

b0
=

(
h0

h1

)s

(1)

s = 0.29− 0.16
(

h1

h0

)
+ 0.343

(
sB0

b0

)
− 0.048

(
sB0

b0

)2
(2)
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s = k1 + k2

(
sB0

b0

)
+ k3

(
sB0

b0

)2
(3)

with k1 = 0.14; k2 = 0.36; k3 = −0.054 for 1.0402.
The equation can also be used for alloyed steel by adjusting the parameters k1, k2, and

k3 [22] as shown in Table 1 for 42CrMo4.

Table 1. Tomlinson and Stringer parameters for 42CrMo4 [23].

Model k1 k2 k3 ∆brel

Tomlinson Stringer, 2 parameters 0.160 0.260 0 3.9%

Tomlinson Stringer, 3 parameters 0.130 0.377 −0.075 2.0%

2.1.2. Temperature

The temperature calculation model presented by Rosenstock et al. [24] is based on the
finite difference method (FDM). This approach was chosen since the 3D temperature field
in open-die forging cannot be calculated with a simple analytical calculation, and it fulfills
the condition of short calculation times. The FDM model considers all relevant phenomena
such as convection, conduction, radiation, heat transfer to the surroundings and tools as
well as dissipation during forging strokes based on the elementary theory of plasticity, see
Equations (4) and (5).

∆ϑ = 0.9·kres·
|εh|
ρ·cp

(4)

kres = k f ·
(

1 +
1
2
·µ· sb

h
+

1
4
· h

sb

)
(5)

where kres is the mean resistance to deformation of the stroke, k f is the yield stress, εh is
the true plastic strain in the height direction of the stroke, ρ is density, cp is specific heat, sb

is bite length (cf. Figure 1), h is height, and µ is the friction coefficient. The temperature
increase by dissipation ∆ϑ was modeled following the elementary theory of plasticity,
where a mean value for the deformed volume of each stroke was used.

Thermal conduction in the ingot was calculated by using the implicit Crank–Nicolson
method, whereas thermal radiation was implemented as an explicit boundary condition
of the model with the material parameters seen in Table 2. In addition, an emissivity of
ε = 0.85, a heat transfer to the environment of αe = 25 W/(m2 × K), and a heat transfer to
the tools of αt = 4500 W/(m2 × K) were assumed.

Table 2. Material parameters used in temperature model for 1.7725 [25].

ϑ λ 1 cp ρ

◦C W/(m × K) J/(kg*K) kg/m3

800 23.44 697.1 7570.5
900 26.14 694.6 7517.4
1000 27.87 692.1 7461.9
1100 29.21 689.6 7404.2
1200 30.60 687.2 7344.4

1 thermal conductivity.

2.1.3. Equivalent Strain

Fast models for the calculation of strain along the core fiber of a forged workpiece
have been investigated on a wide range. First approaches were given by Stenzhorn [26,27]
40 years ago, which allowed for a rough estimation of the strain distribution by a linear
interpolation of the values. Siemer [28] extended the model with an approximation of the
evolution of the equivalent strain using a sin2 function. Following the approach of Siemer,
Franzke et al. [29] adapted a model that calculated the strain of the deformed zone between
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the forging dies based upon the length change during forging with two empiric parameters
for two-dimensional cases. Recker et al. [30] applied this model to the calculation of strain
distribution after more than one forging pass.

Since these models were developed for a two-dimensional case only, Recker [20]
adapted the strain model towards three-dimensional forging processes by calculating the
maximum equivalent strain of a single forging stroke based on the elementary theory, see
Equation (6), with αm as a material constant.

εV,max = 2·αm· ln
(

1 +
∆l

xd

)
(6)

xd = sB0
(
qxd

+ 1
)

(7)

He also enhanced the model to only require one empiric parameter and the bite ratio
sB0, cf. Equation (7). The remaining empiric parameter, qXd

, shown in Table 3, which is the
normalized length of the forming zone, was based on FEM studies and was used for the
calculation of the forming zone length of one stroke xd.

Table 3. Empiric parameter qXd for 1.7225 [23].

sB0/ho 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.95 1.1 1.3 1.6

qxd f or 1.7225 1.294 1.030 0.730 0.452 0.325 0.344 0.303 0.234 0.174

The principle of the calculation is shown in Figure 2. For each individual stroke, a
sin2 distribution of equivalent strain, which is defined by εv,max and xd, was imposed on
the core fiber. The maximum was placed in the center of the corresponding forming zone,
while the equivalent strains for the single strokes were super-imposed for the full forging
sequence to obtain the distribution for the whole process or intermediate process steps.

Figure 2. Calculation of the equivalent strain along the core fiber.

2.2. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a machine learning approach based on, among others, the
“trial and error” mechanism of human as well as animal learning [31]. In this learning
approach, a so-called agent interacts with its environment in a goal-oriented manner
and, thus, in the long term learns to maximize the positive feedback received from the
environment and to avoid negative responses.

Such goal oriented and interactive learning processes also take place in the produc-
tion of open-die forged components. In order to avoid the constant repetition of already
known misbehavior, a plant operator strives to adapt his behavior after negative events
appear, e.g., the production of scrap. In this tangible example, the plant operator represents
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the agent that interacts with the forging plant via the selection of process parameters
(e.g., the height reduction) in order to produce a defined component as efficiently as possi-
ble as shown in Figure 3 (variant A, red). After completion of the forging process, the plant
operator receives feedback about the quality of the forged product from his environment.
In the industrial everyday life, this feedback could be a visual check for surface cracks or the
outcome of a final quality control that classifies whether a good part or, in the worst case,
scrap was produced. In this way, the plant operator builds up a broad process knowledge
over the years and learns to design the forging process reasonably.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of learning through interaction and feedback. Variant A, red: learning process in an industrial
forging plant; variant B, green: reinforcement learning in a virtual forging environment.

In this publication, the described learning process is realized by an independently
learning agent that interacts with a virtual forging environment by selecting various process
parameters in exactly the same way as a human plant operator (cf. Figure 3; variant B,
green). This virtual environment represents the open-die forging process and always
has a defined state that corresponds to the current ingot state (temperature, geometry,
strain, etc.). The change in the ingot state, which results directly from the behavior of the
agent, is calculated promptly by the fast process models described in Section 2.1 and, thus,
enables an interaction between environment and agent. Through the feedback that the
agent receives from the environment after each interaction, it is able to adapt its behavior
in the course of a training process and, thus, to learn, e.g., how to produce desired open-die
forged parts in an optimal way.
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After the basic concept of reinforcement learning has been briefly outlined with
the help of a practical example, the following sections first explain the most important
mathematical and theoretical principles and then present the specific implementation of
the generated reinforcement learning algorithm.

2.2.1. Markov Decision Processes

The concept of Markov decision processes (MDPs) offers the possibility to describe and
optimize sequential decision problems and, therefore, MDPs form the basis of reinforcement
learning. Markov decision processes are characterized by the fact that the probability of a
future state s′ depends only on the current state, s, and the associated action, a, and not on
past states and actions [32]. An MDP is defined by 5 tuples (S, A, P, R, γ) that corresponds
to:

• S, to the set of possible states;
• A, to the set of possible actions;
• P = p(s′|s, a) to the probability of a state change from s to s′ if in state s the action a is

chosen;
• r(s, a, s′) ∈ R to the scalar reward for each change of state from s to s′;
• γ, to the discount factor, which devalues any future reward and, thus, defines its value

in the current time step.

2.2.2. Optimal Decision Making

During the optimization of an MDP, a selection rule, the so-called optimal policy π∗, is
sought, which assigns exactly that action, a ∈ A, to each state, s ∈ S, which maximizes the
sum of the devalued rewards, the so-called return g (cf. Equation (8)), in the long run [31].

gt = f (rt, rt+1, rt+2, . . . , rT−1) =
T−t−1

∑
k=0

γk·rt+k

with T = Number o f last time step

(8)

In Equation (9), the Bellman equation of the action values qπ(s, a) is given, which
defines a value for action choice a in a state s depending on the value of the action choice in
the subsequent state qπ(s′, a′). Here the value qπ(s, a) of an action a in state s corresponds
to the expected return g in the case that in state s action a is chosen and afterwards policy
π is followed [31].

qπ(s, a) = Eπ [r + γ·qπ(St+1, At+1) | St = s, At = a ] (9)

Consequently, qπ(s, a) directly describes how good or bad an action choice a in a
state s is with respect to the long-term generated reward in the context of the underlying
decision problem. Assuming the optimal action value function q∗(s, a) = max

π
qπ(s, a) is

known, it follows that the optimal policy π∗ sought is to choose action a in each state s that
maximizes q∗(s, a) [31]:

π∗ = argmax(q∗(s, a)) (10)

This type of policy is called greedy policy, because the decision is only made based on
values of the current time step, in this case the action value function qπ(s, a) [31].

2.2.3. Q-Learning

Q-learning [33] is a widely used reinforcement learning algorithm that is able to
approximate the optimal action value function q∗(s, a) by iterative fitting of a Q-function
and, thus, to solve Markov decision problems [34]. The rule for the adaption of the Q-
function is based on the Bellman equation (Equation (9)) for the case of an optimal action
value function q∗(s, a) = max

π
qπ(s, a) and the results are as follows [31]:

Qt+1(s, a) = (1− β)·Qt(s, a) + β·
[
r + γ·max

a
{Qt(s′, a′)}

]

with β = learning rate and t = time step
(11)
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The Q-learning algorithm consists of an agent that interacts with an environment
(cf. Figure 4) and in each discrete training time step t

• receives a state information s ∈ S from the environment,
• then selects an action a ∈ A
• and finally receives a scalar reward r(s, a, s′) ∈ R, which describes the quality of the

action choice respectively the state change s
a→ s′ made [31].

Figure 4. Schematic simplified representation of the implemented DDQL algorithm.

This procedure is repeated until after T training steps a terminal state s+ is reached,
after which the current state is transferred back to an initial state s = s0 based on defined
rules. Afterwards, the training process is continued starting from the new initial state
s = s0. The entirety of training time steps t, starting from an initial state s0 to the next final
state s+, form a training iteration.

Due to the continuous interaction between agent and environment during the training
process, the algorithm independently collects experience data tuples (s, a, r, s′) that are
used together with Equation (11) to continuously adjust the Q-function and, thus, find an
approximation of the optimal action value function q∗(s, a). Hence, a separate training data
acquisition and preprocessing as needed in, for example, supervised learning algorithms is
not necessary, the training data is generated during the training process.

2.2.4. Double Deep Q-Learning

Mnih et al. [35] present the deep Q-learning algorithm (DQL), which approximates
the Q-function not, as usual in basic Q-learning, by a lookup table L(S× A) [34], but by
a (deep) neural network (DNN) with the set of parameters Θ. Thus, the algorithm is able
to map finely discretized and even continuous state spaces. However, the non-linear Q-
networks in combination with model-free reinforcement learning, such as Q-learning, often
tend to diverge, which is why the training process can be unstable. In order to achieve good
convergence properties, nonetheless, a training data memory B was introduced, in which the
last N experience data tuples (s, a, r, s′) are stored. In each training step t, a minibatch of K
randomly selected data tuples is compiled from the experience buffer B and is then used to
adjust the parameters of the Q-network Θ by minimizing the loss function L [36]:

L =
1
K

K

∑
i=1

(yi −Q(si, ai|Θ ))2 (12)

The so-called target values yi result from the sum of the received reward ri and
the estimated maximum Q-value of the subsequent state Q

(
s′i, a′i

)
, which is not directly

estimated by the Q-function to be learned but by an additional target Q-function [36]:
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yi = ri + γ·max
a′i

Q(s′i, a′i|ΘT) (13)

The target Q network Q(s, a|ΘT ) corresponds exactly to the Q function Q(s, a|Θ ) in
its structure but uses a different set of parameters ΘT . The target-Q parameter set ΘT is
adapted to all C time steps using the parameters of the current Q function Θ. Overall, there
are several advantages to the described procedure that increases the training stability of
the DQL algorithm [35,36]:

• A higher data efficiency, since an experience data tuple (st, at, rt+1, st+1) is potentially
trained more than once;

• Correlations between data sets of consecutive learning steps are dissolved, since the
training data sets are randomly selected from the experience data memory B;

• Preventing unintentional “feedback loops”, because the current Q function no longer
correlates directly with the current training data due to the use of the target Q function
for the training data generation and the random compilation of minibatches.

A common problem of Q-learning algorithms is the overestimation of Q-values, which
can cause a performance loss [37]. To counteract this, van Hasselt et al. [38] present
the double DQL approach (DDQL), which reduces the problem of overestimation by a
minor adjustment in the calculation of the target values yi. Within the calculation of
the target values, the Q-value of the subsequent state s′i is still determined as in DQL
(cf. Equation (13)) using the target Q-function Q(s, a|ΘT ), but the best action a′max in the
subsequent state s′i is now calculated using the maximum of the Q-function Q(s, a|Θ ):

yi = ri + γ·Q
(
s′i, a′max|ΘT

)

with amax = argmax
A′

Q(s′i, A′|Θ )
(14)

This decouples the selection of the best action a′max in the subsequent time step s′i from
the estimation of the value of this selection Q

(
s′i, a′max|ΘT

)
and, thus, reduces the tendency

to overestimate [37].

2.3. Implementation of the DDQL Algorithm for Pass Schedule Design in Open-Die Forging

Here, a reinforcement learning DDQL algorithm is presented that is supposed to gen-
erate optimized pass schedules following defined goals. The DDQL algorithm was chosen
since deep Q- and double deep Q-learning are used successfully to solve various engineering
problems [39–41] including the optimization of the production of multilayered optical thin
films [42] whereby, as in the optimization of open-die forging processes, different highly non-
linear physical relations need to be considered. The developed algorithm was implemented
in MathWorks MATLAB and consists, as described in Section 2.2 and shown in Figure 4, of
two main elements interacting with each other: The agent and the environment.

The state s of the environment represents the current state of the forging block and
is characterized by five normalized values: The ingot height, h, at the start of the current
state, s, the difference, ∆h f , between the target height, h f ,target, and the current height, h,
the mean equivalent strain in the core fiber, εv, the mean temperature in the core fiber,
Tc f , and the mean surface temperature, Ts. These values were chosen based on their
process information content. The current ingot height, h, and the height difference, ∆h f ,
carry needed information about the current and the target geometry and, hence, enable an
estimation of the remaining process length. Since the press force is used as an optimization
criterion (cf. Section 2.6), the temperature (Tc f , Ts.) and equivalent strain (εv) information
are required, allowing a prediction of the current yield stress and consequently a prediction
of forces. In addition, the mean surface temperature and the mean core temperature
result in a gradient that usually increases over the course of the forging process and,
consequently, allows in combination with the current ingot height, h, a rough estimate
of the previous process duration and the current temperature field. Based on this state
information,

(
h, ∆h f , εv, Tc f , Ts

)
, the agent selects the next action, a, which consists of the

two process parameters: bite ratio, sB0/h0, and height reduction, εh. In contrast to the state
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information, s, which consists of continuous values, the action selection of the agent is limited
to discrete steps. In the present algorithm, the bite ratio, sB0/h0, can be varied between 0.3
and 0.9 in steps of 0.05 and the height reduction between 3% and 30% in steps of 1%.

To ensure the accuracy of the calculations from consecutive state transitions within a
pass schedule, the spatially resolved information about the temperature and the equivalent
strain distribution along the core fiber was stored within the environment. In subsequent
passes, this information was used as the point of departure of the state transition calcu-
lations using the fast process models. Afterwards, the above-described averaged values
were determined and merged together with the current geometry information in the form
of the five tuple

(
h, ∆h f , εv, Tc f , Ts

)
representing the resulting state s′.

In addition to the process parameters, such as the current ingot height h or the selected
height reduction εh, which can be directly related to the open-die forging process, the
algorithm also contained parameters without a direct physical background or reference to
the forging process. These included, for example, the model parameters Θ and ΘT of the
Q-networks, which were first learned during the training process using experience data
tuples (s, a, r, s′). Since these learned model parameters cannot be physically interpreted
on their own but significantly determine the behavior of the later used algorithm and, thus,
the quality of the designed pass schedules, only an indirect connection between model
parameters and the forging process was present. On the other hand, the algorithm has
so-called hyperparameters that are not learned during training but are predefined by the
user and have no direct connection to the forging process either. Since hyperparameters
significantly determine the training process of the algorithm, there is nevertheless an
influence on the quality of the generated pass schedules, for example, through improved
convergence properties or higher average rewards.

To approximate the Q- and target Q-values, the agent used a neural network that had
two separate input branches: one for state information and one for action information.
The action information was normalized and fed into the neural network by an input layer.
This was followed by a fully connected layer with 24 neurons and a subsequent addition
layer. This addition layer combined the pre-processed information from the two branches
by an element-wise addition. In the state branch, the normalized information was also fed
into the net via an input layer. Two fully connected layers followed, which were separated
by a ReLu layer. The abbreviation ReLu stands for “rectified linear unit” and corresponds
to the mathematical operation f (x) = max(0, x), where negative values are set to zero
and non-negative values remain unchanged. The output of the second fully connected
layer was connected to the addition layer, followed by another ReLu layer. Finally, a fully
connected layer with a single neuron formed the output layer which had a value that
corresponded to the estimated Q- or target Q-value. The used network architecture was
proposed in [43] and shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Graphic representation of the used (Target-)Q-Network.

To ensure the algorithm not only relies on its experience during the training process
but also sufficiently explores the state space S and action space A, an ε-greedy-policy was
used to maximize the return, g, obtained in the long run [31]. Here, a random action,
a(s), was chosen with the probability ε and, otherwise with the probability of (1− ε), a
greedy action with respect to the Q(s, a) value according to Equation (10) was selected. For
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this purpose, the agent needed to calculate the Q(s, a) values of each combination of the
current state s and all possible actions a ∈ A(s) separately. This was necessary because the
implemented Q-network architecture (cf. Figure 5) uses not only the state information s but
also action information a ∈ A(s) to determine the Q(s, a) value of a single state–action pair.
The probability ε for a random action choice does not remain constant over the training
process. Starting from a value of 1, ε decreases continuously in every training time step
t according to the selected epsilon decay rate of 0.0001 to a minimum value εmin = 0.1
(cf. Equation (15)). These hyperparameters are based on literature values [35] that were
adapted to the conditions of the DDQL implementation in MathWorks MATLAB.

εt = max
(

ε·(1− EpsilonDecayRate)t, εmin

)
(15)

With the selected action a = (sB0/h0, εh) and the present state s =
(

h, ∆h f , εv, Tc f , Ts

)
,

the environment was able to calculate the change of state of the forging block s
a→ s′ using

the fast process models presented in Section 2.1. A change of state does not correspond to
just one pass, but always to two passes, where the forging block is rotated by 90◦ around
the longitudinal axis after each pass. For this purpose, the bite ratio sB0/h0 selected by the
agent was used in both passes, while the selected height reduction εh was only used in the
first pass. The height reduction in the second pass was determined in such a way that after
the pass a square billet cross-section h = b was created, taking the occurring width spread
into account (see Equation (1)). This forging strategy with a square ingot cross-section after
every second pass is called “square forging” and is widely used in industrial applications.
Subsequently, fast process models were used to calculate the development of the temperature
field and the equivalent strain distribution during both passes (see Section 2.1). Finally, the
values of the state information s’

(
h′, ∆h′f , εv

′, Tc f
′, Ts

′) were put together and transferred to
the reward function and the training data memory B as shown in Figure 4.

The hyperparameters experience buffer size N = 10, 000 data sets, and the size of
the mini-batch K = 64 randomly chosen data sets was taken from the default settings of
the DDQL implementation in MathWorks MATLAB [44]. As described in Section 2.2, the
mini-batch was used to adjust the parameters Θ and ΘT of the Q- and Target Q-networks.
The learning rate β determines the size of the individual adaptions and had to be lowered
from the default value β = 0.01 to β = 0.001 based on some test trainings that showed
unstable training behavior and convergence problems.

The reward function, r(s, a, s′) (cf. Figure 4), is the part of the implementation in which
the user defines the goals of the algorithm during the training process. For this purpose, a
mathematical formulation r = f (s, a, s′) must be found that represents the goals in such
a way that the algorithm achieves them by maximizing the received return g. Hence, the
reward r corresponds to the quality of an action choice consisting of the bite ratio and
height reduction within a defined ingot state s, considering the defined optimization goals.

The goals for the present application example of a pass schedule design in open-die
forging were aligned to the possibilities offered by comparable pass schedule calculation
software without methods of artificial intelligence (see Section 1). The first goal a pass
schedule should fulfill is to reach the target geometry, whereby a permissible percentage
deviation, hvar, is tolerated. Here, this permissible deviation is one percent and is thus
within the usual range for open-die forging [45]. Two further criteria for an optimal pass
schedule design are derived from the desire to make the process as fast and efficient as
possible. On the one hand, the final geometry should be achieved in as few passes as
possible and, on the other hand, the available machine force, Fmax, should be used in the
best possible way. For this purpose, the desired target force, Ftarget, was set at 80% of the
maximum press force, Fmax, to consider a sufficient safety margin.

Through this selection of optimization criteria with a force and a pass number com-
ponent, the complicated incremental process kinematics and geometry development in
open-die forgings were taken into account. If only the press force is evaluated, the algorithm
could tend to apply the largest possible bite ratios while using small height reductions,
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resulting in long forging processes. This effect is intensified by the occurring width spread,
since width spread increases with increasing bite ratios and must be forged back in the
subsequent pass due to the 90◦ ingot rotation at the end of each pass.

On the other hand, the pure evaluation of the number of passes can lead to an
algorithm selecting the largest possible height reductions combined with small bite ratios,
as in this case little width spread occurs and, overall, the fewest passes are required.
However, such a forging strategy can cause surface defects in the billet, such as laps, and
is therefore not desirable. In addition, small bite ratios result in high numbers of strokes,
which increase the process time.

Moreover, the sole evaluation of the process time is not implemented, because the
process time is highly individual for each plant, as it strongly depends on the present
velocities and accelerations of the manipulator and of the forging press. In addition,
discrete events, such as a significant increase in time due to reheating, can hardly be
weighted reasonably within the complex process optimization framework.

In Equations (16)–(18), the complete mathematical formulation of the used reward
function r(s, a, s′) is summarized. The function is divided into two large subareas, the
evaluation of the geometry and the evaluation of the occurring maximum press force:

r
(
s, a, s′

)
=

max
(
rgeo + rF,−10

)

10
(16)

rgeo =





0, h > h f ,ub

− a·h2

h2
f ,target

+ a·2·h
h f ,target

+ a + 10, h f ,ub ≥ h ≥ h f ,lb

max
(

h− h f ,ub,−10
)

, h < h f ,lb

(17)

rF =





−3 + 2·
(

exp− ( F
Fmax
−0.8)

2

0.045

)
, F ≤ Ftarget

−6 + 5·
(
− ( F

Fmax
−0.8)

2

0.04 + 1
)

, Ftarget < F ≤ Fmax

−6, F > Fmax

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

h > h f ,ub

0, F ≤ Ftarget

−5 + 5·
(
− ( F

Fmax
−0.8)

2

0.04 + 1
)

, Ftarget < F ≤ Fmax

−5, F > Fmax

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

h ≤ h f ,ub

with a = 10

( hvar
100% )

2 ; h f ,lb = h f ,target·
(

1− hvar
100%

)
;

h f ,ub = h f ,target·
(

1 + hvar
100%

)

(18)

The reward for the generated geometry, rgeo (see Equation (17)), evaluates only the final
generated ingot height of a pass schedule and not the intermediate geometry development
during the forging process, as the continuous evaluation of the ingot height could cause
contradictions with the other optimization goals. If the permissible final height range,
h f ,target ± 1%, is met, the reward according to Equation (17) corresponds to a symmetrical
parabola that reaches its maximum of 10 at h f ,target and has the value 0 at the edges. If the
algorithm generates a final height, h, that falls below the minimum permissible height,
h f ,ub, the reward corresponds to the resulting difference, h− h f ,ub. The resulting overall
function for the evaluation of the block geometry, rgeo, is shown in Figure 6 (right) showing
an example target height, h f ,target = 350 mm.
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Figure 6. Left: Plot of the force reward, rF, over the ratio of the produced force, F, and the maximum allowed force, Fmax,
in case the current height, h, is greater than the maximum final height, h f ,ub, and, thus, the related state, s, is no terminal
state, s+. Right: Graphic representation of the geometry reward, rgeo, based on one specific target final height, h f ,target. The
plot ranges from zero to the maximum initial height h0,max = 500 mm, thus representing all possible height values. The
maximum reward of 10 is located in h f ,target = 350 mm.

Equation (17) also shows that the penalty for dropping below the final height has
a lower limit of –10. This procedure is derived from the reward clipping recommended
in [36] and can significantly improve the convergence properties of an algorithm, since
individual rewards with high values can lead to large adjustments in the Q-function and,
thus, to instability in the training process.

The evaluation of the maximum force, F, occurring in the two passes of the state
transition s

a→ s′ was divided into different scenarios according to its value and according
to the block height, h, in state s′ (cf. Equation (18)). As long as the generated height h′ is
above the allowed end range h f ,ub, the reward rF is calculated as shown in Figure 6 (left)
either by a Gaussian function or a parabola, depending on the calculated force, F. If the
resulting force, F, corresponds exactly to the target force, Ftarget, the reward rF = −1 reaches
its maximum. If the force decreases starting from the maximum F = Ftarget, the reward
drops to −3, while for forces above Ftarget, rewards up to −6 are possible. This asymmetry
is due to the fact that exceeding the target force is more critical than undercutting it.
If the force, F, rises above the maximum press force, Fmax, reward clipping comes into effect
again and limits the reward, rF, to a minimum of −6.

If a block height is generated that is in the range of the permitted final heights or
below, the completed change of state describes the last two passes of a pass schedule.
In these passes, the focus is primarily on setting the desired final geometry and not on the
optimal use of the press force, which is why the force reward for forces below the target
force, Ftarget, is omitted (cf. Equation (18) and Figure A1 (Appendix A)). However, since
the maximum press force, Fmax, must be maintained in the last two passes as well, the rest
of the force evaluation (F > Ftarget) remains qualitatively unchanged.

The reward for the generated forces, rF, is not arbitrarily defined negatively, but it
represents the goal of using the smallest possible number of passes. This results from the
fact that the algorithm tries to maximize the received return, g, in the course of the training
and, consequently, shows a tendency to lower the number of passes, because at lower
numbers of passes negative force rewards are received less often.

The total reward of an action choice is finally calculated according to Equation (16)
from the sum of the geometry reward, rgeo, and the force reward, rF. The total re-
ward of an action choice is also limited by reward clipping to a minimum value of −10.
Therefore, the clipped sum of the individual rewards is always in the range [−10, 10] and
can be scaled to the required order of [−1, 1] using the divisor 10. The general weighting
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of the individual parts of the reward function arose from the prioritization of the defined
goals. Therefore, the reward for reaching the final geometry was set proportionally higher
than the cumulative punishment of the force utilization, respectively, the number of passes.
The exact weightings were determined by many test trainings.

In summary, the general characteristic of the reward function is that the focus in each
of the last passes of a pass schedule is primarily on reaching the desired final height as
accurately as possible and in all preceding passes, mainly on making the best possible use
of the press force. To emphasize this characteristic, the discount factor γ was reduced from
the default value γ = 0.99 to 0.9. Since the geometry reward is achieved only at the end of
each training pass schedule, it tends to be discounted more often by the discount factor.
As a result, the influence of the geometric reward granted for hitting the target height
decreases in preceding passes and using the press force optimally becomes more important.
However, the discount factor must not be selected too low either, since in a state s, the
algorithm can only select discrete actions, a(s), and, thus, the resulting block heights, h′, are
also limited. In addition, the permissible deviation from the target height, hvar = ±1%, is
small, and the reward received rapidly decreases with increasing distance from the optimal
value h f ,target, even within the permissible deviations (see Figure 6 (right)). Consequently,
it may be necessary for the algorithm to adapt its actions over several passes in advance in
such a way that the target height is hit as accurately as possible, thereby maximizing the
total reward.

2.4. Definition of the Process Characteristics for the Pass Schedule Design in Open-Die Forging

According to [46], the weight of open-die forged parts can range from a few pounds
to more than 150 tons. Furthermore, hydraulic open-die forging machines are usually
offered with maximum press forces between five and two hundred meganewton [47–49].
Hence, the hereafter described chosen process window for the intended optimized pass
schedule design using the presented DDQL algorithm with ingot weights of approximately
three tons and a forging press with a maximum press force of 25 MN corresponds to a
small- to medium-sized open-die forging process. Subsequently, a successfully trained
DDQL algorithm can serve as a proof of concept for the pass schedule design in open-die
forging via reinforcement learning.

The boundary conditions of the forging processes to be planned in an optimal manner
are defined as follows:

• The assumed maximum press force, Fmax, is 25 MN. Hence, a target force of
Ftarget = 20 MN results;

• The initial height of the workpiece, hi(= bi), can be selected freely by the user between
hi,min = 450 mm and hi,max = 550 mm;

• The target height of the workpiece h f ,target

(
= b f ,target

)
can also be selected freely by

the user between h f ,min = 250 mm and h f ,max = 350 mm;
• The ingot start length li= 1500 mm is constant;
• The forging block consists of 42CrMo4 (1.7225), a commonly used steel for open-die

forged parts. The corresponding parameters of the fast process models for temperature
and equivalent strain are described in the Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, and the flow curve
originates in [25];

• There is no pre-deformation of the ingot and, thus, no equivalent strain at the start of
the process (εv = 0);

• The ingot temperature at process start T0 corresponds to 1000 ◦C and is homogeneous
in the billet;

• In every second pass a bite shift of sb0/2 is applied. Bite shift corresponds to the
offset of the contact areas between the ingot and the dies of a pass in the longitudinal
direction in comparison to the contact areas of the subsequent pass;

• Since excessive cooling of the ingot during the forging process can cause damage, such
as edge cracks as well as high forming forces, reheating of the forging ingot should
be taken into account. This becomes necessary if the minimum temperature, Tmin,
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anywhere in the workpiece, including its edges and vertices, falls below a lower limit
of Tcrit = 650 ◦C.

The reheating of a hypothermic workpiece is represented by reading out the minimum
block temperature, Tmin, after each change of state, respectively, for each even-numbered
pass and comparing it with the minimum allowed temperature, Tcrit. If the temperature
falls below Tcrit, the temperature field is reset to the initial state with homogeneously
present temperature T0. Reheating is not directly considered in the reward function,
since the chosen optimization criteria should lead to short processes anyway and thereby
indirectly prevent mandatory reheating of the ingot.

In order to generate an algorithm that calculates pass schedules that meet the above-
mentioned goals while maintaining the selected process framework, the algorithm must
be trained for a sufficiently long time. Therefore, the number of training iterations in the
training process, which corresponds to the number of designed pass schedules, was set to
50,000 and the convergence of the algorithm was monitored (cf. Sections 2.6 and 3.1).

At the beginning of each training iteration the state, s, must be reset to the initial state,
s0. Both the mean temperature in the core fiber, Tc f , and the mean surface temperature,
Ts, correspond in the initial state to the initial temperature, T0, and there is no equivalent
strain, εv = 0. The start and target height of the forging block, hi and h f ,target, are randomly
selected within their limits for each initial state, so that the algorithm learns to generate an
optimized pass schedule for all possible combinations of given input parameters.

2.5. Application of the DDQL Algorithm for Pass Schedule Design in Open-Die Forging

In Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the implementation of the DDQL algorithm for the design of
pass schedules is presented and is now completed by a description of the application of the
algorithm. Therefore, Figure 7 shows the application cycle of the DDQL algorithm, which
is divides into three major steps: setup, training, and usage.

At the beginning, the user (e.g., a plant operator) defines the forging process window
(process parameters), while the hyperparameters of the DDQL algorithm can often remain
unchanged or can be set by a programmer or a research engineer as shown in Figure 7,
“Setup”. Here, together with process parameters, such as permissible geometries or mate-
rial properties, the optimization goals the algorithm should pursue in the pass schedule
design need to be determined, and a corresponding reward function must be formulated.
The training process follows (cf. Figure 7, “Training Process”), whereby the process param-
eters selected by the user are incorporated into the environment and the hyperparameters
into the agent as well as the framework of the training process. The environment contains
not only the training goal represented by the reward function but also the fast process
models (cf. Section 2.1) that calculate the change of state of the forging ingot. A training
process of the implemented algorithm takes approximately two days, but once the training is
successfully completed, the trained agent is able to quickly generate optimized pass schedules
in the selected process window. Now, the user can select a desired initial and target geometry
and receives an optimized pass schedule in a few seconds (cf. Figure 7, “Usage”).

If required, the user is able to flexibly influence all sections of the algorithm and the
underlying forging process to achieve his desired pass schedule design. At the same time,
the user does not need to change all sections of the algorithm at once; for example, it is also
possible to change only the process parameters in an existing implementation and restart
the training with the same hyperparameters and reward function to obtain an optimized
pass schedule design for a different process window. However, in this case, successful
training is not guaranteed, which is why the transferability of the implementation described
above needs to be reviewed critically. For this purpose, the algorithm was trained on an
industrial scaled forging process at first (cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2) and was transferred to a
smaller experimental scale of the Institute of Metal Forming (IBF) for validation purposes
later on (cf. Section 3.3).
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Figure 7. Application cycle of the implemented DDQL algorithm.

2.6. Evaluation of the Algorithm Performance

To evaluate the performance and the convergence of a reinforcing learning (DDQL)
algorithm, commonly the generated rewards or the Q-value of the initial state, Q(s0), are
plotted over the iterations of the training process [31,35–38]. If the training is successful, both
values increase during the training and, in the best case, converge towards their optimum.

If an algorithm performs well measured by the generated total reward or Q-values, it is
only a reliable indicator for the achievement of the defined training goals as long as the reward
function is a sufficiently accurate mathematical representation of these goals. Although this
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condition is assumed in the present implementation, it must be checked nevertheless in
the analysis of the training results. Therefore, the performance and the convergence of the
algorithm are measured not only by the collected total rewards of individual iterations rtot,i
or the Q(s0)-value, but additionally by the development of the following process parameters
and auxiliary variables, which directly represent the defined goals:

• Difference ∆h f
between the generated final height h f and target height h f ,target;

# Goal: accurately achieve the desired final height h f ,target;

• Number of passes np;

# Goal: minimize the number of passes;

• Maximum force occurring in the pass schedule Ftot;

# Goal: stay below the press force limit;

• Force utilization Fuse

# Goal: best possible utilization of the forging press.

The force utilization, Fuse, corresponds to the sum of the absolute differences between
the maximum generated force, F, and the target force, Ftarget, over all state changes that
make up the evaluated pass schedule (see Equation (19)). Since the force of the last pass
is not evaluated in the training process, it is also dismissed from the force utilization
calculation. This procedure is based on the fact that the forces of the two passes, which are
derived from the selection of an action a, were not selected independently of each other
due to the square forging.

Fuse =
∑

np/2−1
k=1

∣∣Fk − Ftarget

∣∣
np/2− 1

(19)

Furthermore, due to the underlying non-continuous problem of pass schedule design
in open-die forging, only short training iterations with mostly single-digit training step
numbers occur in the present algorithm. At the same time, the structure of the reward
function leads to the fact that the negative force reward is received less frequently with
lower numbers of passes, which means not every combination of initial and target height
can achieve the same maximum total reward. Since the start and target heights of a pass
schedule are chosen randomly in the training process, the maximum possible reward is
not constant within individual training iterations. For this reason, the convergence and
performance of the algorithm is not measured by the characteristics of pass schedules of
individual combinations of initial and target heights, but by parameters averaged over the
entirety of input parameters.

To generate these mean values for different training states, the algorithm was eval-
uated every 2500 training iterations. The input parameters initial and target height were
both varied in 20 steps, resulting in 400 evenly distributed parameter combinations.
With the help of the current agent, a pass schedule was designed for each of these combina-
tions and the abovementioned characteristic process and algorithm parameters were stored.
Subsequently, an average value can be calculated for each characteristic variable across all
400 pass schedules of an evaluation step. The pass schedule design using a fully trained
algorithm works in the same way as the pass schedule design during the training process,
with the difference that instead of the ε greedy policy, a pure greedy policy according to
Equation (10) is used.

Machine learning algorithms and especially neural networks represent black boxes
which have a learning process and behavior that is very difficult or even impossible to
comprehend. Therefore, the characteristics of the evaluated pass schedules are graphically
refurbished to provide an insight into the behavior and the learning process of the algorithm.
For this purpose, the respective characteristic parameter was plotted over the varied initial
and target heights, and the individual areas were colored according to the value of the
characteristic parameter. So-called heatmaps (cf. Section 3.2) arose, which enable the user to
utilize his process knowledge of open-die forging to analyze the behavior of the algorithm
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more precisely. For example, the user can examine which training goal is already achieved
for which combinations of initial and target heights or the user can analyze which process
and algorithm parameters correlate.

Exactly the same algorithm might converge in one training delivering good results
and diverge in another seemingly identical training producing no useful training results.
This is related to random influences on the training process such as the initialization of the
(target) Q-network and the epsilon-greedy policy. In order to ensure that the convergence
of the algorithm and the generated training results are not purely by chance but resilient,
the training process was carried out and analyzed 15 times with the same algorithm and
process parameters but different random seeds over 50,000 training iterations each.

The training processes lasted approximately two days performed on an Intel CPU
of type Xeon E-2286G. This training duration results primarily from the calculation of
the environment and not from the adjustment of the network parameters. Since the
DDQL algorithm has an experience data memory and consequently learns “off-policy”, the
generation of experience data sets (s, a, r, s′) can be parallelized in the future, so that the
training duration may be reduced significantly.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Training Outcome and Convergence

The plot of the evaluation results against the number of training iterations allows
assessing the convergence of the algorithm based on the different averaged parameters.
In Figure 8, this was done for all 15 trainings in form of box plots.

Figure 8. Boxplots of the results of all 15 Trainings over the course of the training process representing: (a) the mean total
reward rtot,i, (b) the mean force utilization Fuse, (c) the mean target height deviation ∆h,target, and (d) the mean number of
passes np.
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Figure 8a shows the average total reward, rtot,i, obtained by a pass schedule. The algo-
rithm converges robustly against the same averaged reward in all 15 trainings. However, it
was noticeable that there were single outliers, which are represented by red crosses. These
can be traced back to the learning steps of the agent that were taken shortly before the
evaluation in which the designed processes have changed significantly. Due to the changed
behavior, the algorithm often reaches areas of the state space, S, in which it does not have a
good approximation of the optimal action value function q∗(s, a) yet and, therefore, per-
forms poorly. The fact that these outliers were not transferred to the following evaluation
steps shows that the algorithm quickly learns to select the right actions even in the new
states and, consequently, achieves higher rewards again.

It follows that the agent of the last training iteration was not necessarily the best
one. The best agent was the one that has the highest averaged reward compared to all the
other evaluations of the training process [38] while always hitting the final height range
and respect the maximum press force, Fmax. Hence, hereafter, the best agent determined
in this way represents the training outcome. The number of training iterations of the
best agents ranged between 22,500 and 50,000 iterations and amounted to an average of
~37,500 iterations. In addition to the development of a variable, the box plot of the 15 best
agents of all trainings is shown on the right-hand side of each single graphic of Figure 8.
The best averaged rewards were very close together except for one value, which receives a
slightly lower maximum reward. This accentuates the good convergence of the algorithm.

In Figure A2, the plot of the averaged Q-values of the initial states Q(s0) against the
number of training iterations is shown. The graph has qualitatively the same course as the
graph of the generated rewards. Since the Q-function does not approximate the summed reward
rtot, but the received return, g, it ran below the total reward. This also emphasizes the stability
of the training process and the good convergence properties of the presented algorithm.

After the general convergence of the algorithm has been demonstrated, it must be
checked whether the defined goals for the optimized pass schedule design in open-die
forging were achieved over the course of the trainings. Therefore, the development of
the force utilization, Fuse, the deviation from the target height, ∆h,target, and the number
of passes, np, throughout all 15 trainings is shown in Figure 8 as well. Figure 8b shows
that the force utilization drops to a value of approximately one meganewton during the
first 20,000 iterations of the training process and remains constant in this range from then
on. The 15 best agents achieved an average force utilization of less than one meganewton.
Considering a target force of Ftarget = 20 MN, this corresponded to a deviation of less than
5%, showing that the goal of optimal press force utilization was reached.

The mean deviation from the target height, ∆h,target, converged significantly faster
compared to the mean force utilization, Fuse, and already shows deviations of less than
0.4% on average during the first evaluation after 2500 training iterations and, thus, clearly
undercuts the targeted maximum permissible deviation of 1% (see Figure 8c). Due to the
very early achievement of this goal, the graph does not show the typical convergence curve,
but is constant at low values around 0% ± 0.5% deviation. However, a slight bias towards
positive deviations, ∆h,target, or towards exceeding the final height, htarget, was evident.
This bias could result from the nature of the training process, since the reward for setting
the final height was symmetrical on both sides. If the algorithm exceeds the allowable
final height, it only has to accept the negative force reward of an additional pass but can
still receive the big positive reward for setting the final height with another pass. This is
not possible if the final height is undershot, so the algorithm probably tends to exceed
the target height. The box plot of the 15 best agents was very close to a 0% deviation and
showed the described bias only very slightly, which confirms the set geometry target had
been met.

Figure 8d shows the development of the average number of passes in the 15 training
processes carried out. The mean number of passes, np, decreased in the course of the train-
ing and finally converged after approximately 25,000 iterations in a range of approximately
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5.6 passes confirming the achievement of the last goal, the minimization of the number of
passes, np.

However, it is noticeable that the algorithms did not converge against one, but against
several similarly small average numbers of passes np = ~6.1, np = ~5.6 and np = ~5.2.
These different numbers of passes do not result in total rewards that differ to the same
extend (see Figure 8a), since e.g., a higher reward from lower numbers of passes can be
equaled out by lower force and geometry rewards. Consequently, there is probably no
clearly defined global maximum in the current reward function.

A comparison of the convergence times of the individual process variables reveals
that first the geometry target (approx. 0–2500 iterations), then the force target and finally
the target of the lowest possible number of passes is attained. This sequence corresponds
to the weightings that the individual reward components take up within the total reward
and occurs in all 15 training sessions.

Overall, the analysis of the 15 training processes revealed that the agent trained
robustly and converged reliably towards high rewards. At the same time, the development
of the characteristic process variables corresponded to the formulated goals for the pass
schedule design in open-die forging, which proves the suitability of the reward function.

3.2. Best Agent Results

After Section 3.1 presented the convergence properties of the algorithm and the
development of the characteristic parameters in the course of the training, this chapter
constitutes the overall best training result throughout all 15 accomplished trainings in
more detail. This result arose in the 45,000th iteration of the fifteenth training process and
achieved an average total reward of rtot = 0.76 in the evaluation.

As shown in Figure 9a, the deviations from the target height, ∆h,target, were below the
limit of ±1% in each of the 400 pass schedules, with the maximum deviation being −0.66%.
On average, the agent reached a deviation of ∆h,target = 0.22%. The force utilization shown
in Figure 9b averaged at Fuse = 0.75 MN and was, at most, just over two meganewtons. As
seen in Figure A3b, the maximum force of 25 MN was not exceeded in any pass schedule
but always undercut by at least 3 MN. Figure 9c shows the number of passes, np, via the
input parameter space. There were three clearly separated areas of different numbers of
passes, starting from four passes at small initial heights and large target heights, over six
passes to eight passes at large initial heights and small target heights. The mean number of
passes, np, was 5.20. Since more passes cause a negative force reward more often and the
algorithm was able to approximate this correctly, the heat map of the Q-values in the initial
state, Q(s0), shows the same three distinct ranges as the heat map of the number of passes
(see Figure A3a).

On closer examination of the heat maps for the deviation from the target height,
∆h,target, and the force utilization, Fuse, patterns were noticeable. In the heatmap of the
force utilization (cf. Figure 9b), these slight patterns ran predominantly parallel to the
ordinate and were best seen in the four-pass area on the top left. Here, it can be observed
that the force utilization, from left to right, repeatedly increased at first and then abruptly
dropped. In the four-pass area (top left) of the heatmap of the target height deviation (cf.
Figure 9a), a diagonal pattern was present that consisted of a fixed sequence of slightly
undershooting the target final height, a good agreement with the final target height and
slightly overshooting the target final height. This diagonal pattern changed its orientation
in the six and eight pass regions (central and bottom right), although it was not as distinct
in the eight as in the six-pass area of the heatmap.

The described patterns were partially caused by direct correlations between different
process parameters. For example, at pass number transitions, the press force tended
to be used less efficiently and the target height was hit the worst. On the other hand,
such patterns can result from the restriction of the discrete action selection. Due to the
discrete action selection, A(s), the set of possible geometries in the subsequent state, s′,
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was also discrete and dependsed directly on the geometry of the current state, s, and the
discretization of the actions, a.

Figure 9. Heatmaps of the training results of the overall best agent: (a) the target height deviation, ∆h,target, (b) the mean
force utilization, Fuse, (c) the mean number of passes, np, and (d) the total reward, rtot.

Starting from an ingot geometry in state, s, the algorithm could only realize a discrete
quantity of geometries Mgeo(s′) in state s′ due to the limited discrete number of actions,
A(s). Including another action choice in state s′ from the discrete set of actions, A(s′),
the quantity of possible discrete geometries, Mgeo(s′′ ), increases exponentially, because
now the intermediate geometry in state s′ can be adjusted specifically. Consequently, the
quantity of possible discrete geometries Mgeo(s+) in a final state s+ of a pass schedule
design increases exponentially with the number of action choices (i.e., passes) the algorithm
can take into account before reaching the final geometry. With only four passes to reach the
final geometry, however, the number of possible actions and realizable discrete geometries,
Mgeo, is significantly limited.

In addition, the reward, rgeo, obtained decreases rapidly over the narrow allowed final
height range, so that the algorithm is usually not able to obtain the maximum geometry
reward only by the action choice of the last pass. In order to be as close as possible to
the target geometry and, thus, maximize its reward, the algorithm must also adjust the
parameters of the previous passes in such a way that the last intermediate geometry in
combination with the allowed discrete action choices can the target height be achieved as
accurately as possible. While adjusting the parameters of previous passes, the algorithm
accepts reduced force rewards in order to achieve higher geometry rewards, whereby the
vertical patterns in the heat map of the force utilization arise (cf. Figure 9b). However, the
algorithm cannot always perfectly hit the target height, even when taking previous passes
into account, which results in fine patterns in the heatmap of the deviation from the final
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height. These patterns are significantly more distinct in the four-pass area than in the areas
with six or eight passes, since the quantity of possible geometries, Mgeo, is significantly
more limited in this area as described above.

Due to the connection in the form of the reward function, r(s, a, s′), the described
patterns can also be found in an attenuated form and partly overlaid in the heatmap of
the collected total reward, rtot. For example, the average reward in the four -pass area was
higher than in the six- and eight-pass areas due to the negative force rewards and, also, the
patterns from the deviations from the target height as well as the patterns observed in the
force utilization were recognizable.

Behavior Analysis Using an Example Pass Schedule

In the two previous chapters, the results of the generated pass schedules were analyzed
and evaluated on the basis of different partially averaged parameters. Therefore, in this
chapter, a tangible example pass schedule is used to show how the algorithm was choosing
the actions consisting of a bite ratio and height reduction in order to generate the optimized
pass schedules.

The billet had an initial height and width of hi = bi of 512.5 mm, which was reduced
to a target height and width of h f ,target = b f ,target = 267.5 mm over the course of the forging
process. The remaining process boundary conditions corresponded to those listed in
Section 2.4. Since the implemented pass schedule design was based on the square forging
strategy, the forging block was rotated by 90◦ around the longitudinal axis after each pass.
The pass schedule (see Table 4) was generated using the action choices of the best agent
(training process 15, iteration 45,000), and it contained all the necessary variables, such as
ingot dimensions and process and plant characteristics, which are required to carry out the
forging process.

Table 4. The pass schedule example generated using the overall best agent (training 15, iteration 45,000).

Pass
Number

Initial
Height

Final
Height

Initial
Width

Final
Width

Initial
Length

Final Length
Height

Reduction
Bite Ratio

Bite
Length

- mm mm mm mm mm mm % - mm

Total 512.5 267.5 512.5 267.5 1500 5505.9 3–30 0.3–0.9 -
1 512.5 358.8 512.5 564.1 1500 1946.7 30 0.4 205.0
2 564.1 404.4 358.8 404.4 1946.7 2409.0 28.3 0.4 225.7
3 404.4 283.1 404.4 454.8 2409.0 3059.8 30 0.6 242.6
4 454.8 327.8 283.1 327.8 3059.8 3667.7 27.9 0.6 272.9
5 327.8 245.8 327.8 350.8 3667.7 4568.4 25 0.3 98.3
6 350.8 266.6 245.8 266.6 4568.4 5542.0 24 0.3 105.3

Time
Stamp 1

Rotation
Angle 1

Number of
Strokes

Forging
Direction

Tool Speed
Mean

Temperature
1

Min.
Temperature

1
Reheat 1 Maximum

Force
Mean
Force

s ◦ - - mm/s ◦C ◦C - MN MN

470.3 - - feed - 1000 1000 - - -
46.9 90 8 feed 100 993.7 - - 19.41 19.11
102.6 90 9 feed 100 986.6 732.0 no 15.21 14.31
157.5 90 10 feed 100 979.2 - - 19.57 18.52
226.4 90 12 feed 100 968.3 661.5 no 14.41 14.31
346.1 90 37 feed 100 946.2 - - 9.16 7.05
470.3 90 44 feed 100 922.0 598.3 yes 8.32 6.10

1 At the end of the pass.

In addition to the maximum force, a mean force was listed to provide the machine
operator with a better estimation of the expected forces during the forging process. This was
calculated from the individual forces of all strokes except those at the ends of the workpiece,
since smaller bite widths can occur in these due to the bite shift or smaller final strokes.

An examination of the selected height reductions and bite ratios, which are repre-
sentative for the training sessions performed, shows that the algorithm tended to select
the largest possible height reductions, εh, in all but the last passes combined with rather
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small bite ratios, sB0h0 . Only if the target force is not reached by this strategy, it increases
the bite ratio until the desired force is attained. Since the final height is defined in the
last two passes and the force must not exceed the force limit, the action selection of the
algorithm directly results from this. Bite ratio and height reduction are chosen in a way that
the final height is hit as exactly as possible, taking the occurring spread into account and,
consequently, maximizing the received reward, rgeo. As already described in Section 3.2,
due to the discrete action choices, it may be necessary to deviate slightly from the de-
scribed selection behavior at certain times in order to obtain the maximum geometry and
force reward.

Utilizing this procedure, the algorithm hits the desired final geometry, represented
by the target height (=target width), excellently and uses the available press force well at
the same time. In addition, the tendency towards small bite ratios results in a tendency
towards less spread and, thus, a lower number of passes. Furthermore, as soon as the
bite ratio is increased to generate the desired target force, the number of strokes per pass
decreases, which leads to a reduction in the total process time. Overall, this procedure for
the pass schedule design of the algorithm is adequate and reasonable in the context of the
selected optimization goals. Nevertheless, in the shown example, the parameter selection
of the last pass may be different in an experience-based pass schedule, since the algorithm
selected a small bite ratio of 0.3 and, hence, did not utilize the forging press to its capacity.
This choice resulted from the fact that in the last pass, the reward of the generated force
was omitted and only the deviation from the final height was evaluated. In combination
with the discrete action selection, the chosen combination of bite ratio and height reduction
presumably maximized the received reward in the last pass. In industrial processes, a
larger bite ratio may be more appropriate, because the press force is not yet exhausted, and
a higher bite ratio would reduce the process time even further due to the decreasing stroke
numbers in the last pass. In this case, the height reduction would also have to increase, as a
larger bite ratio is associated with more width spread. Such an increase of bite ratio and
height reduction is only possible and useful as long as the increased width spread does not
cause higher number of passes.

3.3. Experimental Validation

In order to validate the applicability of the generated optimized pass schedule de-
sign via an DDQL algorithm, a forging experiment was carried out on the forging plant
of the Institute of Metal Forming of the RWTH Aachen University (IBF). The setup con-
sisted of a 6.3 MN forging press and a 6 axis heavy-duty robot. Since the pass schedule
design presented so far was based on an industrial-scale forging process, first, the pro-
cess parameters in the algorithm implementation were adapted to the conditions at the
IBF and, afterwards, the adjusted algorithm was trained again. Therefore, a quadratic
ingot cross-section of 150 mm × 150 mm (height × width) was chosen, since these are the
biggest ingot dimensions that can be reliably gripped and manipulated. Hence, to ensure a
reasonable process design and to match the ingot dimensions the maximum press force,
Fmax, was reduced from 25 MN to 3.5 MN, resulting in a target force, Ftarget = 2.8 MN.
The permissible initial and target heights of the forging block were set to hi = 135–165 mm
and h f ,target = 75–105 mm. The initial block length, li, corresponded to 500 mm. In addition,
the press speed was halved to 50 mm/s and the maximum height reduction was reduced
from 30% to 25%. The forging ingot was made of a low-cost low alloyed steel of grade C45.
The material-dependent parameters for the temperature and spread calculation as well as
the yield stress were changed accordingly [1,25]. Furthermore, the process time calculation
was adjusted to the real process conditions at the IBF, e.g., by adding a transport time from
the oven to the press of 45 s as well as break times of 15 s between individual passes. This is
necessary because full automation was assumed in the so far considered industrial process
window, which was not achieved at the IBF forging plant to this degree. All other process
and algorithm parameters remain unchanged (cf. Sections 2.3 and 2.4) and the adapted
DDQL algorithm was trained only once.
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Even with the new significantly different process window, the algorithm success-
fully converged after 50,000 training iterations against an average reward of rtot = ~0.63.
Due to the changed geometry spectrum, the generated pass schedules contained more
passes, which is why the overall reward was lower compared to the industrial process.
The best agent occurred after 35,000 training iterations and produced a mean number of
passes of np = 6.56, a mean force utilization of Fuse = 0.2 MN, and a mean deviation from
the target end height of ∆h,target = 0.22%. Consequently, the formulated optimization goals
for the pass schedule design were also achieved for this modified process window. The
associated heat maps of the characteristic process and algorithm parameters of the best
agent are appended to this publication (see Figure A4).

The pass schedule used in the experiment was generated in advance using the best
agent of the successfully trained adapted DDQL algorithm and is listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Pass schedule of the experiment, generated with the adapted and retrained algorithm.

Pass
Number

Initial
Height

Final
Height

Initial
Width

Final
Width

Initial
Length

Final Length
Height

Reduction
Bite Ratio

Bite
Length

- mm mm mm mm mm mm % - mm

Total 150 100 150 100 500 1125 3–25 0.3–0.9 -
1 150 112.5 150 165.6 500 603.9 25 0.65 97.5
2 165.6 126.6 112.5 126.6 603.9 701.4 23.5 0.65 107.6
3 126.6 96.3 126.6 139.7 701.4 836.6 24 0.7 88.7
4 139.7 108.1 96.3 108.1 836.6 961.9 22.6 0.7 97.8
5 108.1 94.1 108.1 114.3 961.9 1046.3 13 0.85 91.9
6 114.3 99.9 94.1 99.9 1046.3 1126.3 12.5 0.85 97.1

Time
Stamp 1

Rotation
Angle 1

Number of
Strokes

Forging
Direction

Tool Speed
Mean Tem-

perature
1

Minimum
Temperature

1
Reheat 1 Maximum

Force
Mean
Force

s ◦ - - mm/s ◦C ◦C - MN MN

284 - - feed - 1050 1000 - - -
81.6 90 5 feed 50 972.7 - - 2.79 2.61
122.4 90 6 feed 50 935.5 710.7 no 2.51 2.28
164.8 90 8 feed 50 900.4 - - 2.72 2.43
211 90 9 feed 50 864.7 658.6 no 2.53 2.15

249.8 90 11 feed 50 832.9 - - 2.33 2.02
284 90 11 feed 50 805.7 622.1 yes 2.31 1.96

1 At the end of the pass.

In the forging experiment at the IBF (cf. Figure 10), the positioning of the ingot before
the first stroke of each pass was done manually. Consequently, the bite length and the
press force of the strokes at the ingot ends could fluctuate. For this reason, the maximum
press force of each pass, which occurred at one of the block’s ends due to the stronger
cooling, could not be used as a reliable benchmark. Instead of this, the averaged forces of
the middle strokes, which were not affected by bite length fluctuation due to the manual
handling, were compared. Hence, the compared mean forces (see Figure 11) were lower
than the maximum predicted forces within a pass (cf. Table 5).

During the experiment, the process time and the occurring press forces were measured
and, subsequently, the abovementioned averaged measured force, Fi,exp, as well as the
averaged predicted force, Fi, were evaluated for every pass (see Figure 11). In addition,
Table 6 gives an overview of the strokes taken into account and the standard deviations
that occurred for each pass.
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Figure 10. Photo from the forging experiment at the beginning of the first stroke of pass two.

Figure 11. Plot of the expected and measured averaged forces and the measured time delay.

Table 6. Overview of the expected and measured averaged forces and their standard deviations.

Pass
Number

Evaluated
Strokes

Mean Target Force Fi SD Fi Mean Measured Force Fi,exp SD Fi,exp
Time

Difference 1

- - MN MN MN MN s

1 2–4 2.61 0.00 2.31 0.06 −13.6
2 2–5 2.28 0.00 1.97 0.03 2.5
3 2–7 2.43 0.02 2.29 0.06 6.5
4 2–8 2.15 0.01 2.09 0.04 24.9
5 2–9 2.02 0.01 2.11 0.06 49.1
6 3–9 1.96 0.00 2.35 0.03 93

1 Between the generated pass schedule and real experiment at the end of each pass.

Figure 11 shows that the created DDQL algorithm was able to predict the real press
forces both qualitatively and quantitatively. The mean measured forces, Fi,exp, deviated
from the mean predicted forces, Fi, by an average of 9.7% and a maximum of 19.9%, which
emphasizes the estimated target force of Ftarget = 0.8·Fmax for the algorithm. Over the
process, the measured force Fi,exp increased continuously compared to the predicted force,
Fi, and exceeded it from the fifth pass. The continuous increase could have resulted from
the delay between the timeline of the experiment and the timeline of the designed pass
schedule that increased from −13.6 s at the end of pass one to 93 s at the end of pass six
(cf. Table 6 and Figure 11). This delay appeared despite the abovementioned adapted time
calculation, since the break time in between different passes, needed for manual handling
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of the forging ingot, was slightly underestimated. The longer process duration can cause a
stronger cooling of the forging ingot compared to the prediction of the algorithm, thus, to
higher yield stresses and ultimately to higher press forces.

Moreover, deviating flow curves, model inaccuracies of the force and temperature calcu-
lation as well as real process conditions, such as fluctuating initial ingot temperatures or slight
deviations in the chemical composition of the material, can lead to deviating press forces.

In combination with the results of the optimized pass schedule generation already
presented (cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2), the findings of the forging experiment accentuate the
capability of the generated DDQL algorithm to produce optimized pass schedules for real
open-die forging processes. Here, the press forces were predicted with sufficient accuracy
and the generated pass schedules efficiently used the available press force. In addition, the
final height was reliably reached, and the number of passes was reduced to a minimum
within the given conditions.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, a DDQL algorithm was presented that learned to design optimized
pass schedules autonomously with the help of fast process models. The training process
was stable and independent of the selected process window (industrial-scale forging/test
forging at institute), the selected material (42CrMo4/C45), and the random seed. Moreover,
the algorithm converged reliably in all training scenarios. This shows that the selected
algorithm and its hyperparameters are well suited for the introduced problem of pass
schedule design in open-die forging and, at the same time, emphasizes the transferability
of the presented approach. The algorithm can be flexibly transmitted to other square
forging processes by changing the process boundary conditions as well as the geometry,
while the retraining does not require an adjustment of the hyperparameters. After the
training process that takes about two days, the algorithm was able to design optimized
pass schedules in two to four seconds, which makes the concept of pass schedule design in
open-die forging using a DDQL algorithm altogether well suited for industrial use.

The pass schedules generated by the trained algorithms fulfilled the formulated goals.
They created the desired final geometry while maintaining the permissible target height
deviation of one percent. At the same time, with an average deviation of less than 5%, a
very good utilization of the available press force was realized (cf. Section 3). In addition,
the maximum press force was never surpassed in all 6000 pass schedules of the 15 training
outcomes, and the average number of passes was reduced to a minimum np = 5.6 within the
given conditions. This also shows the developed reward function was a good mathematical
formulation of the defined optimization goals, since all set goals could be achieved in the
course of the trainings.

During the development of the DDQL algorithm, the important role of the reward
function became clear, because the reward function first had to be extended by reward
clipping (see Section 2.3) and the weightings of the individual reward parts had to be
varied before a stable training process with useful results could be achieved. Consequently,
the reward function not only determines the quality of the generated pass schedules but
also contributes significantly to the success of the training process. In addition, the average
number of passes, np, over the training process (see Figure 8d) showed a slight scatter
in the convergence limits. This could be an indication that the global maximum of the
reward function was not clearly defined and an improvement in this could lead to even
better convergence properties. Overall, the development of a good reward function is a
crucial factor in the application of reinforcement learning, which is why a more detailed
investigation and optimization of the reward function is desirable.

Despite the good results and the finely discretized evaluation with 400 sampled
schedules each, the utilized neural networks represent black boxes which display behavior
that cannot be predicted for each individual case. For this reason, a pass schedule designed
via machine learning should not go unchecked before it is used in the production process.
To assure this, for example, the calculated maximum press force and the final geometry
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can be output, and the observance of the strict limits can be checked beforehand either
automatically or by a forging press operator.

Furthermore, the usage of heat maps to visualize evaluation results can help to gain
deeper insights into the normally opaque training process of neural networks. The training
results of an input parameter space can be clearly displayed and, thus, interpreted by the
user. This facilitates, for example, the creation of practicable reward functions, because it is
possible to comprehend which process parameters are changed in what way and at what
time during the training. In addition, the use of heat maps also enables the user to find
correlations between different process and algorithm parameters, such as the influence of
the discrete action selection on the target height deviation and the force utilization, which
caused patterns in the corresponding heat maps (cf. Section 3.2).

Due to the reliable convergence of the algorithm and the good achievements of the
optimization goals, it can be concluded that the presented DDQL algorithm offers the same
possibilities for optimized pass schedule design as conventional pass schedule calculation
tools (see Section 1). Therefore, the presented algorithm serves as proof of concept for
the optimized pass schedule design in open-die forging via double deep Q-learning and,
furthermore, as a starting point for further work.

Since the presented implementation of the DDQL algorithm was based on rather
simple forging processes an extension to longer or more complex forging processes with
different ingot cross-sections, for example, octagonal seems useful. The required fast
process models for octagonal cross-sections are available [23].

Furthermore, the presented algorithm used neural networks that can map highly
non-linear relationships; hence, the chosen approach is ideally suited to include other
important process and material parameters in the pass schedule design. In the future,
the environment could be extended by an already existing semi-empirical fast model for
microstructure calculation [50], so that, for example, the generation of a defined grain size
may be included in the goals for the optimized pass schedule generation. In addition,
an extension of the action selection of the agent by a variable bite shift is conceivable;
hence, the agent has the possibility to create homogeneous equivalent strain distributions.
With such additions, the functional range of the DDQL algorithm would exceed that of
the conventional pass schedule calculation approaches and could therefore contribute to
continuous quality improvement of open-die forgings.

The successful offline design of optimized pass schedules using a DDQL algorithm
also opens up the opportunity for an online process optimization, since an online process
control can be understood as a process design starting from an intermediate process state.
Furthermore, the calculation times of the pass schedule design are sufficiently short, and
the neural networks used in the reinforcement learning algorithm may be able to depict the
more complex correlation in an online process control. Hence, in combination with an exist-
ing microstructure model [50] even the online control of the microstructure seems possible.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Plot of the Force reward, rF, over the ratio of the produced force, F, and the maximum
allowed Force, Fmax, in case the current height, h, is equal or lower than the maximum final height
h f ,ub, and thus the related state, s, is a terminal state, s+.

Figure A2. Boxplots of the mean Q-value of the initial state, s0, of all 15 trainings over the course of
the training process.

Figure A3. Heatmaps of the training results of the overall best agent (training 15, iteration 45,000): (a) initial Q-value Q(s0)

and (b) the maximum occurred force in a single pass schedule, F.
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Figure A4. Heatmaps of the training results (best agent) of the forging experiment: (a) the target height deviation, ∆h,target,
(b) the mean force utilization, Fuse, (c) the mean number of passes, np, (d) the total reward rtot, (e) initial Q-value Q(s0), and
(f) the maximum occurred force in a single pass schedule, F.
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Abstract: The transformation to Supply Chain (SC) 4.0 promises new opportunities for companies to
gain competitiveness. The Lean Value Stream Mapping (VSM) tool allows the supervision of all the
processes of the entire SC, from which we can identify the different types of waste that hinder the
competitiveness of the SC. Following the existing problems detected with the help of a diagnostic, we
will propose a new process design by integrating 4.0 technologies to modernize the company. For our
case study, we treat the multinational SC of Automotive Wiring Equipment Morocco, where we will
focus on the downstream part of the SC composed of the warehouse and the different stages of road
and sea transport until the final delivery in Austria. Then, we will consider the opportunities offered
by each country in terms of logistics competitiveness. In this research work, we will show how
Lean VSM4.0 will contribute to sustainable development by integrating the three pillars economic,
environmental, and social. With the Lean VSM 4.0 tool, all logistic processes will be visualized, from
which improvements could be obtained, especially the optimization of the lead-time, the cost, the
energy consumed, and the follow-up of the products during the whole SC while reducing accidents.

Keywords: VSM; durability; logistics 4.0; methodology; automobile; wiring

1. Introduction

Currently, there is increased competition between companies in the automotive indus-
try. The automotive equipment manufacturers, cabling, and others are characterized by
very high competitiveness and diversity of products and distribution on an international
scale. Morocco has become the first construction hub on the African continent, ahead of
South Africa and Egypt, with distribution on an international scale [1]. Therefore, it is
necessary for each company to adapt to new technological changes to increase production
and find solutions for improving the flexibility of its distribution system by delivering to
customers at a low cost with a deadline and optimal quality [2].

Enterprise 4.0 refers to a new generation of connected and intelligent factories. It is a
digital transformation characterized mainly by intelligent automation and the integration of
new technologies into the enterprise value chain, giving life to an interconnected enterprise
4.0 where machines, products, and people interact [3]. The digitization of the SC, according
to Industry 4.0, therefore, promises new opportunities to develop more efficient supply,
production, and distribution lines, while supervising the entire supply line.

Digital twins play a crucial role in supporting and improving industrial manufacturing
processes [4,5]. Traditional value stream mapping (VSM) methods are suitable for planning-
based production process reengineering. Some studies introduce the methodological
contribution to integrating digital twins and VSM for SMEs. This approach is based on a
simulation to improve quantitative analysis in the production process by reengineering
tasks and logistics [6] and provides a framework based on the digital twin to use physical
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product data, virtual product data, and connected data that link physical and virtual
products for product design, manufacturing, and service. It is possible to design digitized
views of the different actors in the chain and simulate their reactions. The digital twins
involve partners, suppliers, customers, etc., and all actors in the company’s supply chain.

VSM 4.0 is one of the effective tools to analyze, optimize the process, and eliminate
waste [7].

The VSM 4.0 method, which is easy to implement, makes it possible to identify, with
the help of a diagnostic, classic waste as well as information wastes and to design lean
value flows in terms of products and, above all, of information flows [8]. Thanks to the
VSM 4.0 application, it is now possible to perform a value stream analysis, to create a new
value stream design based on new digital technologies [9].

Our problem involves studying, analyzing, and optimizing the efficiency and effective-
ness of a logistic chain of the multinational Automotive Equipment Manufacturer EAKM
located in Kenitra, which knows is in hard competition with other companies. We will first
focus on the downstream part of the SC which concerns the shipping area, preparation
of orders, and loading into trucks in the factory. Then, we will investigate the different
stages of road and sea transport from Kenitra to Vienna according to the following route:
Morocco, Spain, France, Italy until delivery to the EAVA warehouse in Austria. Following
the different types of existing waste identified, we will propose modern technologies to
be integrated into the logistic line as solutions for a better performance of the whole SC.
The SC functions will be connected by 4.0 technologies, with a visualization of all the
tasks with the VSM 4.0 tool. The results obtained are very satisfactory, particularly the
collection of data, the optimization of the functions of the operators in Morocco and Vienna,
automation of several workstations, tracking of products throughout the supply chain, and
optimization of transport time between the two countries.

For the working methodology, we present a literature review on VSM 4.0, its usefulness
in Lean Logistics, and the different modern 4.0 technologies compatible with VSM with
their advantages. Next, we perform a VSM mapping of the current state and define the
different tasks of the process. Finally, by analyzing the current state, we will propose
improvements for establishing the future state of our VSM 4.0. The results obtained are
also part of a sustainable development framework through improving the economic, social,
and environmental components.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Lean Production System

In manufacturing systems, research is focused on reducing process variability, increas-
ing productivity, and developing new processing methods to reduce costs, implement
predictive models, increase quality, and adopt intelligent automation and robotics solutions
by adopting lean manufacturing [10].

The Lean concept is a solution to reduce the complexity of automated production
systems. One of the latest developments of the adaptive production system is Lean Automa-
tion, which allows the system to adapt to future market requirements by achieving high
flexibility and short-flow information. This new theory offers the perspective of integrating
the Industry 4.0 concept into a Lean production system [11].

According to Lean theory, there is a set of tools and applications through which waste
is identified and eliminated or reduced. Also, a set of Industry 4.0 fundamental technologies
has been identified through which losses are identified, managed, or eliminated [12].

In this research work, we are interested in the lean VSM tool and how the new
technologies of Industry 4.0 can contribute to it. In addition, VSM 4.0 eliminates redundant
steps in information logistics along the value chain.

In the following paragraph, we conduct a literature review on SCOPUS to further our
research on this topic.
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2.2. Research in VSM 4.0 Published between 2016 and 2021

We used Scopus, a scientific research platform, to determine the number of publications
on VSM 4.0 between the years 2016 and 2021 (Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. Number of publications from 2016 to 2021 on VSM 4.0.

According to the results of the bibliographic research, the total number of articles re-
mains low, showing that the VSM 4.0 is a new and very interesting topic, which researchers
and industrialists are developing more and more.

2.2.1. Publications of the Theme in Relation to New Technologies between 2016 and 2021

We conducted a more in-depth bibliographic study on the SCOPUS search engine only
for scientific articles that were published between the years (2016–2021).

The objective of this study was to show the relationship between 4.0 technologies and
the VSM tool used in the literature or in the industry. The results obtained are presented in
Figure 2. We noticed that IoT technologies and Big Data are the most frequently cited. In
addition, the rest of the technologies, such as cloud computing, robots, artificial intelligence,
etc., remain useful for the VSM 4.0. These results can be explained by the large amount
of information to manage, the physical flow of products, the number of stakeholders, and
the SC.

 

ğ
ğ

Figure 2. Number of publications of 4.0 technologies used in VSM4.0.
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2.2.2. Publications sur VSM Classique et VSM 4.0

Table 1 presents the research work (17 articles) on the VSM tool with the integration
of new technologies for the last few years and, particularly, the benefits it can offer to
logistics activities.

Table 1. Literature review from 2015 to 2022.

N◦ Year Title Authors Type Contenent

1

2022

Extending the lean value stream
mapping to the context of Industry

4.0: An agent-based technology
approach [12]

Ferreira, Armellini, F.,
Santa-Eulalia,

Thomasset-
Laperrière

Article
Integrating VSM with hybrid
simulation (HS) and extending its
scope to the Industry 4.0 context

2
A cyber-physical system architecture
based on lean principles for managing

industry 4.0 setups [13]

Nounou, Jaber,
H., Aydin, Article

Smart VSM 4.0 to improve material
and information flow and
autonomous decision making via IOT

3

An Integrated Value Stream Mapping
and Simulation Approach for a

Production Line: A Turkish
Automotive Industry Case [14]

Aksar, O., Elgun, D.,
Beldek, T.,

Konyalıoğlu, A.K.,
Camgöz-Akdağ, H

Conference

To guide the automotive sectors by
analyzing the current situation with
the Lean concept and using the
necessary technologies.

4

2020

VALUE STREAM MAPPING 4.0: A
STRUCTURAL MODELING

APPROACH [3]

Rania El Kammouni,
Oualid Kamach,

Malek Masmoudi
Article

VSM 4.0 for a collaborative work
environment for management teams
and production process optimization
through digitization

5
Value Stream Mapping-based

Logistics 4.0 Readiness for Thailand
Automotive-Part Manufacturers [15]

Boonsothonsatit, G.;
Tonchiangsai, K.; &

Choowitsakunlert, S.
Article

The article discusses a methodology
to transition to logistics 4.0 based on
VSM and the adaptation of 4.0
technologies.

6
Industry 4.0-based real-time

scheduling and dispatching in lean
manufacturing systems [16]

Ramadan Muawia
Salah Bachir Article

An Industry 4.0 based Lean
framework called DVSM dynamics to
digitize Lean manufacturing with
Industry 4.0 Lean tools and
technologies.

7

Lean and Industry 4.0—How to
Develop a Lean Digitalization
Strategy with the Value Stream

Method [17]

Schneider Markus Article

Methodology that enables
manufacturing companies to develop
an individual digitalization strategy
using Industry 4.0

8 2019
Industry 4.0: Development of a

multi-agent system for dynamic value
stream mapping in SMEs [18]

Huang, Z., Kim, J.,
Sadri, A., Dowey, S.,

Dargusch
Article

Application of VSM in SMEs is more
difficult for complicated product
processing and improvements in labor
management and facility utilization.

9

2018

Sustainable value stream mapping
and technologies of Industry 4.0 in

manufacturing process
reconfiguration [19]

Phuong, N.A.,
Guidat, T Article

RFID, big data and usability
improvement as solutions and the
impact of their implementation on
process sustainability

10
Value stream method 4.0: Holistic

method to analyze and design value
streams in the digital age [8]

Hartmann, L., Meudt,
T., Seifermann, S.,

Metternich, J
Article

Promising new opportunities from
digitalization and Industry 4.0 to
integrate information flows.

11

2017

From value stream mapping to value
stream management—how the static

lean method can be further developed
to a dynamic management approach
using solutions of Industry 4.0 [20]

Lugert, A.,
Winkler, H. Article

VSM is common in manufacturing
companies and has advantages but
also some shortcomings suffered by
the current megatrends in the
production environment.

12

Value stream mapping 4.0: Holistic
examination of value stream and

information logistics in
production [21]

Joachim Metternich Article
Mapping allows the analysis of
process chains and helps to deduce
improvement potentials
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Table 1. Cont.

N◦ Year Title Authors Type Contenent

13

2015

Reduction of Work in Process
Inventory and Production Lead Time

in a Bearing Industry Using Value
Stream Mapping Tool [22]

Rajenthirakumar et
Shankar Article

A case study on the application of
VSM in the automotive sector,
resulting in a 67% reduction in cycle
time by optimizing
value-added activities

14
Deployment of Lean Management in a

packaging workshop and change
management [23]

Julia Flauder Thèse

Lean should extend to all links in the
supply chain, upstream and
downstream of production, which has
long been its focus.

15

2014

Reduction of Wastage Using Value
Stream Mapping: Case Study [24] Rajendra kumar Article

The application of the VSM on the
production flow shows that the
non-value-added activities have been
optimized such as waiting time,
handling time . . .

16 Quality Value Stream Mapping [25]
B. Haefner, A.

Kraemer, T. Stauss,
and G. Lanza

Article

Q-VSM is a tool for the visualization,
design and analysis of quality
assurance measures for the
manufacturing system in the
electronics industry

17 2012 The transportation value stream map
(TVSM) [26] Bernardo Villarreal Article

T-VSM modeling that provides a
detailed description of storage and
transportation operations

We find that the new VSM 4.0 method creates a digital and collaborative work envi-
ronment for management teams and stakeholders in the Industry 4.0 era. It offers logistics
production companies a huge benefit in the planning and optimization processes by digi-
tizing the value to make improvements and more accurate decisions.

The objective of our research is to introduce digital and automatic tools to collect
data, intelligent means of information processing, data storage medium, and key perfor-
mance indicators (KPIs) so that the monitoring of the logistics activity and the information
management system (IMS) are accurate and consistent and within the framework of sus-
tainable development. The information collected can be visually represented in real-time to
logistics managers.

In conclusion, the approach of VSM is very effective and often used in the literature
for production with possible extensions to transport, quality, environment, etc. we want to
use VSM as a model to support the analysis process of the downstream SC.

According to the literature review, this method is more applied to the automotive
industry, especially to the procurement and production process, and very little work has
begun to apply it to the downstream supply chain.

3. Lean Value Stream Mapping VSM Implementation Method

3.1. Value Stream Mapping

Value Stream Mapping was developed by engineer Taiichi Ohno at Toyota to identify
and eliminate waste sources [27]. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is a type of flowchart used
to analyze, model, and propose improvements to the processes leading to the delivery of a
good or service. It is one of the most frequently used formalisms in companies. Indeed, it is
a key element of the Lean methodology to detect and eliminate waste. By grouping all the
activities that make up the supply chain, the VSM tool aims to identify non-value-added
processes that are considered wasteful. Following this teamwork, improvement solutions
are developed to correct these bottlenecks to optimize the production flow [28]. The VSM
tool takes into consideration physical flows, but especially information flows [29].

3.2. Advantages of the Lean VSM Tool in Logistics

According to our bibliographic study, several authors have shown that the VSM method
is an essential tool in Lean Manufacturing and Supply Chains [2,28] for several reasons:
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• It helps to go beyond the level of single individual processes and to visualize the entire
supply chain as a whole (the VSM map starts with the arrival of the products at the
warehouse and ends with the shipment of the products to the final customer);

• Detection of waste and indication of the causes;
• Providing a basis for discussing the importance of the various logistics processes;
• It constitutes a draft for discussion towards a lean approach, the outline of the plan of

a future organization;
• The VSM map shows the links between the different product and information flows.

The VSM integrates three components: material flow, information flow, and scheduling.
Building a VSM is often the first step in the transformation to lean. The VSM tool identifies
problems and provides suggestions on how to transform the process to lean. In other
words, the VSM can be used to identify where loss occurs and where value is added. It can
also help a company understand what value it is actually providing to its customers [30].

3.3. VSM Map Design Process

To analyze the current process of the downstream SC, we have chosen the lean tool of
VSM to map the value chain. This tool allows us to analyze all the tasks of the SC with the
objective of optimizing the tasks that have a non-added value. This approach offers the
possibility of federating human capital around common objectives focused on economic,
social, and environmental performance. In this study, we present the development of this
VSM project in 6 steps, as shown in Figure 3:

 

Figure 3. VSM design process.

4. Contribution of 4.0 Technologies in Logistics

Before approaching the case study of downstream logistics, it is fundamental to
conduct a study that establishes the relationship between 4.0 technologies and logistics
processes. This work is of great necessity and considered a decision support tool for the
implementation of our approach

Table 2 presents a study of the most recent technologies and their impact on the
different SC processes in different industries and modern logistics companies.

It is clear that there is a multitude of Industry 4.0 technologies and the disparity of
their uses in the industrial world (Table 2). Each of the technologies mentioned can be used
according to the needs of the company, the specificities of the sector, and the amount of
investment that can be made by the companies. Negotiating the digital shift is imperative
for companies today. Knowing the technological building blocks of Industry4.0 will allow
decision-makers to ask themselves the right questions about their uses in accordance with
the needs and priorities to be defined very early on.
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Table 2. The different 4.0 technologies used in the industry.

New Technologies Contribution of the New Technologies on the Logical Processes

1 Big Data

- Comprehensive real-time data collection and evaluation
- Rapid data processing
- Support decision making
- Analyze and separate important data
- Support more effective knowledge transfer to achieve business goals [31].

2 Data storage in the cloud

- Reduces the initial investment required when implementing a WMS, since instead
of acquiring the entire technical infrastructure, a monthly rent is paid for the license.
- Large-scale processing
- Flexible use for computing and storage [32].

3 IOT

- Related to the various sensors that collect information from the physical world and
transfer it to digital databases [32].
- Improving Supply Chain Visibility
- Accurate information in real time [33].

4 COBOTS
- Transport of goods
- Order picking
- Improve supply chain efficiency [31].

5
AM

(Additive
Manufacturing)

- AM refers to a set of automated processes that build products layer by layer, based
on three-dimensional models designed in computer-aided design software.
- Its objective is to standardize the packaging of the same size [34].

6 Drones - Flying over the logistics sector with the aim of providing support for the
performance of certain tasks, such as inventory management [28].

7 AI
- Simulate natural intelligence to interpret external data
- Learn from this data for descriptive, predictive, or normative analysis in logistics.
- Help generate supplies, anticipate customer orders in the warehouse [25].

8 AR
(Augmented Reality)

- Works with virtual objects that overlap with the existing environment.
- Virtual and real information, acquired with a camera, are digitally merged, and
represented on a screen
- Create an interface between employees and digital products or equipment [10].

9 VS
(Virtual simulation)

VS is a computer-based modeling system that promotes real-time data to reflect the
physical world in a virtual model that includes machines, products, logistics flows
and humans [31]

10 RFID
(Radio frequency identification)

- Identify and track without physical contact.
- Read, store, and write information on electronic tags using radio waves [35].
- Composed of a chip, a tag (antenna role) and a reader.
- To be read, the tags need to be present in the radio wave radius of the reader [35].

11 Smart Pack

- Connecting packages
- Monitor the conditions of transport of goods
- Collect time-stamped data on geolocation, shocks, temperature, and humidity
- Transmit the data according to the chosen frequency [33].

12 Code-barre
- Bar code, or bar code (CAB), is the representation of a numerical or alphanumerical
data in the form of a symbol made up of bars and spaces.
-The thickness varies according to the symbology used and the data thus coded [36].

13 Power BI

- Power BI Warehouse Performance content was created so that warehouse and
operations managers can monitor important inbound, outbound and
inventory metrics.
- It uses warehouse management, product, and other trans-actional data [37].
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Table 2. Cont.

New Technologies Contribution of the New Technologies on the Logical Processes

14 WMS
- Guide the receipt and storage of inventory
- Optimize order preparation and shipping
- Advises on inventory replenishment [38].

15 Scan 3D

- A three-dimensional scanner is a device for scanning and 3D acquisition
- Analyzes the objects or their close environment to collect precise information on
the form and possibly on the appearance (color, texture . . . ) [39].
- This device helps us to facilitate the quality control of the goods, 3D modeling.

16 ERP

- Collects all data from a warehouse into a centralized database
- Enable informed and intelligent decision making
- By using an ERP system, inventory will be automatically integrated with all aspects
of the business, from planning to production to accounting [40].

17 ATLS

- Robotic system by which pallets are automatically loaded and unloaded from
trucks with little operator intervention.
- The ideal solution to speed up and secure the receipt and dispatch of goods in the
loading area of the warehouse [41].

18 AGV/LGV

- Self-guided vehicles, similar to forklifts, move autonomously and automatically,
following a pre-determined or pre-programmed path.
- To guide them, two systems are available: self-guided (AGV) or laser guidance
(LGV) [25].

19 Stacker cranes
Automation of product entry and exit operations.
Elimination of errors derived from manual management.
Control and updating of inventory management [42].

Table 2, presents a study of the most recent technologies used in different industries
and modern logistics companies.

We note that 4.0 technologies clearly contribute to the improvement of the supply
chain and provide efficient solutions for forecasting the flow of supplies, sales, distribution,
and location of products in the warehouse.

5. Case Study of an International Supply Chain in the Automotive Industry

5.1. Presentation of the Study

Our case study was carried out in a company of Automotive Equipment Manufacturers
located in Morocco (EAKM) to deliver to its warehouse in Vienna (EAVA) and distribute
products throughout Europe. Its official headquarters is in Austria. The group specializes
in designing and realizing electrical cables for the automotive sector, whose production is
done in Kenitra, Morocco. The production of electrical and electronic components is entirely
intended for export and, more particularly, for the large car manufacturers in Europe.

The circuit through which the product passes is three stages and presented on Figure 4:

(1) Road transport from Kenitra to Tangier by truck;
(2) Sea transport from Tangier to Algeciras by a commercial ship;
(3) Road transport from Algeciras to Vienna by the same truck;
(4) It should be noted that for this transport, the goods remain in the truck from its

loading in Kenitra until its unloading in Vienna, unlike the first method of transport
which was the goods in containers.

Our work focuses on the downstream supply chain of the distribution process that
transports the finished product to the company’s warehouse in Vienna, Austria.
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Figure 4. Road and sea transport route.

5.2. Analysis of the Current State

To analyze the current state of our value stream mapping, we will proceed through
three steps:

• Identify the different steps in our supply chain, from order preparation to delivery to
customers (see Table 3).

• Consider the logistics competitiveness of each country involved in this supply chain
by proposing a new process.

• Present the map of the current state of the process. Each task is presented by a box at-
tached with a data box that contains information such as the number of operators in each
workstation with the cycle time of all tasks, Lead Time, Down Time, and Process Times.

Table 3. The tasks of the distribution process.

Activities Definition

Product pickup The accumulation of the stock of finished products requires several rounds of
collection during the rotation of all the teams.

Grouping of packages By grouping, we mean putting the products in racks in the shipping area.

Sorting of Finished Product (FP)/Customer The dispatch area is divided into different zones to store one batch per customer.

Sorting PF/Reference In the shipping area, sorting can also be done by reference.

Palletizing La mise en palette de produit finis commence dès qu’une référence atteint la quantité
exigée par le client.

Transfer of packages

The palletization of finished products starts as soon as a reference reaches the
quantity required by the customer. The pallets having the required standards of

packaging and quantity will have to be transferred by means of the radio frequency
gun from warehouse F to warehouse E

Edition of the expedition file Preparation of the export file (Invoices . . . )

Packaging and shipping The pallets transferred to the warehouse and well checked are now ready to be
stretch-wrapped with the help of handling means.

Moving of finished pallets The finished pallets must be loaded respecting the priority to the pallets that must be
the first to be unloaded.

Loading of packages The filling of the trailer begins each time there are finished pallets while respecting
the loading norms in force.

Road Transport Kenitra-Tangier Transport the goods to the port of Tangier Med.

Sea Transport Tangier-Algeciras Checking in Tangier Med and boarding for Algeciras.

Road transport Algeria-Vienna Transporting the goods from the port of Algeciras to the warehouse in Vienna

Reception and unloading Unloading and storage of the finished products in the EAVA warehouse in Austria.
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The different steps of the downstream process in the company are identified and
projected on the VSM map. The objective is to visualize in a clearer way the positions
that require the most attention, for example time management, number of operators, cycle
time, and non-value-added time (see Figure 5). Following this first mapping of the current
state, the company wants to improve its competitiveness. In this framework, we will
propose an improvement by introducing new technologies of industry 4.0, whose objective
is to optimize this downstream supply chain. Therefore, we will first propose the most
used 4.0 technologies in modern companies and the most suitable technologies for each
workstation; this leads us to obtain a new future state mapping called VSM 4.0 (future
map), which will receive new data and information from the whole SC, rationalizing both
the management of information flows and product flows.

 

Figure 5. Mapping of the current state.

5.3. Implementation of the Methodology

In order to implement the research work, a methodology of implementation in 4.0 was
implemented. It was divided into three phases:

First, according to the previous approach Figure 3, the first phase is to study and
analyze the existing process in order to obtain the objectives, identify the process, and
understand the industrial context of the company, then determine the sources of waste in
the process and finally propose solutions.

The second phase consists in implementing 4.0 technologies in the supply chain. Study
the compatibility of these technologies with each process and establish a VSM 4.0 mapping,
where each process will be connected to this mapping (Future Map).

Finally, phase III corresponds to the collection and processing of data by the WMS,
ERP, and intermediate communication tools and their connectivity. We present in Figure 6
below the results of the methodology implementation.
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Figure 6. VSM 4.0 implementation methodology.

5.4. Implementation of Technologies

We have established the relationship between the 4.0 technologies and the different
tasks of the downstream logistics process (see Table 4). The company has selected the
technologies according to the following criteria:

• The most efficient way to optimize time and gain more cost.
• The investment cost is not too high for the implementation of these technologies.
• The training and mastery of these technologies by its employees.
• The transition time between the current state and the future state is not long.
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Table 4. Assignment and adaptability of technologies to process functions.
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Pick-up & grouping of
products

X X X X X X

Product sorting X X X X X X X X X X

Palletization & transfer of
packages

X X X X X

Editing the file X X X X X X X X

Packaging & Shipping X X X X X

Moving finished pallets X X X X

Loading and unloading X X X X X

Road, sea and warehouse
delivery

X X X X

The 4.0 technologies chosen by the company are implemented in the different functions
of the logistic process. A training of the personnel took place for a mastery of these
technologies to accompany this digital transformation. After six months of work the results
were very satisfactory (see Table 5).

Table 5. Contribution of technologies for each process.

Tasks Contribution of New Technologies

Pickup & consolidation

Stacker cranes 1, and Augmented Reality
- Product location and identification in the warehouse
- Products are scanned and registered in real time,
- Transport of products from production according to traceability to the
grouping area
- Optimize the role of the operator and optimize space
- Merging of picking and grouping
- The storage capacity is doubled
- The circuit of movements is optimized
- Reduced number of accidents
- Reduced energy consumption
- Reduced number of damaged packages
WMS
- Receipt of goods from imported files, the characteristics of goods received and
purchase orders (order number, reference, quantities, etc.) are recorded in a file
- Direct connection between the warehouse and the company’s ERP system, which
has led to better order management and a significant reduction in the delivery
time to the customer
- Possibility to follow each product inside the warehouse by controlling
the inventory.

Sorting products

Bar codes
- Automatic sorting where you already know where each product is and to which
category it belongs
- Reduce the verification time for the operator

Palletizing & transfer

AGV and augmented reality
- Optimize the role of the operators in this stage by automatic palletizing system
- Reduce largely the time of palletization in this stage
- Reduced number of accidents
- Eeduced energy consumption
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Table 5. Cont.

Tasks Contribution of New Technologies

Verification and editing of the file

RFID & Scan
- Instantly detect which product is which and fill in the file data automatically
- The shipping warehouse manager here will have the role of confirming the exit of
the product without the need for manual entry.
- It will save time for the final verification of the products.
- Follow-up of the product until the loading in the trucks.

Packing and shipping

RFID
- In this step, RFID technology allows us to track each finished product after
wrapping and labeling, the WMS software allows us to control the goods before
shipment and their allocation to the truck, we can add a third operator to speed up
the operation.

Moving of finished pallets

AGV
- For fast and organized movement without the need for operator intervention
- Reduction of movements inside the warehouse, and facilitates the work of
the operators
- The movement circuit is optimized
- Reduced number of accidents
- Reduced energy consumption

Charging

ATLS
- Reduction of the loading time in the trucks
- Rare intervention of the operator whose role will be to supervise
- All the boxes are of standardized size which will allow to gain in storage space
and to optimize the distances between boxes
- Optimize the company’s logistic resources . . .

Road and sea transport and
warehouse delivery

RFID & Smart pack
- Traceability and tracking of products
- Optimize the time of search and transport of boxes
- Locate where each product is at any time

Distribution

AGV and stacker crane
- Gain in reactivity and delivery time
- The circuit of movements is optimized
- Reduced number of accidents
- Reduced energy consumption
- Reduced number of damaged packages

5.5. Future State Mapping VSM 4.0

Figure 7 shows the future state 4.0 mapping of the downstream supply chain. Our
value stream mapping is optimized with fewer tasks. The total number of workstations
within the company is reduced to 9. In summary, after implementing this new mapping
along the supply chain we obtained the following improvement results by implementing
VSM 4.0 within the international supply chain:

• Automation and fusion of several processes: handling, transport, data collection, etc.
• The use of 4.0 technologies offers a fast product flow, and where data can be transmitted

in real time.
• The VSM will continuously receive new data and information from the entire supply

chain, allowing both the management of flows and the identification of waste that
hinders the competitiveness of the company.

• Track the product throughout the process to identify and locate it quickly and above all
to eliminate the possibility of loss. Simultaneous updating facilitates the consolidation
of data, making it easier to make decisions.

• Change and improvement in the transportation of goods.
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6. Analysis of the Results

6.1. Implementation of the Technologies (Future State) in the SC

After implementing the previously proposed solutions, Table 6 presents the various
improvements on the downstream part of the logistic chain from Kenitra-Morocco to
Vienna-Austria. We merged the collection and grouping using stacker cranes and the
verification with the edition of the file. This action allowed us to optimize the process cycle
time, the information flow in the company, as well as the role of the operators. By using
new 4.0 technologies, automation, and connectivity, we have managed to optimize these
processes reducing time, risks, and energy consumption.

Table 6. Comparison table between current state and future state 4.0 in warehouses.

Process

Current State
Improvement
through New
Technologies

Future State 4.0 (min)

Operators
Cycle Time

(min)

Non-Value
Added Time

(min)
Operators

Temps de
Cycle (min)

Temps de
Non-Valeur

Ajoutée (min)

Pickup 2 3,5 40 Stacker cranes,
RA

3 4 10
Grouping 3 8 4

Sort FP/C 2 2 40 Bar codes 1 0,3 6

Palletizing 1 5 40 AGV 1 2 6

Transfer 1 4 30 AGV 0 0,5 3

Verification 1 3 6
RFID & Scan 2 2 5

Edition Dossier 1 2 0

Packaging 2 5 6 AGV 1 1 3

Move products 2 2 3 AGV 0 0,5 3

Loading EAKM 3 4 10 Stacker cranes,
ATLS, AGV,

RA

1 2,3 10

EAVA unloading
and distribution 3 4 1 2,3

Total 21 42,5 179 10 14,9 46

6.2. SC Performance after Integration of New Technologies

Currently, an SC’s design must consider the interests of all integrated actors. Logistics
is part of a “sustainable” movement, and Sustainable Development (SD) is becoming
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increasingly important within companies. According to this vision, companies are obliged
to think about the extended economic, environmental, and social/societal performance.
In this context, we present the improvement of the company’s performance after the
integration of new technologies.

6.2.1. Economic Performance

We have seen a strong benefit in time saving such as:

• Time and cost savings in Tangier and Algeciras: loading and unloading avoided;
• Reduction of loading and unloading time by using ATLS tools.

Table 7, we compare some indicators after the implementation of this new card, and
we note the improvements and efficiency introduced.

Table 7. Gain between current state and future state 4.0.

Comparison Table

Indicator Current State Future State 4.0 % Gain

Number of positions (tasks) 11 9 20%

Lead Time 8 days 21 h 5 days 4 h 41%

Number of operators 21 10 52%

These results are obtained thanks to the technologies introduced in this supply chain
Table 6. For transportation, the value-added time and the non-value-added time is pre-
sented in Table 8.

Table 8. Transportation Comparison Table between Current State and Future State 4.0.

Process Process Time (min)
Non-Value-Added Time (Min)

Current State Future State 4.0

Road Transport
Kenitra-Tanger 185 436 250

Sea Transport
Tangier-Algeciras 133 4320 2470

Road Transport
Algeciras-Vienna 1740 5760 2620

Total Time 2058 10,516 5340

Finally, the Lead Time and the time between the order and final delivery of the product
to the customer are compared.

This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and pre-
cise description of the experimental results, their interpretation, and the experimental
conclusions that can be drawn.

In order to analyze the current state of our value stream mapping, we will proceed by:

• Identifying the different steps in our supply chain, from order preparation to delivery
to customers.

• Taking into account the logistics competitiveness of each country involved in this
supply chain by proposing a new process.

• Presenting a map of the current state of the process. Each task is presented by a box
attached with a data box that contains information such as the number of operators in
each workstation with the cycle time of all tasks, Lead Time, Down Time, and Process
Times. (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Comparison between Time to Value Added current and future state.

With the integration of these technologies, we witness a performance in time, distance
travelled, truck fill rate, control of the distance travelled, and stop management.

The reactivity and flexibility led to improved logistics services, customer satisfaction,
and increased turnover.

6.2.2. Social Performance

With the introduction of the Lean VSM method combined with 4.0 technologies,
automated handling, and the motivation and development of the staff through the number
of trainings, the number of conferences/seminars on sustainability, and the level of effort
and communication to understand all stakeholders of the company and the concept of
sustainability, it has been noted for a duration of the year 2021:

A space-saving in the warehouse of 20% is due to the use of modern handling equip-
ment such as stacker cranes. The new organization and the space-saving have significantly
reduced the travel circuit in the warehouse. The use of augmented reality has facilitated the
location and inventory of products. The movement of products is reduced by the AGVs and
the number of staff too. All these technologies had a very positive impact on the logistics
staff. We have identified three indicators to show this impact on the social environment of
the company as presented in Table 9.

Table 9. Social indicators.

Indicators The Year 2020 The Year 2021

The number of accidents
- 25 accidents
- 23 minors less than 10 days sick leave
- 2 major more than two months of sick leave

5 minors

Absenteeism rate 63 9

the number of hours of
maintenance intervention 242 27

We noticed that the number of accidents and the rate of absenteeism was very low
after one year. With the introduction of a preventive maintenance of the material, the
number of hours of intervention on the machines was much reduced.

As a result of these changes, we noticed a climate of trust, team spirit, motivation,
employee satisfaction, and a collective intelligence that developed.
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6.2.3. Environmental Performance

We noticed a positive impact on the management of resources in particular:

• Reduction in the cost of energy consumption that can be explained by the switch to an
electric automated handling that replaced the traditional fuel-based handling means;

• Elimination of noise (noise pollution) and CO2 emission;
• Reduction of waste (hydrocarbon waste, sludge, grease, used oil);
• The optimization of the movement circuit at the warehouse level has eliminated the

risk of damage to packages during movement and consequently reduced the number
of claims by customers for obsolete products.

7. Discussion

There was a gap of 5336.6 min, equivalent to three days and some hours in Lead
Time. This was the result of optimization of the supply chain by modifications to the
transport process and implementation of new 4.0 technologies in the warehouse of Kenitra
and Vienna.

First of all, in EAKM Kenitra-Morocco, by using 4.0 technologies such as automatic
handling equipment: stacker cranes, AGVs, and ATLS, we facilitated the role of the opera-
tors, and, as a result, these tasks will no longer be carried out manually but by machines
and more quickly than before. This means that the number of operators in the process can
be optimized, especially in the receiving area of the EAVA warehouse in Austria.

Secondly, through connectivity technologies, such as augmented reality, RFID, and
Smart pack, connected to the WMS of the warehouse and the ERP of the company to follow
the quantity, location, and state of the product at every moment in the warehouses of
Kenitra and Vienna and the transport are tracked.

For the existing means of transport, the container was transported by a truck to Tangier,
unloaded at the port, and loaded on a commercial ship. Then, in Algeciras, again, it is
loaded in a truck which transports the goods to Vienna.

The proposed solution is to transport the goods and store them in a truck that makes
the whole trip from EAVA to Vienna. This will avoid the costs of loading and unloading
operations in both ports, which are very expensive.

Finally, at the transport level, we add a second transport staff to reduce the non-value-
added time at this level for the journey to Europe.

8. Conclusions

The objective of our study was to provide a methodology based on Value Stream
Mapping 4.0 for the continuous improvement of the downstream SC distribution process.

We established a VSM map to analyze the current state, then the design of the future
state with optimization of some tasks considered competitive for the country of origin
and the integration of 4.0 technologies accepted by the company from the point of view of
implementation time and budget. Through this work, we were able to improve economic,
social, and environmental performance. With the Lean Value Stream Mapping 4.0 tool, all
products and information flow in a value chain from suppliers to customers are analyzed
and optimized.

The integration of 4.0 technologies makes the VSM tool capable of monitoring value
streams in real time to resolve potential waste quickly. This new intelligent organization
provides a fully integrated logistics environment where data is transmitted in real time
between warehouses in the countries concerned and the customers. The results obtained
are encouraging and have an impact on economic and social performance. The introduction
of new technologies in a company requires a significant investment cost but is quickly paid
back by the improvements offered.
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Abstract: The rise of new digital technologies and their applications in several areas pushes the
process industry to update its methodologies with more intensive use of mathematical models—
commonly denoted as digital twins—and artificial intelligence (AI) approaches to continuously
enhance operational efficiency. In this context, Real-time Optimization (RTO) is a strategy that is
able to maximize an economic function while respecting the existing constraints, which enables
keeping the operation at its optimum point even though the plant is subjected to nonlinear behavior
and frequent disturbances. However, the investment related to the project of commercial RTOs
may make its application infeasible for small-scale facilities. In this work, an in-house, small-scale
RTO is presented and its successful application in a real industrial case—a Natural Gas Processing
Unit—is shown. Besides that, a new method for enhancing the efficiency of using sequential-modular
simulator inside an optimization framework and a new method to account for the economic return
of optimization-based tools are proposed and described. The application of RTO in the industrial
case showed an enhancement in the stability of the main variables and an increase in profit of 0.64%
when compared to the operation of the regulatory control layer alone.

Keywords: RTO; data reconciliation; natural gas processing; economic evaluation; sequential-
modular approach

1. Introduction

Real-time optimization is a model-based adaptive optimization technique that at-
tempts to find the optimal operating condition accordingly to an economic index of a plant
subjected to a process model and a set of constraints that might be, for instance, physical
limits, environmental restriction, product quality, or safety criteria [1]. The so-called “two-
step” approach proposed by Jang et al. [2] has become the most widespread RTO strategies
in industry [3–5]. In this approach, a parameter estimation step is performed followed
by an economic optimization step, so that the available static model of the plant can be
adjusted considering the most recent set of plant information and the optimization may
be carried out considering a rigorous model with minimum plant-model mismatch. It is
true that this approach may fail when there is model structural uncertainty [6,7]. However,
when the sources of uncertainty are mainly parametric, the approach has great potential to
increase the economic performance of process operations [8] and to provide considerable
economic benefit that overly surpass the cost of investment on the RTO design. Therefore,
the development of a rigorous process model is the backbone of the two-step RTO ap-
proach and, in fact, it is possible to show that whenever a model satisfies the set of model
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adequacy criteria, the model-based optimization problem is able to drive the plant to its
true optimum [9–11].

In the classical scheme of the two-step RTO, a parameter estimation subjected to
the same static model used in the optimization step is carried out once the input data
is guaranteed to be in a stationary state. To cope with this requirement, a steady-state
detection (SSD) method is implemented. There are several SSD methods available, most of
them are statistical-based methods, such as the F-test [12] and the Student’s t-test [13,14].
Recently, two research groups have proposed removing the SSD requirement by proceeding
a dynamic estimation, such as the Extended Kalman Filter, in a framework called Hybrid
RTO (HRTO) [15,16]. Although this method presents a high potential to speed up RTO
cycles and to reduce the suboptimal operation time, it lacks industrial validation.

Recently, the academic literature of RTO has been focused on solving the problem of
finding the true-plant optimum in cases related to serious structural plant-model mismatch.
Since the proposition of the Integrated System Optimization and Parameter Estimation
(ISOPE) algorithm by Roberts [17], which led to the Constraint Adaption (CA) [18] and
the Modifier Adaption (MA) [19] algorithms, several derivations have been proposed so
far to cope with different methodological paths, a detailed review on MA approaches
and applications can be found in Marchetti et al. [7]. These approaches are based on the
introduction of zeroth-and first-order modifiers to adapt the model-based optimization
problem. The modifiers are calculated from plant measurements and estimation of the
plant gradients in relation to the decision variables. In the CA algorithm, the modifiers
are used to adapt the constraints of the problem, so that the model-based constraints meet
the plant constraints upon convergence. In the MA algorithm, both the constraints and
objective function are adapted, so that the model-based optimization problem matches
the optimality condition of the plant upon convergence. However, the requirement of
estimating the plant gradients in the absence of a reliable model is one of the main reasons
that justify the low number of industrial applications of MA approaches. Recently, an
industrial application of CA in a solid-oxide fuel-cell system has been disclosed [20,21],
but the problem was formulated in a manner such that the first-order modifiers were
not necessary because the plant optimum was known to be located at the intersection of
active constraints, so the gradient estimation was not required. In spite of that, the work
was a proof of concept and may indicate the increase of initiatives of MA in the industry,
especially with the rise of new methodologies that merge concepts of Machine Learning
and RTO to produce better estimates of the first-order modifiers, such as the MA with
Quadratic Approximation (MAWQA) [22,23], the use of neural networks [24], Gaussian
process [25,26], and Bayesian optimization [27].

In the process industry, RTO is typically implemented as the two-step approach and
in a hierarchical control pyramid manner [28]. In a simplified and summarized description,
the regulatory control layer is implemented to deal with high-frequency disturbances of
the process, typically in a multiloop PID controllers approach. This layer is able to interact
with the plant in the scale of seconds, rejecting fast disturbances and keeping the stability
of the operation. In the upper layer, the supervisory control layer, a model-based approach
is used to determine the optimal trajectories of the process by the use of simple dynamic
models, typically linear ones, with the objective to track setpoints and send control actions
as setpoints to the regulatory layer. This layer works in the time scale of minutes and the
most-used technique is model predictive control (MPC). The optimization layer comes
above the previous control layers in order to determine the economic optimal operating
point of the process. This layer typically runs in the time scale of hour due to the complexity
of the models that are used.

In the context of modeling strategies, there are mainly two types of simulators available
for developing the process flow-sheets, they are the so-called Equation-Oriented (EO)
simulators and Sequential-Modular (SM) simulators. Despite the undoubted advantages
of using EO simulators [29] and the vast quantities academic works using and developing
methodologies based on them, the availability of SM models in industry is still high due
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to their ability to solve a problem with low initialization effort and an easier flow-sheet
design [30]. However, the computational cost to handle nested recycles can hinder their
use in the context of real-time optimization. Early works proposed the use of a method
called the Modular Continuous (MC) approach [31], or infeasible path [32,33], in which the
convergence loops are removed from the SM simulator and convergence of the model
is assured by a higher-level optimization layer. Recent works have proposed the use
of surrogate models to enhance reliability and reduce the computational effort of the
optimization [34,35]. The present work proposes an extension of the concept of the MC
approach, by adding an acceleration step of successive substitution in the model flow-sheet.

Despite significant advances in the field of controller performance assessment since
the 1960s, these advances have been focused on univariable control structures and on
obtaining a technical metric [36]. In fact, there has been very little discussion regarding
the economic assessment of advanced process control and optimization applications [37].
There are many works that disclose the economic return of RTO’s application [38], but it is
not clear whether these numbers are trustworthy or not since the authors do not discuss
their methods of assessing this economic benefit. Beyond the standard discount cash flow
analysis [39], which can be used both to support decision-making at the investment stage
and to perform economic assessment in an existing application, three methodologies are
worth mentioning: the performance assessment of MPC proposed by Xu et al. [40]; the
framework proposed by Bauer and Craig [37]; and the systematic method proposed by
Udugama et al. [36]. However, the three methods have the similarity of not considering
an optimization layer in their assumptions. They can account for the benefit of reducing
the process variability and the distance from the desired setpoints, however, they do not
account for true optimal operation. Therefore, reliable methods to assess the economic
benefit of advanced control structures and RTO frameworks are still an open issue.

Petrobras started investing in RTO technology in 2004. Their early developments
were based on commercial tools, such as Aspen Plus (AspenTech) and Romeo (Aveva), but
using self-developed models. Since then, the company has achieved great expertise in the
technology and successful applications have been reported in Gas Processing Units [41],
Fluidized Catalytic Cracker Units [42], and Crude Distillation Units [29]. However, appli-
cations with small-scale scopes may not benefit from the application of these tools since
the economic return may be smaller than the cost of investment in the project stage, annual
licensing of the software, and often the need for external consultancy during the operation
phase. Therefore, Petrobras and LADES, the Software Development Laboratory (LADES)
of COPPE/UFRJ, collaborated to develop an in-house RTO software, which was called
SoraIA, an acronym in Portuguese for ”System of Revenue Optimization and Artificial
Intelligence“. The software presented some advantages due to the fact of being totally
based on open-source or acquired tools, having ease of maintenance and also adaptability
for applications in new processing units, allied with high flexibility for different problem
formulations and small investment requirements compared with the great economic return.

Besides the description of the developed software and its application in a real indus-
trial facility, this paper also discloses two contributions to the RTO literature in the sense of
process modeling with the proposed “Modular Continuous with Successive Substitution”
and a new method to assess RTO’s economic return after its implementation, as well as its
potential further economic benefit that would be possible with system improvement.

The software was tested in an industrial Gas Processing facility owned by Petrobras.
RTO was implemented in a closed loop with the control system of the unit, and the results
and discussion are provided in this paper. Further, after three months of operation, the
economic return of the system was evaluated accordingly with the new proposed method
and the result overcame the initial expectations of the project, even though the unit is
highly instrumented and very well operated in the open loop—that is, considering only
the regulatory control under the supervision of the operation team, without the action of
any advanced control strategy.
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The present paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology pro-
posed in this paper in a generalized manner; Section 3 presents how the methodology was
applied to the industrial case that is object of the present application; Section 4 presents the
results and discussion of the present application regarding the reconciliation problem, the
optimization problem, the computational cost, and the economic benefit of RTO; finally,
Section 5 presents the conclusion of the present work.

2. Methodology

2.1. Modular Continuous with Successive Substitution

The quality of the model used in the two-step RTO is crucial for the success of the
application—that is, the model should be simple enough so its computational cost can be
suitable for optimization purposes and detailed enough to mitigate any serious structural
uncertainty, since the approach is only able to deal with parametric uncertainty. Although it
is difficult to measure, Forbes and Marlin [43] developed a criteria to determine whether a
model is adequate to be used in the two-step approach based on its capability to match the
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions [44] of the plant at the optimal point.

The EO and SM strategies have their benefits and drawbacks for the application in
an RTO framework. For example, SM has dedicated numerical methods to converge each
process unit, which makes this approach more robust for poor initial estimates. However,
this type of model can be very costly to run, demanding several loops of convergence,
which frequently make them unsuitable for optimization purposes. On the other hand, EO
models are fast and efficient to be evaluated, they also present the advantage of providing
accurate gradient estimates from automatic differentiation strategies. However, this type of
modeling is highly dependent on the initial estimates of the dependent variables, since its
convergence algorithms provide the solution of the full system of equations simultaneously.
Therefore, a common choice is to use both approaches together, running the SM model first
to provide better initial estimates for the EO model that is used inside the optimization
framework. However, this common choice comes with the cost of having to develop two
compatible models, frequently in different platforms.

In this work, a modeling approach was developed to handle an SM model inside
the optimization framework in an efficient manner. The idea is derived from the early
proposition by Berna et al. [31] and Biegler and Hughes [45] in the Modular Continuous
(MC) approach, where the main idea consists on opening mass and energy loops and
transforming them into new decision variables and constraints to be met by the optimiza-
tion problem. As the model would not be converged along the optimization steps, this
approach was also known as infeasible path, due to the fact that the model convergence
is only assured upon optimization convergence [32,33]. Here, the proposed approach,
“Modular Continuous with Successive Substitution” (MCSS), follows the same philosophy
proposed by the early works of the MC approach.

Figure 1 illustrates the algorithmic procedures that are performed for any module i
inside loops in order to carry out the optimization based on the SM, MC, and the proposed
MCSS approaches, in which u ∈ Rnu = U is the set of all input variables, y ∈ R

ny = Y rep-
resents the set of all output variables of the model, z ∈ y is a subset of the output variables
that represents the material and energy loop streams of the model, and ρ ∈ R

nρ = P is the
set of independent variables introduced by the opened loops.

Following the nomenclature introduced in Figure 1, the i loops represented by variable
zi in Figure 1a are torn into two variables ρi and z

re f
i in Figure 1c. In the MCSS approach,

all modules inside the opened loops are replicated into the reference modules: variables ρi

are the degrees of freedom of the optimizer and z
re f
i are the loop output variables of the

reference module. z
re f
i is returned as input for the second module. In this way, a first step of

successive substitution is forced within the process model. The convergence is guaranteed
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by the addition of constraints that enforce that all loops are closed upon convergence. In
the MC approach, this set of constraints are

ρ− z = 0, (1)

while, in the proposed MCSS, the set of constraints are

z− zre f = 0. (2)

The main goal of the MC approach is to reduce the number of convergence loops
in the simulation layer by transferring the convergence conditions of the model to the
higher-level optimization layer. The purpose of the additional successive substitution step
in the MCSS approach is to accelerate the convergence by approximating the feasible path
characteristic of the SM approach, but still keeping the faster convergence provided by the
infeasible path of the MC approach.

(𝑎) Sequential-Modular approach.

MODULE𝑖𝑢𝑖 𝑦𝑖𝑧𝑖

MODULE𝑖𝑢𝑖 𝑦𝑖
𝜌𝑖 𝑧𝑖

MODULE𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑖 𝑦𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝜌𝑖 𝑧𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓

MODULE𝑖𝑢𝑖 𝑦𝑖
𝑧𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑧𝑖

(𝑏)Modular-Continuous approach. (𝑐)Modular-Continuous with Successive 

Substitution approach.

Figure 1. Schemes of the modeling approaches: (a) Sequential Modular; (b) Modular Continuous;
the proposed (c) Modular Continuous with Successive Substitution.

PETROX, the simulator used in this work, is a reliable SM simulator developed for
giving support to process design at Petrobras [46]. The success of this software can be
addressed for the vast library of process units and the reliability of its internal numerical
methods. Nowadays, the software is also applied to develop reliable digital twins of the
different units of the company. This work opened a new perspective for its application
in optimization by following the philosophy of the Modular Continuous with Successive
Substitution. Some rules of thumb of the modeling approach used in the present work are
summarized in the following:

1. Parameterization of the feed composition—with the composition of the product
streams as specification, the feed composition can be constructed by setting some
criteria, such as meeting dew or boiling temperatures in flash units and meeting
components ratio with the product.

2. Simplification of process units that are not essential for the optimization scope—
distillation columns before the actual scope of the optimization can be replaced by
a simple approach based on flashes with parameterized fractioning ratio between
cut components;

3. Avoid loops for mass and energy integration—opening loops and forcing a first
successive substitution;

4. No additional convergence loops—remove any controller loops to meet specification
criteria, this task should be passed to the parameter-estimation layer.
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In this work, the model developed in PETROX is denoted as a stationary map of the
inputs and parameters into the outputs:

y = F (ρ, θ, u), (3)

where θ ∈ Rnθ = T is the set of adjustable parameters. For the sake of simplifying notation,
and without loss of generality, the static mapping will be frequently denoted only by
y(ρ, θ, u). Additionally, all objective functions and nonlinear constraints are also provided
by the SM simulator.

2.2. RTO Architecture

An in-house software was developed with the purpose of performing all RTO stages.
Apart for some specific details, the presented structure is very similar to what has been
done since the 1980s in the two-step RTO, the main contribution of this work is the use of
the MCSS approach, as it is described in the formulation of the optimization problems in
Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the SoraIA software.

Main core in C++

Data acquisition

Data treatment

Steady-state detection

Data reconciliation

Optimization

Solution Validation
Configuration 

files

Process

database

Solution

database

PETROX

NPSOL

Figure 2. Scheme of the SoraIA architecture.

The main core was written in C++ and its purpose is to manage the information
flow in order to perform the desired tasks that are required by RTO methodology. Six
main routines are executed in sequence: data acquisition, data treatment, steady-state
detection, data reconciliation, optimization, and solution validation. The software is able
to communicate with the process database and the solution database, and perform the
interface between the process simulator (PETROX) and the nonlinear optimization solver
(NPSOL). In addition, the user can configure some features of the run by a web interface.
This interface compiles the set of user configurations into some standard text files that can
be read by the C++ core in order to shape each routine accordingly.

Every run cycle of RTO starts with the data acquisition routine and follows the
routine’s sequence until the optimal solution is obtained, except in the case where some
major problem is found during any stage of the run. In this case, the software is aborted and
a new cycle is started. In the following, each of the main RTO routines are further described.

2.2.1. Data Acquisition

In the data acquisition stage, the user can specify whether the software is going to run
offline, so a specific operational point can run for tests independently of the actual state
of the plant, or whether the software is going to run online, reading the values directly
from the process database. In this stage, the user can define the size of the acquired data
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window and which instrument tags are related to which input variables from the process
model simulator.

2.2.2. Data Treatment

In the data treatment stage, each input variable is treated by a linear transformation
specified by the user in order to scale or to perform any required unit change. In addition,
there are some verifications in the read information in order to exclude any unwanted null
values, strings, or unexpected out-of-limit values. If any abnormal value is found in this
verification, the software is restarted, so its cycle is repeated until there is no error in the
input values.

2.2.3. Steady-State Detection

It is very important to assure that the data used in the data reconciliation stage is in
stationary state in order to reliably estimate the model parameters. Therefore, the steady-
state detection is mandatory and whenever it is detected that the read data window presents
some dynamics, its cycle is restarted until the steady-state is detected in the input data
window. There are several steady-state detection (SSD) techniques, Cao and Rhinehart [47]
briefly reviewed some of the existing methods and proposed an efficient new statistical
method. Later, Bhat and Saraf [12] also outlined aspects of the available SSD techniques
and extended the proposition of Cao and Rhinehart [47].

In this work, two statistical tests were applied. The first test is based on cutting the
input window in three periods and comparing these windows to each other in order to
check whether their means are equivalent by a Student’s t-test. The second is an analysis
where the variance of the variables are verified within some desirable limits. These limits
are estimated using past historical data by selecting periods where the variables were in
the steady-state condition. Both tests are well-established in the literature [12]. However,
the combination of these methods are a contribution of the present work, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge. This proposition is made in order to overcome the limitation of the
t-test when too-high variance values are observed, in which false detections are observed.
Therefore, the stationary condition must be detected in both tests so the data window is
allowed to go to the next stage; otherwise, a new RTO cycle starts.

2.2.4. Data Reconciliation and Parameter Estimation

The data reconciliation problem was formulated in a manner that it can perform a
simultaneous parameter estimation, as proposed by Rod and HanČl [48]. Differently from
the usual approach in the literature, not only the adjustable parameters of the process unit
models are estimated, but also the parameters that were added to ensure convergence of
the model, following the one-pass modeling philosophy described in Section 2.1. The data
reconciliation problem is formulated as a nonlinear programming problem:

ρ̄k, θ̄k, ū
rd f
k = arg min

ρ,θ,urd f
Jrec(y

rec, ym
k , urec, um

k ) (4a)

s.t. y = F (ρ, θ, u) (4b)

G(ρ, θ, u) ≤ 0 (4c)

z− zre f = 0 (4d)

θlb ≤ θ ≤ θub (4e)

u
rd f
lb ≤ urd f ≤ u

rd f
ub , (4f)

where ρ ∈ P is the set of additional decision variables added by the MCSS approach;
θ ∈ T is the set of all adjustable parameters to be estimated; the superscripts (·)rd f mean
“reconciliation degree of freedom”, so urd f ⊂ U is the set of n

rd f
u uncertain inputs that

are considered degrees of freedom in the reconciliation problem; urec ⊂ urd f is the set
of nur reconciled inputs, which is a subset of the uncertain inputs that have available
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measurements; u ∈ Rnu is the set of all input variables; and yrec ⊂ y is the set of nyr

reconciled output variables, which is a subset of the output variables that have available
measurements. The vectors um ∈ Rnm

u and ym ∈ R
nm

y are the measurements of the input
and output variables, respectively. The function G : Rnθ ×Rnu → R

ng is the set of static
mappings of the parameters and inputs into the nonlinear constraints, and the objective
function Jrec : R

nm
y × R

nm
y × Rnm

u × Rnm
u → R is the weighted sum of squared errors

between predicted and measured variables. z and zre f are the output of the actual and the
reference modules of the opened loops added for the MCSS approach. Finally, the subscript
(·)k denotes the kth run of RTO, the bar emphasis (·̄) denotes the optimal values obtained
in the run, and the subscripts (·)lb and (·)ub denote lower and upper bounds, respectively.
It is noteworthy that the kth values inserted in the problem for the sets of input and output
measurements, um

k and ym
k , are the arithmetic mean of the time window acquired in the

data acquisition stage.
After running the reconciliation problem, it is possible to define the offsets of the

output measurements, which are defined by the deviation between the measured and the
predicted variable:

ε
y
k = ym

k − y(ρ̄k, θ̄k, u(ūk)) (5)

and the offsets of the input variables, which are defined by the deviation between the
measured input and the optimal input:

εu
k = um

k − ūm
k . (6)

2.2.5. Optimization Problem

In the optimization problem, as in the reconciliation problem, the objective function
and constraints are evaluated by the process simulator and the main core of the software is
responsible for managing the information flow between the simulator and the optimizer.
The formulation of the optimization problem is presented below:

ρ̄k, ū
od f
k = arg min

ρ,uod f
Jopt(u, y) (7a)

s.t. y = F (ρ, θ̄k, u) (7b)

G(ρ, θ̄k, u) ≤ 0 (7c)

z− zre f = 0 (7d)

ylb − ε
y
k ≤ y ≤ yub − ε

y
k (7e)

u
od f
lb − Hεu

k ≤ uod f ≤ u
od f
ub − Hεu

k , (7f)

where the function Jopt : U×Y→ R is the economic objective function of the optimization
problem; this function is usually an economic balance between the incomes with products
and the costs with raw materials and energy consumption. The superscript (·)od f means
“optimization degree of freedom”, so uod f ⊂ U is the set of n

od f
u inputs for which the

objective function is sensible to variations within their feasible space, corresponding to
the set of degrees of freedom of the optimization problem. It is important to highlight
that all adjustable parameters and uncertain inputs—which are not degrees of freedom
of the optimization—that were estimated in the data reconciliation problem are kept
fixed in the optimization problem. In addition, the estimated offsets, ε

y
k and εu

k , are
used to shift the feasible space of the output variables, as in Equation (7e), and of the
degrees of freedom for which there are available measurements, as in Equation (7f). Matrix

H ∈ {0; 1}n
od f
u × {0; 1}nm

u is a rectangular matrix of zeros and ones only to select which
offset is related to which degree of freedom, considering that some degrees of freedom
might not be related to any offset and the opposite can also be true.
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2.2.6. Solution Validation

In the solution validation stage, there is an optimization flag check to verify whether
the solution of the optimization problem was found within the constraints or whether it
reached an infeasible solution, which is rarely expected to occur. If the solver returns an
infeasible solution, the software will disregard this point and the RTO cycle will restart. On
the contrary, the solution is shifted by the estimated offsets:

yirv = y(ρ̄k, θ̄k, u(ū
od f
k )) + ε

y
k , (8)

uirv = ū
od f
k + Hεu

k , (9)

where the superscript (·)irv means “ideal value at rest”; these values are written in the
solution database. Once the new solution is written in the solution database, it is instanta-
neously available to be read by other instances of the control hierarchy.

2.2.7. Interface between PETROX and NPSOL Solver

The optimization solver used in the RTO is NPSOL version 5.0 [49]. This is a nonlinear
programming solver written in Fortran 66 Version 2.1 that performs a Sequential Quadratic
Programming (SQP) algorithm. The model was developed in PETROX 3.8 and its interface
with the main core of RTO in C++ is carried out by PetroxTR 3.4R0. In order to improve the
numerical robustness of the optimization, the decision variables, constraints, and objective
function are normalized between the interval (−1, 1) according to a normalization space
defined by the user. In addition, the version of the simulator PETROX used has no
resource to provide information about the gradients of the objective function and the
constraints with respect to the decision variables, since the simulator was not developed
for optimization purposes. Therefore, the method used to estimate the gradient is based on
finite difference approximations. For each decision variable, if the lower bound is active, a
first-order forward finite difference is performed; if the upper bound is active, a backward
first-order finite difference is performed; otherwise, a second-order central finite difference
is performed.

2.3. Method for Accounting Economic Return

The task to account for the economic return of the implementation of any optimization
strategy applied to an industrial facility is not simple, considering the several disturbances
to which the plant and market are subjected. Here, a novel method is proposed in order to
evaluate the economic benefit of control and optimization schemes that were implemented
in the real plant. It is considered that a significant amount of data are available for periods
of open-loop operation, in which the solution of the RTO is calculated but not applied to
the plant, and in closed loop, in which the solution of the RTO is implemented in the plant.
Each period of operation may be subjected to different disturbances, feed flow rates, feed
composition, and even different feasible regions for each decision variable, so it would not
be accurate to compare the periods directly based on the measurement of the economic
objective function. Therefore, the idea of the developed method is to obtain a performance
index that is a measure of how far the operation is from the maximum profit return value
on each operation period, or the ideal economic performance for each operation period,
which can be obtained by dividing the average of the profit function calculated in the
solution of the reconciliation problem by the average of the same function calculated in the
solution of the optimization problem:

Ωi =
∑

ni1
k=ni0

Jpro f it(θ̄k, u(ū
rd f
k ))

∑
ni1
k=ni0

Jpro f it(θ̄k, u(ū
od f
k ))

, (10)

where Ωi denotes the performance index calculated based on a data window of Ni = ni1 −
ni0 + 1 past points, given that i is the operation mode depending on the level of automation
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of the unit in study. Jpro f it : Rnθ ×Rnu is the profit function, which can be the objective
function of the optimization problem when oriented for the economic analysis, or it can be
an economic monitoring function when the optimization has other goals. This difference in
nomenclature is introduced in order to avoid losing generality, since the objective function
of the optimization step might not be directly suitable for the economic return analysis in
some applications; for example, when it represents a measure of the operational efficiency
or when it accounts for additional environmental criteria. In general terms, we consider
three operation modes:

1. Regulatory control: The plant operates in manual mode, where the operators directly
decide the setpoints of the PID controllers. RTO runs in open loop.

2. Supervisory control: An advanced control, frequently an MPC layer, acts on the PID
setpoints and the operators decide directly the setpoints and targets of the MPC. RTO
runs in open loop.

3. Optimization: RTO runs in closed loop with the supervisory control layer.

The performance index Ωi is a measure of the distance between the actual economic
performance of mode i and ideal economic performance. As the averaged reconciled
economic balance will always be inferior compared with the averaged optimal economic
balance, considering that the optimization constraints are respected even in Regulatory
and Supervisory operational modes; then, the performance index is always inferior to 1.
Hence, (1−Ωi) can be interpreted as a potential benefit margin that can be reduced by
improving operational aspects, such as the reduction of process variability.

A hypothesis of the proposed method is that the performance index of the operational
mode i obtained in a significantly large data window of Ni points can be generalized
for any data window with size greater than Ni and, therefore, the performance indexes
can be compared with each other. In other words, the length of each data window must
be chosen to be long enough in order to properly characterize the operational mode in
terms of economic performance of the operation. It is expected that these indexes can be
compared as

Ω1 < Ω2 < Ω3. (11)

Even though comparing the indexes values is enough to verify whether there are
benefits in implementing a specific supervisory control layer or an optimization layer, this
comparison alone does not provide a measure of this benefit in monetary terms. Therefore,
an average ideal optimal economic balance value is taken as reference:

J re f
pro f it,i =

1
Ni

ni1

∑
k=ni0

Jpro f it(θ̄k, u(ū
od f
k )) (12)

and a quantitative return can be estimated by multiplying the performance index of each
operational mode by this reference value, which is equivalent to evaluate the average of
the actual profit:

J̄pro f it,i = Ωi J re f
pro f it,i. (13)

3. Industrial Case

3.1. Process Description

The RTO system developed in the present study was applied to an industrial Natural
Gas Processing Unit (NGPU) owned by Petrobras in Brazil. In general terms, the unit is
responsible for processing the NG from different sources to produce Residue Gas (RG),
Fuel Gas (FG), Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), and a stream containing components
heavier than pentane, here denoted as Naphtha. Several unit operations are carried out
in sequence—to name a few: NG dryier, Demethanizer, RG compressor, Deethanizer, and
Debutanizer. These operations are supported by a Propane Refrigeration System and a
Thermal Oil Heating System.
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Initially, the collected NG with controlled admission pressure is cooled. Then, the
gas follows to molecular sieves units where it is dried. The dry gas is then routed to the
fractioning section, which corresponds to the feed of the simplified scheme illustrated in
Figure 3.

T-01

P-06

LNG

V-03
NG

FV-12

TE-01

P-07 FV-11

P-05

FV-13

FV-14

RG

T-02

P-08

P-09

V-04

P-10

FG

T-03

P-12

Naphta

P-13

V-05

LPG

P-14

FV-31FV-21

Figure 3. Simplified process flow diagram of the NGPU. V-03—feed accumulator vessel of
the Demethanizer tower (T-01); FV-11/12/13/14—feed flow control valves of T-01; TE-01—
turboexpander of T-01; P-05/07—heat exchanger of the cold-box of T-01; P-10—condenser of the
Deethanizer tower (T-02); V-04—condenser accumulator vessel of T-02; P-14—condenser air-cooler of
the Debutanizer tower (T-03); V-05—condenser accumulator vessel of T-03; P-06/09/13—reboiler
heat exchangers of T-01/02/03; FV-21/31—feed flow control valves of T-02/03; P-08/12—feed heat
exchanger of T-02/03.

This section is mainly composed by three separation units: T-01, in which RG is
produced; T-02, which produces FG; and T-03, in which LPG and Naphtha are produced.
In the first section, the dry gas is flashed into two vapor streams and two liquid streams.
The first vapor stream is totally condensed and injected at the top of the Demethanizer
column, acting as a reflux stream. The second vapor stream is divided into two streams, the
main one is expanded in the turboexpander in order to reach even lower temperatures and
the other goes to the Joule–Thomson valve, which is normally closed. These streams are
then mixed and injected into the top section of the column. The fist liquid stream is injected
directly as a feed-side stream at the bottom section of the column, while the other is first
used in an energy integration scheme, being partially vaporized, and is then also injected
into the bottom section of the column. It is noteworthy that all heat exchangers illustrated
in Figure 3, upstream of T-01, are part of a single cold-box, heat integration scheme that is
mischaracterized in the flowchart.

The top product of the T-01 is a methane-rich gas that is heated at the cold-box in
the heat integration scheme and then sent to the compression stage associated with the
turboexpander, while the bottom product, rich in components heavier than ethane, will
then be fed to the Deethanizer tower—firstly passing though a flow control valve and
a heat exchanger that energetically integrates the bottom product with the feed streams
of the column. This unit is designed to operate in two modes depending on the current
specification of the ethane in the LPG stream. With the low content of ethane in LPG, the
condenser of T-02 works with the Propane Refrigeration System in order to produce the
FG stream. On the contrary, the refrigeration is kept shut-down and the column loses
its separation function, working only as an accumulation tank in the process. During
the execution of the present RTO project and its implementation test period, the Propane
Refrigeration System was off and the tower T-02 worked only as an accumulation tank.

The feed of the Debutanizer tower comes from the bottom product of tower T-02,
again, after passing through a flow control valve and a heat exchanger that energetically
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integrates the bottom product with the feed streams of the column. The top product of the
column is condensed in an air-cooler condenser and directed to the reflux drum, where,
besides the split between the reflux and product streams, there is also a third stream that
is mixed with the feed of the tower—the recirculation stream. This stream was added
to the project of the unit due to the need to specify a large range of ethane content in
the LPG stream. However, currently, the tower operates with a lower feed flow as that
designed, so the recirculation also contributes to enhance the tower’s hydraulics. The
system presents relatively slow dynamics and is subjected to frequent disturbances, mostly
in feed composition and ambient temperature.

3.1.1. Economic Interests of the Operation

The Natural Gas Processing Unit of the present application receives gas from different
sources, mainly including offshore oil production. The continuity of gas processing is vital
for the offshore plant to continue operating with a proper destination of the produced gas.
As previously mentioned, column T-02 was acting only as an accumulator tank during the
design and tests of the present work; therefore, the NGPU produced only RG, LPG, and
Naphtha. According to the most frequent economic configuration, the product with greater
market value is LPG, followed by Naphta, and than RG, which is commonly used as fuel
in the Thermal Oil Heating System.

Hence, the economic objective is to determine the optimal operating point that is able
to produce LPG with maximum efficiency, acting as follows:

1. Minimizing the loss of propane at the top of the Demethanizer column;
2. Maximizing the content of ethane in LPG with respect to the established upper bound;
3. Maximizing the content of pentanes in LPG with respect to the established upper bound;
4. Minimizing the consumption of energy demanded by the process.

3.2. Process Model in PETROX

The scope of the present RTO application was defined to be the optimization of
the Debutanizer column T-03; therefore, tower T-01 and tower T-02 were described in a
simplified way. This choice was carried out following the philosophy of small-scale RTO in
order to reduce computational cost and focus on optimizing the efficiency of the fractioning
to produce LPG and Naphta. The model was developed in PETROX 3.8 following the
“Modular Continuous with Successive Substitution” approach discussed in Section 2.1 and
its flow sheet can be visualized in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Flow sheet of the process model in PETROX.

The input of data to the simulation is carried out by the several unconnected streams
added to the simulation. The function of the calculators at the left-hand side of the flow
sheet is to manage the information from the input streams to the main core of the simulation;
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they are also able to manage the information from a previous unit to a posterior unit. In
addition, the function of the calculators at the right-hand side of the flow sheet is to
manage the results of the simulation and to externalize results of interest, such as objective
functions, nonlinear constraints, and output variables, for instance. Further description of
the simulation calculators are provided in Appendix A.

The model has 13 components: nitrogen (N2), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (C1),
ethane(C2), propane (C3), isobutane (iC4), n-butane (nC4), isopentane (iC5), n-pentane
(nC5), n-hexane (C6), n-heptane (C7), n-octane (C8), n-nonane (C9). The simulation starts
with the restoration of the feed stream; since the online chromatography is not complete, it
does not discriminate compounds heavier than C6 and its measurements are not synchro-
nized with the LPG analyzer, since there is an uncertain delay between these two analyzers.
Therefore, the feed composition is parameterized to be estimated in the parameter esti-
mation step. This is achieved by considering the components C3, nC4, and iC4 in such a
way that the proportion between C3 and the sum of nC4 and iC4 can be controlled and the
distribution between nC4 and iC4 would be the same as in the LPG composition:

x
f eed
C3 = (x

f eed
C3,m + x

f eed
nC4,m + x

f eed
iC4,m) θ1 (14a)

x
f eed
nC4 = (x

f eed
C3,m + x

f eed
nC4,m + x

f eed
iC4,m) (1− θ1)

xLPG
nC4,m

xLPG
nC4,m + xLPG

iC4,m
(14b)

x
f eed
iC4 = (x

f eed
C3,m + x

f eed
nC4,m + x

f eed
iC4,m) (1− θ1)

xLPG
iC4,m

xLPG
nC4,m + xLPG

iC4,m
, (14c)

where x
j
i and x

j
i,m represent the molar composition of component i in the stream j in the

simulation and measured, respectively; θ1 ∈ {0, 1} is the estimated parameter to control
the proportion between propane and butanes.

A similar strategy is applied to the heavier components of the feed stream that are not
directly measured but lumped in the x

f eed
C6+,m:

x
f eed
C6 = x

f eed
C6+,m (1− θ2) (15a)

x
f eed
C7 = x

f eed
C6+,m θ2 pC7 (15b)

x
f eed
C8 = x

f eed
C6+,m θ2 pC8 (15c)

x
f eed
C9 = x

f eed
C6+,m θ2 pC9, (15d)

where θ2 ∈ {0, 1} is the estimated parameter to control the proportion between C6 and the
heaviest components, and pi is a typical proportion between component i and the heaviest
components obtained from lab reports. The feed measurements are directly used for the
other components.

The description of the Demethanizer model was carried out by a simplified approach
similar to the proposition of Ito et al. [50]. In order to reduce complexity and computational
cost, the tower is represented by a splitter and two flash drums to produce the two top and
bottom product streams using, respectively, a dew point and boiling point flash units. A
parameter is added to control the fractioning of T-01 considering the cut between ethane
and propane. However, since the reflux of the column is injected directly at the top tray, part
of the reflux stream is vaporized in the moment that it enters the tower, so the top product
is not in fact in the dew point due to the mixture between the saturated vapor that comes
from the first tray and the vaporized portion of the reflux stream. Therefore, to account
for this modeling characteristic, the top temperature cannot be used as a reconciliation
variable and more importance is given to the measurement of the C3 content in the RG
stream and the content of C2 and C3 in the LPG stream. With a simple mass balance, it is
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possible to fully specify the split flow rates considering the loss of C3 in the RG stream and
the flow rates of C2 and C3 in the LPG stream:

rC2/3 = θ3
xLPG

C3,m

xLPG
C2,m + xLPG

C3,m
(16a)

FRG
C3 = xRG

C3,m (F
f eed
N2

+ F
f eed

CO2
+ F

f eed
C1 + F

f eed
C2 − rC2/3 F

f eed
C3 ) (16b)

FLNG
C2 = rC2/3 (F

f eed
C3 − FRG

C3 ), (16c)

where F
j
i corresponds to the molar flow rate of component i in stream j, rC2/3 is the ratio

of the fraction of C3 in the LPG stream over the sum of the fractions of C2 and C3 in the
LPG stream and θ3 ∈ {0, 1} is the parameter responsible for adjusting the fraction of C3 in
RG and C2 in LPG. The superscript LGN refers to the bottom product of tower T-01 that
feeds tower T-03. This strategy is able to match the loss of C3 in the RG with the plant
measurements. Additionally, as during the estimation of θ3, the value of Equation (16c)
might be negative, a constraint is added to prevent this value from being negative.

The LNG stream passes through an expansion valve upstream of the feed preheat
exchanger (P-12) of the T-03. This heat exchanger is simulated in three steps in order to
avoid any loop that would include excessive iterations in the simulation. In the first step,
the simulation receives the input of the heat duty of the cold side (ρ1), which is a decision
variable added by the MCSS approach, and then goes to a reference tower to simulate an
approximation of the T-03 because the energy balance in the feed heat exchanger is not
satisfied. Then, the hot side of the feed heat exchanger is simulated by an HOCI (hot-out
cold-in) temperature difference approach based on the bottom product of the reference
tower. This HOCI approach is added in order to enhance the robustness of the simulation,
avoiding physical inconsistencies in the temperature differences. The difference between
the outlet and the inlet temperatures are calculated from measurement, and this difference
is summed to the inlet temperature calculated by the simulation to produce the outlet
specification of the hot side of the heat exchanger. After the heat duty calculation, the cold
side is simulated again specifying the heat duty of the hot side and then the T-03 tower is
properly simulated. It is important to highlight that each heat exchanger must be analyzed
individually and, here, the HOCI approach is appropriate because the flow rate of the hot
fluid will always be inferior to the flow rate of the cold fluid.

The recirculation stream is also simulated by a pump-around in order to avoid un-
wanted loops. A parameter is added to vary the Murphree efficiency of the inner trays of
the tower, so that the internal profile of the tower may approximate the measured internal
profile. The reboiler and condenser efficiencies are kept fixed and equal to 1. The flow
rates of the reflux, recirculation, and bottom product were chosen as specifications of the
tower to improve robustness, since choosing temperatures might reduce the chances of
converging the simulation considering the whole operational range.

Finally, the pressures were defined following a backpressure propagation strategy. The
final pressure points were specified accordingly to the measurements for the top pressure
of T-01 and the condenser pressure of T-03 and these pressures were back-propagated by
typical pressure drops of the system. This approach showed to be very efficient for this case
study due to the larger values of pressures compared with the values of pressure drops.

It is important to highlight that all modeling choices were considered in order to
provide a suitable model developed in a sequential-modular simulator for optimization
purposes. Therefore, all excessive iterations of numerical methods are avoided and the
main responsibility of converging the model is given to the optimization layer, or through
the addition of constraints, either through a successive substitution generated naturally by
the several calls of the model function by the optimization algorithm.
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3.3. Formulation of the Data Reconciliation Problem

The formulation of the objective function for the data reconciliation simultaneously
with parameter estimation was carried out in a weighted least squares estimator with
normalized variables:

Jrec =
nyr

∑
i=1

w
y
i

(
ym

k,i − yrec
i

ym
k,i

)2

+
nur

∑
i=1

wu
i

(
um

k,i − urec
i

um
k,i

)2

, (17)

where wy ∈ R
nyr and wu ∈ Rnur are weight vectors of the output and input variables,

respectively.
Table 1 presents the measured output variables and their respective weights consid-

ered in the objective function.

Table 1. Measured output variables.

Variable Description Weight (wy)

Volumetric fraction of nC5 and iC5 in LPG 103

Top temperature of tower T-03 104

Bottom temperature of tower T-03 105

Condenser temperature of tower T-03 105

Fraction C3/(nC4 + iC4) in LPG 104

Temperature of the control tray of tower T-03 104

As previously commented, the developed model specifies the C3 loss in the RG
stream given the chromatographic measurement, so this value cannot be reconciled. The
top temperature and the volumetric fractions of nC5 and iC5 are considered reconciled
variables. Both of these measurements compete to specify the top of tower T-03, since they
represent the same information in essence. In Table 1, more importance is given to the
top temperature rather than the analyzer, because the analyzer has lower measurement
frequency and is potentially more noisy. The bottom temperature of tower T-03 is an
estimated output that is influenced by the content of heavier components of the feed stream,
which is controlled by adjusting parameter θ2. Similarly, the condenser temperature is an
estimated output that is influenced by the content of C2 in the LPG stream; this composition
is controlled by adjusting parameter θ3, which represents the cut between C2 and C3 in
tower T-01. The fraction C3/(nC4+ iC4) in LPG is also an estimated output; this variable is
influenced by the ratio between propane and butanes in the feed stream, which is controlled
by the parameter θ1. Finally, the temperature of the control tray is an estimated output
controlled by the Murphree efficiency of the column.

Table 2 presents the input variables and parameters considering degrees of freedom
in the reconciliation simultaneously with the parameter estimation problem, their bounds,
and their weights in the objective function, in the case where measurements are available.
It is important to highlight that when the abbreviation DCS is assigned for a bound value,
this value is defined by the operator in the Digital Control System (DCS) of the plant. The
specific values of the limits defined in the DCS are not disclosed because these limits varied
considerably during the analyzed time period. The flow rates of the column (bottom, reflux,
and recirculation) are considered degrees of freedom to specify the column variables. For
the reflux and recirculation streams, the available volumetric measurements are uncertain,
so these variables are also reconciled but with smaller weights than the reconciled outputs,
so the optimization may have more flexibility to deviate from the measurements.
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Table 2. Input variables and parameters for the data reconciliation simultaneous with the parameter
estimation problem.

Degree of Freedom Weight (wu) Lower Bound Upper Bound

Bottom flow rate of tower T-03 (kmol/h) − 0 100
Reflux flow rate of tower T-03 102 DCS DCS

Recirculation flow rate of tower T-03 102 DCS DCS
Murphree Efficiency of tower T-03 − 0.8 1

Heat duty of P-12 ρ1 (Mcal/h) − 10 500
Parameter θ1 − 0 1
Parameter θ2 − 0 1
Parameter θ3 − 0 1

Table 3 presents the constraints of the data reconciliation problem and their bounds.

Table 3. Constraints of the Data Reconciliation Problem.

Constraint Description Lower Bound Upper Bound

Molar fraction of C4− in Naphta 0 0.015
Pressure loss on the feed valve of T-03 (kgf/cm2) 1 ∞

Ratio of C2/C5+ in LPG 0 16
Vapor flow rate after flash P108 0 0
Molar flow rate of C2 in LNG 0 ∞

Heat duty difference of cold and hot side of P-12 0 0

The added constraints are the minimum requirements to guarantee that the simula-
tion converges in an expected way. This is achieved by forcing the pressure loss on the
valve upstream from the T-03 to be greater than 1 kgf/cm2, guaranteeing that the molar
flow of C2 in the LNG stream is greater than 0, as already discussed in Section 3.2, and
making sure that the liquid product stream of the flash P-08 is saturated; this flash unit
is downstream of tower T-01. In addition, the constraints in the maximum molar content
of components lighter than C4 (C4−) to be 0.015 and in the ratio of the composition of
ethane and components heavier than pentanes (C2/C5+) to be less then 16 are redun-
dancies to guarantee product quality requirements. Finally, the last constraint is added
due to the MCSS approach in order to guarantee the energy balance upon convergence of
the optimization.

3.4. Formulation of the Optimization Problem

In order to meet the economic interests of the operations described in Section 3.1.1—
except for objective 1, which would require a more detailed model for the system of column
T-01—the following objective function was designed:

Jopt =
1

WLNG
-C2

(
pLPGWLPG + pNWN − pRG Qr

η LHVRG
− pEQc

)
, (18)

where pLPG, pN , pRG, and pE represent the price per unit of mass of LPG, Naphta, RG,
and electric energy, respectively; WLNG

-C2 is the mass flow rate of LNG free of ethane that
feeds tower T-03; WLPG and WN are, respectively, the mass flow rates of LPG and Naphta
streams; Qr and Qc are the heat flow rates of the reboiler and condenser of the tower T-03,
respectively; η is the efficiency of the thermal oil furnace; and LHVRG is the lower heat
value of the residue gas used as fuel.

The idea of the developed objective function is that the optimization may be able to
maximize the efficiency of the fractioning process of the column for a given feed flow rate.
That is the reason for dividing the expression by the mass flow rate of the LNG stream free
of ethane. This value should be free from C2 because the content of ethane in the LNG
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stream is a decision variable of the problem, so it could take the wrong path minimizing
this variable.

The decision variables, or degrees of freedom, of the optimization problem are pre-
sented in Table 4, as well as the respective bounds.

Besides the constraints used in the data reconciliation problem, which are presented
in Table 3, the optimization problem has additional constraints, as presented in Table 5.

Table 4. Decision variables of the Optimization Problem.

Decision Variables Lower Bound Upper Bound

Bottom flow rate of tower T-03 (kmol/h) 0 100
Reflux flow rate of tower T-03 DCS DCS

Recirculation flow rate of tower T-03 DCS DCS
Condenser Pressure DCS DCS

Heat duty of P-12 ρ1 (Mcal/h) 10 500
Parameter θ3 0 1

The volumetric composition of ethane and pentanes have different specification values
defined by the operation. These specifications are provided by the technical team of the
operation in the DCS and the optimization must respect them. A constraint is added to the
value of the condenser temperature; as it is an air-cooler, in which the cold fluid is air at
ambient temperature, it would not be reasonable to allow the temperature of the hot fluid
at the outlet to be inferior to 30 ◦C. Even though this temperature is also constrained by
the composition of C2 in the LPG stream, this redundancy is added in order to prevent the
solution from finding an unreachable temperature.

Table 5. Additional constraints of the Optimization Problem.

Constraint Description Lower Bound Upper Bound

Volumetric composition of C2 in LPG DCS DCS
Volumetric composition of nC5 and iC5 in LPG DCS DCS

Condenser Temperature (◦C) 30 ∞

Temperature of the control tray of tower T-03 DCS DCS
Bottom temperature of tower T-01 DCS DCS

In addition to those constraints, two more are added with respect to safety operational
limits defined by the operator in the DCS—one for the temperature of the control tray of
T-03 and another at the bottom temperature of T-01. It is worth mentioning that this last
constraint is another redundancy with the content of C2 in the LPG stream, as the bottom
stream of T-01 is saturated and its temperature depends mostly on the content of the lighter
component—C2 in this case.

3.5. Integration between RTO and the DCS

The purpose of this paper is not to deeply describe the control system of the unit.
However, some points are interesting to be noted in order to clarify how the integration
between the RTO and the DCS is carried out.

The regulatory control system is composed by a multiloop single-input single-output
PID controller mainly designed with cascades feedback loops. The operation team of the
plant can decide whether to manually define the setpoints of these controllers or to turn
on the supervisory control layer. This supervisory control layer is a model predictive
controller that solves an optimization problem aiming to minimize the quadratic deviation
between the measured outputs and inputs from reference trajectories and target trajectories,
respectively, subjected to input–output models and constraints. The algorithm uses the step
response model and is based on the DMC algorithm proposed by Cutler and Ramaker [51].
However, the algorithm was modified to account for an adaptive strategy that is able
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to adjust the internal model of the MPC based on the current operational condition of
the plant.

Above the MPC layer, there is a simple optimization layer that aims to maximize
an economic objective function subjected to the same adaptive input–output model of
the MPC layer, resulting in quadratic programming (QP). When the loop of the RTO is
closed to the supervisory control layer, which is also a decision of the plant operator, that
simple optimization layer becomes an intermediate QP problem between MPC and RTO,
as proposed by Rotava and Zanin [52]. Therefore, when the RTO is in closed loop, the
intermediate optimization problem aims to minimize the distance between the solution
of the RTO and the achievable values based on the input–output model of the MPC. This
is a way to translate the solution of the economic optimization subjected to a detailed
nonlinear model to the space of linear models, preventing infeasible targets to be sent to
the control layer.

The chosen variables to perform the integration were the content of ethane and
pentanes in LPG, the reflux and recirculation of T-03, and the bottom temperature of T-01.

3.6. Estimation of the Economic Return

The economic return was evaluated following the novel methodology proposed in
Section 2.3. The profit function was defined as the sum of the incomes with products minus
the costs with Natural Gas:

Jpro f it = pLPGWLPG + pNWN + pRGWRG − pNGWNG, (19)

where pNG and WNG are the price per mass unit and mass flow rate of the Natural Gas
stream, respectively.

Three data windows were collected for the analysis of each operation mode, as defined
in Section 2.3, and a data treatment was performed to remove any gross errors, outliers,
and regions where the unit was not operating, resulting in the following:

1. Regulatory control—an interval of 97 days of operation resulting in 60,350 points with
a sampling time of 2 min;

2. Supervisory control—an interval of 138 days of operation resulting in 20,583 points
with a sampling time of 2 min;

3. Optimization—an interval of 96 days of operation resulting in 49,043 points with a
sampling time of 2 min.

In the three data windows, the variables frequently violate the allowable bounds due
to measurement noise. Although this violation was expected, it is alarming, especially for
the upper bounds of the content of ethane and pentanes in the LPG stream, since values
above these upper bounds would result in values of the profit function greater than the
optimum solution. This effect would enable the performance index to be greater than 1,
which is unacceptable. Hence, all points above these upper bounds were excluded from the
analysis for the supervisory and optimization operating modes, resulting in the removal of
28.5% of the points in the supervisory data window and 24.8% of points in the optimization
data window. However, in the regulatory mode, the bounds of the manipulated and output
variables were not well specified in the system, since in this mode, the operation team is
mainly focused in the PID’s setpoints. So, these bounds were arbitrarily chosen in order to
remove some percentage of points from the analysis. As it is expected that the variability of
data would be higher in the Regulatory control, this percentage was conservatively chosen
as equal to the RTO data window.

Another issue that hinders the effort to calculate the performance index is that in
the regulatory and supervisory control modes, the RTO was not operating in open loop.
Therefore, no results of the data reconciliation and the optimization problem were available.
Therefore, in order to enable the analysis, a mass balance spreadsheet was developed in
order to calculate the profit function for all points in each operation mode, in which the
reconciled solutions were obtained by the use of the available chromatography measure-
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ments and the optimal solutions were approximated using the upper bounds as desirable
specifications. This way, the computation of the performance index was made possible
regarding the specificity of each operating condition.

4. Results and Discussion

In the following, the results presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are related to the first
month of the RTO’s operation. It is noteworthy that no fixed time frequency was set for
the RTO run time. Instead, RTO runs in its own variable frequency, depending on the
computational cost to run each iteration. This practice is usually avoided by commercial
applications aiming not to excessively disturb the supervisory controller with frequent
changes of reference values and targets. In the present study, this fact is not an issue due to
the fact that the MPC controller is imbued with constraints of minimal movement, which
prevents sudden transients. Additionally, due to the nondisclosure agreement with the
industrial partner, the results are presented in a normalized form.

4.1. Data Reconciliation

This section presents the results related to the simultaneous data reconciliation and
parameter estimation problem. As the RTO ran N = 920 times within the 30-day window
herein analyzed, only a fragment of the data window is provided to compare the plant
data with the reconciled value in the figures of this section. Therefore, in order to have a
sensibility of the whole picture, a relative average error in percentage was calculated for
each variable of interest as follows:

ǫ
y
i (%) =

100
N

N

∑
k=1

|ym
k,i − yi(θ̄k, u(ū

rd f
k ))|

|ym
k,i|

, (20)

where ǫ
y
i is the relative average error of output i. The error of the reconciled inputs is

calculated analogously.
Figure 5 illustrates the results related to the content of ethane in the LPG stream—that

is, the condenser temperature of T-03, the bottom temperature of T-01, and the volumetric
fraction of ethane in LPG itself. The dark-gray regions around the plant data points
represent a deviation of ±5% of the plant data at instant k, while the light-gray represents a
deviation of±10%. For this set of variables, it is interesting to note that only the temperature
of the condenser of tower T-03 is considered in the objective function of the problem and
the other two are adjusted as a consequence of it. The relative error of these variables
are 0.63%, 1.34%, and 3.81%, respectively. The higher error on the volumetric fraction
was expected since this measurement has a low sampling frequency and considerably
high noise.

Figure 6 shows the result of the bottom temperature of T-03, which presented a low
relative error of 0.60%. This result is a consequence of the estimation of the content of the
heavier components, which are not measured. Figure 6 also illustrates the variables that
are related to the content of pentanes in LPG, which are the top temperature of column
T-03 and the volumetric fraction of pentanes in LPG; both variables were reconciled.

The relative error of the top temperature was 4.01%, while the error of the volumetric
fraction of pentanes was 7.84%. Moreover, a bias is observed in the reconciled top tem-
perature value, consistently remaining below the plant data, which can be explained by
the position of the sensor near the second tray. The sensor may be presenting interference
due to the higher temperature of the tray below; therefore, the use of another temperature
sensor will be considered in the future.

Figure 7 shows the results of the temperature of the control tray of tower T-03, the
ratio of propane over butanes in LPG, and the reflux flow rate.
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Figure 5. Data reconciliation results: (a) condenser temperature of T-03; (b) bottom temperature of
T-01; (c) ethane content in LPG stream.

Figure 6. Data reconciliation results: (a) bottom temperature of T-03; (b) top temperature of T-03;
(c) pentanes content in LPG stream.
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Figure 7. Data reconciliation results: (a) temperature of the control tray of T-03; (b) ratio of the
content of propane over butanes in LPG; (c) Reflux flow rate of T-03.

The temperature of the control tray of T-03 is an estimated output variable that is
adjustable by the estimation of the Murphree efficiency of the column, which explains
the low relative error of 1.97% of this variable. In addition, the ratio of propane over
butanes in the LPG is also an estimated output, which is adjusted by the manipulation of
the ratio of propane over butanes in the feed stream of the process; this variable presented
a relative error of 2.12%. Lastly, the reflux flow rate of tower T-03 is an estimated input,
but a relatively low weight is assigned to this variable due to a high uncertainty in the
measurement of the liquid streams. However, even with this uncertainty, an error of 5.02%
is considered low.

The results herein presented attest to the quality of the developed model and its ability
to represent the variables of the system. Therefore, the model is adherent to plant in study.

4.2. Optimization

During the first month of RTO operation, there were two moments that are delimited
in the results of this section. First, the RTO was set to run in open loop with the DCS, so
its behavior could be observed and any required adjustment could be made. Then, after
approximately 17 days of operation, the RTO loop was closed with the DCS—that is, the
control system started reading the solution of the RTO and tracking the optimal operation.

Figure 8 shows the result of the objective function variation in percentage, that is, the
optimal value of the objective function minus the value calculated in the reconciliation
problem over this last value. The vertical dashed line indicates the moment when the RTO
loop was closed.
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Figure 8. Optimization results: variation of the optimal objective function from the reconciliation solution.

The zero line is marked to denote the boundary between actual economic gain or loss
provided by the optimal solution. When the value is positive, there are economic gains,
otherwise there are economic losses. It is possible to see that there is a considerable number
of times that the optimization crossed the zero line to the economic loss region. However,
this can be explained by the violation of the constraints where the plant may operate, so
the optimization may decide to reduce the economic gain in order to bring the plant back
to a feasible region. Despite this fact, the overall economic gain is achieved and is verified
by a positive value on the numerical integration of the curve.

Figure 9 shows the trend of the volumetric fraction of ethane in LPG displaced by the
optimal value, which is the most sensitive variable in the economic function. The horizontal
dashed lines illustrate the resultant standard deviation upward and downward in both
time windows. The results show that the content of ethane, which is sent to the DCS as a
reference value, was more concentrated around the optimal value after closing the loop of
the RTO, with a reduction of 31.9% on the standard deviation value.

Figure 9. Optimization results: ethane content in LPG deviated from the optimal value before and
after the RTO loop closing.

Figure 10 illustrates the result related to the content of pentanes in the LPG stream,
which is sent to the DCS as a reference value. This result shows a high concentration of the
data points around the optimal value, with a reduction of 217% in the standard deviation
value after closing the loop—the right-hand section after the vertical dashed line. This
result reinforces the operational benefits resulted from the implementation of the RTO.
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Figure 10. Optimization results: pentanes content in LPG deviated from the optimal value before
and after the RTO loop closing.

A similar result is also observed in the bottom temperature of tower T-01, as showed in
Figure 11, and in the reflux flow rate, in Figure 12, with decreases in the standard deviation
around the optimal values of 59.9% and 19.7%, respectively. The bottom temperature
of tower T-01 and the reflux flow rate are sent to the DCS as a reference value and a
target, respectively.

Figure 11. Optimization results: bottom temperature of T-01 deviated from the optimal value before
and after the RTO loop closing.

Figure 12. Optimization results: reflux flow rate of T-03 deviated from the optimal value before and
after the RTO loop closing.

Regarding the recirculation flow rate, which is sent as a target to the DCS, it possible
to see in Figure 13 that, even though there is a decrease in the standard deviation around
the optimal value of 19.7%, the data points kept consistently below the optimal value. This
suggests that the control layer may be neglecting the optimal target of this variable and
adjustments must be carried out in the future.
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Figure 13. Optimization results: recirculation flow rate of T-03 deviated from the optimal value
before and after the RTO loop closing.

The results shown support the fact that the RTO provides an economic benefit by the
positive variation of the objective function and also provides an operational benefit by the
reduction of the variability of the data points. In general, the communication between RTO
and the control layer was successfully achieved.

4.3. Computational Cost and MCSS Performance

As previously mentioned, the cycle of the RTO is not fixed. Therefore, there is no spe-
cific frequency for each RTO run; in fact, each run will have its own time length depending
on the computational cost needed for the reconciliation problem and the optimization prob-
lem, which are the most costly stages of the cycle. This computational cost is dependent on
the set of initial points given for each problem, if this set is far from the optimal solution,
the problem may take more time to converge. As the initial guess is constituted by the
actual plant data, the computational cost is highly dependent on the quality of the input
data. Table 6 shows the average, the minimum, and the maximum time spent in each stage
in the first month of operation.

Table 6. Computational cost of each stage of the RTO cycle.

Stage Average Time (min) Minimum Time (min) Maximum Time (min)

Reconciliation problem 13.5 1.9 46.3
Optimization problem 1.9 0.1 16.0

Total cycle 15.4 3.1 47.1

The presented small-scale RTO presents a fast cycle compared to full-scale commercial
solutions. This result is not only due to the fact that the scope is reduced, but also due to
the proposed “Modular Continuous with Successive Substitution” approach adopted in
the simulation. With the philosophy to avoid convergence loops, the cost to run the model
was around 2 s, if that was considered otherwise, the cost to converge the model could vary
between 30 s to 60 s, which could significantly delay the optimization algorithm—especially
in the gradient estimation stage, where the model has to be called twice for each decision
variable at each optimization iteration.

Therefore, the present RTO has potential to be spread not only to other small-scale
applications, but also to applications where there is already a slow commercial RTO
implemented; in this case, the small-scale RTO can provide intermediate optimal solutions
during the long cycle of the full-scale optimization. This could be in order to improve the
robustness to frequent disturbances and fast dynamics in the whole optimization approach.

The proposed MCSS approach was compared to the classical MC approach in terms
of computational cost. The data reconciliation problem and the optimization problem were
run offline for a single point and for different values of the optimizer feasibility tolerance.
Tables 7 and 8 show the obtained results.
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Table 7. Comparison between MCSS and MC: Data Reconciliation problem.

Approach
Feasibility
Tolerance

Loop
Constraint

Optimizer
Iterations

Simulator
Calls

Total Time
(min)

MCSS
10−1 2.0× 10−2 53 908 13.0
10−2 5.5× 10−3 102 1747 26.4
10−4 1.4× 10−4 158 2689 37.2

MC
10−1 4.4× 10−2 147 2513 28.3
10−2 8.8× 10−3 152 2587 30.1
10−4 6.0× 10−4 196 3346 37.7

Table 8. Comparison between MCSS and MC: Optimization problem.

Approach
Feasibility
Tolerance

Loop
Constraint

Optimizer
Iterations

Simulator
Calls

Total Time
(min)

MCSS
10−1 2.2× 10−2 9 129 2.1
10−2 1.0× 10−2 11 165 2.5
10−4 1.5× 10−4 20 283 4.3

MC
10−1 2.6× 10−2 20 272 3.5
10−2 1.0× 10−2 36 480 5.7
10−4 3.4× 10−4 36 492 6.2

As can be seen, the proposed MCSS resulted in less numbers of optimizer iterations
and simulator calls, which implied a significant reduction in the total spent time when
compared to the classic MC approach for all values of the feasibility tolerance tested. An
acceleration of the convergence is also observed, as the number of optimizer iterations was
significantly reduced. The MCSS spent, on average, 0.24 min per optimizer iteration; the
MC spent, on average, 0.18 min per iteration, due to the fact that the model used in the
MC approach is computationally cheaper since it does not perform the extra calculations
required for the successive substitution method. Therefore, it might have a trade-off
regarding the feasibility tolerance and the additional computational time of the reference
module (see Figure 1) for the acceleration to be advantageous.

In the present application, the MCSS approach presented a real benefit in improving
the computational cost of RTO, enabling to fasten RTO cycles and decrease the chances of
operating in suboptimal conditions.

4.4. Economic Return

The evaluation of the economic return of RTO was performed following the method
proposed and described in Section 2.3 and applied to the industrial case in the study as
presented in Section 3.6. The economic return is measured by the performance index for
each operational mode. These indexes are calculated by the fraction of the profit function
calculated in the data reconciliation problem over the value calculated in the optimization
problem. This can be interpreted as the distance between the actual economic performance
of the operational mode from the utopian economic performance resulted from the opti-
mization. Table 9 presents the performance index calculated for each operational mode.

Table 9. Performance index for each operational mode.

Operational Mode Performance Index

Regulatory control 0.9888
Supervisory control 0.9913

Optimization 0.9951

Just by analyzing the performance index, it is possible to note that the economic
benefit follows the expected tendency—that is, the supervisory control presents higher
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return compared with the regulatory control, and the optimization presents higher return
compared with the supervisory control. As previously commented, it is possible to have
a better sensibility of the economic return by fixing a reference scenario of optimal profit
return—not shown due to the nondisclosure agreement. In spite of that, it is possible to
evaluate the relative return by directly analyzing the performance indexes, as shown in
Table 10.

Table 10. Relative return comparing the operational modes.

Comparison Relative Return

Supervisory control—regulatory control 0.253%
Optimization—supervisory control 0.383%
Optimization—regulatory control 0.636%
Potential gain of the optimization 0.492%

The potential gain of the optimization, mentioned in Table 10, is measured by the
distance between the performance index of the optimization mode and a utopian opera-
tional mode with performance index equal to 1. Although this utopian operation is not
achievable, the distance between the actual operation and this utopian operation can be
decreased by improving the synergism between the layers, the tuning of the control layers,
and possibly the quality of the models used in the supervisory control layer.

Another way of visualizing this result is to construct a “utopian operational path chart”
is presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14. “Utopian operational path” chart. RC—regulatory control; SC—supervisory control;
O—optimization; ⋆ —utopian value.

This graphic is constructed by normalizing the performance index between 0 and
100, with 0 being the performance of the Regulatory Control and 100 being the utopian
performance. It is possible to see that the Supervisory control was able to move 22 points
in the utopian path and the Optimization was able to move 54 points. This is a good way
of visualizing the benefit of the implementation of RTO and the potential for improvement
of the control and optimization strategies.

5. Conclusions

The present paper describes the development of an RTO strategy for small-scale
applications and its implementation to a Debutanizer section of a Natural Gas Processing
Unit. The whole methodology is disclosed, including a proposition of a new modeling
method for enhancing the effectiveness of the use of sequential-modular models inside
an optimization framework and a new method to account for the economic benefit of
applications based on optimization frameworks after a period of operation. The developed
model proved to be adherent to measured data, which emphasizes its adequacy to be
applied for optimization purposes. The implementation of RTO in a closed loop presented
not only an economic benefit, but also operational benefits observed from the reduction of
variability of the key variables of the process. Moreover, the low computational cost and
the great economic benefits indicate the success of the proposed Modular Continuous with
Successive Substitution in enhancing the efficiency of sequential-modular simulators in
optimization schemes. In addition, it also indicates the potential to spread the application
of small-scale RTO to other applications and even to applications where a slow RTO
has already been implemented. Finally, RTO showed an increase in operational aspects,
as observed by the reduction in variability of the main variables of the system, and in
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economic aspects, as shown by an increase of 0.64% in profit return when compared with
the operation of the regulatory control layer alone.
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Appendix A. Description of the Simulation Calculators

As presented in Section 3.2, the management of information throughout the model
flow-sheet is done via calculators modules inserted into the simulation. Here, the purpose
of each calculator is detailed:

• CA01—receives the measurement of the top pressure of tower T-01 (DFLP) and
substitutes the pressure of modules FL01 and FL02, such that

FL01(Pressure)←− DFLP(Pressure)

FL02(Pressure)←− DFLP(Pressure) + 0.3 kgf/cm2.

• CA02—receives the measurement of the feed composition, the composition of propane
and butanes in LPG, the values of parameters θ1 and θ2, and substitutes the values of
the feed stream of the simulation accordingly to the procedure discussed in Section 3.2
in Equations (14) and (15);

• CA03—implement the fractioning cut in module ST1A accordingly to the procedure
described in Section 3.2, Equation (16);

• CA05—receives the measured temperature and pressure and substitutes them into
module P108;

• CA06—receives the measured top pressure of tower T-03 and substitutes this value
into the top pressure of this tower and the condenser pressures of modules R-03
and T-03. Further, this value, incremented by 2.5 kgf/cm2, is inserted into the valve
module FV04;

• CA04—receives the simulated temperate of the stream downstream of module P12C,
the measured temperatures of the hot-out and cold-in streams and the value of
the decision variable ρ1, and implements the HOCI approach strategy described in
Section 3.2;

• CA07—receives the measurement of the reflux and recirculation flow rates and the
input of the molar flow rate of the bottom of tower T-03 and substitutes these values
into modules R-03 and T-03;

• CA12—receives the simulated duty of module P12H and inserts it into module R12C;
• FOBJ—calculates the objective function of the optimization problem;
• XOBJ—calculates all constraints of the optimization and data reconciliation problems;
• CA11—calculates the objective function of the data reconciliation problem.
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Abstract: In process optimization, a process is adjusted so as to optimize a set of parameters while
meeting constraints, with the objective to either minimize the total processing time or maximize
the throughput. This article focused on the process optimization of a fully automated yogurt and
flavor-filling machine developed based on the industrial revolution 4.0 concept. Mathematical
models were developed for minimizing the total processing time or maximizing the throughput of
an Industry 4.0-based yogurt filling system with two different machine settings called Case-I and
Case-II. In Case-I, the yogurt and flavors are filled at two distinct points while Case-II considers the
filling of yogurt and flavors at a single point. The models were tested with real data and the results
revealed that Case-II is faster than Case-I in processing a set of customer orders. The results were
used as inputs for the single-dimension rules to check which one results in more intended outputs.
Additionally, different performance measures were considered and the one with most importance to
the management was selected.

Keywords: mathematical modeling; production scheduling; process optimization; advanced opti-
mization methodologies; modeling of industrial processes

1. Introduction

The Industry 4.0 concept has sparked worldwide attention from various production
sectors. In order to conceptualize the idea in the manufacturing sectors, policy makers of
different countries initiated their funded mega-research projects to uplift and transform
existing technologies according to the modern needs of industry to achieve dynamic
customer demands [1–8]. The idea of Industry 4.0 was proposed by Germany as one of
the key initiatives towards its high-tech strategy to uplift the manufacturing sector and
achieve its desired goals [9]. This policy shift posed a threat to European policies and
compelled the leading nations to initiate their own strategies towards developing their own
dominant technological manufacturing sectors. For instance, the United States has initiated
similar initiatives, known as Smart Manufacturing, to compete in the new technological
revolution [10]. In 2014, China proposed the “Made in China 2025” vision to break China’s
reliance on the foreign technology and transform China into a world-leading manufacturing
power [11,12]. In 2016, Japan introduced an advanced variant to Industry 4.0, called Society
5.0, which went far beyond Industry 4.0, whose aim was the digitization of all sectors
of the Japanese society [13]. In parallel, Saudi Arabia announced its strategic framework
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known as “Vision 2030” to update the existing industries (refinery, petrochemical, fast-
moving consumer goods, etc.) within the kingdom according to modern technological
revolutions [14].

The basic purpose of the Vision 2030 framework is to renovate, standardize, and
digitally transform the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. A step towards this strategy was taken
by the laboratory of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) at the Department of
Industrial Engineering, King Saud University, Saudi Arabia by designing an automatic
yogurt-filling system for automatic filling of yogurt and addition of different flavors as per
customers’ demands [15]. This approach has produced consistent outcomes and studies
have been published in peer-reviewed journals. For example, in Virtual Reality (VR)-based
engineering education, the precision of robotic arms and conveyor belts was shown to
improve production sustainability in Industry 4.0 [16]. A thorough description of the
yogurt-filling method was also offered in Industry 4.0-based real-time scheduling and
dispatching of lean production environments [17].

Industry 4.0 systems involve a variety of agents, from factories to end customers, in
which the high-connectivity and cooperation can optimize operational processes, products,
and services [18]. B. Salah [19] performed a research study of the yogurt filling system ca-
pable of mixing the yogurt with three different flavors as demanded by the customers. The
number of containers used in the machine were four. In one container, the base yogurt was
stored, while in the remaining three constrainers, three different flavors were stored. The
empty cups were automatically moved to a specific location called the bottle feeding point
and were then entered into the machine through the entry point over the conveyor belt.
Upon reaching the single filling point, the bottles were filled with the required volumes of
yogurt and flavors. The feed rate of the nozzles was controlled through solenoid valves.
Four diaphragm pumps were used to deliver the yogurt and flavors from the tanks to the
unified head of nozzles. The valves with a specific feed rate value were opened for a certain
time to fill the bottles with the required volume of yogurt and flavors. The completely filled
bottles were then moved to the exit point over the belt where a robotic arm was used to
remove the bottles from the system. The whole process was made automatic with increased
throughput and less human involvement. Additionally, Node-RED was used to run the
system, which has the capability of machine-to-machine communication as it can connect
multiple devices. There were several challenges faced during the project and few of them
were minimizing the overall cost of the system, programming expertise while managing the
Raspberry Pi, and the slow speed of the internet. The design was divided into two phases
called the pre- and post-production phases. In the study, only the pre-production phase was
considered while the post production phase in which the completely filled bottles are to be
stored in the refrigerator storage system will be studied in future research. M. Ramadan
et al. [20] created a novel real-time manufacturing cost-monitoring system (RT-MCT) that
combines lean manufacturing and RFID ideas. The RT-MCT was designed to connect lean
operational characteristics with financial expenses in real time. F. A. German et al. [21]
conducted a survey in several manufacturing businesses to investigate the deployment of
Industry 4.0 technologies and developed an Industry 4.0 technology layer structure. They
demonstrated the levels of adoption of these technologies as well as their implications for
manufacturing firms. F. Longo et al. [22] provided a human-centered strategy to improve
operators’ skills and competencies in the context of the new smart factory. The proposed
research activity focused on the design and implementation of a practical solution called
Sophos-MS, which is capable of integrating augmented-reality contents and intelligent
teaching systems with cutting-edge fruition technologies to assist operators in complicated
man–machine interactions. M. E. Leusin et al. [23] suggested a system with self-configuring
characteristics to deal with production line disruptions. The performance of the suggested
framework was evaluated in a simulation study based on a real-world industrial example.
Their findings supported benefits in flexibility, scalability, and efficiency achieved by data
sharing between manufacturing levels. D. A. Rossit et al. [24] proposed Smart Scheduling,
a novel decision-making schema designed to provide flexible and efficient production
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plans on the fly while taking advantage of the peculiarities of these new contexts. P. Chen
et al. [25] sought to investigate how environmental collaboration across organizational bor-
ders influences green innovation from the standpoint of social capital. The study provided
an important contribution to the literature by thoroughly exploring how environmental
collaboration in emerging nations affects green innovation from the standpoint of social
capital. P. Zawadzki et al. [26] developed a broad notion of smart design and production
control as key determinants for efficient and reliable operation of a smart factory. Several
strategies were offered to help in the design process of personalized goods and the organi-
zation of their manufacturing in the context of realizing the mass customization strategy,
allowing for a shorter period of creation for a new product. A. Grassi et al. [27] developed
a revolutionary architecture for production planning and control with a semi-hierarchical
structure in which various management levels were distinguished by their physical identity
as well as their functional scope. The suggested architecture represented an improved
application of the Industry 4.0 decentralized decision idea, allowing for a better under-
standing and management of system performance to yield higher profit and response time
predictability in highly customized scenarios. P. Spenhoff et al. [28] established an “every
product every cycle” (EPEC) 4.0 production control approach, which intended to schedule
the production system as effectively as possible while providing the required flexibility and
minimum schedule disturbance. L. E. Quezada et al. [29] provided operational excellence
as a means of achieving sustainable development goals via Industry 4.0. C. Santos [30]
examined some of the important European Union (EU) industrial standards, roadmaps,
and scientific publications that led to the portrayal of the phrase Industry 4.0, as well as
how key technologies and concepts have evolved over time. B. Salah et al. [31] presented
the second phase design of control architecture for the yogurt filling machine based on
Industry 4.0 principles, which included a near field communication platform to improve
consumer service. Capaci et al. [32] presented an innovative performance monitoring
system, specifically devoted to control loops, based on cloud technology by focusing on
three different aspects: describing the entire cloud architecture and its implementation
issues, illustrating basic techniques and features installed in the updated analytics tool, and
presenting significant case studies. The system illustrated a successful example of a cloud-
based platform for performance monitoring and assessment of process plants specifically
oriented to proportional-integral-derivative control loops. Capaci et al. [33] designed and
tested an automated system for modeling and controlling color quality of dyed lathers. The
proposed software was fully integrated with the machineries of the finishing line and an
automated tintometer system. A set of company data was used to validate the identified
colorimetric models and the proposed color correction strategy. The paradigm shifts in
manufacturing that Industry 4.0 brings forth with new advanced technologies and the
rapid growth of sensing and controlling technologies enable further visualization and
optimization that can contribute to achieving improved decision-making in manufacturing.
A significant new capability is the ability to construct a Digital Twin that connects the
physical and virtual space [34]. Z. Han et al. [35,36] explored the multi-queue limited
buffers scheduling problems in a flexible flow shop with setup times in a bus manufacturer
and designed several local scheduling rules to control the moving process of the work
pieces.

In a previous published study, a mathematical model was developed for the yogurt
filling system with different processing layout and process parameters [37]. The main
objective of model was to maximize the speed of the conveyor belt within the allowable
limit. This speed was linked with the feed rate of nozzles of the yogurt and flavor valves.
Increasing the feed rates of the nozzles increased the speed of the conveyor belt and vice
versa. Two different points over the conveyor belt were considered for filling the yogurt
and flavors into cups of different volumes demanded by customers. The total length of the
conveyor belt was divided into three equal segments. The three segments included the
distance from the entry point to the yogurt filling point, the distance from the yogurt filling
point to the flavor filling point, and the distance from the flavor filling point to the exit
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point. In the mathematical model, the decision variables considered were the feed rates of
yogurt and flavor valves linked with the speed of the conveyor belt.

In the present article, the setting of the yogurt filling machine was changed from multi
filling points (Case-I) to a single filling point (Case-II) to check which setting results in more
intended outputs. A mathematical model was developed for the new machine setting with
an objective to maximize the throughput or minimize the processing time and the results
were used as inputs in the single-dimension rules for the purpose to select a better setting
in Case-I and Case-II. Additionally, the outcomes of the performance measures for Case-I
and Case-II were compared using single-dimension rules (EDD, SPT, or FCFS) to find a
rule which results in a better performance measure preferred by the management.

The article is divided into different sections as follows. In Section 1, an introduction
including a literature survey of the research work is provided while the problem description
is written in Section 2, where operational and technological constraints as well as the differ-
ent assumptions for both Case-I and Case-II are presented. In Section 3, the methodology
adopted for the process optimization problem, the possible combinations of yogurt mixing
with different flavors, and the equations for different processing times are explained in
detail. Section 4 illustrates the solution procedure of the problem and a customer order
problem is solved while Section 5 provides details of the sequencing of customer order
processing based on the single-dimension rules. The results are discussed in Section 6 while
conclusion and future research directions appear in Section 7.

2. Problem Description

The research work presented in this article focused on the process optimization of a
yogurt and flavor filling machine based on Industry 4.0 concept. The speed of the belt is
linked with the feed rates of the nozzles of the valves. The speeds of the conveyor belts
carrying either the empty, or only yogurt-filled, or yogurt mixed with any flavor-filled cups
and feed rates of the yogurt and flavor nozzle valves were determined to minimize the
filling process time. The cups were filled with required volumes of yogurt and different
flavors according to the customer demands in the minimum possible time. In this study,
the following assumptions and constraints were considered:

2.1. Operational Constraints (Management and Customers’ Specifications)

1. Consideration of the minimum cup volume to optimize the sequence of processing
the cups.

2. Satisfaction of customer specifications with minimum and maximum yogurt volumes
with three different flavors.

3. Filling of the same volumes of yogurt mixed with required flavors in batches.
4. Filling of yogurt and flavors at a single point results in mixed yogurt and flavors,

while filling yogurt and flavors at different points results in flavors above the yogurt.

2.2. Technological Constraints (Machinery Characteristics)

1. Using minimum and maximum capacity cups.
2. Limited number of yogurt and flavor nozzles.
3. Minimum and maximum feed rates of the valves of yogurt and different flavors.
4. Limited number of conveyor belts at the machines.
5. Minimum and maximum speed of the conveyor belt carrying the cups.
6. Limited number of flavors and yogurt types.
7. Limited number of holders for cups over the conveyor belt.

There may be some standard tolerances in use in the industry of yogurt and flavor
filling, which must be considered while fulfilling an order. The customers are obliged to
accept deviations of the quantity ordered in specific ranges and in cases of over-production,
the marketing department negotiates its acceptance by the consumer. During the planning
phase, under-production is never considered due to the losses inherent in production.
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Two cases were considered. In Case-I, the yogurt and flavor filling points are at
different locations while in Case-II, the yogurt and flavors are filled into the cup from a
single location. In Case-I, an empty cup is entered into the system by placing it on the entry
point. It moves over the belt to the yogurt filling nozzle and is filled with required volume
of yogurt. After that, it covers some distance to reach the flavor filling point. Once the
desired flavor of required volume is filled, the completely filled cup then moves towards
the leaving point over the belt and leaves the filling system. In Case-II, an empty cup enters
the system through the placement point, it then moves towards the yogurt and flavor filling
point located at a single point over the belt in the machine, where the cup is filled with
required volumes of yogurt and flavors simultaneously, and the cup filled with the desired
volumes then moves towards the exit point to leave the system. A few assumptions were
considered in both cases and are given below.

2.3. Case-I Assumptions

1. The cups move over the conveyor belt and the belt is divided into three equal seg-
ments.

2. The yogurt and flavors are filled at two different points.
3. Any of the three flavors can be filled in the cups at a single point after the yogurt is

filled.
4. There are five distinct times in the processing of cups: the traveling time of cup from

the entry point to the yogurt filling point, the yogurt filling time, the time in which
the only yogurt-filled cup moves towards the flavor filling point, the flavor filling
time, and the time in which a completely filled cup moves to the exit point.

5. There are two conveyor belts moving in parallel and carrying cups between the entry
and exit points. When one belt stops for the filling process, the other one remains in
motion and moves the cups.

6. A cup is filled with yogurt and only one type of flavor.

2.4. Case-II Assumptions

1. The conveyor belt is divided equally into two segments.
2. The filling process of yogurt and all three different flavors is performed at a single

point.
3. There are three equal times: the traveling time of cups from placement to the filling

point, the time in which a cup is filled simultaneously with the required volumes of
yogurt and flavors, and the time in which the completely filled cup travels from the
filling point to the exit point.

4. There are two conveyor belts which move in parallel and when one stops for the
filling process, the other one carries the cups between the entry and exit points.

5. A cup can be filled with yogurt and multiple flavors.

There were a few other assumptions considered in both cases. The common assump-
tions include that the processing is uninterrupted, no cancellation and arrival of orders
occur once the filling process has started, and the processing times are deterministic.

3. Production Line Architecture

Although a mathematical model for the process optimization of the Industry 4.0-based
yogurt filling machine was developed in the current article, the details of the architecture of
production line also needs to be discussed. The machine setting was changed from multiple
filling points to a single filling point and a straight conveyor belt was considered. In the
previous setting, the arrangement of the conveyor belt was either L- or U-shaped.

In the previous setting, the conveyor belt was semi-automatic and human intervention
was often required for the production process completion. The semi-automatic conveyor
belt is now shifted to complete the automatic mode, which increased the throughput and
reduced the process time by using the latest technology IR 4.0 enablers.
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For flavor identification in the previous machine setting, each cup had a color code.
Additionally, for quantity grouping, optical sensors were used. In the new setting, the
Near-Field Communication (NFC) technology was used for quantity categorization and
color identification. NFC tags comprising of all details replaced the different colored bottles
with uniform bottles from the production line.

The Fanuc LR Mate 200ic robotic arm was used for loading and unloading of NFC-
tagged empty cups and yogurt-filled cups, respectively. The robotic arm was programmed
in a way such that it could gently lift the empty cups and place them on the entry point of
the machine. It was also used for the removal of the completely filled cups from the exit
point of the machine and placing them outside the system.

In the new setting, all filling nozzles were unified into a single head which was
designed in solidworks software. The drilling and milling operations were performed in
the laboratory to make the unified head from a stainless steel metal block. The block was
used to connect the filling nozzles with the yogurt and flavor containers through tubes.

A PN532 NFC/RFID controller breakout board manufactured by Adafruit was used
for reading and writing data. The Future Technology Devices International (FTDI) chip
was used for the interfacing of devices and to power the PN532 board. The information
pasted on the empty cups transforms with the motion of the cup to the conveyer belt.
The tag information pasted on the empty cups is decoded by the PN532 NFC tag reader,
transmitted to the Raspberry Pi, and commands are given to the WAGO Programmable
Field Controller (PFC). The Raspberry Pi was programmed in such a way that it could
provide digital control signals for defining the customer order.

To improve the functionality of the machine, a few new devices and components were
added to it. In order to maintain a steady flow rate of the yogurt and flavors, diaphragm
pumps were installed between the unified head of nozzles and the yogurt and flavors tanks.
Electrically controlled solenoid valves were used to release the yogurt and flavors for a
certain time depending on the feed rates of the valves. To avoid any spillage of the yogurt
and flavors, a pneumatic manipulator arm was used for the alignment of the filling nozzle
position in front of the cups. Additionally, a push button was used to start and stop the
conveyor belt when needed.

The details about the major parts used in the automatic yogurt filling machine are
provided in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Major parts used in the automatic yogurt filling machine.

Part Reason Quantity

Piston One for the NFC station, one for the filling station, and two for the start and end stations 4

Photoelectric Proximity Sensor One for the NFC station, one for the filling station, and two for the start and end stations 4

Proximity Sensor Normally Closed For the notification of process finishing 1

Solenoid Valve Three for the flavors and one for the yogurt 4

Diaphragm Pump One for each solenoid valve 4

Solid State Relay For switching of the load that comes from the WAGO PFC 4

WAGO PFC Managing the system 1

NFC Module Read tags 1

Raspberry Pi To control the signal from NFC 1

5.5-inch OLED Touch Screen To display the function of the Raspberry Pi 1

FTDI Chipped Board To supply the power to the NFC Module 1

Switched Mode Power Supply (787–1602) Switch the power source of the diaphragm WAGO controller (only 0.5 A) 1

Switched Mode Power Supply (787–1717) Switch the power source of the diaphragm pump (only 2.0 A) 1

Stack Light To provide the visual status for the system 1

Control Panel For protection of the electrical and electronics parts 1

Air Filter Regulator To filter the air coming from the air laboratory source 1

Tank Three for the flavors and one for the yogurt 4
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4. Mathematical Modeling

The development of the mathematical model considers the process optimization of
the overall system. Two processes were performed once a cup had been placed at the entry
point and until it left the system. These two are the filling process and the movement of
cups over the conveyor belt between any points. The speed of the belt is directly linked
with the feed rates of the yogurt and flavor valves. The speed of the conveyor belt could
be maximized within allowable limits, which resulted in an increased throughput. For
every valve, there was a maximum feed rate value beyond which the feed rate could not
be exceeded. In Figure 1 below, the previous setting in which the filling processes were
performed at two distinct locations and the conveyor belt was divided into three equal
segments (Case-I) can be seen.

Figure 1. The yogurt filling machine with filling points at two distinct locations (Case-I). Figure

source: B. Salah et al. [15].

A linear programming mathematical model was developed for the yogurt filling ma-
chine with the objective to maximize the speed of the conveyor belt and hence throughput,
while also filling the cups with the required volumes of yogurt and different flavors to
meet the customer demand in a given time. A few constraints were considered during the
filling process. Some indices, parameters, and decision variables were considered in the
mathematical modeling for process optimization and are given below.

Indices

i yogurt percentage i = 1, 2, . . . , I
y yogurt type y = 1, 2, . . . , Y
j flavor percentage j =1, 2, . . . , J
f flavor type f = 1, 2, . . . , F
k total volume k = 1, 2, . . . , K

Process Parameters
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Sb conveyor belt speed
Lt conveyor belt total length
Viyjfk yogurt volume in a total volume
viyjfk flavor volume in a total volume
Diyjfk demand from customers
Wiyjfk pickup time in minutes
Vmax upper limit of total volume of yogurt and flavors
Vmin lower limit of total volume of yogurt and flavors

Decision variables

βiyjfk yogurt valve feed rate
γiyjfk flavor valve feed rate

Mathematically, the objective function for maximizing the speed of conveyor belt in
terms of length between any two points on the conveyor belt, feed rate of the yogurt valve,
and the required yogurt volume can be stated as follows:

Maximize: Z = l
I

∑
i=1

Y

∑
y=1

J

∑
j=1

F

∑
f=1

K

∑
k=1

(
β

iyj f k

V
iyj f k

)
(1)

As the ratio of the feed rate of the yogurt solenoid valve to the yogurt volume and
the ratio of the feed rate of the flavor solenoid valve to the flavor volume are equal, the
objective function for the speed of the conveyor belt can also be written as follows:

Maximize: Z = l
I

∑
i=1

Y

∑
y=1

J

∑
j=1

F

∑
f=1

K

∑
k=1

(
γ

iyj f k

v
iyj f k

)
(2)

To manage the movement of cups over the belt, five times were considered equal in
Case-I. These times are the movement time of an empty cup from the placement to the
yogurt filling point, the yogurt filling time, the movement time of the yogurt-filled cup
from the yogurt to flavor filling points, the flavor filling time, and the movement time of
the cup filled with yogurt and flavors from the flavor filling to exit points. Due to these
equal times, the ratio of the yogurt feed rate to required volume of yogurt remained equal
to the ratio of flavor feed rate to the required volume of flavor.

A few constraints and equations were considered in the model relevant to the speed
of the conveyor belt, the feed rates of the valves, customer waiting time, and volumes of
yogurt and flavors. These constraints and equations are given as follows:

βiyj f k

Viyj f k
l ≤ Maximum Sb I = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (3)

γiyj f k

viyj f k
l ≤ Maximum Sb i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (4)

βiyj f k ≤ Maximum βiyj f k i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (5)

γiyj f k ≤ Maximum γiyj f k i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (6)

60Wiyj f kβiyj f k

Viyj f k
− 4 ≥ Diyj f k i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (7)

Viyj f k

βiyj f k
=

viyj f k

γiyj f k
i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (8)

The objective functions (1) and (2) of the model resulted in equal values and maximized
the conveyor belt speed. The constraints (3) and (4) were for the conveyor belt speed
while the inequalities (5) and (6) were used for the feed rates of yogurt and flavor valves,
respectively. Constraint (7) is written to make sure that the processing time is less than or
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equal to the customer waiting time, whereas Equation (8) satisfies that the yogurt filling
time should be equal to the flavor filling time.

The possibility of processing time minimization was noted in the yogurt filling ma-
chine setting (Case-I). It was decided to change the setting and the filling operation of
yogurt and flavors to be performed at a single location over the conveyor belt (Case-II). The
modified system with yogurt and flavor filling points at a single location (Case-II) can be
seen in Figure 2.

 

 

 

 

4
60

 

Figure 2. Modified setting of the yogurt filling system (Case-II).

All other constraints for Case-II remained the same as those for Case-I, except con-
straint (7), which was related to the customer waiting time for filling the required number
of cups with the desired volumes of yogurt and flavors. Constraint (7) can be changed to
constraint (9) for the new setting (Case-II) and can be written as follows:

60Wiyj f kβiyj f k

Viyj f k
− 2 ≥ Diyj f k i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (9)

As already discussed in Section 2, there is a constraint of maximum and minimum
total volume of a cup and orders for greater and lower volumes than the available sizes of
cups must not be accepted. To optimize the use of the available machine, the constraints
(10) are written in one line for both minimum and maximum limits of the total volume of
yogurt and flavors in a cup.

Vmin ≤ (Viyj f k + viyj f k) ≤ Vmax i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (10)

The viyj f k is used for the volume of flavors, but it can be either zero or non-zero. The
zero value of the viyj f k means customer demand for pure yogurt and non-zero value of the
viyj f k means flavor(s) mixed with yogurt.

Depending on the customer demand, either a single flavor or a combination two
or more than two flavors can be mixed with the yogurt. All customer orders for pure
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yogurt or a combination of flavors mixed with yogurt can be found by the formula given in
Equation (11).

Number of orders for yogurt or combination of flavors mixed with yogurt = 2n (11)

where n is the number of available flavors.
All customer orders for yogurt and three available flavors are summarized in Table 2.

In all customer orders, yogurt is demanded and hence in all combinations its value is 1. A
value of 1 for a flavor in a combination means the presence of that flavor. The customer
may demand pure yogurt, which is the combination in which yogurt takes the value of 1
and all three flavors are 0 while yogurt mixed with all three flavors is a combination in
which the yogurt as well as all three flavors have the value of 1. The percentages of yogurt
and flavors in a total volume also depend on the customer demand and can take any value
(in percentages) provided that the minimum total volume is greater than or equal to the
lower limit and less than or equal to the upper limit.

Table 2. All combinations of yogurt mixing with three flavors.

Yogurt Flavor 1 Flavor 2 Flavor 3 Vmin (mL) Vmax (mL)

1

0 0 0

250 1000

1 0 0

0 1 0

1 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 1

0 1 1

1 1 1

While placing the very first cup on the entry point of the machine, there is no waiting
time for the cup to enter into the system while the waiting time of the second cup for
placement is equal to the time in which the first cup reaches from the entry point to the
yogurt or flavor filling point. Similarly, the waiting time of the third cup to enter into the
system in the sum of the filling time of the very first cup and the movement time of the
second cup from the entry point to the filling point. A general relation for the waiting time
of the nth empty to enter into the system is given in Equation (12) in terms of required
volume and feed rate of the yogurt valve.

En = (n− 1)
Viyj f k

βiyj f k
i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (12)

The two processes performed in the machine to fulfill customer orders are the move-
ment of the cups over the conveyor belt and the filling of cups. In Case-I, the filling
processes and movements of cups are performed in equal times. There are two filling pro-
cesses and three movements of a cup in the machine; hence, the time taken by a cup to move
from the entry to the exit point and complete the filling process is given in Equation (13).

P = 5
Viyj f k

βiyj f k
i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (13)

The very first cup, when moving from the entry to the exit point, takes time in its
movement and filling processes. As there are three movements and two filling processes
and all are performed in equal times, the first cup reaches the exit point in the sum of five
equal times. The waiting time for the second cup until it reaches the exit point is the sum of
the five equal times and the time in which the second cup reaches from the filling point to
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the exit point. A general relation to wait for the nth completely filled cup at the exit point is
given in Equation (14) in terms of the required volume and feed rate of the yogurt valve.

Fn = (n + 4)
Viyj f k

βiyj f k
i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (14)

It can be seen in the above equations that the ratio of the required yogurt volume and
the yogurt feed rate was used. Instead of this, the ratio of the required flavor volume and
flavor feed rate can also be used, as both the ratios are considered equal in the model, as
can be seen in Equation (8).

Similarly, for Case-II, Equation (12) was used for the waiting of the nth empty cup
to enter the machine for the movement and filling processes of cups, while Equation (15)
shows the total time taken by a cup from the entry to the exit point in the machine. Equation
(16) is used to find the waiting time for a cup at the exit point of the machine.

P = 3
Viyj f k

βiyj f k
i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (15)

Fn = (n + 2)
Viyj f k

βiyj f k
i = 1, 2, . . . , I y = 1, 2, . . . , Y j = 1, 2, . . . , J f = 1, 2, . . . , F k = 1, 2, . . . , K (16)

It can be noted that Equations (12) was used in both Case-I and Case-II, as the waiting
time of the cups to enter the system can be the same. The difference can be seen in the
processing time and waiting time at the exit point of the machine during the filling process
of the cups.

The benefits of the proposed model are as follows.

• Less computational burden while solving through software packages
• It is used for the flavor valve’s size selection by finding the maximum feed rate of the

flavor valve
• It is used for finding the optimal solution and satisfying all constraints
• It is used for finding the maximum values of the speed of the conveyor belt and feed

rates of the yogurt and flavor nozzles
• It is used to find the processing rate of cups demanded by customers

5. Solution Procedure

The solution procedure adopted for the problem is divided into several stages. First,
the upper limits of the conveyor belt speed and the feed rates of the yogurt and flavor
valves were evaluated. The total length of the conveyor belt and the length between any
two points (entry, yogurt and flavor filling, and exit point) were calculated. As orders
from customers are received in the form of required volumes of yogurt and flavors in the
total volume of a cup and the total number of cups, all values were put in the model and
the objective function and constraints were set to determine the feasibility of the orders.
The customer order must satisfy the upper- and lower-volume limits. Once the model
was solved through the Simplex algorithm and the optimal solution is found, the values
of all measures (feed rates of yogurt of flavor valves, speed on the conveyor belt, etc.)
were calculated and results were documented. The movement and filling of cups with the
required volumes of yogurt and flavors was then started to meet the customer demand.

For illustration purposes, a real life problem previously solved using the Case-I model
was solved again using the Case-II model. A problem comprising six customer orders was
solved for both cases. The set of orders is described in Table 3. The customer demand was
for yogurt of a single type and three different types of flavors. In the mathematical model,
the yogurt is represented by 1 and the flavors, i.e., strawberry, blueberry, and mango, are
represented by 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It is to be noted that orders 1 and 5, orders 2 and 3,
and orders 4 and 6 are customer orders for yogurt mixed with strawberry, blueberry, and
mango flavors, respectively. The set of orders must satisfy the upper and lower limits of
1000 mL and 250 mL, respectively, on the total volume of yogurt and flavors.
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Table 3. Orders from customers.

Order No. Volume (mL) Yogurt (%) Flavor 1 (%) Flavor 2 (%) Flavor 3 (%) Diyjfk (Units) Wiyjfk (Minutes)

1 300 93 7 0 0 100 10

2 300 90 0 10 0 80 9

3 600 90 0 10 0 25 7

4 500 95 0 0 5 35 20

5 900 95 5 0 0 20 15

6 900 93 0 0 7 30 25

To solve the problem using Case-I and Case-II, the maximum speed, feed rate of the
yogurt valve, and feed rate of the flavor valve considered were 10 cm/s, 50 mL/s, and
25 mL/s, respectively. In Case-I, the total length of the conveyor belt (90 cm) was divided
into three equal parts and each part was equal to 30 cm. In Case-II, the total length of the
conveyor belt (90 cm) was divided into two equal parts and each part was equal to 45 cm.

The objective functions and constraints were written for both cases and the models
were solved simultaneously to determine the optimal values of all decision variables
satisfying all constraints and maximizing the throughput. The solutions of the models
which resulted in optimal values of the decision variables are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Optimal solutions for Case-I and Case-II.

Case No. Order No. βiyjfk (mL/s) γiyjfk (mL/s) Sb (cm/s) En (s) P (s) Fn (s)

I

1 50 3.76 5.38 552.4 27.9 580.3

2 50 5.56 5.56 426.6 27.0 453.6

3 50 5.56 2.78 259.2 54.0 313.2

4 50 2.63 3.16 323.0 47.5 370.5

5 50 2.63 1.75 324.9 85.5 410.4

6 50 3.76 1.79 485.5 83.7 569.2

II

1 50 3.76 5.38 552.4 16.74 569.16

2 50 5.56 5.56 426.6 16.2 442.8

3 50 5.56 2.78 259.2 32.4 291.6

4 50 2.63 3.16 323.0 28.5 351.5

5 50 2.63 1.75 324.9 51.3 376.2

6 50 3.76 1.79 485.5 50.22 535.68

The output of the model showed that the feed rates of both yogurt and flavor valves
were equal to or less than the maximum allowable values of the feed rates of the solenoid
valves. Normally, the yogurt volume in a cup is demanded more than the flavor volume,
and this higher feed rate of the yogurt valve is needed more than the flavor valve’s feed
rate. The feed rates vary according to the percentage of yogurt or flavors in a cup. It is to
be noted that both the yogurt and flavors were filled into the cups in equal times.

The results also showed that the speed of the conveyor belt was less than the maximum
allowable limit while fulfilling all the customer orders. The speed is linked directly with
the feed rate of the solenoid valves. The speed of the belt could not be increased further
once the maximum allowable value of the feed rate of the solenoid valves was reached.

All constraints of the model were satisfied. The ratio of the required volume to feed
rate of yogurt is equal to the ratio of the required volume to feed rate of flavors in filling all
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customer orders. Additionally, it can be noted that the customer waiting in all orders was
more than the processing time of an order.

6. Sequencing the Processing of Orders

Sequencing is the order in which cups of required volumes are processed to meet
customer demand. The processing can be performed easily in case of simple customer
orders, but for large orders, the situation becomes complicated. The processing order is
considered crucial, as it affects the machine idle time, waiting time of cups in queues,
and customer waiting time. The single-dimension rules comprise one of the categories in
priority sequencing which determines priority based on a single aspect such as arrival time,
due date, or processing time.

The results of the problem solved for Case-I and Case-II in Section 4 were considered
for single-dimension priority rules, as can be seen in Table 5. The same set of customer
orders for both cases was considered with the time since an order is received. The processing
time (in minutes) for each order was calculated and it can be noted that the processing time
on each order was lower than the pickup time for each order.

Table 5. The processing and pickup times of the set of orders for Case-I and Case-II.

Case No. Order No.
Minutes Since
Order Arrival

Processing
Time (Minutes)

Pickup Time
(Minutes)

I

1 0 9.67 10

2 1 7.56 9

3 1 5.22 7

4 0 6.18 20

5 3 6.84 15

6 2 9.49 25

II

1 0 9.49 10

2 1 7.38 9

3 1 4.86 7

4 0 5.86 20

5 3 6.27 15

6 2 8.93 25

As can be seen in Tables 6–8, the sequence of the set orders was set according to the
single dimension rules. The time since an order was received was noted and the first order
to be processed started at time zero. The finish time is the sum of the starting time and
processing time while flow time is the sum of finish time and time since an order arrived.
The scheduled pickup time was provided by customers at the time when an order had been
placed while actual pickup time is the maximum time in finish and scheduled pickup times.
The minutes early or minutes past due is the difference between the scheduled pickup time
and the finish time. It is to be noted that only positive values of the difference of minutes
early and minutes past due were considered.

The order in which the set of customer orders can be processed in the EDD rule in
both cases (Case-I and Case-II) can be seen in Table 6. According to the EDD rule for Case-I,
order 3 was the one with the shortest pick up time (7 min). Hence, it was processed before
all other orders. The processing of order 3 started at time zero and finished at 5.22 min. The
flow time (6.22 min) is the summation of the finish time (5.22 min) and the time since the
order had arrived (1 min). As the scheduled pickup time was 7 min and the finish time was
5.22 min, the order was prepared 1.78 min earlier than the scheduled pickup time. The last
order to be processed in the EDD rule was order 6, with the longest pickup time (25 min).
The processing of order 6 started at time 35.47 min with a processing time of 9.49 min
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and finished at 44.96 min. The flow time (46.96 min) is the summation of the finish time
(44.96 min) and the time since the order had arrived (2 min). As the scheduled pickup time
was 25 min and the finish time was 44.96 min, the order was prepared 19.96 min later than
the scheduled pickup time. Similarly, for Case-II, order 3 was prepared 2.14 min earlier
and order 6 was prepared 17.79 min later than the scheduled pickup times.

Table 6. Sequence of orders based on the EDD rule.

Case
No.

Order
No.

Minutes
Since Order

Arrival

Starting
Time

Processing
Time

Finish
Time

Flow
Time

Scheduled
Pickup
Time

Actual
Pickup
Time

Minutes
Early

Minutes
Past Due

I

3 1 0.00 5.22 5.22 6.22 7 7.00 1.78 -

2 1 5.22 7.56 12.78 13.78 9 12.78 - 3.78

1 0 12.78 9.67 22.45 22.45 10 22.45 - 12.45

5 3 22.45 6.84 29.29 32.29 15 29.29 - 14.29

4 0 29.29 6.18 35.47 35.47 20 35.47 - 15.47

6 2 35.47 9.49 44.96 46.96 25 44.96 - 19.96

II

3 1 0.00 4.86 4.86 5.86 7 7.00 2.14 -

2 1 4.86 7.38 12.24 13.24 9 12.24 - 3.24

1 0 12.24 9.49 21.73 21.73 10 21.73 - 11.73

5 3 21.73 6.27 28.00 31.00 15 28.00 - 13.00

4 0 28.00 5.86 33.86 33.86 20 33.86 - 13.86

6 2 33.86 8.93 42.79 44.79 25 42.79 - 17.79

Where required, the unit of time is “minutes”.

Table 7. Sequence of the orders based on the SPT rule.

Case
No.

Order
No.

Minutes
Since Order

Arrival

Starting
Time

Processing
Time

Finish
Time

Flow
Time

Scheduled
Pickup
Time

Actual
Pickup
Time

Minutes
Early

Minutes
Past Due

I

3 1 0.00 5.22 5.22 6.22 7 7.00 1.78 -

4 0 5.22 6.18 11.40 11.40 20 20.00 8.60 -

5 3 11.40 6.84 18.24 21.24 15 18.24 - 3.24

2 1 18.24 7.56 25.80 26.80 9 25.80 - 16.80

6 2 25.80 9.49 35.29 37.29 25 35.29 - 10.29

1 1 35.29 9.67 44.96 45.96 10 44.96 - 34.96

II

3 1 0.00 4.86 4.86 5.86 7 7.00 2.14 -

4 0 4.86 5.86 10.72 10.72 20 20.00 9.28 -

5 3 10.72 6.27 16.99 19.99 15 16.99 - 1.99

2 1 16.99 7.38 24.37 25.37 9 24.37 - 15.37

6 2 24.37 8.93 33.30 35.30 25 33.30 - 8.30

1 1 33.30 9.49 42.79 43.79 10 42.79 - 32.79

Where required, the unit of time is “minutes”.

In the SPT rule, the order in which the set of customer orders can be processed in both
cases (Case-I and Case-II) can be seen in Table 7. According to the SPT rule for Case-I, order
3 was the order with the shortest processing time (5.22 min). Hence, it was processed before
all other orders. The processing of order 3 started at time zero and finished at 5.22 min. The
flow time (6.22 min) is the summation of finish time (5.22 min) and time since the order had
arrived (1 min). As the scheduled pickup time was 7 min and the finish time was 5.22 min,
order 3 was prepared 1.78 min earlier than the scheduled pickup time. The last order to
be processed in the SPT rule was order 1, with the longest processing time (9.67 min). The
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processing of order 1 started at 35.29 min with a processing time of 9.67 min and finished
at 44.96 min. The flow time (45.96 min) is the summation of the finish time (44.96 min) and
the time since the order had arrived (1 min). As the scheduled pickup time was 10 min and
the finish time was 44.96 min, the order was prepared 34.96 min later than the scheduled
pickup time. Similarly, for Case-II, order 3 was prepared 2.14 min earlier and order 1 was
prepared 32.79 min later than the scheduled pickup times.

Table 8. Sequence of orders based on the FCFS rule.

Case
No.

Order
No.

Minutes
Since Order

Arrival

Starting
Time

Processing
Time

Finish
Time

Flow
Time

Scheduled
Pickup
Time

Actual
Pickup
Time

Minutes
Early

Minutes
Past Due

I

5 3 0.00 6.84 6.84 9.84 15 15.00 8.16 -

6 2 6.84 9.49 16.33 18.33 25 25.00 8.67 -

3 1 16.33 5.22 21.55 22.55 7 21.55 - 14.55

2 1 21.55 7.56 29.11 30.11 9 29.11 - 20.11

4 0 29.11 6.18 35.29 35.29 20 35.29 - 15.29

1 0 35.29 9.67 44.96 44.96 10 44.96 - 34.96

II

5 3 0.00 6.27 6.27 9.27 15 15.00 8.73 -

6 2 6.27 8.93 15.20 17.20 25 25.00 9.80 -

3 1 15.20 4.86 20.06 21.06 7 20.06 - 13.06

2 1 20.06 7.38 27.44 28.44 9 27.44 - 18.44

4 0 27.44 5.86 33.30 33.30 20 33.30 - 13.30

1 0 33.30 9.49 42.79 42.79 10 42.79 - 32.79

Where required, the unit of time is “minutes”.

Likewise, the order in which the set of customer orders can be processed in the FCFS
rule in both cases (Case-I and Case-II) can be seen in Table 8. According to the FCFS rule for
Case-I, order 5 was the one which arrived earlier than all the other orders (3 min since order
arrival). Hence, it was processed before all other orders. The processing of order 5 started
at time zero and finishes at 6.84 min. The flow time (9.84 min) is the summation of the
finish time (6.84 min) and the time since the order arrived (3 min). As the scheduled pickup
time was 15 min and the finish time was 6.84 min, the order was prepared 8.16 min earlier
than the scheduled pickup time. The last order to be processed in the FCFS rule was order
1. The processing of order 1 started at 35.29 min with a processing time of 9.67 min and
finished at 44.96 min. The flow time (44.96 min) was equal to finish time (44.96 min) as the
time since the order had arrived was zero. As the scheduled pickup time was 10 min and
the finish time was 44.96 min, the order was prepared 34.96 min later than the scheduled
pickup time. Similarly, for Case-II, order 5 was prepared 8.73 min earlier and order 1 was
prepared 32.79 min later than the scheduled pickup times.

In the three abovementioned single-dimension rules, the setup time was assumed to
be independent of the processing sequence. Normally, this is not used and orders with
similar setups are sequenced back-to-back in order to reduce the setup time. Some other
assumptions considered during the problem solution using Case-I and Case-II were the
deterministic filling time, uninterrupted processing, and no cancellation and arrival of new
orders once the machine started to fill the cups with yogurt and flavors.

7. Results and Discussion

All information and data used in the solution of the problem using Case-I and Case-
II were provided by the laboratory of the Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM),
Department of Industrial Engineering, King Saud University, Saudi Arabia.

In Case-I and Case-II, the upper limit of the feed rate of the yogurt was considered
as 50 mL/s and, hence, in both cases, the models resulted in the maximum allowable
value (50 mL/s). The conveyor belt speed was controlled by the yogurt feed rate, which
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constitutes a directly proportional relationship. In all orders, the flavor volume was lower
than the yogurt volume in the total volume of an order and, hence, a lower feed rate of the
flavor valve is needed to fill the cup with the required volume of flavor. In both cases, the
speed of the conveyor belt and waiting time for a cup to enter the system remained the
same. While comparing the two cases, it was found that the processing time of a cup and
the total processing time of a set of customer orders were different.

In Figure 3, it can be seen that for each order, the total processing time in Case-I was
greater than Case-II. This is because in Case-I, the yogurt and all flavors were filled at two
distinct locations, while in Case-II, the filling of yogurt and flavors was at a single location.
In both cases, the total processing time initially decreased from order 1 to order 3 and then
increased from order 3 to order 6. In the case of order 1 and 2, the total volumes were
equal, but the processing time in the case of order 1 was higher than that of order 2. This
is due to the difference in the number of units demanded by the customer. In order 1, the
number of units demanded (100 units) was greater than in order 2 (80 units). Similarly,
in the case of order 5 and 6, the total processing time of order 6 was higher than that of
order 5 for the same total volume (900 mL). This is because in order 6, the number of units
demanded (30 units) was greater than the number of units demanded (20 units) in order 5.
Hence, the total processing time of an order depends on the total volume and the number
of units demanded. The greater the total volume and the number of units demanded,
the greater the total processing time of an order. In the cases of order 1 and 6, the total
processing times were higher than those of other orders. In order 1, the total number of
cups needed (100 units) was higher than in the other orders, although the total volume was
small (300 mL); in order 6, the total volume of a cup (900 mL) was higher than in the other
orders, although the total number of cups (30 units) was smaller.
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Figure 3. The total processing time on an order in Case-I and Case-II.

As shown in Table 3 in Section 5, Fn is the total processing time of a set of orders. In
Case-I, the processing times for orders 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were 580.3 s, 453.6 s, 313.2 s, 370.5 s,
410.4 s, and 569.2 s, respectively. In Case-II, the processing times for orders 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 were 569.16 s, 442.8 s, 291.6 s, 351.5 s, 376.2 s, and 535.68 s, respectively.

By converting the times from seconds to minutes, the processing times in Case-I for
orders 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were 9.67 min, 7.56 min, 5.22 min, 6.18 min, 6.84 min, and 9.49 min,
respectively. In Case-II, the processing times for orders 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were 9.49 min,
7.38 min, 4.86 min, 5.86 min, 6.27 min, and 8.93 min, respectively.
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A = Sum of the processing times in Case-II = 42.78 min
B = Sum of the processing times in Case-I = 44.95 min

B

A
= 1.05 or B = 1.05 A (17)

Based on Table 9 and Equation (17), it can be stated that processing time of the machine
in Case-II was 1.05 times faster than that of Case-I.

Table 9. Comparison of the processing times of Case-I and Case-II.

Order No.
Processing Time in

Case-II
Multiplicative Factor

Processing Time in
Case-I

1 9.49 1.02 9.67

2 7.38 1.02 7.56

3 4.86 1.07 5.22

4 5.86 1.05 6.18

5 6.27 1.09 6.84

6 8.93 1.06 9.49

Average of Multiplicative Factor 1.05
Where required, the unit of time is “minutes”.

The set of customer orders was processed through Case-I and Case-II. It can be seen
in Figures 4–6 that during the processing of each order, Case-II resulted in a lesser total
processing time than in Case-I. Applying any single-dimension rules, the total time taken to
process the set of orders in Case-I was 44.96 min, while in Case-II, it took 42.79 min. Hence,
the results showed that Case-II was 1.05071 times faster than Case-I in processing the set of
customer orders.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the processing times for Case-I and Case-II using the EDD rule.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the processing times for Case-I and Case-II using the SPT rule.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the processing times for Case-I and Case-II using the FCFS rule.

The performance measures considered for the abovementioned priority sequencing
rules for Case-I and Case-II were average flow time, average minutes early, and average
minutes past due. The management tries to set the performance measures to the desired
values and hence the minimum values of average flow time and average minutes past due,
while the maximum value of average minutes early is preferred in the single-dimension
rules when filling the cups with the required volumes of yogurt and flavors in Case-I and
Case-II.

All the single-dimension rules resulted in slightly smaller values in Case-II than Case-I
for average flow time and average minutes past due, while they resulted in slightly higher
values in Case-II than in Case-I for average minutes early, as can be seen in Figures 7–9.
In all single-dimension rules, the SPT rule resulted in minimum values of average flow
time and average minutes past due performance measures, while the FCFS rule resulted in
the highest values of average minutes early. It is to be noted that in all single-dimension
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rules, Case-II resulted in better values than Case-I. Hence, the filling process was completed
using Case-II.

Keeping promises to customers, the SPT rule provided better results than the EDD
and FCFS rules with respect to average minutes past due and average flow time while the
FCFS rule produced better results than the EDD and SPT rules with respect to average
minutes early. As the management prefers improving the average minutes past due over
the other performance measures, the SPT sequencing rule was used.
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8. Conclusions

In this article, mathematical models for two settings (Case-I and Case-II) of an Industry
4.0-based yogurt filling system were developed and compared. The objectives of the
models were the conveyor belt speed maximization or minimizing the processing time on
an order or maximizing the throughput. In Case-I, the filling processes were performed at
two different locations, while in Case-II, the filling processing was performed at a single
location. The decision variables were the feed rates of the yogurt and flavor valves, and
these variables controlled the speed of the conveyor belt.

The results showed that the processing time of an order in Case-II was lower than in
Case-I due to the change in machine settings. Normally, the minimum customer waiting
time is needed, and hence the machine setting in Case-II is preferred over the machine
setting in Case-I. The results were also checked and it was found that Case-II resulted in
the minimum total processing time using any single-dimension rule. Additionally, the
outcomes of the performance measures for Case-I and Case-II were compared using single-
dimension rules and it was found that SPT rule is used for the sequencing of orders as the
management prefers improving the average minutes past due performance measure.

In the future, three cases can be compared to find which one provides the desired
results. In Case-I, the yogurt- and flavor-filling operations are performed at two distinct
locations. In Case-II, both filling operations are performed in a single location, while in
Case-III, there will be a dedicated set of conveyor belts for the filling of each flavor and a
base yogurt.
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Abstract: Advertising and service investment can enhance brand goodwill to increase the sales of
branded goods. However, the impact of advertising and services on brand goodwill is not immediate
but delayed. At the same time, due to the different service characteristics provided by various
channels, the phenomenon of bidirectional free-riding occurs. Therefore, this paper studies the
dynamic cooperation between service and advertising in the O2O (online to offline) supply chain
dominated by brand owners and explores the impacts of advertising, service delay and service
free-riding among channels on the dynamic cooperation decisions of the O2O supply chain. A
differential game model between brands and retailers is constructed by incorporating the delay
effect and the bidirectional free-riding phenomenon. The optimal advertising and service strategies
and performance problems of O2O supply chain enterprises under a centralized decision, brand
cost-sharing decision and bilateral cost-sharing decision are compared and analyzed. The influence of
delay time, showrooming and webrooming effects on the profit of each firm is investigated by example.
The results show that the service strategy, advertising strategy and brand goodwill of the O2O supply
chain members are optimal under a centralized decision. Still, the supply chain profit is not necessarily
optimal under the delay time, showrooming and webrooming effect coefficients. Bilateral cost-sharing
contracts can achieve Pareto improvement of supply chain performance. Appropriate setting of
a bilateral cost-sharing ratio can adjust the adverse effects of delay and bidirectional free-riding.
The long-term strategies to deal with the delay and bidirectional free-riding phenomena are as
follows: the bilateral cost-sharing contract can improve corporate profits. Setting the wholesale price,
online direct-selling price and service-sharing ratio by brand owners can effectively promote retailers’
investment in service, achieving a win-win situation. Retailers maintain high pricing and service
levels to enhance the brand premium ability of physical stores and achieve long-term development.

Keywords: time delay; bidirectional free-riding; differential game; bilateral cost-sharing decisions

1. Introduction

The rapid development of mobile technology and the Internet has enriched the shop-
ping channels of consumers [1]. Channel services have their characteristics, the convenience
of online channels and the experience of offline channels, so channel integration has become
a development trend [2,3]. It is known as the showrooming phenomenon when consumers
experience the product and then select the online channel to make a purchase [4]. When
consumers search for product information (model, price, reviews, etc.) on an e-commerce
platform and then choose an offline channel to make a purchase, it is called the webrooming
phenomenon [5]. The combination of online and offline shopping has become common
practice in omnichannel consumer behavior [6]. Van Baal and Dach [7] showed that 24.6%
of consumers visited offline brick-and-mortar stores before completing transactions online,
while 20.4% of consumers collected product information on the Internet before making
offline purchases. Thus, this shows that the different service characteristics of the online and
offline channels have made the bidirectional free-riding phenomenon (i.e., showrooming
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and webrooming) inevitable. To alleviate service competition between channels, a new
business strategy, the O2O (online to offline) model has been introduced. The concept of
O2O was first proposed by Alex Rampell, the founder of TrialPay in the United States, in
August 2010. The earliest form of O2O is the “online purchase, offline consumption” model
represented by online travel, catering, leisure and entertainment group purchase websites.
In addition to the channel cooperation model in the service industry, the O2O model has
also gradually attached importance in the retail industry. For example, retail brands such
as Uniqlo and New Look have begun implementing this business strategy.

Meanwhile, studies have shown that advertising investment can alleviate channel
conflict to a certain extent while increasing market demand [8]. The brand owners conduct
national advertising through social media or mobile advertising to enhance the brand good-
will and promote the market demands of the brands [9]. At the same time, the retailers will
improve the regional market demands of the brands by means of traditional promotional
advertising. This vertical advertising cooperation among supply chain members is con-
sidered effective in enhancing the market demands [10–14]. The cost-sharing mechanism
of cooperative advertising, in which manufacturers share part of the advertising costs of
retailers, is a vital tool to mitigate competition and expand demand [15,16]. For example,
in 2015, the manufacturer’s retailer provided USD 36 billion in cooperative advertising,
accounting for 12% of its total advertising costs [9]. Without cooperative advertising, the
retailer’s advertising efforts are often lower than the manufacturer’s expectations [17].
Therefore, the optimal design of advertising cooperation in the O2O supply chain has
attracted much attention from scholars [18–20]. As a result, service and advertising cooper-
ation become the focal point of channel integration in the O2O model. This paper studies
the O2O supply chain, which consists of the brands with online channels and the offline
retailers and discusses the issue of advertising and service cooperation between channels.

In the O2O retail market, there are company-owned stores and franchised stores.
For example, most of Zara’s offline stores are owned by the company. Some small and
medium-sized brands are more inclined to join the form, such as the Chinese clothing brand
Metersbonwe, whose offline stores are mainly franchised. In addition to selling authorized
brand products, franchise stores sell products as independent retailers and compete with
the online channels of brand vendors [21]. Therefore, in the O2O model, when channels
belong to different subjects, there are channel conflicts among channels.

In practice, traditional supply chain service and advertising cooperation are generally
achieved by the upstream brand owners of the supply chain by sharing the cost and
incentivizing the downstream retailers to invest in service and advertising levels, thus
realizing vertical supply chain cooperation [9,15,21,22]. Chinese clothing brand INMAN,
for example, shares some of the costs of servicing its offline franchises. However, in the O2O
supply chain, in addition to the above vertical collaboration, there is horizontal competition
among the supply chain members. The brand owners will share part of the service and
advertising costs of the retailers, which, while improving the offline sales profits, will be
horizontal competition to the online channel of the brand owners. Therefore, the question is
raised: how do we coordinate the conflicts between the O2O supply chain channels through
service and advertising cooperation? How do we design the service and advertising cost-
sharing mechanism to achieve coordination to increase profits? There is little literature
on both service and advertising cooperation, and the design of a service and cost-sharing
mechanism to affect the decision-making and profit of the O2O supply chain has not been
fully discussed.

The concept of SCM (supply chain management) first emerged in the 1980s; SCM has
now become a hot issue in business management and practical application. Fang et al. [23]
found that sustainable supply chains have become a hot research direction in supply chain
management since 2010, but particularly in the last three years. Salas-Navarro et al. [24]
found that developing an inventory model with environmental protection variables and
parameters helps companies create a complex and solid inventory structure for sustainable
development. Acevedo-Chedid et al. [25] identified the benefits of collaborative planning
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for production systems that can be used to make decisions for profit maximization for
all participants in the supply chain. Related studies mainly focus on two areas: the
bidirectional free-riding phenomenon of service and the dynamic cooperation of supply
chain advertising.

The free-rider phenomenon was first proposed by Telser [26], who pointed out
that it was not conducive to retailers’ sales and would prevent them from providing
pre-sale information services. Singley and Williams [27] proposed that free-riding re-
duces the profits of retailers providing comprehensive services. However, Wu et al. [28],
Guan et al. [29] and Shin et al. [30] put forward different views, believing that retailers
providing information services may benefit even if there is a free-riding phenomenon. The
above research mainly focuses on free-riding between offline physical stores. E-commerce
has emerged as a new sales method, and the emergence of homogeneous products in
different or dual channels leads to free-riding among consumers [7]. In the dual-channel
supply chain, most studies mainly focus on channel conflicts among supply chain mem-
bers [31–34]. In contrast, Aubrey et al. [34] argued that with the increasing popularity
of online shopping, online and offline channels can complement each other rather than
compete. Zhang et al. [35] also studied how to manage the conflict between online and
offline channels, pointing out that retailers can achieve the best returns by coordinating the
two channels and adopting appropriate pricing strategies and channel combinations. To
address the channel conflict, retailers should design coordination mechanisms to weaken
the hitchhiking problem to alleviate channel conflicts. Common coordination mechanisms
are cost-sharing contracts [35,36], the repurchase contract and sales rebate contract [37] and
inventory subsidy method [38].

The above studies mainly focus on the showrooming phenomenon, while research on
the webrooming phenomenon has also increased in recent years. For example,
Wang et al. [39], Yuan et al. [40], and Ma et al. [41] studied the impact of the webrooming
phenomenon on the supply chain sales model, pricing decision-making and the relation-
ship with quality expectations. The above literature, whether in respect of the showroom-
ing phenomenon or the webrooming phenomenon, studied the one-way free-riding phe-
nomenon between channels, and research on the directional free-riding phenomenon is rare.
Liu et al. [42] looked at the impact of free-riding behavior on dual-channel supply chain
pricing. Luo et al. [43] studied the impact of bidirectional free-riding behavior based
on information services on manufacturers’ introduction of direct sales network channels.
Li et al. [44] and Gong et al. [45] studied the bidirectional free-riding behavior in the dual-
channel supply chain. The above research on the phenomenon of bidirectional free-riding
takes the static supply chain system as the research object. It rarely considers the impact
of bidirectional free-riding on the supply chain operation from the long-term dynamic
perspective. These studies suggest that the integration of online and offline channels is
preferred to competition between channels.

Unlike channel competition in the dual-channel supply chain, the O2O supply chain
emphasizes the cooperation between online and offline channels, which can take advantage
of the advantages of both channels [46]. The bidirectional free-riding phenomenon in
this study, including showrooming and webrooming phenomena, is consistent with cross-
channel shopping [7,47–49] research. However, the current research on showrooming and
webrooming focuses more on the shopping experience and driving factors from consumers’
perspectives. Sahu et al. [1] found that showroom or webrooming factors can be divided
into consumer-led, company-led and situational. The company’s dominant factors include
price, quality, customer service, channel integration and media richness. The above studies
all studied the service cooperation of the O2O supply chain from a static perspective. In
contrast, the service cooperation among members of the O2O supply chain is long-term,
complex and dynamic [21]. Therefore, this paper studies the impact of the bidirectional
free-riding phenomenon on the optimal decision of service cooperation and supply chain
profits in the O2O supply chain from a long-term dynamic perspective.
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Another related field of this paper is the research on the dynamic cooperation of
supply chain advertising. Nerlove and Arrow [50] developed the classic Nerlove–Arrow
(N–A) advertising model, in which the goodwill is a dynamic equation that evolves. Jør-
gensen and Zaccour [16] adapted the N–A model and introduced the concept of adver-
tising cooperation into supply chain decision-making. Zhang and Zhang [51] analyzed
the cooperative advertising problem of the supply chain members by using the differ-
ential game to build a dynamic model. The above research is based on the assump-
tion of the immediacy of the advertising effects. However, there is a time difference
between consumers’ contact with advertising and their actual demands, which is called
the time delay. Gao et al. [52] present the current status of research on the application
of complex dynamical systems in the modeling and control of systems with time delays.
Zheng et al. [53] constructed a three-stage supply chain model using a system of differen-
tial equations to reveal the interplay among producers, distributors and end customers.
Gao et al. [54] outlined emerging research and application directions in condition measure-
ment, optimization and advanced control of complex industrial processes.
Berkowitz et al. [55] and Baack et al. [56] proposed the dynamic advertising model, and
Chen et al. [57] applied the delayed dynamic advertising model to the advertising coopera-
tion among the supply chain members. Yu et al. [58] studied the effects of both delay and
memory effects on the advertising decisions of supply chain members. In terms of the dual-
channel supply chain, Chen et al. [59] and Cao et al. [60] considered the advertising coopera-
tion strategy when both manufacturer and retailer advertising have delay effects. The above
research mainly focuses on the advertising dynamic cooperation model of the dual-channel
supply chain, but there are few studies on the O2O supply chain advertising dynamic
cooperation. For the literature related to O2O supply chain advertising cooperation in this
study, please refer to Table 1. The above literature discussed the advertising cooperation
strategy of the O2O supply chain but did not consider the impact of advertising delay time
on cooperation. Therefore, this study evaluates the effect of advertising delay on dynamic
collaboration in the O2O supply chain. In addition, we consider the simultaneous service
cooperation situation.

Table 1. Literature related to advertising cooperation in the O2O supply chain.

Sources Broad Theme Research Questions

Li et al. [11] Bilateral participation in advertising cooperation

• How cooperative advertising is applied in the O2O
business model

• Who can improve O2O supply chain performance more
with unilateral or bilateral advertising cooperation

• Practical application of the O2O supply chain bilateral
cooperation advertising strategy in the industry

Li et al. [22] BOPS (buy-online-and-pick-up-in-store)

• The effect of BOPS on advertising cooperation between
manufacturers and retailers

• The effect of BOPS on the optimal strategy of the O2O
supply chain

• The effectiveness of advertising cooperation in the O2O
supply chain

Wang and Shu [61] Fairness concerns

• The online retail platforms’ Media Resource Replacement
Plans (MRRPs) impact manufacturer and platform
advertising partnerships

• The optimal decisions of advertising efforts and
participation rates between the supply chain members

• Conditions for manufacturers to participate in the MRRP
of online retailer platforms

• The impact of manufacturers’ participation in MRRP on
the profitability of O2O supply chain members

In contrast to the above studies, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) introducing time delay and bidirectional free-riding into the O2O supply chain dynamic
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model at the same time; (2) considering the time delay of brand goodwill caused by
national advertising of the brand owners and offline experience service of the retailers;
(3) designing the centralized decision, the brand cost-sharing decision and the bilateral
cost-sharing decision to respond to three types of cooperative relationships among the
O2O supply chain members: full cooperation, one-way participation cooperation and
two-way participation cooperation. We consider the impact of the time delay phenomenon
and bidirectional free-riding phenomenon on the cooperative decision choices of the O2O
supply chain members.

The following is the structure of this paper. Section 2 describes the research questions
and related hypotheses in detail. Optimization models are developed and explored in
Section 3. Section 4 provides a comparative analysis of the various models. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes the results and their practical implications and proposes directions for
future research.

2. Model Summary and Relevant Assumptions

This paper considers the O2O supply chain system composed of a single brand owner
M and a single retailer R. The brand owner sells the products through direct online sales
and offline retailers. The brand owner and the retailer cooperate in advertising and service.
The brand owner invests in national advertising and provides the online information
service, and the retailer supports regional promotional advertising and provides the offline
experience service. Among them, the national advertising of the brand owner and the
offline experience service of the retailer has an impact on the brand goodwill, which is the
time delay phenomenon. The game process of O2O supply chain is shown in Figure 1.

Brand owner

Direct-sale

Online store

Traditional

retailer

Online

Customers

Brick-and-mortar

customers

P1

SM(t)

P2

SR(t)

AR(t)

Decide on national 

advertising AM(t) 

and information 

service strategies 

SM(t)

Decide on national 

advertising AR(t) 

and information 

service strategies 

SR(t)

1 2

1 MA

1)(1 MA

Consumers choose 

channels to purchase 

products based on price, 

advertising, service level 

and brand goodwill

Stage1 Stage2 Stage3

Figure 1. Game process of O2O supply chain members.

Descriptions of the model symbols in the paper are as follows:
G(t), G(0): the brand goodwill at the moment t and the original goodwill level,

respectively, and G(0) = G0;
AM(t), AR(t): the national advertising level of the brand owner and the regional

advertising level of the retailer at the moment t, respectively;
SM(t), SR(t): the information service level of the brand owner and the experience

service level of the retailer at the moment t, respectively;
d1(t), d2(t): the advertising delay time of the brand owner and the service delay time

of the retailer, respectively;
DE(t),DR(t): the demand functions of the online channel and offline channel at the

moment t, respectively;
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C(AM(t)), C(AR(t)): the advertising cost functions of the brand owner and the retailer
at the moment t, respectively;

C(SM(t)), C(SR(t)): the service cost functions of the brand owner and the retailer at
the moment t, respectively;

ω(t), P1(t), P2(t): the wholesale price, online retail price, and offline retail price of the
product at the moment t, respectively, and ω(t) < P1(t) < P2(t);

δ, ρ: the decay rate and discount factor of the brand goodwill, respectively, and
δ > 0, ρ> 0;

γ1, γ2: the influence coefficients of the brand owner’s advertising level and retailer’s
service level to the brand goodwill, respectively, and γ1 > 0, γ2 > 0;

α, θ: the market capacity and consumers’ brand preference, respectively, and
α > 0, θ > 0;

β1, β2: the price demand flexibility coefficients of the online and offline channels,
respectively, and 0 <β1 < 1, 0 <β2 < 1;

φ1, φ2: the conversion rate of the brand owner’s advertising to the online channel
demand and the conversion rate of the retailer’s advertising to the offline channel demand,
respectively, and 0 < φ1 < 1, 0 < φ2 < 1;

λ1, λ2: webrooming effect coefficient and showrooming effect coefficient, respectively,
and 0 <λ1 < 1, 0 <λ2 < 1;

ki, ηi (i = 1, 2): the correlation coefficient between the advertising level and advertising
cost and the correlation coefficient between the service level and service cost, respectively,
and ki> 0, ηi > 0.

Assumption 1. By referring to the literature [59,60], to further consider the impact of the offline
experience service of the retailer on the promotion of the brand goodwill based on the N–A advertising
model and to describe the dynamic change of the brand goodwill at the moment t by using the delay
differential as follows:

·
G(t) = γ1 AM(t− d1(t)) + γ2SR(t− d2(t))− δG(t), G(0) = G0 (1)

Assumption 2. The purchase behavior of the consumers is comprehensively affected by the price,
brand goodwill, advertising, service and other factors. Therefore, drawing on the literature [44,45],
the demand functions of the online channel and offline channel are given as follows:

DE(t) = α− β1P1(t) + θG(t) + φ1 AM(t)+(1− λ1)SM(t) + λ2SR(t) (2)

DR(t) = α− β2P2(t) + θG(t) + (1− φ1)AM(t)+φ2 AR(t) + (1− λ2)SR(t) + λ1SM(t) (3)

Assumption 3. The cost function of the advertising and service shows a quadratic curve relation-
ship, and relevant literature on this assumption is more common.

C(AM(t)) =
1
2

k1 AM
2(t), C(AR(t)) =

1
2

k2 AR
2(t) (4)

C(SM(t)) =
1
2

η1SM
2(t), C(SR(t)) =

1
2

η2SR
2(t) (5)

The brand owner and the retailer have the same profit discount factor ρ at any
time, and the objective is to maximize the net discounted profit within an infinite time
horizon. To simplify the solution process, assume that the delay time is constant, i.e.,
d1(t) = d1, d2(t) = d2. Considering that the product price information is relatively trans-
parent, assume that the wholesale price of the product and the retail prices of online and
offline channels are also constant, i.e., ω(t) = ω, P1(t) = P1, P2(t) = P2.
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3. Model Solution and Analysis

3.1. Centralized Decision

Under this decision, the brand owner and the retailer are in a fully cooperative
relationship. Therefore, the supply chain members make optimal advertising and service
decisions based on maximizing the supply chain profits. This decision is represented by
superscript “C”, and the objective function of the supply chain profits is as follows:

JC
MR =

∞∫

0

e−ρt[P1(t)DE(t) + P2(t)DR(t)−
k1

2
AM

2(t)− η1

2
SM

2(t)− k2

2
AR

2(t)− η2

2
SR

2(t)]dt

Proposition 1. Under centralized decision-making, the optimal advertising and service strategies
of the brand owner and the retailer are as follows:

AC∗
M (t) =

θγ1eδd1(P1 + P2) + (δ + ρ)[P2(1− φ1) + φ1P1]

k1(δ + ρ)
, AC∗

R (t) =
φ1P2

k2
,

SC∗
M (t) =

P1 + λ1(P2 − P1)

η1
, SC∗

R (t) =
θγ2eδd2(P1 + P2) + (δ + ρ)[λ2(P1 − P2) + P2]

η2(δ + ρ)
.

Brand goodwill level is as follows:

GC∗(t) = e−δtG0 +
θγ1

2eδd1 (P1+P2)+γ1(δ+ρ)[P2(1−φ1)+φ1P1]
k1δ(δ+ρ)

(1− e−δt)

+ θγ2
2eδd2 (P1+P2)+γ2(δ+ρ)[λ2(P1−P2)+P2]

η2δ(δ+ρ)
(1− e−δt)

The supply chain profits are as follows:

JC
MR = 1

ρ

(
P1[α− β1P1 + φ1 AC∗

M + (1− λ1)S
C∗
M + λ2SC∗

R ] + P2[α− β2P2 + (1− φ1)AC∗
M

)
+ φ2 AC∗

R + (1− λ2)S
C∗
R + λ1SC∗

M ]

− k1
2 AC∗

M
2 − η1

2 SC∗
M

2 − k2
2 AC∗

R
2 − η2

2 SC∗
R

2) + θ(P1 + P2)[
G0

ρ+δ +
γ1 AC∗

M
ρ(ρ+δ)

+
γ2SC∗

R
ρ(ρ+δ)

]

Proving: the optimal decision problem is characterized as the optimal control problem.

max
AM>0,SR>0

JC
MR

s.t.
·

G(t) = γ1 AM(t− d1(t)) + γ2SR(t− d2(t))− δG(t)

Construct the Hamiltonian function such that

HC
MR = e−ρt

{
P1[α− β1P1 + θG + φ1 AM + (1− λ1)SM + λ2SR] + P2[α− β2P2 + θG + (1− φ1)AM

+φ2 AR + (1− λ2)SR + λ1SM]− k1
2 AM

2 − η1
2 SM

2 − k2
2 AR

2 − η2
2 SR

2

}

+q(t)[γ1 AM(t− d1) + γ2SR(t− d2)− δG(t)]

(6)

dHMR

dAM(t)
= e−ρt[φ1P1 + P2(1− φ1)− k1 AM(t)] + q(t)γ1

dAM(t− d1)

dAM(t)
= 0; (7)

dHMR

dSR(t)
= e−ρt[λ2P1 + P2(1− λ2)− η2SR(t)] + q(t)γ2

dSR(t− d2)

dSR(t)
= 0; (8)

dq(t)

dt
= −dHMR

dG
= δq(t)− θ(P1 + P2)e

−ρt

so

q(t) = C0eδt +
θ(P1 + P2)

ρ + δ
e−ρt, C0 ∈ R (9)
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According to the literature [57], substitute dAM(t−d1)
dAM(t)

= eδd1 , dSR(t−d2)
dSR(t)

= eδd2 and
Equation (9) into Equations (7) and (8), receiving the results as follows:

AC∗
M (t) =

P2(1− φ1) + φ1P1

k1
+

γ1

k1
C0e(δ+ρ)t+δd1 +

θγ1(P1 + P2)

k1(δ + ρ)
eδd1

SC∗
R (t) =

λ2(P1 − P2) + P2

η2
+

γ2

η2
C0e(δ+ρ)t+δd1 +

θγ2(P1 + P2)

η2(δ + ρ)
eδd2

Considering that the national advertising of the brand owner and the experience
service of the retailer cannot be unlimited, i.e.,

lim
t→∞

AC∗
M (t) < ∞, lim

t→∞
SC∗

R (t) < ∞, thus receiving the result C0 = 0.

At this time, the optimal level of investment for the brand’s national advertising and
the retailer’s experiential services are as follows:

AC∗
M (t) =

θγ1eδd1(P1 + P2) + (δ + ρ)[P2(1− φ1) + φ1P1]

k1(δ + ρ)

SC∗
R (t) =

θγ2eδd2(P1 + P2) + (δ + ρ)[λ2(P1 − P2) + P2]

η2(δ + ρ)

Similarly, assuming that

∂HMR

∂AR(t)
= e−ρt[φ2P2 − k2 AR(t)] = 0,

∂HMR

∂SM(t)
= e−ρt[(1− λ1)P1 + λ1P2 − η1SM(t)] = 0

The following conclusions were drawn: AC∗
R (t) = φ1P2

k2
, SC∗

M (t) = P1+λ1(P2−P1)
η1

.

Substituting AC∗
M (t) and SC∗

R (t) into Equation (1), we receive as follows:

GC∗(t) = e−δtG0 +
θγ1

2eδd1 (P1+P2)+γ1(δ+ρ)[P2(1−φ1)+φ1P1]
k1δ(δ+ρ)

(1− e−δt)

+ θγ2
2eδd2 (P1+P2)+γ2(δ+ρ)[λ2(P1−P2)+P2]

η2δ(δ+ρ)
(1− e−δt)

Substituting the optimal decision value and the brand goodwill into the equation,
we can receive the optimal profit JMR

C∗ of the whole supply chain, and the evidentiary
process ends.

Further, we can analyze the impact of the delay time d1 and d2, webrooming effect and
showrooming effect coefficients λ1 and λ2, the conversion rates φ1 and φ2 of the advertising
investment levels on the online channel and offline channel demand, and the online and
offline retail prices P1 and P2 on the optimal strategies of the supply chain members.

Deduction 1. The static analysis results of the optimal strategies of the brand owner and retailer
concerning relevant parameters are as follows:

∂AC∗
M (t)

∂d1
> 0,

∂AC∗
M (t)

∂φ1
< 0,

∂AC∗
M (t)

∂P1
> 0,

∂AC∗
M (t)

∂P2
> 0;

∂SC∗
M (t)

∂λ1
> 0,

∂SC∗
M (t)
∂P1

> 0,
∂SC∗

M (t)
∂P2

> 0;

∂AC∗
R (t)

∂φ2
> 0,

∂AC∗
R (t)

∂P2
> 0;

∂SC∗
R (t)
∂d2

> 0,
∂SC∗

R (t)
∂λ2

< 0,
∂SC∗

R (t)
∂P1

> 0,
∂SC∗

R (t)
∂P2

> 0.
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Deduction 1 indicates that under this decision: (1) the optimal advertising strategy
AC∗

M (t) of the brand owner and the optimal service strategy SC∗
R (t) of the retailer are an

increasing function of the delay time d1 and d2. With the growth of the delay time d1 and
d2, the brand owner’s advertising and the retailer’s service investment are increasing. In
contrast, the brand goodwill level cannot reach the ideal state immediately, thus affecting
the market demand. At this time, if the enterprise blindly increases the investment in
advertising and service, the investment cost increases while the investment return period
extends, which will undoubtedly increase the business risk of the enterprise; (2) the optimal
service strategy SC∗

M (t) of the brand owner is an increasing function of the webrooming
effect λ1, and the optimal service strategy SC∗

R (t) of the retailer is a decreasing function
of the showrooming effect λ2. Due to the fact P2 > P1, the increase in the webrooming
effect λ1 has promoted the overall profit of the supply chain on the contrary, and the brand
owner shall actively improve the service level SC∗

M (t). Similarly, when the showrooming
effect λ2 intensifies, some consumers will choose the relatively cheap online channel to
complete the purchase, which will reduce the overall profit of the supply chain, and the
retailer shall reduce the service level SC∗

R (t); (3) the brand owner advertising strategy
AC∗

M (t) is a decreasing function of φ1, and the retailer advertising strategy AC∗
R (t) is an

increasing function of φ2. Changes in national advertising AC∗
M (t) investment by the brand

owner will impact online and offline channel demand. The lower the conversion rate φ1 of
online channel demand, the higher the conversion rate 1− φ1 of offline channel demand,
which is better for the promotion of the overall profit of the supply chain. A change in the
investment level of the regional promotional advertising AC∗

R (t) will only have an impact
on the offline channel demand. The higher the conversion rate φ2 of the offline channel
demand, the higher the advertising investment that should be made by the retailer; (4) the
advertising strategy AC∗

M (t) and the service strategy SC∗
M (t) of the brand owner, and the

retailer’s service strategy SC∗
R (t) are the increasing function of the retail prices P1 and P2

of both online and offline channels. The retailer’s advertising strategy AR
C∗(t) of is the

increasing function of P2. Equations (2) and (3) show that channel demand is negatively
related to the channel retail price. The enterprises should mitigate the impact of price on
consumers’ purchase behavior by improving the brand goodwill, advertising and service.

3.2. Brand Cost-Sharing Decision

Under this decision, as the supply chain leader, the brand owner participates in the
cooperation unilaterally. The brand owner will bear part of the advertising and service
costs to encourage the retailer to improve the advertising and service level. The supply
chain members all aim to maximize their profits. First, the brand owner decides to bear the
proportion ξ1 and ξ2 of advertising and service costs of the retailer. Then the brand owner
and retailer select their advertising and service strategies independently, using the inverse
induction method to solve the problem. Expressed by superscript “M”, the profit functions
of the brand owner and the retailer are as follows:

JM
M =

∞∫

0

e−ρt[P1(t)DE(t) + ωDR(t)−
k1

2
AM

2(t)− η1

2
SM

2(t)− ξ1k2

2
AR

2(t)− ξ2η2

2
SR

2(t)]dt (10)

JM
R =

∞∫

0

e−ρt[(P2(t)−ω)DR(t)−
(1− ξ1)k2

2
AR

2(t)− (1− ξ2)η2

2
SR

2(t)]dt (11)

Proposition 2. Under this decision, the optimal strategies of the brand owner and the retailer are
as follows:
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AM∗
M (t) =

θγ1eδd1(P1 + ω) + (δ + ρ)[(1− φ1)ω + φ1P1]

k1(δ + ρ)
, AM∗

R (t) =
φ2(ω + P2)

2k2

SM∗
M (t) =

(1− λ1)P1 + λ1ω

η1
, SM∗

R (t) =
θγ2[e

δd2(P2 −ω) + 2(P1 + ω)] + (δ + ρ)[(1− λ2)(ω + P2) + 2λ2P1]

2η2(δ + ρ)
(12)

Cost-sharing ratio of the brand owner:

ξ1
M∗ =

{
3ω−P2
ω+P2

, 3ω > P2

0, 3ω ≤ P2

ξ2
M∗ =

{
X1ω+Y1P1−Z1P2
X2ω+Y1P1+Z1P2

, X1ω + Y1P1 > Z1P2

0, X1ω + Y1P1 ≤ Z1P2

Brand goodwill level is as follows:

GM∗(t) = e−δtG0 +
θγ1

2eδd1 (P1+ω)+γ1(δ+ρ)[(1−φ1)ω+φ1P1]
k1δ(δ+ρ)

(1− e−δt)

+ θγ2
2[eδd2 (P2−ω)+2(P1+ω)]+γ2(δ+ρ)[(1−λ2)(ω+P2)+2λ2P1]

2η2δ(δ+ρ)
(1− e−δt)

In the equation:
X1 = θγ2(2 + eδd2) + 3(δ + ρ)(1− λ2)

X2 = θγ2(2− eδd2) + (δ + ρ)(1− λ2)

Y1 = 2θγ2 + 2λ2(δ + ρ)

Z1 = θγ2eδd2 + (δ + ρ)(1− λ2)

Proving: First, confirm the cost-sharing ratios ξM
1 and ξM

2 of the brand owner, and
determine the optimal strategies of the supply chain members. The retailer’s optimal
decision problem is characterized as the optimal control problem, i.e.,

max
AM>0,SR>0

JM
R

s.t.
·

G(t) = γ1 AM(t− d1(t)) + γ2SR(t− d2(t))− δG(t)

Similar to the evidentiary process of the Proposition 1, build the Hamilton function
as follows:

HM
R = e−ρt

{
(P2 −ω)[α− β2P2 + θG + (1− φ1)AM + φ2 AR + (1− λ2)SR

+λ1SM]− (1−ξ1)k2
2 AR

2 − (1−ξ2)η2
2 SR

2
]

}

+q(t)[γ1 AM(t− d1) + γ2SR(t− d2)− δG(t)]

Assuming

dHR

dAR(t)
= e−ρt[φ2(P2 −ω)− k2(1− ξ1)AM(t)] = 0

Receiving

AR
M∗(t) =

φ2(P2 −ω)

k2(1− ξ1)
(13)
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Assuming

dHR

dSR(t)
= e−ρt[(1− λ2)(P2 −ω)− η2(1− ξ2)SR(t)] + q(t)γ2

dSR(t− d2)

dSR(t)
= 0 (14)

dq(t)

dt
= −dHR

dG
= δq(t)− θ(P2 −ω)e−ρt

q(t) = C1eδt +
θ(P2 −ω)

ρ + δ
e−ρt, C1 ∈ R (15)

Substituting dSR(t−d2)
dSR(t)

= eδd2 and Equation (15) into Equation (14).
Receiving

SM∗
R (t) =

[(1− λ2)(δ + ρ) + θγ2eδd2 ](P2 −ω)

η2(1− ξ2)(δ + ρ)
+

γ2

η2(1− ξ2)
C1e(δ+ρ)t+δd2

As lim
t→∞

SM∗
R (t) < ∞, so C1 = 0. Therefore:

SM∗
R (t) =

[(1− λ2)(δ + ρ) + θγ2eδd2 ](P2 −ω)

η2(1− ξ2)(δ + ρ)
(16)

The optimal decision problem of the brand owner is characterized as the optimal
control problem, i.e.,

max
AM>0,SR>0

JM
M

s.t.
·

G(t) = γ1 AM(t− d1(t)) + γ2SR(t− d2(t))− δG(t)

Hamilton function is as follows:

HM
M = e−ρt

{
P1[α− β1P1 + θG + φ1 AM + (1− λ1)SM + λ2SR] + ω[α− β2P2 + θG + (1− φ1)AM

+φ2 AR + (1− λ2)SR + λ1SM]− k1
2 AM

2 − η1
2 SM

2 − ξ1k2
2 AR

2 − ξ2η2
2 SR

2
]

}

+q(t)[γ1 AM(t− d1) + γ2SR(t− d2)− δG(t)]

Similar to the evidentiary process of the optimal decision of the retailer, receiving:

AM∗
M (t) =

θγ1eδd1(P1 + ω) + (δ + ρ)[(1− φ1)ω + φ1P1]

k1(δ + ρ)
(17)

SM∗
M (t) =

(1− λ1)P1 + λ1ω

η1
(18)

Substituting Equations (16) and (17) into Equation (1), receiving the brand goodwill
as follows:

GM∗(t) = e−δtG0 +
θγ1

2eδd1 (P1+ω)+γ1(δ+ρ)[(1−φ1)ω+φ1P1]
k1δ(δ+ρ)

(1− e−δt)

+ γ2[(1−λ2)(δ+ρ)+θγ2eδd2 ](P2−ω)
η2δ(1−ξ2)(δ+ρ)

(1− e−δt)
(19)

The brand owner decides the optimal cost-sharing ratio and substitutes
Equations (13), (16)–(19) into the Equation (10), receiving the profit function JM∗

M of the
brand owner. Find the maximums of ξ1

M and ξ2
M by JM∗

M , i.e.,

Assume ∂JM∗
M

∂ξ1
= 0 and ∂JM∗

M
∂ξ2

= 0, the conclusion of ξM∗
1 and ξM∗

2 will obtained. The
evidentiary process ends.

Further, we can analyze the impact of the delay time d1 and d2, webrooming effect and
showrooming effect coefficients λ1 and λ2, the conversion rates φ1 and φ2 of the advertising
investment levels on the online channel and offline channel demand, and the impacts of
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the online and offline retail prices P1 and P2, and the wholesale price ω on the optimal
strategies of the brand owner and retailer.

Deduction 2. The static analysis results of the optimal strategies of the brand owner and retailer
concerning relevant parameters are as follows:

∂AM∗
M (t)
∂d1

> 0,
∂AM∗

M (t)
∂φ1

> 0,
∂AM∗

M (t)
∂P1

> 0,
∂AM∗

M (t)
∂ω

> 0;

∂SM∗
M (t)
∂λ1

< 0,
∂SM∗

M (t)
∂P1

> 0,
∂SM∗

M (t)
∂ω

> 0;

∂AM∗
R (t)
∂φ2

> 0,
∂AM∗

R (t)
∂P2

> 0,
∂AM∗

R (t)
∂ω

> 0;

∂SM∗
R (t)
∂d2

> 0,
∂SM∗

R (t)
∂P1

> 0,
∂SM∗

R (t)
∂P2

> 0,





∂SM∗
R (t)
∂λ2

> 0, P1 < (ω + P2)/2
∂SM∗

R (t)
∂λ2

< 0, P1 > (ω + P2)/2
,

{
∂SM∗

R (t)
∂ω > 0, d2 < L2

∂SM∗
R (t)
∂ω < 0, d2 > L2

;

∂ξM∗
1

∂P2
< 0,

∂ξM∗
1

∂ω
> 0;

∂ξM∗
2

∂d2
< 0,

∂ξM∗
2

∂λ2
> 0,

∂ξM∗
2

∂P1
> 0,

∂ξM∗
2

∂P2
< 0,

∂ξM∗
2

∂ω
> 0;

Among which L2 = 1
δ ln (δ+ρ)(1− λ2)+2θγ2

θγ2
.

Deduction 1 indicates that under this decision:

(1) The optimal advertising strategy AM∗
M (t) of the brand owner and the optimal service

strategy SM∗
R (t) of the retailer are an increasing function of the delay time d1 and

d2, which is consistent with the centralized decision. The cost-sharing ratio ξM∗
2 of

the brand owner is a decreasing function of the delay time d2; as the delay time d2
increases, the brand owner is willing to share a smaller share of the retailer’s service
cost;

(2) The brand owner’s optimal service strategy SM∗
M (t) is a decreasing function of the

webrooming effect λ1, while the brand owner’s cost-sharing ratio ξM∗
2 is an increasing

function of the showrooming effect λ2 The impact of the showrooming effect λ2 on
the retailer’s optimal service strategy SM∗

R (t) is influenced by the brand owner’s cost-
sharing ratio ξM∗

2 and the retail price P1 of the online channel. Under the condition of
P1 < (ω + P2)/2, the price gap between the channels decreases and the showrooming
effect λ2 is relieved, while the service SM∗

R (t) of the retailer is promoted. This shows
that if the online channel price of the brand owner is properly decided, ξM∗

2 can relieve
the impact of the showrooming effect on the retailer’s service strategy;

(3) The brand owner’s advertising strategy AM∗
M (t) is an increasing function of φ1 and

the lower the online channel demand conversion rate φ1, the lower the brand owner’s
advertising level should be. A change in the level of the regional promotional adver-
tising AM∗

R (t) by the retailer will only affect the offline channel demand and will not
be affected by the decision-making; thus, the retailer shall improve the advertising
level to promote the conversion rate φ2 of the offline channel demand;

(4) The wholesale price ω is an important factor influencing the optimal service and
advertising strategies of the supply chain members. The higher the wholesale price ω,
the higher the revenue the brand owner receives from the offline channel, while the
retailer’s product cost will be increased. To motivate the retailer to actively promote
the advertising and service levels, the brand owner shall increase the cost-sharing
ratios ξM∗

1 and ξM∗
2 with the retailer. The retailer shall promote the advertising level
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AM∗
R (t), but the delay time d2 also affects whether to increase the level of service.

Under the condition of d2> L2, ξM∗
2 cannot motivate the retailer to promote its ser-

vice. Thus, under the condition of d2< L2, that the brand owner can promote the
optimal advertising and service strategies of the supply chain members if it sets a
comparatively high wholesale price ω.

3.3. Bilateral Cost-Sharing Decision

Under this decision, by referring to the literature [51], the brand owner and the retailer
are participating in cooperation together and share the cost in a bilateral way, namely, the
retailer shares the national advertising cost ratio ξD

1 of the brand owner, and the brand
owner shares the experience service cost ratio ξD

2 of the retailer. Presented by the superscript
“D”, the objective profit functions of the brand owner and retailer are as follows:

JD
M =

∞∫

0

e−ρt[P1(t)DE(t) + ωDR(t)−
(1− ξ1)k1

2
AM

2 − η1

2
SM

2 − ξ2η2

2
SR]dt (20)

JD
M =

∞∫

0

e−ρt[P1(t)DE(t) + ωDR(t)−
(1− ξ1)k1

2
AM

2 − η1

2
SM

2 − ξ2η2

2
SR]dt (21)

Proposition 3. Under this decision, the optimal strategies of the brand owner and the retailer are
as follows:

AD∗
M (t) =

θγ1[e
δd1(P1 + ω) + 2(P2 −ω)] + (δ + ρ)[(1− φ1)(P2 −ω) + φ1P1]

2k1(δ + ρ)
, AD∗

R (t) =
φ2(P2 −ω)

k2
,

SD∗
M (t) =

(1− λ1)P1 + λ1ω

η1
, SD∗

R (t) =
θγ2[e

δd2(P2 −ω) + 2(P1 + ω)] + (δ + ρ)[(1− λ2)(ω + P2) + 2λ2P1]

2η2(δ + ρ)
(t).

ξD∗
1 =

{
Z2P2−Y2P1−X3ω
Z2P2+Y2P1−X4ω , X3ω + Y2P1 < Z2P2

0, X3ω + Y2P1 ≥ Z2P2
, ξD∗

2 =

{
X1ω+Y1P1−Z1P2
X2ω+Y1P1+Z1P2

, X1ω + Y1P1 > Z1P2

0, X1ω + Y1P1 ≤ Z1P2
.

Bilateral cost-sharing ratios are as follows:
In the equation:

X3 = θγ1(2 + eδd1) + 3(δ + ρ)(1− φ1)

X4 = θγ1(2− eδd1) + (δ + ρ)(1− φ1)

Y2 = θγ1eδd1 + φ1(δ + ρ)

Z2 = 2θγ1 + 2(δ + ρ)(1− φ1)

The brand goodwill:

GD∗(t) = e−δtG0 +
θγ1

2[eδd1 (P1+ω)+2(P2−ω)]+γ1(δ+ρ)[(1−φ1)(P2−ω)+φ1P1]
2k1δ(δ+ρ)

(1− e−δt)

+ θγ2
2[eδd2 (P2−ω)+2(P1+ω)]+γ2(δ+ρ)[(1−λ2)(ω+P2)+2λ2P1]

2η2δ(δ+ρ)
(1− e−δt)

Proving: under this decision, after the brand owner decides its service cost-sharing
ratio ξD

2 for the retailer and the retailer decides its advertising cost ratio ξD
1 for the brand

owner, the brand owner and retailer decide their optimal service and advertising strate-
gies, respectively. The evidentiary process is similar to Proposition 2 and will not be
repeated here.
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SM∗
M (t) = SD∗

M (t), SM∗
R (t) = SD∗

R (t) follows from Propositions 2 and 3. The impacts of
the webrooming effect and showrooming effect coefficients λ1 and λ2 on the supply chain
members’ service strategies are the same as Proposition 2. The impacts of the delay time d1
and d2, the wholesale price ω, and the brand owner’s advertising conversion rate φ1 on the
supply chain members’ optimal strategies are further analyzed.

Deduction 3. The static analysis results of the optimal strategies of the brand owner and retailer
concerning relevant parameters are as follows:

∂AD∗
M (t)

∂d1
> 0,

∂AD∗
M (t)

∂φ1
< 0,

∂AD∗
M (t)

∂P1
> 0,

∂AD∗
M (t)

∂P2
> 0,

{
∂AD∗

M (t)
∂ω > 0, φ1 > L1

∂AD∗
M (t)
∂ω < 0, φ1 < L1

;

∂SD∗
M (t)
∂λ1

< 0,
∂SD∗

M (t)
∂P1

> 0,
∂SD∗

M (t)
∂ω

> 0;

∂AD∗
R (t)

∂φ2
> 0,

∂AD∗
R (t)

∂P2
> 0,

∂AD∗
R (t)
∂ω

< 0;

∂SD∗
R (t)
∂d2

> 0,
∂SD∗

R (t)
∂P1

> 0,
∂SD∗

R (t)
∂P2

> 0,





∂SD∗
R (t)
∂λ2

> 0, ω− 2P1 + P2 < 0
∂SD∗

R (t)
∂λ2

< 0, ω− 2P1 + P2 > 0
,

{
∂SD∗

R (t)
∂ω > 0, d2 < L2

∂SD∗
R (t)
∂ω < 0, d2 > L2

;

∂ξD∗
1

∂d1
< 0,

∂ξD∗
1

∂φ1
< 0,

∂ξD∗
1

∂P1
< 0,

∂ξD∗
1

∂P2
> 0,

∂ξD∗
1

∂ω
< 0;

∂ξD∗
2

∂d2
< 0,

∂ξD∗
2

∂λ2
> 0,

∂ξD∗
2

∂P1
> 0,

∂ξD∗
2

∂P2
< 0,

∂ξD∗
2

∂ω
> 0.

Among which, L1 = 1
δ ln (δ+ρ)(1−φ1)+2θγ1

θγ1
.

Deduction 3 indicates that under this decision: (1) ξD∗
1 and ξD∗

2 are a decreasing
function of d1 and d2, respectively. The longer the delay in the brand advertising and the
retailer service to the brand goodwill, the lower the rate of cost-sharing between the brand
and the retailer participation in a bidirectional sense; (2) the brand owner’s advertising
strategy is a decreasing function of the conversion rate φ1. As the conversion rate φ1
decreases and the conversion rate 1 − φ1 of the offline channel demand increases, the
retailer increases its cost-sharing ratio ξD∗

1 to encourage the brand owner to invest in the
advertising. Therefore, although φ1 decreases, the brand owner shall also increase its
advertising level; (3) with the wholesale price ω increase, the brand owner promotes its
service level SD∗

M (t) and cost-sharing ratio ξD∗
2 , and the retailer decreases its advertising

level AD∗
R (t) and cost-sharing ratio ξD∗

1 . However, the delay time influences whether the
cost-sharing ratios ξD∗

1 and ξD∗
2 can affect the brand owner’s advertising strategy AD∗

M (t)
and the retailer’s service strategy SD∗

R (t). When d1 < L1, d2 < L2 controlled by ξD∗
1 and

ξD∗
2 , the brand owner should reduce its advertising level and the retailer should improve

its service level. Under the condition of d1 > L1, d2 > L2, with the rise in the wholesale
price ω, the brand owner should improve its advertising level and the retailer should lower
its service level.
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4. Comparative Analysis

4.1. Comparison of the Optimal Strategies of the Supply Chain Members under Three Decisions

Deduction 4. As compared under the three decisions, it is constant as follows:

AC∗
M (t) >AD∗

M (t) > AM∗
M (t); AC∗

R (t) >AM∗
R (t) > AD∗

R (t); (22)

SC∗
M (t) > SM∗

M (t) = SD∗
M (t); SC∗

R (t) >SM∗
R (t) =SD∗

R (t);
GC∗(t) > GD∗(t) > GM∗(t); ξM∗

1 = ξD∗
2 .

(23)

Deduction 4 indicates that: compared to the other two decisions, under the Centralized
Decision “C”, they are the optimal ones regardless of the service or advertising strategy
of the supply chain members, or the goodwill of the brand owner. The brand owner’s
advertising strategy AM(t) is better under the Bilateral Cost-Sharing Decision “D”, which
indicates that the bilateral cost-sharing decision can motivate the brand owner to improve
its advertising level. The retailer’s advertising strategy AR(t) is better under the brand
cost-sharing decision “M”, which can encourage the retailer to improve its advertising
level. No matter whether it is the brand cost-sharing decision or the bilateral cost-sharing
decision, the brand owner’s cost-sharing ratios on the retailer’s service are consistent, i.e.,
ξM∗

1 = ξD∗
2 . Meanwhile, the service investment levels of the brand owner and the retailer

are also compatible, i.e., SM∗
M (t) = SD∗

M (t), SM∗
R (t) =SD∗

R (t).

4.2. Profit Comparison under Three Decisions

The impact of time delay and bidirectional free-riding phenomenon on the profit of the
supply chain and the supply chain members is observed through analysis of the arithmetic
examples. It is assumed that the parameters included in the above model are as follows:

δ = 0.01, ρ= 0.05, θ= 0.4, γ1 = 0.5, γ2 = 0.6, φ1 = 0.5, φ2 = 0.6, λ1 = 0.3, λ2 = 0.4,
P1 = 3, P2 = 5.5, ω= 2, G0 = 0, α= 1, β1 = 0.6, β2 = 0.4, k1 = k2 = 1, η1 = η2 = 1.

4.2.1. Impact of Time Delay on the Profit of the Supply Chain and Supply Chain Members

Under the above parameter settings, the value range of time delay takes values in the
range d1, d2 ∈ (0, 30). This paper analyzes the impact of time delay on the supply chain,
the brand owner and the retailer profit under different decisions.

Figure 2 indicates the impact of the change of delay time d1, d2 on the profit of the
supply chain under different decisions. With the increase in the delay time d1, d2, the
supply chain profit under the centralized decision shows a downward trend, while it
shows an upward trend under the other two decisions. Therefore, when the delay time
d1, d2 is comparatively short, the supply chain profit under the centralized decision is the
highest. When the delay time d1, d2 is comparatively long, the supply chain profit under
the bilateral cost-sharing decision becomes the optimal value. In the delay time d1, d2
range, the supply chain profit under a bilateral cost-sharing decision is always higher than
that under the brand cost-sharing decision.

 

owners’

owners’

pact of Time Delay on the Brand Owner’s Profit.

retailer’s
brands’

retailer’s

owner’s

retailer’s retailer’s retailer’s
owner’s

retailer’s

Figure 2. Impact of Time Delay on the Supply Chain Profit.
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As can be seen in Figure 3, the increase in delay time d1, d2 will have different
impacts on the profit of the brand owner. With the growth of the delay time d1 for national
advertising, the brand owners’ advertising investment level is increasing. In contrast, the
impact on brand goodwill and market demand is not immediately apparent, resulting in a
decreasing trend in the brand owners’ profits.

owners’

owners’

 

 

pact of Time Delay on the Brand Owner’s Profit.

retailer’s
brands’

retailer’s

owner’s

retailer’s retailer’s retailer’s
owner’s

retailer’s

Figure 3. Impact of Time Delay on the Brand Owner’s Profit.

As the service delay time d2 of the retailer increases, the brand owner benefits from the
improvement of the retailer’s service level. According to Deductions 2 and 3, the brands’
share of the retailer service cost ratio ξ2 decreases at this moment, so the profit of the brand
owner increases continuously.

As can be seen in Figure 4, similar to the case of the brand owner, the increase in
the delay time d1, d2 will have different impacts on the retailer’s profit. What is different
is that with the rise in the national advertising delay time d1, the retailer benefits from
the improvement of the advertising level of the brand owner. Meanwhile, according
to Deduction 3, the brand owner’s advertising cost ratio ξ1 decreases at this moment,
increasing the retailer’s profit. As the retailer’s service delay time d2 increases, the retailer’s
cost of providing the service increases while the brand owner’s share of the service cost
ratio ξ2 decreases, decreasing the retailer’s profit.

 

pact of Time Delay on the Retailer’s Profit.

chain’s

Figure 4. Impact of Time Delay on the Retailer’s Profit.

Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 4, the bilateral cost-sharing decision can promote the
profits of the brand owner and retailer at the same time and realize the Pareto improvement.
Therefore, when there is a time delay, the supply chain members should prefer to implement
the bilateral cost-sharing decision.

4.2.2. Impact of Bidirectional Free-Riding on the Profit of Supply Chain and Supply
Chain Members

The webrooming effect and showrooming effect coefficients λ1, λ2 will impact the
service decisions of the brand owner and the retailer, respectively, affecting the supply
chain’s profit. From Deduction 2, under the condition of P1 > (ω + P2)/2, that the
showrooming effect λ2 is weakening, the brand owner reduces its cost-sharing ratio ξ2
and the retailer reduces its service level. Therefore, on the premise that other parameters
are unchanged, we have chosen the two different conditions of P1 = 3 < (ω + P2)/2 and
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P1 = 4 > (ω + P2)/2 to analyze the impact of the changes of the webrooming effect and
showrooming effect coefficients λ1, λ2 on the profits of the supply chain, the brand owner
and the retailer. Set d1 = d2 = 20 and P∗ = (ω + P2)/2.

From Figures 5 and 6, the changes in the webrooming effect and showrooming effect co-
efficients λ1, λ2 will have different impacts on the supply chain profit. Regardless of P1 < P∗

or P1 > P∗, the supply chain profit is about the increasing function of the webrooming effect
coefficient λ1 and the decreasing function of the showrooming effect coefficient λ2; the
change in the showrooming effect coefficient λ2 will have a more significant impact. With
the decrease in λ1 and the increase in λ2, the supply chain profit under the centralized deci-
sion tends to decrease gradually than under the other two decisions. Under the condition of
P1 < P∗, the supply chain profit under the bilateral cost-sharing decision is higher than
that under the brand cost-sharing decision; and under the condition of P1 > P∗, the supply
chain profit under the brand cost-sharing decision is higher than that under the bilateral
cost-sharing decision.

 

owner’s

owner’s
owner’s

on the Brand Owner’s Profit When 

Figure 5. Impact of λi on the Supply Chain Profit When P1 < P∗.

 

owner’s

owner’s
owner’s

on the Brand Owner’s Profit When 

Figure 6. Impact of λi on the Supply Chain Profit When P1 > P∗.

Figures 7 and 8 have reflected the impact of the change in the webrooming effect
and showrooming effect coefficients λ1, λ2 on the brand owner’s profit under different
value ranges of P1. Under the condition of P1 < P∗, the difference in the coefficient
λ1, λ2 on the brand owner’s profit is the same when the profit of the brand owner is a
decreasing function in λ1, λ2 and the brand owner’s profit will be higher under the bilateral
cost-sharing decision.

owner’s

owner’s
owner’s

 

on the Brand Owner’s Profit When Figure 7. Impact of λi on the Brand Owner’s Profit When P1 < P∗.
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owner’s

owner’s
owner’s

on the Brand Owner’s Profit When 

Figure 8. Impact of λi on the Brand Owner’s Profit When P1 > P∗.

Under the condition of P1 > P∗, changes in λ1, λ2 will have different impacts on the
profit of the brand owner. Under the condition that λ1 remains unchanged, the profit of the
brand owner will increase with the increase in λ2; and under the condition that λ2 remains
unchanged, the profit of the brand owner will decrease with the increase in λ1, and the
profit of the brand owner will be higher under the brand cost-sharing decision.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the impacts of the changes of the webrooming effect and
showrooming effect coefficients λ1, λ2 on the retailer’s profit. It is clear from the figures
that no matter whether the condition of P1 < P∗ or P1 > P∗, the result from the changes in
the webrooming effect and showrooming effect coefficients λ1, λ2 on the retailer’s profit
are different. With the growth in λ1, the retailer’s profit shows a slight increase; while with
the growth in λ2, the retailer’s profit shows a rapid decrease. Under both conditions, the
retailer’s profit under the bilateral cost-sharing decision is the higher one.
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retailer’s

retailer’s

retailer’s

retailer’s
retailer’s
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Figure 9. Impact of λi on the Retailer’s Profit When P1 < P∗.
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Figure 10. Impact of λi on the Retailer’s Profit When P1 > P∗.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Research Conclusions

Channel convergence is the focal issue of the O2O supply chain, and inter-channel
advertising and service cooperation is the leading research area of channel convergence.
This paper considered the impact of time delay and bidirectional free-riding on inter-
channel service and advertising cooperation strategies. We adopted differential game
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theory to solve the optimal advertising and service decisions of the brand owners and
retailers under a centralized decision, the brand owners’ cost-sharing decision, and bilateral
cost-sharing decision. We also explored the effects of delay time, the bidirectional free-
riding coefficient, price and other factors on cooperative advertising and service decisions.
The analysis leads to the following conclusions:

(1) Among these three decisions, the supply chain members’ advertising strategy, service
strategy and brand goodwill are optimal under a centralized decision. However, the
supply chain profit is not necessarily optimal due to the time delay and bidirectional
free-riding phenomenon. The supply chain profit depends on the delay time length
and the bidirectional free-riding coefficient size.

(2) Under the two kinds of cost-sharing decisions, the supply chain members and the
brand owner’s service decision and the brand owner’s cost-sharing of the retailer’s
service are the same. The brand cost-sharing decision can promote the advertising
level of the retailer, while the bilateral cost-sharing decision can promote the brand
owner’s national advertising and the brand goodwill. From the perspective of the
supply chain members’ profit, the bilateral cost-sharing decision can promote the
profits of the brand owner and the retailer at the same time; regardless of the length
of delay time. Irrespective of the bidirectional free-riding coefficient size, the bilateral
cost-sharing decision can still promote the profit of the retailer; however, whether this
decision can promote the profit of the brand owner is affected by the retail price of
the online channel.

(3) As the delay time grows, the brand owners’ national advertising level and the retailer’s
experience service level continue to improve, which causes the brand owner’s and
retailer’s investment costs to continue to increase, while it is difficult to achieve
the expected effect in the short term, raising the enterprise’s operational risks. The
bilateral cost-sharing ratio is a decreasing function of the delay time, which can
coordinate the impact of time delay on the brand owner’s advertising and retailer’s
service decisions to a certain extent.

(4) Under a centralized decision, brands are willing to cooperate fully and improve their
service levels even if the webrooming phenomenon is intensified to increase the
profitability of the whole supply chain. Under the two cost-sharing decisions, the
brand owner is willing to cooperate partially. The brand owner can moderate the
impact of the showrooming phenomenon on retailers’ service strategies by setting
retail prices and sharing retail service costs proportionally in the online channel.

(5) The supply chain members’ optimal service and advertising strategy is an increasing
function of the retail prices of the online and offline channels. In contrast, the impact of
the wholesale price on the optimal strategy of the supply chain members is affected by
the decision mode. Under the brand cost-sharing decision, by setting a comparatively
high wholesale price, the brand owner can adjust the impact of the time delay on the
service strategy of the retailer and promote the service and advertising levels of the
supply chain members. Under the bilateral cost-sharing decision, a higher wholesale
price enhances the service level of supply chain members; however, it reduces the
advertising level of supply chain members and exacerbates the impact of the delay
phenomenon on their national advertising strategies.

This study can further explore the following aspects of the following elements. First,
this study only considers the self-run online channels of brand owners and does not con-
sider the cooperative relationship with e-commerce platforms. At present, the cooperation
between brands and e-commerce platforms mainly includes two modes: resale and com-
mission, which will become the direction for the improvement of cooperation subjects in
the future of this study. Secondly, this paper only considers the pre-sale advertising and
service cooperation of the O2O supply chain and can further evaluate the collaboration of
after-sale delivery and return.
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5.2. Practical Implications

The above research results provide some management suggestions for the service and
advertising cooperation of O2O supply chain members.

(1) The research in this paper shows that the bilateral cost-sharing contract is a compelling
long-term strategy to solve the adverse effects of delay and two-way free-riding. The
bilateral cost-sharing contract can increase the profits of each node enterprise in the
O2O supply chain, thus improving the performance of the whole Pareto.

(2) Brands should reasonably set wholesale prices, online direct-selling prices and cost-
sharing ratio, which can effectively promote retailers’ investment in offline experience
services, to achieve a win-win situation and improve the entire supply chain perfor-
mance.

(3) From the perspective of long-term development, the key for retailers to deal with
showrooming behavior is to improve their brand premium ability, highlight the expe-
rience services provided by physical stores to consumers, and create the uniqueness
of physical sales.
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Abstract: With the rapid development of artificial intelligence, the application of this new technology
to music generation has attracted more attention and achieved gratifying results. This study proposes
a method for combining the transformer deep-learning model with generative adversarial networks
(GANs) to explore a more competitive music generation algorithm. The idea of text generation in
natural language processing (NLP) was used for reference, and a unique loss function was designed
for the model. The training process solves the problem of a nondifferentiable gradient in generating
music. Compared with the problem that LSTM cannot deal with long sequence music, the model
based on transformer and GANs can extract the relationship in the notes of long sequence music
samples and learn the rules of music composition well. At the same time, the optimized transformer
and GANs model has obvious advantages in the complexity of the system and the accuracy of
generating notes.

Keywords: artificial intelligence (AI); music generation; natural language processing; transformer;
GANs

1. Introduction

Computer-based music generation can be traced as far back as the 1950s. The Russian
mathematician Markov proposed the Markov model in 1906, which processed and pre-
dicted serial data. In 1955, Olson et al. [1] proposed using the Markov model to compose
music for the first time, utilizing intelligent computer algorithms that calculate probabili-
ties for the next note. In his research, Olson described the principal modules needed for
analog electronic music synthesizers, providing a creative method through formal methods.
Similar algorithms based on this approach are directed by a control program that must
follow mathematical instructions in a fixed order. By the 1980s, various models had ap-
peared offering grammar-based [2] and rule-based music generation [3]. Steedman et al. [2]
referred to the grammatical rules of language-generation systems to build a set of music
generation systems with pure grammar and rules based on music composition theory, such
as harmony, polyphony, musical form, and orchestration [3,4]. These models could generate
different styles of music but lacked the ability of generalization, so the rule-based defini-
tions had to be completed manually. Compared with deep-learning models, these methods
suffered from poor function and universality. However, this basic research provided ideas
for optimizing a deep learning algorithm [5].

With the advancement of deep learning techniques, many researchers have recently
tried to apply deep neural networks to creating music. These deep learning techniques
usually have neural network architectures, which have performed well in computer vision
and natural language programming (NLP). Generating music and other artistic content
using deep learning is a growing area of research. Generating structured music, analyz-
ing the quality of generated music, and building an interaction model are the extended
problems that need to be solved. Some deep learning methods are autoregressive [5]. This
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new model tries to generate longer sequences by obtaining the information of past time
steps, which is similar to music generation by humans. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [6] are a basic model commonly used in music generation. In the late 1990s, the
CNN prototype [7] was proposed, but it was not until AlexNet [8] in 2013 that CNNs as we
know them were recognized. Based on this, Google established the deep mind artificial
intelligence laboratory in London to develop WaveNet [9], one of the most successful CNN
music generation applications. The recurrent neural network (RNN) has become the most
popular processing model for typical serialized data such as music.

Considering the similarity between music and language, some language generation
models can be converted to generating music. This approach represents note embedding
by vectors. Embedding [10] was a concept initially used in NLP. Its principle was to obtain
the vector representation of each word, note, or chord through training a neural network
with a corpus and then use the result as the input to the network for downstream tasks.
In music, each major or minor chord has three notes as the tonic of the mode. In other
words, the whole song surrounds the tonic and its related chords [11,12]. In addition to
this obvious relationship between notes, there are also invisible relationships in music [13],
corresponding to anaphora in language. This is why it is important to choose a transformer
as the core model for music generation. In addition, GANs are widely used in imaging,
language, and music by training the discriminator and generator in the network to optimize
them, ensuring the final authenticity of the generated results [14]. GANs are now coming
into use to generate music sequences [15]. A critical difficulty to consider is that the
generated sequence must be fed into a discriminator because of the network architecture
of the generating countermeasure network. Therefore, this study proposes a new model
structure that combines a transformer [16] and GANs [17] to create music. The study also
presents a unique loss function to enable the system to learn and update the parameters in
the two gradient descent directions of “real music” and the target sequence [18].

The contributions of this study are as follows:

• Establishing a new music generation system that combines the transformer and GANs.
Proposing a unique loss function for the proposed model to learn from the descend-
ing direction of “real music” and the target sequence and to update the parameters
over time.

• Improving the input and output structures of the discriminator and the generator
and solving the problems of gradient non-differentiability and mode collapse in
the discriminator.

• Applying the vocabulary matching method to perfect the intricate melody generated
in the time domain and generate a real and controllable long-term structure.

• Presenting a relatively objective suggestion to evaluate music based on Euler’s music
evaluation mechanism.

The rest of the study is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work
on music generation. Section 3 puts forward the method proposed in this study and
introduces the construction and training process of the model. Section 4 presents the results
of the experiment.

2. Related Work

Long short-term memory (LSTM) developed rapidly and has been applied exten-
sively in music processing and the music generation field. Through LSTM, automatically
generated music can achieve high-quality, high-fidelity, and high-definition music effects.
Ycart et al. [19] and Sheykhivand et al. [20] both used LSTM as the cornerstone neural
network to realize music generation. Borodin et al. [21] proposed a multi-channel data-
processing method for a chord using the many-hot encoding method. The input was opti-
mized from single-note encoding to a multi-dimensional representation vector. The next
note combination was predicted by LSTM, which enriched the production. Chen et al. [22]
combined LSTM with chaos theory to optimize the tone shift in music without deformation,
reduce the amount of calculation, and optimize the training efficiency. Lehner et al. [23]
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combined LSTM with a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [24]. These techniques and
other probabilistic methods are combined with deep neural networks to help people better
make music. However, LSTM methods have failed to generate long-term sequences. The
authors of [25] proposed combining biaxial LSTM with GANs, which improved music
quality significantly over ordinary LSTM. Many experiments have found that these models
only allow the network to learn the relationship between note characteristics from actual
music data; they did not learn harmony from the music as a whole or the rules composers
need to follow.

Language and music have similar characteristics [26]. In natural language processing,
Google put forward the transformer [27] in 2017, which used a self-attention mechanism as
its main component and became a state-of-the art (SOTA) method in many projects. The
transformer was a typical encoder-decoder model (i.e., a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
model) [28] mainly used for generating scenarios such as question-answering systems and
machine translation. Given the similarity between language and music, Google applied
the transformer to music generation in 2018 [29]. Because of its low memory density, the
transformer could generate longer, more coherent music. However, the music transformer
was imperfect and had too many redundant and sparse musical notes. Based on the
transformer decoder, OpenAI proposed the second-generation Generative Pre-Training
(GPT) model [30] in 2019. GPT-3 was considered a dangerous machine learning model due
to its high intelligence. In April of the same year, the music generation system MuseNet
appeared, based on the GPT-2 [31]. It could generate works of any genre and style, and
even any composer and pianist. The generated music could be confused with the official
versions. In 2020, Jin et al. [32] proposed a new scheme based on combining the transformer
and GPT. Since then, artificial intelligence composition has reached a more mature stage.
However, the quality of music generated by these methods has not reached an acceptable
level because the neural network cannot understand the complexities of the language of
music. The information in the notes needs to be transmitted to the system as part of the
input, for example by marking. Many experiments have found that these models only
allowed a network to learn the relationship between note characteristics from music data;
they did not follow the rules of the music and composition.

3. Proposed Method

The first problem is generating note sequences and exploring the conversion relation-
ship. In note conversion, the most commonly used method is to convert notes into one-hot
encoding, but because the sample involves many notes, the digital matrix generated by
one-hot encoding is sparse. Although one-hot encoding can reduce the dimensionality of
the input model, the predicted label probability distribution cannot be directly transformed
accurately into notes, so the sorted note sequence is digitally coded according to the occur-
rence order of the notes. Although this encoding method ignores the original relationship
between notes (e.g., the relationship between tone C and chord C-E-G), the model structure
of the transformer handles the note ID input by first going through a trainable embedding
layer in the system to find a reasonable mapping and converting the note ID into a vector
containing the note relationship. In addition, owing to the different lengths of music singles,
ranging from dozens of notes to thousands of notes, the seq_length parameter is set to
make the input sequence and output sequence into two equal continuous sequences. For
example, the first ten notes of a song are converted as follows:

[6.11, E-5, E5, F#4, B3, E-5, B4, 2.6, E-5, 11.3.6].

Among them, “6.11” is a polyphonic chord divided by a period, and the rest are single
notes. There are more than 1500 different notes or chords in 2786 samples of music in the
GiantMIDI-Piano dataset. To reduce the difficulty of model prediction, all notes are sorted
according to their frequency of occurrence, and the notes that occurred less frequently than
the set threshold are marked [unk]. The process for note feature extraction is shown in
Figure 1.
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𝑃𝐸(𝑝𝑜𝑠,2𝑖) = sin ( 𝑝𝑜𝑠10000 2𝑖𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙).
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Figure 1. The process for note feature extraction.

In the recommended method, the LSTM structure in the traditional sequence-to-
sequence (seq2seq) structure is replaced by relying on the attention mechanism to capture
the relationship between the input and output notes. Using the attention mechanism, which
was proposed by the team of Bengio in 2014 [33], overcomes the shortcomings of sequential
calculation of the cyclic neural network (CNN). The system has better parallelism and
improves the training efficiency.

In position encoding, different calculation methods are used for note units in odd and
even positions. For note units in even positions, Equation (1) is used:

PE(pos, 2i) = sin

(
pos

10000
2i

dmodel

)
. (1)

For note units in odd positions, Equation (2) is used:

PE(pos, 2i+1) = cos

(
pos

10000
2i

dmodel

)
(2)

where pos represents the note, and i is a representation dimension, with each dimension
corresponding to a sine wave. The position encoding of this method can make the unit
PEpos+k at any position be represented by a linear function of the first unit PEpos, to obtain
the relative position of the whole sequence. The representation method of a trigonomet-
ric function is used to make the model infer a sequence with a longer length than that
encountered in the training process. Because of the periodicity of sine and cosine, for the
fixed-length note sequences, the value of PE in the position pos+n can be expressed as a
linear change. In this way, it will be convenient for the model to learn the relative position
relationships between each note.

The encoder is composed of n identical subcoding layers, and each encoding layer
is composed of two sublayers. The first layer is a multiheaded self-attention mechanism
composed of a multihead attention mechanism and a scaled dot-product attention unit. The
second layer is a fully connected feed-forward network. The outputs of the two sublayers
are connected by residuals, and each layer is normalized to avoid gradient disappearance.
The output of each sublayer is LayerNorm(x + Sublayer(x)), where Sublayer(x) is the
function realized by a sublayer. In the self-attention layer of the encoder, all queries, keys,
and values come from the output of the previous layer in the encoder, expressed as the
three vectors Q, K, and V, respectively. The calculation formula is as follows:

Attention(Q, K, V) = so f tmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V (3)
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where dk is the dimension of the input vector. There are two common attention functions:
one of them is additive attention, and the other is dot-product attention. The attention mech-
anism used here is dot-product attention. This attention mechanism is not only faster than
additive attention but also saves more space. The weight of Attention is calculated according
to Q and K, and dk needs to be scaled; otherwise, when the value of dot-multiplication is
too large, the gradient that is calculated by the function softmax will be very small, and this
is not conducive to backpropagation.

Multihead attention is composed of h self-attention. The calculation formula is shown
in Equation (4):

MultiHead(Q, K, V) = Concat(head1, . . . , headh)W
O (4)

where
headi = Attention

(
QWQ

i , KWK
i , VWV

i

)
(5)

Because self-attention only learns from one perspective, it may be biased. Therefore, h
different weight combinations are designed. Before calculating Attention, Q, K, and V are
linearly transformed with the above weight combination, respectively. The weight of h
angles of Attention is spliced, and linear transformation is performed with a new weight
matrix to get the final output. Multihead attention splits the Q, K, V vector of the note unit
into h word vectors with dmodel/h dimensionality for self-attention calculation; splices the
operation results; merges and adjusts them with the full connection layer; and then outputs
the result. The decoder structure is roughly the same as that of the encoder and is composed
of N subdecoders. The difference is that the Q and K vectors in the multihead attention
input of the decoder come from the encoder. To obtain the relationship between units in the
note sequence from data learning and training, the dot product of Q and key K, formed by
self-attention in the encoding process, becomes the weight of V in the understanding code
process. Compared with the encoder layer, a masked multihead attention unit is added to
each subdecoder layer, because in generating note sequences, prediction of the next note
unit needs to be performed after the prediction of the current note unit. Otherwise, the
model is equivalent to directly seeing the question’s answer before learning, so the training
is meaningless.

A frame diagram of the whole model is shown in Figure 2.

 

“ ”
“ ”

[𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒, 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠]
𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙−0.5 ∗ 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑁𝑢𝑚−0.5, 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑁𝑢𝑚 ∗ 𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠−1.5)𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐺 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷 𝑉(𝐺, 𝐷) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐺 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷 𝔼𝑥~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎[log 𝐷(𝑥)] + 𝔼𝑧~𝑝𝑧[log (1 − 𝐷(𝐺(𝑧)))]

Figure 2. The structure of the music generation system.
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This system performs alternating confrontation training on generator G and discrim-
inator D in one cycle. In each cycle, the discriminator is trained first. The discrimina-
tion model comprises bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM), with two layers
of 256 units each. The input of the discrimination model is a dataset composed of the
real target sequence in the current batch and the sequence generated by the generation
model. The gradient descent method is used for training when solving for the gradients of
discriminator parameters.

After sequence acquisition, two continuous fixed-length note sequences can be ob-
tained, input_Seq and tar_Seq. Next, “[BEG]” is added at the beginning of each note
sequence, and “[END]” is added at the end of the note sequence; then, the label encoder
encodes its ID. There is a trainable embedded layer in the input layer of the model. The
mapping relationship between the input and the embedded unit is learned online during
the training process.

The converted note vector is multiplied by the position code and input into the trans-
former encoder composed of an eight-layer subencoder. At this time, the output of the gener-
ated model is the probability distribution of dimension [BatchSize, SeqLength, NumNotes],
that is, the value in the last dimension of the tensor is the probability of the occurrence of
the note corresponding to the digital subscript. With the updated warm-up learning rate,
the Adam optimizer is used to train the generator. The calculation formula of this process
is as follows:

LearningRate = d−0.5
model ∗min

(
StepNum−0.5, StepNum ∗WarmupSteps−1.5

)
(6)

where LearningRate is the probability distribution of notes, dmodel is the dimension of the
model input vector, and StepNum is the number of steps in the current workout. The reason
for using the warm-up learning rate strategy is that the compensation mechanism needs
to be combined at an early stage of system training. A fast update rate is used so that the
model learns the parameter characteristics of notes quickly. In the middle and late stages of
training, the learning rate is slowly reduced so that the model can better learn the detailed
characteristics of the note distribution. Combined with GANs, the prediction sequence of
notes is input to the discriminator to determine whether it is sampled from the dataset or
generated. Equation (7) is the optimization function of GANs:

min
G

max
D

V(G, D) = min
G

max
D

Ex∼pdata
[log D(x)] +Ez∼pz [log(1− D(G(z)))] (7)

where x ∼ pdata represents the input subject to the real note distribution, and z ∼ pz

represents the analog distribution. G is the generator, and D is the discriminator. As
is shown in Equation (7), by term Ex∼pdata

[log D(x)] and Ez∼pz [log(1− D(G(z)))], the
discriminator is expected to maximize the probability of sampled sequences being true and
minimize the probability of generated sequences being false. Apparently, the output of the
discriminator is the probability of being true music. Consequently, the only target label
for D(x) is 1, while for D(G(z)), it is 0. Therefore, Equation (7) can be seen as a variant of
cross-entropy. When the generator G is fixed, the partial derivative of the objective function
V(G, D) yields formula (8) for discriminator D:

D∗(x) =
pg(x)

pg(x) + pdata(x)
(8)

Substituting the optimal discriminator in Formula (7) into Formula (8) causes the
optimization goal to optimize the Jenson–Shannon divergence (JSD) of pg(x) and pdata(x).
When pg(x) = pdata(x), they reach Nash equilibrium. Currently, the discrimination proba-
bility of discriminator D for actual samples or generated samples is 50%.

This process has two problems: gradient non-differentiability and mode collapse. The
reason why the gradient is not differentiable is that GANs need to input the generated note
sequence into the discriminator to determine authenticity, but the output of the generated
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model is the probability distribution with dimension [BatchSize, SeqLength, NumNotes].
The operation of argmax needs to be applied to each one-dimensional probability distribu-
tion to obtain the index of the note with the maximum probability, such that the generated
sequence and real target have compatible and comparable shapes. However, as the function
argmax returns the indices of the maximum values along an axis, the operation of argmax
is nondifferentiable, which leads to a failure to solve the gradient between the judgment
result of the discriminator and the trainable variables of the generator during the training
step of the generator.

To make the process derivable, our solution to this problem is as follows: Firstly,
the real sampling input sequence is transformed from an ID sequence into the sparse
vector representation of the one-hot encoding, making the dimension of the real data
and the generated probability distribution unified. Secondly, the output structure of the
transformer is also optimized, and the inverse temperature parameter τ is introduced. The
output optimization formula of the layer softmax is Equation (9):

yi =
exp(yi/τ)

∑
k
j=1 exp

(
yj/τ

) (9)

where yi is the normalized output probability of the ith note, τ is the inverse temperature
parameter, K is a global scalar, and ∑

k
j=1 exp

(
yj/τ

)
is the normalizing term. As τ → 0 ,

the probability distribution after Equation (9) approaches the one-hot encoding vector. As
τ → +∞ , the output becomes a uniform probability. When τ is a finite positive value,
the sample produced by Equation (9) is smooth and differentiable by the generator. To
conclude, the relationship between probability distribution and extraction of the maximum
value is expected to be learned by the inverse temperature parameter. During training, τ is
set to a large value, which slowly decreases almost to zero.

The standard one-hot embedding represents the real sequence, and the generator’s
output is the probability distribution of the predicted label. There are huge differences in
the expression form between the two, which the discriminator in GANs captures. Therefore,
the one-hot embedding of the real sequence needs to be optimized, and noise added, as
shown in Equation (10):

yi = so f tmax

(
onehot(yi) + gi

λ

)
(10)

where yi is the sequence of the real notes, gi is the random noise in the section (−ε, ε), and λ
is a constant less than 1, which is used to amplify the result of noise. The purpose of adding
λ is to make the vector after softmax conversion closer to the form of one-hot encoding.

Another problem is mode collapse. The method used to evaluate the generation effect
of the generator is to calculate the accuracy between the generated result and the actual
result, but the system will mistake the one-hot encoding feature of the real sequence as
one of the real features, resulting in the low accuracy of the generated model, and finally
leading to mode collapse.

A root mean square error (RMSE) is added between the predicted and real sequence
to accelerate the convergence and avoid mode collapse. When the difference between the
predicted label and the real label exceeds a reasonable value, RMSE can correct the learning
direction of the gradient.

Assuming the real target sequence sample {x1, . . . xK} and the real input sample
{z1, . . . zK}, the calculation formula of the loss function is as follows:

L =
1
K ∑

K

n=1[logD(xi) + log(1− D(G(zi)))] (11)

where G is the generator, D is the discriminator, Z is a real input sample, and n and i
are constants.
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Therefore, the calculation formula of the loss function L is as shown in Equation (12):

L = α
1
K ∑

K

j=1 ‖ ŷj − G
(
zj

)
‖2 + exp(

1
K ∑

K
n=1 log(1− D(G(zi))) (12)

where α (0 < α < 1) is the preset weight coefficient, ŷj represents the real sequence label
of the j-th sentence, and the former is the RMSE between the predicted sequence and the
real sequence.

The calculation steps of the algorithm are as follows (Algorithm 1):

Algorithm 1: The Algorithm of Transformer and GANs

Input: real input sequence {z1, . . . zn}, the target output sequence {x1, . . . xn}
Output: predictive output sequence { y1, . . . yn}
Random initialization generator and discriminator’s parameters
For i in k steps to train do

For batch to iterate do
Discriminator training

• Input the real input sequence {z1, . . . zn} in G, generated {y1, . . . yn}
• Input the false sequence {y1, . . . yn} and the target output sequence {x1, . . . xn} in D

• Used the descent gradient method to update the parameters, minimizing the loss

Generator training

• Input the real input sequence {z1, . . . zn} and the target output sequence {x1, . . . xn} in
generator {y1, . . . yn}

• Input the generated sequence in D, judge it as real or false
• Use the gradient descent method to update the parameters for G, minimize the combo loss

End for

End for

4. Experimental Summary

The GiantMIDI-Piano dataset, published by Jin et al. in 2020, was used to develop
the proposed method [31]. Table 1 compares several major MIDI format music datasets.
The GiantMIDI-Piano dataset is dramatically improved in quantity and richness compared
to the others. More than 10,000 piano pieces with a total time of more than 1200 h can be
played by algorithms. It is the most extensive classical piano dataset in the world.

Table 1. Piano dataset comparison.

Dataset Composers Pieces Hours Types

Piano-midi.de 26 571 36.7 Seq.
Classical archives 133 856 46.3 Seq.

Kunstderfuge 598 - - Seq.
MAESTRO 62 529 84.3 Perf.

MAPS - 270 18.6 Perf.
GiantMIDI-Piano 2786 10,854 1237 Live

In Equation (12), the former is the root mean square error, and the latter is the cross-
entropy loss. The loss of the cross-entropy term results in exponential amplification, making
the model converge faster during the gradient of the training process. In addition, α avoids
the process of convergence of authenticity learning instability because of an excessive
RMSE. The value of α is selected by the training accuracy after five epochs, and the results
are shown in Table 2. Note that since α is a hyperparameter used during the training of the
generator, the accuracy being compared here is the accuracy of the generator.
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Table 2. Influence of different values of α on the accuracy of the model.

α Accuracy after Five Epochs α Accuracy after Five Epochs

0.1 0.21 0.6 0.18
0.2 0.22 0.7 0.13
0.3 0.24 0.8 0.15
0.4 0.23 0.9 0.13
0.5 0.18 1.0 /

According to Table 2, the accuracy rate changes when different values are substituted.
When α is equal to 0.3, the accuracy rate is the largest, so the value of α is 0.3 (the result
rounded up to 1 decimal place).

The proposed music generation model based on transformer and GANs has two loss
optimization functions, corresponding to the optimization update of discriminator D and
generator G in the generation countermeasure network. For discriminator D, the output
is only 0 or 1, and the accuracy rate is the ratio of the predicted number of correct tags
to the number of all tags. At each time step of prediction, the generator solves a multi-
classification problem with the label dimension of vocab_size. For the prediction of each
unit, its output is the probability distribution of the unit label.

Figure 3a is the process of discriminator loss rate. The loss of the discriminator
decreases rapidly at the beginning of training until it is finally stable. Figure 3b is the
change process of discriminator accuracy. The accuracy of the discriminator also increases
rapidly to about 50% after the beginning of training, reaching the optimum state. Figure 3c
is the change process of the correctness of the verification set. The accuracy rate of the
verification set rises during the training process and finally reaches about 90%.

α

α
α

α𝜶 𝜶

𝛼 𝛼

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. The result for the training process.

Figure 4a shows the input and output attention before optimization, while Figure 4b
shows the input and output attention after optimization. Comparing Figure 4a,b, it can
be seen that the image in Figure 4b is more complex than Figure 4a. At the same time,
according to the visual experience, the color of Figure 4b is also darker than Figure 4a. Here,
the image is used to reflect the relationship between the notes in generated melody and
input samples. The color is darker, so the relationship between the input notes (or chords)
is stronger.

In addition, the multihead attention mechanism in the transformer recognizes the
relationship between input and output units. Figure 4a shows the input and output
attention without using the optimization loss function, and Figure 4b shows the output
attention after training with the optimization loss function.

The GAN model without the optimization function does not capture the relationship
between input and output, but the optimized model learns the coupling relationship
between input and output units far better. The final musical notation is shown in Figure 5.
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to Euler’s music evaluation elements, several commonly used elements in music evalua-

Figure 4. The input and output attention before optimization.

to Euler’s music evaluation elements, several commonly used elements in music evalua-

 

Figure 5. The results generated by the system based on transformer and GANs.

To make up for the defect of root mean square error in music evaluation, according to
Euler’s music evaluation elements, several commonly used elements in music evaluation,
as shown in Table 3, were selected to quantify the advantages and disadvantages of the
output music samples.

Table 3. The form for music evaluation.

Parameter Output Mode Explain Weigh t

Absolute interval gradient w1 ∗
∑

n
i=0 si

g

n−1
si

g: Indicates the interval difference
gradient score of the second note

0.11

Extreme note number w2 ∗min
(
4 ∗ nneibor

n , 1
) nneibor: Indicates the average number

of extreme notes in the sequence 0.29

Dissonance w3 ∗max
(

0, (−4) ∗ nleap

n−1 + 1
) nleap: Indicates the count value of a

continuous jump 0.17

Chord monophonic ratio w4 ∗





e10rchord , rchord < 0.1
1, 0.1 ≤ rchord < 0.5

ln(−rchord + 1.5) + 1, rchord ≥ 0.5

rchord: Indicates the ratio of the
number of chords 0.29

Note diversity w5 ∗
(
−7r2

div + 7.5rdiv − 0.75
) rdiv: Indicates the ratio of the number

of different notes to the length of
the sequence

0.14

Note: n: sequence length. wi : output weight of each item. The weight for each parameter is just an example; the
value can be adjusted appropriately according to preference.
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The calculation formula of the absolute interval gradient is shown in Equation (13):

sg =





1, x ≤ 6
lg(−x + 16), 6 < x ≤ 15

0, x > 15
(13)

where x represents the interval difference between notes.
The calculation formula for the number of extreme notes is shown in Equation (14):

nneibor =
2 ∗ nmin ∗ nmax

nmin + nmax
(14)

where nmin indicates the number of notes in the bass in the presence of extreme note
differences; nmax indicates the number of notes in the range of treble; and nneibor indicates
the average number of extreme notes.

The calculation formula for dissonance is shown in Equation (15):

nleap = nleap + 1, i f abs(pi − pi−1)& abs(pi+1 − pi) (15)

where nleap indicates the number of dissonances, and pi is the tone of the i note.
The calculation formula for chord single tone ratio is shown in Equation (16):

rchord =
nchord

nchord + nnote
(16)

where nchord indicates the number of chords, and nnote is the number of single notes.
The calculation formula for note diversity is shown in Equation (17):

rdiv =
ndi f

n
(17)

where ndi f indicates the number of non-repeated notes, and n is the total length of the
sequence. The final score output is shown in Equation (18):

s =
1

∑
5
i=1 wi

∑
5
i=1 wisi (18)

where wi is the output’s weight for each item, si is the output’s value for each item, and S
is the final score.

The same sample dataset (GiantMIDI-Piano) [31] was input into several systems, as
shown in Tables 4 and 5, to compare output results (full score is 100).

Table 4. Comparison of model results.

Model
Original Sample

(Average)
Output Melody

(Average)
Training Accuracy

Long short-term memory (LSTM) 83.30 46.62 \
Bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) 85.75 55.83 \

Transformer and GANs (original loss)
92.60

74.51 0.034
Transformer and GANs (optimized loss) 92.33 0.562

Finally, we selected 30 volunteers with musical backgrounds from the Shanghai Con-
servatory of Music and 30 volunteers from the College of Electronics and Information
Engineering at Tongji University for the test. Suppose that the volunteers from the Shanghai
Conservatory of Music are professional and those from Tongji University are nonprofes-
sional in the field of music. Based on Table 3, the total score is 100 points, and the scoring
results are shown in Table 5. The results in Table 4 are calculated according to the elements
involved in Table 3, and the calculation process refers to Equations (13)–(18). Table 5 is the
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result of the volunteers’ manual evaluation according to the elements involved in Table 3.
The original samples for Tables 4 and 5 all used melodies included in the same sample
dataset (GiantMIDI-Piano).

Table 5. Result of user study.

Volunteer Model
Original Sample

(Average)
Output Melody

(Average)

Long short-term memory (LSTM)

94.07

42.32
Bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) 51.44

professional Transformer and GANs (original loss) 65.71
Transformer and GANs (optimized loss) 82.58

Long short-term memory (LSTM) 63.65

nonprofessional
Bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM)

92.82
68.11

Transformer and GANs (original loss) 75.01
Transformer and GANs (optimized loss) 88.33

Combining Tables 4 and 5, it can be seen that, for both data evaluation based on
Euler’s music evaluation elements or manual evaluation, the optimized transformer and
GANs model has the highest scores. At the same time, compared with other models, the
optimized transformer and GANs model also has the best accuracy for the notes.

5. Conclusions

Taking aim at the challenge of music generation, this study overcame the obstacles
facing the sequence generation model and GANs, proposed a music generation model based
on transformer and GANs, and optimized the structure of GANs. Through experimentation,
it was found that the chord processing reported in this study is not ideal, as reflected in the
high proportion of chords and excessive discordant notes. A character dictionary processed
by this method was constructed according to the notes and chords in real music. To reduce
the size of the dictionary and improve the prediction effect, word frequency was used as
the basis for filtering, and some notes and chords with low frequency, extreme notes, and
complex chords were shielded. Still, the number of chord labels is much larger than the
number of individual notes. Although the number of single notes in the training data is
much larger than the occurrence frequency of chords, the transformer is not sensitive to the
frequency in the calculation process of the model, regardless of the relative probability of
single notes and chords. The dataset selected in this study is based on piano compositions
that contain many different chords and notes. Using only major and minor chords is not
enough to express the music in this dataset. Therefore, preprocessing of music datasets and
use of algorithms to effectively summarize the rules for the occurrence of notes should be
the primary goals of music creation in the future.
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